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preface

The measure of a company’s success is as much a function of the way it manages its employees 
as it is a function of its structures and financial resources. Compensating employees represents a 
critical human resource management practice: Without strategic compensation systems, companies 
cannot attract and retain the best-qualified employees. Spending more than is necessary to attract 
and retain top talent adds costs unnecessarily to companies in search of competitive advantage.

The purpose of this book is to provide knowledge of the art and science of compensation 
practice and its role in promoting companies’ competitive advantage. Students will be best pre-
pared to assume the roles of competent compensation professionals if they possess a grounded 
understanding of compensation practices and the environments in which business professionals 
plan, implement, and evaluate compensation systems. Thus, we examine the context of compen-
sation practice, the criteria used to compensate employees, compensation system design issues, 
employee benefits, challenges of compensating key strategic employee groups, pay and benefits 
around the world, and challenges facing compensation professionals.

New to the Eighth Edition

 1. Chapter 16, titled “Challenges Facing Compensation Professionals,” covers more pertinent 
issues than included in the seventh edition. This chapter informs students that there is much 
more to consider besides the fundamentals of compensation design that are detailed in 
Chapters 1 through 15. Chapter 16 also addresses seven key issues among many that will 
shape the work of compensation and benefits professionals in the future:

•	 Fallout from the “Great Recession”
•	 Underemployment: Implications for compensation
•	 Executive compensation
•	 Rising wages in China
•	 Challenges in health care reform
•	 Workforce demographic shifts
•	 Marriage between same-sex individuals and the U.S. Supreme Court ruling on the 

Defense of Marriage Act
 2. Chapter 7 adds a section on pay policy mix, which is a key element that compensation 

 professionals must consider when designing market competitive pay systems.
 3. Chapter 2 describes the main provisions of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 

of 2010.
 4. All chapters have been thoroughly revised to describe current statistics and issues of 

importance for compensation professionals.
 5. The Building Strategic Compensation Systems case is now available online in 

MyManagementLab and includes the CompAnalysis Software necessary to complete 
 sections of the project. The software is compatible with Windows and Mac platforms.

About This Book
This book contains 16 chapters, lending itself well to courses offered as 10-week quarters or 15-week 
semesters. The chapters are organized in six parts and an epilogue (containing Chapter 16):

•	 Part I: Setting the Stage for Strategic Compensation
•	 Part II: Bases for Pay
•	 Part III: Designing Compensation Systems
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•	 Part IV: Employee Benefits
•	 Part V: Contemporary Strategic Compensation Challenges
•	 Part VI: Compensation Issues around the World
•	 Epilogue: Challenges Facing Compensation Professionals

Course instructors on a 10-week schedule might consider spending about 2 weeks on each 
part. Instructors on a 15-week schedule might consider spending about 1 week on each chapter. 
Compressed 8-week schedules can accommodate 2 chapters per week.

This textbook is well suited to a variety of students, including undergraduate and master’s 
degree students. In addition, the book was prepared for use by all business students, regardless of 
their majors. Both human resource management majors and other majors (e.g., accounting, finance, 
general management, international management, marketing, and organizational behavior) will ben-
efit equally well from Strategic Compensation. After all, virtually every manager, regardless of 
functional area, will be involved in making compensation decisions. Both practitioners beginning 
work in compensation and current professionals will find Strategic Compensation a useful refer-
ence. The “Compensation in Action” feature will clarify the connections between compensation 
and other functions.

Available Teaching and Learning Aids
The teaching and learning accessories are designed to promote a positive experience for both 
instructors and students.

A feature titled “Compensation in Action” appears at the end of every chapter in the text. 
This feature provides clear operational points to illustrate how line managers, employees, and 
compensation professionals interact to put compensation concepts into practice. It was prepared 
by Mr. Gentz Franz, Director of Development at the University of Illinois.

Short end-of-chapter cases have been included in the text. These cases were written by 
Professor Lori Long of Baldwin-Wallace College about real-world compensation issues, with 
questions to facilitate class discussion or to be used as homework assignments. Recommended 
answers are available to instructors in the Instructor’s Manunal, which can be accessed by logging 
onto the Instructor’s Resource Center’s website (www.pearsonglobaleditions.com/Martocchio).

MyManagementLab®

MyManagementLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program that truly engages 
students in learning. It helps students better prepare for class, quizzes, and exams—resulting in 
better performance in the course—and provides educators a dynamic set of tools for gauging 
individual and class progress. In addition to quizzes and tests, MyManagementLab to accompany 
this text includes:

Building Strategic Compensation Systems Project
This accompanying experiental case available online only in MyManagement Lab will allow 
students to work in small compensation consulting teams charged with the responsibility for 
developing a compensation plan for a company named e-sonic. The project is divided into four 
sections. The first section, Strategic Analysis, is described fully in the casebook for faculty and 
students who choose to complete this analysis of the business environment prior to the remaining 
three sections that directly address compensation system design.

Section 1: Chapter 6

Section 2: Chapter 7

Section 3: Chapters 2 through 5, 8 through 11
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The development of a strategic analysis guides all decisions made regarding students’ 
compensation systems throughout the project. The strategic analysis reveals firm-specific 
challenges, objectives, and initiatives that allow students to align the goals of a compensation 
system effectively with that of their company strategy.

Section 1 introduces students to the specification of internally consistent job structures. 
Through writing job descriptions, the development of job structures, and both the development 
and implementation of a point evaluation method to quantify job differences objectively, students 
build the framework for internal equity.

Section 2 shifts students’ focus outside of their firm to understand its relationship with the 
external marketplace. Students will use market survey data to compare pay rates of positions inside 
the firm with those in the marketplace to establish the foundations of market-competitive pay. The 
analysis of market data also leads students to the determination of appropriate pay-policy mixes 
for each of their job structures. In this section, students are asked to use CompAnalysis software 
developed by Howard Weiss at Temple University, which is also available in MyManagementLab.

Finally, in Section 3, students will recognize the contributions of individual employees 
through the creation of a merit-pay system and put their plan into action by paying employees 
within their firm. Hypothetical pay discrepancies are introduced to each student group for resolu-
tion within the parameters of their designed compensation system. They are tasked with many of 
the difficult decisions that compensation professionals face on a daily basis.

The Strategic Analysis section and Sections 1 through 3 may each be completed in 2 to 3 
weeks, which fits well with semester-long courses. Instructors whose courses include a variety of 
additional activities or span only 7 to 10 weeks may have students complete only three of the four 
sections in either configuration (Strategic Analysis and Sections 1 and 2 or Sections 1 through 3). 
The instructor may have student groups prepare written reports or oral presentations to the class. 
Report outlines are included in the instructor’s and student’s casebook versions.

Two Assisted-Graded Writing Prompts
Two assisted-graded writing prompts per chapter are provided in MyManagementLab via the 
Writing Space tool that allows for the online submission and grading of essay questions. The 
writing prompts also appear at the end of each chapter.

Supplemental Short Cases
Short cases, also written by Professor Lori Long of Baldwin-Wallace College, correspond to 
each chapter. Suggested answers are available to instructors under the Instructor’s Manual on 
MyManagementLab and on Pearson’s Instructor’s Resource Center.

Instructor Supplements
All of the following supplements can be downloaded from our Instructor’s Resource 
Center. Request your user name and password from your Pearson Sales Representative.  
www.pearsonglobaleditions.com/Martocchio

Instructor’s Manual: The Instructor’s Manual has been completely revised. For each chapter, 
the Instructor’s Manual provides a comprehensive lecture outline as well as additional Teaching 
Resources.

Test Item File: The Test Item File consists of multiple-choice questions, true/false, and essay 
questions. Each question will have a difficulty rating of easy, moderate, or difficult and a clas-
sification of either application or recall to help you build a well-balanced test.
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PowerPoints: The PowerPoint package is a fully revised, comprehensive package that outlines 
each chapter and includes figures from the text. It is designed to aid the educator and supple-
ment in-class lectures.

TestGen Software: Containing all of the questions in the printed Test Item File, TestGen is a 
comprehensive suite of tools for testing and assessment.
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MyManagementLab®

 Improve Your Grade!
When you see this icon, visit www.mymanagementlab.com for activities that are 
 applied, personalized, and offer immediate feedback.

1

Learning objectiveS

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Describe what compensation is and give at least three examples of core compensation 
practices and at least three examples of employee benefits practices.

2. Summarize at least two historical events in the evolution of compensation practice 
leading to the current strategic compensation era.

3. Discuss at least two differences between strategic and tactical compensation.

4. name and summarize the goals of compensation professionals.

5. identify the stakeholders of the compensation and summarize their stake in the work 
compensation professionals perform.

For most of the twentieth century, the predecessor to contemporary human resource (HR) man-
agement practices was initially referred to as manpower planning or personnel management. 

In the earlier part of that century, manpower planning often focused on the effective deployment 
of employees in factories to achieve the highest manufacturing output per employee per unit of 
time. For instance, management sought to increase the number of handmade garments per hour.

Extensive government regulation involving payroll taxes, minimum wage laws, and anti-
discrimination laws later gave rise to the personnel management function. Legal compliance 
necessitated that personnel management take on the role of an administrative, support func-
tion to maintain compliance with the myriad details of the laws (e.g., determining what equal 
work is and the prevailing wage in specific localities). Since the 1970s, there has been wide-
spread recognition that managing employees or human resources can contribute to company 
success. Administrative efficiency of the personnel functions (e.g., recruiting, performance 
appraisal, and compensating employees) certainly contributes indirectly to company success 
through cost control.

In recent years, researchers and HR practitioners have worked steadily to quantify the impact 
of managing human resources on business success in terms of such outcomes as innovation, 
higher sales, product quality, exemplary customer service, and so forth. Some have described the 
HR professional’s role as evolving from compliance (policing) to consultation, with a carpenter’s 

Strategic compenSation
A Component of Human Resource Systems
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eye toward quality HR system design. Designing HR practices with business outcomes in mind 
is a necessary first step, and compensation plays an important role in contributing to successful 
business outcomes.

exploring and defining the compenSation 
context
The compensation function does not operate in isolation. To the contrary, it is just one compo-
nent of a company’s human resource system. In addition, compensation professionals interact 
with members of various constituencies, including union representatives and top executives. 
We will explore these ideas in more detail after we have introduced some fundamental com-
pensation concepts.

What Is Compensation?
Compensation represents both the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards employees receive for perform-
ing their jobs. Together, both intrinsic and extrinsic compensation describe a company’s total 
compensation system. This system of practices is depicted in Figure 1-1.

Intrinsic compensation reflects employees’ psychological mind-sets that result from per-
forming their jobs. Extrinsic compensation includes both monetary and nonmonetary rewards. 
Organizational development professionals promote intrinsic compensation through effective job 
design. Compensation professionals are responsible for extrinsic compensation, which will be 
the focus of this textbook.

Extrinsic compensation includes both monetary and nonmonetary rewards. Compensation 
professionals establish monetary compensation programs to reward employees according to 
their job performance levels or for learning job-related knowledge or skills. As we will discuss 
shortly, monetary compensation represents core compensation. Nonmonetary rewards include 
protection programs (e.g., medical insurance), paid time off (e.g., vacations), and services 
(e.g., day care assistance). Most compensation professionals refer to nonmonetary rewards as 
employee benefits.

Core Compensation
There are seven types of monetary, or core, compensation (two types of which are listed as base 
pay). The elements of base pay adjustments are listed in Table 1-1.

Extrinsic Compensation

Core Compensation
• Hourly wage
• Annual salary

Adjustments to Core 
Compensation
• Cost of living
• Seniority
• Merit
• Incentive
• Person-focused

Legally Required 
Employee Benefits
• Social Security Act
• Workers’ 

compensation laws
• Family & Medical 

Leave Act

Discretionary 
Employee Benefits
• Health insurance
• Disability 

insurance
• Life insurance
• Retirement plans
• Paid time off
• Accommodation 

and enhancement

Total Compensation

Intrinsic Compensation

figure 1-1 total compensation System
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baSe pay Employees receive base pay, or money, for performing their jobs (Chapter 7). Base 
pay is recurring; that is, employees continue to receive base pay as long as they remain in their 
jobs. Companies disburse base pay to employees in one of two forms: hourly pay or wage, or as 
salary. Employees earn hourly pay for each hour worked. They earn salaries for performing their 
jobs, regardless of the actual number of hours worked. Companies measure salary on an annual 
basis. The Fair Labor Standards Act (Chapter 2) established criteria for determining whether 
employees should be paid hourly or by salary. In 2012, the average weekly rate for workers was 
$818.1 On an annual basis, this figure translates to $42,536 (based on a 40-hour work week over 
52 calendar weeks).

Companies typically set base pay amounts for jobs according to the level of skill, effort, 
and responsibility required to perform the jobs and the severity of the working conditions. 
Compensation professionals refer to skill, effort, responsibility, and working condition fac-
tors as compensable factors because they influence pay level (Chapters 2 and 6). Courts of 
law use these four compensable factors to determine whether jobs are equal per the Equal 
Pay Act of 1963. According to the Equal Pay Act, it is against the law to pay women less than 
men for performing equal work. Compensation professionals use these compensable factors 
to help meet three pressing challenges, which we will introduce later in this chapter: internal 
consistency (Chapter 6), market competitiveness (Chapter 7), and recognition of individual 
contributions (Chapter 8).

Over time, employers adjust employees’ base pay to recognize increases in the cost of living, 
differences in employees’ performance, or differences in employees’ acquisition of job-related 
knowledge and skills. We will discuss these core compensation elements next.

coSt-of-Living adjuStmentS (coLaS) Cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) represent 
periodic base pay increases that are founded on changes in prices as recorded by the consumer 
price index (CPI). In recent years, the typical COLA equaled approximately 2–3 percent annually. 
COLAs enable workers to maintain their purchasing power and standard of living by adjusting 
base pay for inflation. COLAs are most common among workers represented by unions. Union 
leaders fought hard for these improvements to maintain their members’ loyalty and support. 
Many employers use the CPI to adjust base pay levels for newly hired employees.

Seniority pay Seniority pay systems reward employees with periodic additions to base 
pay according to employees’ length of service in performing their jobs (Chapter 3). These 
pay plans assume that employees become more valuable to companies with time and that 
valued employees will leave if they do not have a clear idea that their wages will progress 
over time. This rationale comes from human capital theory,2 which states that employees’ 
knowledge and skills generate productive capital known as human capital. Employees can 
develop such knowledge and skills from formal education and training, including on-the-job 
experience. Over time, employees presumably refine existing skills or acquire new ones that 

table 1-1 elements of core compensation

Base Pay
•	 Hourly	pay
•	 Annual	salary

how�Base�pay�is�adjusted�over�time
•	 Cost-of-living	adjustments
•	 Seniority	pay
•	 Merit	pay
•	 Incentive	pay

•	 Person-focused	pay:	pay-for-knowledge	and	skill-based	pay
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enable them to work more productively. Seniority pay rewards employees for acquiring and 
refining their skills as indexed by length (years) of employment.

merit pay Merit pay programs assume that employees’ compensation over time should be 
determined, at least in part, by differences in job performance (Chapter 3). Employees earn 
permanent increases to base pay according to their performance. Merit pay rewards excellent 
effort or results, motivates future performance, and helps employers retain valued employees.

incentive pay Incentive pay or variable pay rewards employees for partially or completely 
attaining a predetermined work objective. Incentive pay is defined as compensation (other than 
base wages or salaries) that fluctuates according to employees’ attainment of some standard 
based on a preestablished formula, individual or group goals, or company earnings (Chapter 4).

pay-for-KnowLedge pLanS and SKiLL-baSed pay Pay-for-knowledge plans reward 
managerial, service, or professional workers for successfully learning specific curricula 
(Chapter 5). Skill-based pay, used mostly for employees who perform physical work, increases 
these workers’ pay as they master new skills (Chapter 5). Both skill- and knowledge-based pay 
programs reward employees for the range, depth, and types of skills or knowledge they are 
capable of applying productively to their jobs. This feature distinguishes pay-for-knowledge 
plans from merit pay, which rewards employees’ job performance. Said another way, pay-for-
knowledge programs reward employees for their potential to make meaningful contributions 
on the job.

Employee Benefits
Earlier, we noted that employee benefits represent nonmonetary rewards. Employee benefits 
include any variety of programs that provide paid time off, employee services, and protection 
programs. Companies offer many benefits on a discretionary basis. We refer to these as discre-
tionary benefits (Chapters 9 and 10). In addition, the U.S. government requires most employers 
to provide particular sets of benefits to employees. We refer to these as legally required benefits 
(Chapter 11). Different forces led to the rise of legally required and discretionary employee 
 benefits, which we discuss shortly.

diScretionary benefitS The first signs of contemporary discretionary employee benefits 
were evident in the late 1800s when large companies such as American Express offered pension 
plans to employees. Most of the development in employee benefits practice for the next few 
decades resulted from government legislation, as previously noted. Discretionary benefits 
offerings became more prominent in the 1940s and 1950s due in large part to federal government 
restrictions placed on increasing wage levels. Employee benefits were not subject to those 
restrictions.

Discretionary benefits fall into three broad categories: protection programs, paid time off, 
and services (Chapter 10). Protection programs provide family benefits, promote health, and 
guard against income loss caused by such catastrophic factors as unemployment, disability, or 
serious illness. Not surprisingly, paid time off provides employees with pay for time when they 
are not working (e.g., vacation). Services provide such enhancements as tuition reimbursement 
and day care assistance to employees and their families.

LegaLLy required benefitS Legally required benefits historically provided a form of social 
insurance. Prompted largely by the rapid growth of industrialization in the United States 
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as well as the Great Depression of 
the 1930s, initial social insurance programs were designed to minimize the possibility of 
destitution for individuals who were unemployed or became severely injured while working. 
In addition, social insurance programs aimed to stabilize the well-being of dependent family 
members of injured or unemployed individuals. Further, early social insurance programs were 
designed to enable retirees to maintain subsistence income levels. These intents of legally 
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required benefits remain intact today. The U.S. government has established programs to protect 
individuals from such catastrophic events as disability and unemployment. Legally required 
benefits are protection programs that attempt to promote worker safety and health, maintain 
the influx of family income, and assist families in crisis. The key legally required benefits are 
mandated by the Social Security Act of 1935, various state workers’ compensation laws, and 
the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993. All provide protection programs to employees and 
their dependents (Chapter 11).

Employers typically spend substantial amounts to pay employees and provide benefits. 
Table 1-2 lists the major legally required and discretionary benefits and the typical expenses 
incurred by employers to offer these benefits as of December 2012.3 This table also includes the 
cost of wages and salaries based on a sample of occupations and industry types. The costs are 
expressed on an hourly basis per employee. For example, in December 2012, employers char-
acteristically spent $30.84 per employee per hour worked, incuding wages and salaries as well 
as benefits. Of this figure, $21.35 was spent on wages and salaries and $9.49 was spent on ben-
efits ($2.40 for legally required benefits and $7.09 for discretionary benefits).

a hiStorical perSpective on compenSation: 
the road toward Strategic compenSation
Agriculture and small family craft businesses were the bases for the U.S. economy before the 
1900s. The turn of the twentieth century marked the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in 
the United States. During the Industrial Revolution, the economy’s transition from agrarian and 
craft businesses to large-scale manufacturing began. Individuals were increasingly becoming 
employees of large factories instead of self-employed farmers or small-business owners. This 
shift from the agricultural sector to the industrial sector promoted the beginnings of the field of 
human resource management.4

The factory system gave rise to divisions of labor based on differences in worker skill, effort, 
and responsibilities. The growth in the size of the workplace necessitated practices to guide such 
activities as hiring, training, setting wages, handling grievances, and terminating employment. 
At the time, practitioners referred to these activities as personnel administration, which is the 
predecessor of modern human resource management.

The early personnel (and compensation) function emphasized labor cost control and man-
agement control over labor. Many employers instituted so-called scientific management prac-
tices to control labor costs, as well as welfare practices to maintain control over labor. Scientific 
management practices gave rise to individual incentive pay systems. Welfare practices represent 
the forerunner of modern discretionary employee benefits practices.

Scientific management practices promoted labor cost control by replacing inefficient pro-
duction methods with efficient ones. Factory owners used time-and-motion studies and job 
analysis to meet that objective. Time-and-motion studies analyzed the time it took employees 
to complete their jobs. These studies literally focused on employees’ movements and the iden-
tification of the most efficient steps to complete jobs in the least amount of time.5 Job analysis 
is a systematic process for gathering, documenting, and analyzing information in order to 
describe jobs. At the time, employers used job analysis to classify the most efficient ways to 
perform jobs.

How did scientific management methods influence compensation practices? Scientific man-
agement methods gave rise to the use of piecework plans (Chapter 4). Under piecework plans, 
an employee’s compensation depends on the number of units she or he produces over a given 
period. Specifically, these plans reward employees on the basis of their individual hourly produc-
tion against an objective output standard, determined by the pace at which manufacturing equip-
ment operates. For each hour, workers receive piecework incentives for every item produced over 
the designated production standard.
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There were also developments in the area of employee benefits during World War II. Welfare 
practices were generous endeavors undertaken by some employers, motivated in part to minimize 
employees’ desire for union representation, to promote good management, and to enhance worker 
productivity. Welfare practices were “anything for the comfort and improvement, intellectual or 
social, of the employees, over and above wages paid, which is not a necessity of the industry nor 
required by law.”6 Companies’ welfare practices varied. For example, some employers offered 
such facilities as libraries and recreational areas; others offered financial assistance for education, 
home purchases, and home improvements. In addition, employer sponsorship of medical insur-
ance coverage became common. The use of welfare practices created the need to administer them. 
Welfare secretaries served as an intermediary between the company and its employees, and they 
were essentially predecessors of human resource professionals.7

In the 1960s, the U.S. government instituted major legislation aimed at protecting individual 
rights to fair treatment in the workplace. Most often, fair treatment means making employment-
related decisions according to job performance—for example, awarding higher merit pay increases 
to better performers.

Federal laws led to the bureaucratization of compensation practice. Personnel and compen-
sation administrators took the lead in developing and implementing employment practices that 
upheld the myriad federal employment laws. These professionals also maintained records, creating 
documentation in the event of legal challenges to employment practices. In short, compensation 
professionals were largely administrators who reacted to government regulation.

Personnel administration was transformed from a purely administrative function to a com-
petitive resource in many companies during the 1980s as technology transformed the workplace 
and pressures from global competitors intensified. Since the early 1980s, compensation profes-
sionals have designed and implemented compensation programs that contribute to companies’ 
competitive advantage by motivating employees to excel, learn new knowledge and skills, and 
take on a sense of ownership in the company.8

Competitive advantage describes a company’s success. Competitive advantage refers spe-
cifically to a company’s ability to maintain market share and profitability over a sustained period 
of several years. Employers began to recognize that employees are key resources necessary for a 
company’s success, particularly in changing business environments characterized by rapid tech-
nological change and intense business competition from foreign countries. Employers’ recog-
nition that employees represent an important resource led to the view of employees as human 
resources. In line with this view, companies design human resource management practices to 
promote competitive advantage.

As technology leads to the automation of more tasks, employers combine jobs and confer 
broader responsibilities on workers. For example, the technology of advanced automated manu-
facturing, such as that used in the automobile industry, began doing the jobs of people, including 
the laborer, the materials handler, the operator-assembler, and the maintenance person. A single 
employee now performs all of these tasks in a position called “manufacturing technician.” The 
expanding range of tasks and responsibilities in this job demands higher levels of reading, writ-
ing, and computation skills than did the jobs that it replaced, which required strong eye–hand 
coordination. Most employees must possess higher levels of reading skills than before because 
they must be able to read the operating and troubleshooting manuals (when problems arise) 
of automated manufacturing equipment that is based on computer technology. Manufacturing 
equipment previously had a relatively simple design, based on such easily understood mechani-
cal principles as pulleys, and it was easy to operate.

Increased global competition has forced companies in the United States to become more pro-
ductive. More than ever, companies must now provide their employees with leading-edge skills and 
encourage them to apply their skills proficiently to sustain a competitive advantage. Evidence sug-
gests that workers in other countries are more skilled and able to work more productively than U.S. 
employees.9 In addition, companies, particularly in Japan, adopted lean manufacturing and process 
development techniques that enabled workers to contribute to products of outstanding quality.
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Compensation practices contribute to competitive advantage by developing more productive 
and highly skilled workforces. Well-designed merit pay programs reinforce excellent perfor-
mance by awarding pay raises commensurate with performance attainments. The use of incentive 
pay practices is instrumental in changing the prevalent entitlement mentality U.S. workers have 
toward pay and in containing compensation costs by awarding one-time increases to base pay 
once work objectives have been attained. Pay-for-knowledge and skill-based pay programs are 
key to giving employees the necessary knowledge and skills to use new workplace technology 
effectively. Management can use discretionary benefit offerings to promote particular employee 
behaviors that have strategic value. For example, employees who take advantage of tuition reim-
bursement programs are more likely to contribute to the strategic imperatives of product or ser-
vice differentiation and cost-reduction objectives.

Moving to the realm of executive compensation (Chapter 12) becomes quite interesting 
because the rules for establishing compensation and benefits for employees are cast aside for 
a set of unique rules that creates tremendous wealth for executives. In addition, the pay-for-
performance ethic that we stress for nonexecutive employees is debated among shareholders of 
companies, employees, labor unions, and the government.

Compensation professionals face additional challenges, as defining who is an employee 
becomes complex and, as a result, who is responsible for compensating and providing benefits 
for nonemployees. These nonemployees are members of the growing contingent workforce in the 
United States. As we will learn in Chapter 13, there are multiple types of contingent workers, and 
the compensation and benefits issues vary with these various contingent worker classifications.

It is not surprising that the globalization of business often requires that employees be sent from 
their home countries (e.g., a U.S. citizen working for Microsoft) as expatriates to manage business 
activities throughout the world. As we will see in Chapter 14, compensation professionals must 
learn about the techniques for compensating expatriate employees. In addition, as U.S. companies 
expand their operations to the far reaches of the world, it is essential that they become familiar with 
the laws and norms that define compensation and benefits practices in those countries. We will 
review the compensation and benefits issues around the globe in Chapter 15.

Strategic verSuS tactical deciSionS
Business professionals make two kinds of decisions—strategic decisions and tactical decisions. 
Strategic decisions guide the activities of companies in the market; tactical decisions support 
the fulfillment of strategic decisions. Business professionals apply these decisions to companies’ 
functions, including manufacturing, engineering, research and development, management infor-
mation systems, HR, and marketing. For example, HR professionals make strategic compensa-
tion decisions and tactical compensation decisions. Figure 1-2 shows the relationship between 
strategic decisions and tactical decisions.

Strategic management entails a series of judgments, under uncertainty, that companies 
direct toward achieving specific goals.10 Companies base strategy formulation on environmental 
scanning activities (as described later in this chapter). Discerning threats and opportunities is 
the main focus of environmental scanning. Strategic management is an inexact process because 
companies distinguish between threats and opportunities based on interpretation. A threat sug-
gests a negative situation in which loss is likely and over which an individual has relatively little 
control. An opportunity implies a positive situation in which gain is likely and over which an 
individual has a fair amount of control.11

For instance, Mercedes-Benz, a manufacturer of luxury automobiles, stepped outside its 
typical product offerings by introducing the C230, a well-equipped hatchback model in the 
$25,000–$30,000 price range. Most new well-equipped Mercedes vehicles retail well above 
the $50,000 level and are bought by affluent individuals who are into their forties and beyond. 
Mercedes’s offering was geared toward extending its market base to car buyers in their twen-
ties and thirties who typically cannot afford the Mercedes price tag. Given so many fine car 
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alternatives, Mercedes hoped to build loyalty among a younger following of car buyers with the 
idea that loyal Mercedes owners will continue to buy Mercedes in the future. Unfortunately, the 
company was unsuccessful in attracting the younger market segment and ultimately discontinued 
the C230 model after a few short years.

Tactical decisions support the fulfillment of strategic decisions, which we discuss shortly. 
We will look at Eli Lilly’s Web site to illustrate these practices in the following paragraphs.

Strategic planning supports business objectives. Companies’ executives communicate busi-
ness objectives in competitive strategy statements. Competitive strategy refers to the planned 
use of company resources—technology, capital, and human—to promote and sustain competitive 
advantage. The time horizon for strategic decisions may span 2 or more years. Lilly’s competi-
tive strategy focuses on creating innovative medicines that improve patient health outcomes.12

Human resource executives collaborate with other company executives to develop human 
resource strategies. Human resource strategies specify the use of multiple HR practices. These 
statements are consistent with a company’s competitive strategy. At Lilly:

Lilly, a leading innovation driven corporation, is developing a growing portfolio of pharma-
ceutical products by applying the latest research from its own worldwide laboratories and 
from collaborations with eminent scientific organizations. Headquartered in Indianapolis, 
Ind., Lilly provides answers through medicines and information for some of the world’s 
most urgent medical needs. This drive is what we are looking for in our people. We have 
created an open environment designed to stimulate the flow of information. And we will 
achieve our goals by placing teams of intellectually-driven people in this environment. 
People like you. Join the Lilly team and find yourself among the approximate 40,000  people 
devoted to improving the lives of others. And we’ll give you the opportunities you want to 
make the most of your career and life.13

Strategic Decisions

General Tactical
HR Decisions

Specific Tactical
HR Decisions
(Compensation Examples)

• Recruitment
• Selection
• Performance appraisal
• Compensation
• Training

• Seniority pay
• Merit pay
• Incentive pay
• Pay for knowledge
• Skill-based pay
• Broadbanding
• Two-tier pay structures
• Discretionary benefits options

Specific

General
• Competitive strategy

• Human resource strategy

• Compensation strategy

figure 1-2 relationship between Strategic  
and tactical decisions
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Compensation and benefits executives work with the lead HR executive and the company’s 
chief budget officer to prepare total compensation strategies. Total compensation strategies describe 
the use of compensation and benefits practices that support both human resource strategies and 
competitive strategies.

At Lilly, we’re all about helping people live healthy, happy lives. And we want the same 
for our employees. To that end, we believe in rewards and balance. The benefits we provide 
are designed to give you exactly that.

We believe in compensation that truly expresses appreciation for your contribu-
tions. It’s the most effective morale booster we know. As for our benefits packages, we 
believe they should answer your needs and wishes for the way you want to lead your life 
at work—and outside of it. You’ll find benefits that advance your career. Strengthen your 
financial well-being. Aid you in health matters. And encourage time away from work for 
self-enrichment.

Take a look at what we have to offer. The list is comprehensive, covering everything 
from traditional benefits to unique perks. We think you’ll find our collection will help you 
make the most of what’s important to you: A healthy, balanced life.14

Competitive Strategy Choices
LoweSt-coSt Strategy The cost leadership or lowest-cost strategy focuses on gaining 
competitive advantage by being the lowest-cost producer of a product or service within the 
marketplace, while selling the product or service at a price advantage relative to the industry 
average. Lowest-cost strategies require aggressive construction of efficient-scale facilities and 
vigorous pursuit of cost minimization in such areas as operations, marketing, and HR.

Ryanair, a low-cost commercial airline based in Ireland, is an excellent illustration of an 
organization that pursues a lowest-cost strategy because its management successfully reduced 
operations costs. At least two noteworthy decisions have contributed to Ryanair’s goals. First, 
Ryanair’s training and aircraft maintenance costs are lower than similar competitors’ costs 
because the airline uses only Boeing 737 aircraft. Ryanair enjoys substantial cost savings 
because it does not need to buy different curricula for training flight attendants, mechanics, and 
pilots to learn about procedures specific to different aircraft makes (e.g., Boeing) and models 
(e.g., Boeing 747). Second, newer aircraft sport spartan seats that do not recline, have seat-back 
pockets, or have life jackets stowed under the seat (life jackets are stowed elsewhere on Ryanair 
planes). Not only does such seating cost less, but it also allows service personnel to clean aircraft 
more quickly, saving on labor costs. Third, Ryanair airplanes have one toilet to make room for 
additional passenger seats. Fourth, Ryanair passengers are required to carry their luggage to the 
plane, reducing the costs of baggage handling.

differentiation Strategy Companies adopt differentiation strategies to develop products 
or services that are unique from those of their competitors. Differentiation strategy can take 
many forms, including design or brand image, technology, features, customer service, and price. 
Differentiation strategies lead to competitive advantage through building brand loyalty among 
devoted consumers. Brand-loyal consumers are less sensitive to price increases, which enables 
companies to invest in research and development initiatives to further differentiate themselves 
from competing companies.

Proctor & Gamble (P&G) Corporation manufactures, markets, and distributes a variety of 
consumer goods  products, including dog food. This company successfully pursues a differen-
tiation  strategy based on brand image and price premiums. The company offers two separate 
dog food lines—Iams, a superpremium line that is nutritionally well balanced for dogs and that 
uses high-quality  ingredients, and Eukanuba, an ultrapremium line that contains more chicken 
and vital nutrients than the Iams line, as well as OmegaCOAT Nutritional Science (fatty acids), 
which promotes shiny and healthy coats. Together, the Iams and Eukanuba brands appeal to 
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a substantial set of dog owners. The Iams Company distinguishes Eukanuba from Iams by 
claiming that Eukanuba delivers “Extraordinary Nutrition.” The Eukanuba slogan is the com-
pany’s basis for brand image.

In addition to brand image, P&G also differentiates its Eukanuba line by charging a price 
premium. This price premium has enabled the Iams Company to be an innovator in canine nutri-
tion by investing heavily in product research and development. Eukanuba was one of the first 
brands to offer several formulas to meet the needs of small, medium, and large breeds of dogs 
according to life stage, activity level, and particular health conditions.

Tactical Decisions that Support the Firm’s Strategy
Human resource tactics and practices in other functional areas support a company’s competitive 
strategy. Functional area capabilities include manufacturing, engineering, research and develop-
ment, management information systems, HR, and marketing. Compensation and HR professionals 
can orchestrate human resource and other functional tactics to promote competitive strategy. In 
addition, HR practices support competitive advantage through energizing employees to perform the 
jobs for which they were hired.

tacticS in other functionaL areaS Companies must determine which functional capabilities 
are most crucial to maintaining a competitive advantage. For example, rapid advances in medical 
science are moving it toward less-invasive surgical procedures that require special surgical 
instruments. One noteworthy example is arthroscopic surgery. Arthroscopes enable surgeons to 
perform knee and shoulder surgeries without invasive surgical openings. A competitive advantage 
in this industry depends largely on researching, developing, and manufacturing leading-edge 
surgical instruments for these new, less-invasive surgical procedures.

empLoyee roLeS aSSociated with competitive StrategieS Common wisdom and 
experience tell us that HR professionals must decide which employee roles are instrumental to 
the attainment of competitive strategies. Knowledge of these required roles should enable HR 
professionals to implement HR tactics that encourage their enactment of these roles. Of course, 
compensation professionals are responsible for designing and implementing compensation 
tactics that elicit strategy-consistent employee roles.

For the lowest-cost strategy, the imperative is to reduce output costs per employee. The desired 
employee roles for attaining a lowest-cost strategy include repetitive and predictable behaviors, a 
relatively short-term focus, primarily autonomous or individual activity, high concern for quantity 
of output, and a primary concern for results.

The key employees’ roles for differentiation strategies include highly creative behavior, a 
relatively long-term focus, cooperative and interdependent behavior, and a greater degree of risk 
taking. Compared with lowest-cost strategies, successful attainment of differentiation strate-
gies depends on employee creativity, openness to novel work approaches, and willingness to 
take risks. In addition, differentiation strategies require longer time frames to provide sufficient 
opportunity to yield the benefits of these behaviors.

compenSation profeSSionalS’ goalS
Understanding compensation professionals’ goals requires knowing the role of HR within compa-
nies and specific HR practices, particularly how HR professionals fit into the corporate hierarchy 
and how the compensation function fits into HR departments.

How HR Professionals Fit into the Corporate Hierarchy
Line function and staff function broadly describe all employee functions. Line employees 
are directly involved in producing companies’ goods or delivering their services. Assembler, 
production worker, and salesperson are examples of line jobs. Staff employees’ functions 
support the line functions. Human resource professionals and accountants are examples of 
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staff employees. Human resource professionals are staff employees because they offer a wide 
variety of support services for line employees. In a nutshell, HR professionals promote the 
effective use of all employees in companies. Effective use means attaining work objectives 
that fit with the overall mission of the company. According to Jay Hannah, BancFirst Corp. 
executive vice president of financial services, “The HR department is the source and keeper 
of critical information, which is key in today’s workplace. With the information they provide, 
we in turn can build and design strategies to hire and retain the best workforce possible. And 
this may sound clichéd, but it’s very true—the real competitive advantage is our company’s 
human resources.”15

Human resource professionals design and implement a variety of HR practices that advance 
this objective. In addition to compensation, HR practices include:

•	 Recruitment
•	 Selection
•	 Performance	appraisal
•	 Training
•	 Career	development
•	 Labor–management	relations
•	 Employment	termination
•	 Managing	HR	within	the	context	of	legislation

Most company structures include an HR department. Traditionally, HR departments were 
thought of as an administrative or support function for the company because the financial or 
market value of HR was not as readily apparent as sales, manufacturing, or marketing functions. 
Some practitioners and researchers are suspect about the future of internal HR functions.

How the Compensation Function Fits into HR Departments
Human resource practices do not operate in isolation. Every HR practice is related to others in dif-
ferent ways. For example, as an employer, U.S. federal government agencies publicly acknowledge 
the relationships between incentive compensation and other HR practices, including recruitment, 
relocation, and retention:

Recruitment: An agency may pay a recruitment incentive to a newly appointed career 
executive if the agency has determined that the position is likely to be difficult to fill 
in the absence of an incentive. A recruitment incentive may not exceed 25 percent of 
the executive’s annual rate of basic pay in effect at the beginning of the service period 
 multiplied by the number of years (including fractions of a year) in the service period 
(not to exceed 4 years).

Relocation: An agency may pay a relocation incentive to a current career executive who 
must relocate to accept a position in a different geographic area if the agency determines that 
the position is likely to be difficult to fill in the absence of an incentive. A relocation incen-
tive may be paid only when the executive’s rating of record under an official performance 
appraisal or evaluation system is at least “Fully Successful” or equivalent. A relocation 
incentive may not exceed 25 percent of the executive’s annual rate of basic pay in effect at 
the beginning of the service period multiplied by the number of years (including fractions of 
a year) in the service period (not to exceed 4 years).

Retention: An agency may pay a retention incentive to a current career executive if  
(1) the agency determines that the unusually high or unique qualifications of the execu-
tive or a special need of the agency for the executive’s services makes it essential to retain 
the executive, and that the executive would be likely to leave the Federal service in the 
absence of a retention incentive, or (2) the agency has a special need for the employee’s 
services that makes it essential to retain the employee in his or her current position during a 
period of time before the closure or relocation of the employee’s office, facility, activity, or 
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organization and the employee would be likely to leave for a different position in the Federal 
service in the absence of a retention incentive. A retention incentive may be paid only 
when the executive’s rating of record under an official performance appraisal or evaluation 
 system is at least “Fully Successful” or equivalent. A retention incentive rate, expressed as a 
 percentage of the executive’s rate of basic pay, may not exceed 25 percent.16

Let’s consider additional relationships between compensation and each of the HR practices.

compenSation, recruitment, and SeLection Job candidates choose to work for particular 
companies for a number of reasons, including career advancement opportunities, training, the 
company’s reputation for being a “good” place to work, location, and compensation. Companies 
try to spark job candidates’ interest by communicating the positive features of the core 
compensation and employee benefits programs. As we will discuss in Chapter 7, companies use 
compensation to compete for the very best candidates. In addition, companies may offer such 
inducements as one-time signing bonuses to entice high-quality applicants. It is not uncommon 
for signing bonuses to amount to as much as 20 percent of starting annual salaries. Signing 
bonuses are useful when the supply of qualified candidates falls short of companies’ needs for 
these candidates.

The next three sections will address performance appraisal, training, and career develop-
ment. Before discussing these issues, however, let’s look at how the U.S. federal government 
explicitly acknowledges the relationship between compensation and these HR practices:

Chapter 43 of title 5, United States Code, provides for performance management for the 
Senior Executive Service (SES), the establishment of SES performance appraisal systems, 
and appraisal of senior executive performance. Agencies establish performance management 
systems that hold senior executives accountable for their individual and organizational per-
formance in order to improve the overall performance of Government by:

 1. Expecting excellence in senior executive performance;
 2. Linking performance management with the results-oriented goals of the Government 

Performance and Results Act of 1993;
 3. Setting and communicating individual and organizational goals and expectations;
 4. Systematically appraising senior executive performance using measures that balance 

organizational results with customer, employee, or other perspectives; and
 5. Using performance results as a basis for pay, awards, development, retention, removal 

and other personnel decisions.

Agencies develop performance management systems subject to OPM (Office of Personnel 
Management) regulations and approval.

The supervisor establishes performance elements and requirements in consultation with 
the executive and consistent with the goals and performance expectations in the agency’s stra-
tegic planning initiatives. The supervisor proposes the initial summary rating, based on both 
individual and organizational performance, and taking into account customer satisfaction and 
employee perspective.17

compenSation and performance appraiSaL Accurate performance appraisals are integral 
to effective merit pay programs. For merit pay programs to succeed, employees must know that 
their efforts toward meeting production quotas or quality standards will lead to pay raises. Job 
requirements must be realistic, and employees must be prepared to meet job goals with respect 
to their skills and abilities. Moreover, employees must perceive a strong relationship between 
attaining performance standards and receiving pay increases. Merit pay systems require specific 
performance appraisal approaches. Administering successful merit pay programs depends as 
much on sound performance appraisal practices as it does on the compensation professional’s 
skill in designing and implementing such plans.
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compenSation and training Successful pay-for-knowledge plans depend on a company’s 
ability to develop and implement systematic training programs. When training is well designed, 
employees should be able to learn the skills needed to increase their pay, as well as the skills 
necessary to teach and coach other employees at lower skill levels. Companies implementing 
pay-for-knowledge plans typically increase the amount of classroom and on-the-job training. 
Pay-for-knowledge systems make training necessary rather than optional. Companies that adopt 
pay-for-knowledge systems must accordingly ensure that all employees have equal access to the 
training needed to acquire higher-level skills.

compenSation and career deveLopment Most employees expect to experience career 
development within their present companies. Employees’ careers develop in two different 
ways. First, some employees change the focus of their work—for example, from supervisor of 
payroll clerks to supervisor of inventory clerks. This change represents a lateral move across the 
company’s hierarchy. Second, others maintain their focus and assume greater responsibilities. 
This change illustrates advancement upward through the company’s hierarchy. Advancing from 
payroll clerk to manager of payroll administration is an example of moving upward through a 
company’s hierarchy. Employees’ compensation changes to reflect career development.

compenSation and Labor–management reLationS Collective bargaining agreements 
describe the terms of employment (e.g., pay and work hours) reached between management 
and the union. Compensation is a key topic. Unions have fought hard for general pay increases 
and regular COLAs to promote their members’ standard of living. In Chapter 2, we will review 
the role of unions in compensation, and in Chapter 3, we indicate that unions have traditionally 
bargained for seniority pay systems in negotiations with management. More recently, unions have 
been willing to incorporate particular incentive pay systems. For example, unions appear to be 
receptive to behavioral encouragement plans because improving worker safety and minimizing 
absenteeism serve the best interests of both employees and employers.

compenSation and empLoyment termination Employment termination takes place when 
an employee’s agreement to perform work is terminated. Employment terminations are either 
involuntary or voluntary. The HR department plays a central role in managing involuntary 
employment terminations. Companies initiate involuntary terminations for a variety of reasons, 
including poor job performance, insubordination, violation of work rules, reduced business 
activity due to sluggish economic conditions, and plant closings. Discharge represents involuntary 
termination for poor job performance, insubordination, or gross violation of work rules. 
Involuntary layoff describes termination under sluggish economic conditions or because of plant 
closings. In the case of involuntary layoffs, HR professionals typically provide outplacement 
counseling to help employees find work elsewhere. Companies may choose to award severance 
pay, which usually amounts to several months’ pay following involuntary termination and, in 
some cases, continued coverage under the employer’s medical insurance plan. Employees often 
rely on severance pay to meet financial obligations while they search for employment. In the 
past, companies commonly offered a year or more of severance pay. Severance benefits today 
tend to be less generous. For example, as part of Delta Airlines’s 2005 closure of its Boston 
reservation center, the company offered only 6 weeks of severance pay regardless of seniority 
with the company.

Employees initiate voluntary terminations, most often to work for other companies or to 
retire. In the case of retirement, companies sponsor pension programs. Pension programs pro-
vide income to individuals throughout their retirement. Companies sometimes use early retire-
ment programs to reduce workforce size and trim compensation expenditures. Early retirement 
programs contain incentives designed to encourage highly paid employees with substantial 
seniority to retire earlier than they had planned. These incentives expedite senior employees’ 
retirement eligibility and increase their retirement income. In addition, some companies continue 
retirees’ medical benefits.
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compenSation and LegiSLation Employment laws establish bounds of both acceptable 
employment practices and employee rights. Federal laws that apply to compensation practices 
are grouped according to four themes:

•	 Income	continuity,	safety,	and	work	hours
•	 Pay	discrimination
•	 Accommodating	of	disabilities	and	family	needs
•	 Prevailing	wage	laws

Table 1-3 lists for each theme some of the major laws that influence compensation practice.
The federal government enacted income continuity, safety, and work hours laws (e.g., 

the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938) to stabilize individuals’ incomes when the  individuals 
became unemployed because of poor business conditions or workplace injuries, as well as to set 
pay minimums and work-hour limits for children. The civil rights movement of the 1960s led to 
the passage of key legislation (e.g., the Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the Civil Rights Act of 1964) 
designed to protect designated classes of employees and to uphold their individual rights against 
discriminatory employment decisions, including matters of pay. Congress enacted legislation 
(e.g., the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 
and the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993) to accommodate employees with disabilities 

table 1-3 Laws that influence compensation

income�Continuity,�Safety,�and�Work�hours
Minimum wage laws—Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938

 Minimum wage

 Overtime provisions

  Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947

  Equal Pay Act of 1963

 Child labor provisions

Work Hours and Safety Standards Act of 1962

McNamara–O’Hara Service Contract Act of 1965

pay�Discrimination
Equal Pay Act of 1963

Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act (2009)

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VII

Bennett Amendment (1964)

Executive Order 11246 (1965)

Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (amended in 1978, 1986, and 1990)

Executive Order 11141 (1964)

Civil Rights Act of 1991

accommodating�Disabilities�and�family�needs
Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (amended in 2008)

Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993

prevailing�Wage�Laws
Davis–Bacon Act of 1931

Walsh–Healey Public Contracts Act of 1936
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and pressing family needs. Prevailing wage laws (e.g., the Davis–Bacon Act of 1931) set mini-
mum wage rates for companies that provide paid services—such as building maintenance—to 
the U.S. government.

The Compensation Department’s Main Goals
Compensation professionals promote effective compensation systems by meeting three important 
goals: internal consistency, market competitiveness, and recognition of individual contributions.

internaL conSiStency Internally consistent compensation systems clearly define the 
relative value of each job among all jobs within a company. This ordered set of jobs represents 
the job structure or hierarchy. Companies rely on a simple, yet fundamental, principle for 
building internally consistent compensation systems: Employees in jobs that require greater 
qualifications, more responsibilities, and more complex job duties should be paid more than 
employees whose jobs require lesser qualifications, fewer responsibilities, and less-complex job 
duties. Internally consistent job structures formally recognize differences in job characteristics, 
which therefore enable compensation managers to set pay accordingly.

Compensation professionals use job analysis and job evaluation to achieve internal consis-
tency. Job analysis is a systematic process for gathering, documenting, and analyzing information 
in order to describe jobs. Job analyses describe content or job duties, worker requirements, and 
sometimes the job context or working conditions.

Compensation professionals use job evaluation systematically to recognize differences in 
the relative worth among a set of jobs and to establish pay differentials accordingly. Whereas job 
analysis is almost purely descriptive, job evaluation partly reflects the values and priorities that 
management places on various positions. Based on job content differences (e.g., job analysis 
results) and the firm’s priorities, managers establish pay differentials for virtually all positions 
within the company.

marKet competitiveneSS Market-competitive pay systems play a significant role in 
attracting and retaining the most qualified employees. Compensation professionals build market-
competitive compensation systems based on the results of market surveys (Chapter 7) and 
compensation surveys.

A strategic analysis entails an examination of a company’s external market context and 
internal factors. Examples of external market context are the industry profile, information 
about competitors, and long-term growth prospects. Internal factors encompass the company’s 
financial condition and functional capabilities—for example, marketing and human resources. 
Strategic analyses permit business professionals to see where they stand in the market based on 
external and internal factors.

Compensation surveys collect and then analyze competitors’ compensation data. 
Compensation surveys traditionally focused on competitors’ wage and salary practices. Now, 
employee benefits are also a target of surveys because benefits are a key element of market-
competitive pay systems. Compensation surveys are important because they enable compen-
sation professionals to obtain realistic views of competitors’ pay practices. In the absence of 
compensation survey data, compensation professionals would have to use guesswork to build 
market-competitive compensation systems.

recognizing individuaL contributionS Pay structures represent pay rate differences for 
jobs of unequal worth and the framework for recognizing differences in employee contributions. 
No two employees possess identical credentials or perform the same jobs equally well. 
Companies recognize these differences by paying individuals according to their credentials, 
knowledge, or job performance. When completed, pay structures should define the boundaries 
for recognizing employee contributions. Well-designed structures should promote the retention 
of valued employees.
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Pay grades and pay ranges are structural features of pay structures. Pay grades group jobs 
for pay policy application. Human resource professionals typically group jobs into pay grades 
based on similar compensable factors and value. These criteria are not precise. In fact, no single 
formula determines what is sufficiently similar in terms of content and value to warrant grouping 
into a pay grade. Pay ranges build upon pay grades. Pay ranges include minimum, maximum, 
and midpoint pay rates. The minimum and maximum values denote the acceptable lower and 
upper bounds of pay for the jobs in particular pay grades. The midpoint pay value is the halfway 
mark between the minimum and maximum pay rates.

StakeholderS of the compenSation SyStem
The HR department provides services to stakeholders within and outside the company. These 
include:

•	 Employees
•	 Line	managers
•	 Executives
•	 Unions
•	 U.S.	government

The success of HR departments depends on how well they serve various stakeholders. “Each 
constituency [stakeholder] has its own set of expectations regarding the personnel department’s 
activities; each holds its own standards for effective performance; each applies its own standards for 
assessing the extent to which the department’s activities meets its expectations; and each attempts to 
prescribe preferred goals for the subunit or presents constraints to its sphere of discretion. Multiple 
stakeholders often compete directly or indirectly for the attention and priority of the personnel depart-
ment.”18 Our focus is on some of the ways compensation professionals serve these stakeholders.

Employees
As we discussed earlier, successful pay-for-knowledge programs depend on a company’s ability 
to develop and implement systematic training programs. Compensation professionals must edu-
cate employees about their training options and how successful training will lead to increased pay 
and advancement opportunities within the company. These professionals should not assume that 
employees will necessarily recognize these opportunities unless they are clearly communicated. 
Written memos and informational meetings conducted by compensation professionals and HR 
representatives are effective communication media.

Discretionary benefits provide protection programs, paid time off, and services. As compen-
sation professionals plan and manage employee benefits programs, they should keep these func-
tions in mind. There is probably no single company that expects its employee benefits program 
to meet all these objectives. Compensation professionals as representatives of company manage-
ment, along with union representatives, must therefore determine which objectives are the most 
important for their particular workforce.

Line Managers
Compensation professionals use their expert knowledge of the laws that influence pay and benefits 
practices to help line managers make sound compensation judgments. For example, the Equal Pay 
Act of 1963 (discussed in Chapter 2) prohibits sex discrimination in pay for employees performing 
equal work, so compensation professionals should advise line managers to pay the same hourly pay 
rate or annual salary for men and women hired to perform the same job.

Line managers turn to compensation professionals for advice about appropriate pay rates for 
jobs. Compensation professionals oversee the use of job evaluation to establish pay differentials 
among jobs within a company. In addition, they train line managers in how to evaluate jobs properly.
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Executives
Compensation professionals serve company executives by developing and managing sound com-
pensation systems. Executives look to them to ensure that the design and implementation of 
pay and benefits practices comply with pertinent legislation. Violation of these laws can lead to 
substantial monetary penalties to companies. Executives also depend on compensation profes-
sionals’ expertise to design pay and benefits systems that will attract and retain the best-qualified 
employees.

Unions
As noted earlier, collective bargaining agreements describe the terms of employment reached 
between management and the union. Compensation professionals are responsible for adminis-
tering the pay and benefits policies specified in collective bargaining agreements. They mainly 
ensure that employees receive COLAs and seniority pay increases on a timely basis.

U.S. Government
The U.S. government requires that companies comply with all employment legislation. 
Compensation professionals apply their expertise regarding pertinent legislation to design legally 
sound pay and benefits practices. In addition, since the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1991, 
compensation professionals have applied their expertise to demonstrate that alleged discrimina-
tory pay practices are a business necessity. As we will discuss in Chapter 2, the burden of proof 
to demonstrate that alleged discriminatory pay practices are not discriminatory rests with com-
pensation professionals.

compenSation in action

Consistent, innovative, and fair compensation practices are cen-
tral to ensuring the success of both human resource strategies 
and overall company competitive strategies. While it is Hr’s role 
to decide what kind of people are critical to fill roles that will lead 
to successful execution of competitive strategies, compensation 
professionals must align practices that will enable attraction, 
appropriate job placement, and development of these individuals. 
many companies have moved from the personnel management 
model to the Hr as business partner model; however, some still 
look to Hr to guarantee that policies are being enforced and the 
company mitigates legal risk. Depending on the company where 
you are employed—and whether you are a line manager or Hr 
professional—you may find yourself in a position to understand 
the competitive strategy of the business and align compensation 
practices with the strategic thrust of the business.

Action checklist for line managers and HR—
aligning compensation with strategy

hr takes the lead
•	 Work	with	line	managers	to	fully	understand	which	roles	

and types of employees will best support the execution of 
company strategy.

•	 Collaborate	with	compensation	specialists	to	run	analysis	
of market factors (competitors, industry standards, local 

labor market) to get indicators of compensation norms 
and standards in order to keep your company’s compen-
sation practices competitive.

•	 Create,	together	with	line	managers,	pay		structures	
wherein roles are placed into appropriate pay 
grades. each grade will have a corresponding range 
that will serve as the basis for assigning pay rates 
for roles.

Line managers take the lead
•	 Educate	staff	positions,	along	with	other	business	

 leaders, in order for all to understand what  strategy 
is being employed to achieve specific company 
objectives.

•	 Educate	HR	on	certain	aspects	of	roles	(e.g.,	autonomy,	
skill variety, task significance, etc.) that, when enhanced, 
could improve intrinsic motivation, thus leading to 
 benefits for employees and employers. Hr works on ways 
to couple the intrinsic compensation with the identified 
plan for the core compensation plan.

•	 Work	together	with	HR	to	implement	a	plan	that	ties	the	
compensation plan to a successful recruitment, training, 
and development plan, ensuring that the company is 
retaining the talent that is critical to the implementation 
and delivery of the strategic objectives.
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MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .

end of chapter

Summary
This chapter introduced basic compensation concepts and 
the context of compensation practice. We distinguished 
between intrinsic and extrinsic compensation, noting that 
our focus is on extrinsic compensation. Next, we reviewed 
the evolution of compensation from an administrative func-
tion to a strategic function, as well as the strategic role of 
compensation in attaining competitive advantage. We then 
looked at how HR professionals fit in the corporate hier-
archy and how compensation professionals fit into HR 
departments. Specifically, we learned that compensation 

professionals focus on internal and external pay differentials 
among jobs, as well as on creating pay structures that recog-
nize employees for their particular contributions. Finally, we 
concluded with how compensation professionals relate to a 
company’s various stakeholders.

Students of compensation should keep the following 
in mind: Compensation systems are changing. Change 
creates many exciting challenges for those who wish to 
work as compensation professionals. This book highlights 
those challenges.
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 discussion Questions
 1-1. Define compensation.
 1-2. Identify two companies—one that you believe 

pursues a lowest-cost strategy and another that 
pursues a differentiation strategy. Relying on 
personal knowledge, company annual reports, or 
articles in newspapers and business periodicals, 
discuss these companies’ competitive strategies.

 1-3.  How do internally consistent compensation  
systems attract, motivate, and retain talents in an 
organization? Discuss the answer using an organi-
zation of your choice.

 1-4.  Are the three main goals of compensation depart-
ments equally important, or do you believe that they 
differ in importance? Give your rationale.
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caSe
Competitive�Strategy�at�Sportsman�Shoes

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

Sportsman Shoes has been a leader in the shoe industry for more than 30 years. Sportsman manufactures 
and sells athletic shoes for all types of sports. The company has pursued a low-cost strategy in order to 
sustain its success. It sells a limited number of shoe designs and has held costs low through manufacturing 
efficiency and standardized operations. However, the past years have been a struggle at Sportsman. The 
shoe market has seen a rise in the availability of low-cost imported shoes that has threatened Sportsman’s 
competitive position. As a result, company executives have decided it is time for a strategy shift.

Sportsman executives have done extensive market research and determined that many niche athletic shoe 
markets exist where athletes are willing to pay more for shoes designed to meet the unique needs of their 
sport. There are very few competitors in these niche athletic shoe markets, and most do not have Sportsman’s 
past experience in keeping control of manufacturing costs. Sportsman has determined that with talented shoe 
designers in place, they can manufacture athletic shoes to meet the needs of the niche markets using their  
current manufacturing facilities and employees. By designing shoes that have features that differ from  
competitors and meet the specific needs of a new group of customers, Sportsman believes the company can 
create a competitive advantage. Further, while their shoes will not be as low cost as they were in the past, they 
will likely be able to sell their shoes for less than market competitors and still make a healthy profit.

Therefore, Sportsman has decided to shift from its current low-cost strategy to a differentiation 
strategy and will begin production to make specialty athletic shoes. Sportsman must now make many 
tactical decisions in various functional areas of the company to support its decision to shift its overall 
business strategy. Its first priority is to restructure the product development function. As it will need to 
understand the needs of the niche markets and design shoes to meet those needs, it will need to hire and 
retain talented shoe designers. The company will also need to hire operations specialists to transition 
its manufacturing operations to produce the new shoe designs. Beyond hiring new staff, Sportsman also 
must consider the implications for current employees to help them successfully transition to their new 
work requirements. Therefore, there are several considerations the company must address in the area of 
human resource management.

Questions:
 1-5. Following Sportsman’s shift in competitive strategy, what are some considerations for the company’s 

human resource management practices?
 1-6. As a human resource practitioner, propose a holistic approach towards designing the compensation 

and benefits program at Sportsman Shoes.
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Learning Objectives

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. List four groups of federal laws that apply to compensation tactics.

2. Identify and describe at least one law in each of the four groups of federal laws that 
apply to compensation practice.

3. Define at least two federal laws that shape discretionary benefits practices and identify 
the relevant employee benefits practices to which they apply.

4. Summarize at least three laws that apply exclusively to federal employers’ 
compensation practices.

5. Explain how labor unions influence compensation practices.

Contextual InfluenCes on 
CompensatIon praCtICe2

The era of the Great Depression of the 1930s created 
 extreme desperation among the masses of individuals who 
became unemployed as a multitude of companies went out of 
business. The majority of the unemployed were unable to find 
jobs, which left them without income to provide the basic neces-
sities for their families. Many of the companies that remained in 
business recognized the desperation of the unemployed. From an 
economic perspective, employers also realized that the extremely 
large supply of available workers relative to business demand to  
employ them was unprecedented. As a result, employers often 
chose to compensate workers a pittance, which still made it dif-
ficult for families to fulfill basic necessities, including food and 
rent payments. Unfortunately, it became common for adolescent 
children to drop out of school to find odd jobs so that they could 
help their families meet basic those necessities. Similarly, many 
companies took advantage of child labor by employing them in 
hazardous jobs for excessive hours, at low pay rates.

MyManagementLab®

 Improve Your Grade!
When you see this icon, visit www.mymanagementlab.com for activities that are  
 applied, personalized, and offer immediate feedback.
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Anne Brown, the claims department manager of a small 
insurance company, said to Bill Smith, the human resource (HR) 
manager, “I’m sick and tired of having clerks who just don’t 
work out. The quality of their work is not very good, nor are they 
reliable—they are frequently absent or late. They are limiting my 
ability to maintain timely and accurate claims processing.” Bill 
replied, “You get no argument from me. It’s been nearly impossi-
ble to recruit top quality clerks ever since ABC Automobile Parts 
Company established a manufacturing facility across town. After 
all, ABC’s clerks earn nearly 40 percent more than our clerks.”

The previous quotations illustrate three major contextual influences on companies’ compensation 
practices. The first quotation captures the inherent conflict between employers and employees—
employers’ profit maximization objectives and employees’ desire for equitable and fair treatment. 
This conflict gave rise to the first two contextual influences that we will review in this chapter—
federal protective legislation and labor unions.

The second quotation represents a third contextual influence—market forces. In particular, 
this quotation illustrates a potential consequence of interindustry compensation differentials—the 
inability to recruit top-quality employees. We will address these differentials later in the chapter.

employment laws that InfluenCe 
CompensatIon taCtICs
Employment laws are essential to maintain a balance of power between employers and employees; 
in the case of compensation practice, helping to ensure that pursuit of goals by any one group does 
not undermine others’ goals, particularly those with the least amount of power—employees. In a 
nutshell:

The freedom to contract is crucial to freedom of the market; an employee may choose to 
work or not to work for a given employer, and an employer may choose to hire or not to hire 
a given applicant. As a result, the employment relationship is regulated in some important 
ways. Congress tries to avoid telling employers how to manage their employees . . . . However, 
Congress has passed employment-related laws when it believes that the employee is not 
on equal footing with the employer. For example, Congress has passed laws that require 
employers to pay minimum wages and to refrain from using certain criteria, such as race 
or gender, in arriving at specific employment decisions. These laws reflect the reality that 
employers stand in a position of power in the employment relationship. Legal protections 
granted to employees seek to make the power relationship between employer and employee 
one that is fair and equitable.1

The federal constitution forms the basis for employment laws. The following four amend-
ments of the Constitution are most applicable:

Article I, Section 8. “The Congress shall have Power . . . to regulate Commerce with 
 foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes . . . . ”
First Amendment. “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, 
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; 
or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a 
redress of grievances.”
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Fifth Amendment. “No person shall . . . be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without 
due process of law . . . . ”
Fourteenth Amendment, Section 1. “ . . . No State shall make or enforce any law which 
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States, nor shall any 
State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without due process of law; nor deny 
any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”

Government in the United States is organized at three levels roughly defined by geographic 
scope:

•	 Federal
•	 State
•	 Local

A single federal government oversees the entire United States and its territories. The vast 
majority of laws that influence compensation were established at the federal level. Next, indi-
vidual state governments enact and enforce laws that pertain exclusively to their respective 
regions (e.g., Illinois and Michigan). Most noteworthy are differences in state minimum wage 
laws, which we will discuss shortly. Finally, local governments enact and enforce laws that 
are most pertinent to smaller geographic regions (e.g., Champaign County in Illinois and the 
city of Los Angeles). Many of the federal laws have counterparts in state and local legislation. 
State and local legislation may be concurrent with federal law or may exist in the absence of 
similar federal legislation. Federal law prevails wherever state or local laws are inconsistent 
with federal legislation.

The federal government has three branches:

•	 Legislative	branch
•	 Executive	branch
•	 Judicial	branch

Congress creates and passes laws within the legislative branch. The executive branch enforces 
the laws of various quasi-legislative and judicial agencies. The president of the United States 
possesses the authority to establish executive orders that influence the operation of the federal 
government and companies that are engaged in business relationships with the federal govern-
ment. The judicial branch is responsible for interpreting the laws. The U.S. Supreme Court, 
which consists of nine life-appointed justices, is the forum for these interpretations.

Federal laws that apply to compensation practices are grouped according to key themes:

•	 Income	continuity,	safety,	and	work	hours
•	 Pay	discrimination
•	 Accommodating	disabilities	and	family	needs
•	 Prevailing	wage	laws

Income Continuity, Safety, and Work Hours
Three factors led to the passage of income continuity, safety, and work hours legislation. The 
first factor was the Great Depression, the move from family businesses to large factories, and 
divisions of labor within factories. During the Great Depression, which took place in the 1930s, 
scores of businesses failed, and many workers became chronically unemployed. Government 
enacted key legislation designed to stabilize the income of an individual who became unem-
ployed because of poor business conditions or workplace injuries. The Social Security Act of 
1935 (Title IX) provided temporary income to workers who became unemployed through no 
fault of their own. Workers’ compensation programs granted income to workers who were 
unable to work because of injuries sustained on the job. Supporting workers during these mis-
fortunes promoted the well-being of the economy: These income provisions enabled the unem-
ployed to participate in the economy as consumers of essential goods and services. We will defer 
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a more detailed discussion of the Social Security Act of 1935 and workers’ compensation laws 
until Chapter 11 because these laws represent legally required employee benefits.

Second, the main U.S. economic activities prior to the twentieth century were agriculture and 
small family businesses that were organized along craft lines. Workers began to move from their 
farms and small family businesses to capitalists’ factories for employment. The character of work 
changed dramatically with the move of workers to factories. An individual’s status changed from 
owner to employee. This status change meant that individuals lost control over their earnings and 
working conditions.

Third, the factory system also created divisions of labor characterized by differences in skills 
and responsibilities. Some workers received training, whereas others did not. This contributed 
greatly to differences in skills and responsibilities. Workers with higher skills and responsibili-
ties did not necessarily earn higher wages than workers with fewer skills and responsibilities. 
Paying some workers more than others only increased costs, which is something factory owners 
avoided whenever possible.

In sum, factory workers received very low wages and worked in unsafe conditions because 
factory owners sought to maximize profits. Offering workers high wages and providing safe 
working conditions would have cut into factory owners’ profits. These conditions led to the pas-
sage of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (FLSA). The FLSA addresses major abuses that 
intensified during the Great Depression and the transition from agricultural to industrial enter-
prises. These include substandard pay, excessive work hours, and the employment of children in 
oppressive working conditions.

Fair LabOr standards act OF 1938 The FLSA addresses three broad issues:

•	 Minimum	wage
•	 Overtime	pay
•	 Child	labor	provisions

The U.S. Department of Labor enforces the FLSA.

minimum wage The purpose of the minimum wage provision is to ensure a minimally 
acceptable standard of living for workers. The original minimum wage was 25 cents per hour. 
Since the act’s passage in 1938, the federal government has raised the minimum wage several 
times. The previous minimum wage increase, to $5.15 per hour, was signed into law in August 
of 1996. In 2007, Congress passed an increase in the federal minimum wage from $5.15 in 
increments to $7.25 in 2009.

Twenty-one states have minimum wage laws that currently specify higher minimum wage 
rates than the federal level specified in the FLSA. This number of states represent a substantial 
decrease from approximately 30 states when the minimum wage rate was $5.15. There would 
likely be more states that offer higher minimum wage rates, but for pressure from businesses 
that insist higher minimum wage rates would cut into profits. Business owners are concerned 
that workers with pay above the minimum wage will expect pay increases to maintain the spread 
between their earnings and the recently implemented federal minimum rate. Nine states either 
possess no minimum wage law (5 states) or offer minimum wage rates below the federal level 
(4 states).

Specific FLSA exemptions permit employers to pay some workers less than the minimum 
wage. Students employed in retail or service businesses, on farms, or in institutions of higher 
education may be paid less than the minimum wage with the consent of the Department of Labor. 
With explicit permission from the Department of Labor, employers can pay less than the mini-
mum wage for trainee positions or to prevent a reduction in the employment of mentally or 
physically disabled individuals. Table 2-1 lists the six factors that define trainees.

overtime provisions The FLSA requires employers to pay workers at a rate equal to time 
and one-half for all hours worked in excess of 40 hours within a period of 7 consecutive days. 
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For example, a worker’s regular hourly rate is $10 for working 40 hours or less within a 7-day 
period. The FLSA requires the employer to pay this employee $15 per hour for each additional 
hour worked beyond the regular 40 hours within this 7-day period.

The overtime provision does not apply to all jobs. Executive, administrative, learned pro-
fessional, creative professional, computer workers, and outside sales employees are generally 
exempt from the FLSA overtime and minimum wage provisions. Table 2-2 describes the defini-
tion of these job categories. Most other jobs are nonexempt. Nonexempt jobs are subject to the 
FLSA overtime pay provision.

Classifying jobs as either exempt or nonexempt is not always clear-cut. In Aaron 
v. City of Wichita, Kansas,2 the city contended that its fire chiefs were exempt as execu-
tives under the FLSA because they spent more than 80 percent of their work hours manag-
ing the fire department. The fire chiefs maintained that they should not be exempt from the 
FLSA because they did not possess the authority to hire, fire, authorize shift trades, give 
pay raises, or make policy decisions. Determining whether jobs are exempt from the FLSA 
overtime pay provision has become even more complex since the U.S. Department of Labor 

table 2-1 six defining Factors of a trainee for the FLsa

•	 	The	training,	even	though	it	includes	actual	operation	of	the	employers’	facilities,	is	similar	to	that	
which would be provided in a vocational school.

•	 	The	training	is	for	the	benefit	of	the	trainee.

•	 	The	trainee	works	under	closer	supervision	and	does	not	displace	regular	employees.

•	 	The	employer	providing	the	training	gains	no	immediate	advantage	from	the	trainees’	activities;	on	
occasion, the employer’s operation may in fact be hindered.

•	 	The	trainee	is	not	guaranteed	a	job	at	the	completion	of	the	training.

•	 	The	employer	and	the	trainee	understand	that	the	employer	is	not	obligated	to	pay	wages	during	the	
training period.

Source: J. E. Kalet, Primer on Wage and Hour Laws (Washington, DC: Bureau of National Affairs, 1987).

table 2-2 FLsa exemption criteria

Executive Management of the enterprise or a recognized department or subdivision.

Administrative Performing office or nonmanual work directly related to the management 
or general business operations of the employer or employer’s customers.

Learned Professional Performing office or nonmanual work requiring knowledge of an advanced 
type in a field of science or learning, customarily acquired by a pro-
longed course of specialized intellectual instruction, but which also may 
be acquired by such alternative means as an equivalent combination of 
 intellectual instruction and work experience.

Creative Professional Performing work requiring invention, imagination, originality, or talent in a 
recognized field of artistic or creative endeavor.

Computer Employed as a computer systems analyst, computer programmer, software 
engineer, or other similarly skilled worker in the computer field.

Outside Sales Making sales or obtaining orders or contracts for services or for future use 
of facilities for which a consideration will be paid by the client or customer. 
Customarily and regularly engaged away from the employer’s place or 
places of business.

Note: No minimum salary requirement.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor (2007). Wage and Hour Division Web site. Available: www.dol.gov/esa/whd, 
accessed February 11, 2011.
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introduced revised guidelines known as the FairPay Rules in August 2004. An employee 
was previously considered exempt under the FLSA overtime pay provisions if an employee 
earned more than the minimum wage and exercised independent judgment when working 
(see Table 2-2). Under the new FairPay Rules,  workers earning less than $23,660 per year—
or $455 per week—are guaranteed overtime  protection. The U.S. Department of Labor pro-
vides extensive information regarding the new FairPay Rules, including instructional videos 
and a “frequently asked questions” section (www.dol.gov).

The federal government broadened the scope of the FLSA twice since 1938 through the pas-
sage of two acts:

•	 Portal-to-Portal	Act	of	1947
•	 Equal	Pay	Act	of	1963

The Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947 defines the term hours worked that appears in the FLSA. 
Table 2-3 lists the compensable work activities. For example, time spent by state correctional 
officers caring for police dogs at home is compensable under the FLSA (Andres v. DuBois).3 The 
care of dogs, including feeding, grooming, and walking, is indispensable to maintaining dogs as 
a critical law enforcement tool, it is part of officers’ principal activities, and it benefits the cor-
rections department; however, this court ruled that time spent by state correction canine handlers 
transporting dogs between home and correctional facilities is not compensable under FLSA.

table 2-3 compensable Work activities

Waiting Time: Whether waiting time is hours worked under the act depends upon the particular 
 circumstances. Generally, the facts may show that the employee was engaged to wait (which is work 
time), or the facts may show that the employee was waiting to be engaged (which is not work time). 
For example, a secretary who reads a book while waiting for dictation or a fireman who plays checkers 
while waiting for an alarm is working during such periods of inactivity. These employees have been 
“engaged to wait.”

On-Call Time: An employee who is required to remain on call on the employer’s premises is  working 
while “on call.” An employee who is required to remain on call at home, or who is allowed to leave 
a message where he/she can be reached, is not working (in most cases) while on call. Additional 
 constraints on the employee’s freedom could require this time to be compensated.

Rest and Meal Periods: Rest periods of short duration, usually 20 minutes or less, are common in 
industry (and promote the efficiency of the employee) and are customarily paid for as working time. 
These short periods must be counted as hours worked. Unauthorized extensions of authorized work 
breaks need not be counted as hours worked when the employer has expressly and unambiguously 
communicated to the employee that the authorized break may only last for a specific length of time, 
that any extension of the break is contrary to the employer’s rules, and that any extension of the break 
will be punished. Bona fide meal periods (typically 30 minutes or more) generally need not be com-
pensated as work time. The employee must be completely relieved from duty for the purpose of eating 
regular meals. The employee is not relieved if he or she is required to perform any duties, whether 
active or inactive, while eating.

Sleeping Time and Certain Other Activities: An employee who is required to be on duty for less 
than 24 hours is working even though he or she is permitted to sleep or engage in other personal activi-
ties when not busy. An employee required to be on duty for 24 hours or more may agree with the 
employer to exclude from hours worked bona fide regularly scheduled sleeping periods of not more 
than 8 hours, provided adequate sleeping facilities are furnished by the employer and the employee can 
usually enjoy an uninterrupted night’s sleep. No reduction is permitted unless at least 5 hours of sleep 
is taken.

Lectures, Meetings, and Training Programs: Attendance at lectures, meetings, training programs, 
and similar activities need not be counted as working time only if four criteria are met, namely: It is 
outside normal hours, voluntary, not job related, and no other work is concurrently performed. In other 
words, the time spent in employer-mandated training counts as compensable time.
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The Equal Pay Act of 1963 prohibits sex discrimination in pay for employees performing 
equal work. We will discuss the Equal Pay Act of 1963 later in this chapter.

Child labor provisions The FLSA child labor provisions protect children from being 
overworked, working in potentially hazardous settings, and having their education jeopardized 
due to excessive work hours. The restrictions vary by age:

•	 Children	under	age	14	usually	cannot	be	employed.
•	 Children	ages	14	and	15	may	work	in	safe	occupations	outside	school	hours	if	their	

work does not exceed 3 hours on a school day (18 hours per week while school is in 
 session). When school is not in session, as in the summer, children cannot work more than 
40 hours per week.

•	 Children	ages	16	and	17	do	not	have	hourly	restrictions;	however,	they	cannot	work	in	haz-
ardous jobs (e.g., the use of heavy industrial equipment or exposure to harmful substances).

Pay Discrimination
The civil rights movement of the 1960s led to the passage of key legislation designed to protect 
designated classes of employees and to uphold their rights individually against discriminatory 
employment decisions. Some of these laws, such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964, apply to all 
employment-related decisions (e.g., recruitment, selection, performance appraisal, compensa-
tion, and termination). Other laws, such as the Equal Pay Act of 1963, apply specifically to com-
pensation practices. These laws limit employers’ authority over employment decisions.

equaL Pay act OF 1963 Congress enacted the Equal Pay Act of 1963 to remedy a serious problem 
of employment discrimination in private industry: “Many segments of American industry [have] 
been based on an ancient but outmoded belief that a man, because of his role in society, should be 
paid more than a woman even though his duties are the same.”4 The Equal Pay Act of 1963 is based 
on a simple principle: Men and women should receive equal pay for performing equal work.

Travel time: The principles that apply in determining whether time spent in travel is compensable time 
depends upon the kind of travel involved.

•	 Home-to-work travel: An employee who travels from home before the regular workday and 
returns to his or her home at the end of the workday is engaged in ordinary home-to-work travel, 
which is not work time.

•	 Home-to-work travel on a special one-day assignment, including employer-mandated 
 training, in another city: An employee who regularly works at a fixed location in one city is given 
a special one-day assignment, including employer-mandated training, in another city and returns 
home the same day. The time spent in traveling to and returning from the other city is work time, 
except that the employer may deduct/not count that time the employee would normally spend 
 commuting to the regular work site.

•	 Travel that is all in a day’s work: Time spent by an employee in travel as part of his or her prin-
cipal activity, such as travel from job site to job site during the workday, is work time and must be 
counted as hours worked.

•	 Travel away from home community: Travel that keeps an employee away from home over-
night is travel away from home. Travel away from home is clearly work time when it cuts across 
the employee’s workday. The time is not only hours worked on regular working days during 
 normal working hours but also during corresponding hours on nonworking days. As an enforce-
ment policy, the U.S. Department of Labor will not consider as work time that time spent in 
travel away from home outside of regular working hours as a passenger on an airplane, train, 
boat, bus, or automobile.

Source: Adapted from U.S. Department of Labor. (2011). Compliance Assistance—Fair Labor Standards Act 
(FLSA). Available: http://www.dol.gov, accessed February 19, 2013.

table 2-3 (continued)
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The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) enforces the Equal Pay Act of 
1963. The EEOC possesses the authority to investigate and reconcile charges of illegal discrimi-
nation. The act applies to all employers and labor organizations. In particular,

No employer . . . shall discriminate within any establishment in which such employees are 
employed, between employees on the basis of sex by paying wages to employees in such 
establishment at a rate less than the rate at which he pays wages to employees of the oppo-
site sex . . . for equal work on jobs the performance of which requires equal skill, effort, and 
responsibility, and which are performed under similar working conditions . . . . [29 USC 
206, Section 6, paragraph (d)]

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 pertains explicitly to jobs of equal worth. Companies assign 
pay rates to jobs according to the skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions required. 
Skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions represent compensable factors. The U.S. 
Department of Labor’s definitions of these compensable factors are listed in Table 2-4.

How do we judge whether jobs are equal? The case EEOC v. Madison Community Unit 
School District No. 125 sheds light on this important issue. The school district paid female 
athletic coaches of girls’ sports teams less than it paid male athletic coaches of boys’ teams. The 
judge concluded:

The jobs that are compared must be in some sense the same to count as “equal work” 
under the Equal Pay Act of 1963; and here we come to the main difficulty in applying 
the Act; whether two jobs are the same depends on how fine a system of job classifica-
tion the courts will accept. If coaching an athletic team in the Madison, Illinois, school 
system is considered a single job rather than a [collection] of jobs, the school district 
violated the Equal Pay Act prima facie by paying female holders of this job less than 
male holders . . . . If on the other hand coaching the girls’ tennis team is considered a 
 different job from coaching the boys’ tennis team, and if coaching the girls’ volleyball 
or basketball team is considered a different job (or jobs) from coaching the boys’  soccer 
team, there is no prima facie violation. So the question is how narrow a definition of 
job the courts should be using in deciding whether the Equal Pay Act is applicable. 
We can get some guidance from the language of the Act. The act requires that the 
jobs compared have “similar working conditions,” not the same working conditions. 
This implies that some comparison of different jobs is possible . . . since the working 
conditions need not be “equal,” the jobs need not be completely identical . . . . Above 
the lowest rank of employee, every employee has a somewhat different job from every 
other one, even if the two employees being compared are in the same department. So, 
if “equal work” and “equal skill, effort, and responsibility” were taken literally, the Act 
would have a minute domain . . . .

table 2-4 u.s. department of Labor definitions of compensable Factors

factor Definition

Skill Experience, training, education, and ability as measured by the performance 
requirements of a job.

Effort The amount of mental or physical effort expended in the performance of a job.

Responsibility The degree of accountability required in the performance of a job.

Working conditions The physical surroundings and hazards of a job, including dimensions such 
as inside versus outside work, heat, cold, and poor ventilation.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Equal pay for equal work under the Fair Labor Standards Act 
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, December 31, 1971).
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The courts have thus had to steer a narrow course. The cases do not require an absolute iden-
tity between the jobs, but do require substantial identity.

Pay differentials for equal work are not always illegal. Pay differentials between men and 
women who are performing equal work are acceptable where

. . . such payment is made pursuant to (i) a seniority system; (ii) a merit system; (iii) a system 
which measures earnings by quantity or quality of production; or (iv) a differential based 
on any other factor other than sex: Provided, that an employer who is paying a wage rate 
differential . . . shall not . . . reduce the wage rate of any employee. [29 USC 206, Section 6, 
paragraph (d)]

Civil Rights Act of 1964
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 is a comprehensive piece of legislation. Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act is the most pertinent to compensation. Legislators designed Title VII to promote 
equal employment opportunities for underrepresented minorities. According to Title VII:

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer—(1) to fail or refuse to hire 
or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with 
respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of 
such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or (2) to limit, segregate, or 
classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way which would deprive or 
tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect 
his status as an employee, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national 
origin. (42 USC 2000e-2, Section 703)

The courts have distinguished between two types of discrimination covered by Title VII: 
 disparate treatment and disparate impact. Disparate treatment represents intentional discrimi-
nation, occurring whenever employers intentionally treat some workers less favorably than 
 others because of their race, color, sex, national origin, or religion. Applying different standards 
to determine pay increases for blacks and whites may result in disparate treatment. For example, 
choosing to award a high-performing African American employee a smaller pay raise than a 
lower-performing Caucasian employee could be considered disparate treatment.

Disparate impact represents unintentional discrimination. It occurs whenever an employer 
applies an employment practice to all employees, but the practice leads to unequal treatment 
of protected employee groups. Awarding pay increases to male and female production workers 
according to seniority could lead to disparate impact if females had less seniority, on average, 
than males.

Title VII protects employees who work for all private sector employers; local, state, and fed-
eral governments; and educational institutions that employ 15 or more individuals. Title VII also 
applies to private and public employment agencies, labor organizations, and joint labor manage-
ment committees controlling apprenticeship and training.

It had become more difficult to sue employers for pay discrimination under Title VII. 
Title VII imposes a statute of limitation period, typically 180 days, after which employees 
may file claims of illegal discrimination against employers. In 2007, the U.S. Supreme Court 
rendered a very strict interpretation as to when the statute of limitations period begins for 
women to sue their employers for discrimination in pay. In Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & 
Rubber Co.,6 a female employee named Ledbetter sued Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. after 
she learned that some male employees with the same job had been paid substantially more 
than her over a period of several years. Ledbetter claimed that the statute of limitation period 
began when each discriminatory pay decision was made and communicated to her. She argued 
that multiple pay decisions were made over the years each time Goodyear endorsed each pay-
check, making each paycheck a separate act of illegal pay discrimination. The Supreme Court 
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rejected Ledbetter’s allegation that each paycheck (following the initial paycheck when the 
pay disparity first existed) represented an intentionally discriminatory act by the employer. 
Instead, any act of discrimination occurred each time pay raise decisions were made. In 
Ledbetter’s case, the court argued that any discriminatory decisions literally occurred years 
prior to raising her concerns with the EEOC. The later effects of past discrimination do not 
restart the clock for filing an EEOC charge, making Ledbetter’s claim an untimely one. Not 
all of the judges agreed with this ruling, noting that given pay secrecy policies in most com-
panies many employees would have no idea within 180 days that they had received a lower 
raise than others. In addition, an initial disparity in pay may be small, leading a woman or 
minority group member not to make waves in order to try to succeed.

In 2009, the Ledbetter court decision was overturned with the passage of the Lilly 
Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, a key initiative in closing the pay gap between men and women. This 
act restores the law as it was prior to the narrowly decided (5–4) Supreme Court Ledbetter 
decision in 2007. That decision tossed aside long-standing prior law and made it much harder 
for women and other workers to pursue pay discrimination claims—stating a pay discrimina-
tion charge must be filed within 180 days of the employer’s initial decision to pay an employee 
less. The bill restores prior law—providing that a pay discrimination charge must simply be 
filed within 180 days of a discriminatory paycheck. The Paycheck Fairness Act is a second 
key initiative in closing the pay gap between men and women. This bill strengthens the Equal 
Pay Act of 1963 by strengthening the remedies available to put sex-based pay discrimination 
on par with race-based pay discrimination. That is, employers are now required to justify 
unequal pay by showing that the pay disparity is not sex based, but, rather, job related. This 
act also prohibits employers from retaliating against employees who share salary information 
with their coworkers.

bennett amendment This provision is an amendment to Title VII. The Bennett Amendment 
allows female employees to charge employers with Title VII violations regarding pay only when 
the employer has violated the Equal Pay Act of 1963. The Bennett Amendment is necessary 
because lawmakers could not agree on the answers to the following questions:

•	 Does	Title	VII	incorporate	both	the	Equal	Pay	Act	of	1963’s	equal	pay	standard	and	the	
four defenses for unequal work [(i) a seniority system; (ii) merit system; (iii) a system 
which measures earnings by quantity or quality of production; or (iv) a differential based 
on any other factor other than sex]?

•	 Does	Title	VII	include	only	the	four	exceptions	to	the	Equal	Pay	Act	of	1963	standard?

Some lawmakers believed that Title VII incorporates the equal pay standard (i.e., 
 answering yes to the first question and no to the second question); however, other  lawmakers 
believed that Title VII does not incorporate the equal pay standard (i.e., answering no to 
the first question and yes to the second question). If Title VII did not incorporate the equal 
pay standard, then  employees could raise charges of illegal pay discrimination (on the basis 
of race, religion, color, sex, or national origin) for unequal jobs. Pay differentials based 
on different or unequal jobs fit with the foundation for effective compensation systems— 
internal consistency and market competitiveness, which we will address in Chapters 6 and 7, 
respectively.

executive Order 11246 This executive order extends Title VII standards to companies holding 
government contracts worth more than $10,000 per year. In addition, Executive Order 11246 
imposes additional requirements on contractors with government contracts worth more than 
$50,000 per year and 50 or more employees. These companies must develop written plans each 
year (i.e., affirmative action plans). In affirmative action plans, companies specify goals and 
practices that they will use to avoid or reduce Title VII discrimination over time.
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age discriminatiOn in emPLOyment act OF 1967 (as amended in 1978, 1986, and 
1990) Congress passed the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA) to 
protect workers age 40 and older from illegal discrimination. This act provides protection to a 
large segment of the U.S. population known as the baby boom generation or “baby boomers.” 
The baby boom generation was born roughly between 1946 and 1964 and represented a swell in 
the American population. Some members of the baby boom generation reached age 40 in 1986, 
and all baby boomers are now over age 40.

A large segment of the population will probably continue to work beyond age 67, which is 
the retirement age, because many fear that Social Security retirement income (Chapter 11) will 
not provide adequate support. The U.S. Census Bureau predicts that individuals age 65 and older 
will increase from about 25 million in 2001 (12.4 percent of the population) to about 77 million 
(20.3 percent of the population) by 2050.7 Thus, the ADEA should be extremely relevant for 
some time to come.

The ADEA established guidelines prohibiting age-related discrimination in employment. Its 
purpose is “to promote the employment of older persons based on their ability rather than age, 
to prohibit arbitrary age discrimination in employment, and to help employers and workers find 
ways of meeting problems arising from the impact of age on employment.” The ADEA specifies 
that it is unlawful for an employer:

(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual or otherwise discriminate 
against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges 
of employment, because of such individual’s age; (2) to limit, segregate or classify his 
employees in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employ-
ment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of 
such individual’s age; or (3) to reduce the wage rate of any employee in order to comply 
with this act. (29 USC 623, Section 4)

The ADEA applies to employee benefits practices as well:

[A]ny employer must provide that any employee aged 65 or older, and any employee’s 
spouse aged 65 or older, shall be entitled to coverage under any group health plan offered 
to such employees under the same conditions as any employee, and the spouse of such 
employee, under age 65. [29 USC 623, Section 4, paragraph (g)(1)]

The ADEA also sets limits on the development and implementation of employers’ 
“early retirement” practices, which many companies use to reduce workforce sizes. Most 
early retirement programs are offered to employees who are at least 55 years of age. These 
early retirement programs are permissible when companies offer them to employees on a 
voluntary basis. Forcing early retirement upon older workers represents age discrimination 
(EEOC v. Chrysler).8

The Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (OWBPA)9—the 1990 amendment to the 
ADEA—placed additional restrictions on employer benefits practices. When employers require 
employee contributions toward their benefits, under particular circumstances, employers can 
require older employees to pay more for health care, disability, or life insurance than younger 
employees because these benefits generally become more costly with age (e.g., older workers 
may be more likely to incur serious illnesses, thus, insurance companies may charge employers 
higher rates to provide coverage to older workers than younger ones).

•	 An	older	employee	may	not	be	required	to	pay	more	for	the	benefit	as a condition of 
employment. Where the premium has increased for an older employee, the employer 
must offer the employee the option of withdrawing from the benefit plan altogether. The 
employer can alternatively offer the employee the option of reducing his or her benefit 
 coverage in order to keep his or her premium cost the same.
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•	 An	older	employee	may	be	offered	the	option of paying—or paying more—for the benefit 
in order to avoid otherwise justified reductions in coverage. Where the employee does 
choose to pay more, he or she can be charged no more than the amount that is necessary to 
maintain full coverage.

•	 An	older	employee	who	chooses	to	participate	in	a	voluntary	plan	can be required to pay 
more for the benefit, but only if the employee does not pay a greater percentage of his or 
her premium cost than younger employees do.

To illustrate the previous point, let’s assume that Company A has 3,000 employees, and 
25 percent (750 employees) are age 40 or older while 75 percent (2,250 employees) are age 39 or 
younger. Let’s also assume that the annual employee contributions total $120,000 for Company A’s 
workforce. Finally, an analysis of these contributions reveals that the older workers paid $84,000, 
accounting for 70 percent of these contributions (70% × $120,000). The younger  workers paid 
$36,000, accounting for only 30 percent (30% × $120,000). The older workers paid dispropor-
tionately more than the younger workers.

•	 Older	workers:	25	percent	of	the	workforce	paid	70	percent	of	the	total	contributions.
•	 Younger	workers:	75	percent	of	the	workforce	paid	30	percent	of	the	total	contributions.

In addition, employers can legally reduce the coverage of older workers for benefits that 
may become more costly as they further age. Benefits that may meet this criterion include 
disability insurance, health insurance, and life insurance. The employer may reduce the cov-
erage of these benefits only if the costs for providing insurance to them are significantly 
greater than the cost for younger workers and not simply assumed to be more expensive. 
When costs differ significantly, the employer may reduce the benefit for older workers only 
to the point where it is paying just as much per older worker (with lower coverage) as it is for 
younger workers (with higher coverage). This practice is referred to as the equal benefit or 
equal cost principle.

The ADEA covers private employers with 20 or more employees, labor unions with 25 or 
more members, and employment agencies. The EEOC enforces this act.

executive Order 11141 This executive order extends ADEA coverage to federal contractors.

civiL rights act OF 1991 Congress enacted the Civil Rights Act of 1991 to overturn several 
Supreme Court rulings. The reversal of the Atonio v. Wards Cove Packing Co. court decision 
is perhaps the most noteworthy.10 The Supreme Court ruled that plaintiffs (employees) must 
indicate which employment practice created disparate impact and demonstrate how the 
employment practice created disparate impact. Since the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1991, 
employers must show that the challenged employment practice is a business necessity. Thus, the 
Civil Rights Act of 1991 shifted the burden of proof from employees to employers.

Two additional sections of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 apply to compensation practice. 
The first feature pertains to seniority systems. As we will discuss in Chapter 3, public sector 
employers make employment decisions based on employees’ seniority. For example, public sec-
tor employers award more vacation days to employees with higher seniority than to employees 
with lower seniority. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 overturned the Supreme Court’s decision in 
Lorance v. AT&T Technologies,11 which allowed employees to challenge the use of seniority 
systems only within 180 days from the system’s implementation date. Employees may now file 
suits claiming discrimination either when the system is implemented or whenever the system 
negatively affects them.

A second development addresses the geographic scope of federal job discrimination. Prior 
to the Civil Rights Act of 1991, the U.S. Supreme Court (Boureslan v. Aramco)12 ruled that fed-
eral job discrimination laws do not apply to U.S. citizens working for U.S. companies in  foreign 
countries. Since the act’s passage, U.S. citizens working overseas may file suit against U.S. busi-
nesses for discriminatory employment practices.
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The Civil Rights Act of 1991 provides coverage to the same groups protected under the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964. The 1991 act also extends coverage to Senate employees and political 
appointees of the federal government’s executive branch. The EEOC enforces the Civil Rights 
Act of 1991. Since the passage of the 1991 act, the EEOC helps employers avoid discriminatory 
employment practices through the Technical Assistance Training Institute.

Accommodating Disabilities and Family Needs
Congress enacted the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978, the Americans with Disabilities Act 
of 1990, and the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 to accommodate employees with disabili-
ties and pressing family needs. These laws protect a significant number of employees: In 2000, 
approximately 68 percent of employed women were responsible for children under the age of 18. 
The preamble to the Americans with Disabilities Act states that it covers 43 million Americans. 
Many employees will benefit from the Family and Medical Leave Act if they need substantial time 
away from work to care for newborns or elderly family members. Two trends explain this need. 
First, many elderly and seriously ill parents of the employed baby boom generation depend on 
their children. Second, both husbands and wives work full-time jobs now more than ever before, 
necessitating extended leave to care for newborns or for children who become ill.

Pregnancy discriminatiOn act OF 1978 The Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 (PDA) 
is an amendment to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The PDA prohibits disparate impact 
discrimination against pregnant women for all employment practices. Employers must not treat 
pregnancy less favorably than other medical conditions covered under employee benefits plans. 
In addition, employers must treat pregnancy and childbirth the same way they treat other causes 
of disability. Furthermore, the PDA protects the rights of women who take leave for pregnancy-
related reasons. The protected rights include:

•	 Credit	for	previous	service
•	 Accrued	retirement	benefits
•	 Accumulated	seniority

americans With disabiLities act OF 1990 The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 
(ADA) prohibits discrimination against individuals with mental or physical disabilities 
within and outside employment settings, including public services and transportation, public 
accommodations, and employment. It applies to all employers with 15 or more employees, and 
the EEOC is the enforcement agency. In employment contexts, the ADA:

[P]rohibits covered employers from discriminating against a “qualified individual with a 
disability” in regard to job applications, hiring, advancement, discharge, compensation, 
training or other terms, conditions, or privileges of employment. Employers are required 
to make “reasonable accommodations” to the known physical or mental limitations of an 
otherwise qualified individual with a disability unless to do so would impose an “undue 
hardship.”13

Title I of the ADA requires that employers provide “reasonable accommodation” to disabled 
employees. Reasonable accommodation may include such efforts as making existing facilities 
readily accessible, restructuring job, and modifying work schedules. Every “qualified individual 
with a disability” is entitled to reasonable accommodation. A qualified individual with a disabil-
ity, however, must be able to perform the “essential functions” of the job in question. Essential 
functions are those job duties that are critical to the job.

Let’s apply these principles to an example. Producing printed memoranda is a key activity of 
a clerical worker’s job. Most employees manually keyboard the information by using a word pro-
cessing program to generate written text. In this case, the essential function is producing memo-
randa using word processing software; however, manual input represents only one method to 
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enter information. Information input based on a voice recognition input device is an alternative 
method for entering information. If a clerk develops crippling arthritis, the ADA may require that 
the employer make reasonable accommodation by providing him or her with a voice-recognition 
input device.

On September 25, 2008, former president George W. Bush signed the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Amendments Act of 2008, making important changes to the definition of the 
term disability. These changes make it easier for an individual seeking protection under the ADA 
to establish that he or she has a disability within the meaning of the ADA.

The act retains the ADA’s basic definition of disability as an impairment that substantially 
limits one or more major life activities, a record of such an impairment, or being regarded as 
having such an impairment. However, it changes the way that these statutory terms should be 
interpreted:

•	 Expands	the	definition	of	“major	life	activities”	by	including	two	non-exhaustive	lists:
•	 The	first	list	includes	many	activities	that	the	EEOC	has	recognized	(e.g.,	walking)	as	

well as activities that EEOC has not specifically recognized (e.g., reading, bending, and 
communicating);

•	 The	second	list	includes	major	bodily	functions	(e.g.,	“functions	of	the	immune	system,	
normal cell growth, digestive, bowel, bladder, neurological, brain, respiratory, circulatory, 
endocrine, and reproductive functions”);

•	 States	that	mitigating	measures	other	than	“ordinary	eyeglasses	or	contact	lenses”	shall	not	
be considered in assessing whether an individual has a disability;

•	 Clarifies	that	an	impairment	that	is	episodic	or	in	remission	is	a	disability	if	it	would	
 substantially limit a major life activity when active.

FamiLy and medicaL Leave act OF 1993 The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA) 
aimed to provide employees with job protection in cases of family or medical emergency. The 
basic thrust of the act is guaranteed leave, and a key element of that guarantee is the right of the 
employee to return to either the position he or she left when the leave began or to an equivalent 
position with the same benefits, pay, and other terms and conditions of employment. We will 
discuss this act in greater detail in Chapter 11 because compensation professionals treat such 
leave as a legally required benefit.

Prevailing Wage Laws
davis–bacOn act OF 1931 The Davis–Bacon Act of 1931 establishes employment standards 
for construction contractors holding federal government contracts valued at more than $2,000. 
Covered contracts include highway building, dredging, demolition, and cleaning, as well as 
painting and decorating public buildings. This act applies to laborers and mechanics who are 
employed on site. Contractors must pay wages at least equal to the prevailing wage in the local 
area. The U.S. secretary of labor determines prevailing wage rates based on compensation 
surveys of different areas. In this context, “local” area refers to the general location where work 
is performed. Cities and counties represent local areas. The “prevailing wage” is the typical 
hourly wage paid to more than 50 percent of all laborers and mechanics employed in the local 
area. The act also requires that contractors offer fringe benefits that are equal in scope and value 
to fringe compensation that prevails in the local area.

WaLsh–heaLey PubLic cOntracts act OF 1936 This act covers contractors and manufacturers 
who sell supplies, materials, and equipment to the federal government. Its coverage is more 
extensive than is the Davis–Bacon Act. The Walsh–Healey Public Contracts Act of 1936 applies 
to both construction and nonconstruction activities. In addition, this act covers all of the contractors’ 
employees except office, supervisory, custodial, and maintenance workers who do any work in 
preparation for the performance of the contract. The minimum contract amount that qualifies for 
coverage is $10,000 rather than the $2,000 amount under the Davis–Bacon Act of 1931.
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The Walsh–Healey Act of 1936 mandates that contractors with federal contracts meet 
guidelines regarding wages and hours, child labor, convict labor, and hazardous working condi-
tions. Contractors must observe the minimum wage and overtime provisions of the FLSA. In 
addition, this act prohibits the employment of individuals younger than 16 as well as convicted 
criminals. Furthermore, this act prohibits contractors from exposing workers to any conditions 
that violate the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970. This act was passed to ensure 
safe and healthful working conditions for working men and women by authorizing enforcement 
of the standards under the act.

laws that GuIde dIsCretIonary  
employee benefIts
Many laws guide discretionary employee benefits practices. Here we review only the major laws 
on this topic: the Internal Revenue Code (IRC), the Employee Retirement Income Security Act 
of 1974 (ERISA), the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA), the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, the Pension Protection Act of 2006, 
key antidiscrimination laws, and the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Internal Revenue Code
The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) is the set of regulations pertaining to taxation in the United 
States (e.g., sales tax, company [employer] income tax, individual [employee] income tax, and 
property tax). Taxes represent the main source of revenue to fund federal, state, and local govern-
ment programs. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is the government agency that develops and 
implements the IRC and levies penalties against companies and individuals who violate the IRC. 
Since 1916, the federal government has encouraged employers to provide retirement benefits to 
employees with tax breaks or deductions. In other words, the government allowed employers to 
exclude retirement plan payments from their income subject to taxation. This “break” reduced 
the amount of a company’s required tax payments. In general, the larger the contributions to 
retirement plans, the greater the reduction in the amount of taxes owed to the government.

The IRC contains multiple regulations for legally required and discretionary benefits. For 
example, the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) taxes employees and employers 
to finance the Social Security Old-Age, Survivor and Disability Insurance program (OASDI). 
Unemployment insurance benefits are financed by federal and, sometimes, state taxes levied 
on employers. Federal tax is levied on employers under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act 
(FUTA).

Since the inception of the IRC, the federal government also contains incentives for  employers 
who offer discretionary benefits and for employees as recipients of these benefits. An employee 
may deduct the cost of benefits from annual income, thereby reducing tax liability. Employers 
may also deduct the cost of benefits from their annual income as a business or trade expense 
when the cost is an ordinary and necessary expense of the company’s trade or business. For 
example, the costs of electricity for a factory and the purchase of raw materials to manufacture 
products are ordinary and necessary expenses. Payroll costs and benefits costs also qualify as 
ordinary and necessary business expenses. Without pay and benefits, companies would not be 
able to recruit and retain competent employees who are crucial for business operations. In addi-
tion, companies can deduct these costs only during the current tax period, so the benefits costs 
incurred during 2014 may be deducted only for the 2014 tax year.

The tax deductibility of benefits costs also requires that employers meet additional require-
ments set forth by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974. Benefits qualify 
for tax deductibility when they meet nondiscrimination rules. Nondiscrimination rules pro-
hibit employers from giving preferential treatment to key employees and highly compensated 
employees, for example, by contributing 10 percent of annual salary to their retirement accounts, 
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but only 5 percent to other employees. The IRS defines the meanings of these employee groups. 
The term key employee means any employee who at any time during the year is:

•	 A	5	percent	owner	of	the	employer,
•	 A	1	percent	owner	of	the	employer	having	an	annual	compensation	from	the	employer	of	

more than $165,000, or
•	 An	officer	of	the	employer	having	an	annual	compensation	greater	than	$165,000	in	2013	

(indexed for inflation in increments of $5,000 beginning in 2003).

U.S. Treasury Regulations define the term officer used in this definition of key employees:14

Generally, the term officer means an administrative executive who is in regular and con-
tinued service. The term officer implies continuity of service and excludes those employed 
for a special and single transaction. An employee who merely has the title of an officer but 
not the authority of an officer is not considered an officer for purposes of the key employee 
test. Similarly, an employee who does not have the title of an officer but has the authority 
of an officer is an officer for purposes of the key employee test. In the case of one or more 
employers treated as a single employer under sections 414(b), (c), or (m), whether or not an 
individual is an officer shall be determined based upon his responsibilities with respect to the 
employer or employers for which he is directly employed, and not with respect to the con-
trolled group of corporations, employers under common control or affiliated service group.

A partner of a partnership will not be treated as an officer for purposes of the key employee 
test merely because he or she owns a capital or profits interest in the partnership, exercises voting 
rights as a partner, and may, for limited purposes, be authorized and does in fact act as an agent 
of the partnership.

The IRS defines a highly compensated employee as one of the following during the current 
or preceding year:

•	 A	5	percent	owner	at	any	time	during	the	year	or	the	preceding	year.
•	 For	the	preceding	year	had	compensation	from	the	employer	in	excess	of	$115,000	

in 2013.
•	 If	the	employer	elects	the	application	of	this	clause	for	a	plan	year,	was	in	the	top-paid	

group of employees for the preceding year.

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA)
ERISA was established to regulate the implementation of various employee benefits programs, 
including medical, life, and disability programs, as well as pension programs. The essence of 
ERISA is protection of employee benefits rights.

ERISA addresses matters of employers’ reporting and disclosure duties, funding of benefits, 
the fiduciary responsibilities for these plans, and vesting rights. Companies must provide their 
employees with straightforward descriptions of their employee benefit plans, updates when sub-
stantive changes to the plan are implemented, annual synopses on the financing and operation 
of the plans, and advance notification if the company intends to terminate the benefits plan. The 
funding requirement mandates that companies meet strict guidelines to ensure having  sufficient 
funds when employees reach retirement. Similarly, the fiduciary responsibilities require that 
companies not engage in transactions with parties having interests adverse to those of the recipi-
ents of the plan and not deal with the income or assets of the employee benefits plan in the 
 company’s own interests.

Vesting refers to an employee’s acquisition of nonforfeitable rights to an employer’s con-
tributions to fund pension benefits. Employees often must be 100 percent vested between 3 and 
6 years of service, depending on the vesting schedule. One hundred percent vested means that 
an employee cannot lose the pension benefits even if the employee leaves the job before retire-
ment; employees are entitled to every dollar contributed on their behalf by the employer.
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There are two minimum criteria for eligibility under ERISA. First, employees must be 
allowed to participate in a pension plan after they reach age 21. Second, employees must have 
completed 1 year of service based on at least 1,000 hours of work. There is no maximum age limit 
for eligibility.

Since the passage of ERISA, there have been a number of amendments to this act. The 
impetus for these amendments has been the ever-changing laws relating to the tax treatment 
of employees’ contributions to pension plans. For example, the tax laws offer employees the 
opportunity to deduct a limited amount of their gross income (i.e., income before any federal, 
state, or local taxes are assessed) for investment in a pension plan. Such deductions reduce the 
taxable gross pay amount on which taxes are assessed, thereby clearly lowering employees’ 
tax burdens. The amendments are quite complex and technical, requiring familiarity with the 
IRC. The key amendments include the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, Deficit 
Reduction Act of 1984, the Tax Reform Act of 1986, and the Economic Growth and Tax Relief 
Reconciliation Act of 2001.

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA)
The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA) was enacted to 
provide employees with the opportunity to continue receiving their employer-sponsored medical 
care insurance temporarily under their employer’s plan if their coverage otherwise would cease 
because of termination, layoff, or other change in employment status. COBRA applies to a wide 
variety of employers, with exemptions available only for companies that normally employ fewer 
than 20 workers, church plans, and plans maintained by the U.S. government.

Under COBRA, individuals may continue their coverage, as well as coverage for their 
spouses and dependents, for up to 18 months. Coverage may extend for up to 36 months for 
spouses and dependents facing a loss of employer-provided coverage because of an employee’s 
death, a divorce or legal separation, or certain other qualifying events, which include employee 
termination, retirement, and layoff. Table 2-5 displays the maximum continuation period for 
particular qualifying events.

Companies are permitted to charge COBRA beneficiaries a premium for continuation cover-
age of up to 102 percent of the cost of the coverage to the plan. The 2 percent markup reflects a 
charge for administering COBRA. Employers that violate the COBRA requirements are subject 

table 2-5 cObra continuation requirements

Qualifying events maximum continuation period

employee
a.  Termination of employment for any reason, including 

 termination of disability benefits and layoff, except  
for gross misconduct.

18 monthsa

b. Loss of eligibility due to reduction in work hours. 18 months

c.  Determination by the Social Security 
Administration (SSA) of disability that existed  
at time of qualifying event.

18 months

Dependent
a. Loss of dependent child status. 36 months

b. Employee’s death, divorce, or legal separation. 36 months

Spouse (entitled to medicare) 36 months

aThis 18-month period may be extended for all qualified beneficiaries if certain conditions are met in cases 
where a qualified beneficiary is determined to be disabled for purposes of COBRA.
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to an excise tax per affected employee for each day that the violation continues. In addition, plan 
administrators who fail to provide required COBRA notices to employees may be personally 
liable for a civil penalty for each day the notice is not provided.

Continuation of Coverage under COBRA
The following information applies to health, vision, and dental coverage only. For information 
on life insurance when employment terminates, refer to Chapter 9 for other areas that describe 
life coverage.

COBRA was signed into law on April 7, 1986. Under COBRA, the employer must provide 
covered members and their dependents who would lose coverage under the plan the option to 
continue coverage. The mandate is restricted to certain conditions under which coverage is lost, 
and the election to continue must be made within a specified election period. COBRA went into 
effect	for	members	and	their	dependents	on	July	1,	1986.

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)
This act contains four main provisions. The first provision is intended to guarantee that 
employees and their dependents that leave their employer’s group health plan will have ready 
access to coverage under a subsequent employer’s health plan, regardless of their health or 
claims experience. The second provision sets limits on the length of time that health plans 
and health insurance issuers may impose preexisting health conditions and identify conditions 
to which no preexisting condition may apply. A preexisting health condition generally refers 
to a medical condition for which a diagnosis was made or treatment given prior to enrolling 
in a health insurance plan. The third provision counts periods of continuous coverage under 
another form of comprehensive health coverage toward a preexisting condition limit. In other 
words, time covered under a previous health insurance plan reduces the preexisting condition 
requirement imposed by a new health insurance company. The fourth provision protects the 
transfer, disclosure, and use of health care information.

Pension Protection Act of 2006
The Pension Protection Act is designed to strengthen protections for employees’ company- 
sponsored retirement plans in at least two ways. The first consideration refers to defined  benefit 
plans and the second refers to defined contribution plans. Defined benefit plans guarantee 
monthly income for the duration of a retiree’s life, which employers typically fund in full. Defined 
contribution plans are savings plans that employees may contribute to for use during their retire-
ment. First, this law should strengthen the financial condition of the Pension Benefit Guaranty 
Corporation (PBGC) by requiring that private sector companies that underfund their defined ben-
efit plans pay substantially higher premiums (i.e., cost to provide insurance protection) to insure 
retirement benefits. After all, experience tells us there is a greater likelihood that the PBGC has had 
to take over highly underfunded defined benefit plans. The increase in underfunded plans poses 
a greater risk to the financial solvency of the PBGC. In other words, think of the PBGC as an 
automobile insurance company and young drivers with automobile insurance as companies with 
underfunded defined benefit plans. An automobile insurance company charges higher premiums to 
drivers under age 25 because years of data show that young drivers are more likely to get into mul-
tiple serious accidents than older drivers. After getting into a car accident, a person files a claim to 
the insurance company to pay for the costs of repairs. Of course, repair costs for serious accidents 
will be much more expensive than for minor accidents. So, insurance companies charge higher 
premiums to these drivers because they are more likely to file claims. Higher premiums will make 
it easier for insurance companies to stay financially solvent because they anticipated such claims. 
The Pension Protection Act law also aims to strengthen the PBGC financial condition by making 
it more difficult for companies to skip making premium payments. Finally, this new law raises the 
amount that employers can contribute to pension funding with tax advantages, creating an addi-
tional incentive to adequately fund pension plans.
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Second, the Pension Protection Act makes it easier for employees to participate in such 
employer-sponsored defined contribution plans as 401(k) plans. Millions of workers who are 
 eligible to participate in their employers’ defined contribution plans do not contribute to them. 
There are a variety of reasons why employees choose not to participate; however, a prominent 
 reason is that most individuals feel they do not have sufficient knowledge about how to choose 
investment options (e.g., a high-risk mutual fund versus a fixed-rate annuity) that will help them 
earn sufficient money for retirement. In addition, once employees make the decision to partici-
pate in these plans and have been making regular contributions, they are not likely to stop. With 
these issues in mind, the Pension Protection Act enables companies to enroll their employees 
automatically in defined contribution plans and provides greater access to professional advice 
about  investing for retirement. In addition, this act requires that companies give multiple invest-
ment options to allow employees to select how much risk they are willing to bear. As an aside, 
risky investments usually have the potential for substantial gains or losses in value. Less risky 
investments usually have the potential for lower gains or losses. Some companies previously 
limited investment opportunities to company stock, which exposes employees to substantial 
investment risk.

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (PPACA)

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), enacted on March 23, 2010, 
is a comprehensive law that has been in the implementation phase since its passage. The 
implementation of all provisions will be complete by 2018. This act applies to a multitude of 
issues surrounding health care in the United States. The federal government documents these 
features on a dedicated Web site (www.healthcare.gov).

PPACA is expected to extend coverage to more people by providing incentives to businesses 
to offer health insurance or by imposing penalties on businesses that do not provide coverage. 
This law will also require that individuals without health insurance purchase reasonably priced 
policies through health insurance exchanges.

Many provisions of the law will have a broad impact on employment-sponsored health 
insurance plans that do not have grandfathered status. PPACA distinguishes between health plans 
that existed prior to the March 23, 2010, enactment date and those that come into existence after-
ward. Individual and group health plans already in existence prior to enactment are referred to as 
“grandfathered” plans, and new health plans (or plans that have been substantially modified after 
March 23, 2010) are referred to as “non-grandfathered” plans.

Grandfathered plans could lose this status if at least one of the following modifications were 
made:

•	 Changing	insurance	carriers	for	individuals	(for	example,	the	employer	no	longer	offers	
insurance coverage through Blue Cross and Blue Shield, which it had offered prior to 
March 23, 2010, and now offers coverage through Humana Health Care).

•	 Changing	coinsurance	amounts.	Coinsurance	refers	to	the	percentage	of	covered	expenses	
paid by the insured.

•	 Increase	since	March	23,	2010,	to	fixed-amount	copayment	where	the	increase	is	more	
than $5 plus the rate of medical inflation or is 15 percentage points higher than  medical 
inflation (whichever is greater). Copayments represent nominal payments an indi-
vidual makes as a condition of receiving services. Medical inflation is defined in this 
regulation as the medical care component of the Consumer Price Index for All Urban 
Consumers.

•	 Increases	since	March	23,	2010,	to	fixed-amount	cost-sharing	other	than	copayment	(i.e.,	
raising a deductible) that exceed the rate of medical inflation by 15 percentage points. Over 
a designated period, employees must pay for services (i.e., meet a deductible) that they 
have to pay before insurance benefits become active.
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•	 Decrease	in	the	overall	percentage	of	costs	paid	by	the	employer	(i.e.,	the	employer’s	share	
of premium costs) by more than 5 percent.

•	 Elimination	of	benefits	specific	to	certain	health	conditions.	(Additionally,	elimination	of	
a benefit for any necessary element to diagnose or treat a condition is considered for this 
purpose to be an elimination of benefits, resulting in loss of the plan grandfather status.)

•	 For	plans	with	no	annual	or	lifetime	dollar	limits,	the	addition	of	an	annual	or	lifetime	
 dollar limit.

•	 For	plans	with	lifetime	dollar	limits,	but	no	annual	dollar	limits,	the	addition	of	an	annual	
dollar limit that is lower than the existing lifetime dollar limit.

•	 For	plans	with	annual	dollar	limits,	a	reduction	in	annual	dollar	limits.

Reducing or eliminating coverage for one or more “essential benefits” will cause a grand-
fathered plan to lose this status. Essential health benefits must include items and services within 
at least the following 10 categories:

 1. Ambulatory patient services
 2. Emergency services
 3. Hospitalization
 4. Maternity and newborn care
 5. Mental health and substance use disorder services, including behavioral health treatment
 6. Prescription drugs
 7. Rehabilitative services and devices
 8. Laboratory services
 9. Preventive and wellness services and chronic disease management
 10. Pediatric services, including oral and vision care

In 2015, PPACA began requiring that health plans remove annual dollar limits on essential 
health benefits as well as eliminate preexisting condition clauses. As we will see in Chapter 10, 
a preexisting condition is a condition for which medical advice, diagnosis, care, or treatment 
was received or recommended during a designated period preceding the beginning of health 
insurance coverage. Previously, health insurance plans could disqualify preexisting conditions 
for coverage; however, that is no longer legally permissible. Another provision is limits to 
waiting periods. Earlier, health plans could require that new employees be excluded from par-
ticipation in health care coverage until reaching a minimum service requirement. Oftentimes, 
the waiting periods could span several months. PPACA limits waiting periods to no more than 
90 days.

A key provision in the act, referred to as the individual mandate, became effective in 
2014. According to this mandate, individuals who can afford to purchase health insurance 
must do so either by participating in an employer-sponsored plan or purchasing health insur-
ance coverage independently; otherwise, they will pay a penalty of $695 or 2½ percent of 
their income. Without this mandate, many individuals would likely put off purchasing health 
insurance until they need it, that is, at the onset of serious medical conditions, when premium 
rates are highest (as compared to purchasing health insurance when healthy). This practice 
would also cause insurance premiums to rise for those who maintain coverage, including 
the cost of health insurance premiums to employers: Insurance companies may spread rate 
increases to protect profits.

Contextual InfluenCes on the federal 
Government as an employer
As we discussed previously, federal government employees do not receive protection under 
Title VII, ADEA, and the Equal Pay Act of 1963. Shortly after the passage of these acts during 
the 1960s, the president of the United States and Congress enacted executive orders and laws 
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to prohibit job discrimination and promote equal opportunity in the federal government. These 
executive orders and laws apply to employees who work within:

•	 Military	service	(civilian	employees	only)
•	 Executive	agencies
•	 Postal	service
•	 Library	of	Congress
•	 Judicial	and	legislative	branches

Table 2-6 contains a summary of these key executive orders and laws. We already discussed 
the FMLA because it also applies to private sector employers.

labor unIons as Contextual InfluenCes
Since the passage of the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (NLRA), the federal govern-
ment requires employers to enter into good-faith negotiations with workers over the terms of 
employment. Workers join unions to influence employment-related decisions, especially when 
they are dissatisfied with job security, wages, benefits, and supervisory practices.

Since 1954 when union representation was at its highest (28.3 percent of the U.S. 
labor force), the percentage of U.S. civilian workers in both the public and private sec-
tors  represented by unions has declined steadily. In 2012, the percentage of U.S. civilian 
workers in both the public and private sectors represented by unions declined steadily to 
a 11.3 percent representation since 1983 when the representation rate was 20.1 percent.15 
The unionization rate of government workers was 35.9 percent, compared with 6.6 per-
cent among private sector employees in 2012. As we will discuss shortly, union representa-
tion will probably continue to decline in the future. This decline may be attributed to the 
reduced influence of unions. We will present reasons for this conclusion later in this sec-
tion. Nevertheless, 11.3 percent of the U.S. civilian workforce stands for a large number of 
 workers—more than14 million.

natiOnaL LabOr reLatiOns act OF 1935 The purpose of this act was to remove barriers to 
free commerce and to restore equality of bargaining power between employees and employers. 
Employers denied workers the rights to bargain collectively with them on such issues as wages, 

table 2-6  executive Orders and Laws enacted to Protect Federal government 
employees

•	 Executive Order 11478 prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of race, color,  religion, 
sex, national origin, handicap, and age (401 FEP Manual 4061).

•	 Executive Order 11935 prohibits employment of nonresidents in U.S. civil service jobs  
(401 FEP Manual 4121).

•	 The	Rehabilitation Act mandates that federal government agencies take affirmative action in 
 providing jobs for individuals with disabilities (401 FEP Manual 325).

•	 The	Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act applies the principles of 
the Rehabilitation Act to veterans with disabilities and veterans of the Vietnam War 
(401 FEP Manual 379).

•	 The	Government Employee Rights Act of 1991 protects U.S. Senate employees from  employment 
discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, and  disability 
(401 FEP Manual 851).

•	 The	Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 grants civil service employees, U.S. Senate  employees, 
and U.S. House of Representatives employees a maximum of 12 weeks unpaid leave in any 
12-month period to care for a newborn or a seriously ill family member  
(401 FEP Manual 891).
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work hours, and working conditions. Employees consequently experienced poor working 
conditions, substandard wage rates, and excessive work hours. Section 1 of the NLRA declares 
the policy of the United States to protect commerce:

. . . by encouraging the practice and procedure of collective bargaining and by protecting 
the exercise by workers of full freedom of association, self-organization, and designation 
of representatives of their own choosing for the purpose of negotiating the terms and con-
ditions of employment . . . .

Sections 8(a)(5), 8(d), and 9(a) are key provisions of this act. Section 8(a)(5) provides that 
it is an unfair labor practice for an employer “ . . . to refuse to bargain collectively with the repre-
sentatives of his employees subject to the provisions of Section 9(a).”

Section 8(d) defines the phrase “to bargain collectively” as the “performance of the mutual 
obligation of the employer and the representative of the employees to meet at reasonable 
times and confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of 
employment . . . . ”

Section 9(a) declares:

Representatives designated or selected for the purposes of collective bargaining by the 
majority of employees in a unit appropriate for such purposes shall be the exclusive rep-
resentatives of all the employees in such unit for the purposes of collective bargaining in 
respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment, or other conditions of employment . . . .

The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) oversees the enforcement of the NLRA. The 
president of the United States appoints members to the NLRB for 5-year terms.

cOmPensatiOn issues in cOLLective bargaining Union and management negotiations 
usually center on pay raises and fringe benefits. Unions fought hard for general pay 
increases and regular COLAs. COLAs, or cost-of-living adjustments, represent automatic 
pay increases that are based on changes in prices, as recorded by the consumer price index 
(CPI). COLAs enable workers to maintain their standards of living by adjusting wages for 
inflation. Union leaders fought hard for these improvements to maintain the memberships’ 
loyalty and support.

Unions generally secured high wages for their members through the early 1980s. In fact, it 
was not uncommon for union members to earn as much as 30 percent more than their nonunion 
counterparts. Unions also improved members’ employee benefits. The establishment of sound 
retirement income programs was most noteworthy.

Unions’ gains also influenced nonunion companies’ compensation practices. Many 
nonunion companies offered similar compensation to their employees. This phenomenon 
is known as a spillover effect because management of nonunion firms generally offered 
somewhat higher wages and benefits to reduce the chance that employees would seek union 
representation.16

Unions’ influence has declined since the 1980s for three key reasons. First, union com-
panies demonstrated consistently lower profits than nonunion companies.17 As a result, man-
agement has been more reluctant to agree on large pay increases, which represent costs that 
lead to lower  profits. Second, drastic employment cuts have taken place in various industries, 
 including the highly unionized commercial airline, automobile, and steel industries.18 In the 
case of automobiles and steel, technological advances and foreign competition have contributed 
to declines in those industries. Automated work processes in both the automobile and steel 
industries	made	many	workers’	skills	obsolete.	Moreover,	Japanese	automobile		manufacturers	
produced higher-quality vehicles than did U.S. automobile manufacturers. Although these vehi-
cles were more expensive, U.S. consumers were willing to pay higher prices in exchange for 
better	quality.	Workforces	in	Japanese	automakers	are	not	unionized,	which	allows	them	to	
devote more resources to quality improvement. As a result of the changing business landscape, 
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unions tempered their stance in negotiations with management. Many unions focused more 
heavily on promoting job security than securing large pay increases. This is known as conces-
sionary bargaining. Available data indicate that annual negotiated pay raises declined steadily 
after 1980. During the 1980s, concessions were most prevalent in small companies, in high-
wage companies, and in companies with a small percentage of employees covered by unions. 
We’ve more recently begun witnessing some employee groups giving substantially larger con-
cessions to management than ever before. For instance, the union that represents the pilots of 
Delta Air Lines agreed to substantial cuts in base pay and in future retirement income to help 
the company avoid dissolution. Substantial cuts like these were not prevalent during the 1980s 
and would not have been tolerated previously by the unions; however, the dire financial condi-
tions of companies have led unions to give in to such demands in order to keep their members 
employed with the hope of regaining some of the lost pay and benefits in the future when com-
panies’ financial condition improves.

Companies with labor unions often try to avoid instituting mass layoffs whenever possible 
because of recall features in collective bargaining agreements. In other words, management is 
expected to rehire most of its laid-off workers when business conditions rebound. However, with 
the	deep	recessionary	period	that	began	in	December	2007	and	ended	in	June	2009,	companies	
are still trying to make permanent cuts to their workforces for substantial labor force savings. For 
example, the auto sales declines in the United States are said to be the worst since the early 1980s 
during a deep recessionary period.

In early 2009, in response to this dire situation, Ford Motor Company announced to local 
union leaders that it will make buyout or early retirement offers to all of its 42,000 U.S. hourly 
workers. These cuts are part of a series of contract concessions in a tentative agreement reached 
between the United Auto Workers union and Ford Motor Company’s management. In addition, 
the union agreed to a suspension of cost-of-living pay raises and lump-sum performance bonuses 
in the remaining 3 years of the recently negotiated collective bargaining agreement.

In 2011, the management of General Motors Corporation argued the need to adopt pay-for-
performance programs for its union workforce. Pay-for-performance systems apply to nonunion 
salaried workers; thus, the union workforce is not being singled out within the company. If the 
United Auto Workers were to agree to the use of a pay-for-performance program, this change 
would represent yet another noteworthy concession.

Even more recently, the Teamsters’ union pension plan has become critically under-
funded. Critical underfunding raises concerns that the plan will not be able to meet all of its 
future obligations to pay retirees the pension benefits they have earned. As a result, many of 
the 1,900 companies that employ Teamsters’ workers are considering whether to withdraw 
participation in the plan. Withdrawing from participation in the plan means that lower contri-
butions will be made to fund the plan, which increases the risk of failure. This example adds 
to many recent instances in which unions’ ability to represent the interests of their members 
is being diminished. Pension plans represent one of the attractive features of joining a labor 
union, particularly because the prevalence of pension plans (compared to defined contribu-
tion plans such as less generous 401(k) savings plans) is much lower in nonunion settings 
than union settings. As a result, it may be more difficult for the Teamsters’ union to increase 
its membership because it has less to offer.

market InfluenCes
In competitive labor markets, companies attempt to attract and retain the best individuals 
for employment partly by offering lucrative wage and benefits packages. Some companies 
unfortunately are unable to compete on the basis of wage and benefits, as illustrated in the 
second opening quotation. Indeed, there are differences in wages across industries. These 
differences are known as interindustry wage or compensation differentials. Table 2-7 dis-
plays the average weekly earnings in various industries for selected years between 2005 
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and 2013. Construction and mining establishments paid the highest wages throughout this 
period; retail trade and service companies paid the lowest wages.

Interindustry differentials can be attributed to a number of factors, including the industry’s 
product market, the degree of capital intensity, the profitability of the industry, unionization, 
and gender mix of the workforce.19 Companies that operate in product markets where there is 
relatively little competition from other companies tend to pay higher wages because these com-
panies exhibit substantial profits. This phenomenon can be attributed to such factors as higher 
barriers to entry into the product market and an insignificant influence of foreign competition. 
Government regulation and extremely expensive equipment represent entry barriers. The U.S. 
defense industry and the public utilities industry have high entry barriers and no threats from 
foreign competitors.

Capital intensity (i.e., the extent to which companies’ operations are based on the use of 
large-scale equipment) also explains pay differentials between industries. The amount of aver-
age pay varies with the degree of capital intensity. On average, capital-intensive industries (e.g., 
manufacturing) pay more than industries that are less capital intensive (e.g., retail). Capital-
intensive businesses require highly capable employees who have the aptitude to learn how to use 
complex technology. Service such as retail industries are not capital intensive, and most have the 
reputation of paying low wages. The operation of service industries depends almost exclusively 
on employees with relatively common skills rather than on employees with specialized skills to 
operate such physical equipment as casting machines or robotics.

Furthermore, companies in profitable industries tend to pay higher compensation, on aver-
age, than companies in less profitable industries. Employees in profitable industries presumably 
receive higher pay because their skills and abilities contribute to companies’ success and are 
more productive; however, as more companies have failed to meet financial goals over the past 
few years, they have struggled with how best to pay for performance.

Following our recent discussion of unionization, highly unionized industries tend to pay 
higher wages, on average, than do nonunion industries. At the same time, most highly union-
ized industries (e.g., manufacturing, construction, and mining) are capital intensive, requiring 
employees with the aptitude to learn and use complex production technology.

Most recently, U.S. companies’ practices of outsourcing jobs to people from other countries 
have had a significant impact on compensation in the United States. Companies typically establish 
operations in other countries where labor costs are substantially lower than they are in the United 
States and fewer laws restrict companies’ wage setting. Companies traditionally outsourced fac-
tory (blue-collar) jobs to Mexico and Southeast Asian countries. U.S. companies are increasingly 
outsourcing professional (white-collar) jobs to India because the wage levels in India are only 
about one-fifth as much as in the United States for information technology and financial services 
workers. U.S. companies often may have the best of both worlds because they pay much less to hire 
(often) individuals in India who were trained in prestigious U.S. universities.

table 2-7  average Weekly earnings by industry group, selected  
years 2005–2013

Industry 2005 ($) 2007 ($) 2011 ($) 2013 ($)a

Mining 800 946 1276 1276

Construction 750 794   988 1010

Manufacturing 673 707   969   976

Retail trade 377 380   506   516

a2013 figures for January.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Employment Situation, January 2013. USDL 13-0144. Available: 
www.bls.gov, accessed February 19, 2013.
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summary
This chapter provided a discussion of the various contextual 
influences on compensation practice. These include laws, 
labor unions, and market forces. These contextual influences 
pose significant challenges for compensation professionals. 

Aspiring compensation professionals must be familiar with 
the current contextual influences and anticipate impending 
ones. For example, most companies must adjust in order to 
accommodate workers with disabilities.

cOmPensatiOn in actiOn

It is critical for HR and compensation professionals to have a 
working knowledge of legislative imperatives and organiza-
tional policies designed to oversee certain aspects of compen-
sation and benefits. Together with the legal department, HR has 
the responsibility to educate line managers and other decision 
makers in the organization as to what should and should not 
be done in working with employees on compensation and ben-
efits issues. While ultimately the administration of compensa-
tion and benefits will be the responsibility of HR, line  managers 
must have enough awareness to make informed decisions 
which will both protect the company from certain liabilities as 
well as ensure the retention and engagement of  employees crit-
ical to the success of the organization. The most  successful line 
managers are often quite adept at explaining these nuances 
and are respected by their employees for their concern with the 
factors that influence the employee experience.

Action checklist for line managers and HR—
understanding and applying the legal landscape

hr takes the lead
•	 Work	with	the	legal	department	to	conduct	training	

 sessions designed to educate line managers on some of 
the most important legislation that will govern employee-
related actions (e.g., FLSA, Civil Rights Acts, ADEA, ADA, 
and FMLA).

•	 Conduct	an	audit	to	identify	certain	potential	for	dispa-
rate impact; disparate impact training is conducted to 
ensure that line managers and other decision makers are 
aware of some of the pitfalls.

•	 Give	careful	consideration	to	private	sector	companies	
that hold government contracts to understand what addi-
tional standards may be placed on them because of their 
relationship with the federal government.

•	 Provide	legal	updates	to	line	managers,	with	legislation	
changing fairly quickly (particularly in these times). Many 
law firms provide this type of service via pro bono tele-
conferences. In-house employment lawyers could also 
provide these updates.

•	 Make	sure	that	the	legislative	necessities	create	a	starting	
point for establishing company policy and not merely the 
justification for doing the bare minimum.

Line managers take the lead
•	 Identify	employees	who	fall	into	a	group	addressed	

specifically by law or company policy (e.g., ADA) 
which may be a new experience for you to work with 
as a manager (e.g., in most jobs, you will have more 
 experience working with minority employees than 
 disabled employees).

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .

end of Chapter
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 discussion Questions
 2-1. Identify the contextual influence that you believe 

will pose the greatest challenge to companies’ 
competitiveness, and identify the contextual influ-
ence that will pose the least challenge to compa-
nies’ competitiveness. Explain your rationale.

 2-2. In your opinion, how has your local government 
played an important role in raising the minimum 
wage? How can other stakeholders influence the 
decision on minimum wage?

 2-3. Describe the salient features of your country’s 
employment laws that provide the minimum 
coverage in terms of pay, benefits, and working 

conditions that safeguard the workers’ or employ-
ees’ employment conditions.

 2-4. Select one of the contextual influences presented 
in this chapter. Identify a company that has dealt 
with this influence, and conduct some research on 
the company’s experience. Be prepared to present 
a summary of the company’s experience in class.

 2-5. Some people argue that there is too much govern-
ment intervention, while others say there is not 
enough. Based on the presentation of laws in this 
chapter, do you think there is too little or too much 
government intervention? Explain your answer.

Case
exempt or nonexempt?

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

Jane	Swift	is	becoming	frustrated	with	her	job	as	a	shift	leader	at	Jones	Department	Store.	She’s	worked	
there for 6 months, and the full-time job has turned into more than full time. Several associates have left 
the store, and as a result, the past several weeks she has worked 45–50 hours each week. She doesn’t mind 
working the extra hours; she is just frustrated because she is not getting paid overtime pay.
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She	asked	the	store	manager,	Amy	Kostner,	about	the	overtime	pay	she	was	due.	Amy	informed	Jane	
that shift leaders are part of the management team and are classified as exempt under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act. The store is not required to pay exempt workers overtime pay.

Jane	agrees	that	she	is	part	of	the	management	team.	As	a	shift	leader,	Jane	runs	the	floor	when	she	is	on	
duty.	One	of	the	assistant	managers	sets	the	daily	schedule	of	associates	each	week,	but	Jane	and	other	shift	
leaders assign the associates to various work areas as needed. Depending on store traffic, associates need to 
be moved from stocking shelves and cleaning to cashiering or assisting customers. When not working on 
such management responsibilities, the shift leaders generally assume the duties of associates by  assisting 
customers	and	cashiering.	Jane	reports	that	she	typically	spends	only	a	little	more	than	half	of	her	time	
performing associate duties.

Shift leaders are also involved in managerial decisions. For example, they often sit in on employment 
interviews and typically are aware of employee terminations before the employee is fired. They also give 
feedback about the associates to the assistant managers who write the annual performance appraisals.

Just	like	a	manager,	Jane	makes	a	lot	of	decisions	during	the	course	of	her	shift	each	day.	If	there	is	a	
dispute	on	a	sale	price,	Jane	searches	the	weekly	sales	flyer	to	determine	the	correct	price.	If	a	customer	
has	a	return,	Jane	reviews	the	transaction	and	initials	it	before	the	cashier	can	give	a	refund.	However,	she	
does not have complete autonomy in making decisions. For example, if a return is greater than $50.00, an 
assistant manager or the store manager needs to approve the refund.

But	even	though	she	agrees	that	she	is	part	of	the	management	team,	Jane	isn’t	satisfied	with	Amy’s	
answer on her question about pay. If she isn’t eligible for overtime pay, she thinks that she should be paid 
more. While she is paid at a higher rate than most of the associates, she is not paid nearly as much as the 
assistant managers. A pay increase or overtime pay would at least make it worthwhile for her to put in the 
extra hours.

Questions:
 2-6. Why	did	Amy	classify	the	shift	leaders	as	exempt?	Are	there	any	advantages	to	Jones	Department	

Store to having the shift leaders classified as exempt?
 2-7. Do you think that the shift leaders are properly classified as exempt? Why or why not?
 2-8. If	you	were	the	store	manager,	what	would	you	offer	Jane	to	compensate	her	for	the	loss	of	earnings?

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

   2-9.  How would the compensation system change if the minimum wage provision of the 
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 were repealed?

   2-10.  Distinguish between disparate treatment and disparate impact in a compensation 
context.
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II
 Part 

Bases for Pay

Where We Are Now:

Part I, settIng the stage for strategIc 

comPensatIon explained what compensation 

is, strategic compensation concepts, compensation 

professionals’ goals, employment laws that influence 

compensation tactics, and the roles of unions and market 

forces in influencing compensation practices. Now, we 

turn to the methods for determining employee pay.

In Part II, Bases for Pay, we wIll therefore 

study

Chapter 3 TradITIoNal Bases for Pay

Chapter 4 INCeNTIve Pay

Chapter 5 PersoN-foCused Pay
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MyManagementLab®

 Improve Your Grade!
When you see this icon, visit www.mymanagementlab.com for activities that are 
 applied, personalized, and offer immediate feedback.

3

learnIng oBjectIves

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. describe seniority and longevity pay practices.

2. list at least three elements of merit pay.

3. Give examples and definitions of performance appraisal methods.

4. explain at least three ways compensation professionals can strengthen  
the pay-for-performance link and summarize each one.

5. discuss three possible limitations of merit pay programs.

For decades, companies have awarded raises to base pay according to employees’ seniority or 
job performance. Many companies, such as IBM, tended to pay employees according to perfor-

mance, but the system became one of entitlements (i.e., employees expected pay raises regardless 
of performance). Changes in the global marketplace forced many companies to reconsider their 
approach to employee compensation. Fierce global competition requires that employees perform 
their jobs better than ever before to enable companies to offer the best possible products and ser-
vices at the lowest cost. As a solution, many companies use compensation programs that empha-
size rewards according to performance attainment.

In this chapter, we will consider the traditional seniority and longevity approaches to com-
pensating employees. We will then turn our attention to merit pay, which is a widely used form 
of performance-based pay in U.S. companies. In Chapter 4, we will take up a variety of incentive 
programs that also reward pay for performance.

Seniority and Longevity Pay
Seniority pay and longevity pay systems reward employees with periodic additions to base 
pay according to employees’ length of service in performing their jobs. These pay plans assume 
that employees become more valuable to companies with time and that valued employees will 
leave if they do not have a clear idea that their salaries will progress over time.1 This rationale 
comes from human capital theory,2 which states that employees’ knowledge and skills  generate 
productive capital known as human capital. Employees can develop such knowledge and skills 

traditionaL BaSeS for Pay
Seniority and Merit
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from formal education and training, including on-the-job experience. Over time, employees 
presumably refine existing skills or acquire new ones that enable them to work more produc-
tively. Thus, seniority pay rewards employees for acquiring and refining their skills as indexed 
by seniority.

Historical Overview
A quick look back into U.S. labor relations history can shed light on the adoption of seniority 
pay in many companies. President Franklin D. Roosevelt advocated policies designed to improve 
workers’ economic status in response to the severely depressed economic conditions that had 
started in 1929. Congress instituted the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) in 1935 to protect 
workers’ rights, predicated on a fundamental, but limited, conflict of interest between workers 
and employers. President Roosevelt and other leaders felt that companies needed to be regu-
lated to establish an appropriate balance of power between the parties. The NLRA established a 
collective bargaining system nationwide to accommodate employers’ and employees’ partially 
conflicting and partially shared goals.

Collective bargaining led to job control unionism,3 in which collective bargaining units 
negotiate formal contracts with employees and provide quasi-judicial grievance procedures to 
adjudicate disputes between union members and employers. Union shops establish workers’ 
rights and obligations and participate in describing and delineating jobs. In unionized work-
places, terms of collective bargaining agreements may determine the specific type of seniority 
system used, and seniority tends to be the deciding factor in nearly all job scheduling, transfer, 
layoff, compensation, and promotion decisions. Moreover, seniority may become a principal 
criterion for selecting one employee over another for transfer or promotion. Table 3-1 illustrates 
the rules for a seniority pay program contained in a collective bargaining agreement between 
the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois and Local 698 of the American Federation 
of State, County, and Municipal Employees. It shows the actual rates for job classification and 
seniority level.

Employees shall be paid a starting rate equal to 80 percent of the full base rate of the job 
classification and shall advance to the full base rate as follows:

taBLe 3-1 hourly wage rates by seniority level

Classification Title Start ($)
       13  
Months ($)

       25  
Months ($)

       37  
Months ($)

       49  
Months ($)

Staff Nurse I 19.07 20.19 21.31 22.40 23.49

Nursing Assistant   9.94 10.17 10.53 10.83 11.01

Medical Assistant 14.65 15.40 16.13 16.92 17.83

Medical Technologist 17.66 18.90 20.13 21.38 22.60

Source: agreement between the Board of Trustees of the university of Illinois and local 698 of The american 
federation of state, County, and Municipal employees, afl-CIo.

number�of�months�worked percentage�of�full�base�rate

9 85
18 90
27 95

36 100
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Political pressures probably drive the prevalence of public sector seniority pay. Seniority-
based pay systems essentially provide automatic pay increases. Performance assessments tend 
to be subjective rather than objective (e.g., production data including dollar volume of sales and 
units produced and human resource data including accidents and absenteeism) because accurate 
job performance measurements are very difficult to obtain. In contrast, employees’ seniority is 
easily indexed (because time on the job is a relatively straightforward and concrete concept). 
Implementing such a system that specifies the amount of pay raise an employee will receive 
according to his or her seniority is automatic. Politically, “automatic” pay adjustments protect 
public sector employees from the quirks of election-year politics.4 In addition, the federal, state, 
and local governments can avoid direct responsibility for pay raises so employees can receive 
fair pay without political objections.

Who Participates?
Today, most unionized private sector and public sector organizations continue to base salary 
on seniority or length of employee service, though the number of these workplaces is steadily 
declining as described in Chapter 2. The total number of unionized employees in both sectors 
is quite large. Members of union-bargaining units whose contracts include seniority provisions, 
usually rank-and-file as well as clerical workers, receive automatic raises based on the number 
of years they have been with the company. In the public sector (i.e., municipal, state, and federal 
government organizations), most administrative, professional, and even managerial employees 
receive such automatic pay raises.

Effectiveness of Seniority Pay Systems
Virtually no systematic research has demonstrated these pay plans’ effectiveness nor is there any 
documentation regarding their prevalence in the private sector. Seniority or longevity pay plans 
are likely to disappear from for-profit companies in increasingly competitive markets. Such 
external influences as increased global competition, rapid technological advancement, and skill 
deficits of new and current members of the workforce necessitate a strategic orientation toward 
compensation. These influences will probably force companies to establish compensation tac-
tics that reward their employees for learning job-relevant knowledge and skills and for making 
tangible contributions toward companies’ quests for competitive advantage. Seniority pay meets 
neither goal.

Public sector organizations had until the 1990s faced less pressure to change these systems 
because they exist to serve the public rather than make profits. For example, the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) is responsible for collecting taxes from U.S. citizens. Paying taxes to the federal 
government is an obligation of virtually all U.S. citizens. The amount of taxes each citizen pays 
is based on established tax codes. The IRS is not in the business of finding new customers to pay 
taxes. It does not compete against any other businesses for taxpayers.

The federal government, however, has now raised questions about the effectiveness of its 
seniority pay system for white-collar workers—the General Schedule—because most  employees 
receive raises regardless of how well they perform. Questions about the effectiveness of its 
 seniority pay system are based on how the world of work has dramatically changed since the 
system’s inception in 1949. The federal government has extensively considered the strategic 
importance of moving beyond seniority-based pay by studying the experience of private sector 
companies, though it has not made noteworthy modifications to its current pay system.5

Design of Seniority Pay and Longevity Pay Plans
Although seniority pay and longevity pay are similar, there are some important distinctions between 
them. The object of seniority pay is to reward job tenure or employees’ time as members of a com-
pany explicitly through permanent increases to base salary. Employees begin their employment at 
the starting pay rate established for the particular jobs. At specified time intervals, which can be 
as short as 3 months and as long as 3 years, employees receive designated pay increases. These 
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pay increases are permanent additions to current pay levels. Over time,  employees will reach the 
maximum pay rate for their jobs. Companies expect that most employees will earn promotions into 
higher-paying jobs that have seniority pay schedules. Figure 3-1 illustrates a seniority pay policy 
for a junior clerk job and an advanced clerk job. Pay rates are associated with seniority. When 
employees reach the top pay rate for the junior clerk position, they are  presumably qualified to 
assume the duties of the advanced clerk position.

Longevity pay rewards employees who have reached pay grade maximums and who are 
not likely to move into higher grades. State and local governments often use longevity pay as an 
incentive to reduce employee turnover and to reward employees for continuous years of service. 
Longevity pay may take the form of a percentage of base pay, a flat dollar amount, or a special 
step increase based on the number of years the employee has spent with the organization.6

Federal employees are subject to longevity pay via the General Schedule (GS), which is 
shown in Table 3-2. The General Schedule classifies federal government jobs into 15 classifications 
(GS-1 through GS-15) based on such factors as skill, education, and experience levels. In addition,  
jobs that require high levels of specialized education (e.g., a physicist), influence public policy  
significantly (e.g., law judges), or require executive decision making are classified in separate cat-
egories: Senior Level (SL), Scientific and Professional (SP) positions, and the Senior Executive 
Service (SES). The government typically increases all pay amounts annually to adjust for inflation; 
however, President Barack Obama instituted a pay freeze for most federal employees since 2010 
because of poor economic conditions. The 2013 rates displayed in Table 3-2 were instituted in 2010.

Employees are eligible for 10 within-grade step pay increases. At present, it takes employees 
18 years to progress from Step 1 to Step 10. The waiting periods within steps are:

•	 Steps	1–3:	1	year
•	 Steps	4–6:	2	years
•	 Steps	7–9:	3	years

The aging of the baby boom generation may make companies’ use of seniority or longevity pay 
infeasible. Most individuals in the baby boom generation are currently in the workforce, and only 
a small segment of them are presently approaching retirement age. Companies that use  seniority 
plans are likely to find the costs burdensome, particularly because many baby boom employees are 
delaying the start of retirement out of financial necessity.

$14.00/hr
24 months

$12.75/hr
9 months

$11.75/hr
6 months

$11.00/hr
15 months

$10.25/hr
9 months

$9.50/hr
3 months

Advanced Clerk

Junior Clerk

figure 3-1 a sample seniority Policy for junior and advanced clerk jobs
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Advantages of Seniority Pay
Seniority pay offers a number of advantages to both employees and employers. Employees are 
likely to perceive they are treated fairly because they earn pay increases according to seniority, 
which is an objective standard. Seniority stands in contrast to subjective standards based on 
supervisory judgment. The inherent objectivity of seniority pay systems should lead to greater 
cooperation among coworkers.

Seniority pay offers two key advantages to employers. First, seniority pay facilitates the 
administration of pay programs. Pay increase amounts are set in advance, and employers award 
raises according to a pay schedule, much like the federal government’s GS. A second advan-
tage is that employers are less likely to offend some employees by showing favoritism to others 
because seniority is an objective basis for making awards. The absence of favoritism should 
enable supervisors and managers effectively to motivate employees to perform their jobs.

Fitting Seniority Pay with Competitive Strategies
Seniority pay does not fit well with the imperatives of competitive strategies because employees 
can count on receiving the same pay raises for average and exemplary performance, and this fact 
represents the greatest disadvantage of seniority pay systems. Employees who make significant 
contributions in the workplace receive the same pay increases as coworkers who make modest 
contributions. In addition, employees receive pay raises without regard to whether companies are 
meeting their competitive objectives. Employees clearly do not have any incentives to actively 
improve their skills or to take risks on the job because they receive pay raises regardless of any 
initiative they show.

So, in light of increased external pressures on companies to promote productivity and 
product quality, will seniority or longevity pay be gradually phased out? With the exception of 
companies that are shielded from competitive pressures (e.g., public utilities), it is likely that 
companies that intend to remain competitive will set aside seniority pay practices. Although 
seniority pay plans reflect employees’ increased worth, they measure such contributions indi-
rectly rather than based on tangible contributions or the successful acquisition of job-related 

taBLe 3-2 salary table 2013-gs (annual rates by grade and step)

Grade Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8 Step 9 Step 10

  1 17,803 18,398 18,990 19,579 20,171 20,519 21,104 21,694 21,717 22,269

  2 20,017 20,493 21,155 21,717 21,961 22,607 23,253 23,899 24,545 25,191

  3 21,840 22,568 23,296 24,024 24,752 25,480 26,208 26,936 27,664 28,392

  4 24,518 25,335 26,152 26,969 27,786 28,603 29,420 30,237 31,054 31,871

  5 27,431 28,345 29,259 30,173 31,087 32,001 32,915 33,829 34,743 35,657

  6 30,577 31,596 32,615 33,634 34,653 35,672 36,691 37,710 38,729 39,748

  7 33,979 35,112 36,245 37,378 38,511 39,644 40,777 41,910 43,043 44,176

  8 37,631 38,885 40,139 41,393 42,647 43,901 45,155 46,409 47,663 48,917

  9 41,563 42,948 44,333 45,718 47,103 48,488 49,873 51,258 52,643 54,028

10 45,771 47,297 48,823 50,349 51,875 53,401 54,927 56,453 57,979 59,505

11 50,287 51,963 53,639 55,315 56,991 58,667 60,343 62,019 63,695 65,371

12 60,274 62,283 64,292 66,301 68,310 70,319 72,328 74,337 76,346 78,355

13 71,674 74,063 76,452 78,841 81,230 83,619 86,008 88,397 90,786 93,175

14 84,697 87,520 90,343 93,166 95,989 98,812 101,635 104,458 107,281 110,104

15 99,628 102,949 106,270 109,591 112,912 116,233 119,554 122,875 126,196 129,517

Source: u.s. office of Personnel Management. available: www.opm.gov, accessed august 13, 2013.
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knowledge or skills. Now more than ever, companies need to be accountable to shareholders, 
which will require direct measurement of employee job performance.

To illustrate the incompatibility of seniority pay structures with the attainment of competi-
tive strategy further, Toyota, a manufacturer of automobiles, abandoned its seniority-based wage 
system for a performance-based pay system. Traditional Japanese companies defined seniority 
as employee age. Despite Toyota’s worldwide reputation as a manufacturer of high-quality auto-
mobiles, company management continually adopts employment practices that encourage even 
better-quality products. Performance-based pay fits with Toyota’s mission.

Merit Pay
Merit pay programs assume that employees’ compensation over time should be determined, 
at least in part, by differences in job performance.7 Employees earn permanent merit increases 
based on their performance. The increases reward excellent effort or results, motivate future per-
formance, and help employers retain valued employees. Merit increases are usually expressed as 
a percentage of hourly wages for nonexempt employees and as a percentage of annual salaries  
for exempt employees. In 2013, employees earned average merit increases of 2.8 percent. The 
rate varied according to the level of employee performance. The highest performers earned  
4.6 percent to base pay, average performers earned 2.6 percent, and the lowest performers earned 
0.2 percent.8

Who Participates?
Merit pay is one of the most commonly used compensation methods in the United States. Various 
small-scale surveys of no more than a few thousand companies, conducted by compensation 
consulting firms and professional associations, demonstrate that merit pay plans are firmly 
entrenched within U.S. business. Its popularity may result from the fact that merit pay fits well 
with U.S. cultural ideals that reward individual achievement.9 Merit pay programs occur most 
often in the private “for-profit” sector of the economy rather than in such public sector organiza-
tions as local and state governments.10

Exploring the Elements of Merit Pay
Managers rely on objective as well as subjective performance indicators to determine whether an 
employee will receive a merit increase and the amount of increase warranted. As a rule, super-
visors give merit increases to employees based on subjective appraisal of employees’ perfor-
mance.11 Supervisors periodically review individual employee performance to evaluate how well 
each worker is accomplishing assigned duties relative to established standards and goals. Thus, 
as we will discuss later in this chapter, accurate performance appraisals are key to effective merit 
pay programs.

For merit pay programs to succeed, employees must know that their efforts in meeting pro-
duction quotas or quality standards will lead to pay raises. Job requirements must be realistic, and 
employees must have the skills and abilities to meet job goals. Moreover, employees must perceive 
a strong relationship between attaining performance standards and receiving pay increases.

Furthermore, companies that use merit programs must ensure that the funds needed to fulfill 
these promises to compensate employees are available. For now, we assume that adequate fund-
ing for merit pay programs is in place. We will address the ramifications of insufficient budgets 
for funding merit pay programs in Chapter 8.

Finally, companies should make adjustments to base pay according to changes in the cost 
of living or inflation before awarding merit pay raises. Merit pay raises should always reward 
employee performance rather than represent adjustments for inflation. Inflation represents rises 
in the cost of consumer goods and services (e.g., food and health care) that boost the overall cost 
of living. Over time, inflation erodes the purchasing power of the dollar. You’ve no doubt heard 
the comment, “It’s harder to stretch a dollar these days.” Employees are concerned about how 
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well merit increases raise purchasing power. Compensation professionals attempt to minimize 
negative inflationary effects by making permanent increases to base pay known as cost-of-living 
adjustments. For now, let’s assume that inflation is not an issue. (As an aside, this principle also 
applies to seniority pay. Pay increases should reflect additional seniority after making specific 
adjustments for inflation.)

Although fairly common, merit pay systems are not appropriate for all companies. 
Compensation professionals should consider two factors—commitment from top management 
and the design of jobs—before endorsing the use of merit pay systems. Top management must 
be willing to reward employees’ job performances with meaningful pay differentials that match 
employee performance differentials. Companies ideally should grant sufficiently large pay 
increases to reward employees for exemplary job performance and to encourage similar expecta-
tions about future good work.

The amount of a merit pay increase should reflect prior job performance levels and moti-
vate employees toward striving for exemplary performance. The pay raise amount should be 
meaningful to employees. The concept of just-meaningful pay increase refers to the minimum 
pay increase that employees will see as making a meaningful change in compensation.12 The 
basic premise of this concept is that a trivial pay increase for average or better employees is not 
likely to reinforce their performance or to motivate enhanced future performance. In addition 
to top management’s commitment to merit pay programs, HR professionals must design jobs 
explicitly enough that employees’ performance can be measured accurately. Merit programs are 
most appropriate when employees have control over their performances and when conditions 
outside employees’ control do not substantially affect their performance. Conditions beyond 
employees’ control that are likely to limit job performance vary by the type of job. For sales 
professionals, recessionary economic spells generally lead consumers to limit spending on new 
purchases because they anticipate the possibility of layoffs. Sales professionals certainly do not 
create recessionary periods nor can they allay consumers’ fears about the future. For production 
workers, regular equipment breakdowns will lead to lower output.

Furthermore, there must be explicit performance standards that specify the procedures or out-
comes against which employees’ job performance can be clearly evaluated. At Pratt & Whitney, 
HR professionals and employees worked together to rewrite job descriptions. The purpose was to 
define and put into writing the major duties of a job and to specify written performance standards 
for each duty to ensure that the job requirements provided a useful measurement standard for 
evaluation. The main performance standards included such factors as quality, quantity, and timeli-
ness of work.

Table 3-3 displays a job description for a Human Resources Assistant in the Department of 
the Army. The description lists the activities the jobholder performs and qualifications necessary 
to perform the job at an acceptable level. For instance, a successful candidate must demonstrate 
knowledge of health care benefits offered in the Department of the Army.

taBLe 3-3 human resources assistant

Job: Human Resources Assistant

Department: Department of the Army

Agency: Army National Guard Units

JoB�sUMMary:
This position is located in Army Aviation, San Antonio Army Aviation Support Facility (SAAASF), 
San Antonio, TX. The purpose of this position is to provide services and basic information regarding 
human resources issues to technicians and Active Guard Reserves (AGRs) who are remote from the 
Human Resource Office (HRO). The primary function of this position is to provide support and clerical 
assistance on human resource matters to commanders, line supervisors, managers, and technicians at 
the base or unit organizational level and to coordinate such matters with the HRO.
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Key�reQUireMents�dUties:
As a Human Resources Assistant with the Texas Army National Guard (ARNG), your duties will 
include, but will not be limited to:

•	 Processes	human	resources	transactions	related	to	recruitment,	placement,	classification,	employee	
and labor relations, benefits, entitlements, training, and incentive awards. These duties require 
technical understanding and knowledge of numerous human resources guidelines, instructions, 
directives, procedures, policies and precedent situations which involve considering the interrela-
tionship and impact that various human resources actions in different functional areas may have on 
non-dual and dual status technicians or Active Guard Reserve (AGR) personnel. Participates in the 
annual federal wage grade survey, when requested.

•	 Conducts	initial	in	processing	and	orientation	of	new	employees.	Explains	eligibility	for	leave,	
health benefits, life insurance as well as local organizational/base policies. Conducts exit interviews 
and explains entitlements such as retirement plans and refunds, continuation of insurance benefits, 
etc. Makes arrangements for eligible separating employees to receive retirement  counseling, expla-
nation of severance pay entitlements and other appropriate benefits or services.

•	 Obtains	vacancy	requirements	from	functional	area	supervisors,	prepares	drafts	and	requests	
for vacancy announcements. Forwards request to the HRO for final approval. Upon receipt of 
the announcement, incumbent makes distribution to units/sections. Furnishes information to 
employees or job applicants regarding vacancies and mandatory requirements for competitive/
excepted status positions. Forwards applications to HRO for rating, and distributes certificates 
of eligibility to selecting supervisors, coordinating selections/non-selections with HRO as 
appropriate.

•	 Assists	managers	and	supervisors	in	resolving	AGR	problems	relative	exclusively	to	AGR	
tours in day-to-day operations. Serves as primary point-of-contact regarding AGR mat-
ters between the ARNG/ANG organization/unit and the HRO. Processes all military human 
resources actions  associated with a military assignment of an AGR member. Conducts orien-
tation program to outline military requirements, benefits, and entitlements. Implements and 
interprets AGR policies and  programs. Advises and counsels AGR members and dependents 
on support agencies and benefits programs. Explains the TRICARE program and how to file 
claims and locations of servicing Health Benefits Advisors. Schedules retirement counsel-
ing of AGR members and coordinates retirement actions with the ARNG/ANG organization/
unit and HRO. Coordinates with the local medical facility on physical examinations for 
current, potential AGR members, and AGR members projected for separation/retirement. 
Analyzes, interprets, and clarifies policies, directives, and other issues regarding military 
human resources matters. Monitors AGR controlled grade program and requirements at unit/
wing/base level. Monitors promotions, reassignments, performance appraisals, tour renewals, 
orders, and transfers of all assigned AGR personnel.

•	 Performs	other	duties	as	assigned.

QUalifiCations�reQUired:
General Experience Required 

Administrative or clerical experience, education, or training which demonstrates the candidate’s ability 
to perform the duties of the position. Experience using computer and automation systems.

Specialized Experience Required 

In addition to the General Experience required, you must:

•	 Possess	at	least	9	months	experience,	education,	or	training	that	provided	knowledge	of		general	
office work which may include but is not limited to: answering telephones, receiving and 
 distributing mail and maintaining records. Experience following oral or written instructions to 
accomplish work. Experience establishing and retrieving files and information. Experience using 
common computer software designed for word processing.

Source: www.opm.gov.

taBLe 3-3 (continued)
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PerforMance aPPraiSaL
Effective performance appraisals drive effective merit pay programs. Merit pay systems require 
specific performance appraisal approaches, as noted previously. Administering successful merit 
pay programs depends as much on supervisors’ appraisal approaches as it does on the profes-
sionals’ skills in designing and implementing such plans.

Types of Performance Appraisal Plans
Performance appraisal methods fall into four broad categories:

•	 Trait	systems
•	 Comparison	systems
•	 Behavioral	systems
•	 Goal-oriented	systems

The four kinds of performance appraisal methods are next described in order.

traIt systems Trait systems ask raters to evaluate each employee’s traits or characteristics 
(e.g., quality of work, quantity of work, appearance, dependability, cooperation, initiative, 
judgment, leadership responsibility, decision-making ability, or creativity). Appraisals are 
typically scored using descriptors ranging from unsatisfactory to outstanding. Table 3-4 contains 
an illustration of a trait method of performance appraisal.

Trait systems are easy to construct, use, and apply to a wide range of jobs. They are also easy 
to quantify for merit pay purposes. Trait systems are increasingly becoming common in com-
panies that focus on the quality of interactions with customers. For example, Leon Leonwood 
Bean, founder of L. L. Bean, made customer service the foundation of his business from its 
beginning in 1912. Bean referred to the necessity of positive customer service as one of the 
business’s golden rules: Sell good merchandise at a reasonable profit, treat your customers like 
human beings, and they will always come back for more.13

The trait approach does have limitations. First, trait systems are highly subjective14 because 
they are based on the assumption that every supervisor’s perception of a given trait is the same. For 
example, the trait “quality of work” may be defined by one supervisor as “the extent to which an 
employee’s performance is free of errors.” To another supervisor, quality of work might mean “the 

taBLe 3-4 a trait-oriented Performance appraisal rating form

employee’s�name:� employee’s�position:
supervisor’s�name:� review�period:

Instructions: For each trait below, circle the phrase that best represents the employee.

1. Diligence

a. outstanding b. above average c. average d. below average e. poor

2. Cooperation with others

a. outstanding b. above average c. average d. below average e. poor

3. Communication skills

a. outstanding b. above average c. average d. below average e. poor

4. Leadership

a. outstanding b. above average c. average d. below average e. poor

5. Decisiveness

a. outstanding b. above average c. average d. below average e. poor
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extent to which an employee’s performance is thorough.” Human resource professionals and supervi-
sors can avoid this problem by working together in advance to specify the definition of traits clearly.

Another drawback is that systems rate individuals on subjective personality factors rather 
than on objective job performance data. Essentially, trait assessment focuses attention on 
employees rather than on job performance. Employees may simply become defensive rather than 
trying to understand the role that the particular trait plays in shaping their job performance and 
then taking corrective actions.

comParIson systems Comparison systems evaluate a given employee’s performance against 
that of other employees. Employees are ranked from the best performer to the poorest performer. 
In simplest form, supervisors rank each employee and establish a performance hierarchy such 
that the employee with the best performance receives the highest ranking. Employees may be 
ranked on overall performance or on various traits.

An alternative approach, called a forced distribution performance appraisal, assigns 
employees to groups that represent the entire range of performance. For example, three catego-
ries that might be used are best performers, moderate performers, and poor performers. A forced 
distribution approach, in which the rater must place a specific number of employees into each of 
the performance groups, can be used with this method. Table 3-5 displays a forced distribution 
rating form for an animal keeper job with five performance categories.

Many companies use forced distribution approaches to minimize the tendency for supervisors 
to rate most employees as excellent performers. This tendency usually arises out of supervisors’ 
self-promotion motives. Supervisors often provide positive performance ratings to most of their 
employees because they do not want to alienate them. After all, their performance as supervisors 
depends largely on how well their employees perform their jobs.

Forced distribution approaches have drawbacks. The forced distribution approach can dis-
tort ratings because employee performance may not fall into these predetermined distributions. 
Let’s assume that a supervisor must use the following forced distribution to rate her employees’ 
performance:

•	 15	percent	well	below	average
•	 25	percent	below	average
•	 40	percent	average
•	 15	percent	above	average
•	 5	percent	well	above	average

taBLe 3-5 a forced distribution Performance appraisal rating form

Instructions: You are required to rate the performance for the previous 3 months of the 15 workers 
employed as animal keepers to conform with the following performance distribution:

•	 15 percent of the animal keepers will be rated as having exhibited poor performance.

•	 20 percent of the animal keepers will be rated as having exhibited below-average performance.

•	 35 percent of the animal keepers will be rated as having exhibited average performance.

•	 20 percent of the animal keepers will be rated as having exhibited above-average performance.

•	 10 percent of the animal keepers will be rated as having exhibited superior performance.

Use the following guidelines for rating performance. On the basis of the five duties listed in the job 
description for animal keeper, the employee’s performance is characterized as:

•	 Poor if the incumbent performs only one of the duties well.

•	 Below average if the incumbent performs only two of the duties well.

•	 Average if the incumbent performs only three of the duties well.

•	 Above average if the incumbent performs only four of the duties well.

•	 Superior if the incumbent performs all five of the duties well.
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This distribution is problematic to the extent that the actual distribution of employee per-
formance is substantially different from this forced distribution. If 35 percent of the employees’ 
performance were either above average or well above average, then the supervisor would be 
required to underrate the performance of 15 percent of the employees. Based on this forced 
distribution, the supervisor can rate only 20 percent of the employees as having demonstrated 
above-average	or	well-above-average	job	performance.	Management–employee	relationships	
ultimately suffer because workers feel that ratings are dictated by unreal models rather than by 
individual performance.

A third comparative technique for ranking employees establishes paired comparisons. 
Supervisors compare each employee to every other employee, identifying the better performer 
in each pair. Table 3-6 displays a paired comparison form. Following the comparison, the 
employees are ranked according to the number of times they were identified as being the better 
performer. In this example, Allen Jones is the best performer because he was identified most 
often as the better performer, followed by Bob Brown (identified twice as the better performer) 
and Mary Green (identified once as the better performer).

Comparative methods are best suited for small groups of employees who perform the same 
or similar jobs. They are cumbersome for large groups of employees or for employees who per-
form different jobs. For example, it would be difficult to judge whether a production worker’s 
performance is better than a secretary’s performance because the jobs are substantively different. 
The assessment of a production worker’s performance is based on the number of units he or she 
produces during each work shift; a secretary’s performance is based on the accuracy with which 
he or she types memos and letters.

As do trait systems, comparison approaches have limitations. They tend to encourage subjec-
tive judgments, which increase the chance for rater errors and biases. In addition, small differences 
in performance between employees may become exaggerated by using such a method if supervi-
sors feel compelled to distinguish among levels of employee performance.

BehavIoral systems Behavioral systems rate employees on the extent to which they display 
successful job performance behaviors. In contrast to trait and comparison methods, behavioral 
methods rate objective job behaviors. When correctly developed and applied, behavioral 
models provide results that are relatively free of rater errors and biases. The three main types of 
behavioral systems are the critical incident technique (CIT), behaviorally anchored rating scales 
(BARS), and behavioral observation scales (BOS).

The critical incident technique (CIT)15 requires job incumbents and their supervisors to 
identify performance incidents (e.g., on-the-job behaviors and behavioral outcomes) that dis-
tinguish successful performances from unsuccessful ones. The supervisor then observes the 
employees and records their performance on these critical job aspects. Supervisors usually rate 
employees on how often they display the behaviors described in each critical incident. Table 3-7 

taBLe 3-6 a Paired comparison Performance appraisal rating form

Instructions: Please indicate by placing an X next to which employee of each pair has 
 performed most effectively during the past year.

X Bob Brown X Mary Green

Mary Green Jim Smith

X Bob Brown Mary Green

Jim Smith X Allen Jones

Bob Brown Jim Smith

X Allen Jones X Allen Jones
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illustrates a CIT form for an animal keeper job. Two statements represent examples of ineffec-
tive job performance (numbers 2 and 3), and two statements represent examples of effective job 
performance (numbers 1 and 4).

The CIT tends to be useful because this procedure requires extensive documentation that 
identifies successful and unsuccessful job performance behaviors by both the employee and 
the supervisor. The CIT’s strength, however, is also its weakness: Implementation of the CIT 
demands continuous and close observation of the employee. Supervisors may find the record 
keeping to be overly burdensome.

Behaviorally anchored rating scales (BARS)16 are based on the CIT, and these scales 
are developed in the same fashion with one exception. For the CIT, a critical incident would be 
written as “the incumbent completed the task in a timely fashion.” For the BARS format, this 
incident would be written as “the incumbent is expected to complete the task in a timely fash-
ion.” The designers of BARS write the incidents as expectations to emphasize the fact that the 
employee does not have to demonstrate the exact behavior that is used as an anchor in order to 
be rated at that level. Because a complete array of behaviors that characterize a particular job 
would take many pages of description, it is not feasible to place examples of all job behaviors 
on the scale. Experts therefore list only those behaviors that they believe are most representative 
of	the	job	the	employee	must	perform.	A	typical	job	might	have	8–10	dimensions	under	BARS,	
each with a separate rating scale. Table 3-8 contains an illustration of a BARS for one dimension 
of an animal keeper job (i.e., cleaning animal enclosures and removing refuse from the public 
walkways). The scale reflects the range of performance on the job dimension from ineffective 
performance (1) to effective performance (7).

As with all performance appraisal techniques, BARS has its advantages and disadvan-
tages.17 Among the various performance appraisal techniques, BARS is the most defensible in 
court because it is based on actual observable job behaviors. In addition, BARS encourages all 
raters to make evaluations in the same way. Perhaps the main disadvantage of BARS is the dif-
ficulty of developing and maintaining the volume of data necessary to make it effective. The 
BARS method requires companies to maintain distinct appraisal documents for each job. As jobs 
change over time, the documentation must be updated for each job.

Another kind of behavior system, a behavioral observation scale (BOS),18 displays illus-
trations of positive incidents (or behaviors) of job performance for various job dimensions. 

taBLe 3-7 a critical Incidents Performance appraisal rating form

Instructions: For each description of work behavior below, circle the number that best describes 
how frequently the employee engages in that behavior.

1. The incumbent removes manure and unconsumed food from the animal enclosures.

1 2 3 4 5

Never Almost never Sometimes Fairly often Very often

2. The incumbent haphazardly measures the feed items when placing them in the animal enclosures.

1 2 3 4 5

Never Almost never Sometimes Fairly often Very often

3. The incumbent leaves refuse dropped by visitors on and around the public walkways.

1 2 3 4 5

Never Almost never Sometimes Fairly often Very often

4.  The incumbent skillfully identifies instances of abnormal behavior among the animals, which 
 represent signs of illness.

1 2 3 4 5

Never Almost never Sometimes Fairly often Very often
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The evaluator rates the employee on each behavior according to the extent to which the 
employee performs in a manner consistent with each behavioral description. Scores from each 
job dimension are averaged to provide an overall rating of performance. BOS is developed in 
the same way as a BARS instrument, except that it incorporates only positive performance 
behaviors. The BOS method tends to be difficult and time-consuming to develop and maintain. 
Moreover, to ensure accurate appraisal, raters must be able to observe employees closely and 
regularly. However, observing employees on a regular basis may not be feasible where super-
visors are responsible for several people.

goal-orIented systems Management by objectives (MBO)19 could be the most effective 
performance appraisal technique because supervisors and employees determine objectives 
for employees to meet during the rating period and employees appraise how well they 
have achieved their objectives. Management by objectives is used mainly for managerial 
and professional employees and typically evaluates employees’ progress toward strategic 
planning objectives.

Employees and supervisors together determine particular objectives tied to corporate 
strategies. Employees are expected to attain these objectives during the rating period. At the 
end of the rating period, the employee writes a report explaining his or her progress toward 
accomplishing the objectives, and the employee’s supervisor appraises the  employee’s per-
formance based on accomplishment of the objectives. Despite the importance of  managerial 
employees to company success, it is often difficult to establish appropriate performance 
goals because many companies simply do not fully describe the scope of these positions. 
Management by objectives can promote effective communication between employees and 
their supervisors. On the downside, management by objectives is time-consuming and 
requires a constant flow of information between employees and employers. Moreover, its 
focus is only on the attainment of particular goals, often to the exclusion of other impor-
tant outcomes. This drawback is known as a “results at any cost” mentality.20 The role of 
automobile sales professionals historically was literally limited to making sales. Once these 
 professionals and customers agreed on the price of a car, the sales professionals’ work with 
customers was completed. Automobile salespeople today remain in contact with clients for 

taBLe 3-8 a Behaviorally anchored rating scale

Instructions: On the scale below, from 7 to 1, circle the number that best describes how frequently the 
employee engages in that behavior.

7 The incumbent could be expected to clean the animal enclosures thoroughly and remove refuse 
from the public walkways as often as needed.

|
6
|
5 The incumbent could be expected to clean the animal enclosures thoroughly and remove refuse 

from the public walkways twice daily.
|
4
|
3 The incumbent could be expected to clean the animal enclosures and remove refuse from 

the public walkways in a haphazard fashion twice daily.
|
2
|
1 The incumbent could be expected rarely to clean the animal enclosures or remove refuse from 

the public walkways.
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as long as several months following the completion of the sale. The purpose is to ensure 
customer satisfaction and build loyalty to the product and dealership by addressing questions 
about the vehicle’s features and reminding clients about scheduled service checks.

Goal-oriented systems are often a component of broader development programs that help 
employees achieve career goals. ExxonMobil blends goal-oriented systems with performance 
discussions between managers and employees in the HR function:

When you join ExxonMobil, your career path in Human Resources is marked by assignments 
of increasing responsibility. You may progress from analyst to supervisory and management 
positions. You will be offered exposure and high visibility with senior management through 
a variety of experiences which will provide developmental skills to prepare you to handle 
complex assignments. You will have the opportunity to achieve your professional goals in 
both technical and managerial areas through a multitude of job assignments, mentoring and 
world class training over your career.

Exploring the Performance Appraisal Process
Performance appraisals represent a company’s way of telling employees what is expected of them 
in their jobs and how well they are meeting those expectations. Performance appraisals typically 
require supervisors to monitor employees’ performance, complete performance appraisal forms 
about the employees, and hold discussions with employees about their performance. Companies 
that use merit pay plans must assess employee job performance, which serves as a basis for award-
ing merit pay raises. Awarding merit pay increases on factors other than job performance, except 
for four exceptions (i.e., a seniority system, merit system, quality or quantity of production, and 
any factor besides sex), could lead some employees to level charges of illegal pay discrimination 
against the employer based on the Equal Pay Act of 1963.

One such violation of the Equal Pay Act involved two female employees of Cascade 
Wood Components Company, which remanufactures lumber products.21 The job in ques-
tion was the sawyer job; a sawyer is responsible for cutting the best-grade wood segments 
that will be manufactured into the highest-grade lumber. Cascade awarded pay increases to 
male sawyers before awarding pay increases to more experienced female sawyers. The court 
found Cascade in violation of the Equal Pay Act because the higher pay raises awarded to the 
male sawyers could not be accounted for by commensurate differences in job performance, 
 seniority, a merit system that measures earnings by quantity or quality of production, or any 
factor other than sex.

Chapter 2 emphasized how U.S. civil rights laws protect employees from illegal discrimi-
nation based on age, race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or qualified disability. Because 
negative performance appraisals can affect an individual’s employment status and such related 
decisions as pay levels and increases, promotions, and discharges, appraisals must be based on 
job-related factors and not on any discriminatory factors.

Legislation and court decisions have subjected performance appraisals to close scrutiny. In 
Brito v. Zia Company, the court found that the Zia Company violated Title VII when a dispro-
portionate number of protected class individuals were laid off on the basis of low performance 
appraisal scores. Zia’s action was a violation of Title VII because the use of the performance 
appraisal system in determining layoffs was indeed an employment test. In addition, the court 
ruled that the Zia Company had not demonstrated that its performance appraisal instrument was 
valid. In other words, the appraisal did not assess any job-related criteria based on quality or 
quantity of work.22

four actIvItIes to Promote nondIscrImInatory Performance aPPraIsal PractIces Since 
the Brito v. Zia Company decision, court opinions and compensation experts suggest the following 
four points to ensure nondiscriminatory performance appraisal practices and to protect firms using 
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merit pay systems if legal issues arise.23 Nondiscriminatory performance appraisal systems are key 
to effective merit pay systems because they accurately measure job performance.

 1. Conduct job analyses to ascertain characteristics necessary for successful job 
performance.
Companies must first establish definitions of the jobs and then discover what employee 
behaviors are necessary to perform the jobs. Job analysis is essential for the development 
of content-valid performance appraisal systems. Content validity displays connections 
between the measurable factors upon which the employee is being appraised and the job 
itself. For example, customer service associates’ performance might be judged on the basis 
of courtesy and knowledge of the company’s products or services, and these measures 
would be content-valid dimensions. Both measures are representative of and relative to the 
job. On the other hand, knowledge of the company’s financial accounting practices would 
not be a content-valid criterion of customer service associates’ performance.

Human resource and compensation experts must review performance appraisal tools 
 regularly to ensure that the tools adequately reflect the key behaviors necessary for effec-
tive job performance. Jobholders, supervisors, and clients can often give the most relevant 
input to determine whether a performance appraisal system contains dimensions that relate 
to a particular job.

 2. Incorporate these characteristics into a rating instrument.
Although the professional literature recommends rating instruments that are tied to specific 
job behaviors (e.g., behaviorally anchored rating scales), the courts routinely accept such 
less-sophisticated approaches as simple graphic rating scales and trait ranges. Regardless 
of the method, HR departments should provide all supervisors and raters with written 
definitive standards.

The examples given earlier about the animal keeper job indicate that effective perfor-
mance appraisal instruments are based on explicitly written job duties conveyed in the job 
description.

 3. Train supervisors to use the rating instrument properly.
Raters need to know how to apply performance appraisal standards when they make judg-
ments. The uniform application of standards is extremely important. In addition, evaluators 
should be aware of common rater errors, which will be discussed later in this chapter.

 4. Several cases demonstrate that formal appeal mechanisms and review of ratings by 
upper-level personnel help make performance appraisal processes more accurate and 
effective.
Allowing employees to voice their concerns over ratings they believe to be inaccurate or 
unjust opens a dialogue between employees and their supervisors that may shed light on 
the performance appraisal outcomes. Employees may be able to point out instances of their 
performances that may have been overlooked in the appraisal process or explain particular 
extreme instances as the result of extraordinary circumstances. For example, an ill parent in 
need of regular attention is the reason for an employee’s absence rather than an employee’s 
deliberate breach of work responsibilities because the employee chose to relax at the beach.

sources of Performance aPPraIsal InformatIon Information for performance appraisal 
can be ascertained from five sources:

•	 Employee	(i.e.,	the	individual	whose	job	performance	is	being	appraised)
•	 Employee’s	supervisor
•	 Employee’s	coworkers
•	 Employee’s	supervisees
•	 Employee’s	customers	or	clients

More than one source can provide performance appraisal information. Although supervi-
sory input is the most common source of performance appraisal information, companies are 
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increasingly calling on as many sources of information as possible to gain a more complete pic-
ture of employee job performance. Performance appraisal systems that rely on many appropriate 
sources of information are known as 360-degree performance appraisals.

Companies are increasingly relying on the 360-degree performance appraisal methods to 
reduce the costs of recruiting and hiring new employees. This method helps companies develop 
a more complete understanding of current employee performance by formulating a judgment on 
input from multiple sources. Companies often feel more confident about promoting employees 
from within when multiple sources of information support positive performance judgments.

Three criteria should be used to judge the appropriateness of the information source.24 First, 
the evaluators should be aware of the objectives of the employee’s job. Second, the evaluators 
should frequently have occasion to observe the employee on the job. Third, the evaluators should 
be capable of determining whether the employee’s performance is satisfactory.

The use of 360-degree performance appraisals is on the rise in U.S. businesses. Three main 
factors account for this trend. First, as companies downsize, the organizational structures are 
becoming less hierarchical. As a result, managers and supervisors are increasingly responsible 
for more workers. With responsibility for more employees, it has become difficult for managers 
and supervisors to provide sufficient attention to each employee throughout the appraisal period.

Second, the use of 360-degree performance appraisal methods is consistent with the increased 
prevalence of work teams in companies. At Whirlpool Corporation, members of semiautonomous 
work teams communicate their work goals to the entire team. At the end of the designated appraisal 
period, team members judge others’ performances based on the prior statement of work goals.

Third, companies are placing greater emphasis on customer satisfaction as competition for a 
limited set of customers increases. Companies presently turn to customers as a source of perfor-
mance appraisal information. For example, it is common for restaurants, furniture stores, moving 
companies, and automobile manufacturers to ask customers to complete short surveys designed 
to measure how well they were satisfied with various aspects of their interactions. Volkswagen 
(VW) of America uses the services of a professional survey company to call VW car owners to 
rate their experiences with VW dealer service departments. Table 3-9 illustrates a major moving 
company’s customer satisfaction survey, which it mails to customers after a move.

taBLe 3-9 sample customer satisfaction survey

Before�and�during�your�Move: yes no

1. Did our moving consultant help with packing and moving-day suggestions?

2. Were we on time?

3. Was our packing service satisfactory?

4. Were our moving personnel courteous?

5. Did your possessions arrive in good condition?

6. Would you recommend us to your friends?

Why did you choose us?

 Reputation  Contacted by salesperson

 Recommended by friends

 Recommended by employer

 Other: ______________

 Have used before

 Selected by employer

 Contacted by telemarketer

How can we better serve you?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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errors In the Performance aPPraIsal Process Almost all raters make rating errors. 
Rating errors reflect differences between human judgment processes versus objective, accurate 
assessments uncolored by bias, prejudice, or other subjective, extraneous influences.25 Rating 
errors occur because raters must always make subjective judgments. Human resource departments 
can help raters to minimize errors by carefully choosing rating systems and to recognize and 
avoid common errors. Major types of rating errors include:26

•	 Bias	errors
•	 Contrast	errors
•	 Errors	of	central	tendency
•	 Errors	of	leniency	or	strictness

Bias errors Bias errors happen when the rater evaluates the employee based on a personal 
negative or positive opinion of the employee rather than on the employee’s actual performance. 
Four ways supervisors may bias evaluation results are first-impression effects, positive and 
negative halo effects, similar-to-me effects, and illegal discriminatory biases.

A manager biased by a first-impression effect might make an initial favorable or unfa-
vorable judgment about an employee and then ignore or distort the employee’s actual perfor-
mance based on this impression. For instance, a manager expects that a newly hired graduate 
of a prestigious Ivy League university will be an exemplary performer. After 1 year on the job, 
this employee fails to meet many of the work objectives; nevertheless, the manager rates the job 
performance more highly because of the initial impression.

A positive halo effect or negative halo effect occurs when a rater generalizes an employee’s 
good or bad behavior on one aspect of the job to all aspects of the job. A secretary with offensive 
interpersonal skills is a proficient user of various computer software programs and an outstanding 
typist. The secretary’s supervisor receives frequent complaints from other employees and cus-
tomers. At performance appraisal time, the supervisor gives this employee an overall negative 
performance rating.

A similar-to-me effect refers to the tendency on the part of raters to judge favorably 
employees whom they perceive as similar to themselves. Supervisors biased by this effect 
rate more favorably employees who have attitudes, values, backgrounds, or interests similar 
to theirs. For example, employees whose children attend the same elementary school as their 
manager’s children receive higher performance appraisal ratings than do employees who do not 
have children. “Similar-to-me” errors or biases easily can lead to charges of illegal discrimina-
tory bias, wherein a supervisor rates members of his or her race, gender, nationality, or religion 
more favorably than members of other classes.

contrast errors Supervisors make contrast errors when they compare an employee with other 
employees rather than to specific, explicit performance standards. Such comparisons qualify as 
errors because other employees are required to perform only at minimum acceptable standards. 
Employees performing at minimally acceptable levels should receive satisfactory ratings, even if 
every other employee doing the job is performing at outstanding or above-average levels.

errors of central tendency When supervisors rate all employees as average or close 
to average, they commit errors of central tendency. Such errors are most often committed 
when raters are forced to justify only extreme behavior (i.e., high or low ratings) with written 
explanations; therefore, HR professionals should require justification for ratings at every level of 
the scale and not just at the extremes.

errors of Leniency or Strictness Raters sometimes place every employee at the high or 
low end of the scale, regardless of actual performance. With a leniency error, managers tend 
to appraise employees’ performance more highly than they really rate compared with objective 
criteria. Over time, if supervisors commit positive errors, their employees will expect higher-
than-deserved pay rates.
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On the other hand, strictness errors occur when a supervisor rates an employee’s perfor-
mance lower than it would be if compared against objective criteria. If supervisors make this 
error over time, employees may receive smaller pay raises than deserved, lower their effort, and 
perform poorly. In effect, this error erodes employees’ beliefs that effort varies positively with 
performance and that performance influences the amount of pay raises.

Strengthening the Pay-for-PerforMance Link
Companies who don’t consider these possible limitations ultimately weaken the relationship 
between pay and performance. Human resource managers can employ a number of approaches 
to strengthen the link between pay and job performance.

Link Performance Appraisals to Business Goals
The standards by which employee performance is judged should be linked to a company’s com-
petitive strategy or strategies. For example, each member of a product development team that 
is charged with the responsibility of marketing a new product might be given merit increases if 
certain sales goals are reached.

Analyze Jobs
Job analysis (Chapter 6) is vital to companies that wish to establish internally consistent compen-
sation systems. As discussed earlier, job descriptions (Chapter 6)—a product of job analyses—can 
be used by supervisors to create objective performance measures. Job descriptions note the duties, 
requirements, and relative importance of a job within the company. Supervisors appraising per-
formances can match employees’ performance to these criteria. This approach may help reduce 
supervisors’ arbitrary decisions about merit increases by clarifying the standards against which 
employees’ performance is judged.

Communicate
For merit pay programs to succeed, employees must clearly understand what they need to do to 
receive merit increases and what the rewards for their performance will be. Open communication 
helps an employee develop reasonable expectations and encourages him or her to trust the sys-
tem and those who operate it. Figure 3-2 illustrates worksheets both supervisors and employers 
may use to establish performance expectations.

Establish Effective Appraisals
During performance appraisal meetings with employees, supervisors should discuss goals for 
future performance and employee career plans. When performance deficiencies are evident, 
the supervisor and employee should work together to identify possible causes and develop 
an action plan to remedy these deficiencies. The performance standards listed within job 
descriptions should serve as the guides for establishing performance targets. For example, 
a company’s job description for a secretary specifies that the job incumbent must be able to 
use one word processing software package proficiently. The supervisor should clearly explain 
what software usage proficiency means. Proficiency may refer to the ability to operate certain 
features of the software well, including the mail merge utility, the table generator, and the 
various outlining utilities, or proficiency may refer to the ability to operate all features of the 
software well.

Empower Employees
Because formal performance appraisals are conducted periodically—maybe only once per 
year—supervisors must empower their employees to make performance self-appraisals 
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between formal sessions.27 Moreover, supervisors need to take on a coach’s role to empower 
their workers.28 As coaches, supervisors must ensure that employees have access to 
the resources necessary to perform their jobs. Supervisors-as-coaches should also help 
 employees interpret and respond to work problems as they develop. Empowering  employees 
in this fashion should lead to more self-corrective actions rather than reactive courses 
of  action to supervisory feedback and only to the criticisms addressed in performance 
appraisal meetings.

supervisor’s Performance Planning worksheet

To be filled out by supervisor

name of employee: date:

employee title: department:

1.  list what you consider to be the primary job duties or assignments at this time 
(list in order of priority):

2.  describe contributions, achievements, or improvements made by the employee 
during the past appraisal period:

3.  describe any specific change, improvements, or goals desired for the employee’s 
performance in the next appraisal period:

4.  describe the coaching, training, or development activities you would support 
in pursuit of improved performance, employee growth, learning, and/or career 
development:

employee date supervisor date

employee’s Performance Planning worksheet

To be filled out by employee

name of employee: date:

employee title: department:

1.  list what you consider to be your primary job duties or assignments at this time 
(list in order of priority):

2.  describe contributions or achievements that indicate your success at improving 
your performance or exceeding job requirements during the past appraisal 
period:

3.  describe any specific changes or improvements you want to make in your 
performance in the next appraisal period. describe obstacles to getting your job 
done and suggest possible solutions:

4.  describe the coaching, training, or development activities that would help 
you pursue improved performance, job growth, learning, and/or career 
development:

employee signature date

__________(Initial) I have been given the opportunity to fill this out and choose not 
to do so.

figure 3-2 supervisor’s and employee’s Performance Planning Worksheets
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Differentiate among Performers
Merit increases should consist of meaningful increments. If employees do not see significant 
distinctions between top performers and poor performers, top performers may become frus-
trated and reduce their levels of performance. When companies’ merit increases don’t clearly 
reflect differences in actual job performance, they may need to provide alternative rewards (e.g., 
employee benefits—additional vacation days or higher discounts on the company’s product or 
service—can complement merit pay increases).

PoSSiBLe LiMitationS of Merit Pay PrograMS
Despite the popularity of merit pay systems, these programs are not without potential limitations, 
which may lessen their credibility with employees. If employees do not believe in a merit pay 
program, the pay system will not bring about the expected motivational impacts. Supervisors, 
HR managers, and compensation professionals must address the following eight potential prob-
lems with merit pay programs.

Failure to Differentiate among Performers
Employees may receive merit increases even if their performance does not warrant them because 
supervisors want to avoid creating animosity among employees. Poor performers, therefore, may 
receive the same pay increase as exemplary performers, and poor performers may come to view 
merit pay increases as entitlements. Superior performers consequently may question the value of 
striving for excellent performance.

Poor Performance Measures
Accurate and comprehensive performance measures that capture the entire scope of an 
employee’s job are essential to successful merit pay programs. In most companies, employees’ 
job performance tends to be assessed subjectively, based on their supervisors’ judgments. As 
discussed, merit pay programs rely on supervisors’ subjective assessments of employees’ prior 
job performances. Developing performance measures for every single job unfortunately is 
both difficult and expensive.

Supervisors’ Biased Ratings of Employee Job Performance
As we discussed earlier, supervisors are subject to a number of errors when they make subjective 
assessments of employees’ job performances. These errors often undermine the credibility of the 
performance evaluation process. Performance evaluation processes that lack credibility do little 
to create the perception among employees that pay reflects performance.

Lack of Open Communication between Management and Employees
If managers cannot communicate effectively with employees, employees will not trust the 
performance appraisal processes. Trust is difficult to build when decisions are kept secret and 
employees have no influence on pay decisions. Thus, merit pay decision systems can cause con-
flict between management and employees. If mistrust characterizes the relationship, then perfor-
mance appraisals will mean little to employees and could even lead to accusations of bias. In an 
environment of secrecy, employees lack the information necessary to determine if pay actually is 
linked to job performance.

Undesirable Social Structures
We acknowledged that relative pay grades can reflect status differentials within a com-
pany: Employees with lucrative salaries are usually granted higher status than lower-paid 
 employees. Permanent merit increases may rigidify the relative pay status of employees over 
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time.29 Table 3-10 shows the permanence of the relative pay difference between two distinct 
jobs that each receives a 5 percent merit increase each year. Even though both employees per-
formed well and received “equal” merit increases in percentage terms, the actual salary dif-
ferentials prevail each year. Thus, where pay level is an indicator of status, permanent merit 
increases may reinforce an undesirable social structure. Lower-paid employees may resent 
never being able to catch up.

Factors Other than Merit
Merit increases may be based on factors other than merit, which will clearly reduce the empha-
sis on job performance. For example, supervisors may subconsciously use their employees’ 
ages or seniority as bases for awarding merit increases. Studies show that the extent to which 
supervisors like the employees for whom they are responsible determines the size of pay raises 
in a merit pay program.30 In addition, company politics assumes that the value of an employee’s 
contributions depends on the agenda, or goals, of the supervisor31 rather than on the objec-
tive impact of an employee’s contributions to a rationally determined work goal. For instance, 
an accounting manager wishes to employ accounting methods other than top management’s 
accounting methods. She believes that she can gain top management support by demonstrating 
that the accounting staff agrees with her position. The accounting manager may give gener-
ally positive performance evaluations, regardless of demonstrated performance, to those who 
endorse her accounting methods.

Undesirable Competition
Because merit pay programs focus fundamentally on individual employees, these programs do 
little to integrate workforce members.32 With limited budgets for merit increases, employees 
must compete for a larger share of this limited amount. Competition among employees is coun-
terproductive if teamwork is essential for successfully completing projects. Thus, merit increases 
are best suited for jobs where the employee works independently (e.g., clerical positions) and 
many professional positions from job families (e.g., accounting).

Little Motivational Value
Notwithstanding their intended purpose, merit pay programs may not positively influence 
employee motivation. Employers and employees may differ in what they see as “large enough” 
merit increases really to motivate positive worker behavior. For example, increases diminish 
after deducting income taxes and contributions to Social Security, and differences in employees’ 
monthly paychecks may be negligible.

taBLe 3-10  the Impact of equal Pay raise Percentage amounts for distinct 
salaries

At the end of 2013, Anne Brown earned $50,000 per year as a systems analyst and John Williams 
earned $35,000 per year as an administrative assistant. Each received a 5 percent pay increase every 
year until the year 2018.

anne�Brown�($) John�Williams�($)

2014 52,500 36,750

2015 55,125 38,587

2016 57,881 40,516

2017 60,775 42,542

2018 63,814 44,669
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Summary
This chapter provided a discussion of the seniority pay 
and merit pay concepts. Companies should move away 
from rewarding employees solely on the basis of seniority 
and toward rewarding employees for measurable accom-
plishments. To be successful, merit pay programs must be 

founded on well-designed performance appraisal systems 
that accurately measure performance. In addition, rewards 
should be commensurate with past performance. Perhaps the 
greatest challenge for companies is to ensure that employees 
are given the opportunity to perform at exemplary levels.

comPensatIon In actIon

employee compensation will ultimately be a managerial deci-
sion. as a line manager, your focus will be on the broader issues 
of production, revenue, and competition; however, the rate at 
which employees are paid—and why—will be an important 
factor in sustaining high levels of production, revenue, and 
competitive advantage. In making these decisions, line man-
agers and Hr (and in many cases the compensation  specialist 
within the Hr department) must work together in order to 
reward employees on measurable accomplishments and effec-
tively communicate how the measured performance led to the 
resulting compensation decision.

Action checklist for line managers and HR—
accurately tying performance to compensation

hr takes the lead
•	 Work	with	line	managers	to	design	the	performance	

appraisal plan that best fits the specific duties and 
responsibilities of particular roles.

•	 Consider	implementing	a	training	program	wherein	line	
managers are trained in two areas: (1) accurately assess-
ing performance and (2) recording the assessment in 
a way that is lawful and easily understood by both the 
employer and employee.

•	 Review	the	final	distribution	allocation	made	by	
the managers and, after approving the complete plan, 
set in motion the discussions between managers and 
 employees where performance will be discussed and 
compensation increases will be communicated.

line managers take the lead
•	 Determine	performance	criteria	and	accurate	measure-

ments to ensure that a specific output is the expectation 
of both the employee and employer.

•	 Work	with	HR	to	become	educated	on	the	subjective	
limitations of performance reviews. While certain roles 
may have very objective standards (e.g., sales numbers) 
by which employees are measured, supervisor judgment 
is subject to error.

•	 Use	appraisals	to	accurately	compensate	employees.	
Working with Hr, use the total annual increase to make 
compensation increases accordingly (e.g., if you are 
allotted a 5 percent increase to distribute among your 
employees, top performers may get an 8–10 percent 
increase, steady performers 5–6 percent, and underper-
formers 0–2 percent).

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .
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 discussion Questions
 3-1. Human capital theory has been advanced as a 

rationale underlying seniority pay. Identify two 
individuals you know who have performed the 
same job for at least 2 years. Ask them to describe 
the changes in knowledge and skills they experi-
enced from the time they assumed their jobs to the 
present. Discuss your findings with the class.

 3-2. Subjective performance evaluations are subject 
to several rater errors, which makes objective 
measures seem a better alternative. Discuss when 
subjective performance evaluations might be better 
(or more feasible) than objective ratings.

 3-3. Consider a summer job that you have held. Write a 
detailed job description for that job. Then develop 
a behaviorally anchored rating scale (BARS) 

that can be used to evaluate an individual who 
 performs that job in the future.

 3-4. This chapter indicates that merit pay plans appear 
to be the most common form of compensation in 
the United States. Although widely used, these 
systems are not suitable for all kinds of jobs. 
Based on your knowledge of merit pay systems, 
identify at least three jobs for which merit pay is 
inappropriate. Be sure to provide your rationale 
given the information in this chapter.

 3-5. What are some of the challenges faced by 
employers in implementing merit pay plans from 
various perspectives such as business and cul-
tural factors?

caSe
appraising�performance�at�precision

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

Precision Manufacturing produces machine parts and has nearly 200 production employees and 50  employees 
in its front office with responsibilities ranging from data entry to marketing. Jackson Smith is the new com-
pensation manager at Precision, and his first task is to implement a merit pay program that would tie to the 
company’s performance appraisal process. For the last 10 years, all employees have received an annual pay 
increase, but it has been an across-the-board increase, with all employees receiving the same percentage 
increase in base pay. Jackson and the company president have agreed that implementing a merit pay program 
to provide pay increases based on performance would support the company’s competitive strategy by reward-
ing employee productivity.

The first step in developing the merit pay program is to ensure that the performance appraisal pro-
cess aligns with the proposed program. The purpose in implementing the merit pay program is to provide 
employees with pay increases as a reward for performance, and, therefore, effective measurement of per-
formance is essential. Jackson must now review the current appraisal process to ensure it will tie to the 
proposed merit pay program.

The current appraisal process is fairly simple. Once each year, the supervisors at Precision provide their 
employees a written performance appraisal. The supervisors use a generic form to conduct their appraisals, 
and the same form is used for all employees. The form asks the supervisor to rate the employee on a scale of 
1 to 5 in four areas: quantity of work, quality of work, attendance, and attitude. Once the form is completed, 
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the supervisor meets with the employee to share the results. Both the supervisor and the employee sign the 
form, and then it is placed in the employee’s personnel file.

Jackson’s initial research on the appraisals has brought several concerns to his attention. First, employ-
ees do not have written job descriptions that clearly state their performance expectations. Further, his review 
of past appraisals suggests that the supervisors tend to rate all of the employees about the same. Very rarely 
is an employee rated exceptionally high or low; most are rated as average. Finally, it seems that employees 
and supervisors communicate very little about performance. Aside from the one meeting a year to deliver 
the performance appraisal, the supervisors tend to talk to employees about their performances only if the 
employee is having a problem.

Jackson knows he has a lot of work ahead of him to create a performance appraisal process that will 
provide a reliable assessment to support a merit pay program. First, he must clearly identify the problems 
with the current performance appraisal process, and then he must lay out a plan to correct any deficiencies.

Questions:
 3-6. What are some problems with Precision’s performance appraisal process that might cause 

 challenges for Jackson to implement a merit pay program?
 3-7. As an HR professional, how would you advise Jack on improving the current performance 

appraisal process and aligning it to the pay-for-performance plan?

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following assisted-graded writing questions:

   3-8.  Discuss the concept of “just-meaningful pay increase.” How can it strengthen the 
 pay-for-performance link?

   3-9.  A company of 15 employees has recently decided to overhaul its performance 
appraisal system. Which plan would be most appropriate for the company to adopt? 
Why?
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Learning Objectives

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Explain two reasons why companies use incentive pay.

2. Concisely provide a contrast between incentive pay methods and traditional pay 
methods.

3. List three categories of incentive pay plans.

4. Define individual incentive plans and give one example.

5. Provide the definition group incentives and summarize two examples of group 
incentive plans.

6. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of group incentive plans.

7. Offer a definition of company-wide incentive plans with an example.

8. List and summarize five factors in the design of incentive pay programs.

As we will discuss momentarily, incentive pay places some portion of employee compensation 
at risk. When employees, groups of employees, or entire companies fail to meet preestab-

lished performance standards (e.g., annual sales), they forfeit some or all of their compensation. 
Expert incentive pay consultants argue that a critical element of successful incentive pay plans 
is the provision of regular, honest communication to employees. We will explore this issue and 
several others related to effective incentive pay design.

Exploring incEntivE pay
Incentive pay or variable pay rewards employees for partially or completely attaining a prede-
termined work objective. Incentive or variable pay is defined as compensation, other than base 
wages or salaries, that fluctuates according to employees’ attainment of some standard, such as a 
preestablished formula, individual or group goals, or company earnings.1

MyManagementLab®

 Improve Your Grade!
When you see this icon, visit www.mymanagementlab.com for activities that are 
applied, personalized, and offer immediate feedback.

incEntivE pay
 4
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Effective incentive pay systems are based on three assumptions:2

•	 Individual	employees	and	work	teams	differ	in	how	much	they	contribute	to	the	company,	
both in what they do as well as in how well they do it.

•	 The	company’s	overall	performance	depends	to	a	large	degree	on	the	performance	of	indi-
viduals and groups within the company.

•	 To	attract,	retain,	and	motivate	high	performers	and	to	be	fair	to	all	employees,	a	company	
needs to reward employees on the basis of their relative performance.

Much like seniority and merit pay approaches, incentive pay augments employees’ base pay, but 
incentive pay appears as one-time payments. Employees usually receive a combination of  recurring 
base pay and incentive pay, with base pay representing the greater portion of core compensation. 
More employees are presently eligible for incentive pay than ever before, as companies seek to 
control costs and motivate personnel continually to strive for exemplary performance. Companies 
increasingly recognize the importance of applying incentive pay programs to various kinds of 
employees as well, including production workers, technical employees, and service workers.

Some companies use incentive pay extensively. Lincoln Electric Company, a manufacturer 
of welding machines and motors, is renowned for its use of incentive pay plans. At Lincoln 
Electric,	production	employees	receive	recurring	base	pay	as	well	as	incentive	pay.	The	company	
determines incentive pay awards according to five performance criteria: quality, output, depend-
ability,	cooperation,	and	ideas.	The	company	has	awarded	incentive	payments	every	year	since	
1934	through	prosperous	and	poor	economic	times.	The	average	annual	incentive	payment	(profit	
sharing) per employee amounts to approximately 40 percent of annual salary.3

Companies generally institute incentive pay programs to control payroll costs or to moti-
vate employee productivity. Companies can control costs by replacing annual merit or seniority 
increases or fixed salaries with incentive plans that award pay raises only when the company 
enjoys an offsetting rise in productivity, profits, or some other measure of business success. 
Well-developed incentive programs base pay on performance, so employees control their own 
compensation levels. Companies can choose incentives to further business objectives. For exam-
ple, the management of H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute at the University 
of South Florida continually strives to improve patient care as well as control costs. Moffitt’s 
incentives are usually tied to net income or operating surplus, quality of care measures, patient 
satisfaction scores, and operating efficiencies. Princess Cruise Lines is another company that 
relies heavily on incentive pay to remain competitive. One goal of Princess Cruise Lines is to 
provide passengers with excellent service (e.g., food, entertainment, and shore excursions) in 
the hope that they will select Princess Cruise Lines for their next vacation instead of a compet-
ing cruise line (e.g., Carnival Cruises). Princess Cruise Lines offers regular incentives to the 
crews of each ship based on the overall level of customer satisfaction.

contrasting incEntivE pay  
with traditional pay
In traditional pay plans, employees receive compensation based on a fixed hourly pay rate or 
annual salary. Annual raises are linked to such factors as seniority and past performance. Some 
companies use incentive pay programs that replace all or a portion of base pay in order to control 
payroll expenditures and to link pay to performance. Companies use incentive pay programs in 
varying degrees for different kinds of positions. Some compensation programs consist of both 
traditional base pay and incentive pay, whereas other programs, usually for sales jobs, offer only 
incentive pay, in which case all pay is at risk.4

Traditional	core	compensation	generally	 includes	an	annual	 salary	or	hourly	wage	 that	
is increased periodically on a seniority or merit basis. Companies usually base pay rates on 
the importance they place on each job within their corporate structure and on the “going rate” 
that each job commands in similar companies. For example, Lincoln Electric determines the 
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importance	of	the	jobs	within	its	job	structure	based	on	job	evaluation	techniques.	The	five	cri-
teria on which Lincoln evaluates jobs are skill, responsibility, mental aptitude, physical applica-
tion, and working conditions. Lincoln Electric next surveys the pay rates of competitors, and it 
uses these data to set base pay rates.

As we discussed in Chapter 3, employees under traditional pay structures earn raises accord-
ing to their length of service in the organization and to supervisors’ subjective appraisals of 
employees’ job performance. Again, both merit pay raises and seniority pay raises are permanent 
increases to base pay. Annual merit pay increase amounts usually total no more than a small 
percentage of base pay (i.e., 2–6 percent is presently not uncommon), but the dollar impact 
	represents	a	significant	cost	 to	employers	over	time.	Table	4-1	shows	the	contrast	 in	rate	of	
 compensation increase between a traditional merit compensation plan and an incentive plan.

Companies use incentive pay to reward individual employees, teams of employees, or whole 
companies based on their performance. Incentive pay plans are not limited solely to production 
or nonsupervisory workers. Many incentive plans apply to such categories of employees as sales 
professionals, managers, and executives. Management typically relies on business objectives 
to	determine	incentive	pay	levels.	At	Taco	Bell,	restaurant	managers	receive	biannual	bonuses	
based on the attainment of three objectives:

•	 Target	profit	levels
•	 Quality	of	customer	service	based	on	an	independent	assessment	by	a	market	research	

company
•	 Store	sales

Management then communicates these planned incentive levels and performance goals to res-
taurant managers. Although merit pay performance standards aim to be measurable and objec-
tive, incentive levels tend to be based on even more objective criteria, such as quantity of items 
an employee produces per production period or market indicators of a company’s performance 
(e.g., an increase in market share for the fiscal year). Moreover, supervisors communicate the 
incentive award amounts in advance that correspond to objective performance levels. On the 
other hand, supervisors generally do not communicate the merit award amounts until after they 
offer subjective assessments of employees’ performance.

tablE 4-1 Permanent annual Merit increases versus incentive awards: a comparison

(at the end of 2012, john smith earned an annual salary of $35,000.)

cost of increase  
(total current salary—2012 

annual salary)

total salary under

Permanent  
Merit Increase  

(Percent Increase : Previous 
annual salary) ($)

 
Incentive Award Annual  
(Percent Increase : 2012 

salary) ($)
 

year
Increase  

amount (%)
Permanent Merit 

Increase ($)
Incentive  
award ($)

2013 3 1,050 1,050 36,050 36,050

2014 5 2,853 1,750 37,853 36,750

2015 4 4,367 1,400 39,367 36,400

2016 7 7,122 2,450 42,122 37,450

2017 6 9,649 2,100 44,649 37,100

2018 5 11,881 1,750 46,881 36,750

2019 3 13,287 1,050 48,287 36,050

2020 6 16,185 2,100 51,185 37,100

2021 8 20,279 2,800 55,279 37,800

2022 7 24,148 2,450 59,148 37,450
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Incentive pay plans can be broadly classified into three categories:

•	 Individual incentive plans.	 These	plans	reward	employees	whose	work	is	performed	
 independently. Some companies have piecework plans, typically for their production 
employees. Under piecework plans, an employee’s compensation depends on the number 
of units she or he produces over a given period.

•	 Group incentive plans.	 These	plans	promote	supportive,	collaborative	behavior	among	
employees. Group incentives work well in manufacturing and service delivery environ-
ments that rely on interdependent teams. In gain sharing programs, group improvements in 
 productivity, cost savings, or product quality are shared by employees within the group.

•	 Companywide incentive plans.	 These	plans	tie	employee	compensation	to	a	company’s	
performance over a short time frame, usually from a 3-month period to a 5-year period.

Table	4-2	lists	common	performance	measures	used	in	individual,	group,	and	companywide	
incentive plans.

individual incEntivEs
Individual incentive pay plans are most appropriate under three conditions. First, employees’ 
performance can be measured objectively. Examples of objective performance measures include:

•	 Number	of	units	produced—an	automobile	parts	production	worker’s	completion	of	a	turn	
signal lighting assembly

•	 Sales	amount—a	Mary	Kay	Cosmetics	sales	professional’s	monthly	sales	revenue
•	 Reduction	in	error	rate—a	word	processor’s	reduction	in	typing	errors

Second, individual incentive plans are appropriate when employees have sufficient control 
over work outcomes. Factors such as frequent equipment breakdowns and delays in receipt of raw 

tablE 4-2  typical Performance Measures for individual, 
group, and companywide incentive Plans

Individual Incentive Plans
Quantity	of	work	output

Quality	of	work	output

Monthly sales

Work safety record

Work attendance

Group Incentive Plans
Customer satisfaction

Labor cost savings (base pay, overtime pay, benefits)

Materials cost savings

Reduction in accidents

Services cost savings (e.g., utilities)

Companywide Incentive Plans
Company profits

Cost containment

Market share

Sales revenue
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materials limit employees’ ability to control their performance levels. Employees are not likely 
to be diligent when they encounter interference: Chances are good that employees who previ-
ously experienced interference will expect to encounter interference in the future. Employees’ 
resistance threatens profits because companies will find it difficult to motivate people to work 
hard when problem factors are not present.

Third,	individual	incentive	plans	are	appropriate	when	they	do	not	create	a	level	of	unhealthy	
competition among workers that ultimately leads to poor quality. For example, a company may 
create unhealthy competition when it limits the number of incentive awards to only 10 percent of 
the employees who have demonstrated the highest levels of performance. If the company judges 
performance according to volume, then employees may sacrifice quality as they compete against 
each other to outmatch quantity. In addition, under an incentive plan that rewards quantity of 
output, those employees who meet or exceed the highest standard established by their employer 
may be subject to intimidation by workers whose work falls below the standard.5 Unions may 
use these intimidation tactics to prevent plan standards from being raised.

Defining Individual Incentives
Individual incentive plans reward employees for meeting such work-related performance stan-
dards as quality, productivity, customer satisfaction, safety, or attendance. Any one of these 
standards by itself or in combination may be used. A company ultimately should employ the 
standards that represent work that an employee actually performs. For instance, take the case 
of telemarketers. Customer satisfaction and sales volume measures indicate telemarketers’ per-
formance.	Tardiness	would	not	be	as	relevant	unless	absenteeism	was	a	general	management	
problem.

Managers should also choose factors that are within the individual employee’s control when 
they create individual performance standards. Furthermore, employees must know about stan-
dards and potential awards before the performance period starts. When designed and imple-
mented well, individual incentive plans reward employees based on results for which they are 
directly	responsible.	The	end	result	should	be	that	excellent	performers	receive	higher	incentive	
awards than poor performers.

Types of Individual Incentive Plans
There	are	four	common	types	of	individual	incentive	plans:

•	 Piecework	plans
•	 Management	incentive	plans
•	 Behavioral	encouragement	plans
•	 Referral	plans

PiecewOrk PLans Companies generally use one of two piecework plans.6	The	first,	which	
is typically found in manufacturing settings, rewards employees based on their individual 
hourly production against an objective output standard and is determined by the pace at which 
manufacturing equipment operates. For each hour, workers receive piecework incentives for 
every item produced over the designated production standard. Workers also receive a guaranteed 
hourly	pay	rate	regardless	of	whether	they	meet	the	designated	production	standard.	Table	4-3	
illustrates the calculation of a piecework incentive.

Companies use piecework plans when the time to produce a unit is relatively short, usually 
less than 15 minutes, and the cycle repeats continuously. Piecework plans are usually found in 
such manufacturing industries as textiles and apparel.

Quality	is	also	an	important	consideration.	Companies	do	not	reward	employees	for	produc-
ing defective products. In the apparel industry, manufacturers attempt to minimize defect rates 
because they cannot sell defective clothing for the same price as nondefective clothing. Selling 
defective clothing at a lower price reduces company profits.
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The	second	type	of	piecework	incentive	plan	establishes	individual	performance	standards	
that include both objective and subjective criteria. Units produced represent an objective stan-
dard. Overall work quality is a subjective criterion that is based on supervisors’ interpretations 
and judgments. For example, supervisors may judge customer service representatives’ perfor-
mances to be higher when sales professionals emphasize the benefits of purchasing extended 
product warranties than when sales professionals merely mention the availability and price of 
extended product warranties.

Economists argue that there are two advantages to companies of using piecework plans in 
manufacturing settings known as the incentive effect and sorting effect.7	The	incentive	effect	
refers to a worker’s willingness to work diligently to produce more quality output than simply 
attending	work	without	putting	in	the	effort.	To	put	this	simply,	employees	earn	much	less	under	
the piecework system than they would under a standard hourly pay system. Whereas employees 
are certainly expected to perform without an incentive (piece rate), research shows that incen-
tives	often	are	associated	with	higher	employee	performance.	The	sorting	effect	addresses	an	
employee’s choice to stay versus leave his or her employer for another job, presumably one 
without an incentive pay contingency. Specifically, a hardworking, highly skilled employee is 
likely to choose to remain employed under an incentive system because both diligence and skill 
presumably	contribute	to	higher	quantity	and	quality	of	output—thus,	higher	pay.

ManageMent incentive PLans Management incentive plans award bonuses to managers 
when they meet or exceed objectives based on sales, profit, production, or other measures for 
their division, department, or unit. Management incentive plans differ from piecework plans 
in that piecework plans base rewards on the attainment of one specific objective and management 
incentive plans often require multiple complex objectives. For example, management 
incentive plans reward managers for increasing market share or reducing their budgets without 
compromising	the	quality	and	quantity	of	output.	The	best-known	management	incentive	plan	is	
management	by	objectives	(MBO).8 In Chapter 3,	MBO	was presented as an outcome-oriented 
performance	appraisal	technique	for	merit	pay	systems.	When	MBO	is	used	as	part	of	merit	
pay systems, superiors make subjective assessments of managers’ performances, and they use 
these assessments to determine permanent merit pay increases. When used as part of incentive 
programs, superiors communicate the amount of incentive pay managers will receive based on 
the attainment of specific goals.

behaviOraL encOurageMent PLans Under behavioral encouragement plans, employees 
receive payments for specific behavioral accomplishments (e.g., good attendance or safety 
records). For example, companies usually award monetary bonuses to employees who have 
exemplary attendance records for a specified period. When behavioral encouragement plans 

tablE 4-3 calculation of a Piecework award for a garment worker

Piecework standard: 15 stitched garments per hour

Hourly base pay rate awarded to employees when the standard is not met: $4.50 per hour

That	is,	workers	receive	$4.50	per	hour	worked	regardless	of	whether	they	meet	the	piecework		standard	
of 15 stitched garments per hour.

Piecework incentive award: $0.75 per garment stitched per hour above the piecework standard

Guaranteed  
hourly  

Base pay ($)

Piecework Award  
(no. of Garments stitched  

above the piecework  
standard * piecework Incentive award)

total hourly  
earnings ($)

First hour 4.50 10 garments * $0.75/garment = $7.50 12.00

Second hour 4.50 Fewer than 15 stitched garments, thus 
 piecework award equals $0

4.50
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are applied to safety records, workers earn awards for lower personal injury or accident rates 
associated	with	 the	 improper	 use	 of	 heavy	 equipment	 or	 hazardous	 chemicals.	Table	 4-4	
contains an illustration of a sample behavioral encouragement plan that rewards employees 
for excellent attendance. Employees can earn $250 for perfect attendance during a 3-month 
period.	With	perfect	attendance	 for	an	entire	year,	employees	can	earn	$1,000.	Behavioral	
encouragement plans have the potential to save companies substantially more money than 
the cost of these awards. For example, frequent absenteeism in a company’s workforce could 
disrupt production goals and quality. Customers may respond by choosing to make purchases 
for better quality products from other companies. Loss of customer bases will have a negative 
impact on profitability and reputation that prompts prospective customers to choose alternate 
sources to purchase products.

referraL PLans Companies commonly rely on referral bonuses to enhance recruitment of 
highly qualified employees. Employees may receive monetary bonuses under referral plans 
for referring new customers or recruiting successful job applicants. In the case of recruitment, 
employees can earn bonuses for making successful referrals for job openings. For example, there 
has	been	a	tremendous	shortage	of	nurses	for	the	past	several	years.	Because	of	the	shortage,	
hospitals offer sign-on bonuses of up to $15,000 to recruit nurses and referral bonuses of up to 
$5,000. A successful referral usually means that companies award bonuses only if hired referrals 
remain employed with the company in good standing beyond a designated period, often at 
least 30 days. Referral plans rely on the idea that current employees’ familiarity with company 
culture should enable them to identify viable candidates for job openings more efficiently than 
employment agencies could because agents are probably less familiar with client companies’ 
cultures. Employees are likely to make only those referrals they truly believe are worthwhile 
because their personal reputations are at stake.

Advantages of Individual Incentive Pay Programs
There	are	three	key	advantages	of	individual	incentive	pay	plans.	First,	individual	incentive	plans	
can promote the relationship between pay and performance. As discussed in Chapter 1, employees 
in the United States are motivated primarily by earning money. Employees strive for excellence 
when they expect to earn incentive awards commensurate with their job performance.

Second, individual incentive plans promote an equitable distribution of compensation within 
companies	(i.e.,	the	amount	employees	earn	depends	on	their	job	performance).	The	better	they	
perform, the more they earn. Equitable pay ultimately enables companies to retain the best per-
formers. Paying better performers more money sends a signal that the company appropriately 
values positive job performance.

tablE 4-4  a sample behavioral encouragement Plan that  
rewards employee attendance

At the end of each 3-month period, employees with exemplary attendance records will receive 
	monetary	incentive	awards	according	to	the	following	schedule.	Note	that	the	number	of	days	
absent does not refer to such company-approved absences as vacation, personal illness, jury duty, 
bereavement leave, military duty, scheduled holidays, and educational leave.

number of Days  
Absent

Monetary Incentive  
award ($)

0 (perfect attendance) 250

1 200

2 100

3 50

4 25
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A third advantage of individual incentive plans is their compatibility with such individu-
alistic	cultures	as	the	United	States.	Because	U.S.	employees	are	socialized	to	make	individual	
contributions and be recognized for them, the national culture of the United States probably 
enhances the motivational value of individual incentive programs.

Disadvantages of Individual Incentive Pay Programs
Although individual incentive plans can prove effective in certain settings, these programs 
also have serious limitations. Supervisors, human resource (HR) managers, and compensation 
 professionals should know about three potential problems with individual incentive plans.

Individual	incentive	plans	possess	the	potential	to	promote	inflexibility.	Because	supervisors	
determine employee performance levels, workers under individual incentive plans become depen-
dent on supervisors for setting work goals. If employees become highly proficient performers, 
they are not likely to increase their performance beyond their reward compensation. For example, 
let’s assume that management defines the maximum incentive award as $500 per month, which 
is awarded to employees whose productivity rates 15 percent above the performance standard. 
Employees who produce more than 15 percent above the production standard will not receive 
additional incentive pay beyond the $500. With this design, employees would not be motivated to 
improve their performance.

With merit pay systems, supervisors must develop and maintain comprehensive perfor-
mance measures to properly grant incentive awards. Individual incentive programs pose mea-
surement problems when management implements improved work methods or equipment. When 
such	changes	occur,	it	will	take	some	time	for	employees	to	become	proficient	performers.	Thus,	
it will be difficult for companies to determine equitable incentive awards, which may lead to 
employees’ resistance to the new methods.

A third limitation of individual incentive plans is that they may encourage undesirable 
workplace behavior when these plans reward only one or a subset of dimensions that constitute 
employees’ total job performance. Let’s assume that an incentive plan rewards employees for 
quantity of output. If employees’ jobs address such various dimensions as quantity of output, 
quality,	and	customer	satisfaction,	employees	may	focus	on	the	one	dimension—in	this	case,	
quantity	of	output—that	leads	to	incentive	pay	and	thereby	neglect	the	other	dimensions.

group incEntivEs
U.S.	employers	are	increasingly	using	teams	to	get	work	done.	Two	main	changes	in	the	business	
environment have led to an increased use of teams in the workplace.9 First, in the 1980s, many 
Japanese companies began conducting business in the United States, particularly in the automobile 
industry. A common feature of Japanese companies was the use of teams, which contributed to 
superior product quality. Second, team-based job design promotes innovation in the workplace.10 
At Rubbermaid, a manufacturer of such plastic household products as snap-together furniture and 
storage boxes, product innovation has become the rule since the implementation of project teams. 
Team	members	 represent	various	cross-functional	areas,	 including	 research	and	development	
(R&D), marketing, finance, and manufacturing. Rubbermaid attributes the rush on innovation to 
the cross-fertilization of ideas that has resulted from the work of these diverse teams.

Companies that use work teams need to change individualistic compensation practices so 
that groups are rewarded for their behavior together.11	Team-based	pay	plans	should	accordingly	
emphasize cooperation between and within teams, compensate employees for additional respon-
sibilities they often must assume in their roles as members of a team, and encourage team mem-
bers to attain predetermined objectives for the team.12 Merit, seniority, or individual incentives 
do not encourage team behaviors and may potentially limit team effectiveness. Experts suggest 
that traditional pay programs will undermine the ability of teams to function effectively.13	Both	
merit- and seniority-based pay emphasize hierarchy among employees, which is incompatible 
with the very concept of a team.
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Team-based	organizational	 structures	encourage	 team	members	 to	 learn	new	skills	and	
assume broader responsibility than is expected of them under traditional pay structures that are 
geared toward individuals. Rather than following specific orders from a supervisor, employees 
who work in teams must initiate plans for achieving their team’s production. A pay plan for 
teams usually emphasizes cooperation and rewards its members for the additional responsibili-
ties they must take on, as well as the skills a nd knowledge they must acquire. Chapter 5 will 
show how skill- and knowledge-based pay plans can address these additional responsibilities.

Defining Group Incentives
Group incentive programs reward employees for their collective performance, rather than for 
each employee’s individual performance. Group incentive programs are most effective when all 
group members have some impact on achieving the goal, even though individual contributions 
might	not	be	equal.	Boeing	utilizes	a	team-based	approach	to	manufacture	its	model	777	jumbo	
jet. More than 200 cross-functional teams contribute to the construction of each jet, and the contri-
bution of each individual is clearly not equal. Installing such interior trim features as upholstery is 
not nearly as essential to the airworthiness of each jet as are the jobs of ensuring the aerodynamic 
integrity of each aircraft.

Well-designed group incentive plans ultimately reinforce teamwork, cultivate loyalty to the 
company, and increase productivity. For instance, at Volvo’s Uddevalla manufacturing facility 
in Sweden, each team is responsible for managing itself. As a result, each team manages its 
own	budget	and	determines	whom	to	hire.	The	renowned	quality	of	Volvo	automobiles	has	been	
attributed to the effective utilization of teams.

Types of Group Incentive Plans
Companies use two major types of group incentive plans:

•	 Team-based or small-group incentive plans. A small group of employees shares a finan-
cial reward when a specific objective is met.

•	 Gain sharing plans. A group of employees, generally a department or work unit, is 
rewarded for productivity gains.

teaM-based Or sMaLL-grOuP incentive PLans Team-based incentives are similar to 
individual incentives with one exception. Each group member receives a financial reward for 
the	attainment	of	a	group	goal.	The	timely	completion	of	a	market	survey	report	depends	on	the	
collaborative efforts of several individual employees. For example, some group members design the 
survey; another set collects the survey data; and a third set analyzes the data and writes the report. 
It is the timely completion of the market survey report, not the completion of any one of the jobs 
that are required to produce it, which determines whether group members will receive incentive pay.

There	are	many	kinds	of	team	incentive	programs.	Most	companies	define	these	programs	
based on the type of team:14

Work (process) teams refer to organizational units that perform the work of the organiza-
tion on an ongoing basis. Membership is relatively permanent, and members work full time in 
the team. Customer service teams and assembly teams on production lines represent excellent 
examples of work teams. Work teams are effective when individuals are cross-trained to perform 
team	members’	work	when	they	are	absent.	The	goal	is	to	maintain	consistency	in	performance	
quality (e.g., addressing customer concerns promptly even when one or more team members are 
absent)	and	output	(e.g.,	in	the	case	of	assembly	teams).	Team	members	ultimately	engage	in	
performance	sharing	rather	than	focusing	exclusively	on	one	set	of	tasks.	The	knowledge	and	
skill sets required to contribute effectively to the work of a process team can be acquired with the 
assistance of person-focused pay, which we discuss in Chapter 5.

Project teams consist of a group of people assigned to complete a one-time project. Members 
usually have well-defined roles and may work on specific phases of the project, either full time 
or in addition to other work responsibilities of the team. Project teams usually work across such 
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functions as engineering, product development, and marketing to ensure that the final product 
meets company specifications in terms of cost, quality, and responsiveness to market demands 
(e.g.,	Toyota’s	hybrid	vehicles).	Many	individuals	collaborated	to	ensure	the	production	of	cars	
that rely less on fossil fuels, demonstrate excellent gas mileage, and offer the same driving expe-
rience that people have come to expect of gasoline-powered automobiles.

Parallel teams, or task forces, include employees assigned to work on a specific task in 
addition	to	normal	work	duties.	The	modifier	parallel indicates that an employee works on the 
team task while continuing to work on normal duties. Also, parallel teams or task forces oper-
ate on a temporary basis until their work culminates in a recommendation to top management. 
Task	forces	are	used	to	evaluate	existing	systems	and	processes,	to	select	new	technology,	and	
to improve existing products. People often serve on a voluntary basis or are appointed; in many 
cases, they are not compensated specifically for extra work or outcome of extra work.

Teams	or	groups	may	ultimately	receive	incentive	pay	based	on	such	criteria	as	customer	
satisfaction (i.e., customer service quality), safety records, quality, and production records. 
Although these criteria apply to other categories of incentive programs as well (individual, com-
panywide, and group plans), companies allocate awards to each worker based on the group’s 
attainment of predetermined performance standards.

Human resource managers must devise methods for allocating incentives to team members. 
Although the team-based reward is generated by the performance of the team, the incentive pay-
ments are typically distributed to members of the team individually. Human resource experts 
allocate rewards in one of three ways:

•	 Equal	incentive	payments	to	all	team	members.
•	 Differential	incentive	payments	to	team	members	based	on	their	contribution	to	the	team’s	

performance.
•	 Differential	payments	determined	by	a	ratio	of	each	team	member’s	base	pay	to	the	total	

base pay of the group.

The	first	method—the	equal	incentives	payment	approach—reinforces	cooperation	among	
team members except when team members perceive differences in members’ contributions or 
performance.	The	second	method—the	differential	incentive	payments	approach—distributes	
rewards based to some extent on individual performance. Differential approaches obviously can 
hinder cooperative behavior. Some employees may focus on their own performance rather than 
on the group’s performance because they wish to maximize their income. As a compromise, 
companies may base part of the incentive on individual performance, with the remainder based 
on	 the	 team’s	performance.	The	 third	disbursement	method—differential	payments	by	 ratio	
of	base	pay—rewards	each	group	member	in	proportion	to	her	or	his	base	pay.	This	approach	
assumes that employees with higher base pay contribute more to the company and so should be 
rewarded in accord with that worth.

gain sharing PLans Gain sharing describes group incentive systems that provide participating 
employees with an incentive payment based on improved company performance for increased 
productivity, increased customer satisfaction, lower costs, or better safety records.15 Gain sharing 
was developed so that all employees could benefit financially from productivity improvements 
resulting from the suggestion system. In addition to serving as a compensation tool, most gain 
sharing	reflects	a	management	philosophy	that	emphasizes	employee	involvement.	The	use	of	
gain sharing is most appropriate where workplace technology does not constrain productivity 
improvements. For example, assembly line workers’ abilities to improve productivity may be 
limited. Increasing the speed of the conveyor belts may compromise workers’ safety.

Most gain sharing programs have three components:16

•	 Leadership	philosophy
•	 Employee	involvement	systems
•	 Bonus
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The	first	component—leadership	philosophy—refers	 to	a	cooperative	organizational	cli-
mate	 that	promotes	high	 levels	of	 trust,	open	communication,	and	participation.	The	second	
component—employee	involvement	systems—drives	organizational	productivity	improvements.	
Employee involvement systems use broadly based suggestion systems. Anyone can make sug-
gestions to a committee made up of both hourly and management employees who oversee the 
suggestion	implementation.	This	involvement	system	also	may	include	other	innovative	employee	
involvement practices (e.g., problem-solving task forces).

The	bonus	is	the	third	component	of	a	gain	sharing	plan.	A	company	awards	gain	shar-
ing	bonuses	when	 its	actual	productivity	exceeds	 its	 targeted	productivity	 level.	The	gain	
sharing bonuses are usually based on a formula that measures productivity that employees 
 perceive as fair and the employer believes will result in improvements in company perfor-
mance. Employees typically receive gain sharing bonuses on a monthly basis. Most bonuses 
range between 5 and 10 percent of an employee’s base annual pay. A noteworthy exception to 
this norm is AmeriSteel. On average, AmeriSteel’s gain sharing plan pays out between 35 and 
45 percent of base pay.

Although many accounts of gain sharing use can be found in the practitioner and schol-
arly literature, no one has completed a comprehensive, soundly designed investigation of the 
effectiveness of gain sharing programs.17 Meanwhile, gain sharing programs’ success has been 
attributed to company cultures that support cooperation among employees.18 Some gain  sharing 
attempts have failed. Such organizational, external environment, and financial information 
 factors as poor communications within and across departments, highly competitive product 
markets, and variable corporate profits over time can inhibit effective gain sharing programs.19 
Poor communications will stifle the creativity needed to improve the efficiency of work 
 processes when employees focus exclusively on their own work. Highly competitive product 
markets often require companies to make frequent changes to their production methods, as 
in the automobile industry, where such changes occur each year with the introduction of new 
 models. When companies make frequent or sudden changes, employees must have time to learn 
the new processes well before they can offer productive suggestions. Companies that experi-
ence variable profits from year to year most likely do not use gain sharing because  management 
sets aside as much excess cash as possible in reserve for periods when profits are down and 
excess cash is scarce.

The	Scanlon,	Rucker,	and	Improshare	gain	sharing	plans	are	the	most	common	forms	used	
in companies, and they were also the first types of gain sharing plans developed and used by 
employers.	These	plans	were	adopted	wholesale	in	the	early	days	of	gain	sharing.	Employers	
today generally modify one of these traditional plans to meet their needs or adopt hybrid plans.

the scanLOn PLan Joseph Scanlon first developed the gain sharing concept in 1935 as an 
employee	involvement	system	without	a	pay	element.	The	hallmark	of	the	Scanlon plan is its 
emphasis on employee involvement. Scanlon believed that employees will exercise self-direction 
and self-control if they are committed to company objectives and that employees will accept 
and seek out responsibility if given the opportunity.20 Current Scanlon plans include monetary 
rewards to employees for productivity improvements. Scanlon plans assume that companies will 
be able to offer higher pay to workers, generate increased profits for stockholders, and lower 
prices	for	consumers.	The	Scanlon plan is a generic term referring to any gain sharing plan that 
has characteristics common to the original gain sharing plan devised by Scanlon. Scanlon plans 
have the following three components:21

•	 An	emphasis	on	teamwork	to	reduce	costs,	assisted	by	management-supplied	information	
on production concerns.

•	 Suggestion	systems	that	route	cost-saving	ideas	from	the	workforce	through	a	 
labor–management committee that evaluates and acts on accepted suggestions.

•	 A	monetary	reward	based	on	productivity	improvements	to	encourage	employee	
involvement.
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Scanlon plan employee involvement systems include a formal suggestion program struc-
tured at two levels. Production-level committees, usually including a department foreman or 
supervisor and at least one elected worker, communicate the suggestion program and its reward 
features to workers. Production committee members encourage and assist workers in making 
suggestions and formally record suggestions for consideration. Production committees may also 
reject suggestions that are not feasible, but they must provide a written explanation of the reasons 
for the rejection to the worker who made the suggestion. Providing the written rationale under 
this circumstance is key to helping employees understand why the suggestions are not feasible 
and, thus, workers are not discouraged from making suggestions in the future. After employees’ 
suggestions have been fully implemented, they typically receive bonuses on a monthly basis.

The	production	committee	forwards	appropriate	suggestions	to	a	companywide	screening	
committee,	which	also	includes	worker	representatives.	This	committee	reviews	suggestions	
referred by the production committees, serves as a communications link between management 
and employees, and reviews the company’s performance each month.

Actual gain sharing formulas are designed to suit the individual needs of the company.22 
Formulas are usually based on the ratio between labor costs and sales value of production 
(SVOP).23	The	SVOP	is	the	sum	of	sales	revenue	plus	the	value	of	goods	in	inventory.

Smaller Scanlon ratios indicate that labor costs are lower relative to SVOP. Companies 
	definitely	 strive	 for	 lower	 ratios,	 as	Table	 4-5	 illustrates.	 In	 addition,	Table	 4-5	 shows	 the	
 calculation for a bonus distribution under a Scanlon plan.

the rucker PLan Similar to Scanlon’s plan, the Rucker plan was developed by Allan W. Rucker 
in	1933.	Both	 the	Scanlon	and	Rucker	plans	emphasize	employee	 involvement	 and	provide	
monetary	incentives	to	encourage	employee	participation.	The	main	difference	lies	in	the	formula	

tablE 4-5 illustration of a scanlon Plan

For the period 2000–2003, the labor costs of XYZ Manufacturing Company have averaged 
$44,000,000 per year. During the same 3-year period, the sales value of XYZ’s production (SVOP) 
averaged $83,000,000 per year. (As an aside, of the $83,000,000, $65,000,000 represents sales  
revenue	and	$18,000,000	represents	the	value	of	goods	held	in	inventory.)	The	Scanlon	ratio	 
for XYZ Manufacturing Company is:

$44,000,000/$83,000,000 = 0.53

The	ratio	of	0.53	is	the	base	line.	Any	benefits	that	result	from	an	improvement	(e.g.,	an	 
improvement in production methods that results in a reduction in labor costs) are shared with  
workers. In other words, when improvements lead to a Scanlon ratio that is lower than the standard  
of 0.53, employees will receive gain sharing bonuses.

The	operating	information	for	XYZ	Manufacturing	Company	for	March	2003	was	as	follows:

	 Total	labor	costs	 $3,100,000
 SVOP $7,200,000

The	Scanlon	ratio,	based	on	March	2003	information	was

+3,100,000

+7,200,000
 = 0.43

The	Scanlon	ratio	for	March	2003	was	less	than	the	standard	of	0.53,	which	was	based	on	historical	
data. In order for there to be a payout, labor costs for March 2003 must be less than $3,816,000  
(i.e., 0.53 × $7,200,000); $3,816,000 represents allowable labor costs for March 2003 based on the 
Scanlon standard established for XYZ Manufacturing.

In	summary,	the	allowable	labor	costs	for	March	2003	were	$3,816,000.	The	actual	labor	costs	were	
$3,100,000.	Thus,	the	savings	$716,000	($3,816,000–$3,100,000)	is	available	for	distribution	as	a	bonus.
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used to measure productivity. Rucker plans use a value-added formula to measure productivity. 
Value added is the difference between the value of the sales price of a product and the value of 
materials	purchased	to	make	the	product.	The	following	example	illustrates	the	concept	of	value	
added	based	on	the	sequence	of	events	that	eventually	lead	to	selling	bread	to	consumers.	These	
events include growing the wheat, milling the wheat, adding the wheat to other ingredients to 
make bread, and selling the bread to consumers.

A farmer grows the wheat and sells it to a miller; the added value is the difference in the 
income the farmer receives for the wheat and the costs incurred for purchasing seed, fertilizer, 
fuel,	and	other	supplies.	The	miller,	in	turn,	buys	the	wheat	from	the	farmer,	mills	it,	and	then	
sells	it	to	a	bakery.	The	difference	in	the	cost	of	buying	the	wheat	and	the	price	it	is	sold	for	to	
the	baker	is	the	amount	of	“value”	the	miller	“adds”	in	the	milling	processes.	The	same	process	is	
repeated by the baker, as the flour that was milled by the miller is mixed with other ingredients, 
baked, and sold as bread either to the consumer or to a retailer who in turn sells it to the con-
sumer.	The	baker	“adds	value”	by	blending	in	the	other	ingredients	to	the	flour	and	baking	the	
bread. If the bread is sold to the consumer through a retailer, then the retailer also “adds value” 
by buying the bread from the bakery, transporting it to a store convenient for the consumer, 
	displaying	the	bread,	and	selling	it.	The	total	of	all	the	added	values	from	each	step	along	the	way	
equals the total contribution to the overall economy from the chain of events.24

The	following	ratio	is	used	to	determine	whether	bonuses	will	be	awarded	under	a	Rucker	plan:

Value added

Total employment costs

In contrast to the Scanlon ratio, companies prefer a larger Rucker ratio. A larger Rucker ratio 
indicates	that	the	value	added	is	greater	than	total	employment	costs.	Table	4-6	illustrates	the	
calculation for bonus distribution under the Rucker plan.

tablE 4-6 illustration of a rucker Plan

In	2002,	ABC	Manufacturing	Company	generated	net	sales	of	$7,500,000.	The	company	paid	
$3,200,000 for materials, $250,000 for sundry supplies, and $225,000 for such services as  
liability insurance, basic maintenance, and utilities. On the basis of these data, value added was 
$3,825,000 (i.e., net sales - costs of materials, supplies, and services rendered), that is,  
$7,500,000 - ($3,200,000 + $250,000 + $225,000).

For the same year, total employment costs were $2,400,000, which includes hourly wages for  
nonexempt workers, annual salaries for exempt employees, payroll taxes, and all benefit costs.  
Based	on	the	Rucker	formula,	the	ratio	of	value	added	to	total	employment	costs	was	1.59.	 
This	ratio	means	that	if	there	are	to	be	bonuses,	each	dollar	attributed	to	employment	costs	 
must be accompanied by creating at least $1.59 of value added.

The	operating	information	for	ABC	Manufacturing	Company	for	the	month	July	2000	was	as	follows:

 Value added $670,000
	 Total	employment	costs	 $625,000

The	Rucker	ratio,	based	on	July	2002	information,	was:

+670,000

+625,000
 = 1.07

The	Rucker	ratio	for	July	2003	is	less	than	the	standard	of	1.59,	which	was	based	on	historical	data.	
In order for there to be a payout, value added for July 2003 must be more than the standard,  
which would be $1,065,300 (1.59 * $670,000). However, based on the Rucker ratio obtained for  
July	2003	(1.07),	value	added	was	only	$716,900.	Employees	of	ABC	Manufacturing,	therefore,	 
will not receive any gain sharing bonuses for July 2003 performance.
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tablE 4-7  scanlon, rucker, and improshare Plans:  
a comparison of key features

feature scanlon Rucker Improshare

Program goal Productivity 
improvement

Productivity improvement Productivity 
improvement

Basis	for	savings Labor costs Labor costs plus raw  
materials costs plus services 
costs (e.g., utilities)

Completing work at 
or sooner than  
production standard

Employee 
involvement

Required Required NA

Type	of	employee	
involvement

Screening and  
production 
committees

Screening and  
production committees

NA

Bonus	payout	
frequency

Monthly Monthly Weekly

Invented by Mitchell Fein in 1973, Improshare—Improved	Productivity	through	Sharing—
measures productivity physically rather than in terms of dollar savings like those used in the 
Scanlon	and	Rucker	plans.	These	programs	aim	to	produce	more	products	with	fewer	labor	hours.	
Under Improshare, the emphasis is on providing employees with an incentive to finish products.

The	Improshare	bonus	is	based	on	a	labor hour ratio formula. A standard is determined 
by analyzing historical accounting data to find the number of labor hours needed to complete a 
product. Productivity is then measured as a ratio of standard labor hours and actual labor hours. 
Unlike the Rucker and Scanlon plans, employee participation is not a feature, and workers 
receive bonuses on a weekly basis.

Improshare plans feature a buy-back provision. Under this provision, a maximum pro-
ductivity improvement payout level is placed on productivity gains. Any bonus money that is 
generated because of improvements above the maximum is placed in a reserve. If productivity 
improves to the point where the maximum is repeatedly exceeded, the firm buys back the amount 
of	the	productivity	improvement	over	the	maximum	with	a	one-time	payment	to	employees.	This	
payment	usually	is	equal	to	the	amount	in	the	reserve.	The	company	then	is	permitted	to	adjust	
the standards so that a new ceiling can be set at a higher level of productivity. In unionized set-
tings, management’s discretion may be challenged by unions when union leadership believes 
that management is simply trying to exploit workers by making it more difficult for them to 
receive bonuses.

In summary, the Scanlon, Rucker, and Improshare plans are among the best-known kinds 
of gain sharing programs that are used by companies. Although the principle underlying these 
different plans is the same (i.e., a group incentive system that provides all or most employees a 
bonus payment based on improved company performance), they each rest on slightly different 
assumptions.	Table	4-7	details	a	comparison	of	these	three	plans.

One final point about gain sharing plans warrants attention. We reviewed the most common 
types of gain sharing plans used in the United States. Companies are increasingly combining 
typical gain sharing plans with other approaches to boost productivity and cost savings to an 
even greater degree than ever before.

Advantages of Group Incentives
The	use	of	group	incentive	plans	has	two	advantages	for	companies.	First,	companies	can	more	
easily develop performance measures for group incentive plans than they can for individual 
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incentive	plans.	There	are	obviously	fewer	groups	in	a	company	than	individuals.	Thus,	compa-
nies generally use fewer resources (e.g., staff time) to develop performance measures. In addi-
tion, judging the quality of the final product makes the most sense because companies must 
deliver high-quality products to maintain competitiveness. During the late 1970s and early 
1980s, U.S. automobile manufacturers (especially Chrysler Corporation) lost substantial market 
share	to	foreign	automobile	manufacturers	(e.g.,	Honda	and	Toyota)	because	foreign	automakers	
marketed	automobiles	of	substantially	higher	quality	than	U.S.	automakers.	The	trend	did	not	
change until U.S. automakers manufactured high-quality vehicles, which they began to market 
in the late 1980s.

Greater group cohesion is the second advantage associated with group incentive plans.25 
Cohesive groups usually work more effectively toward achieving common goals than do 
 individual group members focusing on the specific tasks for which they are responsible. Working 
 collaboratively is undoubtedly in group members’ best interests in order to maximize their 
 incentive awards.

Disadvantages of Group Incentives
The	main	disadvantage	of	group	 incentive	compensation	 is	employee	 turnover.	Companies’	
implementation of group incentive programs may lead to turnover because of the free-rider 
effect. Some employees may make fewer contributions to the group goals because they possess 
lower ability, skills, or experience than other group members. In some groups, members may 
deliberately choose to put forth less effort, particularly when each group member receives the 
same incentive compensation regardless of individual contributions to the group goals. In any 
case, the free-rider effect initially leads to feelings of inequity among those who make the great-
est contributions to the attainment of the group goal. Over time, members who make the greatest 
contributions are likely to leave.

Group members may feel uncomfortable with the fact that other members’ performance 
influences their compensation level. Exemplary performers are more likely to feel this way when 
other	group	members	are	not	contributing	equally	to	the	attainment	of	group	goals.	The	lower	
performance of a few group members may lead to lower earnings for all members of the group. 
Discomfort with group incentive plans is likely to be heightened where incentive compensation 
represents the lion’s share of core compensation.

companywidE incEntivEs
The	use	of	companywide	incentive	plans	can	be	traced	to	the	nineteenth	century.	Companies	
instituted profit sharing programs to ease workers’ dissatisfaction with low pay and to change 
their beliefs that company management paid workers substandard wages while earning substan-
tial	profits.	Quite	simply,	management	believed	that	workers	would	be	less	likely	to	challenge	
managerial practices if they received a share of company profits.

Defining Companywide Incentives
Companywide incentive plans reward employees when the company exceeds minimum accept-
able performance standards (e.g., profits or the overall value of the company based on its 
stock price). As competitive pressures on companies increased, management sought methods 
to improve employee productivity. Companies presently use companywide incentive programs 
to motivate employees to work harder for increased profits or increased company value to 
owners. Advocates of companywide incentive plans believe that well-designed programs make 
workers’ and owners’ goals more compatible as workers strive toward increasing company 
profits or value.
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Types of Companywide Incentive Plans
Companies use two major types of companywide incentive plans:

•	 Profit sharing plans. Employees earn a financial reward when their company’s profit 
objective is met.

•	 Employee stock option plans. Companies grant employees the right to purchase shares of 
company stock.

PrOfit sharing PLans Profit sharing plans pay a portion of company profits to employees, 
separate	from	base	pay,	cost-of-living	adjustments,	or	permanent	merit	pay	increases.	Two	basic	
kinds of profit sharing plans are used widely today. First, current profit sharing plans award 
cash to employees, typically on a quarterly or annual basis. Second, deferred profit sharing 
plans	place	cash	awards	in	trust	accounts	for	employees.	These	trusts	are	set	aside	on	employees’	
behalf as a source of retirement income. Apart from the time horizon, these plans differ with 
regard to taxation. Current profit sharing plans provide cash to employees as part of their regular 
core compensation; thus, these payments are subject to IRS taxation when they are earned. 
Deferred profit sharing plans are not taxed until the employee begins to make withdrawals during 
retirement. Premature withdrawal of funds that were secured under a deferred compensation plan 
is	subject	to	stiff	tax	penalties.	The	IRS	established	this	penalty	to	discourage	employees	from	
making premature withdrawals. Some companies offer deferred compensation as one kind of 
retirement program. We will discuss deferred profit sharing plans in Chapter 10.	The	focus	here	
will be on current profit sharing plans because employees receive cash compensation as a reward 
for on-the-job performance.

calculating profit sharing awards HR professionals determine the pool of profit sharing 
money with any of three possible formulas. A fixed first-dollar-of-profits formula uses a specific 
percentage of either pretax or posttax annual profits, contingent upon the successful attainment 
of a company goal. For instance, a company might establish that the profit sharing fund will 
equal 7 percent of corporate profits; however, payment is contingent on a specified reduction in 
scrap rates.

Second, companies may use a graduated first-dollar-of-profits formula instead of a fixed 
percentage. For example, a company may choose to share 3 percent of the first $8 million of 
profits and 6 percent of the profits in excess of that level. Graduated formulas motivate employ-
ees to strive for extraordinary profit targets by sharing even more of the incremental gain.

Third,	profitability	threshold	formulas	fund	profit	sharing	pools	only	if	profits	exceed	a	pre-
determined minimum level but fall below some established maximum level. Companies establish 
minimums	to	guarantee	a	return	to	shareholders	before	they	distribute	profits	to	employees.	They	
establish maximums because they attribute any profits beyond this level to factors other than 
employee productivity or creativity (e.g., technological innovation).

After management selects a funding formula for the profit sharing pool, they must consider 
how to distribute pool money among employees. Companies usually make distributions in one 
of three ways: equal payments to all employees, proportional payments to employees based on 
annual salary, and proportional payments to employees based on their contribution to profits. 
Equal payments to all employees reflect a belief that all employees should share equally in the 
company’s gain in order to promote cooperation among employees; however, employee con-
tributions to profits probably vary. Most employers accordingly divide the profit sharing pool 
among employees based on a differential basis.

Companies may disburse profits based on proportional payments to employees based on 
their annual salaries. As we will detail in Chapters 6 and 7, salary levels vary based on both inter-
nal and external factors; in general, the higher the salary, the more work the company assigns to 
a job. Higher-paying jobs presumably indicate more potential to influence a company’s competi-
tive position. For any given job, pay will differ according to performance or seniority. Chapter 3 
notes that higher performance levels and seniority result in greater worth.
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Still another approach is to disburse profits as proportional payments to employees based 
on their contribution to profits. Some companies measure employee contributions to profit based 
on job performance; however, this approach is not very feasible because it is difficult to isolate 
each employee’s contributions to profits. For example, how does a secretary’s performance (based 
on answering telephones, greeting visitors, and typing memos) directly contribute to company 
performance?

Companies can treat profit sharing distributions either as compensation awarded in addition 
to an employee’s base pay or as “pay at risk.” In the former case, base pay is set at externally 
competitive levels, which makes any profit sharing tantamount to a bonus. In the latter case, base 
pay is set below the average for competing employers, which creates a sense of risk. Employees’ 
earnings for a given period may thus be relatively meager or relatively sizable, compared with 
what they could earn elsewhere.

advantages of profit sharing plans	 The	 use	 of	 a	 profit	 sharing	 plan	 has	 two	main	
advantages, one for employees and the other for companies. When properly designed, profit 
sharing plans enable employees to share in companies’ fortunes. As employees benefit from 
profit	sharing	plans,	they	will	be	more	likely	to	work	productively	to	promote	profits.	The	upshot	
of enhanced employee productivity obviously is greater profits for companies that use profit 
sharing plans.

Companies that use profit sharing programs gain greater financial flexibility. As we dis-
cussed, monetary payouts to employees vary with profit levels. During economic downturns, 
payout	levels	are	significantly	lower	than	they	are	during	economic	boom	periods.	This	feature	
of profit sharing plans enables companies to use limited cash reserves where needed (e.g., for 
R&D activities).

disadvantages of profit sharing plans	 There	are	two	main	disadvantages	associated	with	
profit	sharing	plans.	The	first	one	directly	affects	employees;	the	second	affects	companies.	Profit	
sharing plans may undermine the economic security of employees, particularly if profit sharing 
represents	a	sizable	portion	of	direct	compensation.	Because	company	profits	vary	from	year	to	
year,	so	do	employees’	earnings.	Thus,	employees	will	find	it	difficult	to	predict	their	earnings,	
which will affect their saving and buying behavior. If there is significant variability in earnings, 
a	company’s	excellent	performers	are	likely	to	leave	for	employment	with	competitors.	The	
turnover of excellent performers certainly represents a significant disadvantage to companies.

Employers also find profit sharing programs to be problematic under certain conditions. 
Profit sharing plans may fail to motivate employees because they do not see a direct link between 
their efforts and corporate profits. Hourly employees in particular may have trouble seeing this 
connection because their efforts appear to be several steps removed from the company’s perfor-
mance. For instance, an assembly line worker who installs interior trim (e.g., carpeting and seats) 
to automobiles may not find any connection between his or her efforts and the level of company 
profits because interior trim represents just one of many steps in the production of automobiles.

eMPLOyee stOck OPtiOn PLans Under employee stock option plans, companies grant 
employees the right to purchase shares of company stock. Company stock represents total equity 
of a company. Company stock shares represent equity segments of equal value. Equity interest 
increases positively with the number of stock shares. Stock options describe an employee’s right 
to purchase company stock. Employees do not actually own stock until they exercise the stock 
option	rights.	This	is	done	by	purchasing	stock	at	a	designated	price	after	a	company-chosen	
time period lapses, usually no more than 5 years. Employee stock options provide an incentive 
to work productively, with the expectation that collective employee productivity will increase the 
value of company stock over time. Employees earn monetary compensation when they sell the 
stock at a higher price than they originally paid for it.

Employee stock option plans represent just one type of general stock compensation plan. 
Two	other	basic	kinds	of	stock	plans	are	widely	used	today.	First,	employee stock ownership 
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plans (ESOPs)	place	company	stock	in	trust	accounts	for	employees.	The	purpose	of	ESOPs	
is similar to deferred profit sharing because these trusts are set aside on employees’ behalf as 
a source of retirement income and these awards provide favorable treatment to employees. 
Discussion of ESOPs is deferred to Chapter 10. Second, stock compensation plans represent an 
important type of deferred compensation for executives. Deferred compensation is supposed to 
create a sense of ownership, aligning the interests of the executive with those of the owners or 
shareholders	of	the	company	over	the	long	term.	There	are	several	kinds	of	stock	compensation	
plans for executives. Discussion of these types of plans is set aside for Chapter 12.

dEsigning incEntivE pay programs
When designing an incentive pay plan, HR professionals and line managers should consider five 
key factors:

•	 Whether	the	plan	should	be	based	on	group	or	individual	employee	performance.
•	 The	level	of	risk	employees	will	be	willing	to	accept	in	their	overall	compensation	

package.
•	 Whether	incentive	pay	should	replace	or	complement	traditional	pay.
•	 The	criteria	by	which	performance	should	be	judged.
•	 The	time	horizon	for	goals—long	term,	short	term,	or	a	combination	of	both.

Group versus Individual Incentives
Companies considering various design alternatives should choose a design that fits the structure 
of the company. Group incentive programs are most suitable where the nature of the work is 
interdependent and the contributions of individual employees are difficult to measure. In such 
situations, companies require cooperative behavior among their employees. Companies may be 
able to encourage team behavior by linking compensation to the achievement of department or 
division goals and eliminating from the pay determination process such factors that are outside 
the group’s control as the late delivery of raw materials by an independent vendor.

On the other hand, individual incentive plans reward employees for meeting or surpassing 
such	predetermined	individual	goals	as	production	or	sales	quotas.	The	attainment	of	individual	
goals should be well within employees’ grasp as is the case for group incentives. Moreover, goals 
for individual incentive programs should be based on independent work rather than interdepen-
dent work. For example, it would be appropriate to base an employee’s incentive on typing accu-
racy because the work can be performed independently and there are few external constraints 
on an employee’s ability to complete such work. At the group level, it would be reasonable to 
provide incentives to the individual members of a sales team. In the case of computer hardware 
and networks, the sale and implementation of these products involve a team of marketing pro-
fessionals and technical experts who depend on the others’ expertise to identify the appropriate 
configuration of hardware and networking equipment (i.e., meeting the client’s needs) and to 
install the equipment in the client’s company successfully.

Level of Risk
Careful consideration should be given to the level of risk employees are willing to accept. As 
mentioned previously, incentive pay may complement base salary or may be used in place of 
all	or	a	portion	of	base	salary.	The	level	of	risk	clearly	increases	as	incentive	pay	represents	a	
greater	proportion	of	total	core	compensation.	The	level	of	risk	tends	to	be	greater	among	higher-
level employees than among those who are at the lower levels of a company’s job structure. It is 
reasonable to infer that the attainment of a first-line supervisor’s goal of maintaining a packing 
department’s level of productivity above a predetermined level is less risky than the achieve-
ment of a sales manager’s goal of increasing market share by 10 percent in a market where the 
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competition is already quite stiff. Apart from an employee’s rank, the level of risk chosen should 
depend	on	the	extent	to	which	employees	control	the	attainment	of	the	desired	goal.	The	adop-
tion of incentive pay programs makes the most sense when participants have a reasonable degree 
of control over the attainment of the plan’s goals. Incentive programs logically are bound to 
fail when the goals are simply out of reach because they are too difficult or because extraneous 
 factors are hampering employees’ efforts to meet goals.

Complementing or Replacing Base Pay
When complementing base pay, a company awards incentive pay in addition to an employee’s 
base pay and benefits. On the other hand, companies may reduce base pay by placing the reduced 
portion at risk in an incentive plan. For instance, if a company grants its employees 10 percent 
raises each year, the company could, instead, grant its employees a 4 percent cost-of-living 
increase and use the remaining 6 percent as incentive by awarding none of it to below-average 
performers, only half of it to employees whose performance is average, and the entire 6 percent to 
employees whose performance is above average. In this scenario, the 6 percent that was expected 
by the employees to become part of their base pay is no longer a guarantee because that poten-
tial	salary	has	been	placed	at	risk.	By	introducing	risk	into	the	pay	program,	employees	have	the	
potential to earn more than the 6 percent because poor performers will receive less, leaving more 
to be distributed to exemplary performers.

Companies in such cyclical industries as retail sales could benefit by including an incentive 
component in the core compensation programs they offer to employees. During slow business 
periods, the use of regular merit pay programs that add permanent increments to base pay can 
create budget problems. If incentive pay were used instead of permanent merit raises, then the 
level of expenditure on compensation would vary with levels of business activity. In effect, the 
use of incentive pay can lower payroll costs during lean periods and enhance the level of rewards 
when business activity picks up.

Performance Criteria
As seen in the discussion of performance appraisal in Chapter 3, the measures used to appraise 
employee performance obviously should be quantifiable and accessible. For incentive pay 
 programs, common measures of employee performance are company profits, sales revenue, and 
number	of	units	produced	by	a	business	unit.	The	measures	chosen	preferably	should	relate	to	
the company’s competitive strategy. For instance, if a company is attempting to enhance quality, 
its incentive plan would probably reward employees on the basis of customer satisfaction with 
quality.

In reality, more than one performance measure may be relevant. In such instances, a company 
is	likely	to	employ	all	of	the	measures	as	a	basis	for	awarding	incentives.	The	weighting	scheme	
would reflect the relative importance of each performance criterion to the company’s competitive 
strategy [e.g., company performance (10 percent), unit performance (40 percent), and individual 
performance (50 percent), incorporating all of the organizational levels]. An employee clearly 
would receive an incentive even if company or departmental performance was poor. In effect, 
the relative weights are indicative of the degree of risk to an employee that is inherent in these 
plans. Compared with the previous example, the following plan would be quite risky: 50 percent 
company performance, 35 percent departmental performance, and 15 percent individual perfor-
mance. Employees’ earnings would depend mainly on company and departmental performance 
over which they possess less control than they do over their own performance.

Time Horizon: Short Term versus Long Term
A	key	feature	of	incentive	pay	plans	is	the	time	orientation.	There	are	no	definitive	standards	to	
distinguish between short term and long term. A general rule of thumb is that short-term goals 
generally can be achieved in 5 years or less and that long-term goals may require even longer.
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cOMPensatiOn in actiOn

The use of incentive pay by an employer can be an effective 
way to tie individual or team performance to compensation. 
Many of the items in the Action Checklist for Chapter 4 are 
critical to the proper formation and administration of an incen-
tive pay program (i.e., accurate criteria and measurement along 
with ongoing and honest performance discussions). Once this 
critical foundation is established, line managers and HR and 
compensation specialists must ensure that the plan is under-
stood by employees and they can see the link between their 
performance and the portion of pay at risk.

Action checklist for line managers and HR—
establishing an incentive pay program

hr takes the lead
•	 Work	with	compensation	specialists	on	your	team	to	

benchmark industry competitors to identify whether 
individual, group, or companywide programs are being 
used (to stay current with trends and ensure that the best 
people are retained).

•	 Work	with	line	managers,	based	on	the	chosen	program	
(individual, group, or companywide), to choose which 
types of plan are utilized.

•	 Hold	roundtable	discussions	with	employees	to	gather	
feedback on proposed program and to identify potential 
areas where additional buy-in may be necessary.

Line managers take the lead
•	 Work	with	HR	to	identify	the	desired	behavior(s)	you	

want to tie to incentives—ensuring that the focus on 
these behaviors does not come at the expense of other 
desired outcomes.

•	 Seek	the	education	of	HR	to	understand	limitations	of	the	
chosen plan and how to overcome some of the potential 
pitfalls; plan should be monitored and/or tailored if these 
obstacles lead to the wrong behaviors being rewarded.

•	 Provide	proper	information	to	HR	so	that	a	communica-
tion plan is created for rollout and implementation of the 
program—HR will form frequently asked questions (FAQs) 
and talking points that detail rationale for the change.

Ensure proper
alignment of incentives

and behaviors. 

Benchmark other
companies to remain

competitive.

Decide upon specific plan
that will further target

desired outcomes.

Identify potential
limitations and set

process for accurate
monitoring of plan

success.

Gain employee buy-in
and understand feedback

and reactions.

Communicate new plan
to all employees. Plan is
reviewed and approved

by managers. 

The implementation of an incentive program is no small undertaking—
for both business and legal reasons, proper management and/or outside

board of directors should be consulted before plans are designed and
initiated. 

In general, incentives for lower-level employees tend to be based on short-term goals that 
are within the control of such employees. For example, production workers’ performance is 
judged on periods as short as 1 hour. On the other hand, incentive programs for professionals 
and executives have a long-term orientation. For instance, rewarding an engineer’s innovation 
in product design requires a long-term orientation because it takes an extended amount of 
time to move through the series of steps required to bring the innovation to the marketplace 
(e.g.,	patent	approval,	manufacturing,	and	market	distribution).	The	 incentives	 that	execu-
tives receive are based on a long-term horizon because their success is matched against the 
 endurance of a company over time.
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MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .

summary
This	chapter	provided	a	discussion	of	 the	incentive	pay	
concept—how	 incentive	 pay	 differs	 from	 traditional	
bases for pay such as seniority pay and merit pay; 
 varieties of individual, group, and companywide incen-
tives; issues about designing incentive pay programs; 
and its fit with competitive strategy. Companies should 
seriously consider adopting incentive pay programs 
when the conditions for using them are appropriate. 

Perhaps one of the greatest challenges for companies is 
to ensure that employees perceive a connection between 
job  performance and the rewards they receive. Another 
challenge is for companies to balance the level of risk 
employees will bear, particularly given the fact that U.S. 
employees are accustomed to receiving base pay and 
 regular permanent increases according to seniority or 
merit pay systems.

End of chaptEr
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 discussion Questions
 4-1. Indicate whether you agree or disagree with the 

following statement: “Individual incentive plans 
are less preferable than group incentives and 
 companywide incentives.” Explain your answer.

 4-2. There	is	currently	a	tendency	among	business	
professionals to endorse the use of incentive pay 
plans. Identify two jobs for which individual 
incentive pay is appropriate and two jobs for 
which individual incentive pay is inappropriate. 
Be sure	to	include	your	justification.

 4-3. The	piece-rate	pay	plan	is	commonly	adopted	by	
multinational companies that have manufacturing 
operations worldwide. How do these companies 
adapt its piece-rate pay plan to the local country?

 4-4. Unlike individual incentive programs, group 
and companywide incentive programs reward 
individuals based on group (e.g., cost savings in 
a department) and companywide (e.g.,  profits) 
 performance standards, respectively. Under 
group and companywide incentive programs, it 
is  possible for poor performers to benefit without 
making substantial contributions to group or com-
pany goals. What can companies do to ensure that 
poor performers do not benefit?

 4-5. What are your views on the use of team-based pay 
plans by companies in different countries? Justify 
your answer.
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casE
Individual or Team Reward?

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

Jack Hopson has been making wood furniture for more than 10 years. He recently joined Metropolitan Furniture 
and	has	some	ideas	for	Sally	Boston,	the	company’s	CEO.	Jack	likes	working	for	Sally	because	she	is	very	open	
to employee suggestions and is serious about making the company a success. Metropolitan is currently paying 
Jack a competitive hourly pay rate for him to build various designs of tables and chairs. However, Jack thinks 
that an incentive pay plan might convince him and his coworkers to put forth more effort.

At Jack’s previous employer, a competing furniture maker, Jack was paid on a piece-rate pay plan. 
The	company	paid	Jack	a	designated	payment	for	every	chair	or	table	that	he	completed.	Jack	felt	this	plan	
 provided him an incentive to work harder to build the furniture pieces. Sally likes Jack’s idea; however, 
Sally is concerned about how such a plan would affect the employees’ need to work together as a team.

While the workers at Metropolitan build most furniture pieces individually, they often need to pitch in 
and work as a team. Each worker receives individual assignments, but as a delivery date approaches for a 
preordered furniture set due to a customer, the workers must help each other complete certain pieces of the set 
to ensure on-time delivery. A reputation for on-time delivery differentiates Metropolitan from its  competitors. 
Several companies that compete against Metropolitan have a reputation of late deliveries, which gives 
Metropolitan	a	competitive	edge.	Because	their	promise	of	on-time	delivery	is	such	a	high	priority,	Sally	is	
concerned that a piece-rate pay plan may prevent employees from working together to complete furniture sets.

Sally agrees with Jack that an incentive pay plan would help boost productivity, but she thinks that a team-
based incentive pay plan may be a better approach. She has considered offering a team-based plan that provides 
a bonus payment when each set of furniture is completed in time for scheduled delivery. However, after hearing 
from Jack about the success of the piece-rate pay plan at his previous employer, she is unsure of which path to take.

Questions:
 4-6. What are some advantages of offering a piece-rate pay plan to the furniture builders at 

Metropolitan Furniture?
 4-7. What are some advantages of offering a team-based incentive pay plan?
 4-8. Which factors should Sally consider when designing an incentive pay plan? How would they 

influence the effectiveness of the plan?

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

   4-9. How can incentive pay systems, when properly applied, contribute to  companies 
 meeting the goals of lowest cost and differentiation strategies?

   4-10. Compare and contrast individual and group incentive plans.
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Learning Objectives

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Explain the concept and practice of person-focused pay.

2. Describe the type of setting in which person-focused pay is most likely to be used.

3. Name and explain the reasons companies adopt person-focused pay programs.

4. Summarize the varieties of person-focused pay programs.

5. Contrast person-focused pay with job-based pay.

6. Provide an explanation of the advantages and disadvantages of person-focused pay 
plans.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we discussed compensation systems that reward employees for performance. 
Since the 1980s, strong competitive pressures and technological changes often have swiftly left 

employees with obsolete knowledge and skills. In the health care industry, for example, patient 
financial specialists have faced many challenges. Patient financial specialists, typically employed 
in hospitals, clinics, and doctors’ offices, ensure that insurance providers pay claims on behalf 
of insured patients. The increasing variety of different types of “insurance” (e.g., high deduct-
ible health insurance plans, HMOs, PPOs, all of which we discuss in Chapter 10) rendered many 
patient financial services employees outdated in their knowledge and skills. In addition, the ongo-
ing developments in diagnostic testing and treatments have added volumes to what these spe-
cialists must know. Since the 1990s, person-focused pay has been adopted in a variety of work 
 settings in a variety of company departments such as back-office operations, call centers, retail, 
and managerial and professional settings.1 This chapter will review person-focused pay practices 
and the many challenges companies face when considering person-focused pay approaches.

Defining Person-focuseD Pay: comPetency-
BaseD, Pay-for-KnowleDge, anD sKill-BaseD Pay
Person-focused pay plans, or competency-based pay, generally reward employees for acquiring 
job-related competencies, knowledge, or skills rather than for demonstrating successful job perfor-
mance. This approach to compensating employees often refers to two basic types of person-focused 

Person-focuseD Pay5
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pay programs: pay-for-knowledge and skill-based pay. These competency-based pay programs 
sometimes incorporate a combination of both types of person-focused pay systems, which reward 
employees for successfully acquiring new job-related knowledge or skills. There are other times 
when companies combine competency-based pay programs with traditional merit pay programs by 
awarding pay raises to employees according to how well they demonstrate competencies.

Pay-for-knowledge plans reward managerial, service, or professional workers for success-
fully learning specific curricula. Skill-based pay, a term used mostly for employees who do 
physical work, increases these workers’ pay as they master new skills. For example, both unions 
and contractors who employ carpenters use skill-based pay plans. Carpenters earn additional pay 
as they master more advanced woodworking skills (e.g., cabinet making).

Both skill- and knowledge-based pay programs reward employees for the range, depth, and 
types of skills or knowledge they are capable of applying productively to their jobs. This feature 
distinguishes pay-for-knowledge plans from merit pay, which rewards employees’ job perfor-
mance. Said another way, pay-for-knowledge programs reward employees for their potential to 
make meaningful contributions on the job.

In this chapter, we use the term person-focused pay to refer to both pay-for-knowledge and 
skill-based pay programs. Although we noted differences between the two earlier, the basic prin-
ciples underlying these programs are similar.

Human resource (HR) professionals can design person-focused pay plans to reward employ-
ees for acquiring new horizontal skills, vertical skills, or a greater depth of knowledge or skills. 
Employees can earn rewards for developing skills in one or more of these dimensions based on 
the kind of skills the company wants to foster. Horizontal skills (or horizontal knowledge) 
refer to similar skills or knowledge. For example, clerical employees of a retail store might be 
trained to perform several kinds of record-keeping tasks. They may maintain employee atten-
dance records, schedule salespeople’s work shifts, and monitor the use of office supplies (e.g., 
paper clips and toner cartridges for laser printers) for reordering. Although focused on different 
aspects of a store’s operations, all three of these tasks are based on employees’ fundamental 
knowledge of record keeping.

Vertical skills (or vertical knowledge) are those skills traditionally considered supervi-
sory (e.g., scheduling, coordinating, training, and leading others). These types of supervisory 
skills are often emphasized in person-focused pay plans designed for self-managed work teams 
because team members often need to learn how to manage one another.2 Such work teams, which 
can be referred to as self-regulating work groups, autonomous work groups, or semiautonomous 
work groups, typically bring employees together from various functional areas to plan, design, 
and complete one product or service. For example:

A manager of a food processing plant [who] wanted employees who were “a combina-
tion of self-reliant and resourceful.” In this plant, good hiring systems and excellent train-
ing systems were critical, including systems for training operators in maintenance skills. 
Several plants had adopted interesting innovations to promote good training and certifica-
tion. These innovations included:

	 •	 Several	plants	put	all	training	on	their	intranet,	so	employees	could	access	it	at	any	
time.

	 •	 One	plant	used	hundreds	of	“One-Point	Lessons”	(OPLs—one-page	sheets	including	
a digital	photograph	of	the	appropriate	equipment).	Because	each	OPL	focused	on	only	
one	problem	and	its	solution,	OPLs	were	easy	to	search	and	use	on	the	job.

	 •	 Several	plants	invested	heavily	in	documentation	of	training	and	required	practical	
skills demonstration.3

Depth of skills (or depth of knowledge) refer to the level of specialization or expertise 
an employee brings to a particular job. Some person-focused pay plans reward employees 
for increasing their depth of skills or knowledge. Human resource professionals may choose 
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to specialize in managing a particular aspect of the HR function (e.g., compensation, benefits 
administration, training evaluation, or new employee orientation). To be considered a compensa-
tion specialist, HR professionals must develop depth of knowledge by taking courses offered by 
WorldatWork on job evaluation, salary survey analysis, principles of person-focused pay system 
design, merit pay system design, and incentive pay system design, among others. The more 
compensation topics HR professionals master, the greater will be their depth of knowledge about 
compensation.

What Is a “Competency”?
Many HR professionals and other functional managers (e.g., marketing) comment on the impor-
tance of paying employees based on competencies. There unfortunately seem to be almost as 
many definitions of competencies as there are professionals’ calls for competency-based pay. 
Many HR professionals typically refer to competencies as uniquely combined characteristics 
of the person, including personality, attitudes, knowledge, skills, and behaviors that enable an 
employee to fulfill job requirements well. Others simply use the terms knowledge and skills as 
synonyms for competencies. Competency-based pay programs apply to technical, managerial, 
service, or professional employees (e.g., HR manager, marketing director) for whom it is dif-
ficult to define job performance according to observable or concrete behaviors. For instance, 
an animal keeper can be observed removing debris from enclosed animal habitats. On the other 
hand, a compensation director may be responsible for overseeing the ongoing development and 
implementation of an effective compensation system.

Core competencies are often derived from the overall strategic statements of companies. 
For example, General Electric (GE) emphasizes three strategic goals for corporate growth: 
Globalization, Product Services, and Six Sigma (quality improvement). GE’s top management 
relies on four core competencies to drive business success, which they call the four “Es”: high 
Energy, the ability to Energize others, Edge (i.e., the ability to make tough calls), and Execute 
(i.e., the ability to turn vision into results).

Core competencies are very general, as you can see from the previous example. Companies 
often offer training to help employees develop particular competency sets (e.g., technical skills, 
knowledge of the business) or to become more aware of competencies they already possess 
(e.g., leadership).

usage of Person-focuseD Pay Programs
A wide variety of employers have established person-focused pay programs;4 however, no sys-
tematic survey research documents the actual number. Nevertheless, anecdotal information sug-
gests that companies of various sizes use person-focused pay programs. More than half of the 
companies known to be using this kind of pay system employ between 150 and 2,000 employees. 
The absence of detailed evaluative data makes it impossible to conclude whether size is related 
to the success of these programs. The lack of data is due, in part, to the fact that person-focused 
pay systems did not become popular until the 1990s, giving little opportunity to determine the 
long-term effectiveness.5 However, one study found that a skill-based pay plan in a manufactur-
ing setting increased plant productivity by 58 percent.6

These programs are most commonly found in continuous process settings (e.g., manufactur-
ing companies that use assembly lines where one employee’s job depends on the work of at least 
one other employee).7 At Bell Sports, a manufacturer of motorcycle safety helmets, the assembly 
process includes applying enamel and attaching visors to the helmets. Both tasks clearly require 
different sets of skills. Applying enamel requires the ability to use automated sprayers. This skill 
specifically demands that workers possess strong literacy skills so they can interpret readouts 
from the sprayers that suggest possible problems. Attaching visors to the helmets requires pro-
ficient motor skills that involve eye–hand coordination. When employees learn how to perform 
different jobs, they can cover for absent coworkers. In the event of absenteeism or turnover, Bell 
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Sports benefits from having cross-trained employees because they are more capable of meeting 
its production schedules.

Person-focused pay programs that emphasize vertical skills work well at manufacturing 
companies that organize work flow around high-performance work teams in which employees 
are expected to learn both functional and managerial tasks (e.g., work scheduling, budgeting, and 
quality control). This means that groups of employees work together to assemble entire products 
such as cellular telephones (Motorola) and furniture (Steelcase, a manufacturer of office furni-
ture), and each team member learns how to perform the jobs of other team members.

Companies increasingly recognize the importance of using person-focused pay. Person-
focused pay programs have been adopted most widely in service and manufacturing industries. 
Companies have more recently been striving to adopt person-focused pay programs for profes-
sional employees. Person-focused pay programs also represent a prevalent basis for pay among 
clerical and skilled trade employees (e.g., carpenters and electricians).

reasons to aDoPt Person-focuseD Pay 
Programs
Person-focused pay programs represent important innovations in the compensation field. Person-
focused pay systems imply that employees must move away from viewing pay as an entitlement. 
Instead, these systems treat compensation as a reward earned for acquiring and implementing 
job-relevant knowledge and skills. Advocates of person-focused pay programs offer two key 
reasons that firms seeking competitive advantage should adopt this form of compensation: tech-
nological innovation and increased global competition.8

Technological Innovation
In an age of technological innovation in which robots, telecommunications, artificial intelli-
gence, software, and lasers perform routine tasks, some skills have become obsolete.9 Jobs there-
fore require new and different worker skills. The skills needed by automobile mechanics, for 
instance, have changed dramatically. Competent automobile mechanics previously were adept 
at manually assembling and disassembling carburetors. Since then, electronic fuel injection sys-
tems, which are regulated by onboard computers, have replaced carburetors, necessitating that 
auto mechanics possess different kinds of skills. Auto mechanics specifically must now be able 
to use computerized diagnostic systems to assess the functioning of fuel injectors.

As technology leads to the automation of more tasks, employers combine jobs and con-
fer broader responsibilities on workers. For example, the technology of advanced automated 
manufacturing (e.g., in the automobile industry) has required some employees to begin doing 
the jobs of other employees, including the laborer, the materials handler, the operator-assembler, 
and the maintenance person. A single employee now performs all of these tasks in a position 
called “manufacturing technician.” The expanding range of tasks and responsibilities in this job 
demands higher levels of reading, writing, and computation skills than did its predecessor, which 
required strong eye–hand coordination. Most employees must possess better reading skills than 
before because they must be able to read the operating manuals and, when problems arise, the 
troubleshooting manuals of automated manufacturing equipment based on computer technology. 
The design of manufacturing equipment previously was relatively simple and easy to operate, 
based on such simple mechanical principles as pulleys.

These technological changes have fostered increased autonomy and team-oriented work-
places, which also demand different job-related skills than employees needed previously.10 The 
manufacturing technician’s job is generally more autonomous than was his or her predecessor’s. 
Thus, technicians must be able to manage themselves and their time.

Employers now rely on working teams’ technical and interpersonal skills to drive efficiency 
and improve quality. Today’s consumers often expect customized products and applications, 
and employees must have sufficient technical skill to tailor products and services to customers’ 
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needs, as well as the interpersonal skills necessary to determine client needs and handle customer 
service.11 Telephone service providers such as AT&T and Verizon seek competitive advantage 
by serving clients’ present needs as well as by anticipating possible changes in customers’ ser-
vice	needs.	Lower	costs	of	cellular	phone	service,	with	the	inclusion	of	domestic	long-distance	
service, create an even stronger imperative for landline service providers to be as responsive as 
possible to market needs and preferences. As a result, these companies offer programs to provide 
clients the most favorable long-distance telephone rates based on their particular calling patterns. 
To be successful, these companies must have customer service associates who maintain current 
knowledge of these programs as well as the skills needed to match service plans to clients’ long-
distance service requirements.

Increased Global Competition
Increased global competition has forced companies in the United States to become more pro-
ductive. Now more than ever, to sustain competitive advantage, companies must provide their 
employees with leading-edge skills and encourage employees to apply their skills proficiently. 
Evidence clearly shows that the foreign workers are better skilled and able to work more produc-
tively than U.S. employees in at least two ways.

First, employers in both the European Common Market and some Pacific Rim economies 
emphasize learning. In both cases, employers use classes and instruction as proactive tools for 
responding to strategic change. In Ireland, the private sector offers graduate employment pro-
grams to employees in such skill areas as science, marketing, and technology.12 An example of 
a marketing skill is the application of inferential statistics to a market analysis. Marketing profes-
sionals use inferential statistics to draw conclusions about whether the level of satisfaction with 
Brand A athletic shoes among a small sample of Brand A athletic shoe owners represents the 
level of satisfaction among every person who has purchased Brand A athletic shoes.

Second, both Western European and some Pacific Rim cultures provide better academic 
preparation and continuing workplace instruction for the non-college-bound portions of their 
workforces. Although the United States is well regarded for the quality of education its colleges 
and universities provide to such skilled professionals as engineers, the Europeans are much bet-
ter at educating the “vocational” segment of their workforces. Western European workplaces 
emphasize applied rather than theoretical instruction for vocational employees. The European 
apprenticeship structure mixes academic and applied learning both in “high schools” and in con-
tinuing education for employees.

Companies strive to market the highest quality of products and services in the face of 
increased global competition and the availability of new technology. To establish and maintain 
competitive advantage, companies should carefully consider person-focused pay systems. As 
discussed earlier, many companies already compensate employees on this basis because they 
have discovered the advantages of such plans. Of course, as companies consider adopting these 
pay systems, they must tailor compensation programs to the particular kinds of skills they wish 
to foster. Human resource professionals can guide employee development through a variety of 
person-focused pay systems.

Training lies at the heart of person-focused pay programs. Indeed, as technological advances 
occur at a breakneck pace and as competition among companies intensifies, companies must 
make a number of decisions, including whether to develop talent internally or to hire talent away 
from competitors.

In manufacturing settings within the United States, many employers struggle to find suf-
ficiently higher-skilled workers, notwithstanding the persistently high unemployment rate. 
According to GE CEO Jeffrey Immelt, he believes that manufacturing workers should possess 
the following:

Computing ability: Everyone needs to be able to interact with digital equipment and link 
that ability to a classic trade like welding that’s increasingly tied to computing. “It’s going 
to be more multi-faceted,” he said. Emerging areas such as 3-D printing are “game-changing 
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technology. It’s going to be done in a manufacturing setting, but it’s going to have to be by 
people that are facile in both ends of that. But it can be done.”

Trained up: Even with those classic skills and computing skills together, workers still need 
hands-on training to meet manufacturers’ needs. Community colleges can help through 
apprenticeship programs. “In every GE town we have a direct linkage to the community col-
lege in town,” Immelt said.

Team skills: Factory workers today must operate as a group more than ever. “A lot of our 
facilities are lean manufacturing plus teaming,” Immelt said. One GE location in Durham, 
NC, has 400 hourly workers but just one manager. “It’s a completely teaming facility and 
they’re quite productive.”13

Varieties of Person-focuseD Pay Programs
A stair-step model actually resembles a flight of stairs, much like the arrangement illustrated 
in Figure 5-1 for an assembly technician. The steps represent jobs from a particular job family 
that differ in terms of complexity. Jobs that require more skills are more complex than jobs with 
fewer skills. For example, an Assembly Technician 1 job requires employees to possess two 
skills: line restocking and pallet breakdown. An Assembly Technician 3 job requires employees 
to possess six skills: line restocking, pallet breakdown, burr removal, line jockey, major assem-
bly, and soldering. In terms of the stairs, higher steps represent jobs that require more skills 
than lower steps. Compensation specialists develop separate stair-step models for individual job 
families (e.g., clerks or accountants). Thus, a company may have more than one stair-step model, 
each corresponding to a particular job family such as accounting, finance, or clerical. No stair-
step model should include both clerical workers and skilled trade workers (e.g., carpenters, elec-
tricians, and plumbers).

How do employees earn increases in hourly pay based on a stair-step model? Using the 
model in Figure 5-1, Howard Jones wants to become an assembly technician. ABC Manufacturing 
Company hires Howard as an assembly technician trainee at $8 per hour. Howard starts by com-
pleting three core workshops designed for Assembly Technician 1: a company orientation, a safety 
workshop, and a quality workshop. After successfully completing all three courses, based on earn-
ing greater than the minimum scores on tests for each subject, he receives a $0.50 per hour pay 
increase, making his total hourly pay $8.50. In addition, Howard completes the core electives des-
ignated for his Assembly Technician 1 job: He learns how to restock lines and break down pallets. 
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figure 5-1 a stair-step Model at abc company
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Upon successfully completing both courses, he receives a $0.65 per hour pay raise, making his 
total hourly pay $9.15 and earning him the Assembly Technician 1 title. Howard may continue 
to learn more skills for an assembly technician by completing the curriculum for the Assembly 2 
level.	If	he	chooses	so	thereafter,	Howard	can	complete	the	curricula	to	move	to	Level	3.

Training courses may be offered in-house by the company, at a local vocational school, or 
at a local community college or 4-year university. Companies usually offer specialized courses 

Core Required

Employees must complete all three workshops.

 1.  Orientation Workshop: The goal of this workshop is to familiarize employees with ABC’s pay schedule, 
offerings of employee benefits, work hours, holiday and vacation policies, and grievance procedures.

 2.  Safety Workshop: The goal of this workshop is to educate employees about the procedures for ensuring 
the health and safety of themselves and coworkers while using and being around the machinery.

 3.  Quality Workshop: The goal of this workshop is to acquaint employees with ABC’s procedures for 
maintaining quality standards for parts assembly.

Core Electives

 Employees must complete all core elective courses for the designated job before they assume the 
commensurate duties and responsibilities.

Assembly Technician 1:  a. Line restocking
 b. Pallet breakdown

Assembly Technician 2:  a. Core electives for Assembly Technician 1
 b. Burr removal
 c. Line jockey

Assembly Technician 3:  a. Core electives for Assembly Technician 2
 b. Major assembly
 c. Soldering

Assembly Technician 4:  a. Core electives for Assembly Technician 3
 b. Acid bath
 c. Final inspection

Assembly Technician 5:  a. Core electives for Assembly Technician 4
 b. Equipment calibration

 c. Training

Optional Electives

Employees may choose to complete up to two optional electives at each step.
Administrative procedures
Public relations
Group facilitation
Grievance resolution
Training
Marketing fundamentals (basic)
Marketing fundamentals (intermediate)
Finance fundamentals (basic)
Finance fundamentals (intermediate)
Accounting fundamentals (basic)
Accounting fundamentals (intermediate)
Human resource management fundamentals (basic)
Human resource management fundamentals (intermediate)

figure 5-1 continued
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in-house for skills that pertain to highly specialized work or to work that bears on a company’s 
competitive advantage. Federal Express sponsors customer service training internally because 
the skills and knowledge required to be an effective Federal Express customer service employee 
distinguish its service from other express mail companies, including United Parcel Service 
(UPS). For more common skills or skills that do not have an effect on competitive advantage, 
companies typically arrange to have their employees take training courses offered by such exter-
nal agents as community colleges. Most companies require clerical employees to be able to use 
word processing programs effectively. Thus, companies commonly sponsor their employees’ 
training in word processing at local community colleges.

The skill blocks model also applies to jobs from within the same job family. Just as in 
the stair-step model, employees progress to increasingly complex jobs; however, in a skill 
blocks program, skills do not necessarily build on each other. Thus, an employee may prog-
ress two or more steps, earning the pay that corresponds with each step. Although similar, the 
stair-step model and the skill blocks model differ in an important way. The stair-step model 
addresses the development of knowledge or skills depth. In particular, Howard Jones could 
develop his skills depth as an assembly technician by taking the five separate curricula. With 
the successful completion of each curriculum, Howard will enhance the depth of his skills 
as an assembly technician. As we will see shortly, the skill blocks model emphasizes both 
horizontal and vertical skills.

As shown in Figure 5-2, Pro Company hired Bobby Smith as a Clerk 1 because her 
employment tests demonstrated her proficiency in the skills and knowledge that she needs 
for this level job. These required skills correspond to Clerk 1 core requirements (i.e., filing, 
typing, and possessing a working knowledge of one word processing program). Moreover, 
Bobby	knows	transcription	and	shorthand,	which	are	Level	1	core	electives.	During	employee	
orientation for new clerical hires, an HR representative explained the pay-for-knowledge pay 
program available to this employee group. In particular, Bobby knows that she can advance to 
any level in the clerical pay structure by successfully completing the corresponding curricu-
lum.	To	make	her	goal	of	becoming	a	Clerk	4,	Bobby	simply	needs	to	complete	the	Level	4	
curriculum. She need not take the curricula for the Clerk 2 and Clerk 3 jobs. Taking the Clerk 
2, 3, or 4 curricula will enhance Bobby’s horizontal skills. The Clerk 3 curriculum provides 
the knowledge required to successfully manage different types of ledgers. Taking the Clerk 5 
curriculum will increase Bobby’s vertical skills, including project scheduling and assigning 
personnel to projects.

A job-point accrual model encourages employees to develop skills and learn to perform 
jobs from different job families. A company would benefit if its employees were proficient in 
a small subset of jobs. Employees are generally not free to learn as many jobs as they would 
like. Companies limit the number of jobs employees are allowed to learn in order to avoid having 
them become “jacks of all trades.” Job-point accrual methods create organizational flexibility 
and promote company goals by assigning a relatively greater number of points to skills that 
address key company concerns (e.g., customer relations). The more points employees accrue, the 
higher their core compensation level will be.

For	example,	let’s	assume	that	ZIP-MAIL	is	a	new	company	that	competes	in	express	mail	
delivery service against established firms in the business (e.g., Federal Express and UPS). ZIP-
MAIL	couriers	must	meet	their	delivery	promise	of	7:30	a.m., which is at least a half-hour earlier 
than some of the competitors. They must also convey a professional image and establish rapport 
with corporate clients to encourage individuals and representatives from client companies to 
choose	ZIP-MAIL	over	other	competitors.	In	other	words,	customer	relations	skills	are	essential	
to	ZIP-MAIL’s	success.	ZIP-MAIL	stands	to	benefit	from	a	person-focused	pay	program,	par-
ticularly one that follows the job-point accrual model. Under this system, employees who suc-
cessfully complete customer relations training courses would earn more points than they would 
earn	by	taking	other	kinds	of	training	offered	by	ZIP-MAIL,	creating	an	incentive	for	employees	
to learn customer relations skills over other kinds of skills.
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Core Required

All employees must be proficient in all of the following skills or take the necessary courses that are 
 offered by Pro Company in order to become proficient.

Principles of filing

Typing skill, 40 words per minute minimum speed

Working knowledge of one word processing program such as Word or WordPerfect

Core Electives

Employees must complete all core elective courses for the designated job before they assume the com-
mensurate duties and responsibilities.

Clerk 1: a. Transcription
 b. Shorthand

Clerk 2: a. Maintaining office supplies inventory
 b. Ordering office supplies from local vendor

Clerk 3: a. Accounts receivable ledgers
 b. Accounts payable ledgers
 c.  Working knowledge of one spreadsheet program, for example, Lotus 1-2-3
 or Excel

Clerk 4: a. Payroll records
 b. Maintaining records of sick pay usage, vacation usage, and performance
 bonus awards based on company policy

Clerk 5: a. Project scheduling
 b. Assigning personnel to projects

Optional Electives

Employees may choose to complete up to two optional electives at each step.
Public relations (basic, intermediate, advanced)
Supervisory skills
Resolving minor employee conflicts
Effective written communication skills (basic, intermediate, advanced)
Effective oral communication skills (basic, intermediate, advanced)

figure 5-2 a skill blocks Model at Pro company
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Although the job-point accrual model and the cross-departmental model are similar, the 
intended purposes of these programs differ. The job-point accrual model encourages employees 
to learn skills and acquire knowledge that bear directly on companies’ attainment of competitive 
advantage,	as	in	the	case	of	ZIP-MAIL.	Cross-departmental models promote staffing flex-
ibility by training employees in one department with critical skills they would need to perform 
effectively in other departments. If the shipping department experienced a temporary staffing 
shortage, a production department supervisor who has been trained in distribution methods can 
be “lent” to the shipping department. The cross-departmental model can help production envi-
ronments manage sporadic, short-term staffing shortages. Such cross-training can also help com-
panies meet seasonal fluctuations in demand for their products or services.

The holiday shopping rush represents an excellent context in which a company can benefit 
from cross-departmental training systems. Retail business activity varies widely, with enhanced 
volume during the holiday shopping season during the fall months. Business activity tends to 
subside	dramatically.	Let’s	consider	a	company	that	manufactures	and	distributes	custom-made	
shoes. For weeks prior to the holidays, employees in the production department are working 
rapidly to complete all the telephone gift orders that must be shipped before Chanukah and 
Christmas Day. Within a few days of the holidays, the company is likely to receive fewer orders 
because purchasers of custom-made shoes recognize that they need to place orders well in 
advance of the date they expect to receive their shoes. As orders drop off, many workers in both 
sales and production will be less busy than workers in the distribution department. Under the 
cross-departmental person-focused pay system, sales and production department workers will be 
rewarded for learning how to package shoes properly and how to complete express mail invoices 
so they can assist the shipping department during its peak activity periods.

contrasting Person-focuseD Pay with 
JoB-BaseD Pay
Companies institute job-based pay plans or person-focused pay plans based on very different 
fundamental principles and goals. Table 5-1 lists the key differences between these two pay pro-
grams. Job-based pay compensates employees for jobs they currently perform. Human resource 
professionals establish a minimum and maximum acceptable amount of pay for each job. In the 
case of merit pay, managers evaluate employees based on how well they fulfilled their designated 
roles as specified by their job descriptions and periodic objectives. Managers then award a per-
manent merit addition to base pay, based on employee performance.

With incentive pay, managers award one-time additions to base pay. Pay raise amounts are 
based on the attainment of work goals, which managers communicate to employees in advance. 

taBle 5-1 Person-Focused and job-based Pay: a comparison

Feature person-Focused Job-Based

Pay level determination Market basis for skill valuation Market basis for job valuation

Base pay Awarded on how much an 
employee knows or on skill level

Awarded on the value of 
 compensable factors

Base pay increases Awarded on an employee’s gain 
in knowledge or skills

Awarded on attaining a 
 job-defined goal

Job promotion Awarded on an employee’s skills 
base and proficiency on past work

Awarded on exceeding job 
 performance standards

Key advantage to employees Job variety and enrichment Perform work and receive pay 
for a defined job

Key advantage to employers Work scheduling flexibility Easy pay system administration
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Consider the executives of Acme Manufacturing Company, who are dissatisfied with their level 
of defective disk drives for computers, which is significantly higher than that of their competitor, 
Do-Rite Manufacturing Company. Acme’s monthly defect rate is 6,500 disk drives per employee, 
whereas Do-Rite’s monthly defect rate is significantly less at 3,000 disk drives per employee. 
Acme executives decide to implement an incentive system to encourage employees to make 
fewer defective disk drives, with the ultimate goal of having a lower defect rate than Do-Rite. At 
the end of every month, Acme employees receive a monetary award based on their defect rate 
for that month. Table 5-2 displays the incentive plan for Acme. As you can see, employees earn 
a larger incentive award as the defect rate decreases.

Person-focused pay compensates employees for developing the flexibility and skills to per-
form a number of jobs effectively. Moreover, these programs reward employees on their potential 
to make positive contributions to the workplace based on their successful acquisition of work-
related skills or knowledge. Job-based pay plans reward employees for the work they have done 
as specified in their job descriptions or periodic goals (i.e., how well they have fulfilled their 
potential to make positive contributions in the workplace).

Finally, job-based pay programs apply to an organization-wide context because employees 
earn base pay rates for the jobs they perform. (We will address how management establishes 
these pay rates in Chapter 7.) Person-focused pay plans apply in more limited contexts because 
not all jobs can be assessed based on skill or knowledge. Table 5-3 describes the duties that toll 
booth operators perform. This position would clearly not be appropriate in a person-focused pay 

taBle 5-2 acme’s incentive Plan for reductions in Monthly Defect rates

Acme’s goal is to achieve a monthly defect rate of 3,000 disk drives per employee to match Do-Rite’s 
(the competition’s) per employee defect rate. Employees whose monthly defect rates falls below 3,000 
disk drives will receive an incentive award that is commensurate with the following schedule.

reduction�in�error�rate�(%) Monthly�Incentive�award�($)

91–100 500

81–90 450

71–80 400

61–70 350

51–60 300

41–50 250

31–40 200

21–30 150

11–20 100

1–10 50

taBle 5-3 job Description for a toll collector

Collects toll charged for use of bridges, highways, or tunnels by motor vehicles, or fare for vehicle 
and passengers on ferryboats. Collects money and gives customer change. Accepts toll and fare tickets 
previously purchased. At end of shift balances cash and records money and tickets received. May sell 
round-trip booklets. May be designated according to place of employment as toll-bridge attendant 
(government service), or type of fare as vehicle-fare collector (motor trans.; water trans.). May admit 
passengers through turnstile and be designated turnstile collector (water trans.).

Source: Reprinted from Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Vol. 1, 4th ed. (Washington, DC: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1991).
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system because the job is narrowly defined and the skills are very basic. Toll booth operators 
probably master the required skills and knowledge soon after assuming their responsibilities.

aDVantages of Person-focuseD Pay 
Programs
Although no large-scale studies have clearly demonstrated these benefits, case studies suggest that 
employees and companies enjoy advantages from person-focused pay programs. Well-designed 
person-focused pay systems, which will be discussed in Chapter 9, can provide employees and 
employers with distinct advantages over traditional pay systems.

Advantages to Employees
Employees usually like person-focused pay systems for the following two reasons. First, they 
can provide employees with both job enrichment and job security. Job enrichment refers to a job 
design approach that creates more intrinsically motivating and interesting work environments. 
Companies can enrich jobs by combining narrowly designed tasks so an employee is responsible 
for producing an entire product or service.14

According to job characteristics theory, employees are more motivated to perform jobs that 
contain a high degree of core characteristics, such as:15

 1. Skill variety. The degree to which the job requires the person to do different tasks and 
involves the use of different skills, abilities, and talents.

 2. Task identity. The degree to which a job enables a person to complete an entire job from 
start to finish.

 3. Autonomy. The amount of freedom, independence, and discretion the employee enjoys in 
determining how to do the job.

 4. Feedback. The degree to which the job or employer provides the employee with clear and 
direct information about job outcomes and performance.

At Volvo’s Uddevalla manufacturing facility in Sweden, teams of 7–10 hourly workers 
 produce entire vehicles rather than focusing solely on certain aspects such as installing a drive-
train assembly or attaching upholstery to a car’s interior.16 Contributing to all aspects of man-
ufacturing automobiles expands the horizontal dimensions (skill variety) of workers’ jobs. In 
some cases, an employer empowers teams to manage themselves and the work they do. These 
managing duties, including controlling schedules, dividing up tasks, learning multiple jobs, and 
 training one another, represent the vertical dimensions (autonomy) of work. Person-focused pay 
programs can help companies design such intrinsically motivating jobs, especially with regard 
to skill variety and autonomy. Both person-focused pay programs and job enrichment programs 
expand both horizontal and vertical work dimensions.

So far, evidence does suggest that person-focused pay plans lead to increased employee 
commitment, enhanced work motivation, and improved employee satisfaction.17 These results 
are probably due to the fact that well-designed person-focused pay plans promote skill variety 
and autonomy. Some experts attribute these positive outcomes of person-focused pay programs 
to the fact that employees can increase their skills and be paid for it.18

The second advantage for employees is that, because person-focused pay programs create 
more flexible workers, these programs can actually represent better job security for  employees. 
Rather than being laid off during periods of low product demand, employees can perform a vari-
ety of jobs that draw on the skills they have attained through person-focused pay programs. 
During periods of slow sales, many companies conduct inventories of their products. Customer 
service employees who have learned inventory accounting techniques are less likely to be laid 
off during periods of low sales than those who have not. Furthermore, employees who update 
their skills will also be more attractive applicants to other employers. Clerical employees who 
become proficient in the use of Windows-based computer software will definitely have more 
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employment opportunities available to them than clerical employees who have resisted learning 
these	programs.	Likewise,	HR	professionals	who	become	familiar	with	the	constraints	placed	on	
compensation practice by many laws (for example, Civil Rights Act of 1991 and the Americans 
with Disabilities Act) will probably have more employment opportunities available to them than 
will HR professionals who choose not to become familiar with these pertinent laws.

Advantages to Employers
Employers like person-focused pay systems because, when properly designed and implemented, 
these programs can lead to enhanced job performance, reduced staffing, and greater flexibil-
ity. First, person-focused pay programs can influence both the quantity and the quality of an 
 employee’s work. Employees who participate in a person-focused pay program often exhibit 
higher productivity levels because employees who know more about an entire process may also 
be able to identify production shortcuts that result in increased productivity. For example, elec-
trical wiring in an automobile runs along the vehicle’s interior beneath the seats and carpet-
ing. Members of auto assembly teams familiar with all aspects of the automobile manufacturing 
process could potentially identify and fix problems with the wiring before the seats and carpet-
ing are installed. If such problems were identified after the seats and carpeting were installed, 
completion of the vehicle would be delayed, and fewer automobiles could be counted as finished.

Product or service quality should also gain from these programs. As employees learn more 
about the entire production process, the quality of both the product and its delivery often improve. 
Schott Transformers, a supplier of magnetic components and power systems to the computer and 
telecommunications industries, instituted a person-focused pay program and experienced a sig-
nificant increase in the quality of its service as measured by customer satisfaction surveys.19 
Such customer satisfaction increases usually follow a company’s implementation of self-directed 
work teams in which employees develop both horizontal and vertical skills. If employees feel 
responsible for entire products, they take more care to ensure that customers are satisfied.

Second, companies that use person-focused pay systems can usually rely on leaner staffing 
because multiskilled employees are better able to cover for unexpected absenteeism, family or 
medical leave, and training sessions that take individual employees away from their work. The 
successful operation of a restaurant depends on coordinated efforts from buspersons, waitstaff, 
chefs, and other food preparers. When one or two buspeople are absent, the restaurant will not 
be able to serve its reservations customers on time. If employees are cross-trained in a number of 
jobs, fewer employees will have to be on hand to provide backup for absent buspeople.

Third, person-focused pay systems provide companies with greater flexibility in meeting 
staffing demands at any particular time. Quite simply, because participants in person-focused 
pay plans have acquired a variety of skills, they can perform a wider range of tasks. This kind 
of staffing flexibility helps companies when unexpected changes in demand occur. After a tor-
nado devastated a densely populated area in Illinois, the municipal water supply was not fit for 
drinking because areawide power outages disabled the pumps that purify the water. As a result, 
residents living in the affected areas rushed to grocery stores to purchase bottled water. Because 
this sudden demand exceeded the normal inventories of bottled water in grocery stores, such 
wholesale distributors as SuperValu had to respond quickly by moving bottled water inventories 
from their warehouses to the retail grocery stores.

DisaDVantages of Person-focuseD Pay 
Programs
Although person-focused pay programs present many advantages, they have the following four 
limitations. First, employers feel that the main drawback of person-focused pay systems is that 
hourly labor costs, training costs, and overhead costs can all increase. Hourly labor costs often 
increase because greater skills should translate into higher pay levels for the majority of workers. 
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Because training is an integral component of person-focused pay systems, training costs are gen-
erally higher than they are at companies with job-based pay programs. These costs can be espe-
cially high during initial start-up periods as HR professionals attempt to standardize employee 
backgrounds. This process begins with assessing the skill levels of employees. Federal Express 
tests its employees twice per year.20 The company pays for 4 hours of study time and 2 hours of 
actual test time, which are bound to be quite expensive.

Second, person-focused pay systems may not mesh well with existing incentive pay sys-
tems.21 When both person-focused and incentive pay systems are in operation, employees may 
not want to learn new skills when the pay increase associated with learning a new skill is less 
than an incentive award employees could earn based on skills they already possess. Employees 
often place greater emphasis on maximizing rewards in the short term rather than preparing 
themselves to maximize the level of rewards over time, which can be facilitated through person-
focused pay programs.

An assembly-line worker chooses to focus on his or her work because he or she receives 
monetary incentives for meeting weekly production goals set by management rather than tak-
ing skills training in inventory control for which he or she will earn additional pay upon suc-
cessful completion of the training. In the short term, this worker is earning a relatively large 
sum of money; in the long term, however, he or she may be jeopardizing earnings potential and 

cOMPensatiOn in actiOn

Whether your company is considering the transition into a 
person-focused pay program or already has such a program 
in place, as a line manager or HR professional you will have 
responsibilities to guide the process and keep critical features 
at the forefront. By clearly outlining the expectations and met-
rics of the program, you will be able to provide a program 
that equips the company with tools to deliver its strategy and 
employees who possess valuable skills that will help them inter-
nally as they perform and externally should they choose to test 
their marketability in other companies or organizations.

Action checklist for line managers and HR—
keeping the focus in person-focused pay

Hr takes the lead
•	 Work	with	line	managers	to	ensure	that	the	benefit	of	

the program is measurable and can be easily explained to 
employees and members of senior management.

•	 Communicate	with	employees	and	line	managers	so	they	
understand the long-term benefits of the approach and 
how it will allow both parties to achieve individual and 
shared objectives.

•	 Explore	potential	partnerships	with	local	community	col-
leges or universities that could provide the necessary 
training to enhance the identified competencies at a frac-
tion of the cost, but with added benefit to the employees 
(e.g., college credit and degree completion).

Line managers take the lead
•	 Educate	HR	on	the	competencies	that	are	critical	to	com-

pany strategy.
•	 Inform	HR	of	jobs	that	have	obvious	potential	for	cross-

training. Some jobs will lend themselves to cross-training, 
while others may require too much training with relatively 
little return.

Critical skills are
identified 

Explore training 
partnerships that will 
help meet objectives

Identify jobs that may 
naturally lend to cross-

training

Create means by which
success will be 

measured 

Communicate long-term
benefits and rationale 

for approach 
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job security. In the future, the company may experience reduced demand for its product, which 
would eliminate the incentive program. During such times, the company may also place produc-
tion workers in other jobs (e.g., in the warehouse) until the demand for the product returns to 
normal. Without the skills required to work in the warehouse, this employee may be targeted for 
a layoff or a reduced work schedule, clearly leading to lower personal earnings.

Third, effective person-focused pay programs depend, in large part, on well-designed 
training programs. There is a lot at stake: Person-focused pay systems include costly training 
programs, and these systems award pay raises to employees who successfully complete train-
ing. These programs also require that employers bear the price of base pay and benefits while 
employees attend training during regular work hours. Finally, companies must wait patiently 
before realizing a return on investment for training. Several months may pass before employees 
apply newly learned knowledge and skills to their jobs. After all, practice makes perfect, and 
training programs cannot anticipate all the circumstances employees face when performing 
their jobs.

Fourth, companies struggle with determining the monetary value of skill and knowledge 
sets. As we will discuss in Chapter 7, compensation surveys report the monetary value of entire 
jobs rather than individual skill sets. This fact is not surprising because most companies sub-
scribe to job-based pay approaches that we described in Chapters 3 and 4, so it makes sense that 
surveys will focus on whole job value. In addition, knowledge and skill sets are usually company 
specific, which would make comparability difficult if surveys were common.

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .

enD of chaPter

summary
This chapter discussed person-focused pay, reasons com-
panies should adopt person-focused pay programs, variet-
ies of person-focused pay programs, how person-focused 
pay relates to merit pay and incentive pay programs, 
advantages as well as disadvantages of person-focused pay 
programs, and the fit of these programs with competitive 

strategy. Companies should seriously consider adopting 
person-focused pay programs in order to keep up with 
technological innovation and to compete internationally. 
Perhaps the greatest challenge for companies is to ensure 
that employees are given the opportunity to apply newly 
learned skills in productive ways.
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 Discussion Questions
 5-1. “Person-focused pay plans are least preferable 

compared with individual incentive pay  programs” 
(Chapter 4). Indicate whether you agree or dis-
agree with this statement. Detail your arguments 
to support your position.

 5-2. Person-focused pay is becoming more prevalent 
in companies; however, person-focused pay pro-
grams are not always an appropriate basis for 
compensation. Discuss the conditions under which 
incentive pay (Chapter 4) is more  appropriate than 
person-focused pay programs. Be sure to include 
your justification.

 5-3. Name at least three jobs that have been influ-
enced by such technological advances as robot-
ics, word processing software, fax machines, and 
electronic mail. Describe the jobs prior to the 

technological advances, and explain how these 
jobs have changed or will change because of the 
 technological advances. For each job, list the new 
skills that you feel are relevant for person-focused 
pay programs.

 5-4. Many companies adopted the person-focused pay 
plan for their business operations internationally. 
Examine the job vacancy advertisements placed by 
companies at your local shopping mall and explain 
how they implemented the person-focused pay plan.

 5-5. As discussed in the chapter, person-focused pay 
 programs are not suitable for all kinds of jobs. Based 
on your understanding of person-focused pay con-
cepts, identify at least three jobs for which this basis 
for pay is inappropriate. Be sure to provide your 
rationale, given the information in this chapter.

case
person-Focused�pay�at�Mitron�Computers

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

The technicians at Mitron Computers are integral to the company’s success. Mitron builds custom personal 
computers for several office supply chains. The company’s ability to build a quality product to specifica-
tions in an efficient manner allows Mitron to hold an advantage over competitors. However, recently the 
company has experienced some delays in shipments, and the plant manager is growing concerned.

Mitron works directly with the retail locations of the office supply chains to meet the needs of custom-
ers ordering computers with specific capabilities. A customer at a retail store orders a computer with certain 
components, and the order is sent to Mitron to be fulfilled within a specified time frame. The technicians 
work in teams to build the computers to the desired specifications. It is a complex process, and the techni-
cian’s ability to build the computers efficiently has helped build Mitron’s reputation as a quality producer 
of personal computers.

Depending on the specifications, building each computer can involve between 10 and 18 different steps. 
Most technicians have the knowledge and skills to complete one or two of the steps, but some technicians 
can complete multiple steps. The technicians that can complete multiple steps provide the company greater 
flexibility in scheduling and ensuring the computers are built on time. Each step in the building process 
involves intricate procedures, and a technician must take the initiative to attend training to learn each new 
step. However, there is little incentive for the technicians to attend the training.

The technicians work in teams to build the computers, and they are paid an hourly pay rate plus a team-
based bonus payment for each computer that is built on time with no defects. The teams are composed of 
technicians that have complementary skills, but the company has had some delays when a team member 
with the skills to complete a certain step is absent or already working on another computer. This problem 
occurs often as few technicians have the skills to complete the higher-level steps in the building process. 
Most technicians do not want to take time away from their work to attend the training as they will likely lose 
some of their team-based bonuses.

Holly Turner, Mitron’s human resource director, has been asked by the plant manager to examine the 
technician’s pay structure to determine if a change in the structure could affect the technician’s efficiency. 
Holly is confident that the more steps each technician can complete, the more efficient Mitron will be in 
building computers. Therefore, Holly is considering implementing a person-focused program that would 
tie the technician’s pay to the steps in the building process that he or she is trained to complete. By doing 
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so, Holly believes the technicians will be more likely to attend training and learn the new skills. With more 
technicians trained to complete the higher-level steps in the building process, the teams will be better pre-
pared to meet shipping deadlines.

Questions:
 5-6. What are some advantages of a person-focused pay system at Mitron?
 5-7. What are some disadvantages?
 5-8. If you were the HR director for Mitron Computers, what would you recommend to solve the com-

pany’s problem of the shortage of higher-level skilled workers? Justify your recommendations.

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

    5-9.  Compare and contrast the stair-step model and the skill blocks model. What kinds of 
skills are applicable in each model?

  5-10. Compare and contrast person-focused pay and job-based pay. Discuss the  advantages 
of person-focused pay to employers.
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Where We Are Now:

Part ii, Bases for Pay, explained the concepts 

and practices available to compensation professionals 

for setting base pay as well as for determining pay 

increases over time. After gaining an understanding 

of these basics, compensation professionals turn to 

using tools to determine the relative worth of jobs, 

set base pay, and award pay increases according 

to the chosen basis for pay. We therefore turn to 

methods for building internally cosistent job structures, 

establishing market-competitive pay rates, and creating 

pay structures that recognize employee contributions 

according to the bases for pay concepts.
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 applied, personalized, and offer immediate feedback.

6

learning oBjeCtives

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. explain the concept of internally consistent compensation systems.

2. summarize the practice of job analysis.

3. describe the practice of job evaluation.

4. give two examples of job evaluation techniques and briefly summarize each one.

5. explain how internally consistent compensation systems and competitive strategy relate 
to each other.

Job descriptions serve as a cornerstone in the development of internally consistent compensa-
tion systems as well as performance standards in performance evaluation systems; however, 

human resource (HR) professionals have debated over the usefulness of job descriptions. For 
example, opponents often say that job descriptions simply are not realistic depictions of what 
many employees actually do each day. Nevertheless, as we will see shortly, job descriptions 
serve as the cornerstone for determining the relative worth of jobs.

Internal ConsIstenCy
Internally consistent compensation systems clearly define the relative value of each job among 
all jobs within a company. This ordered set of jobs represents the job structure or hierarchy. 
Companies rely on a simple yet fundamental principle for building internally consistent compen-
sation systems: Jobs that require higher qualifications, more responsibilities, and more complex 
job duties should be paid more than jobs that require lower qualifications, fewer responsibilities, 
and less-complex job duties. Internally consistent job structures formally recognize differences 
in job characteristics that enable compensation managers to set pay accordingly. Figure 6-1 illus-
trates an internally consistent job structure for employee benefits professionals. As Figure 6-1 
indicates, a benefits manager should earn substantially more than a benefits counselor I. Benefits 
managers have far greater responsibility for ensuring effective benefits practices than does the 
entry-level counselor. The difference in average pay rates between benefits counselor II and 
benefits counselor I jobs should be far less than that between benefits manager and benefits 

BuIldIng Internally ConsIstent 
CompensatIon systems
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counselor I jobs because the differences in responsibility between benefits counselor II and benefits 
counselor I are far less than the differences between benefits manager and benefits counselor I.

Compensation experts and HR professionals create internally consistent job structures 
through two processes—job analysis followed by job evaluation. Job analysis is almost purely 
a descriptive procedure; job evaluation reflects value judgments. Effective job analysis identifies 
and defines job content. Job content describes job duties and tasks as well as such pertinent fac-
tors as the skill and effort (i.e., compensable factors) needed to perform the job adequately.

Benefits Counselor I

Provides basic counseling services to employees and assistance to higher-level personnel in
more complex benefits activities. Works under general supervision of higher-level counselors
or other personnel.

Benefits Counselor II

Provides skilled counseling services to employees concerning specialized benefits programs 
or complex areas of other programs. Also completes special projects or carries out assigned
phases of the benefits counseling service operations. Works under general supervision from
Benefits Counselor III or other personnel.

Benefits Counselor III

Coordinates the daily activities of an employee benefits counseling service and supervises its
staff. Works under direction from higher-level personnel.

Manager of Benefits

Responsible for managing the entire benefits function from evaluating benefits programs to
ensuring that Benefits Counselors are adequately trained. Reports to the Director of
Compensation and Benefits.

$60,000

$50,000

$40,000

$30,000

$20,000
Benefits Counselor I

($20,000)

Benefits Counselor II
($26,000)

Benefits Counselor III
($40,000)

Manager of Benefits
($58,000)
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FIgure 6-1 internally Consistent Compensation structure
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Human resource specialists lead the job analysis process. As we will discuss shortly, they 
solicit the involvement of employees and supervisors, who offer their perspectives on the nature 
of the jobs being analyzed. Based on this information, HR specialists write job descriptions that 
describe the job duties and minimum qualifications required of individuals to perform their jobs 
effectively.

Job evaluation is key for casting internally consistent compensation systems as strate-
gic tools. Compensation professionals use job evaluation to establish pay differentials among 
employees within a company. The descriptive job analysis results directly aid compensation 
professionals in their pay-setting decisions by quantifying the key similarities and differences 
between jobs based on job content identified in the job analysis process.

JoB analysIs
Competent compensation professionals are familiar with job analysis concepts, the process of 
conducting job analysis, and fundamental job analysis techniques. Job analysis is a systematic 
process for gathering, documenting, and analyzing information in order to describe jobs. Job 
analyses describe content or job duties, worker requirements or job specifications, and, some-
times, the job context or working conditions.

Job content refers to the actual activities that employees must perform on the job. Job-content 
descriptions may be broad, general statements of job activities or detailed descriptions of duties 
and tasks performed on the job. Greeting clients is common to receptionist jobs. The job activity 
of greeting clients represents a broad statement. Describing the particular activities associated 
with greeting clients (e.g., saying “hello,” asking the clients’ names, using the telephone to notify 
the employees of their clients’ arrivals, and offering beverages) represents a detailed statement.

Worker requirements represent the minimum qualifications and the knowledge, skills, and 
abilities (KSAs) that people must have to perform a particular job. Such requirements usually 
include education; experience; licenses; permits; and specific abilities and skills such as typing, 
drafting, or editing. For example, HR managers must have knowledge of principles and proce-
dures for recruitment, selection, training, compensation and benefits, labor relations and nego-
tiations, and HR information systems. Active listening and critical thinking are two examples 
of many necessary skills for effective HR managers. Human resource managers must possess 
abilities such as oral comprehension and written comprehension.

Working conditions are the social context or physical environment where work will be per-
formed. For instance, social context is a key factor for jobs in the hospitality industry. Hospitality 
industry managers emphasize the importance of employees’ interactions with guests. Hotel reg-
istration desk clerks should convey an air of enthusiasm toward guests and be willing to accom-
modate each guest’s specific requests for a nonsmoking room or an early check-in time.

Physical environments vary along several dimensions, based on the level of noise and 
possible exposure to hazardous factors, including hazardous chemicals. Work equipment also 
defines the character of the physical environment. Nuclear power plant employees work in rather 
hazardous physical environments because of possible exposure to dangerous radiation levels. 
Accountants perform their jobs in relatively safe working environments because office buildings 
must meet local building safety standards.

Steps in the Job Analysis Process
The job analysis process has five main activities:

•	 Determine	a	job	analysis	program.
•	 Select	and	train	analysts.
•	 Direct	job	analyst	orientation.
•	 Conduct	the	study:	data	collection	methods	and	sources	of	data.
•	 Summarize	the	results:	writing	job	descriptions.
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Determine a joB analysis Program A company must decide between using an established 
system or developing its own system tailored to specific requirements. Both established and 
custom job analysis programs vary in the method of gathering data. The most typical methods for 
collecting job analysis information are questionnaires, interviews, observation, and participation. 
Administrative costs often represent a major consideration in selecting a job analysis method.

seleCt anD train analysts Job analysts generally must be able to collect job-related 
information through various methods, relate to a wide variety of employees, analyze the information, 
and write clearly and succinctly. A task force of representatives from throughout the company 
ideally conducts the analysis, and HR staff members coordinate it. Although some companies rely 
on HR professionals to coordinate and conduct job analysis, many use teams to represent varying 
perspectives on work because virtually all employees interact with coworkers and supervisors.

Before the task force embarks on a job analysis, members need to be taught about the basic 
assumptions of the model and the procedures they must follow. The training should include dis-
cussions of the study’s objectives, how the information will be used, methodology overviews, 
and discussions and demonstrations of the information-gathering techniques. Analysts also 
should be trained to minimize the chance that they will conduct ineffective job analyses. For 
example, analysts should involve as many job incumbents as possible within the constraints of 
staff time to have representative samples of job incumbents’ perceptions.

Finally, job analysts must be familiar with the structure of pertinent job data. Job analysis 
data are configured in levels, hierarchically from specific bits of information to progressively 
broader categories that include the prior specific pieces. Table 6-1 defines representative analysis 
levels and lists examples of each one. The most specific information is a job element, and the 
broadest element is an occupation.

taBle 6-1 Units of analysis in the job analysis Process

 1. An element is the smallest step into which it is practical to subdivide any work activity without 
 analyzing separate motions, movements, and mental processes involved. Connecting a flash drive 
into a USB port is an example of a job element.

 2. A task is one or more elements and is one of the distinct activities that constitute logical and nec-
essary steps in the performance of work by the worker. A task is created whenever human effort, 
physical or mental, is exerted to accomplish a specific purpose. Keyboarding text into memo format 
represents a job task.

 3. A position is a collection of tasks constituting the total work assignment of a single worker. There 
are as many positions as there are workers. John Smith’s position in the company is clerk typist. 
His tasks, which include keyboarding text into memo format, running a spell check on the text, and 
printing the text on company letterhead, combine to represent John Smith’s position.

 4. A job is a group of positions within a company that are identical with respect to their major or sig-
nificant tasks and sufficiently alike to justify their being covered by a single analysis. There may be 
one or many persons employed in the same job. For example, Bob Arnold, John Smith, and Jason 
Colbert are clerk typists. With minor variations, they essentially perform the same tasks.

 5. A job family is a group of two or more jobs that call for either similar worker characteristics or 
similar work tasks. File clerk, clerk typist, and administrative clerk represent a clerical job family 
because each job mainly requires employees to perform clerical tasks.

 6. An occupation is a group of jobs, found at more than one establishment, in which a common set of 
tasks are performed or are related in terms of similar objectives, methodologies, materials, prod-
ucts, worker actions, or worker characteristics. File clerk, clerk typist, administrative clerk, staff 
secretary, and administrative secretary represent an office support occupation. Compensation 
 analyst, training and development specialist, recruiter, and benefits counselor represent jobs from 
the human resources management occupation.

Source: u.s. department of labor (1991). The Revised Handbook for Analyzing Jobs. Washington, dC: u.s. 
government printing office.
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The U.S. Office of Management and Budget published The Standard Occupational 
Classification System (SOC), which identifies 23 major occupational groups. The SOC system 
replaces the government’s longstanding The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (published in 
1938 and subsequently revised in 1949, 1964, 1977, and 1991). Table 6-2 lists the 23 major occu-
pational groups based on the 2010 edition. It is available on the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Web site (www.bls.gov/soc/).

These occupational group concepts are relevant for making compensation decisions, but 
the current version of the SOC has limited use because of its focus on broad occupations. 
Considering the units of analysis may ultimately influence compensation professionals’ judg-
ments about whether work is dissimilar or similar. Human resource manager, purchasing man-
ager, and payroll clerk are dissimilar jobs because employees in these jobs perform different 
duties; however, HR manager and purchasing manager are similar at the occupational level 
because they fall under the management occupation. In addition, HR manager and payroll clerk 
are quite different at the occupational level because HR manager is classified as a management 
occupation, whereas payroll clerk falls under the office and administrative support occupation. 
The revised SOC is expected to include detailed information about jobs, allowing compensation 
professionals to make more precise comparisons for pay-setting purposes.

DireCt joB analyst orientation Before analysts start specific job analysis techniques, they 
must analyze the context in which employees perform their work to better understand influencing 
factors. In addition, analysts should obtain and review such internal information as organizational 

taBle 6-2  major occupational groups of the  
standard occupational Classification

•	 Management	occupations

•	 Business	and	financial	operations	occupations

•	 Computer	and	mathematical	occupations

•	 Architecture	and	engineering	occupations

•	 Life,	physical,	and	social	science	occupations

•	 Community	and	social	service	occupations

•	 Legal	occupations

•	 Education,	training,	and	library	occupations

•	 Arts,	design,	entertainment,	sports,	and	media	occupations

•	 Health	care	practitioners	and	technical	occupations

•	 Health	care	support	occupations

•	 Protective	service	occupations

•	 Food	preparation	and	serving-related	occupations

•	 Building	and	grounds	cleaning	and	maintenance	occupations

•	 Personal	care	and	service	occupations

•	 Sales	and	related	occupations

•	 Office	and	administrative	support	occupations

•	 Farming,	fishing,	and	forestry	occupations

•	 Construction	and	extraction	occupations

•	 Installation,	maintenance,	and	repair	occupations

•	 Production	occupations

•	 Transportation	and	material-moving	occupations

•	 Military-specific	occupations

Source: u.s. Bureau of labor statistics (2010). 2010 SOC User Guide. Available: 
www.bls.gov/soc/, accessed August 25, 2013.
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charts, listings of job titles, classifications of each position to be analyzed, job incumbent names 
and pay rates, and any instructional booklets or handbooks for operating equipment. Job analysts 
may also find pertinent job information in such external sources as The Standard Occupational 
Classification System, trade associations, professional societies, and trade unions.

ConDUCt the stUDy: Data ColleCtion methoDs anD soUrCes of Data Once analysts 
have gathered and made sense of these preliminary data, they can begin gathering and recording 
information for each job in the company. Analysts should carefully choose the method of data 
collection and the sources of data. The most common methods are questionnaires and observation. 
Questionnaires direct job incumbents’ and supervisors’ descriptions of the incumbents’ work 
through a series of questions and statements, for example:

•	 Describe	the	task	you	perform	most	frequently.
•	 How	often	do	you	perform	this	task?
•	 List	any	licenses,	permits,	or	certifications	required	to	perform	duties	assigned	to	your	

position.
•	 List	any	equipment,	machines,	or	tools	you	normally	operate	as	part	of	your	position’s	

duties.
•	 Does	your	job	require	any	contacts	with	other	department	personnel,	other	departments,	

outside	companies,	or	agencies?	If	yes,	please	describe.
•	 Does	your	job	require	supervisory	responsibilities?	If	yes,	for	which	jobs	and	for	how	

many	employees?

Observation requires job analysts to record perceptions they form while watching employees 
perform their jobs.

The most common sources of job analysis data are job incumbents, supervisors, and the job 
analysts. Job incumbents should provide the most extensive and detailed information about how 
they perform job duties. Experienced job incumbents will probably offer the most details and 
insights. Supervisors also should provide extensive and detailed information, but with a different 
focus. Supervisors specifically are most familiar with the interrelationships among jobs within 
their departments. They are probably in the best position to describe how employees performing 
different jobs interact. Job analysts also should involve as many job incumbents and supervisors 
as possible because employees with the same job titles may have different experiences.

For example, parts assembler John Smith reports that a higher level of manual dexterity is 
required than parts assembler Barbara Bleen reports. Parts assembler supervisor Jan Johnson 
indicates that assemblers interact several times a day to help each other solve unexpected prob-
lems, and supervisor Bill Black reports no interaction among parts assemblers. Including as 
many job incumbents and supervisors as possible will provide a truer assessment of the parts 
assembler job duties.

Of course, job analysts represent a source of information. In the case of observation, job 
analysts write descriptions. Job analysts, when using questionnaires, often ask follow-up ques-
tions to clarify job incumbents’ and supervisors’ answers. In either case, job analysts’ HR exper-
tise should guide the selection of pertinent follow-up questions.

Companies ultimately strive to conduct job analyses that lead to reliable and valid job eval-
uation results. A reliable job analysis yields consistent results under similar conditions. For 
example, let’s assume that two job analysts independently observe John Smith perform his job as 
a retail store manager. The method is reliable if the two analysts reach similar conclusions about 
the duties that constitute the retail store manager job. Although important, reliable job analysis 
methods are not enough. Job analyses also must be valid.

A valid job analysis method accurately assesses each job’s duties. Neither researchers nor 
practitioners unfortunately can demonstrate whether job analysis results are definitively accu-
rate. At present, the “best” approach to producing valid job descriptions requires that results 
among multiple sources of job data (e.g., job incumbents, analysts, supervisors, and customers) 
and multiple methods (e.g., interview, questionnaire, and observation) converge.1
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Reliable and valid job analysis methods are essential to building internally consistent com-
pensation systems. The factors that describe a particular job should indeed reflect the actual 
work. Failure to match accurately compensable factors with the work employees perform may 
result in either inadequate or excessive pay rates. Both cases are detrimental to the company. 
Inadequate pay may lead to dysfunctional turnover (i.e., the departure of high-quality employ-
ees). Excessive pay represents a cost burden to the company that can ultimately undermine its 
competitive position. Moreover, basing pay on factors that do not relate to job duties leaves 
a company vulnerable to allegations of illegal discrimination.

What can compensation professionals do to increase the likelihood that they will use reli-
able	and	valid	job	analysis	methods?	Whenever	time	and	budgetary	constraints	permit,	 job	
analysts should use more than one data collection method, and they should collect data from 
more than one source. Including multiple data collection methods and sources minimizes the 
inherent biases associated with any particular one. For example, job incumbents may view 
their work as having greater impact on the effectiveness of the company than does the incum-
bents’ supervisor. Observation techniques do not readily indicate why an employee performs 
a task in a specific way, but the interview method provides analysts with an opportunity to 
make probing inquiries.

sUmmarize the resUlts: writing joB DesCriPtions Job descriptions summarize a job’s 
purpose and list its tasks, duties, and responsibilities, as well as the skills, knowledge, and abilities 
necessary to perform the job at a minimum level. Effective job descriptions generally explain:

•	 What	the	employee	must	do	to	perform	the	job
•	 How	the	employee	performs	the	job
•	 Why	the	employee	performs	the	job	in	terms	of	its	contribution	to	the	functioning	of	the	

company
•	 Supervisory	responsibilities,	if	any
•	 Contacts	(and	purpose	of	these	contacts)	with	other	employees	inside	or	outside	the	

company
•	 The	skills,	knowledge,	and	abilities	the	employee	should	have	or	must	have	to	perform	the	

job duties
•	 The	physical	and	social	conditions	under	which	the	employee	must	perform	the	job

Job descriptions usually contain four sections:

•	 Job	title
•	 Job	summary
•	 Job	duties
•	 Worker	specifications

Table 6-3 contains a job description for a training and development specialist.
Job titles indicate the name of each job within a company’s job structure. In Table 6-3, 

the job title is training and development specialist. The job summary statement concisely sum-
marizes the job with two to four descriptive statements. This section usually indicates whether 
the job incumbent receives supervision and by whom. The training and development specialist 
works under general supervision from higher-level training and development professionals or 
other designated administrators.

The job duties section describes the major work activities and, if pertinent, supervi-
sory responsibilities. For instance, the training and development specialist evaluates training 
needs of employees and departments by conducting personal interviews, questionnaires, and 
statistical studies.

The worker specifications section lists the education, skills, abilities, knowledge, and other 
qualifications individuals must possess to perform the job adequately. Education refers to for-
mal training. Minimum educational levels can be a high school diploma or a general equivalency 
diploma (GED) through such advanced levels as masters’ or doctoral degrees.
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The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) guidelines distinguish 
among the terms knowledge, skill, and ability. Skill refers to an observable competence to per-
form a learned psychomotor act. Typing 50 words per minute is an example of a psychomotor 
act. Typing requires knowledge of the keyboard layout and manual dexterity. According to the 
EEOC, ability refers to a present competence to perform an observable behavior or a behavior 
that results in an observable product. For example, possessing the competence to mediate a dis-
pute between labor and management successfully reflects ability. Knowledge refers to a body of 
information applied directly to the performance of a function. Companies measure knowledge 
with tests, or they infer that employees have knowledge based on formal education completed. 
For instance, compensation professionals should know about the Fair Labor Standards Act’s 
overtime pay requirements.

Legal Considerations for Job Analysis
The government does not require companies to conduct job analysis; however, conducting 
job analyses increases the chance that employment decisions are based solely on pertinent job 
requirements. Under the Equal Pay Act (Chapter 2), companies must justify pay differences 
between men and women who perform equal work. Different job titles do not suffice as justifica-
tion. Instead, companies must demonstrate substantive differences in job functions. Job analysis 
helps HR professionals discern whether substantive differences between job functions exist. Job 
analysis is also useful for determining whether a job is exempt or nonexempt under the Fair 
Labor Standards Act (FLSA). As we discussed in Chapter 2, failure to pay nonexempt employees 
an overtime hourly pay rate violates the FLSA.

taBle 6-3 job Description: training and Development specialist

Job�summary
Training and development specialists perform training and development activities for supervisors, 
managers, and staff to improve efficiency, effectiveness, and productivity. They work under general 
supervision from higher-level training and development professionals.

Job�duties
A training and development specialist typically:

 1. Recommends, plans, and implements training seminars and workshops for administrators and 
supervisors, and evaluates program effectiveness.

 2. Evaluates training needs of employees and departments by conducting personal interviews, 
 questionnaires, and statistical studies.

 3. Researches, writes, and develops instructional materials for career, staff, and supervisor 
 workshops and seminars.

 4. Counsels supervisors and employees on policies and rules.

 5. Performs related duties as assigned.

Worker�specifications

 1. Any one or any combination of the following types of preparation:

a. credit for college training leading to a major or concentration in education or other fields 
closely related to training and development (such as human resource management or 
 vocational education).

—or—

b. two years of work experience as a professional staff member in a human resource management 
department.

 2. Two years of professional work experience in the training and development area in addition to the 
training and experience required in item 1, above.
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Companies may perform job analysis to see if they comply with the Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA) and the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) Amendments Act of 2008, also discussed 
in Chapter 2. The amendments emphasize that the definition of disability should be construed in 
favor of broad coverage of individuals to the maximum extent permitted by the terms of the ADA.

As long as disabled applicants can perform the essential functions of a job with reasonable 
accommodation, companies must not discriminate against these applicants by paying them less 
than other employees performing the same job. Human resource professionals use job analysis 
to define essential job functions systematically. Companies may consult the EEOC’s interpretive 
guidelines to determine whether a job function is essential. Table 6-4 lists these guidelines.

taBle 6-4  eeoC interpretive guidelines for essential job functions under the 
americans with Disabilities act

Based�on�the�original�act�passed�in�1990
•	 The	reason	the	position	exists	is	to	perform	the	function.

•	 The	function	is	essential	or	possibly	essential.	If	other	employees	are	available	to	perform	the	
 function, the function probably is not essential.

•	 A	high	degree	of	expertise	or	skill	is	required	to	perform	the	function.

•	 The	function	is	probably	essential;	and

•	 Whether	a	particular	job	function	is	essential	is	a	determination	that	must	be	made	on	a	case-by-case	
basis and should be addressed during job analysis. Any job functions that are not essential are 
 determined to be marginal. Marginal job functions could be traded to another position or not done at all.

Based�on�revisions�to�the�original�act�passed�in�2008
The Act makes important changes to the definition of the term disability by rejecting the holdings in 
several Supreme Court decisions and portions of EEOC’s ADA regulations. The effect of these changes 
is to make it easier for an individual seeking protection under the ADA to establish that he or she has 
a disability within the meaning of the ADA.

The Act retains the ADA’s basic definition of “disability” as an impairment that substantially limits 
one or more major life activities, a record of such an impairment, or being regarded as having such an 
impairment. However, it changes the way that these statutory terms should be interpreted in several 
ways. Most significantly, the Act:

directs EEOC to revise that portion of its regulations defining the term substantially limits;

expands the definition of “major life activities” by including two non-exhaustive lists:

the first list includes many activities that the EEOC has recognized (e.g., walking) as well as 
activities that EEOC has not specifically recognized (e.g., reading, bending, and communicating);

the second list includes major bodily functions (e.g., functions of the immune system; normal 
cell growth; and digestive, bowel, bladder, neurological, brain, respiratory, circulatory, endocrine, 
and reproductive functions);

states that mitigating measures other than “ordinary eyeglasses or contact lenses” shall not be 
 considered in assessing whether an individual has a disability;

clarifies that an impairment that is episodic or in remission is a disability if it would substantially 
limit a major life activity when active;

changes the definition of “regarded as” so that it no longer requires a showing that the employer 
perceived the individual to be substantially limited in a major life activity, and instead says that an 
applicant or employee is “regarded as” disabled if he or she is subject to an action prohibited by the 
ADA (e.g., failure to hire or termination) based on an impairment that is not transitory and minor;

provides that individuals covered only under the “regarded as” prong are not entitled to reasonable 
accommodation.

Source: u.s. equal employment opportunity Commission (2008). Notice Concerning the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) Amendments Act of 2008. Available: http://www.eeoc.gov/laws/statutes/adaaa 
_notice.cfm.
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Job Analysis Techniques
Human resource professionals can either choose from a variety of established job analysis tech-
niques or custom-design them. Most companies generally choose to use established job analysis 
techniques because the costs of custom-made job analysis techniques often outweigh the ben-
efits. Besides, many of the established job analysis techniques apply to a wide variety of jobs and 
both researchers and practitioners have already tested and refined them.

Choosing one established plan over another depends on two considerations: applicability 
and cost. Some job analysis techniques apply only to particular job families (e.g., managerial 
jobs), but others can be applied more broadly. In addition, some methods are proprietary, yet 
others are available to the public at no charge. Private consultants or consulting firms charge 
substantial fees to companies that use their methods, but the U.S. Department of Labor does not 
charge fees to use its job analysis method. Next, we will review the U.S. Department of Labor’s 
Occupational Information Network (O*NET).

U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Information Network (O*NET)
The U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration spearheaded the 
development of O*NET during the 1990s to replace its previous methods of analyzing and 
describing jobs (Revised Handbook for Analyzing Jobs2 and The Dictionary of Occupational 
Titles3). O*NET is a database, and it was created for two reasons. First, it is designed to describe 
jobs in the relatively new service sector of the economy (e.g., wireless telecommunications). 
Second, O*NET more accurately describes jobs that evolved as the result of technological 
advances (e.g., software and hardware engineering).

O*NET is comprehensive because it incorporates information about both jobs and workers. 
The O*NET Content Model lists six categories of job and worker information. Job information 
contains the components that relate to the actual work activities of a job (i.e., information that 
HR professionals should include in the summary and duties sections of job descriptions). Worker 
information represents characteristics of employees that contribute to successful job performance. 
Figure 6-2 shows the six categories of the O*NET Content Model. According to the creators of 
O*NET, the Content Model was developed using research on job and organizational analysis. 
It embodies a view that reflects the character of occupations (via job-oriented descriptors) and 
people (via worker-oriented descriptors). The Content Model also allows occupational informa-
tion to be applied across jobs, sectors, or industries (cross-occupational descriptors) and within 
occupations (occupational-specific descriptors). A description of each content area follows.

exPerienCe reqUirements Experience requirements include:

•	 Experience	and	training
•	 Licensing

Experience and training information describes specific preparation required for entry into a job 
plus past work experience contributing to qualifications for an occupation. Licensing informa-
tion describes licenses, certificates, or registrations that are used to identify levels of skill and 
that are required for entry and advancement in an occupation, preferred education or training, 
and required apprenticeships will be documented by this part of the model. Table 6-5 lists the 
specific experience requirements.

oCCUPational reqUirements Occupational requirements include:

•	 Generalized	work	activities
•	 Organizational	context
•	 Work	context

The occupational requirements domain includes information about typical activities required 
across occupations. Identifying generalized work activities and detailed work activities summa-
rizes the broad and more specific types of job behaviors and tasks that may be performed within 
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taBle 6-5 o*net Content model: experience requirements (sample of full list)

experience�requirements
•	 Experience	and	training

1. Related work experience

2. On-site or in-plant training

3. On-the-job training

•	 Licensing

•	 License,	certificate,	or	registration	required

•	 Education,	training,	examination	or	other	requirements	for	license,	certificate,	or	registration

1. Post-secondary degree

2. Graduate degree

3. On-the-job training

•	 Additional	education	and	training

•	 Organization	and	agency	requirements

1. Legal requirement

2. Employer requirement

3. Union, guild, or professional association requirement

Source: occupational Information network Consortium. Content model. Available: www.onetcenter.org/
content.html, accessed may 23, 2013.

FIgure 6-2 o*net Content model
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multiple occupations. Using this framework makes it possible to use a single set of descriptors 
to describe many occupations. Contextual variables such as the physical, social, or structural 
context of work that may impose specific demands on the worker or activities are also included 
in this section.

Generalized work activities information describes general types of job behaviors occurring 
on multiple jobs. Organizational context information indicates the characteristics of the orga-
nization that influence how people do their work. Work context information describes physical 
and social factors that influence the nature of work. Table 6-6 lists examples of particular occu-
pational requirements.

taBle 6-6  o*net Content model: occupational requirements  
(sample of full list)

•	 Generalized	work	activities
•	 Information	input

•	 Looking	for	and	receiving	job-related	information
•	 Identifying/evaluating	job-relevant	information

•	 Mental	processes
•	 Information/data	processing
•	 Reasoning/decision	making

•	 Work	output
•	 Performing	physical	and	manual	work	activities
•	 Performing	complex/technical	activities

•	 Interacting	with	others
•	 Communicating/interacting
•	 Coordinating/developing/managing/advising	others

•	 Organizational	context
•	 Structural	characteristics

•	 Organizational	structure
•	 Decision-making	system

•	 Decentralization	and	employee	empowerment
•	 Individual	versus	team	structure

•	 Job	characteristics
•	 Skill	variety
•	 Task	significance
•	 Task	identity
•	 Autonomy
•	 Feedback

•	 Human	resources	systems	and	practices
•	 Recruitment	and	selection

•	 Recruitment	operations
•	 Reward	system

•	 Basis	of	compensation
•	 Which	of	the	following	is	part	of	your	compensation	package?
1. Profit sharing
2. Gain sharing
3.	Knowledge/skill-based	pay
4. Pay based on your individual performance
5. Pay based on the performance of your team
6. Pay based on customer satisfaction
7.	Pay	based	on	job	tenure/seniority
8. Pay based on job attributes
9. None of the above

(continued)
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oCCUPation-sPeCifiC information reqUirements Occupation-specific information 
requirements detail a comprehensive set of elements that apply to a single occupation or 
a narrowly defined job family. These particular requirements are occupational skills, knowledge, 
tasks, duties, machines, tools, and equipment. This domain parallels other Content Model 
domains because it includes requirements such as work-related knowledge, skills, and tasks in 
addition to the machines, equipment, tools, software, and information technology workers may 
use in their workplace.

workforCe CharaCteristiCs Workforce characteristics refer to variables that define and 
describe the general characteristics of occupations that may influence occupational requirements. 
Organizations do not exist in isolation. They must operate within a broader social and economic 
structure. To be useful, an occupational classification system must incorporate global contextual 
characteristics. O*NET provides this information by linking descriptive occupational information 
to statistical labor market information. This includes compensation and wage data, employment 
outlook, and industry size information. Much of this information is collected outside of the 
O*NET program’s immediate scope. Collaborative efforts with such organizations as the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, the Department of Commerce, the Department of Defense, Career One Stop, 
the U.S. Bureau of the Census, and the Employment and Training Administration facilitate these 
labor market information linkages. These characteristics include:

•	 Labor	market	information
•	 Occupational	outlook

Labor market information describes current labor force characteristics of occupations. 
Occupational outlook describes future labor force characteristics of occupations.

worker CharaCteristiCs Worker characteristics information includes:

•	 Abilities
•	 Interests
•	 Work	styles

Abilities are enduring attributes of the individual that influence performance. Interests describe 
preferences for work environments and outcomes. Work styles are personal characteristics that 
describe important interpersonal and work style requirements in jobs and occupations. Table 6-7 
lists the particular abilities, interests, and work styles.

taBle 6-6 Continued

•	 Benefits

•	 Which	of	the	following	is	part	of	your	benefits?

1. Stock ownership in the organization

2. Retirement plan

3. Major medical insurance

4. Life insurance

5. Disability insurance

6. Flexible working hours

7. Daycare

8. Paid leave

9. None of the above

Source: occupational Information network Consortium. Content model. Available: 
www.onetcenter.org/content.html, accessed may 23, 2013.
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worker reqUirements Worker requirements include:

•	 Basic	skills
•	 Cross-functional	skills
•	 Knowledge
•	 Education

Worker requirements represent developed or acquired attributes of an individual that may be 
related to work performance such as work-related knowledge and skill. Knowledge repre-
sents the acquisition of facts and principles about a domain of information. Experience lays 
the foundation for establishing procedures to work with given knowledge. These procedures 
are more commonly known as skills. Skills may be divided further into basic skills and cross-
functional skills. Basic skills (e.g., reading) facilitate the acquisition of new knowledge. 
Cross-functional skills (e.g., problem solving) extend across several domains of activities.

Basic skills information describes developed capacities that facilitate learning or the more 
rapid acquisition of knowledge. Cross-functional skills information indicates developed capaci-
ties that facilitate performance of activities that occur across jobs. Knowledge information 
describes organized sets of principles and facts applying in general domains. Education informa-
tion details prior educational experience required to perform in a job. Table 6-8 lists the particu-
lar basic skills, cross-functional skills, knowledge, and educational requirements.

Using o*net Human resource professionals use O*NET by consulting the O*NET User’s 
Guide as well as the most current O*NET database.4 They may find the latest O*NET 
information on the U.S. Department of Labor Employment and Training Administration’s Web 
site (http://online.onetcenter.org).

taBle 6-7  o*net Content model: worker Characteristics  
(sample of full list)

•	 Abilities

•	 Cognitive	abilities

•	 Verbal	abilities

1. Oral comprehension

2. Written comprehension

3. Oral expression

4. Written expression

•	 Idea	generation	and	reasoning	abilities

1. Fluency of ideas

2. Originality

3. Problem sensitivity

•	 Quantitative	abilities

1. Mathematical reasoning

2. Number facility

•	 Memory

1. Memorization

•	 Perceptual	abilities

1. Speed of closure

2. Flexibility of closure

3. Perceptual speed

Source: occupational Information network Consortium. Content model. Available: 
www.onetcenter.org/content.html, accessed may 23, 2013.
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JoB evaluatIon
Compensation professionals use job evaluation to systematically recognize differences in the 
relative worth among a set of jobs and establish pay differentials accordingly. Whereas job analy-
sis is almost purely descriptive, job evaluation partly reflects the values and priorities that man-
agement places on various positions. Based on job content and the firm’s priorities, managers 
establish pay differentials for virtually all positions within the company.

Compensable Factors
Compensation professionals generally base job evaluations on compensable factors, which are 
the salient job characteristics by which companies establish relative pay rates. Most companies 
consider skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions, which were derived from the Equal 
Pay Act. These four dimensions help managers determine whether dissimilar jobs are “equal.”

Skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions are universal compensable factors 
because virtually every job contains these four factors. How, then, can meaningful distinctions 
regarding	the	value	of	jobs	be	made	with	such	broad	factors?	Many	companies	break	these	gen-
eral factors into more specific factors. For example, responsibility required could be further clas-
sified as responsibility for financial matters and responsibility for personnel matters.

Most jobs today can be described broadly in terms of knowledge, skills, and abilities given 
the evolution of jobs that require greater cognitive skills and mental (versus physical) effort. A 
working conditions compensable factor is most helpful when a company expects a substantial 
difference in working conditions for similar jobs. For example, a company may employ geolo-
gists, but while some of them are required to work in the field where possible dangers are greater, 
other geologists are required to work within the safe confines of a laboratory.

In any event, compensation professionals should choose compensable factors based on two 
considerations. First, factors must be job related. The factors that describe a particular job should 
indeed reflect the actual work that is performed.

taBle 6-8  o*net Content model: worker requirements  
(sample of full list)

•	 Basic	Skills

•	 Content

1. Reading comprehension

2. Active listening

3. Writing

•	 Process

1. Critical thinking

2. Active learning

3. Learning strategies

•	 Cross-functional	skills

•	 Social	skills

1. Social perceptiveness

2. Coordination

3. Persuasion

•	 Complex	problem-solving	skills

1. Problem identification

2. Information gathering

3. Information organization

Source: occupational Information network Consortium. Content model. Available: 
www.onetcenter.org/content.html, accessed may 23, 2013.
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Second, compensation professionals should select compensable factors that further a com-
pany’s strategies. For example, companies that value product differentiation probably consider 
innovation to be an important compensable factor for research scientist and marketing manager 
jobs. Companies that distinguish themselves through high-quality customer relations are likely 
to place great value on such compensable factors as product knowledge and interpersonal skills. 
Lowest-cost strategies may emphasize different kinds of compensable factors (e.g., efficiency 
and timeliness).

The Job Evaluation Process
The job evaluation process entails six steps:

•	 Determining	single	versus	multiple	job	evaluation	techniques
•	 Choosing	the	job	evaluation	committee
•	 Training	employees	to	conduct	job	evaluations
•	 Documenting	the	job	evaluation	plan
•	 Communicating	with	employees
•	 Setting	up	the	appeals	process

Determining single versUs mUltiPle joB evalUation teChniqUes Compensation 
professionals must determine whether a single job evaluation technique is sufficiently broad to 
assess a diverse set of jobs. In particular, the decision is prompted by such questions as, “Can we 
use the same compensable factors to evaluate a forklift operator’s job and the plant manager’s 
job?”	If	the	answer	is	yes, then a single job evaluation technique is appropriate. If not, then 
more than one job evaluation approach should be employed. It is not reasonable to expect that 
a single job evaluation technique, based on one set of compensable factors, can adequately assess 
diverse sets of jobs (i.e., operative, clerical, administrative, managerial, professional, technical, 
and executive). A carpenter’s job is clearly distinct from a certified public accountant’s position 
because manual dexterity is an important compensable factor that describes carpentry work and 
is not nearly as central to an accounting position.

Choosing the joB evalUation Committee Human resource professionals help put 
together a committee of rank-and-file employees, supervisors, managers, and, if relevant, union 
representatives to design, oversee, and evaluate job evaluation results. The functions, duties, 
responsibilities, and authority of job evaluation committees vary considerably from company to 
company. In general, committees simply review job descriptions and analyses and then evaluate 
jobs. Larger companies with a multitude of jobs often establish separate committees to evaluate 
particular job classifications such as nonexempt, exempt, managerial, and executive jobs. The 
immense number of jobs in large companies would otherwise preclude committee members 
from performing their regular duties.

Job evaluation is an important determinant of a job’s worth within many companies. All 
employees, regardless of their functions, wish to be compensated and valued for their efforts. 
All employees strive for a reasonable pay-effort bargain (i.e., a compensation level consistent 
with their contributions). Managers strive to balance employee motivation with cost control 
because they have limited resources for operating their departments. Union representatives strive 
to ensure that members enjoy a good standard of living. Therefore, unions try to prevent the 
undervaluation of jobs.

Job evaluation committees help ensure commitment from employees throughout companies. 
They also provide a checks-and-balances system. Job evaluation procedures are not scientifically 
accurate because these evaluation decisions are based on ordinary human judgment. Therefore, 
a consensus of several employees helps to minimize the biases of individual job evaluators.

training emPloyees to ConDUCt joB evalUations Individuals should understand the 
process objectives. In addition to knowing company objectives, evaluators also should practice 
using the chosen job evaluation criteria before applying them to actual jobs. Similar to job analysis 
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procedures, evaluators should base their decisions on sound job- and business-related rationales 
to ensure legal compliance.

DoCUmenting the joB evalUation Plan Documenting the job evaluation plan is useful for 
legal and training purposes. From an employer’s perspective, a well-documented evaluation 
plan clearly specifies job- and business-related criteria against which jobs are evaluated. Well-
documented plans can allow employees to understand clearly how their jobs were evaluated and 
the outcome of the process. In addition, well-documented plans provide guidelines for clarifying 
ambiguities in the event of employee appeals or legal challenges.

CommUniCating with emPloyees Job evaluation results matter personally to all employees. 
Companies must formally communicate with employees throughout the job analysis and 
evaluation processes to ensure employees’ understanding and acceptance of the job evaluation 
process and results. Information sessions and memoranda are useful media. Employers should 
share basic information, and employees should be given the opportunity to respond to what they 
believe are either unsatisfactory procedures or inaccurate outcomes of the job evaluation process.

setting UP the aPPeals ProCess Companies should set up appeals procedures that permit 
reviews on a case-by-case basis to provide a check on the process through reexamination. 
Such appeals reduce charges of illegal discrimination that would be more likely to occur if 
employees were not given a voice. Compensation professionals usually review employees’ 
appeals. Companies increasingly process appeals through committees made up of compensation 
professionals and a representative sample of employees and supervisors. Grievants are more 
likely to judge appeals decisions as fair if committees are involved: Committee decisions should 
reflect the varied perspectives of participants rather than the judgment of one individual.

JoB evaluatIon teChnIques
Compensation professionals categorize job evaluation methods as either market-based evalua-
tion or job-content evaluation techniques. Market-based evaluation plans use market data to 
determine differences in job worth. Many companies choose market-based evaluation methods 
because they wish to assign job pay rates that are neither too low nor too high relative to the mar-
ket. Setting pay rates too low will make it difficult to recruit talented candidates, whereas setting 
pay rates too high will result in an excessive cost burden for the employer. Compensation profes-
sionals rely on compensation surveys to determine prevailing pay rates of jobs in the relevant 
labor market. We will address that issue in Chapter 7.

Job-content evaluation plans emphasize the company’s internal value system by establish-
ing a hierarchy of internal job worth based on each job’s role in company strategy. Compensation 
professionals review preliminary structures for consistency with market pay rates on a repre-
sentative sample of jobs known as benchmark jobs. Compensation professionals ultimately 
must balance external market considerations with internal consistency objectives. In practice, 
compensation professionals judge the adequacy of pay differentials by comparing both market 
rates and pay differences among jobs within their companies. They consult with the top HR 
official and chief financial officer when discrepancies arise, particularly if company pay rates 
are  generally lower than the market rates. Upon careful consideration of the company’s finan-
cial resources and the strategic value of the jobs in question, these executives decide whether to 
adjust internal pay rates for jobs with below-market pay rates.

Neither market-based nor job-content evaluation approaches alone enable compensation pro-
fessionals to balance internal and external considerations. Most companies therefore rely on both 
approaches. The point method is the most popular job-content method because it gives compensa-
tion professionals better control over balancing internal and market considerations. Chapter 7 fully 
addresses how compensation professionals combine point method results with market approaches; 
however, a brief overview will follow our discussion of the point method in this chapter.
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The Point Method
The point method is a job-content valuation technique that uses quantitative methodology. 
Quantitative methods assign numerical values to compensable factors that describe jobs, and 
these values are summed as an indicator of the overall value for the job. The relative worth of 
jobs is established by the magnitude of the overall numerical value for the jobs.

The point method evaluates jobs by comparing compensable factors. Each factor is defined 
and assigned a range of points based on the factor’s relative value to the company. Compensable 
factors are weighted to represent the relative importance of each factor to the job. Job evaluation 
committees follow seven steps to complete the point method.

steP 1: seleCt BenChmark joBs Point method job evaluations use benchmark jobs to develop 
factors and their definitions to select jobs to represent the entire range of jobs in the company. 
Benchmark jobs, found outside the company, provide reference points against which jobs within 
the company are judged.

steP 2: Choose ComPensaBle faCtors BaseD on BenChmark joBs Managers must define 
compensable factors that adequately represent the scope of jobs slated for evaluation. Each 
benchmark job should be described by those factors that help distinguish it from the value of all 
other jobs. In addition to the “universal” factors (e.g., skill, effort, responsibility, and working 
conditions), additional factors may be developed to the extent that they are job- and business-related.

Compensable factor categories may be broken down further into specific related factors or 
subfactors. For example, skill may include job knowledge, education, mental ability, physical 
ability, accuracy, and dexterity. Effort may include factors relating to both physical and men-
tal exertion. Responsibility may include considerations related to fiscal, material, or personnel 
responsibilities. Working conditions may be unpleasant because of extreme temperatures or pos-
sible exposure to hazardous chemicals.

The number of compensable factors companies should use varies. Compensation profes-
sionals should select as many compensable factors as are needed to describe the range of bench-
mark jobs adequately.

steP 3: Define faCtor Degrees Although compensable factors describe the range of benchmark 
jobs, individual jobs vary in scope and content. Evaluators must therefore divide each factor into 
a sufficient number of degrees to identify the level of a factor present in each job. To clarify this 
idea of factor degrees, it is helpful to think about a paint sample that can be found in any home 
improvement store. Specifying a color such as gray is not straightforward because there are 
various shades of gray. Likewise, a compensable factor is similar to a color. For example, the 
compensable factor writing ability can be described in degrees (shades of color) ranging from 
the ability to write simple sentences to the ability to write paragraphs of complex information.

Table 6-9 illustrates a factor definition for writing ability and its degree statements. Degree 
definitions should set forth and limit the meaning of each degree so evaluators can uniformly 
interpret job descriptions. It is generally helpful to include a few actual work examples as anchors.

The number of degrees will vary based on the comprehensiveness of the plan. For example, 
if the plan covers only a limited segment of jobs (e.g., clerical employees), fewer degrees will 
be required than if the plan covered every group of employees. Take education as an example. 
Only two degrees may be necessary to describe the educational requirements for clerical jobs 
(i.e., high school diploma or equivalent and an associate’s degree). More than two degrees would 
be required to describe adequately the educational requirements for administrative, production, 
managerial, and professional jobs (i.e., high school diploma or equivalent, associate’s degree, 
bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, and doctorate). Most analyses anchor minimum and maxi-
mum degrees, with specific jobs representing these points.

steP 4: Determine the weight of eaCh faCtor Weighting compensable factors represents the 
importance of the factor to the overall value of the job. The weights of compensable factors are 
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usually expressed as percentages. Weighting is often done by management or by a job evaluation 
committee’s decision. All of the factors are ranked according to their relative importance, and 
final weights are assigned after discussion and consensus. For example, let’s assume the relative 
importance of skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions to ABC Manufacturing 
Corporation:

•	 Skill	is	the	most	highly	valued	compensable	factor,	weighted	at	60	percent.
•	 Responsibility	is	the	next	most	important	factor,	weighted	at	25	percent.
•	 Effort	is	weighted	at	10	percent.
•	 The	working	conditions	factor	is	least	important,	weighted	at	5	percent.

steP 5: Determine Point valUes for eaCh ComPensaBle faCtor Compensation 
professionals set point values for each compensable factor in three stages. First, they must 
establish the maximum possible point values for the complete set of compensable factors. This 
total number is arbitrary, but it represents the possible maximum value jobs can possess. As a rule 
of thumb, the total point value for a set of compensable factors should be determined by a simple 
formula (e.g., the number of compensable factors times 250). ABC Manufacturing sets 1,000 
(4 compensable factors * 250) as the possible maximum number of points.

Second, the maximum possible point value for each compensable factor is based on total 
weight as described in Step 4. Again, for ABC Manufacturing, skill equals 60 percent, responsi-
bility 25 percent, effort 10 percent, and working conditions 5 percent:

•	 The	maximum	possible	total	points	for	skills	equal	600	points	(60	percent	×	1,000	points).
•	 The	maximum	possible	total	points	for	responsibility	equal	250	points	(25	percent	×	1,000	

points).
•	 The	maximum	possible	total	points	for	effort	equal	100	points	(10	percent	×	1,000	points).
•	 The	maximum	possible	total	points	for	working	conditions	equal	50	points	(5	percent	×	

1,000 points).

taBle 6-9 writing ability: factor Definition and Degree statements

Definition Capacity�to�communicate�with�others�in�written�form.

First Degree Print simple phrases and sentences, using normal work order and present and past 
tenses.

Sample Anchor Prints shipping labels for packages, indicating the destination and the contents of 
the packages.

Second Degree Write compound and complex sentences, using proper end punctuation and 
 adjectives and adverbs.

Sample Anchor Fills requisitions, work orders, or requests for materials, tools, or other stock items.

Third Degree Write reports and essays with proper format, punctuation, spelling, and grammar, 
using all parts of speech.

Sample Anchor Types letters, reports, or straight-copy materials from rough draft or corrected 
copy.

Fourth Degree Prepare business letters, expositions, summaries, and reports using prescribed 
 format and conforming to all rules of punctuation, grammar, diction, and style.

Sample Anchor Composes letters in reply to correspondence concerning such items as request 
for merchandise, damage claims, credit information, or delinquent accounts or to 
request information.

Fifth Degree Write manuals or speeches.

Sample Anchor Writes service manuals and related technical publications concerned with 
 installation, operation, and maintenance of electronic, electrical, mechanical, and 
other equipment.
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Third, compensation professionals distribute these points across degree statements within each 
compensable factor. The point progression by degrees from the lowest to the highest point value 
advances arithmetically (i.e., a scale of even incremental values). This characteristic is essential for 
conducting regression analysis (i.e., a statistical analysis method that we will address in Chapter 7 
in the discussion of integrating internal job structures—based on job evaluation points—with exter-
nal pay rates for benchmark jobs).

How	do	compensation	professionals	assign	point	values	to	each	degree?	Let’s	illustrate	this	
procedure by example, using the skill compensable factor. Let’s also assume that the skill factor 
has five degree statements. Degree 1 represents the most basic skill level, and degree 5 represents 
the most advanced skill level. The increment from one degree to the next highest is 120 points 
(600 point maximum divided by 5 degree statements).

•	 Degree 1 = 120 points (120 points * 1)
•	 Degree 2 = 240 points (120 points * 2)
•	 Degree 3 = 360 points (120 points * 3)
•	 Degree 4 = 480 points (120 points * 4)
•	 Degree 5 = 600 points (120 points * 5)

steP 6: verify faCtor Degrees anD Point valUes Committee members should independently 
calculate the point values for a random sample of jobs. Table 6-10 shows a sample job evaluation 
worksheet. After calculating the point values for this sample, committee members should 
review the point totals for each job. Committee members give careful consideration to whether 
the hierarchy of jobs makes sense in the context of the company’s strategic plan, as well as 
to the inherent content of the jobs. For instance, sales jobs should rank relatively high on the 
job hierarchy within a sales-oriented company such as the pharmaceuticals industry. Research 
scientist jobs ought to rank relatively high for a company that pursues a differentiation strategy. 
Messenger jobs should not rank more highly than claims analyst jobs in an insurance company. 
In short, where peculiarities are apparent, committee members reconsider compensable factor 
definitions, weights, and actual ratings of the benchmark jobs.

taBle 6-10 sample job evaluation worksheet

Job Title: ______________________________

Evaluation Date: ______________________________

Name of Evaluator: ______________________________

degree

Compensable Factor 1 2 3 4 5 Total

Skill

Mental skill 60 120 180 240 300 300

Manual skill 60 120 180 240 300 120

Effort

Mental effort 10 20 30 40 50 50

Physical effort 10 20 30 40 50 30

Responsibility

Supervisory 25 50 75 100 125 75

Department budgeting 25 50 75 100 125 25

Working conditions

Hazards 10 20 30 40 50 40

Total job value 640
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steP 7: evalUate all joBs Committee members evaluate all jobs in the company once the 
evaluation system has been tested and refined. Each job then is evaluated by determining which 
degree definition best fits the job and by assigning the corresponding point factors. All points are 
totaled for each job, and all jobs are ranked according to their point values.

BalanCing internal anD market ConsiDerations Using the Point methoD How do 
compensation professionals balance internal and market considerations with point method 
results?	They	convert	point	values	into	the	market	value	of	jobs	through	regression	analysis,	
a statistical technique. As we will discuss in Chapter 7, regression analysis enables compensation 
professionals to set base pay rates in line with market rates for benchmark or representative jobs. 
Companies identify market pay rates through compensation surveys. Of course, a company’s 
value structure for jobs based on the point method will probably differ somewhat from the 
market pay rates for similar jobs. Regression analysis indicates base pay rates that minimize the 
differences between the company’s point method results and the market pay rates.

Alternative Job-Content Evaluation Approaches
Most other job-content approaches use qualitative methods. Qualitative methods evaluate entire 
jobs and typically compare jobs with each other or some general criteria. These criteria are usu-
ally vague (e.g., importance of jobs to departmental effectiveness). The prevalent kinds of quali-
tative job evaluation techniques include:

•	 Simple	ranking	plans
•	 Paired	comparisons
•	 Alternation	ranking
•	 Classification	plans

simPle ranking Plans Simple ranking plans order all jobs from lowest to highest according 
to a single criterion (e.g., job complexity or the centrality of the job to the company’s competitive 
strategy). This approach considers each job in its entirety, usually used in small companies that 
have relatively few employees. In large companies that classify many jobs, members of job 
evaluation committees independently rank jobs on a departmental basis. Different rankings will 
likely result. When this occurs, job evaluation committees discuss the differences in rankings and 
choose one set of rankings by consensus.

PaireD ComParison anD alternation ranking Two common variations of the ranking plan 
are paired comparison and alternation ranking. The paired comparison technique is useful if there 
are many jobs to rate, usually more than 20. Job evaluation committees generate every possible pair 
of jobs. For each pair, committee members assign a point to the job with the highest value, whereas 
the lowest-value job does not receive a point. After evaluating each pair, the evaluator sums the 
points for each job. Jobs with higher points are more valuable than are jobs with fewer points. The 
job with the most points is ranked the highest; the job with the fewest points is ranked the lowest.

The alternation ranking method orders jobs by extremes. Yet again, committee members 
judge the relative value of jobs according to a single criterion (e.g., job complexity or the cen-
trality of the job to the company’s competitive strategy). This ranking process begins by deter-
mining which job is the most valuable, followed by determining which job is the least valuable. 
Committee members then judge the next most valuable job and the next least valuable job. This 
process continues until all jobs have been evaluated.

Despite the simplicity of ranking plans, they exhibit three limitations. First, ranking results 
rely on purely subjective data; the process lacks objective standards, guidelines, and principles 
that would aid in resolving differences of opinion among committee members. Companies usu-
ally do not fully define their ranking criteria. For example, the criterion job complexity can be 
defined as level of education or as number of distinct tasks that the workers must perform daily.

Second, ranking methods use neither job analyses nor job descriptions, which makes this 
method difficult to defend legally. Committee members rely on their own impressions of the jobs.
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Third, ranking approaches do not incorporate objective scales that indicate how different 
in value one job is from another. For instance, let’s assume that a committee decides on the 
 following ranking for training and development professionals (listed from most valuable to least 
valuable):

•	 Director	of	training	and	development
•	 Manager	of	training	and	development
•	 Senior	training	and	development	specialist
•	 Training	and	development	specialist
•	 Training	and	development	assistant

Rankings do not offer standards for compensation professionals to facilitate answering such 
questions as, “Is the director of training and development job worth four times as much as the 
training	and	development	assistant	job?”	Compensation	professionals’	inability	to	answer	such	
questions makes it difficult to establish pay levels according to job-content differences.

ClassifiCation Plans Companies use classification plans to place jobs into categories based 
on compensable factors. Public sector organizations (e.g., civil service systems) use classification 
systems most prevalently. The federal government’s classification system is a well-known 
example. As we discussed in Chapter 3, the General Schedule classifies federal government 
jobs into 15 classifications (GS-1 through GS-15) based on such factors as skill, education, 
and experience levels. In addition, jobs that require high levels of specialized education (e.g., 
a physicist), significantly influence public policy (e.g., law judges), or require executive 
decision making are classified in separate categories: Senior Level (SL) positions, Scientific and 
Professional (SP) positions, and the Senior Executive Service (SES).

The GS classification system enables the federal government to set pay rates for thousands of 
unique jobs based on 18 classes. Pay administration is relatively simple because pay rates depend 
on GS level and the employees’ relevant work seniority, as we discussed in Chapter 3. The most 
noteworthy disadvantage is the absence of regular procedures for rewarding exceptional perfor-
mance, which, ultimately, discourages employees from working as productively as possible.

Alternatives to Job Evaluation
Compensation professionals assign pay rates to jobs in numerous ways other than through the 
job evaluation process as previously defined. These alternate methods include reliance on market 
pay rates, pay incentives, individual rates, and collective bargaining. Many companies determine 
the value of jobs by paying the average rate in the external labor market. The procedures for 
assessing market rates are addressed fully in Chapter 7.

In addition to the market pay rate, pay incentives may also be the basis for establishing the core 
compensation for jobs. As we discussed extensively in Chapter 4, incentives tie part or all of an 
employee’s core compensation to the attainment of a predetermined performance objective. Next, 
both core and fringe compensation may be determined through negotiations between an individual 
and an employer. The employer typically uses the market rate as a basis for negotiations, agreeing 
to higher pay if the supply of talented individuals is scarce and the individual in question has an 
established track record of performance. Finally, when unions are present, pay rates are established 
through the collective bargaining process, which we already considered in Chapter 2.

Internally ConsIstent CompensatIon 
systems and CompetItIve strategy
To this point, we have examined the principles of internally consistent compensation systems 
and the rationale for building them. Moreover, we reviewed the key processes (i.e., job analysis 
and job evaluation) that lead to internally consistent compensation systems. Although we made 
the case for building internally consistent pay systems, these systems do have some limitations.
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Internally consistent pay systems may reduce a company’s flexibility to respond to changes 
in competitors’ pay practices because job analysis leads to structured job descriptions and job 
structures. In addition, job evaluation establishes the relative worth of jobs within the company. 
Responding to the competition may require employees to engage in duties that extend beyond 
what’s written in their job descriptions whenever competitive pressures demand. In the process, 
the definitions of jobs become more fluid, which makes equity assessments more difficult.

Another potential limitation of internally consistent compensation structures is the resultant 
bureaucracy. Companies that establish job hierarchies tend to create narrowly defined jobs that 
lead to greater numbers of jobs and staffing levels.5 Such structures promote heavy compensation 
burdens. Employees’ core compensation depends on the jobs they perform, how well they per-
form their jobs, or the skills they possess. Employee benefits (Chapters 9, 10, and 11), however, 
represent fixed costs that typically do not vary with employees’ job performance or their skills.

ComPensation in aCtion

Creating a clear expectation of performance and organizing 
employee roles in a way that aligns strategy, pay, and perfor-
mance will benefit you as a line manager or hr professional. 
line managers and hr should employ the help of those who 
know roles the best—the employees who fill those roles—in 
order to arrive at conclusions that are fair, informed, and con-
sistent. line managers will have insight in many cases to choose 
the right people to help out in this process. hr will ensure 
that these individuals receive proper training and are equipped 
to assess roles and provide appropriate and objective recom-
mendations. As a line manager or hr professional, your main 
responsibility in creating a system is to ensure that employee 
compensation is equitable internally and competitive externally.

Action checklist for line managers and HR— 
building an equitable and competitive system

hr takes the lead
•	 Capture	the	analysis	provided	by	incumbents	and	create	

job descriptions for each role.
•	 Compare	the	newly	created	job	descriptions	with	those	

found on o*net to validate the decisions made based on 
the incumbent information.

•	 Compensation	specialists	work	with	HR	professionals	to	
identify the compensable factors within each job descrip-
tion; these factors will serve as the basis for pay differ-
entials (the more critical these factors are to company 
strategy, the more they will be compensated).

•	 Work	with	compensation	specialists	to	evaluate	differen-
tials across departments in the organization and compare 
them with similar jobs in other organizations (ideally com-
petitors); consult with line managers and senior finance 
executives as discrepancies arise and adjustments appear 
to be necessary.

•	 Monitor	the	match	of	performance	expectations	and	job	
descriptions to guard against role stagnation in the face 
of competition that could require jobs to flex and people 
to take on unexpected responsibilities—monitor equity 
carefully.

line managers take the lead
•	 Partner	with	job	incumbents	to	understand	job	content	of	

their roles.
•	 Select	workers	to	sit	on	committees	that	will	be	given	

the task of assessing the accuracy of the assigned pay 
differentials.

Pay differentials 
are assessed 
and confirmed

Pay differentials are 
established based on 

compensable factors within 
each job

Accurate
identification 
of job content 

Creation of job
descriptions 

Comparison of job
descriptions with those 

found on O*NET 

Pay differentials are 
compared internally and 

externally to confirm equity 
and competitiveness 

HR monitors process to ensure that people adapt to changing requirements as dictated by 
competitive pressures—also ensure the equity remains constant in these situations. Also, HR 
will monitor that, as a result of these defined and hierarchical differentials, headcount and 

inflation do not create barriers to nimble and decisive leadership
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summary
This chapter discussed internally consistent pay systems 
and described two important tools HR and compensa-
tion professionals use to build them (i.e., job analysis 
and job evaluation). Job analysis represents a descriptive 
process that enables HR professionals to systematically 
describe job duties, worker specifications, and job context. 
Compensation professionals use job evaluation to assess 
the relative worth of jobs within companies. Job analysis 

and job evaluation are an art because they require the HR 
and compensation professionals’ sound judgments. We 
discussed the strategic role that job analysis and job evalu-
ation play in companies’ quests for competitive advantage; 
however, we also pointed out some of the shortcomings 
of these approaches. Compensation professionals must 
carefully weigh the possible benefits and consequences of 
these methods in attaining competitive advantage.

MyManagementLab
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 discussion questions
 6-1. Discuss the differences between job analysis and 

job evaluation. How do these practices help estab-
lish	internally	consistent	job	structures?

 6-2. Conduct a job analysis of a person you know, 
and write a complete job description (no  longer 
than one page) according to the principles 
described in this chapter. In class, be prepared 
to discuss the method you used for conducting 
the job analysis and some of the challenges you 
encountered.

 6-3. What are the factors that determine how actively 
human resource professionals are engaged in mak-
ing	valid	and	reliable	job	analyses?	Explain	your	
answer.

 6-4. Respond to the statement “Building an internally 
consistent job structure is burdensome to compa-
nies. Instead, it is best to simply define and evalu-
ate the worth of jobs by surveying the market.”

 6-5. Do you consider job evaluation to be an art or 
a science?	Please	explain.
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Case
internal�Consistency�at�Customers�First

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

After 3 months in her new role as Director of Human Resources (HR) at Customers First, Deborah Ketson 
feels confident she has identified the significant HR issues at the company. She has prioritized the issues 
and is meeting with company president Joan Bates to make her recommendations. Deborah is prepared to 
discuss her top priority, which is to conduct an organization-wide job analysis and job evaluation project in 
order to start building a more internally consistent pay structure.

Customers First is a company that provides customer service for other companies. Small-to-medium-
sized companies outsource their customer service function to Customers First, which manages all customer 
service for their clients through a call center and also via an online customer service center. The company 
works with a diverse group of clients ranging from small retail stores to larger online retailers. Customers 
First has grown quickly in the 5 years since Joan started the company and now employs more than 150 
customer service representatives (CSRs) and other support staff.

The company’s quick growth has led to several problems with its compensation structure. Much of the 
company’s hiring has occurred in response to a new contract, and pay was set based on the current market 
rate for CSRs in order to attract the right talent. For example, an early client was a small retail store that 
needed fairly simple customer support. Four CSRs were hired and their pay was set at just slightly above 
minimum wage. In comparison, a more recent client required hiring 18 CSRs. The labor market was com-
petitive at the time, and the company hired these 18 new employees at a pay rate well above what others at 
the company were paid. Such variance has occurred often in the hiring process, resulting in groups of CSRs 
at much different levels of pay for doing substantially similar work.

Deborah has heard many complaints from the supervisors about inequities in the pay of the CSRs. The 
supervisors are concerned that the inequities may lead to turnover among some of the staff. Deborah has 
examined the pay rates of the CSRs across the organization and agrees with the supervisors that there are 
some concerns. One particular concern is that the lowest paid group of CSRs is primarily female, while the 
highest paid group includes all male employees. By talking with the supervisors, Deborah has learned that 
there are some CSRs with different levels of responsibilities and skills, but they all hold the same job title. 
Deborah believes that an organization-wide job analysis and job evaluation is necessary to build an inter-
nally consistent compensation structure.

However, when she shared her recommendation with Joan, she did not receive the response she 
expected. Joan is resistant of the job analysis and job evaluation process as she thinks that having such 
a structured compensation system will limit the company’s ability to be flexible in the marketplace. Often 
hiring happens quickly in response to a new client contract, and they must hire the right skill set, which 
might vary based on the current market rates. Further, Joan suggested the entire project would be too time-
consuming for Deborah and the other staff that would need to be involved. She felt their time would be 
better spent on other concerns such as recruiting new staff.

Questions:
 6-6. Do	you	think	that	job	analysis	and	job	evaluation	will	benefit	Customers	First?
 6-7. What would you recommend to make the job analysis and job evaluation process less tedious and 

less	time-consuming	for	line	managers?
 6-8. What	do	you	recommend	Customers	First	do?	Why?

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

   6-9. Why	must	a	job	analysis	be	reliable	and	valid?	What	can	a	compensation	
 professional do to ensure that a job analysis is	reliable	and	valid?

  6-10. After completing the job analysis, your boss has asked you to conduct a job 
 evaluation of the various positions in the company. Detail the steps you would 
take in accomplishing this task.
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Learning Objectives

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Explain the concept of market-competitive compensation systems and summarize the 
four activities compensation professionals engage in to create these systems.

2. Discuss how compensation professionals integrate job structures with external market 
pay rates.

3. Present the basic concepts of two compensation policy types: pay mix and pay level.

Companies rely on compensation surveys as a benchmark for setting pay and benefits to recruit 
highly qualified applicants and to retain valued employees. The number of salary surveys 

has risen with the popularity of the Internet. The end-of-chapter appendix contains an excellent 
example of a salary survey that is administered each year by WorldatWork.

Market-CoMpetitive pay SySteMS:  
the BaSiC Building BloCkS
Market-competitive pay systems represent companies’ compensation policies that fit the 
imperatives of competitive advantage. Market-competitive pay systems play a significant role 
in attracting and retaining the most qualified employees. Well-designed pay systems should pro-
mote companies’ attainment of competitive strategies. Paying more than necessary can undermine 
lowest-cost strategies: Excessive pay levels represent an undue burden. In addition, excessive pay 
restricts companies’ abilities to invest in other important strategic activities (e.g., research and 
development, training) because money is a limited resource. Companies that pursue differentia-
tion strategies must strike a balance between offering sufficiently high salaries to attract and retain 
talented candidates and providing sufficient resources to enable them to be productively creative.

Compensation professionals create market-competitive pay systems based on four activities:

•	 Conducting	strategic	analyses
•	 Assessing	competitors’	pay	practices	with	compensation	surveys
•	 Integrating	the	internal	job	structure	with	external	market	pay	rates
•	 Determining	compensation	policies

MyManagementLab®

 Improve Your Grade!
When you see this icon, visit www.mymanagementlab.com for activities that are 
 applied, personalized, and offer immediate feedback.

Building Market-CoMpetitive 
CoMpenSation SySteMS7
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First, a strategic analysis entails an examination of a company’s external market context and 
internal factors. Examples of external market factors include industry profile, information about 
competitors, and long-term growth prospects. Internal factors encompass financial condition and 
functional capabilities (e.g., marketing and human resources).

Second, compensation surveys involve the collection and subsequent analysis of competi-
tors’ compensation data. Compensation surveys traditionally focused on competitors’ wage and 
salary practices. Employee benefits have more recently also become a target of surveys because 
benefits are a key element of market-competitive pay systems. Compensation surveys are impor-
tant because they enable compensation professionals to obtain realistic views of competitors’ 
pay practices. In the absence of compensation survey data, compensation professionals would 
have to use guesswork to try to build market-competitive compensation systems, and making 
too many wrong guesses could lead to noncompetitive compensation systems that undermine 
competitive advantage.

Third,	compensation	professionals	integrate	the	internal	job	structure	(Chapter 6) with the 
external market pay rates identified through compensation surveys. This integration results in 
pay	rates	that	reflect	both	the	company’s	and	the	external	market’s	valuations	of	jobs.	Most	
often, compensation professionals rely on regression analysis, a statistical method, to achieve 
this integration.

Finally, compensation professionals recommend pay policies that fit with their companies’ 
standing	and	competitive	strategies.	As	we	discuss	later	in	this	chapter,	compensation	profession-
als must strike a balance between managing costs and attracting and retaining the best- qualified 
employees. Top management ultimately makes compensation policy decisions after careful con-
sideration of compensation professionals’ interpretation of the data.

CoMpenSation SurveyS
The second step compensation professionals undertake to ensure external competitiveness is to 
consult or develop compensation surveys. Compensation surveys contain data about competing 
companies’ compensation practices.

Preliminary Considerations
There are two important preliminary considerations compensation professionals take under 
advisement before investing time and money into compensation surveys:

•	 What	companies	hope	to	gain	from	compensation	surveys
•	 Custom	development	versus	use	of	an	existing	compensation	survey

What cOmpanies hOpe tO gain frOm cOmpensatiOn surveys Clarifying what companies 
hope to gain from compensation surveys is critical to developing effective compensation systems. 
Compensation professionals usually want to learn about competitors’ compensation practices 
and something about employees’ preferences for alternative forms of compensation due 
to economic changes. Staying abreast of new developments in market surveys will enable 
compensation professionals to get the most out of surveys. Information to be learned about 
competitors’ compensation offerings includes base pay levels, incentive award structures, and 
both the mix and levels of discretionary benefits. Mix can be described as the percentage of 
employer compensation costs applied to compensation and benefits. For example, health 
insurance coverage accounts for 40 percent of total dollars spent on employee benefits. Levels 
refer to amounts actually or potentially paid to employees or beneficiaries. For instance, the 
average	annual	pay	for	day	care	workers	is	$16,000,	and	life	insurance	benefits	are	subject	to	a	
maximum payout of $250,000.

Compensation professionals wish to make sound decisions about pay levels based on what 
the competition pays its employees. Sound pay decisions promote companies’ efforts to sustain 
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competitive advantage, and poor pay decisions compromise those efforts. Compensation 
	surveys	enable	compensation	professionals	 to	make	sound	 judgments	about	how	much	 to	
pay employees. Offering too little will limit a company’s ability to recruit and retain high-
quality employees. Paying well above the competition represents opportunity costs. Financial 
resources are limited. Companies therefore cannot afford to spend money on everything they 
wish. Excessive pay  represents an opportunity cost because it is money companies could have 
spent on other important matters.

custOm DeveLOpment versus use Of an existing cOmpensatiOn survey Managers must 
decide whether to develop their own survey instruments and administer them or rely on the 
results of surveys conducted by others. In theory, customized surveys are preferable because the 
survey taker can tailor the questions the survey asks and select respondent companies to provide 
the most useful and informative data. Custom survey development should enable employers to 
monitor the quality of the survey developers’ methodologies.

In practice, companies choose not to develop and implement their own surveys for three 
reasons.	First,	most	companies	lack	employees	qualified	to	undertake	this	task.	Developing	and	
implementing valid surveys require specialized knowledge and expertise in sound questionnaire 
design, sampling methods, and statistical methods.

Second, rival companies are understandably reluctant to surrender information about their 
compensation packages to competitors because compensation systems are instrumental to com-
petitive advantage issues. If companies are willing to cooperate, the information may be incom-
plete or inaccurate. For example, rival companies may choose to report the salaries for their 
lowest-paid accountants instead of the typical salary levels. Such information may lead the sur-
veying company to set accountants’ salaries much lower than if they had accurate, complete 
information about typical salary levels. Setting accountants’ salaries too low may hinder recruit-
ment efforts. Thus, custom development is potentially risky.

Third,	custom	survey	development	can	be	costly.	Although	cost	figures	are	not	readily	avail-
able, it is reasonable to conclude that most companies use published survey data to minimize 
such costs as staff salaries and benefits (i.e., for those involved in developing a compensation 
survey as well as analyzing and interpreting the data), telephone and mail charges (depending on 
the data collection method), and computers for data analyses.

Using Published Compensation Survey Data
Companies usually rely on existing compensation surveys rather than creating their own. Using 
published compensation survey data starts with two important considerations:

•	 Survey	focus:	core	or	employee	benefits
•	 Sources	of	published	compensation	surveys

survey fOcus: cOre Or empLOyee benefits Human resource professionals should decide 
whether to obtain survey information about base pay, employee benefits, or both. Companies 
historically competed for employees mainly on the basis of base pay. Many companies offered 
similar, substantial benefits packages to employees without regard to the costs. Companies 
typically did not use benefits offerings to compete for the best employees.

Times have changed. Benefits costs are now extremely high, which has led to greater 
	variability	in	benefits	offerings	among	companies.	As	of	December	2012,	companies	spent	an	
average approaching $20,000 per employee annually to provide discretionary benefits.1 In 2012, 
discretionary benefits accounted for as much as 30.8 percent of employers’ total payroll costs 
(i.e., the sum of core compensation and all employee benefits costs). That is a huge cost to 
employers, but one that cannot be avoided; benefits have become a basis for attracting and retain-
ing	the	best	employees,	particularly	as	noted	earlier	in	this	chapter.	As	a	result,	employers	are	
likely to use compensation surveys to obtain information about competitors’ base pay and ben-
efits practices so they can compete effectively for the best candidates.
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sOurces Of pubLisheD cOmpensatiOn surveys Companies can obtain published survey data 
from various sources (e.g., professional associations, industry associations, consulting firms, 
and the federal government). Professional and industry associations survey members’ salaries, 
compile the information in summary form, and disseminate the results to members. The survey 
data tend to be accurate because participants—as well as association members—benefit from the 
survey results. In addition, membership fees often entitle members to survey information at no 
additional cost.

For example, the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology’s (SIOP) primary 
membership includes college and university faculty members and practitioners who specialize 
in such HR management-related fields as selection, training, performance appraisal, and career 
development. SIOP periodically provides members’ salary information based on gender, age, 
employment status (i.e., part time versus full time), years since earning degree, and geographic 
region according to metropolitan area (e.g., Boston, San Francisco/San Jose, and Washington, 
DC).	Employers	use	the	survey	results	to	judge	whether	they	are	paying	employees	too	much	or	
too little relative to the market and to determine how much to pay new hires. Employees use the 
survey	results	to	judge	the	adequacy	of	job	offers	and	to	ask	their	deans	for	pay	raises	when	their	
salaries fall below the market rates.

Professional associations that specialize in the field of compensation often conduct surveys 
that focus on broader types of employees and employers. WorldatWork collects comprehensive 
data on an annual basis. The end-of-chapter appendix shows WorldatWork’s 2009/2010 Total 
Salary	Increase	Budget	Survey.	As	you	will	see,	some	of	the	survey	topics	include	salary	struc-
tures, promotions, and incentive practices designed to attract and retain excellent employees.

Consulting firms are another source of compensation survey information. Some firms spe-
cialize in particular occupations (e.g., engineers) or industries (e.g., financial services); other 
firms do not. Examples of consulting firms that provide compensation services include:

•	 Buck	Consultants	(www.buckconsultants.com)
•	 Frederic	W.	Cook	&	Company	(www.fwcook.com)
•	 The	Hay	Associates	(www.haygroup.com)
•	 Hewitt	Associates	(www.hewitt.com)
•	 Pearl	Meyer	&	Partners	(www.pearlmeyer.com)
•	 Towers	Watson	(www.towerswatson.com)
•	 William	M.	Mercer	(www.mercer.com)

You will find useful updates about compensation and benefits on these firms’ Web sites. Clients 
may have two choices. First, consulting firms may provide survey data from recently completed 
surveys. Second, these firms may literally conduct surveys from scratch exclusively for a client’s 
use. In most cases, the first option is less expensive to companies than the second option; how-
ever, the quality of the second option may be superior because the survey was custom-designed 
to answer a client’s specific compensation questions.

The federal government is an invaluable source of compensation survey information. 
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) provides free salary surveys to the public. Highly 
qualified survey takers and statisticians are responsible for producing these surveys. Many 
factors contributed to the implementation of BLS pay and benefits surveys. The government 
began collecting compensation data in the 1890s to assess the effects of tariff legislation on 
wages and prices. The government’s survey programs have been rooted in competitive con-
cerns ever since.

The BLS presently conducts various surveys that provide the following types of information 
(the survey names are listed in parentheses):

•	 Wages	(National	Compensation	Survey)
•	 Compensation	cost	trends	(Employment	Cost	Index;	Employer	Costs	for	Employee	

Compensation)
•	 Benefits	(National	Compensation	Survey)
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The following summary of these programs was excerpted from the public domain BLS Web site 
(www.bls.gov). Survey data are available to the public on the Web site. There are no fees associ-
ated with accessing information from this Web site.

Wages The National Compensation Survey (NCS) provides comprehensive measures of 
occupational wages; employment cost trends, benefit incidence, and detailed plan provisions. 
Detailed	occupational	earnings	are	available	for	metropolitan	and	non-metropolitan	areas,	broad	
geographic regions, and on a national basis. The data available include:

•	 Average	hourly	wages	for	over	800	occupations	in	approximately	80	metropolitan	and	
selected non-metropolitan localities

•	 Weekly	and	annual	earnings	and	hours	for	full-time	workers
•	 Earnings	by	work	level	that	permit	wage	comparisons	across	occupational	groups
•	 Data	at	three	levels:	localities,	broad	regions,	and	the	nation
•	 Workers	are	shown	as	a	total	(all	workers)	and	broken	out	by	private	industry	and	state	and	

local government
•	 Wage	data	are	shown	by	industry,	occupational	group,	full-time	and	part-time	status,	union	

and	nonunion	status,	establishment	size,	time	and	incentive	status,	and	job	level

cOmpensatiOn cOst trenDs Employment cost trends are measured by two quarterly indexes 
measuring change over time in labor costs (ECI) and quarterly data measuring level of average 
costs per hour worked.

The Employment Cost Index (ECI) is a quarterly measure of changes in labor costs. It is 
one of the principal economic indicators used by the Federal Reserve Bank. Some of its main 
features are that it:

•	 Shows	changes	in	wages	and	salaries	and	benefit	costs,	as	well	as	changes	in	total	
compensation

•	 Presents	data	as	a	total	for	all	workers	and	separately	for	private	industry	and	for	state	and	
local government workers

•	 Reports	compensation	changes	by	industry,	occupational	group,	union	and	nonunion	status,	
region, and metropolitan/non-metropolitan status

•	 Provides	seasonally	adjusted	and	unadjusted	data
•	 Presents	historical	data	on	changes	in	labor	costs
•	 Uses	fixed	weights	to	control	for	shifts	among	occupations	and	industries

Why was the Employment Cost Index developed?

•	 The	ECI	was	developed	in	the	mid-1970s	in	response	to	the	rapid	acceleration	of	both	
wages and prices at that time.

•	 Monetary	and	fiscal	policymakers	needed	a	more	accurate	measure	of	the	actual	changes	in	
employers’ labor costs.

•	 The	ECI	was	first	published	for	the	third	quarter,	September	through	December,	of	1975.
•	 It	was	initially	very	limited,	covering	only	wage	and	salary	changes	in	private	industry.
•	 Benefits	and	total	compensation	series	were	added	in	1981.

The Employer Costs for Employee Compensation (ECEC) program is a survey that shows 
employers’	 average	 hourly	 cost	 for	 total	 compensation	 and	 its	 components.	As	 its	 key	
 features it:

•	 Shows	compensation	costs	as	a	total	and	broken	out	by	(1)	wages	and	salaries;	(2)	total	
benefit costs; (3) separate benefit costs for broad benefit categories such as paid leave, 
supplemental pay, insurance, retirement and savings, legally required benefits, and other 
benefits; or (4) separate benefit costs for such detailed benefits as paid holidays, health 
insurance, defined benefit pension, and workers’ compensation

•	 Provides	cost	data	in	dollar	amounts	and	as	percentages	of	compensation
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•	 Breaks	out	data	on	civilian	workers	into	estimates	for	white-collar,	blue-collar,	and		service	
groups or state and local government workers into estimates for white-collar workers, 
 service occupations, and service industries

•	 Reports	compensation	costs	by	major	occupation,	industry,	region,	union	and	nonunion	
 status, establishment size, and full- or part-time status

empLOyee benefits	 The	National	Compensation	 Survey	 (NCS)	 covers	 the	 incidence	 and	
detailed provisions of selected employee benefit plans in small private establishments, medium 
and large private establishments, and state and local governments. The data are presented as 
the percentage of employees who have access to or participate in certain benefits or as average 
benefit provisions (e.g., the average number of paid holidays provided to employees each year).

Estimates are published by:

•	 Broad	occupational	groups
•	 Full-	and	part-time	status	of	employees
•	 Union	and	nonunion	status
•	 Workers	with	average	wages	by	selected	percentiles
•	 Selected	goods-producing	and	service-providing	industries
•	 Establishments	by	selected	employment	sizes
•	 Census	divisions

The	NCS	provides	incidence	and	extensive	provisions	data	for	two	major	benefit	areas:

•	 Health	insurance
•	 Retirement	(both	defined	benefit	and	defined	contribution	components)

Compensation Surveys: Strategic Considerations
Two essential strategic considerations are:

•	 Defining	the	relevant	labor	market
•	 Choosing	benchmark	jobs

Defining the reLevant LabOr market Relevant labor markets represent the fields of 
potentially	qualified	candidates	for	particular	jobs.	Companies	collect	compensation	survey	data	
from the appropriate relevant labor markets. Relevant labor markets are defined on the basis of 
occupational classification, geography, and product or service market competitors.

Occupational	classification	refers	to	a	group	of	two	or	more	jobs	that	are	based	on	similar	
work characteristics (e.g., blue- versus white-collar work), duties (e.g., work mainly with people 
or with machines), and responsibilities (e.g., supervision of other employees). The U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics publishes the Occupational Classification System Manual, which helps busi-
ness professionals and government economists make proper occupational matches for collecting 
compensation	data.	In	fact,	the	NCS	survey	program	is	based	on	12	major	occupational	group-
ings described in the manual with detailed information about specific occupations. This manual 
is available on the BLS Web site (www.bls.gov/ncs/ocs/ocsm/commain.htm).

Companies that plan to hire accountants and auditors should consider data about accoun-
tants	and	auditors	only,	rather	than	individuals	from	such	other	job	families	as	engineers.	After	
all,	 the	worker	characteristics	and	work	tasks	are	clearly	different:	Accountants	and	auditors	
prepare, analyze, and verify financial reports and taxes, as well as monitor information systems 
that furnish this information to managers in business, industrial, and government organizations. 
Engineers apply the theories and principles of science and mathematics to the economical solu-
tion of practical technical problems. For example, civil engineers design, plan, and supervise the 
construction of buildings, highways, and rapid transit systems.

Companies	search	over	a	wider	geographical	area	for	candidates	for	jobs	that	require	special-
ized skills or skills that are low in supply relative to the demand. For instance, hospitals are likely 
to search nationwide for neurosurgeons because their specialized skills are scarce. Companies 
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are likely to limit searches for clerical employees to more confined local areas because clerical 
employees’ skills are relatively common, and their supply tends to be higher relative to com-
panies’	demand	for	them.	An	insurance	company	based	in	Hartford,	Connecticut,	restricts	its	
search for clerical employees to the Hartford area.

Companies use product or service market competitors to define the relevant labor market 
when industry-specific knowledge is a key worker qualification and competition for market share 
is	keen.	For	example,	such	long-distance	telephone	companies	as	AT&T	probably	prefer	to	lure	
marketing managers away from industry competitors rather than from such unrelated industries 
as snack foods or medical and surgical supplies. Knowledge about customer preferences in snack 
foods has little to do with customers’ preferences for long-distance telephone service.

Occupational classification, geographic scope, and product or service market competitors 
are not necessarily independent dimensions. For example, a company uses product or service 
market competitors as the basis for defining the relevant labor market for product managers; 
however, this dimension overlaps with geographic scope because competitor companies are 
located	throughout	the	country	(e.g.,	Boston,	San	Francisco,	Dallas,	and	Miami).

With	many	professional,	 technical,	and	management	positions,	all	 three	factors	(i.e.,	 job	
family, geographic scope, and companies that compete on the basis of product or service) can be 
applicable. For more information about relevant labor markets for various occupations, employ-
ers can consult professional and industrial associations and consulting firms.

chOOsing benchmark jObs As	 we	 discussed	 in	 Chapter	 6,	 benchmark	 jobs	 are	 key	
to	conducting	effective	job	evaluations.	They	also	play	an	important	role	 in	compensation	
surveys.	Human	resource	professionals	determine	 the	pay	 levels	 for	 jobs	based	on	 typical	
market	pay	rates	for	similar	jobs.	In	other	words,	HR	professionals	rely	on	benchmark	jobs	
as reference points for setting pay levels. As	we	discussed	in	Chapter	6,	benchmark	jobs	have	
four characteristics:2

•	 The	contents	are	well	known,	relatively	stable	over	time,	and	agreed	upon	by	the	employ-
ees involved.

•	 The	jobs	are	common	across	a	number	of	different	employers.
•	 The	jobs	represent	the	entire	range	of	jobs	that	are	being	evaluated	within	a	company.
•	 The	jobs	are	generally	accepted	in	the	labor	market	for	the	purposes	of	setting	pay	levels.

Why	are	benchmark	jobs	necessary?	Human	resource	professionals	ideally	would	match	each	job	
within	their	companies	to	jobs	contained	in	compensation	surveys;	however,	in	reality,	one-to-one	
matches are not feasible for two reasons. First, large companies may have hundreds of unique 
jobs,	making	one-to-one	matches	tedious,	time-consuming,	and	expensive	because	of	the	salary	
and benefits paid to staff members responsible for making these matches. Second, it is highly 
unlikely that HR professionals will find perfect or close matches between each of a company’s 
jobs	and	jobs	contained	in	the	compensation	surveys:	Companies	adapt	job	duties	and	scope	to	
fit	their	particular	situations.	In	other	words,	jobs	with	identical	titles	may	differ	somewhat	in	the	
degrees of compensable factors. Perfect matches are the exception rather than the rule. For exam-
ple,	Company	A’s	Secretary	I	job	may	require	only	a	high	school	education	or	GED	equivalent.	
Company	B’s	Secretary	I	job	may	require	an	associate’s	degree	in	office	administration.

Companies	can	make	corrections	for	differences	between	their	jobs	and	external	bench-
mark	jobs.	These	corrections	are	based	on	subjective	judgment	rather	than	on	objective	crite-
ria. Job incumbents and compensation professionals should independently compare compen-
sable	factors	for	a	company’s	jobs	with	the	compensable	factors	for	the	external	benchmark	
jobs.	Table	7-1	illustrates	a	rating	scale	for	this	purpose.	Both	job	incumbents	and	supervisors	
should complete this questionnaire separately to minimize rater biases (see Chapter 3, perfor-
mance appraisal section).	Differences	in	ratings	can	be	reconciled	through	discussion.

The discussion about compensation surveys is focused on U.S. companies’ pay rates. 
Compensation professionals are presently interested in surveying pay rates in other countries 
because they send U.S. employees to work in foreign outposts (see Chapter 14) or hire foreign 
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taBle 7-1 comparing companies’ jobs with benchmark jobs

Instructions to Job Incumbents:	Compare	elements	of	your	job	with	elements	of	the	survey	benchmark	job.

Instructions to Supervisors:	Compare	elements	of	your	employee’s	job	with	elements	of	the	survey	
benchmark	job.

Adjust Pay

Skill (Check the statement that most applies.) (%)
My	(employee’s)	job	requires	substantially	more	skill	than	the	
benchmark	job.

+4

My	(employee’s)	job	requires	somewhat	more	skill	than	the	
benchmark	job.

+2

My	(employee’s)	job	and	benchmark	job	require	equal	skill. 0

My	(employee’s)	job	requires	somewhat	less	skill	than	the	
benchmark	job.

−2

My	(employee’s)	job	requires	substantially	less	skill	than	the	
benchmark	job.

−4

Knowledge (Check the statement that most applies.)
My	(employee’s)	job	requires	substantially	more	knowledge	
than	the	benchmark	job.

+2

My	(employee’s)	job	requires	somewhat	more	knowledge	than	
the	benchmark	job.

+1

My	(employee’s)	job	and	benchmark	job	require	equal	
knowledge.

0

My	(employee’s)	job	requires	somewhat	less	knowledge	than	
the	benchmark	job.

−1

My	(employee’s)	job	requires	substantially	less	knowledge	than	
the	benchmark	job.

−2

Abilities (Check the statement that most applies.)
My	(employee’s)	job	requires	substantially	more	abilities	than	
the	benchmark	job.

+4

My	(employee’s)	job	requires	somewhat	more	abilities	than	the	
benchmark	job.

+2

My	(employee’s)	job	and	benchmark	job	require	equal	abilities. 0

My	(employee’s)	job	requires	somewhat	less	abilities	than	the	
benchmark	job.

−2

My	(employee’s)	job	requires	substantially	less	abilities	than	
the	benchmark	job.

−4

Pay adjustment calculation: Sum the percentages for the three checked items. Possible range is from +10% 
to −10%.

Pay adjustment (e.g., a total of 0 percent means no adjustment is required; +3 percent indicates that the job’s 
pay rate be increased by 3 percent, and −3 percent indicates that the job’s pay rate be decreased by 3 percent).

nationals to work in their own country for U.S. companies (e.g., IBM hires people from the 
Indian continent to serve in call centers).

Compensation Survey Data
Compensation professionals should be aware of three compensation survey data characteristics. 
First,	compensation	surveys	contain	immense	amounts	of	information.	A	perusal	of	every	datum	
point would be mind-boggling even to the most mathematically inclined individuals. In addi-
tion, there is bound to be wide variation in pay rates across companies, making it difficult to build 
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market-competitive pay systems. Thus, compensation professionals should use statistics to describe 
large sets of data efficiently. Second, compensation survey data are outdated because there is a lag 
between when the data were collected and when employers implement the compensation plan based 
on the survey data. Third, compensation professionals must use statistical analyses to integrate their 
internal	job	structures	(based	on	job	evaluation	points; see Chapter 6) with the external market based 
on the survey data. We will discuss this matter in detail later in this chapter.

Table 7-2 contains sample salary information collected from a salary survey of 35 account-
ing	jobs	according	to	seniority.	Accountant	I	incumbents	possess	less	than	2	years	of	accounting	

taBle 7-2  raw compensation survey Data for accountants 
in atlanta, georgia

Company Job Title 2012�annual�salary�($)

A Accountant	I 33,000

A Accountant	I 34,500

A Accountant	II 36,000

A Accountant	III 43,500

B Accountant	I 33,000

B Accountant	I 33,000

B Accountant	I 36,000

B Accountant	II 37,500

B Accountant	II 36,000

B Accountant	II 37,500

B Accountant	III 45,000

B Accountant	III 43,500

C Accountant	I 34,500

C Accountant	II 37,500

C Accountant	III 43,500

D Accountant	I 36,000

D Accountant	I 36,000

D Accountant	III 55,000

E Accountant	I 33,000

E Accountant	I 33,000

E Accountant	I 34,500

E Accountant	II 36,000

E Accountant	II 36,000

E Accountant	II 37,500

E Accountant	III 45,000

F Accountant	I 34,500

F Accountant	II 37,500

F Accountant	III 45,000

F Accountant	III 45,000

F Accountant	III 43,500

G Accountant	I 34,500

G Accountant	I 33,000

G Accountant	II 37,500

G Accountant	II 37,500

G Accountant	III 43,500
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taBle 7-3 frequency table for accountants

salary�interval�($) number�of�salaries�from�survey

30,000−35,000 11

35,001−40,000 14

40,000−45,000 9

45,000+ 1
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Figure 7-1 histogram of survey Data for accountants

work	experience.	Accountant	II	incumbents	have	2	to	less	than	4	years	of	accounting	work	expe-
rience.	Accountant	III	incumbents	possess	4	to	6	years	of	work	experience	as	accountants.	Seven	
companies	(A–G)	from	Atlanta	participated	in	the	survey,	and	most	have	more	than	one	incum-
bent at each level. Company B has three accountant I incumbents, three accountant II incum-
bents, and two accountant III incumbents.

As	a	starting	point,	let’s	begin	with	basic	tabulation	of	the	survey	data.	Basic	tabulation	
helps organize data, promotes decision makers’ familiarization with the data, and reveals pos-
sible extreme observations (i.e., outliers). Table 7-3 displays a frequency table, and Figure 7-1 
displays	a	histogram.	Both	indicate	the	number	of	job	incumbents	whose	salaries	fall	within	the	
specified intervals. For example, 11 accountants’ annual salaries range between $30,000 and 
$35,000.	Only	one	job	incumbent	falls	in	the	$45,001	and	above	interval,	which	suggests	the	
possibility of an outlier. We’ll discuss the importance of outliers shortly.

using the apprOpriate statistics tO summarize survey Data Two properties describe 
numerical data sets:

•	 Central	tendency
•	 Variation

Central tendency represents the fact that a set of data clusters or centers around a central point. 
Central tendency is a number that represents the typical numerical value in the data set. What is 
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the typical annual salary for accountants in our data set? Two types of central tendency measures 
are pertinent to compensation—arithmetic mean (often called mean or average) and median.

We calculate the mean annual salary for accountants by adding all the annual salaries in our 
data set and then dividing the total by the number of annual salaries in the data set. The sum of 
the salaries in our example is $1,337,500 based on 35 salaries. Thus, the mean equals $38,214.29 
(i.e., $1,337,500 divided by 35). In this example, the mean informs compensation profession-
als about the “typical” salary or going market rate for the group of accountants I, II, and III. 
Compensation	professionals	often	use	the	mean	as	a	reference	point	to	judge	whether	employ-
ees’ compensation is below or above the market.

We	use	every	data	point	to	calculate	the	mean.	As	a	result,	one	or	more	outliers	can	lead	to	a	
distorted representation of the typical value. The mean understates the “true” typical value when 
there is one or more extremely small value, and it overstates the “true” typical value when there 
is one or more extremely large value. The mean’s shortcoming has implications for compensa-
tion professionals.

Understated mean salaries may cause employers to set starting salaries too low to attract 
the	best-qualified	job	candidates.	Overstated	mean	salaries	probably	promote	recruitment	efforts	
because employers may set starting salaries higher than necessary, a condition that creates a cost 
burden to companies.

The median is the middle value in an ordered sequence of numerical data. If there is an odd 
number of data points, the median literally is the middle observation. Our data set contains an 
odd number of observations. The median is $36,000. Table 7-4 illustrates the calculation of the 
median.

If there is an even number of data points, the median is the mean of the values corresponding 
to the two middle numbers. Let’s assume that we have four salaries, ordered from the smallest 
value to the highest value: $25,000, $28,000, $29,500, and $33,000. The median is $28,750. The 
median does not create distorted representations like the mean because its calculation is indepen-
dent of the magnitude of each value.

Variation	is	the	second	property	used	to	describe	data	sets.	Variation represents the amount 
of spread or dispersion in a set of data. Compensation professionals find three measures of dis-
persion to be useful (i.e., standard deviation, quartile, and percentile).

Standard deviation refers to the mean distance of each salary figure from the mean (i.e., 
how larger observations fluctuate above the mean and how smaller observations fluctuate below 
the mean). Table 7-5 demonstrates the calculation of the standard deviation for our data set.

The standard deviation equals $5,074.86. Compensation professionals find standard devia-
tion to be useful for two reasons. First, as we noted previously, compensation professionals often 
use	the	mean	as	a	reference	point	to	judge	whether	employees’	compensations	are	below	or	above	
the market. The standard deviation indicates whether an individual salary’s departure below or 
above the mean is “typical” for the market. For example, Irwin Katz’s annual salary is $27,500. 
His salary falls substantially below the typical average salary: The difference between the mean 
salary and Katz’s salary is $10,714.29 ($38,214.29 − $27,500). This difference is much greater 
than	the	typical	departure	from	the	mean	because	the	standard	deviation	is	just	$5,074.86.

Second,	the	standard	deviation	indicates	the	range	for	the	majority	of	salaries.	The	majority	
of salaries fall between $33,139.43 ($38,214.29 − $5,074.86) and $43,289.15 ($38,214.29 + 
$5,074.86). Remember, $38,214.29 is the mean, and $5,074.86 is the standard deviation. 
Compensation	professionals	can	use	this	range	to	judge	whether	their	company’s	salary	ranges	
are	similar	to	the	market’s	salary	ranges.	A	company’s	salary	ranges	are	not	typical	of	the	market	
if	most	fall	below	or	above	the	market	range.	A	company	will	probably	find	it	difficult	to	retain	
good employees when most salaries fall below the typical market range.

Both quartiles and percentiles describe dispersion by indicating the percentage of figures 
that fall below certain points. Table 7-6 illustrates the use of quartiles and percentiles for our 
survey data. Quartiles allow compensation professionals to describe the distribution of data—in 
this case, annual base pay amount—based on four groupings. The 1st quartile is $34,500. In 
other words, 25 percent of the salary figures are less than or equal to $34,500. The 2nd quartile 
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taBle 7-4  calculation of the median for accountant 
survey Data

The salary data are arranged in ascending order. The median is 
(n + 1)/2, where n equals the number of salaries. The median is item 
18 ([35 + 1]/2). Thus, the median value is $36,000.

 1. $33,000

 2. $33,000

 3. $33,000

 4. $33,000

 5. $33,000

 6. $33,000

 7. $34,500

 8. $34,500

 9. $34,500

10. $34,500

11. $34,500

12. $36,000

13. $36,000

14. $36,000

15. $36,000

16. $36,000

17. $36,000

18. $36,000 ←⎯⎯⎯   Median

19. $37,500

20. $37,500

21. $37,500

22. $37,500

23. $37,500

24. $37,500

25. $37,500

26. $43,500

27. $43,500

28. $43,500

29. $43,500

30. $43,500

31. $45,000

32. $45,000

33. $45,000

34. $45,000

35. $55,000

is $36,000. Fifty percent of the salary figures are less than or equal to $36,000. The 3rd quartile 
is $43,500. Seventy-five percent of the salary figures are less than or equal to $43,500. The 4th 
quartile is $55,000. One hundred percent of the salary figures are less than or equal to $55,000. 
There are one hundred percentiles ranging from the first percentile to the 100th percentile. For 
our data, the 10th percentile equals $33,000, and the 90th percentile equals $45,000.
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Quartiles and percentiles complement standard deviations by indicating the percentage of 
observations that fall below particular figures. Compensation professionals’ reviews of percentiles 
and quartiles can enhance their insights into the dispersion of salary data. For example, compensa-
tion professionals want to know the percentage of accountants earning a particular salary level or 
less. If $33,000 represents the 10th percentile for accountants’ annual salaries, then only 10 percent 
earn $33,000 or less. Compensation professionals are less likely to recommend similar pay for new 
accountant	hires.	Although	paying	at	this	level	represents	a	cost	savings,	companies	are	likely	to	
experience retention problems because 90 percent of accountants earn more than $33,000.

It is important to keep in mind that statistics of a given type (e.g., central tendency) provide 
consistent	information	for	a	given	set	of	data.	As	we	discussed,	the	mean	and	median	are	mea-
sures of central tendency. The mean and median are often different for a given set of data points. 
When the distribution of data is skewed to the left (i.e., there is a higher frequency of larger 
values than smaller values), the mean will be less than the median. On the other hand, when the 
distribution of data is skewed to the right (i.e., there is a lower frequency of larger values than 
smaller values), the mean will be greater than the median.

Let’s	look	at	an	example.	The	mean	hourly	wage	rate	for	production	workers	in	Company	A	
is	$8.72.	The	union	in	Company	A	is	demanding	that	management	grant	pay	raises	to	production	
workers because the mean hourly pay rate for production workers in Company B is higher—$9.02. 
The mean value for Company B is based on the following survey of its production workers:

hourly�Wage�rates�of�production�Workers

$8.15 $8.39 $8.51 $8.55 $8.60 $10.25 $10.72

Company	A’s	management	is	unwilling	to	raise	production	workers’	pay:	Company	A’s	pro-
duction workers earn a higher mean hourly wage ($8.72) than the median hourly wage rate of 
Company B’s production workers ($8.55).

Updating the Survey Data
Companies establish pay structures for future periods. Let’s assume that a compensation pro-
fessional	wants	to	develop	a	pay	structure	for	the	period	January	1,	2010,	through	December	
31, 2010. For this illustration, it is now October 2009 when the compensation professional is 
establishing this plan. The salary survey data were obtained in October 2009, and these figures 

taBle 7-5  calculation of the standard Deviation (s.D.) for accountant 
survey Data

S.D. = Ta
n

i=1
Xi

2 - nM2

n - 1

where

a
n

i=1
Xi

2 = the sum of the squares of the individual salary observations.

nM2 =  the sample size (n; i.e., 35 salaries) multiplied by the square of the mean for the 35 salaries.

S.D. = C(+33,0002 + +33,0002 + c + +55,0002) - 35(+38,214.92)2

35 - 1

S.D. = C51,987,260,000 - 51,111,618,000

34

S.D. = +5,074.86
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taBle 7-6  percentile and Quartile ranks for 
accountant survey Data

$33,000

$33,000

$33,000 ←⎯⎯⎯ 10th percentile

$33,000

$33,000

$33,000

$34,500

$34,500

$34,500 ←⎯⎯⎯ 1st quartile

$34,500

$34,500

$36,000

$36,000

$36,000

$36,000

$36,000

$36,000

$36,000 ←⎯⎯⎯ 2nd quartile

$37,500 (also 50th percentile)

$37,500

$37,500

$37,500

$37,500

$37,500

$37,500

$43,500

$43,500

$43,500 ←⎯⎯⎯ 3rd quartile

$43,500

$43,500

$45,000

$45,000 ←⎯⎯⎯ 90th percentile

$45,000

$45,000

$55,000 ←⎯⎯⎯ 4th quartile

represent 2008 annual pay averages. These data will be 12 and 24 months old at the pay plan’s 
implementation	(on	January	1,	2010)	and	end	(December	31,	2010),	respectively.	Compensation	
professionals typically use historical salary data to build market-competitive pay systems because 
it is impossible to obtain actual salary data for the future compensation plan period (January 1, 
2010–December	31,	2010)	in	October	2009	when	the	plan	is	being	developed.	Companies	there-
fore update survey data with simple techniques to correct for such lags (see Table 7-7 as an exam-
ple). This process updates the salary survey data for the start and end of the plan year (in this 
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example,	December	1,	2010	and	December	31,	2010,	respectively).	As	shown	in	Table	7-7,	foot-
note c, we estimated the cost-of-living increase based on the previous year’s actual increase.

Several factors play an important role in updating. The most influential factors are economic 
forecasts and changes in the costs of consumer goods and services. Employers generally award 
small	permanent	pay	increases	(e.g.,	3–4	percent)	when	the	economic	forecast	is	pessimistic.	
Pessimistic forecasts suggest the possibility of recession or higher unemployment levels. Thus, 
employers are less willing to commit substantial amounts to fund pay increases because they 
may not be able to afford them. Employers typically award higher permanent pay increases when 
the economic forecast is optimistic. Optimistic forecasts imply enhanced business activity or 
lower unemployment levels. Management discretion dictates actual pay increase amounts.

Changes in the cost of living tend to make survey data obsolete fairly quickly. Over time, the 
average cost of goods and services increases. Companies therefore update salary survey data with the 
Consumer Price Index (CPI), the most commonly used method for tracking cost changes through-
out the United States. The BLS reports the CPI in the CPI Detailed Report every month. Each 
January issue provides annual averages for the prior year. Current and historical CPI data are also 
available on the BLS Web site (www.bls.gov). Table 7-8 describes some basic facts about the CPI 
and how to interpret it. Table 7-7 details the procedure for updating salary survey data with the CPI.

integrating internal JoB StruCtureS with 
external Market pay rateS
In Chapter 6, we discussed that compensation	professionals	use	job	evaluation	methods	to	estab-
lish	internally	consistent	job	structures.	In	other	words,	companies	value	jobs	that	possess	higher	
degrees	of	compensable	factors	(e.g.,	10	years	of	relevant	work	experience)	than	jobs	with	fewer	
degrees of compensable factors (e.g., 1 year of relevant work experience). These valuation dif-
ferences ultimately should correspond to pay differences based on compensation survey data.

Earlier,	we	indicated	that	paying	well	below	or	well	above	the	typical	market	rate	for	jobs	can	
create a competitive disadvantage for companies. Thus, it is important that companies set pay rates 
by using market pay rates as reference points. To this end, we use regression analysis, which is a 
statistical analysis technique. Regression analyses enable compensation professionals to establish 
pay	rates	for	a	set	of	jobs	that	are	consistent	with	typical	pay	rates	for	jobs	in	the	external	market.

We’ll apply regression analysis to determine pay rates for the accountant I, accountant II, 
and	accountant	III	jobs	listed	in	Table	7-2.	Before	presenting	the	regression	analysis	technique,	
we	need	two	sets	of	information:	the	job	evaluation	point	totals	for	each	accountant	job	based	
on	job	evaluation	and	the	updated	salary	survey	data.	In	this	sample,	the	accountant	jobs	have	

taBle 7-7 updating salary survey, using cpi-u, northeast u.s. region

october�2009 January�1,�2010 december�31,�2010

Market survey data for  
2008 CPI-U, 225.4

Pay plan begins CPI-U,  
231.4

Pay plan ends

Actual increase January 1, 
2009–December	31,	
2009: 2.8 percenta

Estimated increase January 1, 
2009–December	31,	2009:	2.8c

December	2008,	Survey	 
mean: $38,000.00

December	2009,	Survey	 
mean: 39,064.00b

December	31,	2010,	Expected	 
survey mean: $40,157.79d

a[(231.4 - 225.4)/225.4] * 100 percent
b+38,000.00 + (+38,000.00 * 2.8 percent)
cEstimated based on the actual increase for the Northeast region between January and December 2009 
[(231.4 - 225.4)/225.4]. Note that 231.4 is the December 2009 CPI-U index reported by the BLS.
d+39,064.00 + (+39,064.00 * 2.8 percent)
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taBle 7-8 the consumer price index: basic facts and interpretation issues

Basic�Facts
The CPI indexes monthly price changes of goods and services that people buy for day-to-day living. 
The index is based on a representative sample of goods and services, because obtaining information 
about all goods and services would not be feasible. The BLS gathers price information from thousands 
of retail and service establishments (e.g., gasoline stations, grocery stores, and department stores). 
Thousands of landlords provide information about rental costs, and thousands of home owners give 
cost information pertaining to home ownership.

The CPI represents the average of the price changes for the representative sample of goods and ser-
vices within each of the following areas:

•	 Urban	United	States

•	 4	regions

•	 4	class	sizes	based	on	the	number	of	residents

•	 27	local	metropolitan	statistical	areas

The	BLS	publishes	CPI	for	two	population	groups:	a	CPI	for	All	Urban	Consumers	(CPI-U)	and	the	
CPI for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W). The CPI-U represents the spending habits 
of 80 percent of the population of the United States. The CPI-U covers wage earners; clerical, profes-
sional, managerial, and technical workers; short-term and self-employed workers; unemployed per-
sons; retirees; and others not in the labor force. The CPI-W represents the spending habits of 32 per-
cent of the population, and it applies to consumers who earn more than one-half of their income from 
clerical or wage occupations. The distinction between the CPI-U and CPI-W is important because the 
CPI-U is most representative of all consumers, whereas unions and management use the CPI-W during 
negotiations	to	establish	effective	cost-of-living	adjustments;	most	unionized	jobs	are	clerical	or	wage	
jobs	rather	than	salaried	professional,	managerial,	or	executive	jobs.

interpreting�the�Cpi:�percentage�Changes�versus�point�Changes
The span from 1982 to 1984 is the base period for the CPI-U and CPI-W, which is 100. Compensation 
professionals use the base period to determine the changes in prices over time. How much did con-
sumer	prices	increase	in	Atlanta	between	the	base	period	and	December	31,	2001?

The CPI Detailed Report	indicates	that	the	2001	CPI-U	for	Atlanta	was	176.2.	We	know	that	the	base	
period	CPI	is	100.	Consumer	prices	in	Atlanta	increased	76.2	percent	between	2001	and	the	base	
period. We determine price change with the formula:

(Current CPI - Previous CPI)

Previous CPI
 * 100,

For this example:

(176.2 - 100)

100
 * 100, = 76.2,

Compensation professionals are most concerned with annual CPI changes because they are updating 
recently collected survey data. The same formula yields price changes between periods other than 
the	base	period.	How	much	did	prices	increase	in	Atlanta	between	1999	and	2001?	The	CPI	Detailed	
Report	(January	2002)	indicates	that	the	1999	annual	CPI-U	for	Atlanta	was	161.2,	and	we	know	that	
the 2001 annual average is 176.2.

(176.2 - 161.2)

161.2
 * 100, = 9.31,

Consumer	prices	in	Atlanta	increased	9.31	percent	between	1999	and	2001.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2002). CPI Detailed Report. Washington, DC: U.S. Government 
Printing Office.
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the	following	job	evaluation	points:	accountant	I	(100	points),	accountant	II	(500	points),	and	
accountant III (1,000) points.

Regression analysis enables decision makers to predict the values of one variable from 
another.	Compensation	professionals’	goal	are	to	predict	salary	levels	for	each	job	based	on	
job	evaluation	points.	Why	not	simply	“eyeball”	the	list	of	salaries	in	the	survey	to	identify	the	
market rates? There are two reasons. First, companies pay different rates to employees who are 
performing	the	same	(or	very	similar)	jobs.	Our	salary	survey	indicates	that	accountant	III	pay	
rates vary between $43,500 and $55,000. “Eyeballing” the typical rate from the raw data is dif-
ficult when surveys contain large numbers of salaries.

Second,	we	wish	 to	determine	pay	 rates	 for	a	set	of	 jobs	 in	a	particular	company	(i.e.,	
accountant I, accountant II, and accountant III) based on their relative worth to typical market 
pay	rates	for	the	corresponding	jobs	contained	in	the	salary	survey.	Our	focus	is	on	pricing	a	job	
structure	in	the	market	pay	context,	not	pricing	one	job	in	isolation.

How does regression analysis work? Regression analysis finds the best-fitting line between 
two	variables.	Compensation	professionals	use	job	evaluation	points	assigned	to	benchmark	jobs	
(based on the matching process discussed earlier) and the salary survey data for the benchmark 
jobs.	They	refer	to	the	best-fitting	line	as	the	market pay line. The market pay line is representative 
of	typical	market	pay	rates	relative	to	a	company’s	job	structure.	Pay	levels	that	correspond	with	the	
market pay line are market-competitive pay rates. Figure 7-2 displays the regression results.

The following equation models the prediction.

 Yn = a + bX

 Yn = predicted salary

 X = job evaluation points

 a = the Y intercept (This is the Y value at which X = 0.)

 b = the slope
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Figure 7-2 regression analysis results for the accountant survey Data
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The slope represents the change in Y	for	every	one	unit	change	in	job	evaluation	points.	In	
other	words,	the	slope	represents	the	dollar	value	of	each	job	evaluation	point.	For	example,	let’s	
assume	that	the	slope	is	26.	A	job	consisting	of	301	job	evaluation	points	is	worth	$26	more	than	
a	job	consisting	of	300	job	evaluation	points.

For our data, the equation is:

Yn = +32,315.66 + +12.21X

Thus, this market policy line indicates the following market pay rates:

•	 Accountant	I:	$33,536.66

Yn = +32,315.66 + +12.21 * 100 job evaluation points

•	 Accountant	II:	$38,420.66

Yn = +32,315.66 + +12.21 * 500 job evaluation points

•	 Accountant	III:	$44,525.66

Yn = +32,315.66 + +12.21 * 1,000 job evaluation points

The regression analysis provides an additional important statistic known as R2. This statistic 
tells	us	how	well	the	variation	in	the	company’s	valuation	of	jobs	based	on	job	evaluation	points	
explains the variation in market pay rates from the compensation survey. The R2  statistic can 
range in numerical value between 0 and 1. When R2 equals 0, none (0 percent, i.e., 0.0 × 100 
percent)	of	the	variation	in	market	pay	rates	can	be	explained	by	the	company’s	job	structure.	
When R2 equals one, this means that all (100 percent) of the variation in market pay rates can 
be	explained	by	the	company’s	job	structure.	Just	one	more	example—when	R2 equals 0.52, 52 
percent (i.e., 0.52 × 100 percent) of the variation in market pay rates can be explained by the 
company’s	job	structure.	As	you	can	see,	we	interpret	R2 in this context as the percentage varia-
tion in y values (market pay rates) that can be explained by x	values	(job	evaluation	points).

By now, you may be asking how to describe the difference between an R2 equal to 1.0 and, for 
example, an R2 equal to 0.71 in this situation. The difference (0.29) refers to the percentage of varia-
tion	in	market	pay	rates	that	cannot	be	explained	by	the	company’s	job	structure.	In	this	illustration,	
29	percent	of	the	variation	is	unexplained.	Discrepancies	often	exist	between	the	job	duties	of	the	jobs	
specified	in	the	compensation	survey	(i.e.,	the	benchmark	jobs)	and	the	company’s	job	definitions.

Your HR colleagues are likely to ask you to interpret your conclusion even further because 
they will want to know whether the obtained R2 value represents a small, medium, or large 
amount.	As	a	rule	of	thumb,	R2 values between 0.0 and 0.30 represent a small amount; between 
0.31 and 0.70 represent a medium amount; and between 0.71 and 1.0 represent a large amount.

CoMpenSation poliCieS and 
StrategiC MandateS
Compensation policies refer to choices that compensation professionals make to promote com-
petitive advantage. Broadly, choices are made about pay level policies and pay mix policies.

Pay Level Policies
Companies can choose from three pay level policies:

•	 Market	lead
•	 Market	lag
•	 Market	match

The market lead policy distinguishes a company from the competition by compensating 
employees more highly than most competitors. Leading the market denotes pay levels that place 
in the area above the market pay line (Figure 7-2). The market lag policy also distinguishes a 
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company from the competition, but by compensating employees less than most competitors. 
Lagging the market indicates that pay levels fall below the market pay line (Figure 7-2). The 
market match policy most closely follows the typical market pay rates because companies pay 
according to the market pay line. Thus, pay rates fall along the market pay line (Figure 7-2). 
Most often, market lead policies are set to the 3rd quartile (also, 75th percentile) ranking in the 
salary survey. Similarly, market match policies are set to the 2nd quartile (also, 50th percentile or 
median) ranking, and market lag policies are set to the 1st quartile (also, 25th percentile) ranking.

The market lead policy is clearly most appropriate for companies that pursue differentia-
tion	strategies.	A	company	may	choose	a	market	lead	pay	policy	for	its	accountants	because	the	
company needs the very best accountants to promote its competitive strategy of being the top 
manufacturer of lightest-weight surgical instruments at the lowest possible cost by 2018.

The market lag policy appears to fit well with lowest-cost strategies because companies 
realize cost savings by paying lower than the market pay line. Paying well below the market will 
yield short-term cost savings; however, these short-term savings will probably be offset by long-
term costs. Companies that use the market lag policy may experience difficulties in recruiting 
and retaining highly qualified employees. Too much turnover will undercut a company’s ability 
to operate efficiently and to market goods and services on a timely basis. Thus, companies that 
adopt market lag policies need to balance cost savings with productivity and quality concerns.

The market match policy represents a safe approach for companies because they generally 
are spending no more or less on compensation (per employee) than competitors. This pay policy 
does not fit with the lowest-cost strategy for obvious reasons. It does fit better with differentia-
tion strategies. This statement appears to contradict previous ones about differentiation strategies 
(i.e., pay “high” salaries to attract and retain the best talent). Some companies that pursue dif-
ferentiation strategies follow a market match policy to fund expensive operating or capital needs 
that support differentiation (e.g., research equipment and research laboratories).

Pay Mix Policies
Pay mix policies refer to the combination of core compensation and employee benefits compo-
nents that make up an employee’s total compensation package. In Chapter 1 (Figure 1-1), we 
identified and briefly described the various elements of core compensation and employee ben-
efits; then we discussed core compensation elements fully in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. We will review 
the main elements of employee benefits in Chapters 9, 10, and 11.

Pay policy mix may be expressed in dollars (or other currency as relevant) or as a percentage 
of total dollars allocated for an employee’s total compensation. The following is an example of 
a pay policy mix:

Benefits
27%

Base Wage
57%

Short-Term
Incentives

6%

Long-Term
Incentives

10%

This example indicates that base pay accounts for 57 percent of the money allocated to an 
employee’s total compensation. Let’s assume that the company spends $200,000 annually to 
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fund a particular employee’s total compensation package. Of the total, an employee receives 
base pay in the amount of $114,000 (that is, $200,000 × 57 percent).

What is an appropriate pay mix? For policy purposes, it makes sense to consider guidelines 
for	jobs	within	a	particular	structure	(for	example,	managerial,	administrative,	or	sales)	because	
of	the	common	job	content	and	worker	requirements	of	jobs	within	a	particular	structure.	For	
example, in a technology company, a greater portion of bonus compensation might be allocated to 
engineers than to administrative staff. Engineers possess crucial skills relating to the company’s 
ability to find innovative applications of technology, and bonus incentives throughout the year 
may promote innovation initiatives. On the other hand, the administrative staff, though important 
to the company, may not play as important a role in determining the company’s profitability or 
objectives.	Therefore,	less	of	their	total	compensation	would	likely	be	devoted	to	bonus	funds.	
Also,	some	job	structures,	such	as	sales,	employees	may	receive	the	majority	of	their	compensa-
tion in the form of bonuses. In order to motivate a sales force to continually exceed quarterly 
targets, quarterly bonuses equal to or exceeding their annual base salaries might be used.

cOmpensatiOn in actiOn

What employees are paid internally can have a significant 
impact on what happens externally. As with any business func-
tion, an overemphasis on the activities within the firm can blind 
decision makers to the activities outside the firm, which could 
undermine competitive advantage. Paying too little for top tal-
ent will ensure that those highly sought-after individuals go 
elsewhere for employment; paying too much could come at 
the cost of investing additional capital into resources that are 
critical to the execution and delivery of company strategy. By 
measuring the right variables and seeking data that will lead to 
informed and up-to-date decisions, you as line managers, HR 
professionals, and compensation specialists will work together 
in providing a system that is in line with the needs of the orga-
nization and the objectives of the individual.

Action checklist for line managers and HR—
staying current and attracting the right 
employees

hr takes the lead
•	 Work	with	compensation	specialists	to	access	compensa-

tion and benefits data from other firms to find out what 
they are offering employees; the means by which this 
data will be collected—customized survey, professional 
organization, or compensation consultant—will depend 

on budget, relationships with competitors, and expertise 
of staff.

•	 Together	with	line	managers,	compare	internal	roles	with	
external roles to create job matches that, although sub-
jective, will allow a side-by-side comparison to see how 
compensation matches up.

•	 Compensation	specialists	analyze	data	using	appropriate	
statistics to identify consistencies with competitors and 
areas of high discrepancy.

Line managers take the lead
•	 Identify	the	types	of	resources	necessary	to	carry	out	

company strategy; if talent is the top priority, HR will seek 
to establish a compensation system that will lead compet-
itors; if other resources are deemed a higher priority (e.g., 
infrastructure and research), the sought-after compensa-
tion system will be lower than the industry standard (this 
will be the context within which the data are assessed).

•	 Lead	the	identification	of	the	internal	employee	market	
(e.g., marketing professionals, accountants, and finance 
managers in China) that needs to be assessed.

•	 Partnering	with	HR,	recommendations	are	made	to	mem-
bers of senior management based on the data that are 
revealed and the assessment of these data in relation to 
the strategy of the firm.

Data are analyzed—
consistencies and 
discrepancies are 
highlighted  

Recommendations are
made for how to proceed 
based upon new information

Means of achieving
company strategy is 

established  

Decide on which
employee market is 

to be assessed  

Compensation and
benefit data are 

collected from other 
firms  

Internal jobs are matched
up with most similar external 
jobs for comparison
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In summary, a “one size fits all” approach to pay policy selection is inappropriate. Most 
companies use more than one pay policy simultaneously. For example, companies generally 
use market match or market lead policies for professional and managerial talent because these 
employees contribute most directly to a company’s competitive advantages. Companies typically 
apply market match or market lag policies to clerical, administrative, and unskilled employees 
(e.g.,	 janitorial).	Companies’	demands	for	these	employees	relative	to	supply	in	the	relevant	
labor markets are low, and these employees’ contributions to attainment of competitive advan-
tage	are	less	direct.	Companies	are	likely	to	apply	different	pay	policy	mixes	to	jobs	in	different	
structures	given	differences	in	the	level	of	strategic	importance	placed	on	jobs	as	well	as	to	pro-
mote desired behaviors as previously discussed.

MyManagementLab
Go	to	mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .

end oF Chapter

Summary
This chapter discussed market-competitive pay systems and 
described compensation surveys. Compensation surveys pro-
vide “snapshots” of competitors’ pay practices. Survey infor-
mation provides the reference points for establishing pay 
level policies. Conducting compensation surveys requires art, 

not science: These practices require compensation profes-
sionals’	sound	judgments	for	making	recommendations	that	
fit well with competitive strategies. Careful thought about the 
meaning underlying the facts and statistics is the key to suc-
cessfully building market-competitive pay systems.
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 discussion Questions
 7-1. You are a compensation analyst for Worry-

Not	Insurance	Company,	which	is	located	in	
Hartford,	Connecticut.	Define	the	relevant	labor	
market	for	insurance	claims	adjusters	and	for	
data	entry	clerks.	Describe	the	rationale	for	your	
definitions.

 7-2. Can companies easily develop compensations that 
are both internally consistent and market competi-
tive? What are some of the challenges to this goal?

 7-3. Which do you believe is most important for 
a company’s competitive advantage: internal 

consistency or market competitiveness? Explain 
your answer.

 7-4. Refer to the regression equation presented earlier 
in this chapter. When b = 0, the market pay line is 
parallel to the x-axis	(i.e.,	job	evaluation	points).	
Provide your interpretation.

 7-5. Why do multinational companies that operate 
globally often adopt generic pay policy statements 
on its external market competitiveness instead of 
specific	pay	policy	positioning	for	its	different	job	
families	or	job	functions?
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CaSe
nutriment’s�new�hires

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

With	the	demand	for	more	nutritional	food	options	growing,	Nutriment	Biotech	is	positioned	to	become	
a	leader	in	agricultural	biotechnology.	Nutriment	is	a	start-up	biotech	company	that	is	working	to	develop	
genetically engineered food crops that offer enhanced nutrition along with easier production for farmers. 
Emily	Hart	and	Harold	James	established	Nutriment	as	a	research	organization	through	national	grant	fund-
ing	5	years	ago.	Nutriment	is	one	of	only	a	few	agricultural	biotechnology	companies	focused	on	enhancing	
nutrition in food crops. The company currently has an edge over competitors as its research has led to some 
scientific	discoveries	that	now	position	them	to	grow	their	company	significantly.	As	a	result,	Nutriment	is	
ready to start hiring staff to get operations started.

Emily and Harold have hired Jack Stewart, an HR management consultant, to help them determine how 
to hire the most talented staff to grow their business. Jack works mostly with start-up technology-based 
companies	and	plans	to	help	Nutriment	implement	a	recruiting	and	hiring	plan	and	establish	its	preliminary	
HR management practices such as its pay structure.

Nutriment	has	secured	additional	funding	to	allow	it	to	ramp	up	full	operations	quickly.	An	analysis	of	
its	projected	workload	suggests	it	will	need	to	hire	approximately	15	new	employees	to	get	started.	It	will	
need to hire not only 10 new scientists but also administrative staff members including a receptionist, an 
office manager, a lab manager, a marketing professional, and an accountant.

As	an	experienced	recruiter,	Jack	is	confident	that	he	will	be	able	to	quickly	identify	strong	candidates	for	
the	administrative	staff	positions.	The	current	labor	market	works	in	Nutriment’s	favor,	and,	therefore,	Jack	will	
be able to easily generate a pool of qualified applicants. The scientists, on the other hand, will be challenging to 
find as they need specific expertise related to agricultural biotechnology and genetic engineering. The number 
of scientists with this combination of skills is limited, and the scientists are in demand by competitors. However, 
Nutriment	is	located	in	a	geographic	area	rich	with	research	universities	and	other	biotech	firms,	so	Jack	is	con-
fident that it can attract a good pool of talent if it is able to offer an opportunity that is attractive to the scientists.

To start the recruiting process, Jack must first establish a pay structure. Before he starts researching 
market rates, Jack plans to meet with Emily and Harold to establish pay level policies and discuss other 
strategic	aspects	of	determining	the	compensation	structure	for	the	new	employees.	Nutriment	must	offer	a	
pay package that will allow it to attract and retain both the administrative staff members and the scientists. 
Establishing the right pay practices will help ensure that the recruitment process allows it to put talent in 
place	to	position	Nutriment	for	success.

Questions:
 7-6. What	are	some	strategic	considerations	in	establishing	a	pay	structure	at	Nutriment?
 7-7. What would be your recommendation on the pay level strategy or pay positioning for the different 

job	families	or	job	functions,	and	why?

MyManagementLab
Go	to	mymanagementlab.com	for	the	following	Assisted-graded	writing	questions:

   7-8. Explain the role of compensation surveys. Why is it important to update survey data?

   7-9.  Explain market pay line. How is it used in the context of pay level policies such as 
market lead, market lag, and market match?

endnotes
 1. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. (2013). Employer Costs 

for Employee Compensation—December 2012.	Available:	
www.bls.gov, accessed May 23, 2013.

	 2.	Milkovich,	G.	T.,	&	Newman,	J.	M.	(1996).	Compensation 
(5th ed.). Homewood, IL: Irwin.
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* Mandatory section/question * Mandatory section/question 

15. By what percentage does your organization plan to increase the salary range structure for 2010? 

Employee group 2010 salary range 
structure change

% noinunoN ylruoH tpmexenoN
% deiralaS tpmexenoN
% deiralaS tpmexE
% sevitucexE/sreciffO

Promotions

16. Are promotional increases a separate budget item in your organization? 
Yes 
No (skip to question 17)

16a. What is your organization’s 2009 promotional increase budget as a percent of total base salaries? 

                 % 

17. In 2008, what percentage of the total employee population received a promotional increase? 

                 % 

18. In 2008, what was the average promotional increase as a percent of the promoted employee’s base salary (prior to     
     promotion)? 

                 % 

Variable Pay 

For purposes of this survey, variable pay is defined as short-term cash awards that are contingent upon performance,
discretion or results achieved. Variable pay types include: 

• Profit sharing 
• Performance sharing (i.e. gain sharing or goal sharing)
• Individual incentives 
• Bonuses 

The following pay types should not be included:
• Sales commission plans 
• Long-term incentives, such as stock plans or multi-year cash performance plans 
• Non-cash based awards such as merchandise, trips, plaques or trophies
• Plans that require cash awards to be placed in accounts that are not readily accessible to employees (i.e. 401k 

accounts, pension plans, deferred compensation plans) 
• Cash awards for recognition 

19. Does your organization currently use variable pay as defined above? 
Yes 

 No (skip to question 25) 

20. Which of the following formal plan award types does your organization use? (Check all that apply.) 
Organization-wide awards based solely on the success of the entire organization (i.e. cash profit sharing)
Unit/strategic business unit awards based solely on the success of the unit/strategic business unit (i.e.,
department incentive programs, manufacturing goal sharing, call-center incentives) 
Individual incentive awards based on employees’ performance in designated jobs (other than sales) 
Combination awards based on both organization-wide/unit/strategic business unit success and individual 
performance 
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* Mandatory section/question * Mandatory section/question 

21. For 2008, please indicate the percentage of employees eligible to receive variable pay and the percentage of those 
     employees who actually received an award.

Employee Group 
 a. Was employee 

category eligible for 
variable pay in 2008? 

b. Percent of employees 
eligible in 2008 for variable 

pay 

c. Percent of eligible 
employees actually paid 

variable pay for 2008
Nonexempt Hourly Nonunion o Yes        o No  
Nonexempt Salaried o Yes        o No 
Exempt Salaried o Yes        o No  
Officers/Executives o Yes        o No  

22. Does your organization have a formal process for determining the budget for variable pay plans? If so, please 
      indicate the average percentage of base pay budgeted for variable pay in each employee category. 

NOTE: If variable pay for an employee category is not typically budgeted, or an employee category is not eligible for 
variable pay, please select “No” in question 22a and leave the remainder of the row blank. Fill in “0” (zero) only if your 
organization typically budgets for variable pay for that employee group, but has/will not budget for the program in the 
respective year. 

Employee Group 
a. Does your 

organization budget for 
variable pay?

b.2008 average 
% budgeted for 

variable pay 

c.2009 average
% budgeted for 

variable pay 

d.2010 projected 
average % 

budgeted for 
variable pay 

Nonexempt Hourly Nonunion o Yes        o No 
Nonexempt Salaried o Yes        o No 

 oN o        seY o deiralaS tpmexE
 oN o        seY o sevitucexE/sreciffO

23. Please provide the average percentage of base pay your variable pay plans actually paid for 2008 and the average 
     percentage projected to be paid for 2009.

Employee Group a. Average % paid for 
variable pay for 2008

b. Projected % paid
for variable pay for 

2009 
Nonexempt Hourly Nonunion 
Nonexempt Salaried 
Exempt Salaried 
Officers/Executives 

24. What impact does your variable pay program have on base salary budget recommendations?

Employee Group No Impact Some 
Impact 

Significant 
Impact 

Nonexempt Hourly Nonunion o o o 
Nonexempt Salaried o o o 

 o o o deiralaS tpmexE
 o o o sevitucexE/sreciffO

Health Care Cost Impact

25. Does the size of health care cost increases impact your base salary budget recommendations? 
Yes 
No
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* Mandatory section/question * Mandatory section/question 

Cost Containment  
26. Which of the following cost containment and/or reduction strategies has your organization used in the past 12

months? (Check all that apply.) 

Nonexempt Hourly
Nonunion 

Nonexempt
Salaried

Exempt 
Salaried

Officers/Executives

Hiring freeze 

Wage freeze/no pay increases

Reduction in pay/pay cuts 

Limit/eliminate overtime 

Voluntary unpaid time off (e.g. 
employees volunteer in lieu of other 
cuts, unpaid sabbaticals, etc.) 

Furloughs (e.g. temporary layoffs, 
mandatory unpaid time off) 

Voluntary reduction-in-force (RIF) 

Mandatory reduction-in-force (RIF)

Increase employee share of health care 
premiums 

Reduce/suspend 401(k) or 403(b)
matches

Freeze or close pension plans 

Attraction & Retention Practices 

27. Which of the following has your organization used in the past 12 months to attract and retain employees? (Check all 
      that apply.) 

Employee referral bonus
Exempt overtime pay or time off 
Flexible work schedules 

Flextime 
Compressed work week
Telecommuting/telework 
Job sharing 

Larger merit increase budgets 
Market adjustments/increase to base 
salary
Paid sabbaticals
Paying above market 

Part-time employment with benefits 
Phased retirement 
Project milestone/completion bonus 
Retention/stay bonus
Separate salary structures
Sign-on/hiring bonus 
Special cash bonus/group incentives 
(not organization wide)
Spot bonus (individual)
Stock grant programs
Stock option program 
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* Mandatory section/question * Mandatory section/question 

28*. Please provide the name of the person completing this survey and that person’s contact information. You must be a 
WorldatWork member to participate in the 2009-10 Salary Budget Survey. (If you are filling this survey out on behalf of a 
member, please note that the survey results will be sent directly to the member’s address on file.) 

WorldatWork Member Number: 

Name: _________________________________________________________

Title:  _________________________________________________________ 

Company: _________________________________________________________

Phone:   _________________________________________________________ 

E-mail:  _________________________________________________________

29*. By submitting this survey form, I understand that if mandatory (*) sections of the survey are not completed correctly, I 
will not be eligible as a participant to receive a complimentary copy of the survey report. 

o I understand and agree to the statement above. 

If you have a question about how to complete the survey, please call WorldatWork Customer Relationship Services at 
877-951-9191.

The deadline to submit the survey is May 4, 2009 
Fax or mail your completed survey to: 

WorldatWork Survey Team • Fax 480/483-8352  • Toll-free fax 866/816-2962
14040 N. Northsight Blvd. • Scottsdale, AZ 85260 

- -
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Learning Objectives

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Explain the concept of pay structures.

2. Specify and explain the five steps necessary to construct a pay structure.

3. Discuss at least two considerations in designing merit pay systems.

4. Explain at least two sales compensation plan design considerations.

5. Describe three main considerations of person-focused pay program design.

6. Present a summary of two pay structure variation practices.

Pay structures assign different pay rates for jobs of unequal worth and provide the framework 
for recognizing differences in individual employee contributions. No two employees possess 

identical credentials, nor do they perform the same jobs equally well. Companies recognize these 
differences by paying individuals according to their credentials, knowledge, or job performance. 
When completed, pay structures should define the boundaries for recognizing employee contri-
butions. Employee contributions in this context correspond to the pay bases that we addressed in 
previous chapters (i.e., seniority, merit, incentive pay, and person-based pay). Pay structures also 
have strategic value. Well-designed structures should promote the retention of valued employees. 
Most companies support pay-for-performance systems.

In this chapter, we will address how companies structure these pay bases, with the excep-
tion of seniority, which is typically not the main basis for pay in companies. We will start out by 
considering the fundamental process of constructing pay structures. We will then examine the 
design elements of merit pay structures. Then we will move on to specific pay structures, includ-
ing merit pay, sales incentive pay, and person-focused pay.

ConstruCting a Pay struCture
Compensation specialists develop pay structures based on five steps:

•	 Deciding	on	the	number	of	pay	structures
•	 Determining	a	market	pay	line

MyManagementLab®

 Improve Your Grade!
When you see this icon, visit www.mymanagementlab.com for activities that are 
 applied, personalized, and offer immediate feedback.

Building Pay struCtures that 
reCognize emPloyee ContriButions8
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•	 Defining	pay	grades
•	 Calculating	pay	ranges	for	each	pay	grade
•	 Evaluating	the	results

Step 1: Deciding on the Number of Pay Structures
Companies often establish more than one pay structure, depending on market rates and the com-
pany’s job structure. Common pay structures include exempt and nonexempt structures, pay 
structures based on job families, and pay structures based on geography.

exempt and nOnexempt pay structures As you will recall, these categories reflect a 
distinction in the Fair Labor Standards Act. Exempt jobs are not subject to the overtime pay 
provisions of the act. Core compensation terms for these jobs are usually expressed as an annual 
salary. Nonexempt jobs are subject to the overtime pay provision of the act. The core compensation 
for these jobs is therefore expressed as an hourly pay rate. Companies establish these pay structures 
for administrative ease. Some broadly consistent features distinguish exempt from nonexempt 
jobs: Exempt jobs, by the definition of the Fair Labor Standards Act, are generally supervisory, 
professional, managerial, or executive jobs that contain a wide variety of duties. Nonexempt jobs 
are generally nonsupervisory in nature, and the duties tend to be narrowly defined.

pay structures based On jOb FamiLy Executive, managerial, professional, technical, 
clerical, and craft jobs represent distinct job families. Pay structures are also defined on the 
basis of job family, each of which shows a distinct salary pattern in the market. For example, 
the	Davis–Bacon	Act	requires	contractors	and	subcontractors	 to	pay	wages	at	 least	equal	 to	
those prevailing in the area where work is performed. This act applies only to employers with 
federal or federally financed contracts worth more than $2,000 for the construction, alteration, or 
repair	of	public	works	or	buildings.	Moreover,	the	Davis–Bacon	Act	also	applies	only	to	laborers	
and mechanics, excluding clerical, professional, and managerial employees. Thus, companies 
holding federal contracts meeting these criteria have limited latitude for setting pay for certain 
jobs; however, the latitude for setting pay rates for other jobs is greater.

pay structures based On geOgraphy Companies with multiple, geographically dispersed 
locations such as sales offices, manufacturing plants, service centers, and corporate offices 
may establish pay structures based on going rates in different geographic regions because local 
conditions may influence pay levels. The cost of living is substantially higher in the northeast 
region than in the south and southeast regions of the United States. For example, in 2011, a 
person earning $50,000 annually in Huntsville, Alabama, would have to earn about $97,155 in 
San Francisco, California, to maintain a comparable standard of living.

Step 2: Determining a Market Pay Line
We discussed how to determine the market pay line in Chapter 7. Again, the market pay line is 
representative of typical market pay rates relative to a company’s job structure. Pay levels that 
correspond with the market pay line are market-competitive pay rates. Figure 8-1 illustrates a 
market pay line for a series of clerical jobs. Pay rates that fall along the market pay line represent 
competitive pay rates based on the company’s selection of a relevant labor market, and these 
rates promote internal consistency because they increase with the value of jobs. The clerk I job 
has the least complex and demanding duties, and it has fewer worker requirements than do the 
remaining clerk jobs (clerk II, clerk III, and chief clerk).

Step 3: Defining Pay Grades
Pay grades group jobs for pay policy application. Human resource (HR) professionals typically 
group jobs into pay grades based on similar compensable factors and value. These criteria are not 
precise. In fact, no one formula determines what is sufficiently similar in terms of content and 
value to warrant grouping jobs into a pay grade.
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Clerk I

Employees receive training in basic office support procedures, the operation of office equipment,
and the specific activities of the unit.Tasks assigned are simple and repetitive in nature
and are performed in accordance with explicit instructions and clearly established guidelines.
Sample duties include: files materials in established alphabetical order and prepares new file
folders and affixes labels. Clerk Is must possess a high school diploma or equivalent.

Clerk II

Employees work under general supervision in support of an office.They perform routine office 
support tasks that require a knowledge of standard office procedures and the ability to operate 
a variety of office equipment. Sample duties include: prepares simple factual statements
or reports involving computations such as totals or subtotals and composes memos requesting
or transmitting factual information. Clerk IIs must possess a high school diploma or equivalent
and 1 year work experience performing simple clerical tasks.

Clerk III

Employees work under general supervision in support of an office.They perform office support 
tasks requiring knowledge of general office and departmental procedures and methods and 
ability to operate a variety of office equipment. Sample duties include: reconciles discrepancies 
between unit records and those of other departments and assigns and reviews work performed 
by Clerks I and II. Clerk IIIs must possess a high school diploma or equivalent, 2 years
work experience performing moderately complex clerical tasks, and completed coursework
(five in all) in such related topics as word processing and basic accounting principles.

Chief Clerk

Employees work under direction in support of an office.They perform a wide variety of office
support tasks that require the use of judgment and initiative.A knowledge of the organization,
programs, practices, and procedures of the unit is central to the performance of the duties.
Chief clerks must possess a high school diploma or equivalent, 4 years work experience performing
moderately difficult clerical tasks, and an associate’s degree in office management.

Figure 8-1 pay structure for clerk jobs
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Job groupings are ultimately influenced by such other factors as management’s philosophy, 
as discussed earlier. Wider pay grades (i.e., grades that include a relatively large number of jobs) 
minimize hierarchy and social distance between employees. Narrower pay grades tend to pro-
mote hierarchy and social distance. Figure 8-2 illustrates pay grade definitions, based on the jobs 
used in Figure 8-1.

Human resource professionals can develop pay grade widths as either “absolute” job evalu-
ation point spreads or as percentage-based job evaluation point spreads. When absolute point 
spreads are used, grades are based on a set number of job evaluation points for each grade. For 
example, a compensation professional establishes pay grades equal to 200 points each. Grade 1 
includes jobs that range from 1 to 200 job evaluation points, Grade 2 contains jobs that range 
from 201 to 400 points, and so on.

Companies may choose to vary the “absolute” point spread by increasing the point spread as they 
move up the pay structure, in recognition of the broader range of skills that higher pay grades repre-
sent. For example, certified public accounting jobs require a broader range of skills (e.g.,  knowledge 
of financial accounting principles and both state and federal tax codes) than do mailroom clerk jobs. 
Companies often assign trainee positions to the lower, narrower pay grades because  trainees gener-
ally have limited job-relevant skills. For instance, Grade 1 may contain trainee positions with job 
evaluation scores that range from 1 to 150, Grade 2 may contain basic jobs beyond traineeships with 
scores	of	151–400,	and	Grade	3	may	include	advanced	jobs	with	scores	of	401–1,000.

Step 4: Calculating Pay Ranges for Each Pay Grade
Pay ranges build upon pay grades. Pay grades represent the horizontal dimension of pay struc-
tures (i.e., job evaluation points). Pay ranges represent the vertical dimension (pay rates). Pay 
ranges include midpoint, minimum, and maximum pay rates. The minimum and maximum 
 values denote the acceptable lower and upper bounds of pay for the jobs within particular pay 
grades.	Figure	8-3	illustrates	pay	ranges.

Figure 8-2 pay grade definitions
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Human resource professionals establish midpoints first, followed by minimum and maxi-
mum values. The midpoint pay value is the halfway mark between the range minimum and 
maximum rates. Midpoints generally match values along the market pay line, representing the 
competitive market rate determined by the analysis of compensation survey data. Thus, the mid-
point may reflect the market average or median (Chapter 7).

A company sets the midpoints for its pay ranges according to its competitive pay policy, as 
discussed in Chapter 7. If the company wants to lead the market with respect to pay offerings 
(market lead policy), it sets the midpoint of the ranges higher than the average for similar jobs 
at other companies. Companies wanting to pay according to the market norm (market match 
policy) should set midpoints equal to the market average. Companies wanting to lag the market 
(market lag policy) would set the midpoints below the market average. A company’s base-pay 
policy line graphically connects the midpoints of each pay grade.

How do compensation professionals calculate pay grade minimums and maximums? They 
may fashion pay grade minimums and maximums after the minimums and maximums for pay 
grades that their competitors have established. An alternate approach is to set the pay grade min-
imums and maximums on the basis of range spread. A range spread is the difference between 
the maximum and minimum pay rates of a given pay grade. It is expressed as a percentage of the 
difference between the minimum and maximum divided by the minimum.

Companies generally apply different range spreads across pay grades. They most commonly 
use progressively higher range spreads for pay grades that contain more valuable jobs in terms 
of the companies’ criteria. Smaller range spreads characterize pay grades that contain relatively 
narrowly defined jobs that require simple skills with generally low responsibility. Entry-level 
clerical employees perform limited duties ranging from filing folders alphabetically to prepar-
ing file folders and affixing labels. These jobs presumably represent bottom-floor opportunities 
for employees who will probably advance to higher-level jobs as they acquire the skills needed 

Figure 8-3 pay range definitions
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to perform these jobs proficiently. Advanced clerical employees review and analyze forms and 
documents to determine the adequacy and acceptability of information.

Higher-level jobs afford employees greater promotion opportunities than entry-level jobs. 
Employees also tend to remain in higher pay grades longer, and the specialized skills associated 
with higher pay grade jobs are considered valuable. It therefore makes sense to apply larger 
range spreads to these pay grades. The following are typical range spreads for different kinds of 
positions:1

•	 20–25	percent:	lower-level	service,	production,	and	maintenance
•	 30–40	percent:	clerical,	technical,	and	paraprofessional
•	 40–50	percent:	high-level	professional,	administrative,	and	middle	management
•	 50	percent	and	above:	high-level	managerial	and	executive

After deciding on range spread, compensation professionals calculate minimum and maximum 
rates. Figure 8-4 illustrates the calculation of minimum and maximum rates based on knowledge 
of the pay grade midpoint (as discussed earlier in Step 1) and the chosen range spread. Table 8-1 
illustrates the impact of alternative range spread values on minimum and maximum values. This 
approach is typically applied when a company chooses to base the minimum and maximum rates 
on budgetary constraints. We will discuss budgeting issues later in this chapter.

Adjacent pay ranges usually overlap with other pay ranges so that the highest rate paid in 
one range is above the lowest rate of the successive pay grade. Figure 8-5 illustrates how to 
calculate pay range overlap. Overlapping pay ranges allow companies to promote employees to 
the next level without adding to their pay. Nonoverlapping pay ranges require pay increases for 

Steps

1. Identify the midpoint: $20,000 Maximum $23,333.33

2. Determine the range spread: 40%

3. Calculate the minimum:

$16,666.67

4. Calculate the maximum:
minimum (range spread     minimum) $16,666.67 (40% × $16,666.67)

$23,333.33

$20,000
100% (40%/2)

midpoint
100%       (range spread/2)

Range spread 40%

Midpoint �

�

�

�

�

�

�
�

$20,000

Minimum $16,666.67←














→

←
�

��

�

� 

Figure 8-4 calculation of range spread

taBle 8-1  the impact of alternative range spreads on pay range minimum 
and maximum values, with midpoint of $25,000

range spread ($)

20% 50% 80% 120%

Minimum: 
midpoint

100% + (range spread/2)

$22,727 $20,000 $17,857 $15,625

Maximum:

minimum + (range spread * minimum) $27,272 $30,000 $32,143 $34,375

Difference	between	maximum	and	
 minimum values

$4,545 $10,000 $14,286 $18,750
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job promotions. Compensation professionals express overlap as a percentage. For example, the 
degree	of	overlap	between	pay	range	A	and	pay	range	B	is	about	33	percent.

pay cOmpressiOn The minimum pay rate for a range usually is the lowest pay rate that the 
company will pay for jobs that fall within that particular pay grade. In theory, newly hired employees 
receive pay that is at or near the minimum. In practice, new employees often receive well above 
minimum pay rates, sometimes only slightly below or even higher than the pay moderately tenured 
employees receive. Pay compression occurs whenever a company’s pay spread between newly 
hired or less qualified employees, and more qualified job incumbents is small.2

Two situations result in pay compression. The first is a company’s failure to raise pay range 
minimums and maximums. Companies that retain set range maximums over time limit increase 
amounts. For example, let’s assume that the entry-level starting salaries for newly minted certi-
fied public accountants have increased 7 percent annually for the past 5 years. Tax-It, a small 
accounting firm, did not increase its pay range minimums and maximums for entry-level accoun-
tants during the same period because of lackluster profits. Nevertheless, Tax-It hired several 
new accountants at the prevailing market rate. Failure to pay competitive pay rates would hinder 
Tax-It’s ability to recruit talented accountants. As a result, many of the Tax-It accountants with 
5 or fewer years’ experience have lower salaries (or slightly higher salaries at best) than newly 
hired accountants without work experience. The second situation that results in pay compression 
is a scarcity of qualified candidates for particular jobs. When the supply of such candidates falls 
behind companies’ demand, wages for newly hired employees rise, reflecting a bidding process 
among companies for qualified candidates.

$40,000

$35,000

A

B

$60,000

$40,000

D

The overlap between range A and 
range B is 33.33%

The overlap between range C and 
range D is 0%

100% ×
($40,000 − $40,000)
($40,000 − $30,000)

100% ×
(max. rate for C − min. rate for D)
(max. rate for C − min. rate for C)

100% ×
($35,000 − $30,000)
($35,000 − $20,000)

100%
(max. rate for A − min. rate for B)
(max. rate for A − min. rate for A)

$20,000

$30,000

$30,000

$40,000

×

C

Figure 8-5 calculating pay range Overlap
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Pay	compression	can	threaten	companies’	competitive	advantage.	Dysfunctional	employee	
turnover	is	a	likely	consequence	of	pay	compression.	Dysfunctional	turnover	represents	high-
performing employees’ voluntary termination of their employment. High-performing employees 
will probably perceive their pay as inequitable because they are receiving lower pay relative to 
their positive contributions (i.e., experience and demonstrated performance) than newly hired 
employees who are receiving similar pay.

How can companies minimize pay compression? Maximum pay rates represent the most 
that a company is willing to pay an individual for jobs that fall in that particular range. Maximum 
pay rates should be set close to the maximum paid by other companies in the labor market for 
similar jobs. Setting competitive maximum rates enables a company to raise pay rates for high-
quality employees who may consider employment opportunities with a competitor; however, 
maximum rates should not exceed maximum rates offered by competitors for comparable jobs 
because high maximums represent costs to the company over and above what are needed to be 
competitive.

green circLe pay rates Employees sometimes receive below-minimum pay rates for their 
pay ranges, especially when they assume jobs for which they do not meet every minimum 
requirement	in	the	worker	specification	section	of	 the	job	description.	Below-minimum	pay	
range rates are known as green circle rates. The pay rates of employees who are paid at green 
circle rates should be brought within the normal pay range as quickly as possible, which requires 
that both employer and employee take the necessary steps to eliminate whatever deficiencies in 
skill or experience that warranted paying below the pay range minimum. In addition, companies 
should regularly review current employees’ pay relative to the starting pay rates for newly hired 
employees in comparable jobs to plan for necessary pay adjustments before current employees’ 
pay falls below the minimum rates.3

red circLe pay rates On occasion, companies must pay certain employees greater than 
maximum rates for their pay ranges. Known as red circle rates, these higher pay rates help retain 
valued employees who have lucrative job offers from competitors. On the other hand, exemplary 
employees may receive red circle rates for exceptional job performance, particularly when a 
promotion to a higher pay grade is not granted. For these exemplary performers, companies 
may provide lump sum pay awards that are not added to regular base pay.4 Red circle rates also 
apply to employees who receive job demotions to pay grades with lower maximum rates than the 
employees’ current pay. Companies usually reduce demoted employees’ pay over time until they 
receive pay that is consistent with their new jobs. In this case, red circle rates allow employees a 
chance to adjust to pay decreases.

Step 5: Evaluating the Results
After compensation professionals establish pay structures according to the previous steps, they 
must evaluate the results. They must specifically analyze significant differences between the 
company’s internal values for jobs and the market’s values for the same jobs. If discrepancies are 
evident, the company must reconsider the internal values they have placed on jobs. If their valua-
tion of particular jobs exceeds the market’s valuation of the same jobs, they must decide whether 
higher-than-market pay rates will undermine attainment of competitive advantage. If a company 
undervalues jobs relative to the market, managers must consider whether these discrepancies will 
limit the company’s ability to recruit and retain highly qualified individuals.

Compensation professionals must also consider each employee’s pay level relative to the 
midpoint of the pay grade. Again, the midpoint represents a company’s competitive stance rela-
tive to the market. Compa-ratios index the relative competitiveness of internal pay rates based 
on pay range midpoints. Compa-ratios are calculated as follows:

Employee>s pay rate

Pay range midpoint
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Compa-ratios are interpreted as follows: A compa-ratio of 1 means that the employee’s pay 
rate equals the pay range midpoint. A compa-ratio less than 1 means that the employee’s 
pay rate falls below the competitive pay rate for the job. Companies with market lag poli-
cies strive for compa-ratios of less than 1. A compa-ratio that is greater than 1 means that an 
employee’s pay rate exceeds the competitive pay rate for the job.

Human resource professionals also can use compa-ratios to index job groups that fall within 
a particular pay grade. Compa-ratios specifically may be calculated to index the competitive 
position of a job—by averaging the pay rates for each job incumbent. Moreover, compa-ratios 
may be calculated for all jobs that comprise a pay grade, departments, or such functional areas 
as accounting.

Compa-ratios provide invaluable information about the competitiveness of companies’ pay 
rates. Compensation professionals can use compa-ratios as diagnostic tools to judge the competi-
tiveness of their companies’ pay rates. Compa-ratios that exceed 1 tell compensation profession-
als that pay is highly competitive with the market. Compa-ratios that fall below 1 tell them that 
pay is not competitive with the market and that they should consider another course of action to 
increase pay over a reasonable period.

We’ve reviewed the elements of pay structures and the steps compensation professionals fol-
low to construct them. Next, we will consider three popular pay structures that should be familiar 
to compensation professionals:

•	 Merit	pay	structure
•	 Sales	incentive	compensation	structure
•	 Person-focused	structure

designing merit Pay systems
As	we	noted	in	Chapter	3,	companies that use merit pay systems must ensure that employees see 
definite links between pay and performance. We also reviewed the rationale for using merit pay 
systems, as well as the possible limitations of this kind of pay system. Establishing an effective 
merit pay program that recognizes employee contributions requires avoiding such pitfalls as inef-
fective performance appraisal methods and poor communication regarding the link between pay 
and performance. In addition to these considerations, managers interested in establishing a merit 
pay system must determine merit increase amounts, timing, and the type of merit pay increase 
(i.e., permanent or recurring increases versus one-time or nonrecurring additions to base pay). 
They must also settle on base-pay levels relative to the base pay of functionally similar jobs.5

Merit Increase Amounts
Merit pay increases should reflect prior job performance levels and motivate employees to per-
form their best. As managers establish merit increase amounts, they must consider both past 
 performance levels and establish rates that will motivate employees even after the impact of 
 inflation and payroll deductions. Updating compensation survey data should account for increases 
in consumer prices (Chapter 7). As	we	noted	in	Chapter	3,	“just-meaningful pay increases” refer 
to the minimum amounts employees will see as making a meaningful change in their compensa-
tion.6 Trivial pay increases for average or better employees will not reinforce their performance 
or motivate them.

No precise mathematical formula determines the minimum merit increase that will posi-
tively affect performance; managers must consider three research findings.7 First, boosting the 
merit increase amount will not necessarily improve productivity because research has shown 
diminishing marginal returns on each additional dollar allocated to merit increases.8 In other 
words, each additional merit increase dollar was associated with smaller increases in production.

Second, employees’ perceptions of just-meaningful differences in merit increases depend on 
their cost of living, their attitudes toward the job, and their expectations of rewards from the job. 
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For employees who value pay for meeting economic necessity, a just-meaningful difference in 
pay increase tends to depend on changes in the cost of living. On the other hand, for employees 
who value pay as a form of recognition, the size of the expected pay raise (versus cost of living) 
affects a just-meaningful difference.9

Third, for the pay increase to be considered meaningful, the employee must see the size of 
the increase as substantive in a relative sense as well as in an absolute sense.10 Equity theory 
suggests that an employee must regard his or her own ratio of merit increase pay to performance 
as similar to the ratio for other comparably performing people in the company. In practical terms, 
managers should award the largest merit pay increases to employees with the best performance, 
and they should award the smallest increases to employees with the lowest acceptable perfor-
mance. The difference between these merit increases should be approximately equal to the dif-
ferences in performance.

It is also essential that compensation professionals design plans that reinforce employees’ 
motivation to perform well, with just-meaningful pay increases and merit increase percentages 
that clearly distinguish among employees based on their performance; however, the best-laid 
plans don’t always lead to the desired results. Well-designed merit pay structures (and others that 
we discuss shortly) will fail without adequate funding.

Compensation budgets are blueprints that describe the allocation of monetary resources 
to fund pay structures. Compensation professionals index budget increases that fund merit pay 
programs in percentage terms. For example, a 10 percent increase for next year’s budget means 
that it will be 10 percent greater than the size of the current year’s budget. This value is often an 
indicator of the average pay increase employees will receive. It is obvious that the greater the 
increase in the compensation budget, the more flexibility compensation professionals will have 
in developing innovative systems with substantial motivating potential.

The magnitude of the increases in compensation budgets in recent years has unfortunately 
been just slightly more than the average increases in cost of living. For example, the average 
earnings	for	social	workers	in	the	United	States	increased	only	3.5	percent	in	2008.11 Although 
this value varies by occupation, industry, and region of the country, it does reflect a trend in the 
United States of stagnant growth in compensation budgets. The picture becomes less positive 
because	the	increase	in	cost	of	living	for	the	same	period	was	3.8	percent.12 This means that, on 
average,	annual	merit	pay	raises	fell	below	the	increase	in	cost	of	living	by	0.3	percent,	taking	the	
motivational value out of pay increases.

Timing
The vast majority of companies allocate merit increases, as well as cost-of-living and other 
increases, annually. At present, companies typically take one of two approaches in timing these 
pay raises. Companies may establish a common review date or common review period so that 
all employees’ performances are evaluated on the same date or during the same period (e.g., the 
month	of	June,	which	immediately	follows	a	company’s	peak	activity	period).	Best	suited	for	
smaller companies, common review dates reduce the administrative burden of the plan by con-
centrating staff members’ efforts to limited periods.

On the other hand, companies may review employee performance and award merit increases 
on the employee’s anniversary date (i.e., the day on which the employee began to work for the 
company). Most employees will thus have different evaluation dates. Although these staggered 
review dates may not monopolize supervisors’ time, this approach can be administratively bur-
densome because reviews must be conducted regularly throughout the year.

Recurring versus Nonrecurring Merit Pay Increases
Companies have traditionally awarded merit pay increases permanently, and permanent 
increases are sometimes associated with some undesirable side effects (e.g., placing excessive 
cost burdens on the employer). In terms of costs, U.S. companies are increasingly concerned 
with containing costs as just one initiative in their quest to establish and sustain competitive 
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advantage in the marketplace. Companies may advocate nonrecurring merit increases (i.e., 
lump sum bonuses), which lend themselves well to cost containment and have recently begun 
to	 gain	 some	 favor	 among	 unions,	 including	 the	 International	Brotherhood	 of	 Electrical	
Workers.13 Lump sum bonuses strengthen the pay-for-performance link and minimize costs 
because these increases are not permanent, and subsequent percentage increases are not based 
on higher base-pay levels.

Present Level of Base Pay
Pay structures specify acceptable pay ranges for jobs within each pay grade. Thus, each job’s 
base-pay level should fall within the minimum and maximum rates for its respective pay grade. 
In addition, compensation professionals should encourage managers to offer similar base pay 
to new employees performing similar jobs unless employees’ qualifications (i.e., education and 
relevant work experience) justify pay differences. This practice is consistent with the mandates 
of several laws (Chapter 2) (i.e., Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Equal Pay Act of 
1963,	and	the	Age	Discrimination	in	Employment	Act	of	1967).	Of	course,	employees’	merit	pay	
increases should vary with their performance.

Rewarding Performance: The Merit Pay Grid
Table 8-2 illustrates a typical merit pay grid that managers use to assign merit increases to 
employees. Managers determine pay raise amounts by two factors jointly: employees’ perfor-
mance ratings and the position of employees’ present base-pay rates within pay ranges. Pay raise 
amounts are expressed as percentages of base pay. For instance, let’s say that two employees will 
each receive a 5 percent merit pay increase. One employee is paid on an hourly basis, earning 
$8.50	per	hour,	and	the	other	is	paid	on	an	annual	basis,	earning	$32,000.	The	employee	whose	
pay is based on an hourly rate (usually nonexempt in accord with the Fair Labor Standards Act; 
one who must be paid overtime for time worked in excess of 40 hours per week) receives a pay 
raise of $0.44 per hour, increasing her hourly pay to $8.94. The employee whose pay is based 
on an annual rate, typically exempt from the Fair Labor Standards Act provisions, receives a pay 
increase	of	$1,600,	boosting	her	annual	pay	to	$33,600.

taBle 8-2 merit pay increase grid

performance rating

excellent (%)
above 

average (%) average (%)
Below 

average (%) poor (%)

Q4 ⇒ $70,000

$65,000  5 	 3 1 0 0

$60,000

Q3	⇒ $55,000

$50,000  7  5 3 0 0

$45,000

Q2 ⇒ $40,000

$35,000  9  7 6 2 0

$30,000

Q1 ⇒ $25,000

$20,000 12 10 8 4 0

$15,000
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In Table 8-2, employees whose current annual salary falls in the 2nd quartile of the pay 
range and whose performance rates an average score receive a 6 percent merit pay increase. 
Employees whose current annual salary falls in the 1st quartile of the pay range and whose job 
performance is excellent receive a 12 percent merit pay increase. The term cell (as in spreadsheet 
software programs such as Microsoft Excel) is used to reference the intersection of quartile rank-
ing and performance rating. Table 8-2 contains 20 cells.

empLOyees’ perFOrmance ratings Merit pay systems use performance appraisals 
to determine employees’ performance. Where merit pay systems are in place, an overall 
performance rating guides the pay raise decision. In Table 8-2, an employee receives any one 
of five performance ratings ranging from “Poor” to “Excellent.” As you can see when we hold 
position in pay range constant, pay raise amounts increase with level of performance. This 
pattern fits well with the logic underlying pay-for-performance principles—it recognizes higher 
performance with greater rewards.

empLOyees’ pOsitiOns within the pay range Employees’ positions within the pay range are 
indexed by quartile ranking, which, in Chapter 7, we described as a measure of dispersion. Again, 
quartiles allow compensation professionals to describe the distribution of data (i.e., in this case, 
hourly or annual base-pay amount) based on four groupings known as quartiles. In Table 8-2, the 
1st quartile is the point below which 25 percent of the salary data lie (and above which 75 percent 
of the salary data are found), which is $25,000. In this example, 25 percent of the salary figures 
are less than or equal to $25,000 and 75 percent of these figures are greater than $25,000. The 2nd 
quartile is the point below which 50 percent of the salary data lie (and above which 50 percent 
of	the	salary	figures	are	found),	which	is	$40,000	for	this	example.	The	3rd	quartile	is	the	point	
below which 75 percent of the salary figures lie (and above which 25 percent of the salary figures 
are found), which is $55,000 for this example. The 4th quartile is the point below which all of the 
salary data lie, which is $70,000. The lower a person’s pay falls within its designated pay grade 
(e.g.,	the	1st	quartile	versus	the	3rd	quartile),	the	higher	the	percentage	pay	raise,	all	else	being	
equal. Along those lines, the higher a person’s pay within its grade, the lower the percentage pay 
raise, all else being equal.

Holding performance ratings constant, compensation professionals reduce merit pay 
increase percentages as quartile ranks increase to control employees’ progression through their 
pay ranges. Pay grade minimums and maximums reflect both corporate criteria about the value 
of various groups of unlike jobs and may be dictated by budgeting. We’ll look at the issue of 
budgeting shortly. Let’s take the case of two employees whose performance ratings are identi-
cal	but	whose	base	pay	places	them	in	different	quartiles	of	the	pay	grade	(i.e.,	one	in	the	3rd	
quartile and the other in the 1st quartile). If these employees were to receive the same pay raise 
percentage,	the	base-pay	rate	for	the	employee	in	the	3rd	quartile	likely	would	exceed	the	maxi-
mum pay rate for the range more quickly than would the base-pay rate for the employee in the 
1st quartile.

Merit Pay Increase Budgets
Now that we’ve considered the design principles for merit pay grids, we’ll take a closer look 
at	budgetary	considerations.	Budgets	 limit	 the	merit	pay	increase	percentages	 in	each	cell.	
A merit pay increase budget is expressed as a percentage of the sum of employees’ current 
base pay. For instance, let’s assume that a company’s top financial officers and compensation 
professionals agree to a 5 percent merit pay increase budget. Let’s also assume that the sum 
of	all	employees’	current	base	pay	is	$10	million	based	on	an	employee	population	of	350.	
A 5 percent merit pay increase budget for this example equals $500,000, that is, 5 percent of 
the sum of all employees’ current base pay totaling $10,000,000 (5 percent × $10,000,000). 
In other words, the company will distribute $500,000 to increase current base pay of its 
employees. As described earlier, merit pay increases awarded to individual employees will 
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vary according to performance level and position in the pay range; however, the total of 
the individual pay increases must not exceed the allotted merit pay increase budget, again, 
$500,000 in this example. As an aside, the typical merit pay increase budget today ranges 
between	2	and	3	percent	for	the	small	proportion	of	companies	that	even	have	awarded	pay	
increases in the past few years. This range is much lower than the average 4 percent increase 
in recent past years.

Compensation professionals begin plans for setting the merit increase pay grid within the 
estimated merit increase pay budget with the following six steps:

 1. Compensation professionals ask managers and supervisors to indicate the percentage of 
employees who they expect will fall in each of the performance categories in the perfor-
mance appraisal instrument. Managers will often use the actual distribution of employees 
based on recent past years as an estimate for budget planning. The sample merit pay grid 
illustrated in Table 8-2 lists five performance categories. For illustrative purposes, let’s 
assume the following performance distribution for employees:

•	 Excellent:	10	percent
•	 Above	average:	20	percent
•	 Average:	40	percent
•	 Below	average:	25	percent
•	 Poor:	5	percent

 2. Compensation professionals rely on position in the pay range to determine the percentage 
of employees whose pay falls into each pay quartile. For example, let’s assume the follow-
ing distribution of employees in each pay quartile:

•	 Q4:	20	percent
•	 Q3:	25	percent
•	 Q2:	40	percent
•	 Q1:	15	percent

In other words, 20 percent of employees earn pay that falls in the range from $55,000 
to $70,000 (4th quartile) in Table 8-2. Similarly, 25 percent of the employees earn pay that 
falls	in	the	range	from	$40,000	to	$55,000	(3rd	quartile).	The	same	rationale	applies	to	the	
1st and 2nd quartiles.

 3. Compensation professionals combine both sets of information to determine the percent-
age of employees who fall into each cell. The percentage of employees whose perfor-
mance  rating is excellent and whose base pay falls in the 4th quartile equals 2.0 percent 
(10  percent × 20 percent). The sum of the cell percentages totals 100 percent.

excellent (%) above average (%) average (%) Below average (%) poor (%)

Q4 10 × 20 = 2 20 × 20 = 4 40 × 20 = 8 25 × 20 = 5 5 × 20 = 1

Q3 10 × 25 = 2.5 20 × 25 = 5 40 × 25 = 10 25 × 25 = 6.25 5 × 25 = 1.25

Q2 10 × 40 = 4 20 × 40 = 8 40 × 40 = 16 25 × 40 = 10 5 × 40 = 2

Q1 10 × 15 = 1.5 20 × 15 =	3 40 × 15 = 6 25 × 15 =	3.75 5 × 15 = 0.75

 4. Next, compensation professionals calculate the expected number of employees who fall 
into each cell. It is important to remember that this is the expected (versus actual) number 
of employees because managers provide only an estimate of employees’ performance dis-
tribution.	For	this	example,	let’s	assume	that	the	company	employs	350	people.	The	num-
ber of employees whose performance rating is excellent and whose base pay falls in the 4th 
quartile	equals	7	(350	people	×	2	percent).
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excellent above average average Below average poor

Q4 350	× 2% 
= 7

350	× 4% 
= 14

350	× 8% 
= 28

350	× 5% 
= 17.5

350	× 1% 
= 3.5

Q3 350	× 2.5% 
= 8.75

350	× 5% 
= 17.5

350	× 10% 
= 35

350	× 6.25% 
= 21.875

350	× 1.25% 
= 4.375

Q2 350	× 4% 
= 14

350	× 8% 
= 28

350	× 16% 
= 56

350	× 10% 
= 35

350	× 2% 
= 7

Q1 350	× 1.5% 
= 5.25

350	×	3%	
= 10.5

350	× 6% 
= 21

350	×	3.75%	
= 13.125

350	× 0.75% 
= 2.625

 5. Compensation professionals now distribute the merit increase budget amount ($500,000) to 
each cell based on the following formula:

Expected number of employees in cell ×	Desired	pay	increase	for	cell	(%)	× 
Current median pay level for the current quartile

We calculated the expected number of employees in each cell in the previous step. The 
desired pay increase amount is an estimate that we made (see Table 8-2). Compensation 
professionals usually specify these percentage amounts initially on pay-for-performance 
and equity considerations as described earlier (i.e., holding performance constant, individu-
als in higher pay quartiles receive smaller percentage increases than employees in lower 
pay quartiles). We calculate the median values as described in Chapter 7. Let’s assume for 
this example that the medians for each quartile are:

•	 Q4	$65,000
•	 Q3	$50,000
•	 Q2	$35,000
•	 Q1	$20,000

excellent above average average Below average poor

Q4 7 × 5% × $65,000 
= $22,750

14 ×	3%	× $65,000 
= $27,300

28 × 1% × $65,000 
= $18,200

17.5 × 0% × $65,000 
= $0

0.5 × 0% × $65,000 
= $0

Q3 8.75 × 7% × $50,000 
= $30,625

17.5 × 5% × $50,000 
= $43,750

35	×	3%	× $50,000 
= $52,500

21.875 × 0% × $50,000 
= $0

4.375	× 0% × $50,000 
= $0

Q2 14 × 9% ×	$35,000	
= $44,100

28 × 7% ×	$35,000	
= $68,600

56 × 6% ×	$35,000	
= $117,600

35	× 2% ×	$35,000	
= $24,500

7 × 0% ×	$35,000	
= $0

Q1 5.25 × 12% × $20,000 
= $12,600

10.5 × 10% × $20,000 
= $21,000

21 × 7% × $20,000 
= $29,400

13.125	× 4% × $20,000 
= $10,500

2.625 × 0% × $20,000 
= $0

The	sum	of	expected	merit	pay	increases	equals	$523,425.

 6. Compensation professionals check whether the expected merit increase total fits within the 
actual budgeted amount. In this example, the sum of expected increases exceeds the bud-
geted	amount	by	$23,425	(i.e.,	$523,425	–	$500,000).	When	the	expected	increase	amount	
exceeds the budgeted amount, compensation professionals adjust the percentages in the 
cells with the following considerations in mind: lowering costs, recognizing performance 
differences, and considering equity.

Pay structures based on merit differ from sales compensation in at least two key ways. 
First, whereas sales compensation programs center on incentives that specify rewards 
an employee will receive for meeting a preestablished—often objective—level of per-
formance, merit pay programs generally base an employee’s reward on someone else’s 
(most often the employee’s supervisor’s) subjective evaluation of the employee’s past 
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performance. Second, in most instances, a sales employee’s compensation is variable to 
the extent that it is composed of incentives. Under a merit pay system, an employee earns 
a base pay appropriate for the job (as discussed earlier in this chapter) that is augmented 
periodically with permanent pay raises or one-time bonuses.

designing sales inCentive 
ComPensation Plans
Compensation programs for salespeople rely on incentives.14 Sales compensation programs can 
help businesses meet their objectives by aligning the financial self-interest of sales professionals 
with the company’s marketing objectives.15	By	extension,	sales	compensation	programs	can	help	
companies achieve strategic objectives by linking sales professionals’ compensation to fulfilling 
customer needs or other marketing objectives (e.g., increasing market share). Thus, sales compen-
sation plans derive their objectives more or less directly from strategic marketing objectives, which, 
in turn, are derived from company competitive strategy. Particular sales objectives include:16

•	 Improve sales productivity: More volume and profit from current investment in sales 
resources.
•	 New-customer	sales	volume
•	 New-product	sales	volume
•	 New	balanced	product-line	sales
•	 Reduced	“churn”	among	current	customers

•	 Improve sales coverage of current customers: Regardless of industry, customers want 
flexibility, customization, faster response, and personalized service. To meet these require-
ments, market-leading companies improve the coverage of their current customers. This 
often means investments in new ways to interact with customers.
•	 Overall	account	volume
•	 Greater	share	of	the	account’s	business
•	 Achievement	of	customer	objectives
•	 More	lines	of	business	sold
•	 Account	profitability

•	 Grow sales overall: Track the percentage of sales realized from the following:
•	 New	direct	customers
•	 New	distribution	channels
•	 New	products

Alternative Sales Compensation Plans
Companies usually use one of five kinds of sales incentive plans. The type of plan appropriate for 
any given company will depend on the company’s competitive strategy. The order of presentation 
roughly represents the degree of risk (from lowest to highest) to employees.

•	 Salary-only	plans
•	 Salary-plus-bonus	plans
•	 Salary-plus-commission	plans
•	 Commission-plus-draw	plans
•	 Commission-only	plans

saLary-OnLy pLans Under salary-only plans, sales professionals receive fixed base 
compensation, which does not vary with the level of units sold, increase in market share, or 
any other indicator of sales performance. From the employees’ perspective, salary-only plans 
are relatively risk-free because they can expect a certain amount of income. From a company’s 
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perspective, salary-only plans are burdensome because the company must compensate its sales 
employees regardless of their achievement levels. Thus, salary-only plans do not fit well with the 
directive to link pay with performance through at-risk pay. Nevertheless, salary-only plans may 
be appropriate for such particular kinds of selling situations as:

•	 Sales	of	high-priced	products	and	services	or	technical	products	with	long	lead	times	
for sales

•	 Situations	in	which	sales	representatives	are	primarily	responsible	for	generating	demand,	
but other employees actually close the sales

•	 Situations	in	which	it	is	impossible	to	follow	sales	results	for	each	salesperson	(i.e.,	where	
sales are accomplished through team efforts)

•	 Training	and	other	periods	when	sales	representatives	are	unlikely	to	make	sales	on	
their own

saLary-pLus-bOnus pLans Salary-plus-bonus plans offer a set salary coupled with a bonus. 
Bonuses	 usually	 are	 single	 payments	 that	 reward	 employees	 for	 achievement	 of	 specific,	
exceptional goals. For a real estate agent, generating in excess of $2 million in residential sales 
for a 1-year period may mean earning a bonus totaling several thousand dollars.

saLary-pLus-cOmmissiOn pLans Commission is a form of incentive compensation based 
on a percentage of the selling price of a product or service. Salary-plus-commission plans 
spread the risk of selling between the company and the sales professional. The salary component 
presumably enhances a company’s ability to attract good employees and allows a company to 
direct its employees’ efforts to nonselling tasks that do not lead directly to commissions (e.g., 
participating in further training or servicing accounts). The commission component serves as the 
employees’ share in the gains they generated for the company.

cOmmissiOn-pLus-draw pLans Commission-plus-draw plans award sales professionals 
with subsistence pay or draws—money to cover basic living expenses—yet provide them with a 
strong incentive to excel. This subsistence pay component is known as a draw. Unlike salaries, 
however, companies award draws as advances, which are charged against commissions that sales 
professionals are expected to earn.

Companies use two types of draws. Recoverable draws act as company loans to employ-
ees that are carried forward indefinitely until employees sell enough to repay their draws. 
Nonrecoverable draws act as salary because employees are not obligated to repay the loans 
if they do not sell enough. Nonrecoverable draws clearly represent risks to companies because 
these expenses are not repaid if employee sales performance is lackluster. Companies that adopt 
nonrecoverable draws may stipulate that employees cannot continue in the employment of the 
company if they fail to cover their draw for a specified number of months or sales periods during 
the year. This arrangement is quite common among car salespeople.

cOmmissiOn-OnLy pLans Under commission-only plans, salespeople derive their entire 
income from commissions. Three particular types of commissions warrant mention. Straight 
commission is based on a fixed percentage of the sales price of the product or service. For 
instance, a 10 percent commission would generate a $10 incentive for a product or service sold 
that is priced at $100 and $55 for a product or service sold that is priced at $550.

Graduated commissions increase percentage pay rates for progressively higher sales vol-
ume. For example, a sales professional may earn a 5 percent commission per unit for sales vol-
ume up to 100 units, 8 percent for each unit from 101 to 500 units, and 12 percent for each unit 
in excess of 500 sold during each sales period.

Finally, multiple-tiered commissions are similar to graduated commissions, but with one 
exception. Employees earn a higher rate of commission for all sales made in a given period if 
the sales level exceeds a predetermined level. For instance, employees might earn only 8  percent 
for each item if total sales volume falls short of 1,000 units. If total sales volume exceeds 
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1,000 units, however, then employees might earn a per-item commission equal to 12 percent for 
every item sold. Commission-only plans are well suited for situations in which:

•	 The	salesperson	has	substantial	influence	over	the	sales.
•	 Low-to-moderate	training	or	expertise	is	required.
•	 The	sales	cycle—the	time	between	identifying	the	prospect	and	closing	the	sale—is	short.

In contrast to salespeople on salary-only plans, commission-only salespeople shoulder all 
the	risk:	Employees	earn	nothing	until	they	sell.	Despite	this	risk,	potential	rewards	are	substan-
tial, particularly with graduated and multiple-tiered commission plans.

Although commissions may fit well with cost-cutting measures, these incentives are not 
always the best tactic for compensating sales professionals. In fact, commission structures prob-
ably suffer from many of the same limitations of individual incentive plans that we discussed in 
Chapter 4 (e.g., competitive behaviors among employees). Moreover, some sales experts argue 
that commissions undermine employees’ intrinsic motivation to sell (i.e., their genuine interest 
for the challenge and enjoyment that selling brings). These experts argue that once salespeople 
have lost that intrinsic motivation, commissions act essentially as controls to maintain sales pro-
fessionals’ performance levels. Said another way, such professionals may simply go through the 
motions in order to earn money without regard to quality and customer satisfaction.17

For any sales compensation plan, it is critical that companies establish realistic total sales 
targets	and	individual	performance	standards.	Beyond	reasonable	limits,	it	is	possible	that	sales	
compensation plans will backfire. Consequences of such backfire include lower employee moti-
vation, unprofessional behavior, and compromised profits.

Sales Compensation Plans and Competitive Strategy
Sales plans with salary components are most appropriate for differentiation strategies. Under 
salary-based	sales	plans,	employees	can	count	on	receiving	income.	By	design,	salary	plans	
do not require employees to focus on attaining sales volume goals or other volume indicators 
(e.g., market share). Sales professionals who receive salaries can turn their attention to address-
ing clients’ needs during the presale and servicing phases of the relationship. Salary-based 
sales compensation applies to the sale and servicing of such technical equipment as computer 
networks, including the hardware (e.g., the individual computers and network server) and the 
software (e.g., applications programs such as Microsoft Excel or the Microsoft Windows operat-
ing system).

Commission-oriented sales compensation plans are best suited for lowest-cost strategies 
because compensation expenditures vary with sales revenue. As a result, only the most produc-
tive employees earn the best salaries. Commissions essentially represent rewards for “making the 
sale.” For example, real estate sales agents’ earnings depend on two factors: number of houses 
sold and their selling price. New-car salespersons’ earnings similarly depend on the number 
of cars sold and their selling price. In either situation, customers are likely to have questions 
and concerns following sales transactions. Many real estate sales companies employ real estate 
assistants at low salaries—not much more than the minimum wage—who mediate such buyers’ 
queries of the sellers as, “What grade of rock salt is most appropriate for the water softener appa-
ratus?” Real estate assistants are often training to be full-fledged real estate agents, and they view 
low pay as a necessary trade-off for learning the ropes.

Determining Fixed Pay and the Compensation Mix
Managers must balance fixed and incentive pay elements to directly affect employee motivation. 
The mix depends mainly on three factors:

•	 Influence	of	the	salesperson	on	the	buying	decision
•	 Competitive	pay	standards	within	the	industry
•	 Amount	of	nonsales	activities	required
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inFLuence OF the saLespersOn On the buying decisiOn For the most part, the more 
influence sales professionals have on “buying” decisions, the more the compensation mix 
will emphasize incentive pay. Salespeople’s influence varies greatly with the specific product 
or service marketed and the way these are sold. Many sales professionals assume an order-
taker role, with little influence over purchase decisions. For example, salespeople in such large 
department	stores	as	Sears	and	Best	Buy	have	little	influence	over	the	merchandise	for	sale	
because these stores send their buyers to manufacturers to purchase lines of products that will be 
sold in their stores throughout the United States and beyond. Product display and promotional 
efforts (e.g., television or newspaper ad campaigns) are determined by store management.

On the other end of the spectrum, some employees serve as consultants to the client. For 
instance, when a company decides to invest in computerizing its entire worldwide operations, it 
may	approach	a	computer	manufacturer	such	as	Dell	to	purchase	the	necessary	equipment.	Given	
the technical complexity of computerizing a company’s worldwide operations, the client would 
depend	on	Dell	to	translate	its	networking	needs	into	the	appropriate	configuration	of	hardware	
and	software.	These	Dell	sales	professionals	ultimately	influence	the	purchaser’s	decision	to	buy.

cOmpetitive pay standards within the industry A company’s compensation mix must 
be as enticing as that offered by competitors if the company wants to recruit high-quality sales 
professionals. Industry norms and the selling situation are among the key determinants of 
compensation mix. For instance, competitive standards may dictate that the company must give 
greater weight to either incentive or fixed pay, which we addressed earlier. Incentive (commission) 
pay weighs heavily in highly competitive retail industries, including furniture, home electronics, 
and auto sales. Salary represents a significant pay component in such high entry-barrier industries 
as pharmaceuticals. In the case of pharmaceuticals, barriers to entry include the U.S. Food and 
Drug	Administration	 regulations	 on	 testing	 new	products	 that	 significantly	 extend	 the	 time	
from product conception through testing to marketing for general use. Salary is an appropriate 
compensation choice because pharmaceutical companies face little risk of new competition.

amOunt OF nOnsaLes activities required In general, the more nonsales duties salespeople 
have, the more their compensation package should tend toward fixed pay. Some companies 
and products, for instance, require extensive technical training or customer servicing activities. 
An excellent example is again the pharmaceuticals industry. Sales professionals employed by 
such	companies	as	Bristol-Myers	Squibb,	Lilly,	and	Merck	must	maintain	a	comprehensive	
understanding of their products’ chemical compositions, clinical uses, and contraindications.

designing Person-FoCused Programs
As	indicated	in	Chapters	3	and	4,	merit pay and incentive pay represent job-based approaches 
to compensating employees. In Chapter 5, we discussed the importance of person-focused pay 
that many companies recognize. For this discussion, we use the terms knowledge and skills inter-
changeably, as the design features for both structures are virtually the same. In their purest form, 
person-focused programs reward employees for the acquisition of job-related knowledge (or 
skills, in the case of skill-based pay plans). In practice, companies are concerned with how much 
employees’ performance improves as a result of their newly acquired knowledge. Our focus in 
this section is on the latter.

A fundamental issue in person-focused programs is whether investments in training pro-
vide	measurable	payoffs	to	companies.	The	American	Society	for	Training	and	Development,	
a premier professional organization of training and development professionals, offered some 
insight.	Based	on	a	research	study	involving	approximately	2,500	companies,	training	invest-
ments are positively related to future total stockholder return, gross profit margin, and income 
per employee.18 Since then, there has been evidence for a positive relationship between offering 
training and return on investment (ROI).19 In addition, executives within and outside the training 
function	at	IBM	maintain	that	training	programs	have	strategic	value	for	companies.20
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Establishing Skill Blocks
Skill (knowledge) blocks are sets of skills (knowledge) necessary to perform a specific job (e.g., 
typing skills versus analytical reasoning) or group of similar jobs (e.g., junior accounting clerk, 
intermediate	accounting	clerk,	and	senior	accounting	clerk).	Table	8-3	contains	an	example	of	
a knowledge block—building market-competitive compensation systems—discussed in the 
accompanying companion casebook Building Strategic Compensation Systems.

The number of skill blocks included in a person-focused structure can range from two to 
several. The appropriate number of blocks depends on the variety of jobs within a company. The 
development of skill blocks should occur with three considerations in mind.

First, the company must develop job descriptions, which we discussed in Chapter 6. 
Job descriptions should be treated as blueprints for the creation of a person-focused system. 
Well-crafted job descriptions should facilitate the identification of major skills, the training 
programs employees need to acquire horizontal and vertical skills, and accurate measures of 
performance.

Second, individual jobs should be organized into job families, or groups of similar jobs such 
as clerical, technical, and accounting. The information conveyed within a job description should 
enable the plan developers to identify skills that are common to all jobs in the family and skills 
that	are	unique	for	individual	jobs	in	the	family.	Based	on	these	groupings,	all	tasks	necessary	to	
perform the jobs in a job family should be listed to facilitate the identification of the skills neces-
sary to perform the tasks.

taBle 8-3  Knowledge block: building market-competitive  
compensation systems

I. Strategic analyses

A. External market environment

1. Industry profile

2. Foreign demand

3.	 Competition

4. Long-term prospects

5. Labor-market assessment

B.	 Internal	capabilities

1. Financial condition

2. Functional capabilities

3.	 Human	resource	capabilities

II. Compensation surveys

A. Using published compensation survey data

1. Survey focus: Core or fringe compensation

2. Sources of published compensation surveys

B.	 Compensation	surveys:	Strategic	considerations

1.	 Defining	relevant	labor	market

2. Choosing benchmark jobs

C. Compensation survey data: Summary, analysis, and interpretation

1. Using the appropriate statistics to summarize survey data
a. Central tendency
b. Variation

2. Updating the survey data

3.	 Statistical	analysis
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Third, skills should be grouped into blocks. There are no hard-and-fast rules compensa-
tion professionals can follow to determine skill blocks. A general guideline is that the blocked 
knowledge	should	relate	to	specific	job	tasks	and	duties.	Referring	again	to	Table	8-3,	knowl-
edge about the external environment and a company’s internal capabilities—two distinct sets of 
knowledge—together form the foundation of strategic analyses.

Transition Matters
A number of initial considerations arise in the transition from using job-based pay exclusively to 
using person-focused programs as well. These issues include assessment of skills, alignment of 
pay with the knowledge structure, and access to training.21

sKiLLs assessment The skills assessment issue centers on who should assess whether 
employees possess skills at levels that justify a pay raise, on what basis assessments should be 
made, and when assessments should be conducted. Gaining employee trust is critical during 
the transition period because employees may view new systems as threats to job security. Some 
combination of peer and self-assessments, as well as input from known “experts” such as 
supervisors, therefore, might be essential. The important ingredients here are employee input 
and the expertise of supervisors and managers. In the case of knowledge assessment, paper-and-
pencil tests are useful tools.

Having established who should conduct assessments, on what basis should assessments 
be	made?	During	the	transition,	companies	use	conventional	performance	measures	that	reflect	
employees’ proficiency in skills use, complemented by employees’ self-assessments. The use of 
both types of data is likely to increase an employee’s understanding of the new system as well as 
build faith in it, particularly when testimony and the more conventional performance measures 
converge.

A	final	 assessment	matter	 concerns	 timing.	During	 transition	phases,	managers	 should	
assess employees’ performance more frequently to keep employees informed of how well they 
are doing under the new system. In addition, more frequent assessments should reinforce the key 
aim of pay for knowledge (i.e., to encourage employees to learn more). Performance feedback is 
essential for this process.

aLigning pay with the KnOwLedge structure One of the most difficult tasks that managers 
face as they guide employees toward a person-focused system is aligning pay with the knowledge 
structure. Upon implementation of pay for knowledge, employees’ core compensation must 
reflect the knowledge or skills they have that the company incorporates into its person-focused 
structure. If employees’ actual earnings are more than what the person-focused system indicates, 
managers must develop a reasonable course of action so that employees can acquire skills that 
are commensurate with their current pay. If employees are underpaid, the company must provide 
pay adjustments as quickly as possible. The length of time required to make these necessary 
adjustments will depend on two factors: the number of such employees and the extent to which 
they are underpaid. With limited budgets, companies will obviously require more extended 
periods as either the number of underpaid employees or the pay deficit increases.

access tO training A final transition matter is access to training. Person-focused systems 
make training necessary, rather than optional, for those employees who are motivated for self-
improvement. Companies that adopt pay for knowledge must therefore ensure that all employees 
have equal access to the needed training for acquiring higher-level skills. They must do so both 
to meet the intended aim of person-focused programs (i.e., to reward employees for enhancing 
their skills) and to address legal imperatives. Restricting access to training can lead to a violation 
of	key	 laws	 (i.e.,	Title	VII	 of	 the	Civil	Rights	Act	 of	 1964	 and	 the	Age	Discrimination	 in	
Employment Act of 1967; see Chapter 2). Companies must also educate employees about what 
their training options are and how successful training will lead to increased pay and advancement 
opportunities within the company. In other words, employers should not assume that employees 
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will necessarily recognize the opportunities that are available to them unless they are clearly 
communicated. Written memos and informational meetings conducted by HR representatives are 
effective communication media.

Training and Certification
Successful person-focused programs depend on a company’s ability to develop and implement 
systematic training programs. For many of the reasons cited in Chapter 1 (i.e., intense domestic 
and global competition, rapid technological advancement, and educational deficits of new work-
force entrants), progressive companies in the United States have adopted a continuous learning 
philosophy, which, like person-focused pay programs, encourages employees to take respon-
sibility for enhancing their skills and knowledge.22 Training clearly represents a key venue for 
continuous learning.

Because	employees	are	required	to	learn	new	skills	constantly,	training	becomes	an	ongoing	
process. Companies implementing pay for knowledge typically increase the amount of class-
room and on-the-job training.23 When training is well designed, employees should be able to 
learn the skills needed to increase their pay as well as the skills necessary to teach and coach 
other employees at lower skill levels. Accurate job descriptions are useful in determining training 
needs and focusing training efforts.

Employers must make necessary training available to employees so they can progress 
through the person-focused system. A systematic method for ensuring adequate training cov-
erage involves matching training programs with each skill block. Accessibility does not require 
that employers develop and deliver training themselves. Training that is developed and delivered 
by an agency not directly affiliated with the company (e.g., community college, vocational train-
ing institute, university, or private consultant) can be just as accessible when the employer inte-
grates the offering of these other sources with its person-focused program.

in-hOuse Or OutsOurcing training The following criteria should be used to determine 
whether to develop and deliver training within the workplace or to outsource.24

expertise Specialized training topics require greater expertise, and more generic topics 
require less expertise. Employers generally turn to in-house resources if they can draw on 
existing expertise. If in-house expertise is lacking, employers often seek an outside provider 
either to fill the need directly or to train individuals who become instructors. Employers 
usually rely on in-house expertise for employer- and product-specific training. Such training 
is governed by employer philosophies and procedures and is, therefore, not readily available 
in the external market.

timeliness Employers often seek outside services if the in-house staff does not have adequate 
time to develop and deliver the program within the time frame requested. For example, 
PeopleSoft, a business applications software development company, trains its clients (e.g., 
Exxon-Mobil,	Walmart,	General	Motors,	Ford,	Citigroup,	IBM,	AT&T,	and	Verizon)	on	how	
to use the systems it installs. Over time, client companies experience turnover, which often 
includes the departure of employees who are well trained to use installed PeopleSoft systems. 
To maintain effective business operations, client companies require training on demand. 
PeopleSoft offers training on demand to its clients through different forms of media, including 
the	Internet	and	DVDs.

size of the employee Population to Be trained Employers typically rely on in-house 
resources for larger groups of employees. The major impetus behind this decision is economics. 
If there is a large demand for training, the program is more likely to be delivered more than once, 
resulting in economies of scale.

sensitivity or Proprietary nature of the subject matter Sensitive or proprietary 
training is defined as training used to gain a competitive advantage or training that gives 
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access to proprietary, product, or strategic knowledge. Employers rarely issue security 
clearances to outside resources to provide training of this nature. If the area of the training 
is sensitive or proprietary, the training is likely to be done in-house regardless of the other 
factors just discussed.

certiFicatiOn and recertiFicatiOn Certification ensures that employees possess at least a 
minimally acceptable level of skill proficiency upon completion of a training unit. If employees 
do not have an acceptable degree of skill, then the company quite simply wastes any skill-based 
compensation expenditure. Supervisors and coworkers, who are presumably most familiar with 
the intricacies of their work, usually certify workers. Certification methods can include work 
samples, oral questioning, and written tests.

Recertification, under which employees periodically must demonstrate mastery of all the 
jobs they have learned or risk losing their pay rates, is necessary to maintain the workforce flex-
ibility offered by a person-focused plan.25 The recertification process typically is handled by 
retesting employees, retraining employees, or requiring employees to occasionally perform jobs 
that use their previously acquired skills.

For example, the Society for Human Resource Management offers two types of pro-
fessional certification: the Professional in Human Resources and the Senior Professional in 
Human Resources. Individuals with at least 2 years of work experience in exempt status jobs 
(Chapter 2) earn certification when they pass a comprehensive examination of knowledge 
in	the	HR	domain.	Because	the	field	of	HR	knowledge	changes	over	time,	individuals	with	
certification must periodically earn continuing education credits to maintain certification. 
Credits are earned through a wide variety of activities, including course and/or conference 
attendance, membership in professional organizations, leadership with the association, teach-
ing, speaking, writing, and projects completed on the job. This updating process is known as 
recertification.

Pay struCture variations
The principles of pay structure development reviewed previously apply to the majority of estab-
lished	pay	structures	in	companies	throughout	the	United	States.	Broadbanding	and	two-tier	pay	
structures represent variations to those pay structure principles.

Broadbanding
the brOadbanding cOncept and its advantages Companies may choose broadbanding 
to consolidate existing pay grades and ranges into fewer, wider pay grades and broader pay 
ranges.26 Figure 8-6 illustrates a broadbanding structure and its relationship to traditional 
pay	grades	and	ranges.	Broadbanding	represents	the	organizational	 trend	toward	flatter,	 less	
hierarchical corporate structures that emphasize teamwork over individual contributions alone.27 
Some federal government agencies, including the Navy, the General Accounting Office, and the 
Central Intelligence Agency, began experimenting with the broadbanding concept in the 1980s to 
introduce greater flexibility to their pay structures. Some private sector companies began using 
broadbanding in the late 1980s for the same reason. General Electric’s former plastics business is 
a noteworthy adopter of broadbanding.

Broadbanding	uses	only	a	few	large	salary	ranges	to	span	levels	within	the	organization	
previously covered by several pay grades. Thus, HR professionals place jobs that were separated 
by one or more pay grades in old pay structures into the same band under broadbanding systems. 
For example, condensing three consecutive grades into a single broadband eliminates the hier-
archical differences among the jobs evident in the original, narrower pay grade configuration. 
Employees holding jobs in a single broadband now have equal pay potential, unlike employ-
ees in a multiple pay grade configuration. In addition, elimination of narrow bands broadens 
employees’ job duties and responsibilities.
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Some companies establish broadbands for distinct employee groups within the organiza-
tional hierarchy (e.g., upper management, middle management, professionals, and staff). This 
approach reduces management layers dramatically, and it should promote quicker decision- 
making cycles. Other companies create broadbands on the basis of job families (e.g., clerical, 
technical,	and	administrative).	Job	family–based	bands	should	give	employees	broader	duties	
within their job classes. Still others may set broadbands according to functional areas, collaps-
ing across job families. For example, a broadband may be established for all HR specialists 
(i.e.,  training, compensation, recruitment, and performance appraisal). These bands should 
encourage employees to expand their knowledge and skills in several HR functions.

Broadbanding	shifts	greater	responsibility	to	supervisors	and	managers	for	administering	
each	employee’s	compensation	within	 the	confines	of	 the	broadbands.	Because	broadbands	
include a wider range of jobs than narrowly defined pay grades, supervisors have greater latitude 
in setting employees’ pay according to the tasks and duties they perform. Under traditional pay 
grades, employees receive pay and pay increases based on a limited set of duties stated in their 
job descriptions.

LimitatiOns OF brOadbanding Notwithstanding the benefits of broadbanding, it does possess 
some	limitations.	Broadbanding	is	not	a	cure-all	for	all	compensation-related	dysfunction	within	
companies. For instance, broadbanding changes how compensation dollars are allocated, but not 
how much is allocated. Managers often think that flatter organizational structures reduce costs. 
To the contrary, broadbanding may lead to higher compensation expenses because managers 
have greater latitude in assigning pay to their employees. In fact, the federal government’s limited 
experience showed that broadbanding structures were associated with more rapid increases in 
compensation costs than traditional pay structures.28

Broadbanding	also	necessitates	a	trade-off	between	the	flexibility	to	reward	employees	
for their unique contributions and a perception among employees that fewer promotional 
opportunities are available. This transition from multiple narrowly defined pay grades to 
fewer broadbands reduces organizational hierarchies that support job promotions. Employers 
and employees alike need to rethink the idea of promotions as a positive step through the 
job hierarchy.

Two-Tier Pay Structures

the twO-tier pay system cOncept and its advantages Two-tier pay structures reward 
newly hired employees less than established employees. Under the temporary basis, employees 
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Figure 8-6  broadbanding structure and its relationship to traditional pay 
grades and ranges
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have the opportunity to progress from lower entry-level pay rates to the higher rates enjoyed 
by more senior employees. Permanent two-tier systems reinforce the pay-rate distinction by 
retaining separate pay scales: Lower-paying scales apply to newly hired employees, and current 
employees enjoy higher-paying scales. Although pay progresses within each scale, the maximum 
rates to which newly hired employees can progress are always lower than more senior employees’ 
pay scales. Table 8-4 illustrates a typical two-tier wage structure.

Two-tier wage systems are more prevalent in unionized companies. For example, at Ford 
Motor Company, a two-tier wage structure will compensate new hires substantially less than 
other employees, including an hourly base rate that is $10 below the previous one.29

Labor representatives have reluctantly agreed to two-tier wage plans as a cost-control mea-
sure. In exchange for reduced compensation costs, companies have promised to limit layoffs. 
These plans represent a departure from unions’ traditional stance of single base-pay rates for all 
employees within job classifications.

Two-tier pay structures also enable companies to reward long-service employees while 
keeping costs down by paying lower rates to newly hired employees who do not have an estab-
lished performance record within the company. As senior employees terminate their employment 
(i.e., taking jobs elsewhere or retiring), they are usually replaced by workers who are compen-
sated according to the lower-paying scale.

LimitatiOns OF twO-tier pay structures A potentially serious limitation of two-tier plans is 
that the lower pay scale applied to newly hired workers may restrict a company’s ability to recruit 
and retain the most highly qualified individuals. Resentment can build among employees on the 
lower tier toward their counterparts on the upper tier, which may lead to lower-tier employees’ 
refusal to perform work that extends in any way beyond their job descriptions. Such resentment 
may lead employees on the upper tier to scale back their willingness to take on additional work 
to the extent that they perceive pay premiums are not sufficiently large to compensate for extra 
duties. In addition, opponents of two-tier wage systems contend that pay differentials cause 
lower employee morale. Finally, conflict between the tiers may lead to excessive turnover. When 
high performers leave, then the turnover is dysfunctional to the company and can have long-term 
implications for productivity and quality.

taBle 8-4 two-tier wage structures

typical Base rate

assembler ($) tool & Die ($)

BaseRate—Contract	End 26.86 31.52

COLA Fold-In 1.19 1.19

New	Agreement	Base 28.05 32.71

Beginning	COLA	Float 1.06 1.06

Base	Rate	Plus	COLA 29.11 33.77

lump sum examples

assembler ($) tool & Die ($)

October	2014	Settlement	Bonus 3,000 3,000

September	2015	Performance	Bonus	(3%) 2,171 2,534

September	2016	Performance	Bonus	(4%) 2,894 3,377

September	2017	Performance	Bonus	(3%) 2,170 2,533

Note: Based on a standard 2,080 year plus 10 percent overtime, with projected COLA adjustments based on 
inflation averaging 2.44 percent.
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cOmpensatiOn in actiOn

As a line manager or HR manager, you will be faced with the 
challenge of determining which pay structures best suit the 
employee populations you serve. Regardless of the specifics 
of the plan (several specific plans are covered in this chapter), 
there are general guidelines that should be followed to build 
the link between the pay structure and the successful recogni-
tion of employee contributions. As you are educated by com-
pensation specialists, you will provide senior executives with 
recommendations that appropriately identify correct incentives 
and produce desired behaviors.

Action checklist for line managers and HR—
keeping the focus on employees as structures 
are built

hr takes the lead
•	 Assess	the	organization,	and	identify	factors	that	will	

determine	the	pay	structures	within	the	organization	
(e.g., hourly versus salaried and geographic location). Line 
managers help in this assessment and provide additional 
insight to identify the correct factors.

•	 Partner	with	compensation	specialists	to	group	employees	
into pay grades that are determined by some similarity in 

the work they produce; corresponding ranges will also be 
established for each grade.

•	 Compensation	specialists	conduct	market	analyses	to	cer-
tify that current employees are being compensated at the 
right levels and that offers are being made to prospective 
employees that are comparable to the offers made by 
competitors (retain and attract top talent).

Line managers take the lead
•	 Communicate	with	HR	regarding	behaviors	in	employee	

population—HR and line managers work together to 
ensure that the compensation and benefits incentives are 
continuing to target the correct behaviors. HR carefully con-
siders subtle changes to the system in face of market pres-
sures or new leadership and direction within the company.

•	 Employees	will	continue	to	progress	within	the	grade	
in which they have been placed, receiving pay increases 
(as determined by line manager in consultation with 
HR) commensurate with their individual performance— 
compensation specialists will work with HR to ensure 
that, with these merit increases, equity still exists in the 
grade and that the percentage increases in pay corre-
spond with superior levels of performance.

Market analysis is
conducted to maintain 

competitiveness 

Identify compensable
factors that will

serve as basis for  
pay structure

Continue monitoring to ensure 
the correct behaviors are being 

rewarded—changes 
made as appropriate  

Pay increases remain in
same range and retain 

equity within grade 

Pay grades and
corresponding ranges are 

established for each 
structure 

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .

end oF ChaPter

summary
In this chapter, we reviewed the pay structure concept as 
well as the building blocks needed to establish pay struc-
tures. Compensation professionals develop pay structures 
for the various pay bases. Pay structure development gen-
erally entails linking the internal job structure with the 

external market’s pricing structure for jobs, knowledge, or 
skills. Once developed, pay structures recognize individual 
differences in employee contributions, and these structures 
represent operational plans for implementing and adminis-
tering pay programs.
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 discussion Questions
 8-1. Respond to the following statement: “Pay grades 

limit a company’s ability to achieve competitive 
advantage.”	Do	you	agree?	Provide	a	rationale	for	
your position.

 8-2. Two employees perform the same job, and each 
received exemplary performance ratings. Is it fair 
to give one employee a smaller percentage merit 
increase	because	his	pay	falls	within	the	3rd	quar-
tile but give a larger percentage merit increase to 
the other because his pay falls within the 1st quar-
tile? Please explain your answer.

 8-3.  “Knowledge, skills, and abilities are key attributes 
of	the	pay	structure.”	Discuss	this	statement.

 8-4. React to the statement: “Merit pay grids have the 
potential to undermine employee motivation.” 
Please discuss your views.

 8-5.  Compression represents a serious dysfunction 
of	pay	structures.	Discuss	some	of	the	major	
ramifications of compression. Also, discuss 
how companies can minimize or avoid these 
ramifications.

Case
a new sales representative

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

After 10 years in business, John Shurtman has determined that it is time to hire a sales representative. As the 
founder and president of United Fleet Service (UFS), John has been the main driver of new business sales 
for the company. However, as UFS has grown, John has found that he must spend more time on planning 
and administration, leaving little time to generate new sales leads or call on potential customers.

UFS provides maintenance, mechanical repair services, and body repair services to organizations that 
maintain fleets of large vehicles. UFS customers include mostly school districts that own bus fleets and 
municipalities that own fleets of fire and police vehicles. While UFS has a strong hold on these public sec-
tor organizations, John sees many opportunities for expansion through targeting other potential customers 
such as utility companies and commercial trucking companies.

UFS has several competitors in its geographic area, but none provide as comprehensive a service as 
UFS. For example, several competitors provide mechanical repair services, but do not provide body repair 
services; on the other hand, several competitors provide body repair services, but do not provide mechani-
cal repair services. UFS also has a reputation for high-quality repairs and fast turnaround times on service. 
With these strengths in mind, John is convinced that an effective sales representative that can take the time 
to contact and develop relationships with potential customers can help lead the organization to expansion.

John has experienced steady growth over the past 10 years, acquiring just two or three new customers 
each year. Leads on potential new customers have come primarily through referrals from current customers. 
John personally called on the leads to secure sales. Once a target was established as a customer, John handed 
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the customer account over to a service advisor. The service advisor’s role is to process incoming vehicles 
and communicate work progress with customers. Service advisors are also encouraged to generate new 
sales from current customers by suggesting add-on services or establishing ongoing maintenance sched-
ules.	Due	to	increased	volume	growth,	the	service	advisors	have	had	little	time	to	develop	more	significant	
relationships	with	customers.	Because	of	this,	UFS	has	missed	out	on	many	add-on	sales	opportunities.

Therefore, John plans to hire a new sales representative to both call on new customers and develop bet-
ter relationships with current customers. Cultivating new customers will require cold-calling on potential 
customers	as	well	as	following	up	on	referrals	from	current	customers.	Because	most	companies	that	have	
vehicle fleets establish contractual relationships with mechanical service providers, some new customers 
may take a long time to acquire. That is, the sales representative may have to interact with a potential new 
customer over an extended period of time until the company’s contract with another service provider expires.

Working with current customers will require significant interaction with the service advisors to under-
stand each customer’s past history of services and identify opportunities to increase the number and fre-
quency of services provided. Growing business from current customers will also require spending time 
developing relationships with each customer.

Before	he	begins	recruiting	for	this	position,	John	must	determine	how	to	compensate	the	new	sales	
representative. He’s researched market rates for sales representatives in his industry and has a targeted sal-
ary range, but he wants to make sure that the compensation plan provides enough incentive to both secure 
new sales and spend time developing relationships with current customers.

Questions:
 8-6. What are the sales objectives for the new sales representative?
 8-7. How would you design the sales compensation plan for UFS based on John’s requirements? 

Justify your answer.
 8-8. What kind of sales incentive plan do you recommend? Why?

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

  8-9. Compare and contrast merit pay systems and sales compensation.

  8-10. Briefly	discuss	designing	job-based	pay	systems	(e.g.,	merit	pay,	sales	incentive	pay)	
and person-focused programs. What considerations arise when making a transition 
from using a job-based pay system to using pay-for-knowledge?
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9

lEarning oBjECtiVEs

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. give an overview of discretionary benefits.

2. list the three broad components of discretionary benefits.

3. Identify and define one example of income protection programs, paid time off, 
and services.

4. explain the benefits and costs of discretionary benefits.

Today, discretionary benefits represent a significant fiscal cost to companies. As of March 2012, 
companies spent an average exceeding $13,000 per employee annually to provide discretion-

ary benefits.1 For the same period, discretionary benefits accounted for as much as 21.5 percent 
of employers’ total payroll costs (i.e., the sum of core compensation and all employee benefits 
costs).

As the term implies, “discretionary benefits” are offered at the will of company manage-
ment. Unlike in well-designed pay-for-performance systems, employees view such discretionary 
benefits as paid vacation and holidays as an entitlement much like any of the legally required 
benefits that we will discuss in Chapter 11. Employers have reinforced an entitlement mental-
ity toward benefits because they usually award discretionary benefits regardless of employee 
performance.

An Overview Of DiscretiOnAry Benefits
Discretionary benefits fall into three broad categories: protection programs, paid time off, and 
services. Protection programs provide family benefits, promote health, and guard against income 
loss caused by such catastrophic factors as unemployment, disability, or serious illnesses. 
Paid time off, not surprisingly, provides employees time off with pay for such events as vaca-
tion. Services provide such enhancements as tuition reimbursement and day care assistance to 
employees and their families.

In the past several decades, firms have offered a tremendous number of both legally required 
and discretionary benefits. In Chapter 11, we will discuss how the growth in legally required 
benefits from a select body of federal and state legislation developed out of social welfare 

DiscretiOnAry Benefits
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philosophies. Quite different from these reasons are several factors that have contributed to the 
rise in discretionary benefits.

Discretionary benefits originated in the 1940s and 1950s. During both World War II and 
the Korean War, the federal government mandated that companies not increase employees’ core 
compensation, but it did not place restrictions on companies’ employee benefits expenditures. 
Companies invested in expanding their offerings of discretionary benefits as an alternate to pay 
hikes as a motivational tool. As a result, many companies began to offer welfare practices. 
Welfare practices were “anything for the comfort and improvement, intellectual or social, of the 
employees, over and above wages paid, which is not a necessity of the industry nor required by 
law.”2 Moreover, companies offered employees welfare benefits to promote good management 
and to enhance worker productivity.

The opportunities to employees through welfare practices varied. For example, some 
employers offered libraries and recreational areas, and others provided financial assistance for 
education, home purchases, and home improvements. In addition, employers’ sponsorships of 
medical insurance coverage became common.

Quite apart from the benevolence of employers, employee unions also directly contributed 
to the increase in employee welfare practices through the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 
(NLRA), which legitimized bargaining for employee benefits. Union workers tend to participate 
more in benefits plans than do nonunion employees (92 percent versus 72 percent).3 Table 9-1 
illustrates some of the differences in benefits between major occupational groups, full- and part-
time employees, and nonunion and union employees.

Unions also indirectly contributed to the rise in benefits offerings. As we discussed in 
Chapter 2, nonunion companies often fashion their employment practices after union companies 
as a tactic to minimize the chance that their employees will seek union representation4 and may 
offer their employees benefits that are comparable to the benefits received by employees in union 
shops.

Employees came to view both legally required benefits and discretionary benefits as entitle-
ments. Anecdotal evidence suggests that most employees still feel this way: From their perspec-
tive, company membership entitles them to employee benefits. Until recently, companies have 
also treated virtually all elements of employee benefits as entitlements. They have not questioned 
their role as social welfare mediators; however, both rising benefit costs and increased foreign 

tABle 9-1  Percentage of workers with access to selected Employee Benefits in Private 
industry: march 2012

Worker Characteristics

Vacation 
and 

Holidays

Vacation 
and�sick�

Leave

Vacation 
and Personal 

Leave

Employee-
Assistance 

Plans

on-site�and�
off-site�Child�

Care
Wellness 
Programs

flexible�
Workplace

Total 72 59 35 48   9 34   6

Management occupations 85 81 52 66 18 51 14

Production,  transportation, 
and material-moving 
occupations

79 51 28 47   4 33   2

Service occupations 46 37 28 30   8 19 31

Full-time 87 73 43 53 11 39   7

Part-time 26 18 12 34   6 22   1

Union 88 71 44 71 13 44   2

Nonunion 70 57 34 46   9 33   6

Source: u.s. Bureau of labor statistics. (2012). National Compensation Survey: Employee Benefits in the United States, March 2012 
(Bulletin 2773). available: www.bls.gov, accessed march 3, 2013.
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competition have led companies to question this entitlement ethic. A more recent phenomenon 
that gives rise to discretionary benefits is the federal government’s institution of tax laws that 
allow companies to lower their tax liability based on the amount of money they allocate to pro-
viding employees with particular discretionary benefits. These tax laws permit companies to 
deduct from their pretaxable income the cost of certain benefits, thereby lowering companies’ 
tax liabilities.

cOmpOnents Of DiscretiOnAry Benefits
Several benefits practices fall into the category of discretionary employee benefits. We can 
explore these practices by recognizing the three broad goals employers hope to achieve when 
offering discretionary benefits: protection, paid time off, and services to enhance work and life 
experiences.

Protection Programs
inComE ProtECtion Programs 
Disability insurance Disability insurance replaces income for employees who become 
unable to work because of sicknesses or accidents. Employees unfortunately need this kind of 
protection. At all working ages, the probability of being disabled for at least 90 consecutive days 
is much greater than the chance of dying while working; one of every three employees will have 
a disability that lasts at least 90 days.5

Employer-sponsored or group disability insurance typically takes two forms. The first, 
short-term disability insurance, provides benefits for a limited time, usually less than 6 months. 
The second, long-term disability insurance, provides benefits for extended periods between 
6 months and life. Disability criteria differ between short- and long-term plans. Short-term plans 
usually consider disability as an inability to perform any and every duty of the disabled person’s 
occupation. Long-term plans use a more stringent definition, specifying disability as an inability 
to engage in any occupation for which the individual is qualified by reason of training, education, 
or experience.

Short-term disability plans classify short-term disability as an inability to perform the duties 
of one’s regular job. Manifestations of short-term disability include the following  temporary 
(short-term) conditions:

•	 Recovery	from	injuries
•	 Recovery	from	surgery
•	 Treatment	of	an	illness	requiring	any	hospitalization
•	 Pregnancy—the	Pregnancy	Discrimination	Act	of	1978	mandates	that	employers	treat	

pregnancy and childbirth the same way they treat other causes of disability (Chapter 2)

Most short-term disability plans pay employees 50–66.67 percent of their pretax salary on a 
monthly or weekly basis; however, some pay as much as 100 percent. Short-term disability plans 
pay benefits for a limited period, usually no more than 6 months (26 weeks). Many companies 
set a monthly maximum benefit amount.

Three additional features of short-term disability plans include the preexisting condition 
clause, two waiting periods, and exclusions of particular health conditions. Similar to health insur-
ance plans, a preexisting condition is a mental or physical disability for which medical advice, 
diagnosis, care, or treatment was received during a designated period preceding the beginning of 
disability insurance coverage. The designated period is usually any time prior to employment and 
enrollment in a company’s disability insurance plan. Insurance companies impose preexisting 
conditions to limit their liabilities for disabilities that predate an individual’s coverage.

Two waiting periods include the preeligibility period and an elimination period. The preeli-
gibility period spans from the initial date of hire to the time of eligibility for coverage in a dis-
ability insurance program. Once the preeligibility period has expired, an elimination period 
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refers to the minimum amount of time an employee must wait after becoming disabled before 
disability insurance payments begin. Elimination periods exclude insignificant illnesses or inju-
ries that limit a person’s ability to work for just a few days.

Short-term disability plans often contain exclusion provisions. Exclusion provisions list 
the particular health conditions that are ineligible for coverage. Disabilities that result from self-
inflicted injuries are almost always excluded. Short-term disability plans often exclude most 
mental illnesses or disabilities due to chemical dependencies (e.g., addictions to alcohol or ille-
gal drugs). Employers support addicted workers through employee assistance programs, which 
we will discuss shortly in this chapter.

Long-term disability insurance provides a monthly benefit to employees who, due to 
 illness or injury, are unable to work for an extended period of time. Payments of long-term dis-
ability benefits usually begin after 3–6 months of disability and continue until retirement or for 
a specified number of months. Payments generally equal a fixed percentage of pre-disability 
earnings.

Long-term disability insurance companies rely on a two-stage definition for long-term dis-
ability. Long-term disability initially refers to illnesses or accidents that prevent an employee 
from performing his or her “own occupation” over a designated period. The term own occu-
pation applies to employees based on education, training, or experience. After the designated 
period elapses, the definition becomes more inclusive by adding the phrase “inability to perform 
any occupation or to engage in any paid employment.” The second-stage definition is consistent 
with the concept of total disability in workers’ compensation programs (Chapter 11).

Long-term disability plans traditionally covered only total disabilities. Many long-term dis-
ability insurance carriers have more recently also added partial disabilities for the following rea-
son. Including partial disabilities results in cost savings because, in most cases, totally disabled 
individuals avoid paid employment because they would forfeit future disability benefits. With 
the partial disabilities inclusion, long-term carriers provide supplemental benefits to cover a 
portion of income loss associated with part-time employment. For example, long-term disability 
plans become effective when part-time employment falls below a designated level expressed as 
a percentage of income (adjusted for cost-of-living increases) prior to the qualifying event (e.g., 
below 75 or 80 percent).

Full benefits usually equal 50–70 percent of monthly pretax salary, subject to a maximum 
dollar amount. As for short-term plans, the monthly maximum may be as high as $5,000. Long-
term benefits are generally subject to a waiting period of anywhere from 6 months to 1 year and 
usually become active only after an employee’s sick leave and short-term disability benefits have 
been exhausted.

Long-term disability plans also include preexisting condition and exclusion clauses. These 
are similar to the provisions in short-term disability plans. Long-term plans impose two waiting 
periods: preeligibility period and elimination period. The preeligibility periods for short- and 
long-term plans are usually identical. When companies offer both plans, the elimination period 
expires upon the exhaustion of short-term benefits. As discussed earlier, long-term plans become 
effective immediately following the end of short-term benefit payments, making the elimination 
period virtually nonexistent. When companies offer long-term plans only, the elimination period 
runs between 3 and 6 months following a disability.

Both short- and long-term disability plans may duplicate disability benefits mandated by 
the Social Security Act and state workers’ compensation laws (discussed in Chapter 11). These 
employer-sponsored plans generally supplement legally required benefits established by the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). Employer-sponsored plans do 
not replace disability benefits mandated by law.

life insurance Employer-provided life insurance protects employees’ families by paying a 
specified amount to an employee’s beneficiaries upon the employee’s death. Most policies pay 
some multiple of the employee’s salary (e.g., twice the employee’s annual salary). Employer-
sponsored life insurance plans also frequently include accidental death and dismemberment 
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claims, which pay additional benefits if death was the result of an accident or if the insured 
incurs accidental loss of a limb.

There are three kinds of life insurance: term life insurance, whole life insurance, and univer-
sal life insurance. Term life insurance, the most common type offered by companies, provides 
protection to employees’ beneficiaries only during a limited period based on a specified number 
of years (e.g., 5 years) subject to a maximum age (e.g., 65 or 70). After that, the insurance auto-
matically expires. Neither the employee nor his or her beneficiaries receives any benefit upon 
expiration. In order to continue coverage under a term life plan, an employee must renew the 
policy and make premium payments as long as he or she is younger than the maximum allowed 
age for coverage.

Whole life insurance pays an amount to the designated beneficiaries of the deceased 
employee, but unlike term policies, whole life plans do not terminate until payment is made to 
beneficiaries. As a result, whole life insurance policies are substantially more expensive than are 
term life policies, making the whole life insurance approach an uncommon feature of employer-
sponsored insurance programs. From the employee’s or his or her beneficiary’s perspective, 
whole life insurance policies combine insurance protection with a savings (or cash accumulation 
plan) because a portion of the money paid to meet the policy’s premium will be available in the 
future with a low fixed annual interest rate of usually no more than 2 or 3 percent. Universal 
life insurance provides protection to employees’ beneficiaries based on the insurance feature of 
term life insurance and a more flexible savings or cash accumulation plan than found in whole 
life insurance plans.

Individuals can subscribe to life insurance on an individual basis by purchasing policies from 
independent insurance agents or representatives of insurance companies. On the other hand, they 
can subscribe to group life insurance through their employers, which has clear benefits. First, 
group plans allow all participants covered by the policy to benefit from coverage, and employers 
assume the burden of financing the plan either partly or entirely. Second, group policies permit a 
larger set of individuals to participate in a plan at a lower cost per person than if each person had 
to purchase life insurance on an individual basis.

retirement programs Retirement programs, which are often referred to as pension plans, 
provide income to employees and their beneficiaries during some or all of their retirement. 
Individuals may participate in more than one pension program simultaneously. It is not 
uncommon for employees to participate in pension plans sponsored by their companies [e.g., 
401(k) plans] as well as in pension plans that they establish themselves [e.g., the individual 
retirement account (IRA)].

Pension program design and implementation are quite complex, largely because of the many 
laws that govern their operations, particularly the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 
1974 (ERISA). We will take up a detailed treatment of retirement plan design and current issues 
at the forefront of a company’s decision whether to offer a retirement plan and, if so, in what 
form in Chapter 10.

HEaltH ProtECtion Programs Health protection has captured both employees’ and 
employers’ attention for several years. From the employees’ perspective, health coverage is 
valuable, particularly as the costs of health care have increased dramatically. Total health care 
expenditures rose by more than 5,000 percent from $26.9 billion in 1960. From the employers’ 
perspective, providing health care coverage is like a two-edged sword. On one hand, the costs 
to extend health insurance coverage to employees are rising quickly, thereby representing a 
substantial cost burden. On the other hand, companies recognize that offering comprehensive 
health insurance protection helps recruit and retain the best-qualified individuals, and employees 
stand to be more productive when they can afford to (and actually do) take care of health problems 
that could interfere with job performance. There have been many innovations in approaches to 
offering health care coverage to employees. We will discuss these innovations and key issues in 
Chapter 10.
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Paid Time Off
The second type of discretionary benefit is paid time off. This category is relatively straight-
forward. As the name implies, paid time off policies compensate employees when they are not 
performing their primary work duties. The major types of paid time off are:

•	 Holidays
•	 Vacation
•	 Sick	leave
•	 Personal	leave
•	 Jury	duty
•	 Funeral	leave
•	 Military	leave
•	 Clean-up,	preparation,	or	travel	time
•	 Rest	period	“break”
•	 Lunch	period
•	 Integrated	paid	time	off	policies
•	 Sabbatical	leave
•	 Volunteerism

Companies offer most paid time off as a matter of custom, particularly paid holidays, vaca-
tions, and sick leave. In unionized settings, the particulars about paid time off are in the collec-
tive bargaining agreement. The paid time off practices that are most typically found in unionized 
settings are jury duty, funeral leave, military leave, clean-up, preparation, travel time, rest period, 
and lunch period.

For employees and employers, paid time off benefits are significant. These benefits provide 
employees the opportunity to balance work and nonwork interests and demands. Companies 
stand to gain from sponsoring these benefits. Employees may legitimately take time off from 
scheduled work without incurring loss of pay and benefits, which should help reduce unapproved 
absenteeism from work. By keeping absenteeism in check, overall productivity and product or 
service quality should be higher. These benefits also contribute toward positive employee atti-
tudes and commitment to the company, particularly for employees with longer lengths of service. 
As we will discuss shortly, the length of such paid time off as vacation can increase substantially 
with length of service.

As previously shown in Table 9-1, the majority of workers received paid time off in 2012. 
There have been three developments in paid time off offerings: integrated paid time off policies, 
sabbatical leave, and volunteerism. We will discuss each of these practices in turn, highlighting 
the benefits of such paid time off practices to employers.

Integrated paid time off policies or paid time off banks combine holiday, vacation, sick 
leave, and personal leave policies into a single paid time off policy. Such policies do not distin-
guish among reasons for absence as do specific policies. The idea is to provide individuals the 
freedom to schedule time off without justifying the reasons. This freedom should presumably 
substantially reduce the incidence of unscheduled absences that can be disruptive to the workplace 
because these policies require advance notice unless sudden illness is the cause (e.g., you went to 
sleep one evening feeling fine and then wake up the next morning on a scheduled work day with a 
stomach virus). Integrated paid time off policies have become an increasingly popular alternative 
to separate holiday, vacation, sick leave, and personal leave plans because they are more effective 
in controlling unscheduled absenteeism than other types of absence control policies.6 Integrated 
policies also relieve the administrative burden of managing separate plans and the necessity to 
process medical certifications in the case of sick leave policies.

Paid time off banks do not incorporate all types of time off with pay. Bereavement and 
funeral leave are stand-alone policies because the death of a friend or relative is typically an 
unanticipated event beyond an employee’s control. Integrating funeral leave into paid time 
off banks would also likely create dissatisfaction among workers because it would signal that 
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grieving	for	a deceased	friend	or	relative	is	equivalent	to	a	casual	day	off.	Jury	duty	and	wit-
ness leave, military leave, and nonproduction time are influenced by law, and nonproduction 
time is negotiated as part of a collective bargaining agreement. Sabbatical leaves are also not 
included in paid time off banks because these are extended leaves provided as a reward to valued, 
long-service employees. Sabbatical leaves are paid time off for such professional activities as a 
research project or curriculum development. These practices are common in college and univer-
sity settings and apply most often to faculty members. Most universities grant sabbatical leaves 
to faculty members who meet minimum service requirements (e.g., 3 years of full-time service) 
with partial or full pay for up to an entire academic year. The service requirement is applied each 
time, which limits the number of leaves taken per faculty member.

Outside academia, sabbatical leaves are usually limited to professional and managerial 
employees who stand to benefit from intensive training opportunities outside the company’s spon-
sorship. Sabbatical leaves are most suitable for such employees as computer engineers whose 
standards of knowledge or practice are rapidly evolving. Companies establish guidelines regarding 
qualification, length of leave, and level of pay. An important guideline pertains to minimum length 
of employment following completion of a sabbatical. For example, companies require employees 
to remain employed for a minimum of 1 year following the sabbatical or repay part or all of one’s 
salary received during the sabbatical. This provision is necessary to protect a  company’s invest-
ment and to limit moves to competitors.

Volunteerism refers to giving of one’s time to support a meaningful cause. More and 
more companies are providing employees with paid time off to contribute to causes of their 
choice. From a company’s standpoint, a meaningful cause is associated with the work of not-
for-profit organizations such as the United Way to help improve the well-being of people. 
There are a multitude of meaningful causes throughout the world including improving literacy, 
providing comfort to terminally ill patients, serving food at shelters for individuals who can-
not afford to feed themselves, serving as a mentor to children who do not have one or more 
parents, and spending time with elderly or disabled residents of nursing homes who may no 
longer have living friends or family. Companies generally do not dictate the causes for which 
employees would receive paid time off, except they exclude political campaign and political 
action groups for eligibility because of possible conflicts of interest with company sharehold-
ers and management.

Companies favor providing paid time off for volunteer work for three reasons. First, volun-
teer opportunities allow employees to balance work and life demands. Second, giving employees 
the opportunity to contribute to charitable causes on company time represents positive corpo-
rate social responsibility, enhancing the company’s overall image in the public eye. Third, paid 
time off to volunteer is believed to help promote retention. Employees are likely to feel that the 
employer shares similar values, possibly boosting commitment to the company. The amount of 
time off ultimately varies considerably from company to company, ranging anywhere between 
1 hour per week and, in limited cases for long-service employees, several weeks.

Services
EmPloyEE assistanCE Programs Employee assistance programs (EAPs) help employees 
cope with such personal problems that may impair their job performance as alcohol or drug 
abuse, domestic violence, the emotional impact of AIDS and other diseases, clinical depression, 
and eating disorders. EAPs are widely used.

Companies offer EAPs because many employees are likely to experience difficulties 
that interfere with job performance. Although EAP costs are substantial, the benefits seem to 
 outweigh the costs. For example, the annual cost per employee of an EAP is approximately $50–
$60. Anecdotal evidence, however, indicates that employers’ gains outweigh their out-of-pocket 
expenses for EAPs: savings from reduced employee turnover, absenteeism, medical costs, unem-
ployment insurance rates, workers’ compensation rates, accident costs, and disability insurance 
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costs. Most important, the majority of employees who take advantage of EAP resources benefit; 
unfortunately, large-scale evaluation studies are virtually nonexistent.

Depending on the employer, EAPs provide a range of services and are organized in various 
ways. In some companies, EAPs are informal programs developed and run on-site by in-house 
staff. Other employers contract with outside firms to administer their EAPs, or they rely on a 
combination of their own resources and help from an outside firm.

family assistanCE Programs Family assistance programs help employees provide elder 
care and child care. Elder care programs provide physical, emotional, or financial assistance for 
aging parents, spouses, or other relatives who are not fully self-sufficient because they are too 
frail or disabled. Child care programs focus on supervising preschool-age dependent children 
whose parents work outside the home. Many employees now rely on elder care programs because 
of their parents’ increasing longevity and the growing numbers of dual-income families. Child 
care needs arise from the growing number of single parents and dual-career households with 
children.

A variety of employer programs and benefits can help employees cope with their family 
responsibilities. The programs range from making referrals to on-site child care or elder care 
centers to company-sponsored day care programs, and they vary in the amount of financial and 
human resources needed to administer them. The least expensive and least labor-intensive pro-
grams are generally referral services. Referral services are designed to help workers identify and 
take advantage of available community resources, conveyed through such media as educational 
workshops, videos, employee newsletters and magazines, and EAPs.

Flexible scheduling and leave allows employees the leeway to take time off during work hours 
to care for relatives or react to emergencies. Flexible scheduling, which includes compressed work 
weeks (e.g., 10-hour days or 12-hour days), flextime, and job sharing, helps employees balance 
the demands of work and family. In addition to flexible work scheduling, some companies allow 
employees to extend their legally mandated leave sanctioned by the Family and Medical Leave Act 
(see Chapter 11). Under extended leave, employers typically continue to provide such employee 
benefits as insurance and promise to secure individuals comparable jobs upon their return.

Day care is another possible benefit. Some companies subsidize child or elder day care in 
community-based centers. Elder care programs usually provide self-help, meals, and entertain-
ment activities for the participants. Child care programs typically offer supervision, preschool 
preparation, and meals. Facilities must usually maintain state or local licenses.

tuition rEimBursEmEnt Companies offer tuition reimbursement programs to promote their 
employees’ education. Under a tuition reimbursement program, an employer fully or partially 
reimburses an employee for expenses incurred for education or training. There is substantial 
variability in the percentage of tuition an employer reimburses. Some companies vary the 
percentage of tuition reimbursed according to the relevance of the course to the companies’ goals 
or the grades employees earn.

Tuition reimbursement programs are not synonymous with pay-for-knowledge programs 
(Chapter 5). Instead, they fall under the category of employee benefits. Under these programs, 
employees choose the courses they wish to take when they want to take them. In addition, 
employees may enroll in courses that are not directly related to their work. As we discussed in 
Chapter 5, pay-for-knowledge is one kind of core compensation. Companies establish set cur-
ricula that employees take, and they generally award pay increases to employees who success-
fully complete courses within the curricula. Pay increases are not directly associated with tuition 
reimbursement programs.

transPortation sErViCEs Some employers sponsor transportation services programs that 
help bring employees to the workplace and back home again by using more energy-efficient forms 
of transportation. They may sponsor public transportation or vanpools: employer-sponsored vans 
or buses that transport employees between their homes and the workplace.
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Employers provide transit subsidies to employees working in metropolitan and suburban 
areas served by mass transportation (e.g., buses, subways, and trains). Companies may offer 
transit passes, tokens, or vouchers. Practices vary from partial subsidy to full subsidy.

Many employers must offer transportation services to comply with the law. Local and state 
governments increasingly request that companies reduce the number of single-passenger auto-
mobiles commuting to their workplace each day because of government mandates for cleaner air. 
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 require employers in such large metropolitan areas as 
Los Angeles to comply with state and local commuter-trip reduction laws. Employers may also 
offer transportation services to recruit individuals who do not care to drive in rush-hour traffic. 
Furthermore, transportation services enable companies to offset deficits in parking space avail-
ability, particularly in congested metropolitan areas.

Employees obviously stand to benefit from these transportation services. For example, using 
public transportation or joining a vanpool often saves money by eliminating such commuting 
costs as gas, insurance, car maintenance and repairs, and parking fees. Moreover, commuting 
time can be quite lengthy for some employees. By leaving the driving to others, employees can 
use the time more productively by reading, completing paperwork, or “unwinding.”

outPlaCEmEnt assistanCE Some companies provide technical and emotional support through 
outplacement assistance to employees who are being laid off or terminated. They do so with 
a variety of career and personal programs designed to develop employees’ job-hunting skills 
and strategies and to boost employees’ self-confidence. A variety of factors leads to employee 
termination. Those best suited to outplacement assistance programs include:

•	 Layoffs	due	to	economic	hardship
•	 Mergers	and	acquisitions
•	 Company	reorganizations
•	 Changes	in	management
•	 Plant	closings	or	relocation
•	 Elimination	of	specific	positions,	often	the	result	of	changes	in	technology

Outplacement assistance provides such services as personal counseling, career assess-
ments and evaluations, training in job search techniques, resume and cover letter preparation, 
interviewing techniques, and training in the use of such basic workplace technology as com-
puters. Although beneficial to employees, outplacement assistance programs hold possible 
benefits for companies as well. They can promote a positive image of the company among 
those being terminated, as well as their families and friends, by helping these employees pre-
pare for employment opportunities.

wEllnEss Programs In the 1980s, employers began sponsoring wellness programs to 
promote and maintain employees’ physical and psychological health. Wellness programs 
vary in scope. They may emphasize weight loss only, or they may emphasize a range of 
activities such as weight loss, smoking cessation, and cardiovascular fitness. Programs may 
be offered on- or off-site. Although some companies invest in staffing professionals for 
wellness programs, others contract with such external vendors as community health agencies 
or private health clubs. Although wellness programs are relatively new, some evidence already 
indicates that these innovations can save companies money and reduce employees’ needs for 
health care.

Smoking cessation, stress reduction, nutrition and weight loss, exercise and fitness activities, 
and health-screening programs are the most common workplace wellness programs. Smoking 
cessation plans range from simple campaigns that stress the negative aspects of smoking to inten-
sive programs directed at helping individuals to stop smoking. Many employers offer courses and 
treatment to help and encourage smokers to quit. Other options include offering nicotine replace-
ment therapy (e.g., nicotine gum and patches) and self-help services. Many companies sponsor 
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such antismoking events as the Great American Smoke-Out, during which companies distribute 
T-shirts, buttons, and literature that discredit smoking.

Stress management programs can help employees cope with many factors inside and 
outside work that contribute to stress. For instance, job conditions, health and personal prob-
lems, and personal and professional relationships can make employees anxious and therefore 
less productive. Symptoms of stressful workplaces include low morale, chronic absenteeism, 
low productivity, and high turnover rates. Employers offer stress management programs to 
teach workers to cope with conditions and situations that cause stress. Seminars focus on 
recognizing signs of stress and burnout, as well as on how to handle family- and business-
related stress. Stress reduction techniques can improve quality of life inside and outside the 
workplace. Employers benefit from increased employee productivity, reduced absenteeism, 
and lower health care costs.

Weight control and nutrition programs are designed to educate employees about proper 
nutrition and weight loss, both of which are critical to good health. Information from the medi-
cal community has clearly indicated that excess weight and poor nutrition are significant risk 
factors in cardiovascular disease, diabetes, high blood pressure, and cholesterol levels. Over 
time, these programs should give employees better health, increased morale, and improved 
appearance. For employers, these programs should result in improved productivity and lower 
health care costs.

Companies can contribute to employees’ weight control and proper nutrition by sponsoring 
memberships in such weight-loss programs as Weight Watchers. Sponsoring companies may 
also reinforce weight-loss programs’ positive results through support groups, intensive coun-
seling, competitions, and other incentives. Companies sometimes actively attempt to influence 
employee food choices by stocking vending machines with nutritional food.

finanCial EDuCation Some companies have added financial education to employee benefit 
offerings. Financial education programs provide employees with the resource for managing 
personal budgets and long-term savings (e.g., for retirement). Companies are increasingly 
including financial education as part of the benefits program. These companies reason that 
financial education is a relatively low-cost benefit that helps employees plan current and future 
(retirement) budgets.

the Benefits AnD cOsts Of 
DiscretiOnAry Benefits
Discretionary benefits, like core compensation, can contribute to a company’s competitive 
advantage for the reasons discussed earlier (e.g., tax advantages and recruiting the best-qualified 
candidates). Discretionary benefits can also undermine the imperatives of strategic compensa-
tion. Companies that provide discretionary benefits to employees as entitlements are ultimately 
less likely to promote competitive advantage than companies that design discretionary employee 
benefits programs to fit the situation.

Management can use discretionary benefit offerings to promote particular employee  behaviors 
that have strategic value. For instance, when employees take advantage of tuition reimbursement 
programs, they are more likely to contribute to the strategic imperatives of product or service dif-
ferentiation or cost reduction. Knowledge acquired from job-relevant education may enhance the 
creative potential of employees, as well as their ability to suggest more cost-effective modes of 
work. On the other hand, employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs) may contribute to companies’ 
strategic imperatives by instilling a sense of ownership in employees. Having a financial stake in 
the company should lead employees to behave more strategically.

A company can use discretionary benefits to distinguish itself from the competition. In 
effect, competitive benefits programs potentially convey the message that the company is a good 
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ComPEnsation in aCtion

many employees feel entitled to certain benefits that they con-
sider to be the positive consequence of organizational member-
ship. While some benefits are required by law, it will be up to the 
organization to decide on other benefits that are offered and 
administered. as a line manager or Hr professional, you might 
be in charge of creating a benefits program, but you will certainly 
be called on to interpret policy in order to meet the requests of 
employees. Whether you are dealing with the creation or inter-
pretation of benefits, you will want to have access to accurate 
information so your organization’s offerings serve as true bene-
fits for employees and not a source of frustration and ambiguity.

Action checklist for line managers and 
HR—helping employees understand 
and fully utilize benefits

Hr takes the lead
•	 Ensure	that	the	employee	benefits	handbook	is	up	

to date and accurate. Depending on the employee 
 population, both an online version and a hard copy of 
the manual should be accessible.

•	 Create	workshops	to	help	employees	understand	
the unique aspects of the benefits offered by the 

organization—highlight confusing aspects and aspects 
that are not well known.

•	 While	many	companies	now	have	call	centers	that	answer	
benefits questions for employees, seek to stay up to date 
on company policies and legal requirements so that, 
when more complex benefits issues arise (e.g., long-
term disability, sabbaticals, and outplacement services), 
the questions can be dealt with in a sensitive and timely 
manner.

line managers take the lead
•	 Suggest	ways	to	keep	the	“explaining	your	benefits”	

portion of new employee orientation engaging and 
 interesting. the session should be conducted by Hr 
(or the benefits specialist).

•	 Keep	track	of	the	most	common	benefits	questions	that	
arise. seek to be educated by Hr on the specifics of these 
specific policies so responses can be given quickly and 
accurately.

•	 When	changes	to	benefits	are	made,	call	employees	
together to discuss rationale and what can be done to 
make full use of the existing benefits.

Benefits call centers should not be used as a crutch—these issues are
important to employees and should be treated as such

Ensure employee
handbook is up to date

and accessible

New employees
receive orientation to
understand benefit

options

Education of line 
managers so they can
respond swiftly and 

accurately

Workshops to help
employees become

acquainted with
specifics of program

offerings

Changes to benefits are
given importance and

communicated
accordingly

place to work because it invests in the well-being of its employees. Lucrative benefits programs 
will presumably attract a large pool of applicants that include high-quality candidates, position-
ing a company to hire the best possible employees.

Finally, the tax advantage afforded companies from offering particular discretionary ben-
efits has strategic value. In effect, the tax advantage translates into cost savings to companies. 
These savings can be applied to promote competitive advantage. For example, companies pursu-
ing differentiation strategies may invest these savings into research and development programs. 
Companies pursuing lowest-cost strategies may be in a better position to compete because these 
savings may enable companies to lower the prices of their products and services without cutting 
into profits.
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summary
This chapter reviewed the role of discretionary benefits in 
strategic compensation and described the major kinds of 
discretionary benefits. At present, companies offer widely 
varied kinds of employee benefits  practices. Companies are 
increasingly investing in protection programs and services 
that are designed to enhance the well-being of employees 

in a cost-efficient manner. As competition increases, plac-
ing greater pressures on cost-containment strategies, com-
panies have already faced hard choices about the benefits 
they offer their  employees. It is likely that this trend will 
continue in the foreseeable future.
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 Discussion Questions
 9-1. Many compensation professionals are faced with 

making choices about which discretionary benefits to 
drop because funds are limited and the costs of these 
benefits continually increase. Assume you must make 
such choices. Rank-order discretionary benefits, start-
ing with the ones you would most likely drop to the 
ones you would least likely drop. Explain your ratio-
nale. Do such factors as the demographic composition 
of the workforce of the company matter? Explain.

 9-2. Briefly describe some of the employee benefits 
offered by companies in your country that could be 
influenced by the local laws, customs, or culture of 
the society.

 9-3. Assume that you are an HRM professional whose 
responsibility is to develop a brochure for the 

purpose of conveying the value of your company’s 
benefits program to potential employees. Your 
company has asked you to showcase the benefits 
program in a manner that will encourage recruits 
to join the company. Develop a brochure (of no 
more than two pages) that meets this objective. 
Conduct research on companies’ benefits practices 
(in such journals as Benefits Quarterly) as a basis 
for developing your brochure.

 9-4. Your instructor will assign you an industry. Conduct 
some research in order to identify the prevalent 
employee benefits practices for that industry. Also, 
what factors (e.g., technology, competition, and 
government regulation) might influence the present 
practices? How will these practices change?
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cAse
time�off�at�superior�software�services

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

As	she	hangs	up	the	telephone,	Joan	Jackson	realizes	that	she	needs	to	consider	changing	her	company’s	
time off policies. She just received a call from an employee reporting off work because he is sick. This is 
the second employee on the same project team to call off this week, and the unscheduled absence will likely 
cause a delay in meeting the project deadline.

Joan,	the	president	of	Superior	Software	Services,	is	proud	that	her	company	has	earned	a	reputation	for	
providing high-quality software solutions. Superior recruits and retains top software engineers and also an 
impressive	administrative	staff.	However,	even	with	a	talented	staff,	Joan	is	concerned	about	the	company’s	
ongoing ability to meet project deadlines.

Over the past few months, unscheduled absences have caused Superior to delay the delivery of software 
products to a few clients. When a staff member calls in to take a sick day without prior notice, shifting 
employees	to	cover	the	work	in	order	to	meet	a	deadline	is	difficult.	Joan	believes	Superior’s	time	off	poli-
cies may be causing some of the problems.

Superior offers employees 7 vacation days and 5 sick days each year. The company has a policy that 
employees may use sick days only for illness or emergencies. Employees may not schedule sick days in 
advance. Vacation days are scheduled at the beginning of the year. Employees receive approval of their 
requested vacation days on a seniority basis, so most employees designate the days they will take their vaca-
tion within the first few weeks of a new year so they are able to effectively plan vacation travel.

Joan	believes	Superior’s	current	time	off	policy	creates	an	incentive	for	employees	to	call	off	at	the	
last minute. She has learned from supervisors that many employees use their sick days to take care of 
personal business such as attending parent–teacher conferences or running personal errands. These are 
often events that could be prescheduled time off, but employees do not feel they have a time off option to 
address such needs. Sick days can’t be prescheduled, and vacation days are often already committed at the 
beginning of the year.

Joan	believes	that	changing	the	time	off	policies	could	reduce	the	number	of	unscheduled	absences,	
but she is not sure if her idea will address her concerns. She is considering replacing the current vacation/
sick day allowance with a paid time off (PTO) bank. Employees would receive 12 PTO days each year. 
They would be permitted to schedule preferred days off at the beginning of the year so that they can make 
vacation travel plans, and the remaining days could be saved for days when the employee is ill or could be 
scheduled	ahead	of	time	to	take	care	of	personal	business.	Joan	believes	this	change	will	encourage	employ-
ees to schedule their time off in advance when possible. With advance notice of absences, supervisors will 
be better able to plan projects and meet deadlines.

Questions:
 9-5. Do you think changing Superior’s time off policies will decrease unscheduled time off?
 9-6. What do companies in your country usually offer their employees in addition to PTO so that 

employees can better manage their personal commitments?
 9-7. Are there any disadvantages to offering PTO?

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

   9-8.  What are the components of discretionary benefits? Provide two examples for each 
component of discretionary benefits.

   9-9.  What kind of discretionary benefits would help companies to have better control over 
absenteeism?
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Learning Objectives

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. State the definitions of qualified plans and nonqualified plans and indicate the main 
difference between them.

2. List nine minimum standards for qualified plans.

3. Explain what defined benefit plans are.

4. Explain what defined contribution plans are.

5. List and summarize two types of defined contribution plans.

6. Identify and summarize three broad classes of health insurance programs.

7. Briefly state the rationale for consumer-driven health care.

MyManagementLab®

 Improve Your Grade!
When you see this icon, visit www.mymanagementlab.com for activities that are 
 applied, personalized, and offer immediate feedback.

EmployEr-SponSorEd rEtirEmEnt 
planS and HEaltH inSurancE 
programS10

Exploring rEtirEmEnt planS
In Chapter 2, we learned that retirement or pension plans function by providing “retirement 
income to employees, or resulting in a deferral of income by employees for periods extending to 
the termination of covered employment or beyond, regardless of the method of calculating the 
contributions made in the plan, the method of calculating benefits under the plan, or the method 
of distributing benefits from the plan.”1

The purpose of this chapter is to review the fundamentals of company-sponsored retire-
ment plan and health care insurance design. It is essential to note that individuals may receive 
retirement benefits from as many as three sources. First, employer-sponsored retirement plans 
provide employees with income after they have met a minimum retirement age and have left the 
company. Second, the Social Security Old-Age, Survivor, and Disability Insurance (OASDI) 
program, to be described in Chapter 11, provides government-mandated retirement income to 
employees who have made sufficient contributions through payroll taxes. Third, individuals may 
use their initiative to take advantage of tax regulations that have created such retirement pro-
grams as individual retirement accounts (IRAs) and Roth IRAs.

Companies establish retirement or pension plans following one of three design configura-
tions: a defined benefit plan, a defined contribution plan, or hybrid plans that combine features 
of traditional defined benefit and defined contribution plans. Defined benefit plans guarantee 
retirement benefits specified in the plan document. This benefit usually is expressed in terms of a 
monthly sum equal to a percentage of a participant’s preretirement pay multiplied by the number 
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of years he or she has worked for the employer. Defined contribution plans may require that 
employers and employees make annual contributions to retirement fund accounts established for 
each participating employee, based on a formula contained in the plan document.

In addition, tax incentives encourage companies to offer pension programs. Some of the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) Title I and Title II provisions set 
the minimum standards required to “qualify” pension plans for favorable tax treatment. Failure 
to meet any of the minimum standard provisions “disqualifies” pension plans for favorable tax 
treatment. Pension plans that meet these minimum standards are known as qualified plans. 
Nonqualified plans refer to pension plans that do not meet at least one of the minimum standard 
provisions; typically, highly paid employees benefit from participation in nonqualified plans. We 
will discuss qualified plans in this chapter and touch upon nonqualified plans in Chapter 12 on 
executive compensation.

From here, we will explore the minimum standards that distinguish qualified plans from 
nonqualified plans. Afterward, we will examine the features of alternative company-sponsored 
pension plans, including defined benefit plans, defined contribution plans, and hybrid plans.

Origins of Employer-Sponsored Retirement Benefits
Until World War II, pension plans were adopted primarily in the railroad, banking, and public 
utility industries. The most significant growth occurred since the favorable tax treatment of pen-
sions was established through the passage of the Revenue Act of 1921 and government-imposed 
wage increase controls during World War II in the early 1940s. This led companies to adopt 
discretionary employee benefits plans such as pensions that were excluded from those wage 
increase restrictions.

The current tax treatment of qualified plans continues to provide incentives both for employ-
ers to establish plans and for employees to participate in them. In general, a contribution to a 
qualified plan is deductible in computing the employer’s or employee’s taxes based on who 
made the contribution. Employees pay taxes only on the amount they withdraw from the plan 
each year. As we discussed in Chapter 2, this preferential tax treatment is contingent on the 
employer’s compliance with ERISA.

Trends in Retirement Plan Coverage and Costs
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, nearly 55 percent of workers employed in the 
private sector participated in at least one company-sponsored retirement plan in 1992–1993.2 
Since then, the participation rate has declined to approximately 48 percent in 2012.3 However, 
there has been a noticeable decrease in participation rates for defined benefit plans over the past 
several years. In 1992–1993, 32 percent of private sector employees participated in defined con-
tribution plans, and slightly fewer participated in defined benefit plans.4 In 2012, 41 percent par-
ticipated in defined contribution plans, but only 17 percent participated in defined benefit plans.5

There are two important explanations for these trends in retirement plan participation. First, 
there has been a shift in the labor force toward different occupations and industries. There has 
specifically been a relative decline in employment among full-time workers, union workers, and 
workers in goods-producing businesses. The decline in full-time workers and increase in part-
time workers has led to fewer opportunities for participation in company-sponsored retirement 
plans. Employers quite simply often employ part-time workers to save benefits costs. The decline 
in union affiliation (i.e., union members or just part of the bargaining unit) also contributes to 
the overall trends described earlier. In 2012, more employees affiliated with unions were eligi-
ble to participate in a retirement plan (defined benefit, 66 percent; defined contribution, 45 per-
cent) than nonunion employees (defined benefit, 12 percent; defined contribution, 41 percent).6 
As we discussed in Chapter 2, unions represent workers in negotiations with management over 
terms of employment. The inclusion of lucrative retirement plans was among the top priorities in 
negotiations to maintain the support of middle-age and older workers. Finally, among employ-
ment trends, the expansion of service industries relative to somewhat stable employment in the 
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goods-producing sector helps to explain retirement plan participation. In 2012, fewer service-
oriented workers had access to defined benefit plans (17 percent versus 27 percent), although 
the percentage of workers with access to defined contribution plans was higher in both industries 
(57 percent versus 69 percent); however, actual employee participation in defined contribution 
plans was substantially lower in service employers than in goods-producing companies.7 Wages 
in the service-producing companies tend to be lower than they are in goods-producing companies. 
It is possible that service employees simply do not have enough money to set aside for retirement.

There is a second reason for changes away from participation in defined benefit plans 
to defined contribution plans. Defined benefit plans are quite costly to employers compared with 
defined contribution plans: Companies struggle to fund these plans adequately to ensure that 
retirees receive entitled benefits for the remainder of their lives. In addition, as discussed in 
Chapter 2, the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) serves as the insurer by taking 
over pension obligations for companies that terminate their defined benefit plans because of 
severe financial stress. Companies with defined benefit plans pay premiums to the PBGC to 
insure defined benefit plans in the event of severe financial distress. The Pension Protection Act 
requires that companies that are at high risk of not meeting their pension obligations pay sub-
stantially more to insure defined benefit plans, adding to the substantial cost.

QualifiEd planS
Qualified plans entitle employers and employees to substantial tax benefits. Employers and 
employees specifically do not pay tax on their contributions within dollar limits that differ for 
defined benefit and defined contribution plans. In addition, the investment earnings of the trust in 
which plan assets are held are generally exempt from tax. Finally, participants or beneficiaries do 
not pay taxes on the value of retirement benefits until they receive distributions.

Minimum Standards for Qualified Plans
Qualified plans possess 13 fundamental characteristics. Table 10-1 lists these characteristics. We 
will review some of the more fundamental standards in this chapter.

ParticiPatiOn requirements Strict participation requirements apply to pension plans. 
Employees must specifically be allowed to participate in pension plans after they have reached 
age 218 and have completed 1 year of service (based on 1,000 work hours).9 These hours include 
all paid time for performing work and paid time off (e.g., vacation, sick leave, and holidays).

tablE 10-1 characteristics of qualified Pension Plans

•	 Participation	requirements

•	 Coverage	requirements

•	 Vesting	rules

•	 Accrual	rules

•	 Nondiscrimination	rules:	Testing

•	 Key	employee	and	top-heavy	provisions

•	 Minimum	funding	standards

•	 Social	Security	integration

•	 Contribution	and	benefit	limits

•	 Plan	distribution	rules

•	 Qualified	survivor	annuities

•	 Qualified	domestic	relations	orders

•	 Plan	termination	rules	and	procedures
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cOverage requirements Coverage requirements limit the freedom of employers to exclude 
employees. Qualified plans do not disproportionately favor highly compensated employees.10

vesting ruLes Vesting refers to an employee’s nonforfeitable rights to pension benefits.11 
There are two aspects of vesting. First, employees are always vested in their contributions to 
pension plans. Second, companies must grant full vesting rights to employer contributions on 
one of the following two schedules: cliff vesting or 6-year graduated schedule). Cliff vesting 
schedules must grant employees 100 percent vesting after no more than 3 years of service. That 
is, after 3 years of participation in the pension plan, an employee has the right to receive all 
of the contributions plus interest on the contributions made by the employer. This schedule is 
known as cliff vesting because leaving one’s job prior to becoming vested under this  schedule 
is tantamount to falling off a cliff because an employee loses all of the accrued employer con-
tributions. On the other hand, companies may use a gradual vesting schedule. The 6-year gradu-
ated schedule allows workers to become 20 percent vested after 2 years and to vest at a rate 
of 20 percent each year thereafter until they are 100 percent vested after 6 years of service. 
Table 10-2 shows an example of the 6-year graduated schedule. Plans may have faster gradual 
schedules to 100 percent vesting in fewer than 6 years. The graduated schedule is preferable to 
employees who anticipate changing jobs frequently because they will earn the rights to keep 
part	of	 the	employer’s	contribution	sooner.	Moreover,	employees	recognize	that	 layoffs	are	
more common in today’s volatile business environment, and they stand to benefit by earning 
partial vesting rights sooner than earning full vesting rights at a later date. On the other hand, 
employers	prefer	the	cliff	vesting	schedule	recognizing	that	many	employees	tend	to	change	
jobs more frequently than ever before, allowing the employers to reclaim nonvested contribu-
tions for employees who leave before becoming vested.

accruaL ruLes Qualified plans are subject to minimum accrual rules based on the Internal 
Revenue Code (IRC) and ERISA.12 Accrual rules specify the rate at which participants accumu-
late (or earn) benefits.

Defined benefit and defined contribution plans use different accrual rules. These will be 
discussed briefly in subsequent sections of this chapter.

nOndiscriminatiOn ruLes: testing Nondiscrimination rules prohibit employers from dis-
criminating in favor of highly compensated employees in contributions or benefits, availability 
of benefits, rights, or plan features.13 In addition, employers may not amend pension plans so 
that highly compensated employees are favored.

benefit and cOntributiOn Limits Benefit limits refer to the maximum annual amount an 
employee may receive from a qualified defined benefit plan during retirement. Contribution 
limits apply to defined contribution plans. Employers are limited in the amount they may con-
tribute to an employee’s defined contribution plan each year. The Economic Growth and Tax 
Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001 amended IRC Section 415, mandating increases in these 

tablE 10-2  sample of a 6-Year graduated vesting 
schedule under erisa

years�of�Vesting�Service nonforfeitable�percentage�(%)

2   20

3   40

4   60

5   80

6 100
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limits effective after December 31, 2001, and indexing them each year for inflation to keep 
retirement savings from falling behind increases in the cost of goods and services, thereby 
making retirees less dependent on Social Security retirement benefits (Chapter 11). The limits 
were set to expire after 2009, but the Pension Protection Act of 2006 made the limits perma-
nent. We will review these limits in our respective discussions of defined benefit and defined 
contribution plans.

aLLOwabLe tax deductiOns fOr emPLOYers Employers may take tax deductions for contri-
butions to employee retirement plans based on three conditions. First, as you have read, retire-
ment plans must be qualified. Second, an employer must make contributions before the due date 
for its federal income tax return for that year. For example, an employer received a tax deduc-
tion on contributions for 2013 when the contributions were made before April 15, 2014. Third, 
deductible contributions are based on designated amounts set forth by the IRC (as subsequently 
amended by the Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001 and the Pension 
Protection Act of 2006).

PLan distributiOn ruLes Distribution refers to the payment of vested benefits to participants 
or beneficiaries. Distributions are payable in a variety of ways. Lump sum distributions are sin-
gle payments of benefits. In defined contribution plans, lump sum distributions equal the vested 
amount (i.e., the sum of all employee and vested employer contributions and interest on this sum). 
In defined benefit plans, lump sum distributions equal the equivalent of the vested accrued benefit.

A second form of distribution is the annuity. Annuities represent a series of payments for 
the life of the participant and beneficiary. Annuity contracts are usually purchased from insur-
ance companies, which make payments according to the contract. The inherent risk of defined 
contribution plans has given rise to income annuities. Income annuities distribute income to 
retirees based on retirement savings paid to insurance companies in exchange for guaranteed 
monthly checks for life.

PLan terminatiOn ruLes and PrOcedures Plan termination rules and procedures apply 
only to defined benefit plans. There are three types of plan terminations: standard termination, 
distress termination, and involuntary termination. Qualified plans must follow strict guidelines for 
plan terminations including sufficient notification to plan participants, notification to the PBGC, 
and distribution of vested benefits to participants and beneficiaries in a reasonable amount of time.

dEfinEd bEnEfit planS
Defined benefit plans guarantee retirement benefits specified in the plan document. This benefit 
is usually expressed in terms of a monthly sum equal to a percentage of a participant’s preretire-
ment pay multiplied by the number of years he or she has worked for the employer. Although the 
benefit in these plans is fixed by a formula, the level of required employer contributions fluctu-
ates from year to year. The level depends on the amount necessary to make certain that benefits 
promised will be available when participants and beneficiaries are eligible to receive them.

Annual benefits are usually based on age, years of service, and final average wages or sal-
ary. Retirement plan formulas specify annual retirement benefits as a percentage of final average 
salary. Table 10-3 illustrates these percentages for one retirement plan based on age and years of 
service.	Looking	at	this	table,	let’s	assume	Mary	retires	at	age	59	with	35	years	of	service.	Let’s	
also	assume	her	final	average	salary	is	$52,500.	Mary	multiplies	$52,500	by	the	annual	percent-
age of 68.20 percent. Her annual benefit is $35,805.00 ($52,500 × 68.20 percent).

Minimum Funding Standards
As we discussed in Chapter 2, ERISA imposes strict funding requirements on qualified plans. 
Under defined benefit plans, employers make an annual contribution that is sufficiently large to 
ensure that promised benefits will be available to retirees. Actuaries periodically review several 
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kinds of information to determine a sufficient funding level: life expectancies of employees and 
their designated beneficiaries, projected compensation levels, and the likelihood of employees 
terminating their employment before they have earned benefits. ERISA imposes the reporting of 
actuarial information to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), which in turn submits these data to 
the U.S. Department of Labor. The Department of Labor reviews the data to ensure compliance 
with ERISA regulations.

Benefit Limits and Tax Deductions
The IRC sets a maximum annual benefit for defined benefit plans that is equal to the lesser of 
$205,000 in 2013 or 100 percent of the highest average compensation for 3 consecutive years.14 
The limit is indexed for inflation in $5,000 increments each year beginning after 2006.15

dEfinEd contribution planS
Under defined contribution plans, employers and employees make annual contributions to sep-
arate accounts established for each participating employee, based on a formula contained in the 
plan document. Formulas typically call for employers to contribute a given percentage of each 
participant’s compensation annually. Employers invest these funds on behalf of the employee, 
choosing from a variety of investment vehicles such as company stocks, diversified stock mar-
ket funds, or federal government bond funds. Employees may be given a choice of investment 
vehicles based on the guidelines established by the employer. Defined contribution plans specify 
rules for the amount of annual contributions. Unlike defined benefit plans, these plans do not 
guarantee particular benefit amounts. Participants bear the risk of possible investment gain or 
loss. Benefit amounts depend on several factors, including the contribution amounts, the perfor-
mance of investments, and forfeitures transferred to participant accounts.

tablE 10-3 annual retirement benefits for a defined benefit Plan

age

years�of�Service 60 59 58 57 56 55

  5 … … … … … …

  6 … … … … … …

  7 … … … … … …

  8 13.36 12.56 11.76 10.96 10.15 9.35

  9 15.03 14.13 13.23 12.32 11.42 10.52

10 16.70 15.70 14.70 13.69 12.69 11.69

.

.

.

.

35 68.20 68.20 68.20 68.20 68.20 68.20

36 70.50 70.50 70.50 70.50 70.50 70.50

37 72.80 72.80 72.80 72.80 72.80 72.80

38 75.10 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00

39 77.40 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00

40 79.70 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00

+40 80.00 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00
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Individual Accounts
Defined contribution plans contain accounts for each employee into which contributions are 
made and losses are debited or gains are credited. Contributions to each employee’s account 
come from four possible sources. The first, employer contributions, is expressed as a percent-
age of an employee’s wage or salary. In the case of profit sharing plans, company profits are 
usually the basis for employer contributions. The second, employee contributions, is usually 
expressed as a percentage of the employee’s wage or salary. The third, forfeitures, comes from 
the accounts of employees who terminated their employment prior to earning vesting rights. The 
fourth contribution source is return on investments. In the case of negative returns (or loss), the 
corresponding amount is debited from employees’ accounts.

Investments of Contributions
ERISA requires that a named fiduciary manage investments into defined contribution plans. 
Fiduciaries are individuals who manage employee benefit plans and pension funds. Fiduciaries 
also possess discretion in managing the assets of the plan, offering investment advice to employee 
participants	and	administering	the	plan.	Fiduciaries	ultimately	are	responsible	for	minimizing	
the risk of loss of assets.16

Employee Participation in Investments
Some companies may allow plan participants to choose the investment of funds in their indi-
vidual accounts. It is not uncommon for large companies to offer investment alternatives through 
such	companies	as	Fidelity,	Vanguard,	and	T.	Rowe	Price.

Minimum Funding Standards
The minimum funding standard for defined contribution plans is less complex than it is for 
defined benefit plans. This standard is met when contributions to the individual accounts of plan 
participants meet the minimum amounts as specified by the plan.17

Contribution Limits and Tax Deductions
Employer contributions to defined contribution plans represent one factor in annual additions. 
Annual addition refers to the annual maximum allowable contribution to a participant’s account 
in a defined contribution plan. The annual addition includes employer contributions, employee 
contributions, and forfeitures allocated to the participant’s account.18 In 2013, annual additions 
were limited to the lesser of $51,000 or 100 percent of the participant’s compensation.19

The amount of an employer’s annual deductible contribution to a participant’s account 
depends on the type of defined contribution plan.20 The Economic Growth and Tax Reconciliation 
Act of 2001 raised the allowable contribution amounts in effect before January 1, 2002. In 2013, 
the maximum contribution to a profit sharing, stock bonus, or employee stock ownership plan 
was 25 percent of the compensation paid or accrued to participants in the plan. Section 401(k), 
403(b), and 457 plans have contribution limits of $17,500 in 2013. The limit is indexed for infla-
tion in $500 increments beginning in 2007.

typES of dEfinEd contribution planS
There are a variety of defined contribution plans. These include Section 401(k) plans, profit 
sharing, stock bonus plans, employee stock ownership plans, savings incentive match plans for 
employees	(SIMPLEs),	Section	403(b)	tax-deferred	annuities,	and	Section	457	plans.	We	will	
review each of these plans in turn.

Section 401(k) Plans
Section 401(k) plans are retirement plans named after the section of the IRC that created them. 
These plans, also known as cash or deferred arrangements (CODAs), permit employees to defer 
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part of their compensation to the trust of a qualified defined contribution plan. Only private sec-
tor or tax-exempt employers are eligible to sponsor 401(k) plans.

Section 401(k) plans offer three noteworthy tax benefits. First, employees do not pay income 
taxes on their contributions to the plan until they withdraw funds. Second, employers deduct 
their contributions to the plan from taxable income. Third, investment gains are not taxed until 
participants receive payments.

Profit Sharing Plans
Companies set up profit sharing plans to distribute money to employees. Companies start by 
establishing a profit sharing pool (i.e., the money earmarked for distribution to employees). 
Companies may also choose to fund profit sharing plans based on gross sales revenue or some 
basis other than profits. Companies may also take a tax deduction for their contributions not to 
exceed 25 percent of the plan participants’ compensation in 2013.21 As described in the previous 
section, a qualified profit sharing plan may be the basis for a company’s 401(k) plan.

Stock Bonus Plans
A stock bonus plan may be the basis for a company’s 401(k) plan. Qualified stock bonus plans 
and qualified profit sharing plans are similar because both plans invest in company securi-
ties. These plans are also similar regarding nondiscrimination testing requirements and the 
deductibility of employer contributions; however, stock bonus plans reward employees with 
company stock (i.e., equity shares in the company). Benefits are usually paid in shares of 
company stock.

Employee Stock Ownership Plans
Employee stock option plans (ESOPs) may be the basis for a company’s 401(k) plan, and these 
plans invest in company securities, making them similar to profit sharing plans and stock bonus 
plans. ESOPs and profit sharing plans differ because ESOPs usually make distributions in com-
pany stock rather than cash. ESOPs are essentially stock bonus plans that use borrowed funds to 
purchase stock.

Table	10-4	summarizes	selected	differences	between	defined	benefit	and	defined	contri-
bution plans.

tablE 10-4 selected differences between defined benefit and defined contribution Plans

Characteristic defined�Benefit�plan defined�Contribution�plan

Benefit formula Determines pension due at normal retirement age. Determines amount regularly  contributed to 
individual account.

Form of benefit  
expressed by formula

An annuity—a series of payments beginning at 
the plan’s normal retirement age for the life of the 
participant.

A single lump sum distribution at any time.

Funding Annual funding is based on an actuarial  formula 
subject to strict limits set by the IRC and is not 
equivalent to annual increases in pension benefits.

Annual contributions and investment earn-
ings are held in an individual account.

Investment risk/profit Employee is guaranteed benefits regardless of 
investment returns on trust. Employer is responsible 
for ensuring sufficient funding to pay promised 
benefit.

Employee bears the investment risk, which 
can result in higher  investment returns or 
the loss of previously  accumulated pension 
benefits.

Insured benefit Generally insured by PBGC. By individual investment vehicle, if any.

Source: U.S. General Accounting Office (2000). Cash Balance Plans: Implications for Retirement Income, GAO/HEHS-00-207. Washington, DC: 
General Accounting Office, pp. 9–10.
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Hybrid planS: caSH balancE planS
Hybrid plans combine features of traditional defined benefit and defined contribution plans. We 
will discuss the cash balance plans, a type of hybrid plan that has stirred tremendous controversy 
in recent years.

In January 2012, employees had worked for their current employer for a median value of 
4.6 years; those ages 45–54 had worked for their current employer a median value of 7.8 years.22 
Younger workers ages 25–34 had worked a median value of 3.2 years. These data suggest work-
ers may be accumulating retirement benefits from several jobs; employers have attempted to deal 
with these changing needs by seeking alternative approaches to providing retirement income.

The different career plans of the younger generations in particular have led many employers 
to conclude that their retirement plans were not beneficial to these younger, more mobile work-
ers. This was not conducive to attracting potentially valuable employees that could help increase 
efficiency.23

Internal Revenue Service guidelines define cash balance plans as “defined benefit plans 
that define benefits for each employee by reference to the amount of the employee’s hypothetical 
account balance.”24 Cash balance plans are a relatively new phenomenon compared to traditional 
defined	benefit	and	defined	contribution	plans.	Many	companies	have	chosen	to	convert	their	
defined benefit plans to cash balance plans for two key reasons. First, cash balance plans are less 
costly to employers than defined benefit plans. Second, they pay out benefits in a lump sum instead 
of a series of payments. This feature increases the portability of pension benefits from company to 
company. Companies are presumably in a better position to recruit more mobile workers

In sum, we explored the origins of retirement plans and the trends in coverage. We also 
reviewed the criteria that must be met in order to qualify retirement plans for tax benefits for 
employers and employees. Finally, we reviewed the major types of retirement plans, including 
defined benefit plans, defined contribution plans, and hybrid plans.

dEfining and Exploring HEaltH 
inSurancE programS
Health insurance covers the costs of a variety of services that promote sound physical and men-
tal	health,	including	physical	examinations,	diagnostic	testing,	surgery,	hospitalization,	psycho-
therapy, dental treatments, and corrective prescription lenses for vision deficiencies. Employers 
usually enter into a contractual relationship with one or more insurance companies to provide 
health-related services for their employees and, if specified, employees’ dependents. An insur-
ance policy refers to a contractual relationship between the insurance company and the ben-
eficiary. The contractual relationship, or insurance policy, specifies the amount of money the 
insurance company will pay for such particular services as physical examinations. Employers 
pay insurance companies a negotiated amount, or premium, to establish and maintain insurance 
policies. The term insured refers to employees covered by the insurance policy.

Companies can choose from three broad classes of health insurance programs in the United 
States, including fee-for-service plans, managed care plans, and point-of-service plans. Point-
of-service plans combine features of fee-for-service and managed care plans. An emerging class 
of health insurance programs is based on consumer-driven health care, where employees play a 
greater role in decisions on their health care, have better access to information to make informed 
decisions, and share more in the costs. We discuss these types of plans later in this chapter.

Origins of Health Insurance Benefits
The Great Depression of the 1930s gave rise to employer-sponsored health insurance programs. 
Widespread unemployment made it impossible for most individuals to afford health care. During 
this period, Congress proposed the Social Security Act of 1935 to address many of the social 
maladies caused by the adverse economic conditions, incorporating health insurance programs. 
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President Franklin D. Roosevelt, however, opposed the inclusion of health coverage under the 
Social Security Act. Health insurance did not become part of the Social Security Act until an 
amendment	to	the	act	in	1965	established	the	Medicare	program.

The government’s choice not to offer health care benefits created opportunities for pri-
vate sector companies to meet the public’s need. In the 1930s, hospitals controlled nonprofit 
companies that inspired today’s Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans. At the time, Blue Cross 
plans allowed individuals to make monthly payments to cover the expense of possible future 
hospitalization.	For-profit	companies	also	formed	to	provide	health	care	coverage,	creating	
fee-for-service plans.

In the 1940s, local medical associations created nonprofit Blue Shield plans, which were 
prepayment	plans	for	physician	services.	The	federal	government	also	imposed	wage	freezes	
during	World	War	II,	which	did	not	extend	to	employee	benefit	plans.	Many	employers	began	
offering health care benefits to help compete for and retain the best employees, particularly dur-
ing the labor shortage when U.S. troops were overseas fighting in World War II. In addition, 
employers	recognized	the	possibility	that	they	could	promote	productivity	with	healthier	work-
forces. Without the assistance of employer-sponsored health insurance, employees could not 
afford	to	pay	for	medical	services	on	their	own.	Many	companies	sought	ways	to	promote	pro-
ductivity and morale through the implementation of welfare practices. We define welfare prac-
tices as “anything for the comfort and improvement, intellectual or social, of the employees, over 
and above wages paid, which is not a necessity of the industry nor required by law.”25 Health 
insurance programs were among these practices.

Many	companies	discontinued	health	insurance	benefits	soon	after	the	government	lifted	
the	wage	freeze.	The	withdrawal	of	these	and	other	benefits	created	discontent	among	employ-
ees, who viewed benefits as an entitlement. Legal battles ensued based on the claim that health 
protection	was	a	fundamental	right.	In	unionized	companies,	health	insurance	benefits	became	a	
mandatory subject of collective bargaining.

The 1950s were relatively uneventful years regarding employee benefits. In the 1960s, the 
federal	government	amended	the	Social	Security	Act.	Titles	XVIII	and	XIX	of	the	act	estab-
lished	the	Medicare	and	Medicaid	programs	(Chapter 11), respectively. These public programs 
provided access to health care services for a wide segment of the U.S. population in a relatively 
short period. The demand for health care services rose quickly relative to the supply of health 
care providers, prompting inflation in the price of health care services.

Congress enacted ERISA to protect employee interests (Chapter 2). By providing finan-
cial incentives to companies, subject to becoming federally qualified, the Health Maintenance 
Organization Act of 1973 (HMO Act)	promoted	the	use	of	health	maintenance	organizations.

Since the 1970s, there has been substantial emphasis on managing costs, and consider-
ation has been given to providing coverage to the uninsured (e.g., the failed national health care 
proposal under President Bill Clinton). Some factors have eroded health insurance practices 
in	companies.	Unionized	companies	set	the	standards	for	employee	benefits	practices.	In	the	
1980s, unions made concessions on wages and benefits in exchange for promises of greater job 
security. Also, the decline in the manufacturing or goods-producing sector (e.g., automobiles, 
steel,	and	mining),	which	was	traditionally	highly	unionized,	gave	way	to	the	typically	non-
union service and information sectors of the economy (e.g., health care industry, retail trade, and 
high-technology companies such as in software development). Furthermore, foreign competition 
created pressures, forcing U.S. companies to reduce costs. For example, many U.S. manufactur-
ers moved operations to foreign countries with cheaper labor and fewer legal protections for 
employees	(e.g.,	People’s	Republic	of	China	and	India).	Notwithstanding	these	pressures,	health	
insurance still is the mainstay of employee benefits programs in companies.

Health Insurance Coverage and Costs
Both employees and employers place a great deal of significance on company-sponsored health 
insurance benefits. Of course, company-sponsored programs provide employees with the means 
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to afford expensive health care services. As we noted before, companies stand to gain from 
sponsoring these benefits in at least two ways. First, a healthier workforce should experience 
a lower incidence of sickness absenteeism. By keeping absenteeism in check, a company can 
keep overall productivity and product or service quality higher. Second, health insurance offer-
ings should help the recruitment and retention of employees. It is not surprising that a large 
percentage of companies include health insurance programs as a feature of employee benefits 
programs, extending coverage to substantial numbers of employees and their dependents. At the 
same time, the rampant rise in health care prices is putting substantial pressure on cost-conscious 
companies.

Approximately 70 percent of all private sector employees had access to at least one 
employer-sponsored health insurance program in 2012.26 Employees’ access to health insurance 
programs	vary	by	their	size,	industry	group,	and	union	presence.	A	higher	percentage	of	employ-
ees in larger companies had access to employer-sponsored health insurance than employees in 
smaller companies. This is also the case for employees in goods-producing companies compared 
with service-producing companies and for union employees compared with nonunion employ-
ees. Table 10-5 illustrates these facts in greater detail.

Many	private	sector	companies	require	employees	to	contribute	a	portion	of	health	insur-
ance premiums because of the considerable cost.27 In 2012, employee contributions represented 
a relatively small percentage of the health insurance premiums. Employees with single cover-
age, on average, contributed 21 percent, and those with family coverage contributed 32 percent. 
Single coverage extends benefits only to the covered employee, averaging $356.33 monthly per 
employee. Family coverage offers benefits to the covered employee and his or her family mem-
bers as defined by the plan (usually, spouse and children). Family coverage is substantially more 
expensive than single coverage, averaging $857.66 monthly per employee.28

We will now turn our attention to long-standing and newer approaches to health insurance 
coverage.

fEE-for-SErvicE planS
Three long-standing forms of health insurance programs include fee-for-service plans, managed 
care plans, and point-of-service plans. Larger employers commonly offer employees one or more 
types of health insurance programs. We discuss each of these in turn.

tablE 10-5  Percentage of workers with access to Health care, by selected characteristics, 
Private industry

medical�Care dental�Care Vision�Care prescription�drug�Coverage

All employees 70 45 25 69

Worker characteristics

Full-time 86 56 30 85

Part-time 24 13 8 23

Union 94 73 56 93

Nonunion 67 42 21 66

Establishment characteristics

Goods producing 86 56 32 82

Service producing 67 43 23 75

1–99 workers 41 30 12 56

100 workers or more 63 63 27 84

Source: U.S. Department of Labor. (September 2012). Employee Benefits in the United States, March 2012. Available: www.bls.gov, 
accessed March 31, 2013.
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Fee-for-service plans provide protection against health care expenses in the form of a cash 
benefit paid to the insured or directly to the health care provider after the employee has received 
health care services. These plans pay benefits on a reimbursement basis. Three types of eligible 
health expenses are hospital expenses, surgical expenses, and physician charges. Under fee-for-
service plans, policyholders (employees) may generally select any licensed physician, surgeon, 
or medical facility for treatment, and the insurer reimburses the policyholders after medical 
services are rendered.

There are two types of fee-for-service plans. The first type, indemnity plans, is based on a 
contract between the employer and an insurance company. The contract specifies the expenses 
that are covered and the rate. The second type, self-funded plans, operates in the same fashion 
as indemnity plans.

The main difference between insurance plans offered by insurance companies and self-
funded insurance plans centers on how benefits provided to policyholders are financed. When 
companies elect indemnity plans, they establish a contract with an independent insurance com-
pany. Insurance companies pay benefits from their financial reserves, which are based on the 
premiums companies and employees pay to receive insurance. Companies may instead choose to 
self-fund employee insurance. Such companies pay benefits directly from their own assets, either 
current cash flow or funds set aside in advance for potential future claims. The decision to self-
fund is based on financial considerations. Self-funding makes sense when a company’s financial 
burden of covering employee medical expenses is less than the cost to subscribe to an insurance 
company for coverage. By not paying premiums in advance to an independent carrier, a company 
retains these funds for current cash flow.

Fee-for-service plans provide three types of medical benefits under a specified  policy: 
hospital expense benefits, surgical expense benefits, and physician expense benefits. 
Companies sometimes select major medical plans to provide comprehensive medical cover-
age instead of limiting coverage to the three specific kinds just noted or to supplement these 
specific benefits.

Features of Fee-for-Service Plans
Fee-for-service plans contain a variety of stipulations designed to control costs and to limit a 
covered individual’s financial liability. Common fee-for-service stipulations include deductibles, 
coinsurance, out-of-pocket maximums, preexisting condition clauses, preadmission certification, 
second surgical opinions, and maximum benefits limits.

deductibLe A common feature of fee-for-service plans is the deductible. Over a designated 
period, employees must pay for services (i.e., meet a deductible) that they have to pay before 
insurance benefits become active. The deductible amount is modest, usually a fixed amount 
ranging anywhere between $100 and $500 depending on the plan. Deductible amounts may also 
depend on annual earnings, expressed either as a fixed amount for a range of earnings or as a 
percentage of income. Table 10-6 illustrates deductibles based on annual salary. The deductible 
feature applies to a designated period, usually a 1-year period that corresponds with the calendar 
year or the company’s benefit plan year (see Chapter 11).

cOinsurance Insurance plans feature coinsurance, which becomes relevant after the insured 
pays the annual deductible. Coinsurance refers to the percentage of covered expenses paid by 
the	insured.	Most	indemnity	plans	stipulate	20	percent	coinsurance.	This	means	that	the	plan	will	
pay 80 percent of covered expenses, whereas the policyholder is responsible for the difference, 
in this case 20 percent.

Coinsurance amounts vary according to the type of expense. Insurance plans most com-
monly apply no coinsurance for diagnostic testing and 20 percent for other medical services. 
Many	insurance	plans	provide	benefits	for	mental	health	services.	Coinsurance	rates	for	these	
services tend to be the highest, usually 50 percent.
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Out-Of-POcket maximum As discussed earlier, health care costs are on the rise. Despite gen-
erous coinsurance rates, the expense amounts for which individuals are responsible can be stag-
gering. These amounts are often beyond the financial means of most individuals. Thus, most 
plans specify the maximum amount a policyholder must pay per calendar year or plan year, 
known as the out-of-pocket maximum provision.

The purpose of the out-of-pocket maximum provision is to protect individuals from cata-
strophic medical expenses or expenses associated with recurring episodes of the same illness. 
Out-of-pocket maximums are usually stated as a fixed dollar amount and apply to expenses 
beyond the deductible amount. Unmarried individuals often have an annual out-of-pocket maxi-
mum of $1,000, and family out-of-pocket maximums are as high as $3,500. For example, an 
insurance plan specifies a $200 deductible. An unmarried person is responsible for the first $200 
of expenses plus additional expenses up to $800 per year (i.e., the out-of-pocket maximum) for 
a total of $1,000.

Table 10-7 shows an example of an out-of-pocket maximum as well as coinsurance rates and 
deductible amounts for specific services.

tablE 10-6 Plan Year deductibles

The benefits described in this summary represent the major areas of coverage. The plan year is July 1–June 30 of the following year.

Plan year deductible The plan year deductible is indexed to salary for employees. See the following table for current plan year 
information.

Additional deductibles Each emergency room visit $200

Non-PPO	hospital	admission $200

Transplant deductible $100

employee’s�annual�Salary�
(Based�on�each�employee’s�
annual�salary�as�of�april�1) member�plan�year�deductible

family�plan�year�
deductible�Cap

$52,700 or less $250 $300

$52,701–$66,000 $350 $400

$66,001 or more $450 $550

Retiree/annuitant/survivor $250 $300

Dependents $200 NA

tablE 10-7 deductibles and Out-of-Pocket maximums

General Deductibles: $1,250 per Individual; $2,500 per Family per Plan Year

Professional and physician coinsurance (20 percent)

Physician network, where available (10 percent)

PPO inpatient coinsurance (10 percent)

Transplant deductible ($100)

Transplant inpatient and outpatient coinsurance (20 percent)

Standard hospital coinsurance (20 percent)

Standard hospital admission deductible ($200)

All emergency room deductibles ($200)

Emergency room coinsurance (20 percent)
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Preexisting cOnditiOn cLauses A preexisting condition is a condition for which medical 
advice, diagnosis, care, or treatment was received or recommended during a designated period 
preceding the beginning of coverage. The designated period for preexisting conditions usually 
spans between 3 months and 1 year. Insurance companies impose preexisting conditions to limit 
their liabilities for serious medical conditions that predate an individual’s coverage. As discussed 
in Chapter 2, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act limits waiting periods to no more 
than 90 days and has eliminated preexisting condition clauses altogether.

PreadmissiOn certificatiOn	 Many	insurance	plans	require	preadmission certification of 
medical	necessity	for	hospitalization.	Physicians	specifically	must	receive	approval	from	a	reg-
istered nurse or medical doctor employed by an insurance company before admitting patients 
to the hospital on a nonemergency basis (i.e., when a patient’s life is not in imminent danger). 
Insurance	company	doctors	and	nurses	judge	whether	hospitalization	or	alternative	care	is	nec-
essary. In addition, they determine the length of stay appropriate for the medical condition. 
Precertification requirements reserve the right for insurance companies not to pay for unauthor-
ized	admissions	or	hospital	stays	that	extend	beyond	the	approved	period.

secOnd surgicaL OPiniOns Second surgical opinions reduce unnecessary surgical proce-
dures (and costs) by encouraging an individual to seek an independent opinion from another 
doctor. Following a recommendation of surgery from a physician, many individuals are inclined 
to seek an independent opinion to avoid the risks associated with surgery. With second surgical 
opinion provisions, insurance companies cover the cost of this consultation. Some insurance 
companies	require	second	surgical	opinions	before	authorizing	surgery,	whereas	others	offer	
second surgical opinion consultations as an option to each individual.

maximum benefit Limits Insurance companies specify maximum benefit limits, expressed 
as a dollar amount over the course of 1 year or over an insured’s lifetime. In many cases, insur-
ance policies specify both annual maximums and lifetime maximums. They may also choose 
not to set any dollar limit to benefits. Setting annual maximums provides insurance companies 
with greater control over total cost expenditures. A maximum lifetime benefits provision protects 
employers from the costs of long-term or catastrophic claims and repeating incidences of illness.

managEd carE planS
Managed care plans	emphasize	cost	control	by	limiting	an	employee’s	choice	of	doctors	and	
hospitals. Three common forms of managed care are health maintenance organizations	(HMOs),	
preferred provider organizations (PPOs), and point-of-service (POS) plans.

Health Maintenance Organizations
HMOs	are	sometimes	described	as	providing	prepaid medical services because fixed periodic 
enrollment	fees	cover	HMO	members	for	all	medically	necessary	services	only	if	the	services	are	
delivered	or	approved	by	the	HMO.	HMOs	generally	provide	inpatient	and	outpatient	care	as	well	
as	services	from	physicians,	surgeons,	and	other	health	care	professionals.	Most	medical	services	
are	either	fully	covered	or,	in	the	case	of	some	HMOs,	participants	are	required	to	make	nominal	
copayments. Copayments represent nominal payments an individual makes as a condition of receiv-
ing	services.	HMOs	express	copayments	as	fixed	amounts	for	different	services	(e.g.,	office	visits,	
 prescription drugs, and emergency room treatment). Common copayment amounts vary between $15 
and $50 for each doctor’s office visit and between $10 and $50 per prescription drug. We address the 
reason for the wide variation in prescription drug copayment amounts later in this chapter.

Features of Health Maintenance Organizations
HMO	plans	share	several	features	in	common	with	fee-for-service	plans,	including	out-of-pocket	
maximums, preexisting condition clauses, preadmission certification, second surgical opinions, 
and	maximum	benefits	limits.	HMOs	differ	from	fee-for-service	plans	in	three	important	ways.	
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First,	HMOs	offer	prepaid	services,	whereas	fee-for-service	plans	operate	on	a	reimbursement	
basis.	Second,	HMOs	include	the	use	of	primary	care	physicians	as	a	cost-control	measure.	Third,	
coinsurance	rates	are	generally	lower	in	HMO	plans	than	in	fee-for-service	plans.

Table	10-8	illustrates	the	features	of	an	HMO.

PrimarY care PHYsicians	 HMOs	designate	some	of	their	physicians,	usually	general	or	family	
practitioners,	as	primary	care	physicians.	HMOs	assign	each	member	to	a	primary	care	physician	
or require each member to choose one. Primary care physicians determine when patients need 
the	care	of	specialists.	HMOs	use	primary	care	physicians	to	control	costs	by	significantly	reduc-
ing the number of unnecessary visits to specialists. As primary care physicians, doctors perform 
several duties. The most important duty is perhaps to diagnose the nature and seriousness of an 
illness promptly and accurately, after which the primary care physician refers the patient to the 
appropriate specialist.

cOPaYments	 The	most	common	HMO	copayments	apply	to	physician	office	visits,	hospital	
admissions, prescription drugs, and emergency room services. Office visits are nominal amounts, 
usually $15–$50 per visit. Hospital admissions and emergency room services are higher, rang-
ing	between	$50	and	$150	for	each	occurrence.	Mental	health	services	and	substance	abuse	
treatment require copayments as well. Inpatient services require copayments that are similar in 
amount to those for hospital admissions for medical treatment; however, copayments for outpa-
tient services (e.g., psychotherapy, consultation with a psychiatrist, or treatment at a substance 
abuse facility) are generally expressed as a fixed percentage of the fee for each visit or treatment. 
HMOs	usually	charge	a	copayment	ranging	between	15	and	25	percent.

tablE 10-8 HmO benefits

HMO Plan Design

Plan year maximum benefit  Unlimited

Lifetime maximum benefit  Unlimited

Hospital Services

Inpatient	hospitalization  100 percent after $150 copayment per admission

Alcohol and substance abuse* 
(maximum number of days determined by the plan)

 100 percent after $150 copayment per admission

Psychiatric admission*
(maximum number of days determined by the plan)

 100 percent after $150 copayment per admission

Outpatient surgery  100 percent

Diagnostic lab and X-ray  100 percent

Emergency room hospital services  100 percent after $200 or 50 percent copayment, whichever is less

Professional and Other Services

Physician visits
(including physical exams and immunizations)

 100 percent, $15 copayment may apply

Well baby care  100 percent

Psychiatric care*
(maximum number of days determined by the plan)

 100 percent after $20 or 20 percent copayment per visit

Alcohol and substance abuse care*
(maximum number of days  determined by the plan)

 100 percent after $20 or 20 percent copayment per visit

Prescription drugs restrictions may apply. Formulary 
durable medical equipment

  $12 copayment, generic incentive, and formulary are subject to change 
during the plan year; 80 percent

*HMOs determine the maximum number of inpatient days and outpatient visits for psychiatric and alcohol/substance abuse treatment. Each 
plan must provide for a minimum of 10 inpatient days and 20 outpatient visits per plan year. These are in addition to detoxification benefits 
that include diagnosis and treatment of medical complications. Some HMOs may provide benefit limitations on a calendar year basis.
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prEfErrEd providEr organizationS
Under a preferred provider organization (PPO), a select group of health care providers agrees 
to furnish health care services to a given population at a higher level of reimbursement than 
under fee-for-service plans. Physicians qualify as preferred providers by meeting quality stan-
dards, agreeing to follow cost-containment procedures implemented by the PPO, and accepting 
the PPO’s reimbursement structure. In return, the employer, insurance company, or third-party 
administrator helps guarantee provider physicians minimum patient loads by furnishing employ-
ees with financial incentives to use the preferred providers.

Features of Preferred Provider Organizations
PPO	plans	include	features	that	resemble	fee-for-service	plans	or	HMO	plans.	Features	most	
similar to fee-for-service plans are out-of-pocket maximums and coinsurance, and those most 
similar	to	HMOs	include	the	use	of	nominal	copayments.	Preexisting	condition	clauses,	pread-
mission certification, second surgical opinions, and maximum benefits limits are similar to those 
in	fee-for-service	and	HMO	plans.	PPOs	contain	deductible	and	coinsurance	provisions	that	dif-
fer somewhat from other plans.

Deductibles
PPOs include deductible features. The structure and amount of deductibles under PPO plans 
most closely resemble practices commonly used in fee-for-service plans. Unlike fee-for-service 
plans, PPOs often apply different deductible amounts for services rendered within and outside 
the approved network. Higher deductibles are set for services rendered by non-network providers 
to discourage participants from using services outside the network.

Coinsurance
Coinsurance is a feature of PPO plans, and its structure is most similar to fee-for-service plans. 
PPOs calculate coinsurance as a percentage of fees for covered services. PPOs also use two 
sets of coinsurance payments: The first set applies to services rendered within the network of 
care providers and the second to services rendered outside the network. Coinsurance rates for 
network services are substantially lower than they are for non-network services. Coinsurance 
rates	for	network	services	range	between	10	and	20	percent.	Non-network	coinsurance	rates	run	
between 60 and 80 percent.

point-of-SErvicE planS
A point-of-service plan (POS)	 combines	 features	of	 fee-for-service	systems	and	HMOs.	
Employees pay a nominal copayment for each visit to a designated network of physicians. 
In	 this	 regard,	POS	plans	are	similar	 to	HMOs.	Unlike	HMOs,	however,	employees	pos-
sess the option to receive care from health care providers outside the designated network of 
physicians, but they pay somewhat more for this choice. This choice feature is common to 
fee-for-service plans.

SpEcializEd inSurancE bEnEfitS
Employers often use separate insurance plans to provide specific kinds of benefits. Benefits pro-
fessionals refer to these plans as carve-out plans. Carve-out plans are set up to cover dental care, 
vision care, prescription drugs, mental health and substance abuse, and maternity care. Specialty 
HMOs	or	PPOs	usually	manage	carve-out	plans	based	on	the	expectation	that	single-specialty	
practices may control costs more effectively than multispecialty medical practices. We will focus 
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on prescription drug plans and mental health and substance abuse plans because of the rampant 
inflation in prescription drug costs and the increased recognition that mental health disorders 
may hinder worker productivity.

Prescription Drug Plans
Prescription drug plans cover the costs of drugs. These plans apply exclusively to drugs that 
state or federal laws require to be dispensed by licensed pharmacists. Prescription drugs dis-
pensed	to	 individuals	during	hospitalization	or	 treatment	 in	 long-term	care	facilities	are	not	
covered by prescription drug plans. Insurers specify which prescription drugs are covered, how 
much they will pay, and the basis for paying for drugs.

Three kinds of prescription drug programs are currently available to companies that choose 
to provide these benefits to employees. The first, medical reimbursement plans reimburses 
employees for some or all of the cost of prescription drugs. These programs are usually associ-
ated with self-funded or independent indemnity plans. The second kind of plan, often referred 
to as a prescription card program, operates similarly to managed care programs because it 
offers prepaid benefits with nominal copayments. The name arose from the common practice of 
pharmacies requiring the presentation of an identification card. Prescription card programs limit 
benefits to prescriptions filled at participating pharmacies, similar to managed care arrangements 
for medical treatment.

The third type of plan, a mail order prescription drug program, dispenses expensive medi-
cations	used	to	treat	chronic	health	conditions	such	as	human	immunodeficiency	virus	(HIV)	
infection or such neurological disorders as Parkinson’s disease. Health insurers specify whether 
participants must receive prescription drugs through mail order programs or locally approved 
pharmacies.	Cost	is	the	driving	factor	for	this	decision.	Mail	order	programs	offer	a	cost	advan-
tage because they purchase medications at discounted prices in large volumes.

Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Approximately 20 percent of Americans experience some form of mental illness (e.g., clini-
cal depression) at least once during their lifetimes.29	Nearly	20	percent	develop	a	substance	
abuse problem. As a result, insurance plans provide mental health and substance abuse benefits 
designed to cover treatment of mental illness and chemical dependence on alcohol and legal 
and illegal drugs. Delivery methods include fee-for-service plans and managed care options. 
Employee assistance programs (EAPs) represent a portal to taking advantage of employer-
sponsored mental health and substance abuse treatment options. EAPs help employees cope 
with personal problems that may impair their personal lives or job performance, including alco-
hol or drug abuse, domestic violence, the emotional impact of AIDS and other diseases, clinical 
depression, and eating disorders. EAPs also assist employers in helping troubled employees 
identify and solve problems that may be interfering with their job or personal life.

Features of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Plans
Mental	health	and	substance	abuse	plans	cover	the	costs	of	a	variety	of	treatments,	including	
prescription psychiatric drugs (e.g., antidepressant medication), psychological testing, inpatient 
hospital care, and outpatient care (e.g., individual or group therapy).

Mental	health	benefits	amounts	vary	by	the	type	of	disorder.	Psychiatrists	and	psychologists	
rely on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) to diagnose mental 
disorders based on symptoms, and both fee-for-service and managed care plans rely on the DSM-5 
to	authorize	payment	of	benefits.	As	discussed	earlier,	HMOs	usually	charge	a	copayment	ranging	
between 15 and 25 percent.

From the employee’s perspective, coinsurance and maximum benefits amounts are gener-
ally less generous than general health plans in three ways. First, coinsurance amounts for men-
tal health and substance abuse benefits, expressed as a percentage of treatment cost for both 
indemnity and managed care plans, range between 40 and 50 percent. Second, mental health 
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and substance abuse plans limit the annual number of outpatient visits or days of inpatient care. 
Third, annual and lifetime maximum benefits are set significantly lower. The Mental Health 
Parity Act and Addiction Equity Act of 2008 requires that any group health plan that includes 
mental health and substance use disorder benefits along with standard medical and surgical cov-
erage must treat them equally in terms of out-of-pocket costs, benefit limits, and practices such 
as	prior	authorization	and	utilization	review.	These	practices	must	be	based	on	the	same	level	of	
scientific evidence used by the insurer for medical and surgical benefits. For example, a plan may 
not apply separate deductibles for treatment related to mental health or substance use disorders 
and medical or surgical benefits—they must be calculated as one limit.30

conSumEr-drivEn HEaltH carE
Managed	care	plans	became	popular	alternatives	to	fee-for-service	plans	mainly	to	help	employ-
ers and insurance companies more effectively manage the costs of health care. As discussed, 
managed care plans by design imposed substantial restrictions on an employee’s ability to make 
choices about from whom they could receive medical treatment, the gatekeeper role of primary 
care physicians, and the level of benefits they could receive based on designated in- and non-
network providers.

Despite the cost control objectives of managed care, health care costs have continued to rise 
dramatically over the years while also restricting employee choice. Consumer-driven health care 
refers to the objective of helping companies maintain control over costs while also enabling employ-
ees to make greater choices about health care. This approach may enable employers to lower the 
cost of insurance premiums by selecting plans with higher employee deductibles. The most popular 
consumer-driven approaches are flexible spending accounts and health reimbursement accounts. 
These accounts provide employees with resources to pay for medical and related expenses not cov-
ered by higher deductible insurance plans at substantially lower costs to employers.

Flexible spending accounts (FSAs) permit employees to pay for specified health care costs 
that are not covered by an employer’s insurance plan. Prior to each plan year, employees elect 
the amount of pay they wish to allocate to this kind of plan. Employers then use this money to 
reimburse employees for expenses incurred during the plan year that qualify for repayment.

Qualifying expenses include an individual’s out-of-pocket costs for medical treatments, 
products, or services related to a mental or physical defect or disease, along with certain associ-
ated costs (e.g., health insurance deductibles or transportation to get medical care).

A significant advantage to employees is the ability to make contributions to their FSAs on a 
pretax basis; however, a noteworthy drawback is the “use it or lose it” provision of FSAs. FSAs 
require employees to estimate the amount of money they think they will need for eligible medi-
cal expenses. Of course, it is difficult to predict many medical needs and to estimate the costs of 
anticipated medical needs. Employees lose contributions to their FSAs when they overestimate 
the cost of medical needs because employers neither allow employees to carry balances nor do 
employers reimburse employees for balances remaining at the end of the year.

On the other hand, employers may establish health reimbursement accounts (HRAs). The 
purposes of HRAs and FSAs are similar with three important differences. First, employers make 
the contributions to each employee’s HRA, whereas employees fund FSAs with pretax contribu-
tions deducted from their pay. Employees do not contribute to HRAs. HRA arrangements are 
particularly appealing to employees with relatively low salaries or hourly wage rates because 
they do not contribute to them. Second, HRAs permit employees to carry over unused account 
balances from year to year, whereas employees forfeit unused FSA account balances present at 
the end of the year. Third, employers may offer employees HRAs as well as FSAs, and the use 
of these accounts is not limited to participation in high-deductible health care plans, which is the 
case for HSAs (to be discussed shortly).

The idea of consumer-driven health care has most recently received substantially greater 
attention than before because of the Bush administration (President George W. Bush) and the 
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Republican-led Congress, who favor greater employee involvement in their medical care and 
reducing the cost burden for companies to help maintain competitiveness in the global market. 
The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of 200331 added sec-
tion 223 to the IRC, effective January 1, 2004, to permit eligible individuals to establish health 
savings accounts (HSAs) to help employees pay for medical expenses. In 2013, an employer, an 
employee, or both may contribute as much as $3,250 annually for unmarried employees without 
dependent children or as much as $6,450 for married or unmarried employees with dependent 
children. Employers may require employees to contribute toward these limits. Employee con-
tributions would be withheld from an employee’s pay on a pretax basis. Employers offer HSAs 
along with a high deductible insurance policy, established for employees. High-deductible 
health insurance plans require substantial deductibles and low out-of-pocket maximums. For 
individual coverage, the minimum annual deductible was $1,250 with maximum out-of-pocket 
limits at or below $6,250 in 2013. For family coverage, the deductible was $2,500 with maxi-
mum out-of-pocket limits at or below $12,500.

HSAs offer four main advantages to employees relative to FSAs and HRAs. First, HSAs are 
portable, which means that the employee owns the account balance after the employment rela-
tionship ends. Second, HSAs are subject to inflation-adjusted funding limits. Third, employees 
may receive medical services from doctors, hospitals, and other health care providers of their 
choice, and they may choose the type of medical services they purchase, including such items 
as long-term care, eye care, and prescription drug coverage. FSAs and HRAs substantially limit 
employee choice. Fourth, HSA assets must be held in trust and cannot be subject to forfeiture. 
That is, any unspent balances in the HSA can be rolled over annually and accumulate tax-free 
until the participant’s death. FSAs and HRAs have no legal vesting requirement, which means 
employees do not possess the right to claim unused balances when they terminate employment.

cOmPensatiOn in actiOn

Retirement and health care benefits are critical features of the 
employment exchange. These benefits will be weighed out and 
assessed by employees as they make decisions about where 
they want to work and for how long they will stay with a partic-
ular employer. As a manager on the line or in HR, you should be 
adept at accurately explaining key features so that when ques-
tions arise within your employee populations, they have the 
benefit of a knowledgeable and sensitive resource to help them 
work through options and concerns. As was mentioned in the 
Compensation in Action feature in Chapter 9, many companies 
outsource the benefits management function so employees 
are directed to a call center or Web site to understand their 
benefits; however, this function should not exempt HR and line 
managers from understanding and being able to explain some 
of the nuances to employees.

Action checklist for line managers and 
HR—being prepared to assist employees 
in  benefits decisions

Hr takes the lead
•	 Set	up	a	session	for	HR	professionals	to	meet	with	the	

legal team (or outside employment lawyers) to under-
stand amendments to ERISA under the 2006 Pension 
Protection Act (PPA).

•	 Educate	line	managers	so	they	can	field	basic	employee	
questions regarding the PPA [e.g., although employers 
can enroll employees in a plan automatically, employees 
can opt out of 401(k) plans at any time and they can 
change the percentage of their contributions at any time] 
and outline investment alternatives (bonds versus stock, 
high risk versus low risk, and so on).

•	 Create	online	portals	that	walk	an	employee	through	
various health care plans in an interactive and informative 
manner. If the company already requires some form of 
online training, this session could be built in as an addi-
tional requirement.

Line managers take the lead
•	 Initiate	“Health	Care	and	Retirement”	workshops	during	

work hours where employees have time to sit down with 
an HR professional or benefits specialist to ask specific 
questions related to their individual approach to health 
care and retirement.

•	 As	part	of	ongoing	discussions	with	employees,	ask	them	
explicitly if they have questions or concerns about health 
care or retirement; answer questions when appropriate, 
and point employees in the right direction when addi-
tional explanation is required.
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Summary
This chapter reviewed the fundamental concepts of com-
pany-sponsored retirement plans and company-sponsored 
health insurance plans. Companies must follow a set of 
strict guidelines in designing and implementing pen-
sion plans to qualify for favorable tax treatment. We also 
reviewed the main features of defined benefit, defined con-
tribution, and hybrid plans. Following company-sponsored 

retirement plans, we started our review of health insurance 
plans with basic definitions and a perusal of the level of 
health insurance coverage and costs in the United States. 
We also studied a variety of health plans (e.g., fee-for-
service plans, managed care plans, and consumer-driven 
health care) and discussed how these plans differ in cost 
control features.

As was stated in Chapter 9, managers should not simply refer all benefits
questions to call centers—these issues are important to employees and

should be treated with respect and sensitivity

Prepare line
managers to field

basic questions about
retirement benefits  

Put together workshops
for employees to discuss

health care and retirement
options 

Create online portals for
interactive training and

benefits explanation

Follow up with
employees to confirm

that they are
comfortable with level of

understanding

Seek legal guidance to
understand laws and

regulations

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .

End of cHaptEr
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 discussion Questions
 10-1. Are employees more likely to favor defined con-

tribution plans over defined benefit plans? How 
about employers? Explain your answer.

 10-2. Summarize	the	controversial	issues	regarding	cash	
balance plans.

 10-3. Discuss the basic concept of insurance. How does 
this concept apply to health care?

 10-4. Describe the principles of fee-for-service plans 
and managed care plans. What are the similarities 
and differences?

 10-5. Describe some of the actions taken by companies 
or the government in your country to tackle rising 
health care costs and the impact of these measures 
on the various stakeholders.

caSE
a�health�Savings�account�at�frontline�pr

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

Susan Berry just returned from a national conference on compensation and benefits where she attended a 
session on health savings accounts (HSAs). Susan is the human resources director at Frontline PR, and the 
company has been struggling with the cost of health care insurance. After speaking with several experts at 
the conference, Susan now thinks an HSA might be a viable option for the company.

Frontline	PR	is	a	public	relations	firm	located	in	the	Northeast	that	employs	close	to	150	people	in	four	
different offices. Public relations professionals make up most of the staff, but the company also employs a 
complete administrative and operations staff. All of Frontline’s employees work full-time schedules and are 
eligible to participate in its health care insurance plan. Frontline currently offers a standard fee-for-services 
health care insurance option. The plan has a modest deductible of $300 per year and a 20 percent coinsur-
ance requirement. In addition, the company offers a flexible spending account (FSA) that allows employees 
to set aside pretax earnings to pay for the deductible, coinsurance, and other medical expenses.

Susan is considering offering a HSA along with a high-deductible health insurance plan instead of the 
current insurance plan and FSA. At the conference, Susan learned that making such a change could result in 
significant cost savings for a company. The high-deductible health insurance plan would cost a lot less for 
a company than the standard fee-for-services plan that Frontline currently offers. While Susan suggests that 
Frontline make contributions to each employee’s HSA, the overall costs for the health care benefit would 
still be less than its current option. Beyond cost savings on premiums, many believe that consumer-driven 
health care tends to reduce overall health care costs. Some of the experts Susan spoke to at the conference 
stated that when employees have a greater say in their health care decisions, they make wiser decisions and 
do not spend as much on health care.

Susan has discussed the HSA option with Frontline’s director of finance, Allison Jones. From the 
financial perspective, Allison agrees that the option would be a good step to start controlling health care 
costs. However, as an employee who would use the benefit, Allison isn’t so sure that an HSA with a 
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high-deductible health insurance plan is the right option for the company. Based on Susan’s initial explana-
tion, Allison didn’t really understand how the HSA worked. Further, she was concerned that she would have 
to spend more out of pocket on her own health care.

Susan is convinced that the HSA option would offer a significant cost savings to Frontline. However, 
after her discussion with Allison, Susan is still unsure if it is the right path to recommend for her company.

Questions:
 10-6. What are some advantages of implementing the HSA option?
 10-7. Describe some of the challenges Susan might face in recommending the HSA option to her CEO 

or management team and employees.
 10-8. What do you recommend? Why?

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

  10-9.  Compare and contrast defined contribution plans with defined benefit plans.
  10-10.  Define health insurance concepts such as insurance policy and premium, and 

explain the different types of health insurance programs. What are the differences 
among these programs?
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Learning Objectives

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. In a historical context, discuss at least two main reasons why the U.S. government 
required certain employee benefits.

2. Summarize three main components of legally required benefits.

3. Indicate the main benefits and costs of legally required benefits.

4. Summarize the five fundamental objectives of employee benefits program design.

MyManagementLab®

 Improve Your Grade!
When you see this icon, visit www.mymanagementlab.com for activities that are 
 applied, personalized, and offer immediate feedback.

LegaLLy RequiRed Benefits11

Multiple laws require employer participation in some employee benefits programs. The Social 
Security programs (e.g., retirement and disability) most notably influence many people, 

and these are perhaps the most widely publicized legally required benefits in the United States. 
For years, there have been valid concerns that there will be insufficient funding to meet promised 
 benefits. As time passes, these concerns are growing stronger. There are also ongoing political 
debates about how to ensure the viability of Social Security programs. President George W. Bush 
signed an executive order on May 2, 2001 (see Chapter 2 for a definition of executive orders), to 
create the new Presidential Commission to Strengthen Social Security. Politicians have debated the 
merits and drawbacks of various solutions to shore up the Social Security system. Under Bush’s 
administration, the focus was to encourage tax credits for individuals who save for retirement and 
to encourage more savings through employer- sponsored retirement plans. The Democrats have 
called for increasing the tax under the Federal Income Contributions Act to bolster the trust fund; 
however, such an increase has been met with strong opposition by business leaders, particularly 
small businesses, which usually possess smaller profit margins. The Pension Protection Act of 
2006 (discussed in Chapter 2) is expected to increase the number of people who participate in 
their employer-sponsored defined contribution plans by giving employers the authority to enroll 
new employees in the plan automatically.

an OveRview Of LegaLLy RequiRed Benefits
The U.S. government established programs to protect individuals from catastrophic events such 
as disability and unemployment. Legally required benefits are protection programs that attempt 
to promote worker safety and health, maintain family income streams, and assist families in 
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crisis. The cost of legally required benefits to employers is quite high. As of September 2012, 
U.S. companies spent an average $4,950 per employee annually to provide legally required ben-
efits.1 Human resource (HR) staffs and compensation professionals in particular must follow a 
variety of laws as they develop and implement programs.

Legally required benefits historically provided a form of social insurance. Prompted largely 
by the rapid growth of industrialization in the United States in the early nineteenth century and 
the Great Depression of the 1930s, initial social insurance programs were designed to mini-
mize the possibility that individuals who became unemployed or severely injured while working 
would become destitute. In addition, social insurance programs aimed to stabilize the well-being 
of dependent family members of injured or unemployed individuals. Furthermore, early social 
insurance programs were designed to enable retirees to maintain subsistence income levels. 
These intents of legally required benefits remain intact today.

Legally required benefits currently apply to virtually all U.S. companies, and they “level the 
playing field,” so to speak. These programs are unlikely to directly lead to a competitive advantage 
for one company over another; however, legally required benefits may indirectly promote competi-
tive advantage for all companies by enabling unemployed individuals, disabled employees, and their 
dependent family members to participate in the economy as consumers of products and services. 
The government has a vested interest in promoting a vigorous economy that exhibits regular buying 
and selling, such that the demand for goods and services does not substantially outpace or fall below 
the supply of those goods and services. The key to maintaining a vigorous economy is clearly the 
participation of individuals as consumers of the products and services sold in the marketplace. In 
this chapter, it will become evident how many elements of employee benefits serve this end.

COmpOnents Of LegaLLy RequiRed Benefits
The key legally required benefits are mandated by the following laws: the Social Security Act of 
1935, various state workers’ compensation laws, and the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993. 
All provide protection programs to employees and their dependents.

Social Security Act of 1935
HistOricaL backgrOund Income discontinuity caused by the Great Depression led to the 
Social Security Act as a means to protect families from financial devastation in the event of unem-
ployment. The Great Depression of the 1930s was a time when many businesses failed and masses 
of people became chronically unemployed. During this period, employers shifted their focus 
from maximizing profits to simply staying in business. Overall, ensuring the financial solvency 
of employees during periods of temporary unemployment and following work-related injuries 
promoted the well-being of the economy and contributed to some companies’ ability to remain 
in business. These subsistence payments specifically contributed to the viability of the economy 
by providing temporarily unemployed or injured individuals with the means to contribute to eco-
nomic activity by making purchases that result in demand for products and services.

The Social Security Act of 1935 also addresses retirement income and the health and welfare 
of employees and their families. Many employees could not meet their financial obligations (e.g., 
housing expenses and food) on a daily basis, and most employees could not retire because they were 
unable to save enough money to support themselves in retirement. Furthermore, employees’ poor 
financial situations left them unable to afford medical treatment for themselves and their families.

As a result of these social maladies, three programs within the act aim to relieve some of the 
consequences of these social problems:

•	 Unemployment	insurance
•	 Old	Age,	Survivor,	and	Disability	Insurance	(OASDI)
•	 Medicare

Each of those programs will be reviewed in turn.
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unempLOyment insurance The Social Security Act founded a national federal–state unem-
ployment insurance program for individuals who become unemployed through no fault of their 
own. Each state administers its own program and develops guidelines within parameters set by 
the federal government. States pay into a central unemployment tax fund administered by the 
federal government. The federal government invests these payments, and it disburses funds 
to states as needed. The unemployment insurance program applies to virtually all employ-
ees in the United States, with the exception of most agricultural and domestic workers (e.g., 
housekeepers).

Individuals must meet several criteria to qualify for unemployment benefits. Unemployment 
itself does not necessarily qualify a person, although these criteria vary somewhat by state. Those 
applying for unemployment insurance benefits must have been employed for a minimum period 
of time. This base period tends to be the first four of the last five completed calendar quarters 
immediately prior to becoming unemployed. In addition, all states require sufficient previous 
earnings, typically $1,000 during the last four quarters combined. Other criteria are listed in 
Table 11-1.

Individuals who meet the eligibility criteria receive weekly benefits. Because the federal 
government places no limits on a maximum allowable amount, the benefits amount varies widely 
from state to state. Most states calculate the weekly benefits as a specified fraction of an employ-
ee’s average wages during the highest calendar quarter of the base period.

Unemployed individuals usually collect unemployment insurance benefits for several 
weeks. Since 1972, the average duration of benefits has ranged between 12 and 18 weeks. The 
average duration refers to the mean number of weeks for which unemployment insurance claim-
ants collect benefits under regular state programs. The deep economic recession, which began in 
late 2007, and the subsequent loss of millions of jobs left most of the millions of newly unem-
ployed unable to secure work within the scope of state unemployment insurance programs. As 
a result, Congress approved the Emergency Unemployment Insurance (EUC) Program in June 
2008 by the Supplemental Appropriations Act of 2008.2 The EUC program provided 13 addi-
tional weeks of federally funded unemployment insurance benefits to the unemployed who had 
exhausted all state unemployment insurance benefits for which they were eligible. As the eco-
nomic recession deepened, particularly in several states such as Michigan, it became apparent to 
the federal government that the EUC program extensions were not sufficient to bridge the length-
ening gap between periods of employment. In response, Congress enacted the Unemployment 
Compensation Act of 20083 on November 21, 2008. This law expanded the EUC benefits to 20 
weeks nationwide (from 13 weeks), and it provided for 13 more weeks of EUC (for a total of 
33 weeks) to individuals who reside in states with high unemployment rates. This temporary 
program was extended three times, most recently in January 2013 under the American Taxpayers 
Relief Act of 2012. Under the extension, unemployment insurance benefits were available to 
individuals for up to 99 weeks of unemployment ending on or before January 1, 2014. The num-
ber of weeks an individual is eligible to receive unemployment insurance benefits depends upon 
the unemployment rate of the state in which unemployed individuals reside.

taBLe 11-1 eligibility criteria for unemployment insurance benefits

To be eligible for unemployment insurance benefits, an individual must:

1. Not have left a job voluntarily

2. Be able and available for work

3. Be actively seeking work

4. Not have refused an offer of suitable employment

5. Not be unemployed because of a labor dispute (exception in a few states)

6. Not have had employment terminated because of gross violations of conduct within the workplace
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Unemployment insurance benefits are financed by federal and state taxes levied on employ-
ers under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA). State and local governments, as well 
as not-for-profit companies (e.g., the United Way), are generally exempt from FUTA. Alaska is 
currently the only state that requires employee contributions. Employer contributions amount to 
6.2 percent of the first $7,000 earned by each employee (i.e., the taxable wage base). FUTA spec-
ifies $7,000 as the minimum allowable taxable wage base. Relatively few states’ taxable wage 
base is as low as the FUTA-specified minimum (e.g., Florida, Indiana, and South Carolina). 
States typically set the taxable wage base according to the average wage level. In 2013, states’ 
taxable wage bases ranged from $7,000 to $39,800.

The federal government deposits 5.4 percent to the Federal Unemployment Trust Fund, 
which is administered by the Treasury Department. The Treasury Department invests this money 
in government securities, crediting the principal amount contributed by each state and invest-
ment income to an account. The federal government retains 0.8 percent to cover administrative 
costs and to maintain a reserve to bail out states with very low balances in their accounts.

States also impose taxes on employers to fund their unemployment insurance programs. An 
employer’s actual tax burden varies according to an experience rating system. Every state applies 
different tax rates to companies, subject to statutory minimum and maximum rates. Each com-
pany’s tax rate depends on its prior experience with unemployment. Accordingly, a company that 
lays off a large percentage of employees will have a higher tax rate than a company that lays off 
relatively few or none of its employees. This experience rating system implies that a company 
can manage its unemployment tax burden.

OLd age, survivOr, and disabiLity insurance OASDI contains a number of benefits that 
were amended to the act following its enactment in 1935. Besides providing retirement income, 
the amendments include survivors’ insurance (1939) and disability insurance (1965). The phrase 
old age in the title refers to retirement benefits.

Virtually all U.S. workers are eligible for protections under the OASDI and Medicare pro-
grams, except for three exempt classes. First, civilian employees of the federal government and 
railroad employees with at least 10 years of service are exempt from the retirement program; 
however, these individuals are not exempt from the Medicare program. Second, employees of 
state and local governments who are already covered under other retirement plans are exempt 
from Social Security retirement contributions unless these government organizations choose to 
participate in this program. Third, children under age 21 who work for a parent are exempt, 
except children age 18 or older who work in the parent’s business.

OLd age benefits Individuals may receive various benefit levels upon retirement, or under 
survivors’ and disability programs, based on how much credit they have earned through eligible 
payroll contributions. They earn credit based on quarters of coverage, which each equal three 
consecutive months during the calendar year. In 2013, a worker earned credit for one quarter 
of coverage for each quarter in which she made $1,160 of Social Security taxable income. This 
figure is based on the average total wages of all workers as determined by the Social Security 
Administration (SSA). Of course, workers may earn up to four quarters of coverage credit each 
year. Individuals become fully insured when they earn credit for 40 quarters of coverage, or 10 
years of employment, and remain fully insured during their lifetime.

An individual who has become fully insured must meet additional requirements before 
receiving benefits under the particular programs. Under the retirement program, fully insured 
individuals may choose to receive benefits as early as age 62, although their benefit amounts 
will be permanently reduced if elected prior to age 65. Congress recently instituted changes 
in the minimum age for receiving full benefits. It increased the full retirement age for people 
born in 1938 or later because of higher life expectancies of 65-year-old individuals. For exam-
ple, the U.S. Bureau of the Census estimated that individuals age 65 in 1997 would live an 
additional 17.7 years. In 2007, this estimate increased significantly to 22.5 years.4 The age for 
collecting full Social Security retirement benefits is gradually increasing from 60 to 67 over a 
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22-year period ending in 2022. The average monthly benefit for all retired workers was $1,261 
in 2013.5

survivOr benefits The SSA calculates survivors’ benefits based on the insureds’ employ-
ment status and the survivors’ relationship to the deceased. Dependent, unmarried children of the 
deceased and a spouse of the deceased who is caring for a child or children may receive survi-
vors’ benefits if the deceased worker was fully insured. A widow or widower at least age 60 or a 
parent at least age 62 who was dependent on the deceased employee is entitled to survivors’ ben-
efits if the deceased worker was fully insured. In 2013, the average monthly benefit was $1,214.6

The retirement program contains incentives to encourage individuals to delay their retire-
ment after reaching full retirement age. The Social Security Administration increases retirement 
benefits by a designated percent for each month worked beyond full retirement until age 70, 
subject to a maximum percentage increase. The percentage increase depends on the year of birth. 
For example, let’s assume that an individual’s full retirement age is 66 years and his monthly 
benefit at that age is $1,000. If he were to take retirement as early as age 62, his monthly benefit 
would be $750. If he were to delay his retirement until age 70, his monthly benefit would be 
substantially larger at $1,320.

disabiLity benefits The SSA pays benefits to seriously disabled workers and family mem-
bers. In particular, Social Security pays only for total disability. Disability under Social Security 
is based on a person’s inability to perform work done before becoming disabled and inability 
to adjust to other work because of the medical condition. The disability must also last or be 
expected to last for at least 1 year or to result in death.

eLigibiLity Disability benefits are available to disabled workers who are unable to work as a 
result of a serious medical or mental impairment that lasts at least 12 months. Seriously disabled 
workers are eligible to receive disability benefits as long as they meet two criteria. First, the 
worker must have accumulated at least 40 credits. Second, the worker must have earned at least 
20 credits of the last 40 calendar quarters in the last 10 years ending with the year of disablement.

Younger workers need fewer quarters of coverage because they have fewer years to accu-
mulate quarters of coverage. For example, workers ages 24–31 may qualify with half as many 
credits between age 21 and becoming disabled. For instance, becoming disabled at age 29 
requires credit for 4 years of employment (equivalent to 16 credits based on earning 4 credits 
per year) since the 8-year period beginning at age 21. The average monthly disability benefit in 
2013 was $1,132.

medicare The Medicare program serves nearly all U.S. citizens age 65 or older by providing 
insurance coverage for hospitalization, convalescent care, and major doctor bills. The Medicare 
program includes five separate features:

•	 Medicare Part A—Hospital insurance
•	 Medicare Part B—Medical insurance
•	 Medigap—Voluntary supplemental insurance to pay for services not covered in Parts A 

and B
•	 Medicare Part C: Medicare Advantage—Choices in health care providers, such as through 

HMOs and PPOs
•	 Medicare Part D: Medicare Prescription Drug Benefit—Prescription drug coverage

Most individuals who are eligible to receive protection under Medicare may choose to 
receive coverage in one of two ways. A person may receive coverage under the original Medicare 
Plan or Medicare Advantage Plans as illustrated in Figure 11-1.

In a nutshell, the original Medicare Plan is a fee-for-service plan that is managed by the fed-
eral government. As we discussed in Chapter 10, fee-for-service plans include many health care 
services, medical supplies, and certain prescription drugs. Participants in fee-for-service plans 
possess the choice to receive care from virtually any licensed health care provider or facility. 
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On the other hand, Medicare Advantage Plans include a variety of insurance options, includ-
ing health maintenance organizations, preferred provider organizations, Medicare special needs 
plans, and Medicare medical savings account plans (MSA). Medicare Advantage Plans are run 
by private companies subject to strict regulations specified in the Medicare program. Restrictions 
pertain to pricing of the different plans.

medicare part a cOverage This compulsory hospitalization insurance covers both inpatient 
and outpatient hospital care and services. Social Security beneficiaries, retirees, voluntary enroll-
ees, and disabled individuals are all entitled. Both employers and employees finance Medicare 
Part A benefits through payroll taxes of 1.45 percent on all earnings.

Examples of Part A coverage include:

•	 Inpatient	hospital	care	in	a	semiprivate	room,	meals,	general	nursing,	and	other	hospital	
supplies and services.

•	 Home	health	services	limited	to	reasonable	and	essential	part-time	or	intermittent	skilled	
nursing care and home health aide services and physical therapy, occupational therapy, and 
speech-language pathology ordered by a doctor.

•	 Skilled	nursing	facility	care,	including	semiprivate	room,	meals,	skilled	nursing	and	reha-
bilitative services, and supplies for up to 100 days per year. Examples of skilled nursing 
care include physical therapy after a stroke or serious accident.

In 2013, the monthly Part A premium was $441.

Original Medicare Plan

Part A
(Hospital)

Part B
(Medical)

Medicare provides this coverage. Part B is optional. You
have your choice of doctors. Your costs may be higher
than in Medicare Advantage plans.

�
Part D

(Prescription Drug Coverage)

You can choose this coverage. Private companies
approved by Medicare run these plans. Plans cover
different drugs. Medically necessary drugs must be
covered.

�

Part D
(Prescription Drug Coverage)

Most Part C plans cover prescription drugs. If they don’t
you may be able to choose this coverage. Plans cover
different drugs. Medically necessary drugs must be
covered.

You can choose to buy this private coverage (or an
employer/union may offer similar coverage) to fill in gaps
in Part A and Part B coverage. Costs vary by policy and
company.

Medigap (Medicare Supplement
Insurance) Policy

OR
Medicare Advantage Plans

like HMOs and PPOs

Called “Part C,” this option combines your
Part A (Hospital) and Part B (Medical)

Private insurance companies approved by Medicare
provide this coverage. Generally, you must see
doctors in the plan. Your cost may be lower than in
the Original Medicare Plan, and you may get extra
benefits.

�

figuRe 11-1 Options for receiving medicare benefits

Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. (2011). Medicare & You. Available: www.medicare.gov, accessed February 14, 2011.
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medicare part b cOverage This voluntary supplementary medical insurance covers 80 per-
cent of medical services and supplies after the enrolled individual pays an annual deductible for 
services furnished under this plan. Part B helps pay for physicians’ services and for some medi-
cal services and supplies not covered under Part A. Medicare Part B pays for medical care such 
as doctors’ services, outpatient care, clinical laboratory services (e.g., blood tests and urinalysis) 
and some preventive health services (e.g., cardiovascular screenings and bone mass measure-
ment). Part B also provides ambulance services to a hospital or skilled nursing facility when 
transportation in any other vehicle would endanger a person’s health.

Part A coverage automatically qualifies an individual to enroll in Part B coverage for a 
monthly premium. The monthly premium amount is based on annual income, and the premium 
amounts will be revised annually. In 2013, monthly Part B premiums ranged from $104.90 to 
$335.70.

medigap insurance Medigap insurance supplements Part A and Part B coverage and is avail-
able to Medicare recipients in most states from private insurance companies for an extra fee. 
Most Medigap plans help cover the costs of coinsurance, copayments, and deductibles. Federal 
and state laws limit the sale of these plans to up to 10 different standardized choices that vary 
in terms of the level of protection. For example, some policies cover costs not covered by the 
original Medicare plan.

Some insurers offer Medicare Select plans. Medicare Select plans are Medigap policies that 
offer lower premiums in exchange for limiting the choice of health care providers. Three states 
(Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Wisconsin) do not subscribe to this system for offering Medigap 
insurance. Separate rules apply in these states.

The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 established Medicare+Choice—renamed to Medicare 
Advantage in 2004 as a third Medicare program—as an alternative to the original program (Parts 
A and B). The Medicare Advantage program, informally referred to as Part C, provides benefi-
ciaries the opportunity to receive health care from a variety of options, including private fee-for-
service plans, managed care plans, or medical savings accounts. Fee-for-service plans provide 
protection against health care expenses in the form of cash benefits paid to the insured or directly 
to the health care provider after receiving health care services. These plans pay benefits on a reim-
bursement basis. Medicare Parts A and B are based on fee-for-service arrangements. Managed 
care plans often pay a higher level of benefits if health care is received from approved providers.

medicare prescriptiOn drug benefit The passage of the Medicare Prescription Drug, 
Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 (also known as the Medicare Modernization 
Act of 2003 for short) instituted a prescription drug benefit for Medicare program participants. 
Commonly referred to as Part D, the drug benefit was first offered in 2006. Medicare covers 75 
percent of prescription drug costs after a calendar year deductible of $325 in 2013, up to $2,930. 
After that, expenditures up to $4,750 are not covered by Medicare. All costs are out of pocket. 
This coverage gap is known as the “donut hole” because Medicare contributes to the payment of 
approved prescription medications for amounts outside the $2,930–$4,750 range less the annual 
deductible. Finally, Medicare covers 95 percent of the cost of prescriptions for each dollar spent 
in excess of $4,750 spent during the calendar year. The dollar amounts were valid in 2013 and 
are subject to change from year to year.

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 contains many provisions to make 
health care more affordable. As an example of the types of improvements under way, this new 
law will slowly eliminate the “donut hole” coverage gap over several years to make prescription 
drugs more affordable. In 2011, Medicare participants who reached the coverage gap received 
a 50 percent discount on brand-name prescription drugs. Additional savings will be provided to 
Medicare participants each year until the “donut hole” coverage gap is eliminated altogether.

financing Oasdi and medicare prOgrams Funding for OASDI and Medicare programs 
requires equal employer and employee contributions under the Federal Insurance Contributions 
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Act (FICA).7 FICA requires that employers pay a tax based on their payroll; employees con-
tribute a tax based on earnings, which is withheld from each paycheck. The Self-Employment 
Contributions Act (SECA)8 requires that self-employed individuals contribute to the OASDI 
and Medicare programs, but at a different tax rate. In either case, the tax rate is subject to an 
increase each year in order to fund OASDI programs sufficiently. FICA requires employers and 
employees to contribute 7.65 percent each. Self-employed individuals generally doubled that 
amount, or 15.3 percent. As we will discuss next, this tax amount is apportioned between OASDI 
and Medicare programs.

Oasdi prOgrams The largest share of the FICA tax funds OASDI programs. In 2013, of the 
total 7.65 percent FICA tax, 6.20 percent was set aside. Self-employed individuals contributed 
12.40 percent. OASDI taxes are subject to a taxable wage base. Taxable wage bases limit the 
amount of annual wages or payroll cost per employee subject to taxation. The taxable wage base 
may also increase over time to account for increases in the cost of living. In 2013, the taxable 
wage base was $113,700. Annual wages, payroll costs per employee, and self-employed earnings 
above this level were not taxed.

medicare prOgrams The Medicare tax, or hospital insurance tax (HI), supports the 
Medicare Part A program. Employers, employees, and self-employed individuals contribute 1.45 
percent. Self-employed individuals contribute double the amount, or 2.9 percent. The Medicare 
tax is not subject to a taxable wage base. All payroll amounts and wages are taxed. Beginning 
in 2013, an additional HI tax of 0.9 percent has been assessed on earned income exceeding 
$200,000 for individuals and $250,000 for married couples filing jointly.

According to the Social Security Administration, many people believe that the Social 
Security taxes they pay are held in interest-bearing accounts set aside by the federal govern-
ment to meet their own future retirement income needs. To the contrary, the Social Security 
system represents a pay-as-you-go retirement system. In other words, Social Security taxes paid 
by today’s workers and their employers are used to pay the benefits for today’s retirees and other 
beneficiaries.

The Social Security Board of Trustees announced in its annual report for fiscal year 2012 
that there should be sufficient resources to pay full retirement benefits through 2033.9 From 
2034 through 2086, the OASDI program will be able to pay only 75 percent of recipients’ annual 
benefits. The disability insurance program trust fund is projected to be exhausted in the year 
2016. The Medicare program’s financial status is expected to be stronger than the other programs 
because the HI tax has increased for high-income individuals beginning in the year 2013. It is 
expected that there will be sufficient funding to meet benefits obligations through the year 2024.

For years, the viability of the Social Security programs has been the subject of heated 
debates between Democrats and Republicans across the country with no satisfactory solution. 
The Republican George W. Bush administration most recently diverted more than $10 billion 
from the Social Security trust fund to pay for general government expenses. The Democrats criti-
cized the Republican administration for putting the security of current and prospective Social 
Security benefits at risk. Debates have arisen about whether the federal government is obligated 
to  guarantee future benefits or simply to promise benefits when economic conditions permit them.

State Compulsory Disability Laws (Workers’ Compensation)
HistOricaL backgrOund Workers’ compensation insurance came into existence during the 
early decades of the twentieth century, when industrial accidents were very common and work-
ers suffered from occupational illnesses at alarming rates.10 The first constitutionally accept-
able workers’ compensation law was enacted in 1911. By 1920, all but six states had instituted 
workers’ compensation laws.11 State workers’ compensation laws are based on the principle of 
liability without fault12 (i.e., an employer is absolutely liable for providing benefits to employees 
that result from occupational disabilities or injuries, regardless of fault). Another key principle of 
workers’ compensation laws is that employers should assume costs of occupational injuries and 
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accidents. These expenses presumably represent costs of production that employers are able to 
recoup through setting higher prices.

Workers’ compensation insurance programs, run by states individually, are designed to cover 
expenses incurred in employees’ work-related accidents. Maritime workers within U.S. borders 
and federal civilian employees are covered by their own workers’ compensation programs. The 
maritime workers’ compensation program is mandated by the Longshore and Harborworkers’ 
Compensation Act, and federal civilian employees receive workers’ compensation protection 
under the Federal Employees’ Compensation Act. Thus, workers’ compensation laws cover 
virtually all employees in the United States, except for domestic workers, some agricultural 
workers, and small businesses with fewer than a dozen regular employees.13

WOrkers’ cOmpensatiOn Objectives and ObLigatiOns tO tHe pubLic Six basic objectives 
underlie workers’ compensation laws:14

•	 Provide	sure,	prompt,	and	reasonable	income	and	medical	benefits	to	work-accident	
 victims or income benefits to their dependents, regardless of fault.

•	 Provide	a	single	remedy	and	reduce	court	delays,	costs,	and	workloads	arising	out	of	
 personal injury litigation.

•	 Relieve	public	and	private	charities	of	financial	drains.
•	 Eliminate	payment	of	fees	to	lawyers	and	witnesses	as	well	as	time-consuming	trials	and	

appeals.
•	 Encourage	maximum	employer	interest	in	safety	and	rehabilitation	through	appropriate	

experience-rating mechanisms.
•	 Promote	frank	study	of	causes	of	accidents	(rather	than	concealment	of	fault),	reducing	

preventable accidents and human suffering.

Employers must fund workers’ compensation programs according to state guidelines. 
Participation in workers’ compensation programs is compulsory in all states with the excep-
tion of Texas, where employers are not required to provide workers’ compensation insurance. 
Self-insurance, another funding option allowed in the majority of states, requires companies to 
deposit a surety bond, enabling them to pay their own workers’ claims directly.15 Many compa-
nies select self-insurance because it gives employers more discretion in administering their own 
risks. Nevertheless, self-insured companies must pay their workers the same benefits as those 
paid by state funds or private insurance carriers.

The National Commission on State Workmen’s Compensation Laws specified six primary 
obligations of state workers’ compensation programs. This commission established these obliga-
tions to ensure prompt and just remedy for workers injured on the job.16 Table 11-2 lists these 
obligations.

HOW WOrkers’ cOmpensatiOn cOmpares tO sOciaL security benefits Workers’ compen-
sation differs from Social Security disability insurance and Medicare in important ways. Workers’ 
compensation pays for medical care for work-related injuries beginning immediately after the 
injury occurs; it pays temporary disability benefits after a waiting period of 3–7 days; it pays per-
manent partial and permanent total disability benefits to workers who have lasting consequences 
of disabilities caused on the job; in most states, it pays rehabilitation and training benefits for 
those unable to return to pre-injury careers; and it pays benefits to survivors of workers who die of 
work-related causes. Social Security, in contrast, pays benefits to workers with long-term disabili-
ties from any cause, but only when the disabilities preclude work. Social Security also pays for 
rehabilitation services and for survivor benefits to families of deceased workers. Social Security 
begins after a 5-month waiting period and Medicare begins 29 months after the onset of medically 
verified inability to work.

recent trends in WOrkers’ cOmpensatiOn In recent years, workers’ compensation claims 
have risen dramatically in terms of both numbers of claims and claims amounts. The increased 
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prevalence of repetitive strain injuries resulting from the use of keyboards has contributed to this 
trend. In September 2012, workers’ compensation cost nearly 19 percent of all legally required 
benefits for all civilian employees.17

empLOyers’ rigHts under WOrkers’ cOmpensatiOn prOgrams Participation in workers’ 
compensation programs and compliance with applicable regulations protect employers from 
torts* initiated by injured workers based on the no-fault principles of these programs; however, 
there are four possible exceptions to immunity from legal action:

 1. An employer’s intentional acts
 2. Lawsuits alleging employer retaliation for filing a workers’ compensation claim
 3. Lawsuits against noncomplying employers
 4. Lawsuits relating to “dual capacity” relationships

an empLOyer’s intentiOnaL acts Most state courts consider intentional actions to harm 
employees as reasonable cause for holding an employer liable. There are two kinds of lawsuits 
that allege an employer’s intentional acts to harm employees. The first, deliberate and know-
ing torts, entails an employer’s deliberate and knowing intent to harm at least one employee. 
The second, violations of an affirmative duty, takes place when an employer fails to reveal 
the exposure of one or more workers to harmful substances or when the employer does not dis-
close a medical condition typically caused by exposure. In particular, failure to notify violates an 
employer’s affirmative duty when the illness is either correctable at the point of discovery or its 
progress may be stopped by removing employees from further exposure.

retaLiatiOn against WOrkers WHO fiLed WOrkers’ cOmpensatiOn cLaims In most 
states, employees possess the right to sue employers who retaliate against them for either filing 
a workers’ compensation claim or pursuing their rights established in workers’ compensation 
programs. Retaliation usually entails an adverse effect upon a worker’s status (e.g., a demotion 
or pay cut) or termination of a worker’s employment. Employees may initiate these lawsuits by 
claiming retaliatory action. Employers then possess the burden of proof to establish their actions 
as a legally sanctioned business necessity.

empLOyer nOncOmpLiance Workers’ compensation laws oblige employers to comply with appli-
cable state laws. Employers begin to fulfill their obligations by purchasing insurance from state 

taBLe 11-2 primary Obligations of state Workers’ compensation programs

1. Take initiative in administering the law.

2. Continually review performance of the program and be willing to change procedures and to request 
the state legislature to make needed amendments.

3. Advise workers of their rights and obligations and assure that they receive the benefits to which 
they are entitled.

4. Apprise employers and insurance carriers of their rights and obligations; inform other parties in the 
delivery system (e.g., health care providers) of their obligations and privileges.

5. Assist in voluntary and informal resolution of disputes that are consistent with law.

6. Adjudicate claims that cannot be resolved voluntarily.

Source: Nackley, J. V. (1989). Primer on Workers’ Compensation, 2nd ed. Washington, DC: Bureau of 
National Affairs.

*Tort laws offer remedies to individuals harmed by the unreasonable actions of others. Tort claims usu-
ally involve state law and are based on the legal premise that individuals are liable for the consequences 
of their conduct if it results in injury to others. Tort laws involve civil suits, which are actions brought to 
protect an individual’s private rights.
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funds, from private insurance carriers, or through self-insurance. Failure to carry workers’ compen-
sation insurance may lead to one or more consequences such as monetary and criminal penalties.

duaL capacity Dual capacity is a legal doctrine that applies to the relationship between 
employers and employees. A company may specifically fulfill a role for an employee that is 
completely different from its role as employer. Even though an employer meets its obligations 
under workers’ compensation laws, it may be susceptible to common-law actions. An employer’s 
immunity does not protect it from common-law actions by employees when the company also 
serves a dual capacity that confers duties unrelated to and independent of those imposed upon it 
as an employer. A Supreme Court of Pennsylvania decision offers a clear illustration of the dual 
capacity doctrine:

A hospital employee who became ill while performing his job received injuries during medi-
cal treatment of the illness (by the same hospital). The hospital’s role as an employer was com-
pletely unrelated to its role as a medical services provider. The court ruled that Presbyterian 
University Hospital fulfilled a dual capacity role as an employer and provider of medical 
treatment to this employee. Specifically, the court concluded that the employee’s injuries 
were sustained because of its role as medical services provider rather than as employer—(a) 
the purpose of the emergency room visit was to treat the illness, (b) the immediate purpose of 
seeking treatment was personal, and (c) the hospital billed the employee’s insurance carrier 
for the treatment as it would have for any patient. As a result, this employee gained the right 
to sue the hospital for injuries sustained during treatment because an X-ray table harness 
broke, causing the employee to fall onto the floor and sustain injuries.18

Becoming injured while using an employer’s product to perform work is another instance 
of dual capacity. For instance, a door-to-door salesperson for Company X, a manufacturer of 
vacuum cleaners, becomes injured while demonstrating the use of her employer’s products. A 
defective vacuum cleaner explodes during the demonstration, causing serious burns and the loss 
of her left eye. The salesperson is eligible to file a workers’ compensation claim because she 
was injured while performing her job. She may also have the right to initiate a products liability 
lawsuit as the user of her employer’s defective product.

financing WOrkers’ cOmpensatiOn prOgrams Workers’ compensation laws specify the 
permissible methods of funding. Employers generally subscribe to workers’ compensation insur-
ance through private carriers or, in some instances, through state funds. A third funding option, 
self-insurance, requires companies to deposit a surety bond, enabling them to pay their own work-
ers’ claims directly.19 Many employers select self-insurance when available because it gives them 
greater discretion in administering their own risks. Nevertheless, self-insured companies must pay 
their workers the same benefits paid by state funds or private insurance carriers.

In most states, the insurance commissioner sets the maximum allowable workers’ compen-
sation insurance premium rates for private insurance carriers. Rates are based on each $100 of 
payroll. Increasingly, some states permit insurance carriers to set rates on a competitive basis.

empLOyer and empLOyee tax ObLigatiOns In general, employees do not pay any income 
taxes on the amount of workers’ compensation benefits.20 Survivors of deceased workers do not 
pay any taxes on death benefits; however, three circumstances may require payment of taxes. 
First, employees pay taxes on their workers’ compensation benefits when they return to work for 
light duty. Second, workers’ compensation benefits are taxable when they offset (reduce) Social 
Security OASDI benefits. Third, employees pay taxes on workers’ compensation benefits when 
they do not directly result from work-related illness or injury.*

*Workers’ compensation benefits for nonwork-related illnesses or injuries are inconsistent with the 
 objectives of workers’ compensation programs; however, an IRS ruling (Rev. Rul. 72–191, 1972–1 CB 45) 
classifies these benefits as part of state workers’ compensation programs.
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Employers typically do not pay taxes on workers’ compensation benefits, with one main 
exception: Workers’ compensation benefits for nonwork-related illnesses or injuries. For this 
circumstance, the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) and the Federal Unemployment 
Tax Act (FUTA) apply. FICA requires that an employer pay a tax based on its payroll; employees 
contribute a tax based on earnings, which is withheld from each paycheck. FUTA requires that 
employers contribute 6.2 percent of the taxable wage base, currently $7,000.

Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993
The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) aims to provide employees with job protection in 
cases of family or medical emergency. The basic thrust of the act is guaranteed leave, and a key 
element of that guarantee is the right of the employee to return either to the position he or she left 
when the leave began or to an equivalent position with the same benefits, pay, and other terms 
and conditions of employment. The passage of the FMLA reflects a growing recognition that 
many employees’ parents are becoming elderly, rendering them susceptible to a serious illness or 
medical condition. These elderly parents are likely to require frequent (if not constant) attention 
for an extended period while ill, which places a burden on their adult children.

The passage of the FMLA also recognizes the increasing prevalence of two-income families 
and the changing roles of men regarding child care. Both partners in a marriage are now more 
likely to work full time and share family responsibilities, including child rearing. Much like 
elderly parents, children can also become seriously ill, requiring parents’ attention. The FMLA 
also enables fathers to take paternity leave to care for their newborn babies. Until the passage of 
the FMLA, men did not have protection comparable to what women receive under the Pregnancy 
Discrimination Act.

Title I of the FMLA states:

An eligible employee is entitled to 12 unpaid work weeks of leave during any 12-month 
period for three reasons: because of the birth or placement for adoption or foster care of a 
child; because of the serious health condition of a spouse, child, or parent; or because of 
the employee’s own serious health condition. Leave may be taken for birth or placement of 
a child only within 12 months of that birth or placement.

…family leave provisions apply equally to male and female employees: “A father, as 
well as a mother, can take family leave because of the birth or serious health condition of 
his child; a son as well as a daughter is eligible for leave to care for a parent.”

The minimum criteria for eligibility under this act include the following: Eligible workers 
must be employed by a private employer or by a civilian unit of the federal government. Eligible 
workers must also have been employed for at least 12 months by a given employer. Finally, eli-
gible workers have provided at least 1,250 hours of service during the 12 months prior to making 
a request for a leave. Employees who do not meet these criteria are excluded, as are those who 
work for an employer with fewer than 50 employees within a 75-mile radius of the employee’s 
home. The FMLA does not explicitly define “hours of service.” As a result, many disgruntled 
employees have filed lawsuits against employers’ definitions of hours of service.

Employers may require employees to use paid personal, sick, or vacation leave first as part 
of the 12-week period. If an employee’s paid leave falls short of the 12-week mandated period, 
then the employer must provide further leave—unpaid—to total 12 weeks. While on leave, 
employees retain all previously earned seniority or employment benefits, though employees do 
not have the right to add such benefits while on leave. Furthermore, while on leave, employees 
are entitled to receive health insurance benefits. Finally, employees may be entitled to receive 
health benefits if they do not return from leave because of a serious health condition or some 
other factor beyond their control.

The first major revisions to the FMLA were instituted in January 2009. The changes create 
leave opportunities for the military and require employees to adhere to stricter guidelines for tak-
ing leave. Relatives of seriously injured members of the military may take up to 26 weeks off to 
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care for their injured military family members. In addition, relatives of members of the National 
Guard or reserves who are called to activity duty may receive up to 12 weeks of leave to attend 
military programs (official send-off of the family member’s troop), arrange child care, or make 
financial arrangements. Nonmilitary workers who claim to have chronic health conditions (e.g., 
ongoing back pain) must see their doctor at least twice per year for documentation. Additional 
revisions to the FMLA may be on the horizon. For example, President Barack Obama may ask 
Congress to extend coverage by including companies that employ at least 25 workers. As noted, 
the current law applies to companies that employ at least 50 workers.

One final comment about family and medical leave warrants mention. As discussed, the 
FMLA provides unpaid leave. On September 23, 2002, the California governor signed legisla-
tion that allows employees to take partially paid family leave beginning after July 1, 2004. This 
paid family leave program allows workers to take up to 6 weeks off to care for a newborn, a 
newly adopted child, or an ill family member. Under this law, employees are eligible to receive 
55 percent of their wages during their absence, up to a maximum of $1,011 per week in 2012.

the Benefits and COsts Of LegaLLy 
RequiRed Benefits
Employee benefits are unlike most bases for monetary compensation (e.g., merit, pay-for-
knowledge, and incentives). Under these programs, the amount of compensation employees 
receive varies with their level of contributions to the company. Instead, benefits tend to empha-
size social adequacy. Under the principle of social adequacy, benefits are designed to provide 
subsistence income to all beneficiaries regardless of their performance in the workplace.21 
Thus, although humanitarian, legally required benefits do not directly meet the imperatives of 
competitive strategy. Legally required benefits, however, may contribute indirectly to competi-
tive advantage by enabling individuals to remain participants in the economy.

Nevertheless, legally required benefits may be a hindrance to companies in the short term 
because these offerings require substantial employer expenditures (e.g., contributions mandated 
by the Social Security Act and various state workers’ compensation laws). Without these man-
dated expenditures on compensation, companies could choose to invest these funds in direct 
compensation programs designed to boost productivity and product or service quality.

How can HR managers and other business professionals minimize the cost burden associ-
ated with legally required benefits? Let’s consider this issue for both workers’ compensation and 
unemployment insurance benefits. In the case of workers’ compensation, employers can respond 
in two ways. The first response is to reduce the likelihood of workers’ compensation claims. The 
implementation of workplace safety programs is one strategy for reducing workers’ compensa-
tion claims. Effective safety programs include teaching safe work procedures and safety aware-
ness to employees and supervisors. Another strategy for reducing workers’ compensation claims 
is health promotion programs that include inspections of the workplace to identify health risks 
(e.g., high levels of exposure to toxic substances) and then to eliminate those risks.

The second employer response is to integrate workers’ compensation benefits into the rest 
of the benefits program. Because of the rampant cost increases associated with workers’ com-
pensation, several state legislatures have considered integrating employer-sponsored medical 
insurance and workers’ compensation programs. This “24-hour” coverage would specifically 
roll the medical component of workers’ compensation into traditional employer-provided health 
insurance. Some companies have already experimented with 24-hour coverage. For instance, 
Polaroid Corporation found cost advantages associated with integrating medical insurance and 
workers’ compensation: reduced administrative expense through integration of the coverages, 
better access to all employee medical records, and a decrease in litigation.22

Use of 24-hour coverage is not widespread for a number of reasons.23 Many insurance com-
panies view this approach as complicated. In addition, some companies are concerned that this 
coverage would cost them in unanticipated ways.
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Employers also can contain their costs for unemployment insurance. As discussed earlier, 
the amount of tax employers contribute to providing unemployment insurance depends partly on 
their experience rating. Thus, employers can contain costs by systematically monitoring the rea-
sons they terminate workers’ employment and avoiding terminations that lead to unemployment 
insurance claims whenever possible. For example, it is not uncommon for companies to employ 
workers on a full-time basis when they experience increased demand for their products or ser-
vices. Adding full-time workers is reasonable when companies expect that the higher demand will 
last for an extended period (e.g., more than 2 years); however, when demand is lower in the short 
term, companies usually reduce their workforce through layoffs. Unless the laid-off employees 
immediately find employment, they will file claims with their local employment security office 
for unemployment insurance. Their claims contribute to the companies’ unemployment experi-
ence rating and, thus, their cost expenditures.

designing and pLanning 
the Benefits pROgRam
As noted earlier, discretionary benefits can work strategically by offering protection programs, 
paid time off, and services. As they plan and manage employee benefits programs, HR profes-
sionals should keep these functions in mind. There is probably no single company that expects 
its employee benefits program to meet all these objectives. Company management, along with 
union representatives as appropriate, must therefore determine which objectives are the most 
important for a particular workforce.

Many experts argue that employee input is key to developing a “successful” program. Such 
input helps companies target the limited resources they have available for employee benefits to 
those areas that best meet employees’ needs. For example, if a company’s workforce includes 
mostly married couples who are raising young children, family assistance programs would prob-
ably be a priority. By involving employees in program development, they are most likely to 
accept and appreciate the benefits they receive. Companies can involve employees in the benefits 
determination process in such ways as surveys, interviews, and focus groups.

As they design benefit programs, HR professionals must address fundamental issues, 
including:

•	 Who	receives	coverage
•	 Whether	to	include	retirees	in	the	plan
•	 Whether	to	deny	benefits	to	employees	during	their	probationary	periods
•	 Financing	of	benefits
•	 Degree	of	employee	choice	in	determining	benefits
•	 Cost	containment
•	 Communication

Employers can ascertain key information from employees that can be useful in designing 
these programs. The areas of input emphasize employees’ beliefs about other employers’ ben-
efits offerings and employees’ thoughts about the value of the benefits they receive.

Determining Who Receives Coverage
Companies decide whether to extend benefits coverage to full-time and part-time employees or 
to full-time employees only. The trend is toward offering no benefits to part-time employees.

deciding WHetHer tO incLude retirees in tHe pLan This decision centers on whether 
to extend medical insurance coverage to employees beyond the Consolidated Omnibus 
Reconciliation Act (COBRA)-mandated coverage period, as discussed earlier. Offering medi-
cal coverage to retirees benefits them in obvious ways because employers usually finance these 
benefits either wholly or partly, enabling many retirees on limited earnings to receive adequate 
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medical protection. Extending medical insurance coverage to retirees also benefited employers: 
The money they spent to extend coverage to retirees was tax deductible. Since 1997, employers’ 
contributions to extend medical coverage to retirees are no longer tax deductible, which means 
that such expenses will reduce company earnings in the short term. As a result, fewer employers 
are expected to finance medical insurance coverage for retirees in the future.

Moreover, the rapidly rising cost of retiree health care benefits has created a tremendous 
financial strain on companies that choose to offer them. Of course, the various sources of eco-
nomic uncertainty since 2001 have made it more difficult for companies to support full work-
forces, as evidenced by sluggish pay increases, reductions in benefits offerings, and layoffs. 
Many companies have found it more difficult to meet their pension obligations to retirees. There 
is presently a sobering realization that the soaring costs of retiree health care benefits may be 
pushing some companies to the limit.

prObatiOnary periOd Another scope issue companies must address is employees’ status. 
In many companies, employees’ initial term of employment (usually shorter than 6 months) is 
deemed a probationary period, and companies view such periods as an opportunity to ensure 
that they have made sound hiring decisions. Many companies choose to withhold discretionary 
employee benefits for all probationary employees. Companies benefit directly through lower 
administration-of-benefits costs for these employees during the probationary period; however, 
probationary employees may experience financial hardships if they require medical attention.

Financing
Human resource managers must consider how to finance benefits. In fact, the available resources 
and financial goals may influence, to some extent, who will receive coverage. Managers may 
decide among noncontributory, contributory, and employee-financed programs or some com-
bination thereof. Noncontributory financing implies that the company assumes total costs for 
each discretionary benefit. Under contributory financing, the company and its employees share 
the costs. Under employee-financed benefits, employers do not contribute to the financing of 
discretionary benefits. The majority of benefit plans today are contributory, largely because the 
costs of benefits have risen so dramatically.

Employee Choice
Human resource professionals must decide on the degree of choice employees should have in 
determining the set of benefits they will receive. If employees within a company can choose from 
among a set of benefits, as opposed to all employees receiving the same set of benefits, the com-
pany is using a flexible benefits plan or cafeteria plan. Companies implement cafeteria plans to 
meet the challenges of diversity, as discussed earlier. Although there is limited evidence regard-
ing employees’ reactions to flexible benefits, the existing information indicates benefit satisfac-
tion, overall job satisfaction, pay satisfaction, and understanding of benefits increased after the 
implementation of a flexible benefits plan.24 Many of these outcomes are desirable because they 
are known to lead to reduced absenteeism and turnover.

Cafeteria plans vary,25 so only the two most common will be discussed here. Flexible spend-
ing accounts (FSAs) permit employees to pay for certain benefits expenses (e.g., child care) with 
pretax dollars. Prior to each plan year, employees elect the amount of salary-reduction dollars 
they wish to allocate to this kind of plan. Employers then use this money to reimburse  employees 
for expenses incurred during the plan year that qualify for repayment. Table 11-3 illustrates 
the features of an FSA for Illinois state employees. These features are typical of FSAs used by 
 private- and public-sector employers.

Core plus option plans extend a preestablished set of such benefits as medical insurance 
as a program core, which is usually mandatory for all employees. Beyond the core, employees 
may choose from an array of benefits options that suit their personal needs. Companies estab-
lish upper limits of benefits values available to each employee. If employees do not choose the 
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taBLe 11-3 features of a flexible spending account (fsa)

how�the�fsa�program�Works
The FSA program lets you use tax-free dollars to pay for medical expenses, dependent care expenses, or both, increasing your take-
home pay and giving you more spendable income. Through convenient payroll deductions, you may contribute up to $5,000 tax-
free to a spending account for either one or both plans.

Spending accounts are like getting a tax rebate every time you pay for eligible health and child (dependent) care expenses. The 
FSA program is simple to use:

•	 You	sign	up	during	one	of	the	enrollment	periods	and	determine	how	much	pretax	earnings	you	wish	to	put	into	your	FSA	account.
•	 You	put	pretax	money	into	your	spending	accounts.	(The	amount	you	choose	is	taken	out	of	your	paycheck	through	payroll	

deduction and deposited into your FSA account before taxes are calculated.)
•	 When	you	have	an	eligible	expense,	you	send	in	a	claim	form	with	the	required	documentation.
•	 You	then	get	a	check	back	from	your	account.

When you are reimbursed from your spending accounts, you receive that money tax-free. This amount doesn’t appear on your W-2 
Form as taxable income—and a lower taxable income means you pay less taxes.

Employees have two types of FSAs available: the Medical Care Assistance Plan (MCAP) for eligible health-related expenses and 
Dependent Care Assistance Plan (DCAP) for eligible child or other dependent care expenses.

Important Notes

•	 Federal Tax Deductions. Expenses reimbursed through an FSA may not also be used as itemized deductions on your federal 
tax return.

•	 Forfeitures. Money contributed to your FSA in any plan year can only be used to reimburse eligible expenses incurred during 
that same plan year. Per IRS regulations, any amounts not claimed by the end of the filing deadlines are forfeited.

•	 FSA Accounts Are Separate. The IRS requires that amounts contributed for reimbursement of health care expenses be 
accounted for separately from those for day care. In other words, you cannot use amounts deposited in your MCAP account to 
cover DCAP expenses, or vice versa.

•	 Tax Savings. The employer does not guarantee any specific tax consequence from participation in the FSA program. You are 
responsible for understanding the effects on your individual situation as a result of directing earnings into tax-free spending 
accounts. You are also responsible for the validity and eligibility of your claims. You may wish to consult with your personal 
tax adviser regarding your participation.

•	 Changing Your FSA Midyear. Unless you are newly hired or experience a qualifying change of family status, you may not 
enroll in, withdraw from, or change your contribution to an FSA account outside of the annual benefit choice period.

Dependent Care Assistance Plan (DCAP)
Who Is Eligible to Participate in DCAP?

Eligible Employees Include:

•	 Employees	who	are	actively	at	work	and	are	receiving	a	paycheck	from	which	deductions	can	be	made.

•	 If	you	are	married,	your	spouse	must	be	either	gainfully	employed	or	looking	for	work	(but	must	have	earned	income	for	the	
year); a full-time student for at least 5 months during the year; or disabled and unable to provide for his or her care.

Eligible Dependents for DCAP Are Defined by the IRS and Include:

•	 Your	spouse.

•	 Children	or	other	individuals	you	are	eligible	to	claim	as	dependents	on	your	federal	income	tax	return.

•	 Individuals	who	could	have	been	claimed	as	dependents	on	your	income	tax	except	that	the	person	had	income	that	exceeded	
the amount allowable to be claimed as a dependent.

What Expenses Are Eligible for Reimbursement under DCAP?

•	 Nursery	schools	and	preschools.
•	 Schooling	prior	to	the	first	grade	if	the	amount	you	pay	for	schooling	is	incidental	to	and	cannot	be	separated	from	the	cost	of	care.
•	 Day	care	centers	that	comply	with	all	applicable	state	and	local	laws	and	regulations.
•	 Work-related	babysitters—whether	in	or	out	of	your	home.
•	 Before-	and	after-school	care.
•	 Housekeepers	in	your	home	if	part	of	their	work	provides	for	the	well-being	and	protection	of	your	eligible	dependents.
•	 Adult	day	care	facilities	(but	not	expenses	for	overnight	nursing	home	facilities).
•	 Employment	taxes	you	pay	on	wages	for	qualifying	child	and	dependent	care	services.
•	 Other	expenses	that	meet	program	and	IRS	criteria.

(continued)
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maximum amount of benefits, employers may offer an option of trading extra benefits credits for 
cash. Table 11-4 illustrates the choices of a typical core plus plan.

Cost Containment
Overall, HR managers today try to contain costs. As indicated earlier, the rise in health care costs 
is phenomenal, so employee benefits now account for a substantial percentage of total compen-
sation costs incurred by companies. In March 2011, employee benefits accounted for 30.4 per-
cent.26 The current amount has risen dramatically over the past few decades. This increase would 
not necessarily raise concerns if total compensation budgets were increasing commensurably. As 
we discussed in Chapter 8, the growth in funds available to support all compensation programs 
has stagnated. As a consequence, employers face difficult trade-offs between employee benefits 
offerings and increases to core compensation.

Communication
Earlier, we noted that employees often regard employee benefits as an entitlement. Thus, it is 
reasonable to infer that employees are not aware of their value. In fact, employees often either 

Medical Care Assistance Plan (MCAP)
Who Is Eligible to Participate in MCAP?

•	 Employees	who	are	working	full-time	or	not	less	than	half-time,	are	receiving	a	paycheck	from	which	deductions	can	be	taken,	
and are participating in one of the state’s health plans are eligible.

What Expenses Are Eligible for Reimbursement under MCAP?

•	 Health	and	dental	care	costs	not	fully	covered	by	the	insurance	plans	in	which	you	or	your	family	members	participate,	for	
example:

•	 deductibles

•	 copayments

•	 amounts	in	excess	of	the	maximum	benefit

•	 amounts	in	excess	of	the	reasonable	and	customary	charge	limits	of	the	health	or	dental	plans

•	 Health	and	dental	care	not	considered	as	covered	services	by	the	insurance	plans	in	which	you	or	your	family	members	
participate.

•	 Other	expenses	that	meet	program	and	IRS	criteria.

taBLe 11-3 (continued)

taBLe 11-4 core plus Option plan

The core plus option plan contains two sets of benefits: core benefits and optional benefits.

All employees receive a minimum level of core benefits:

•	 Term	life	insurance	equal	to	one	times	annual	salary

•	 Health	protection	coverage	(e.g.,	indemnity	plan,	self-funded,	HMO,	PPO)	for	the	employee	and	
dependents

•	 Disability	insurance

All employees receive credits equal to 4–7 percent of salary, which can be used to purchase optional benefits:

•	 Dental	insurance	for	employee	and	dependents

•	 Vision	insurance	for	employee	and	dependents

•	 Additional	life	insurance	coverage

•	 Paid	vacation	time	up	to	10	days	per	year

If an employee has insufficient credits to purchase the desired optional benefits, he or she can purchase 
these credits through payroll deduction.
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are not aware of or undervalue the employee benefits they receive. Given the significant costs 
associated with offering employee benefits, companies should try to convey to employees the 
value they are likely to derive from having such benefits. A benefits communication plan is 
therefore essential. An effective communication program should have three primary objectives:27

•	 To	create	an	awareness	of	and	appreciation	for	the	way	current	benefits	improve	the	financial	
security and the physical and mental well-being of employees

•	 To	provide	a	high	level	of	understanding	about	available	benefits
•	 To	encourage	the	wise	use	of	benefits

taBLe 11-5 sample personal statement of benefits

A PERSONAL BENEFITS STATEMENT FOR: SSN: xxx-xx-xxxx Date of Birth:  
Marital Status: Single                                               04/10/61John Doe

REVIEW OF YOUR CURRENT BENEFIT CHOICES LIFE INSURANCE

As of March 2013 our records indicate you have chosen the 
following benefits (rates may change July 1, 2013):

As a full-time employee, you receive state-paid life insurance 
equal to your annual salary. If you work part-time, your state-
paid amount is less. When you retire at age 60 or older, you still 
receive $5,000 worth of state-paid life insurance

State’s monthly contribution for your state-paid life insurance:

Basic life ($90,000): $32.50

Your monthly contribution for the following optional coverage:

For you (None): None

Spouse life (None): None

Child life (None): None

Accidental Death and Dismemberment:

 (None): None

FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNTS

You are enrolled in the following plan(s):

Dependent Care Assistance Plan

Annual deduction Not Enrolled

Medical Care Assistance Plan

Annual deduction Not Enrolled

MEDICAL

For you:

 PERSONAL CARE HMO

For your dependent(s):

 NONE

State’s monthly contribution:

 For you: $285.00

 For your dependent(s): None

Your monthly contribution: $37.50

DENTAL

QUALITY CARE DENTAL PLAN

Your monthly contribution: $9.50

State’s annual contribution:

For you: $110.00

For your dependent(s): None

DEPENDENTS

You have chosen to cover the following dependent(s) under your Health Plan:

No Dependents

Note:  Any corrections for either premium paid or insurance coverage may only be applied retroactively for up to 6 months from the 
month in which the change was reported to the group insurance representative. Be sure to review your paycheck for proper 
deductions and report any concerns to your group insurance representative immediately.

DOLLAR VALUE OF YOUR BENEFITS

Your total annual compensation is your salary or retirement payment plus the value of state-paid medical, dental, and life insurance 
coverage.

State-paid medical insurance coverage for you:

State contribution for medical insurance coverage for your 
dependent(s):

State-paid dental insurance coverage for you and your 
dependent(s):

State-paid life insurance coverage for you:

Total Value of Your State-Paid Benefits:

$3,420.00

None 

$110.00 

$390.00

$3,920.00
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Companies have traditionally used printed brochures to summarize the key features of the 
benefits program and to help potential employees compare benefits offerings with those of other 
companies they may be considering. When new employees join the company, initial group meet-
ings with benefits administrators or audiovisual presentations can detail the elements of the 
company’s benefits program. Shortly after group meetings or audiovisual presentations (usually 
within a month), new employees should meet individually with benefits administrators, some-
times known as “counselors,” to select benefits options. After employees select benefits, the 
company should provide them with personal benefits statements that detail the scope of coverage 
and value of each component. Table 11-5 illustrates a personal statement of benefits. Beyond 
these particulars, companies may update employees on changes in benefits (i.e., reductions in or 
additions to benefits choices or coverage) with periodic newsletters.

Contemporary communications methods include a company’s intranet. An intranet is a use-
ful way to communicate benefits information to employees on an ongoing basis beyond the 
legally required written documents. In an era of the paperless office, employees are less likely 
to have written materials readily available. Employees can review general information about the 
benefits program whenever they want. For example, Table 11-6 lists general information about 
the kinds of benefits options available at the University of Illinois. In the online version, each 
item in the list (e.g., announcements, benefits directory) contains a hyperlink that leads to more 
detailed information.

taBLe 11-6 menu of employee benefit Options

This section is designed to provide detailed information regarding your benefits as a University of 
Illinois employee. It will give you a comprehensive explanation of each benefit and the resources you 
will need to initiate enrollment, make changes, or find answers to questions regarding your benefits.

Please select from the following categories:

•	 Announcements—Provides announcements of upcoming sign-up periods or events and updated 
information relating to your benefits

•	 Benefits Directory—Provides a listing of staff members, including addresses, phone numbers, and 
e-mail addresses for the Benefits Service Center and each campus.

•	 Benefit Choice—Benefit Choice is an annual open enrollment period that allows employees to 
make changes to their state of Illinois health, dental, and life insurance coverages, and enroll or 
 re-enroll in flexible spending accounts.

•	 Benefit Forms—Provides links to printable and online benefit forms.
•	 Benefits on Call—Provides an explanation and step-by-step instructions on how to access your 

benefits information by calling the Benefits On Call voice response system.
•	 Benefits Statement—Provides a statement outlining your current benefit enrollments and instructions 

for accessing that information.
•	 Benefits Summary—Provides a detailed, comprehensive description of each benefit plan and its 

provisions.
•	 Change in Illinois State Plan (CMS) Coverages—Provides guidelines and required documentation 

on when and how you can make changes to your state insurance plans.
•	 Frequently Asked Questions—Provides a list of commonly asked questions relating to your benefits.
•	 Leave Information—Provides time-off–related information for such benefits as family medical 

leave, sick leave, and vacation leave.
•	 Retirement Planning Seminars—Provides dates and sign-up information.
•	 Shared Benefit—Provides information on the sharing of sick leave between eligible employees 

and the process to apply for time or donate time to the shared sick leave pool.
•	 SURS Information—Provides links to information on the State University Retirement System.
•	 University Plans—Provides plan information and enrollment procedures for University-

administered benefit plans.
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cOmpensatiOn in actiOn

To both employees and employers, legally required benefits 
can, at first glance, appear to be a burden. These costs mean 
that less capital will be devoted to investments or available for 
expenditures in other areas. However, by thoroughly under-
standing the principles behind the establishment of these laws, 
they will be viewed as less of a burden and more of a benefit. As 
HR and line managers, you will have the responsibility of educat-
ing employees about the broader array of benefits options, as 
well as protecting the company from liabilities associated with a 
failure to comply with certain legally mandated benefits.

Action checklist for line managers 
and HR—protecting the company and 
educating employees

Hr takes the lead
•	 Benchmark	other	companies	to	see	how	flexible	benefit	

plans are chosen and administered. This flexibility will 
empower employees and will likely lead to positive work-
related outcomes (e.g., reduced absenteeism and low 
turnover).

•	 Involve	employees	in	the	discussion	as	the	benefits	plan	is	
adjusted to better align the cost of the benefits plan and 
its attractiveness to employees.

•	 Make	recommendations	on	wellness	programs	and	
other benefits that support and enhance legally required 
benefits (which could also decrease overall cost for the 
company; e.g., health care). Assess the cost up front and 
provide justification for the cost by comparing it to poten-
tial future costs.

Line managers take the lead
•	 Ensure	that	all	employees	are	properly	trained	on	equip-

ment and that the work environment is safe. This 
will serve as a preventative measure against certain 
 benefits that have a cost to employee and employer 
(e.g.,  workers’ compensation).

•	 Seek	education	on	certain	legally	required	benefits	
that	are	likely	to	be	encountered	(e.g.,	FMLA).	Become	
comfortable with talking about these issues; dealing 
sensitively with these issues when they are brought up 
by employees may mitigate the risk of employees filing a 
grievance on how their legally granted right was compro-
mised (akin to “bedside manners” with hospitals).

•	 Work	with	HR	to	create	a	communication	plan	that	
clearly demonstrates the benefits of the plan, describes 
how to take full advantage of its benefits, and increases 
awareness and appreciation.

Recommend
benefits

Roll out communication plan
that is focused on raising

awareness and appreciation 

Benchmark other
companies to

assess benefits
offerings

Involve employees in
discussions as
benefits evolve

Proper training of
employees to ensure

safety

Deal with employee
discussions on benefits

effectively and with 
sensitivity 

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .

end Of ChapteR

summary
This chapter provided a discussion of the legally required 
benefits concept, the rationale for legally required benefits, 
varieties of legally required benefits, and the implications 

of benefits for strategic compensation. Although compa-
nies have little choice with regard to the implementation of 
these benefits, the company management can proactively 
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manage the costs of these legally required benefits to 
some extent. In the coming years, employees, employ-
ers, unions, and the government will pay greater attention 
to the  adequacy of Social Security benefits for the suc-
ceeding generations. Likewise, these groups will closely 

monitor the effectiveness of the FMLA. We also discussed 
important features for designing benefits programs, par-
ticularly with emphasis on explaining the value of benefits 
to employees and facilitating their access to employee 
 benefits information.
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 discussion questions
 11-1. Except for the Family and Medical Leave Act, 

the remaining legally required benefits were con-
ceived decades ago. What changes in the business 
environment and society might affect the relevance 
or perhaps the viability of any of these benefits? 
Discuss your ideas.

 11-2. What can employers in your country do to over-
come the “entitlement mentality” of employees 
with regard to benefits offered to them?

 11-3. Conduct some research on the future of the Social 
Security programs (see the Web site www.ssa.gov). 
Based on your research, prepare a statement, not to 
exceed 250 words, that describes your view of the 
Social Security programs (e.g., whether they are 
necessary, their viability, or whether there should be 
changes in how the programs are funded). Refer to 
the information obtained from your research efforts, 
indicating how it influenced your views.

Case
Benefits�for�part-time�Workers

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

With just under 100 employees, Jackson, Smith and Henderson CPA (JSH) is considered one of the fastest-
growing certified public accounting (CPA) firms in the area. Alan Jones was recently hired as the director 
of human resources and has many challenges ahead of him as he works to formalize the human resource 
practices of the firm.

As the benefit open enrollment period is approaching quickly, his first job is to review the benefit 
offerings of the firm to ensure that JSH is competitive with other area firms. Beyond the legally required 
benefits, the firm currently offers a fairly basic benefit package including health care insurance, a 401(k) 
plan, vacation days, and sick days.
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MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

   11-6.  How does a state determine if an individual is eligible for unemployment insurance 
benefits?

   11-7.  Explain disability benefits under OASDI. Compare it with workers’ compensation.

Currently, all employees are full-time, and all employees are eligible for benefits. However, two 
employees have recently requested part-time schedules. Further, in order to meet future unique staffing 
needs, the firm is considering hiring part-time workers in several departments, including CPAs. Therefore, 
Alan must make a recommendation to the company’s board of directors on whether they should extend the 
benefits to part-time workers.

A recent compensation survey of businesses in the local geographic area includes information about 
benefits. The survey reports that about 90 percent of companies in the area offer time off benefits to part-
time employees, but only 40 percent offer health care insurance and 15 percent offer a retirement savings 
plan. A national survey of CPA firms showed a different picture for part-time workers: 95 percent of firms 
reported time off offerings, 75 percent offered health care insurance, and 67 percent offered retirement 
benefits to part-time workers.

The job market for talented CPAs is competitive, and Alan knows that the firm will need to hire both 
full-time and part-time CPAs in the future. Alan’s initial reaction is that the firm needs to offer all benefits 
to both full-time and part-time workers in order to be competitive with other CPA firms. However, the costs 
to do so are significant. The current benefits package is approximately 30 percent of the total compensa-
tion package for full-time workers. While time off benefits and 401(k) contributions for part-time workers 
would be pro-rated based on the number of hours each employee works, offering health care insurance is a 
fixed cost. That is, the firm must pay the same to cover a part-time worker as a full-time worker. As a result, 
benefit costs could potentially approach nearly 50 percent of the total compensation for part-time employ-
ees. Part of this cost could be offset by asking part-time workers to pay a higher percentage of the premium, 
but the cost would still be significant. Alan must balance recruiting needs against a tight budget, and he is 
concerned about the right path to take.

Questions:
 11-4. What are some factors that Alan should consider when determining whether to offer benefits to 

part-time workers?
 11-5. Do you think the firm should offer benefits to part-time workers? If yes, should it offer paid 

time off, the 401(k) plan, and health insurance? Or only one or two of the benefits? Explain your 
recommendation.
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V
 Part ContemPorary StrategiC 

ComPenSation ChallengeS

Where We Are Now:

Part iV, emPloyee BenefitS, explained the 

most widely used employee benefits practices and 

approaches to planning the employee benefits 

program. We have studied the context for 

compensation, concepts for awarding pay increases, 

tools for structuring core compensation (base pay and 

pay increases), and employee benefits, rounding out 

the principles and practices for building strategic total 

compensation systems. Now we turn to contemporary 

strategic compensation challenges. Our focus will 

be on two important strategic employee groups: 

executives and the flexible workforce. Many principles 

and practices for compensating these two employee 

groups differ from what we applied to the vast majority 

of employee groups. 

In Part V, we will CoVer

Chapter 12 COMpeNsatINg exeCutIves

Chapter 13  COMpeNsatINg the FlexIble 

WOrkFOrCe
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12

learning oBjeCtiVeS

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. explain the difference between executive pay with pay for nonexecutives.

2. list the main components of executive compensation packages.

3. Discuss with examples the principles and processes of setting executive compensation, 
including the key players and the theoretical explanations for setting executive 
compensation.

4. summarize the executive compensation disclosure rules and the reasons why they have 
been established.

5. Concisely present the “say on pay” practice.

6. briefly explain the executive compensation controversy as it relates to whether u.s. 
executives are paid too much.

Executive compensation practices in U.S. companies have received substantial attention in the 
press. As we will see in this chapter, executive pay practices have raised concerns that many 

executives receive lucrative compensation and benefits even when company performance falls 
below shareholder expectations. Many critics have questioned whether such practices may inter-
fere with some executives’ motivation to achieve excellent performance. Moreover,  applying 
such practices to executives contradicts the main assumptions of performance-based pay dis-
cussed in Chapters 3 and 4 that successful performance triggers merit and incentive awards and 
the degree of success determines the amount of award. After all, pay-for-performance applies to 
most nonexecutive employees in U.S. companies. In some instances that we will discuss, execu-
tives are rewarded after they have not performed well, with multimillion dollar awards contin-
gent on their leaving the company. It is not surprising that those instances are often referred to 
as pay-for-nonperformance or, more harshly, pay-for-failure and that they have become increas-
ingly common events in the world of executive compensation.

Compensating exeCutives
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Contrasting exeCutive pay with pay 
for nonexeCutive employees
From an economic standpoint, the chief executive officer (CEO) is the seller of his or her ser-
vices, and the compensation committee is the buyer of these services. Under classic economic 
theory, a reasonable price is obtained through negotiations that are at arm’s length between an 
informed seller and an informed buyer. An awkward situation can result when the CEO hires a 
professional compensation director or compensation consultant. In this case, the compensation 
consultant who makes the recommendation to the compensation committee works for the CEO. 
In theory, the CEO hires the consultant to perform an objective analysis of the company’s execu-
tive pay package and to make whatever recommendations the consultant feels are appropriate. 
This relationship has the potential to promote a conflict of interest because of the perceived pres-
sure for the consultant to protect the CEO’s financial interests. The irony is that the consultant 
is often viewed as representing the shareholders’ interests. In a sense, the buyers of the CEO’s 
services are the shareholders and their representatives, the compensation committee of the board 
of directors. They tend to act upon the compensation consultant’s recommendation.1

This passage illustrates just one of the main differences between compensating execu-
tives and compensating other employees. There are many other contrasts. The income disparity 
between executives and other employees is astounding. We take this issue up in greater detail 
later in this chapter.

prinCiples of exeCutive Compensation: 
impliCations for Competitive strategy
Executives are the top leaders in their companies. It intuitively seems reasonable that execu-
tives should earn substantial compensation packages. After all, their skills and experience enable 
them to develop and direct the implementation of competitive strategies. Few dispute the key 
role executives play in promoting competitive advantage; however, public scrutiny of executive 
compensation packages intensified since the 1990s because of heightened concerns about global 
competitiveness, rampant corporate downsizing, and the more recent practice of relocating jobs 
to countries with lower labor costs (i.e., offshoring) that left hundreds of thousands of employ-
ees jobless. The number of layoff events initiated by companies and the number of employees 
who have lost their jobs have risen to unprecedented levels since September 2008, following the 
start of perhaps the deepest economic recession in the United States. An alarming trend is that 
extended mass layoffs (periods of unemployment exceeding 30 days) continue to affect more 
people each year than prior to the start of the most recent recession.2

We will take up the executive compensation controversy later in this chapter. We will next 
review fundamental concepts: defining executive status and the components of executive com-
pensation packages.

Defining exeCutive status
Who Are Executives?
Virtually all the components of executive compensation plans provide favorable tax treat-
ment for both the executive and the company. Who are executives? From a tax regulation 
perspective, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) recognizes two groups of employees who 
play a major role in a company’s policy decisions: highly compensated employees and key 
employees. The IRS uses “key employees” to determine the necessity of top-heavy provisions 
in employer-sponsored qualified retirement plans that cover most nonexecutive employees. 
It uses “highly compensated employees” for nondiscrimination rules in employer-sponsored 
health insurance benefits. Although these two designations were created for federal tax rule 
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applications, employees in both groups typically participate in executive compensation and 
benefits plans.

Key employees and highly compensated employees hold positions of substantial responsi-
bility. Figure 12-1 illustrates the placement of key employees in a typical organizational struc-
ture. Although titles vary from company to company and in pay structures, CEOs, presidents, 
executive vice presidents, vice presidents of functional areas (e.g., human resources), and the 
directors below them usually meet the criteria for key employees.

Chief
Executive Officer

President

Executive
Vice President

Vice President
Accounting

Director
Accounting

Managers
Supervisors
Accountants
Clerical Staff

Managers
Supervisors

Financial Analysts
Clerical Staff

Managers
Supervisors

HR Specialists
Clerical Staff

Managers
Supervisors

Production Workers
Clerical Staff

Managers
Supervisors
Specialists

Clerical Staff

Director
Finance

Director
Human Resources

Director
Manufacturing

Director
Marketing

Vice President
Finance

Vice President
Human Resources

Vice President
Manufacturing

Vice President
Marketing

figure 12-1 examples of Key employees
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Key Employees
The term key employee means any employee who at any time during the year is:3

•	 A	5	percent	owner	of	the	employer
•	 A	1	percent	owner	of	the	employer	having	an	annual	compensation	from	the	employer	of	

more	than	$165,000
•	 An	officer	of	the	employer	having	an	annual	compensation	greater	than	$165,000	in	2013	

(indexed	for	inflation	in	increments	of	$5,000	beginning	in	2003)

U.S. Treasury Regulations define the term officer used in this definition of key employees:4

Generally, the term officer means an administrative executive who is in regular and con-
tinued service. The term officer implies continuity of service and excludes those employed 
for a special and single transaction. An employee who merely has the title of an officer but 
not the authority of an officer is not considered an officer for purposes of the key employee 
test. Similarly, an employee who does not have the title of an officer but has the authority 
of an officer is an officer for purposes of the key employee test.

Highly Compensated Employees
The IRS defines a highly compensated employee as one of the following during the current 
year or preceding year:5

•	 A	5	percent	owner	at	any	time	during	the	year	or	the	preceding	year
•	 For	the	preceding	year	had	compensation	from	the	employer	in	excess	of	$115,000	in	2013
•	 If	the	employer	elects	the	application	of	this	clause	for	a	plan	year,	was	in	the	top-paid	

group of employees for the preceding year

exeCutive Compensation paCkages
Executive compensation has both core and employee benefits elements, much like compensation 
packages for other employees; however, one noteworthy feature distinguishes executive com-
pensation packages from nonexecutive compensation packages. Executive compensation pack-
ages emphasize long-term or deferred rewards over short-term rewards. The main components of 
executive compensation include:

•	 Current	or	annual	core	compensation
•	 Deferred	core	compensation:	stock	compensation
•	 Deferred	core	compensation:	golden	parachutes	and	platinum	parachutes
•	 Employee	benefits:	enhanced	protection	program	benefits	and	perquisites
•	 Clawback	provisions

Components of Current Core Compensation
Executive current core compensation packages contain two components: annual base pay and 
bonuses.

BaSe Pay Base pay is the fixed element of annual cash compensation. Companies that use 
formal salary structures may have specific pay grades and pay ranges (Chapter 8) for nonexempt 
employees and exempt employees, including supervisory, management, professional, and 
executive jobs, with the exception of the CEO.

As discussed in Chapter 8, compensation professionals generally apply different range 
spreads across pay grades. They most commonly use progressively higher range spreads for 
pay grades that contain more valuable jobs in terms of a company’s competitive strategies. 
Higher-level jobs afford employees greater promotion opportunities than do entry-level jobs. 
Employees also tend to remain in higher pay grades longer, and the specialized skills associated 
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with higher-pay-grade jobs are considered valuable. It therefore makes sense to apply larger 
range spreads to these pay grades.

Chief executive officer jobs do not fall within formal pay structures for two reasons. First, 
CEOs’ work is highly complex and unpredictable. It is not possible to specify discrete respon-
sibilities and duties. The choice of competitive strategy by CEOs and other executives and the 
influence of external and internal market factors make it impossible to describe CEOs’ jobs. 
Second, setting CEO compensation differs dramatically from the rational processes compensa-
tion professionals use to build market-competitive pay structures (Chapter 7). We will discuss 
agency theory, tournament theory, and social comparison theory later as explanations for setting 
CEO compensation.

In most cases, annual base pay represents a relatively small part of a CEO’s total compensa-
tion for two reasons. First, it typically takes years before the fruits of the CEOs’ strategic initia-
tives are realized. Second, the IRS limits the amount of annual salary a company may exclude 
as a business expense. Only the first $1 million annually for an executive’s pay may be excluded 
from the company’s income tax liability. This ruling was put into place to keep companies from 
boosting CEO annual pay to astronomical levels for the purposes of tax savings. More recently, 
the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 (EESA) authorized the Secretary of the 
Treasury to establish the Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP) to “purchase, and to make 
and fund commitments to purchase troubled assets from any financial institution, on terms and 
conditions as are determined by the Secretary.” In other words, banks with financial assistance 
from	the	federal	government	could	deduct	only	the	first	$500,000	annually	for	an	executive’s	pay	
as a business expense.6

BonuSeS Bonuses represent single pay-for-performance payments companies use to reward 
employees for achievement of specific, exceptional goals. As discussed in previous chapters, 
compensation professionals design bonuses for merit pay programs (Chapter 3), gain sharing 
plans and referral plans (Chapter 4), and sales incentive compensation programs (Chapter 8). 
Bonuses also represent a key component of executive compensation packages.

Companies’ compensation committees recommend bonus awards to boards of directors for 
their approval (as we will discuss later in this chapter). Four types of bonuses are common in 
executive compensation:

•	 Discretionary	bonus
•	 Performance-contingent	bonus
•	 Predetermined	allocation	bonus
•	 Target	plan	bonus

As the term implies, boards of directors award discretionary bonuses to executives on an 
elective basis. They weigh four factors in determining the amount of discretionary bonus: com-
pany profits, the financial condition of the company, business conditions, and prospects for the 
future. For example, boards of directors may award discretionary bonuses to executives when a 
company’s position in the market is strong.

Executives receive performance-contingent bonuses based on the attainment of specific 
performance criteria. The performance appraisal system for determining bonus awards is often 
the same appraisal system used for determining merit increases or general performance reviews 
for salary (Chapter 3).

Unlike the previous executive bonuses, the total bonus pool for the predetermined alloca-
tion bonus is based on a fixed formula. The central factor in determining the size of the total 
bonus pool and bonus amounts is company profits.

The target plan bonus ties bonuses to executives’ performance. The bonus amount increases 
commensurately with performance. Executives do not receive bonuses when their performance 
falls below minimally acceptable standards. The target plan bonus differs from the predeter-
mined	allocation	bonus	in	an	important	way:	Predetermined	allocation	bonus	amounts	are	fixed,	
regardless of how well executives perform.
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Short-Term Incentives
Companies award short-term incentive compensation to executives to recognize their progress 
toward fulfilling competitive strategy goals. Executives may participate in current profit sharing 
plans and gain sharing plans. Table 12-1 describes these plans. Whereas short-term objectives 
reward nonexempt and lower-level management employees for achieving major milestone work 
objectives, short-term incentives applied to executives are designed to reward them for meet-
ing intermediate performance criteria. The performance criteria relate to the performance of a 
company as dictated by competitive strategy. Change in the company’s earnings per share over a 
1-year period, growth in profits, and annual cost savings are criteria that may be used in execu-
tives’ short-term incentive plans.

Short-term incentive compensation programs usually apply to a group of select executives 
within a company. The plan applies to more than one executive because the synergy that results 
from the efforts and expertise of top executives influences corporate performance. The board of 
directors distributes short-term incentive awards to each executive based on rank and compensa-
tion levels. Thus, the CEO will receive a larger performance award than will the executive vice 
president, whose position is lower in the company’s structure than the CEO’s position.

For example, let’s assume that the CEO and executive vice president of a chain of general 
merchandise retail stores have agreed to lead the corporation as the lowest-cost chain of stores in 
the	general	merchandise	retail	industry.	The	CEO	and	executive	vice	president	establish	a	5-year	
plan to meet this lowest-cost competitive strategy. The vice president of compensation recom-
mends that the company adopt a gain sharing program to reward top executives for contributing 
to the cost reduction objective. After 1 year, the complementary decisions made by the CEO and 
executive vice president have enabled the corporation to save $10,000,000. The board of direc-
tors agrees that the executives’ collaborative decisions led to noteworthy progress toward meet-
ing the lowest-cost strategy and award the CEO 2 percent of the annual cost savings ($200,000) 
and the executive vice president 1 percent ($100,000).

Components of Deferred Core Compensation
StoCK ComPenSation Deferred compensation refers to an agreement between an employee 
and	a	company	to	render	payments	to	an	employee	at	a	future	date.	Deferred	compensation	
is a hallmark of executive compensation packages. As an incentive, deferred compensation is 
supposed to create a sense of ownership, aligning the interests of the executive with those of the 

table 12-1  Short-term incentive Compensation: Current Profit Sharing Plans 
and gain Sharing Plans

Current�profit�sharing�plans
As we discussed in Chapter 4, profit sharing plans pay a portion of company profits to employees, 
separate from base pay, cost-of-living adjustments, or permanent merit pay increases. Two basic kinds 
of profit sharing plans are used widely today. First, current profit sharing plans award cash to employ-
ees, typically on a quarterly or annual basis. Second, deferred profit sharing plans place cash awards in 
trust accounts for employees. These trusts are set aside on employees’ behalf as a source of retirement 
income. Current profit sharing plans provide cash to employees as part of their regular core compensa-
tion;	thus,	these	payments	are	subject	to	IRS	taxation	when	they	are	earned.	Deferred	profit	sharing	
plans are not taxed until the employee begins to make withdrawals during retirement.

gain�sharing�plans
As we discussed in Chapter 4, gain sharing describes group incentive systems that provide participat-
ing employees with an incentive payment based on improved company performance such as increased 
productivity, increased customer satisfaction, lower costs, or better safety records. Gain sharing was 
developed so that all employees could benefit financially from productivity improvements that result 
from the suggestion system. Along with serving as a compensation tool, most gain sharing reflects a 
management philosophy that emphasizes employee involvement.
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owners or shareholders of the company over the long term. The amount of long-term incentive 
compensation varies tremendously from CEO to CEO. It isn’t unusual for CEOs to be awarded 
$3 million or more each year.

Apart from the incentive value, deferred compensation provides tax advantages to execu-
tives. In particular, deferring payment until retirement should lead to lower taxation. Why does 
deferment create a tax advantage? Executives do not pay taxes on deferred compensation until 
they receive it. Executives’ income tax rates will presumably be substantially lower during retire-
ment, when their total income is lower, than they are while they are employed.

Company stock shares are the main form of executives’ deferred compensation. As described 
in Chapter 4, company stock represents total equity of the firm. Company stock shares repre-
sent equity segments of equal value. Equity interest increases positively with the number of stock 
shares. Stocks are bought and sold every business day in a public stock exchange. The New York 
Stock Exchange is among the best-known of the stock exchanges. Table 12-2 lists basic termi-
nology pertaining to stocks.

Companies design executive stock compensation plans to promote an executive’s sense 
of ownership of the company. A sense of ownership should presumably motivate executives 
to strive for excellent performance. Stock value generally increases with gains in company 
performance. In particular, a company’s stock value rises in response to reports of profit gains; 
however, factors outside executives’ control often influence stock prices despite executives’ 
performance. For example, forecasts of economywide recession, increases in the national 
unemployment rate, and threats to national security (e.g., the September 11 attacks) often lead 
to declines in stock value.

Six particular forms of deferred (stock) compensation include:

•	 Incentive	stock	options
•	 Nonstatutory	stock	options
•	 Restricted	stock
•	 Phantom	stock	plans
•	 Discount	stock	options
•	 Stock	appreciation	rights

inCentiVe StoCK oPtionS Incentive stock options entitle executives to purchase their 
companies’ stock in the future at a predetermined price. The predetermined price usually 
equals the stock price at the time an executive receives the stock option. In effect, executives 
are purchasing the stocks at a discounted price. Executives generally buy after the price has 
increased dramatically. An executive receives capital gains as the difference between the 
stock price at the time of purchase and the lower stock price at the time an executive receives 
the stock option. Executives receive income tax benefits by participating in incentive stock 
option plans. The federal government does not recognize capital gains until the disposition of 
the stock.

table 12-2 employee Stock terminology

Stock option. A right granted by a company to an employee to purchase a number of stocks at a desig-
nated price within a specified period of time.

Stock grant. A company’s offering of stock to an employee.

Exercise of stock grant. An employee’s purchase of stock, using stock options.

Disposition. Sale of stock by the stockholder.

Fair market value. The average value between the highest and lowest reported sales price of a stock on 
the New York Stock Exchange on any given date. The IRS specifies whether an option has a readily 
ascertainable fair market value at grant. An option has a readily ascertainable fair market value if the 
option is actively traded on an established stock exchange at the time it is granted.
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nonStatutory StoCK oPtionS Much like incentive stock options, companies award stock 
options to executives at discounted prices. In contrast to incentive stock options, nonstatutory 
stock options do not qualify for favorable tax treatment. Executives pay income taxes on the 
difference between the discounted price and the stock’s fair market value at the time of the 
stock grant. They do not pay taxes in the future when they choose to exercise their nonstatutory 
stock options.

Nonstatutory stock options do provide executives an advantage. Executives’ tax liability is 
ultimately lower over the long term: Stock prices generally increase over time. As a result, the 
capital gains will probably be much greater in the future when executives exercise their options 
rather than when their companies grant these options.

reStriCted StoCK The term restricted stock means that executives do not have any ownership 
control	over	the	disposition	of	the	stock	for	a	predetermined	period,	often	5–10	years.	Executives	
must sell the stock back to the company for exactly the same discounted price they had at the 
time of purchase if they terminate their employment before the end of the designated restriction 
period.7 In addition, restricted stock grants provide executives tax incentives. They do not pay tax 
on any income that results from an increase in stock price until after the restriction period ends.8 
Restricted stock is a common type of long-term executive compensation. Boards of directors 
award restricted stock to executives at considerable discounts.

Phantom StoCK A phantom stock plan is a compensation arrangement whereby boards of 
directors promise to pay a bonus in the form of the equivalent of either the value of company 
shares or the increase in that value over a period of time. For instance, a company could promise 
Mary,	its	new	employee,	that	it	would	pay	her	a	bonus	every	5	years	equal	to	the	increase	in	
the equity value of the firm times some percentage of total payroll at that point. Or it could 
promise to pay her an amount equal to the value of a fixed number of shares set at the time the 
promise is made.9	Phantom	stock	plans	are	similar	to	restricted	stock	plans	because	executives	
must meet specific conditions before they can convert these phantom shares into real shares of 
company stock.10 There are generally two conditions. First, executives must remain employed 
for	a	specified	period,	anywhere	between	5	and	20	years.	Second,	executives	must	retire	from	the	
company. Upon meeting these conditions, executives receive income equal to the increase in the 
value of company stock from the date the company granted the phantom stock to the conversion 
date.	Phantom	stock	plans	provide	executives	with	tax	advantages.	Executives	pay	taxes	on	the	
capital gains after they convert their phantom shares to real shares of company stock during 
retirement. Executives’ retirement incomes will probably be significantly less than their incomes 
prior to retirement. Thus, the retirees’ income tax rates will be lower. Employers receive a tax 
deduction in the same amount when employees pay taxes on the capital gains.

diSCount StoCK oPtion PlanS Discount stock option plans are similar to nonstatutory stock 
option plans with one exception. Companies grant stock options at rates far below the stock’s 
fair market value on the date the option is granted. This means that the participating executive 
immediately receives a benefit equal to the difference between the exercise price and the fair 
market value of the employer’s stock.

StoCK aPPreCiation rightS Stock appreciation rights provide executives income at the end 
of a designated period, much like restricted stock options; however, executives never have to 
exercise their stock rights to receive income. The company simply awards payment to executives 
based on the difference in stock price between the time the company granted the stock rights 
at fair market value to the end of the designated period, permitting the executives to keep the 
stock. Executives pay tax on any income from gains in stock value when they exercise their stock 
rights,11 presumably after retirement when their tax rates are lower.

golden ParaChuteS Most executives’ employment agreements contain a golden parachute 
clause. Golden parachutes provide pay and benefits to executives after a termination that results 
from a change in ownership or corporate takeover, that is, the merger or combining of two 
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separate companies. For example, Anheuser-Busch was an independent U.S. corporation known 
for brewing beer, and InBev was an independent corporation in Belgium also known for brewing 
beer. InBev purchased or acquired Anheuser-Busch (the target company) in 2008, creating a 
merged or combined corporation named Anheuser-Bush InBev. Golden parachutes extend pay 
and	benefits	from	1	to	5	years,	depending	on	the	agreement.	Boards	of	directors	include	golden	
parachute clauses for two reasons. First, golden parachutes limit executives’ risks in the event 
of these unforeseen events. Second, golden parachutes promote recruitment and retention of 
talented executives.

Companies benefit from golden parachute payments because they can treat these payments 
as business expenses. This means that companies can reduce their tax liability by increasing 
the parachute amount. The total value of golden parachutes came to exceed executives’ annual 
income	levels	by	far.	Public	outcry	led	to	government-imposed	intervention	that	 limited	tax	
benefits to companies. Companies may generally receive tax deductions on golden parachutes 
that amount to less than several times an executive’s average annual compensation for the 
preceding	5	years.

Platinum ParaChuteS In an ideal world, CEOs will perform on an exemplary basis, 
making decisions to drive up company profits. As you know, we do not live in a perfect world; 
sometimes, CEOs do not perform their jobs well and companies lose out on profit opportunities. 
After a period of unsatisfactory performance as determined by shareholders and other company 
executives, CEOs may often be terminated even before the expiration of their employment 
contracts. Many companies reach agreements with CEOs to terminate employment, awarding a 
platinum parachute as an incentive. Platinum parachutes are lucrative awards that compensate 
departing executives with severance pay, continuation of company benefits, and even stock 
options. Companies use platinum parachutes to avoid long legal battles or critical reports in 
the press essentially by paying off a CEO to give up his or her post. For example, Jay S. Sidhu 
resigned from Sovereign Bancorp amid growing criticism from investors. He left the company 
with	a	platinum	parachute	worth	$73.56	million	 lined	with	$24.4	million	 in	cash	and	stock	
options,	5	years	of	free	health	care,	and	a	3-year,	$40,000	per	month	consulting	contract.

ClawBaCK ProViSionS Clawback provisions in CEO employment contracts allow boards of 
directors to take back performance-based compensation if they were to subsequently learn that 
performance goals were not actually achieved, regardless of whether the CEO was responsible for 
performance falling short of target levels. Increasingly, these provisions are becoming more common 
because of the increasing scrutiny of CEO compensation packages by the public and shareholders, 
particularly since the recent global financial crisis in the late 2000s. For example, Wilmington 
Trust	Corporation	rescinded	more	than	$1.8	million	in	compensation	from	Chief	Executive	Donald	
Foley.	Wilmington	Trust	participated	in	the	TARP	program	(described	earlier	in	this	chapter),	which	
subjected it to strict limits on executive pay. As it turns out, Wilmington’s purchase of another bank 
at a price below market value lowered the overall value of the combined company.

tighter regulation of deferred ComPenSation PlanS Well-publicized corporate 
accounting scandals have recently led to tighter accounting standards. New corporate tax law 
puts tighter restrictions on deferred compensation payouts to prevent corporate executives 
from siphoning money out of their corporations. There specifically was a rash of executives 
withdrawing deferred compensation money before their companies went bankrupt. The most 
well-known scandal occurred at Enron. In response to corporate accounting scandals, the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) administered the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. 
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act is perhaps the most significant legislation because it imposes rigorous 
requirements for companies’ financial disclosure to limit the chance that covert misuses of 
corporate	funds	will	occur.	In	2002,	President	George	W.	Bush	strengthened	the	oversight	of	the	
SEC when he signed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 into law. The act mandated a number of 
reforms to enhance corporate responsibility, enhance financial disclosures, and combat corporate 
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and accounting fraud in response to corporate accounting scandals in Enron, Tyco, and other 
large U.S. corporations. The act established Public Company Accounting Oversight Board 
(PCAOB) to oversee the activities of the auditing profession.

Section 103 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 directs the board to establish auditing and 
related attestation, quality control, ethics, and independence standards and rules to be used by 
registered public accounting firms in the preparation and issuance of audit reports as required by 
the act or the rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission. The board’s Office of the Chief 
Auditor advises the board on the establishment of such auditing and related professional practice 
standards. The board also seeks advice from its Standing Advisory Group and ad hoc task forces 
and working groups.

Employee Benefits: Enhanced Protection Program Benefits and Perquisites
Executives receive discretionary benefits like other employees (e.g., protection program ben-
efits, paid time off, and employee services); however, executives’ discretionary benefits differ 
in two ways. First, protection programs include supplemental coverage that provides enhanced 
benefit levels. Second, the services component contains benefits exclusively for executives. 
These exclusive executive benefits are known as perquisites or perks. Legally required benefits 
apply to executives, with the exception of one provision of the Family and Medical Leave Act 
of 1993.

enhanCed ProteCtion Program BenefitS Supplemental life insurance and supplemental 
executive retirement plans distinguish protection programs for executive employees from 
protection programs for other employees. As discussed in Chapter 9, employer-provided 
life insurance protects employees’ families by paying a specified amount to an employee’s 
beneficiaries upon an employee’s death. Most policies pay some multiple of the employee’s 
salary (e.g., benefits paid at twice the employee’s annual salary). In addition to regular life 
insurance, executives receive supplemental life insurance protection that pays an additional 
monetary benefit. Companies design executives’ supplemental life insurance protection to meet 
two objectives.12 First, supplemental life insurance increases the value of executives’ estates 
bequeathed to designated beneficiaries (usually family members) upon their deaths. Life 
insurance programs may be designed to provide greater benefits than standard plans usually 
allow. Second, these programs provide executives with favorable tax treatments.

Supplemental retirement plans are designed to restore benefits restricted under quali-
fied plans. As discussed in Chapter 10, qualified plans entitle employers to tax benefits from 
their contributions to pension plans. In general, this means that employers may take current tax 
deductions for contributions to fund future retirement income. Employees may also receive some 
favorable tax treatment (i.e., a lower tax rate). In Chapter 10, we discussed the characteristics of 
qualified plans. A qualified plan generally entitles employees to favorable tax treatment of the 
benefits they receive upon their retirement. Any investment income that is generated in the pen-
sion program is not taxed until the employee retires.

The IRS limited the annual earnings amount for determining qualified plan benefits to 
$255,000	in	2013	(indexed	for	inflation,	in	increments	of	$5,000).	In	general,	all	annual	earn-
ings greater than this level cannot be included in defined benefit plan formulas or the calculation 
of annual additions to defined contribution plans. In addition, the IRS limits the annual benefit 
amounts	for	defined	benefit	plans	to	the	lesser	of	$205,000	in	2013,	indexed	for	inflation,	or	100	
percent of the highest average compensation for 3 consecutive years.13 Limits on annual addi-
tions	to	defined	contribution	plans	were	the	lesser	of	$51,000	in	2013,	indexed	for	inflation,	or	
100 percent of the participant’s compensation.14 The annual addition includes employer contri-
butions, employee contributions, and forfeitures allocated to the participant’s account. For exam-
ple,	an	executive’s	three	highest	annual	salaries	are	$690,000,	$775,000,	and	$1,100,000.	The	
average	of	these	three	highest	salaries	is	$855,000.	Of	course,	$205,000	is	less	than	$855,000;	
therefore, an executive’s retirement income based on the company’s qualified pension plan can-
not	exceed	$205,000	adjusted	for	inflation.
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A supplemental retirement plan can make up this difference. For illustrative purposes, let’s 
assume that the annual benefit under a qualified pension plan is 60 percent of the final average 
salary	for	the	past	15	years	of	service,	which	is	$400,000.	Based	on	this	formula,	the	execu-
tive should receive an annual retirement benefit of $240,000 ($400,000 × 60 percent). This 
annual	benefit	exceeds	$205,000	(the	statutory	limit	for	qualified	retirement	plans).	Because	of	
the statutory limit, companies may offer a supplemental executive retirement plan that provides 
the difference between the value derived from the pension formula ($240,000) and the statutory 
limit	($205,000).	In	this	example,	the	executive	would	receive	a	supplemental	annual	retirement	
benefit	of	$35,000.

PerquiSiteS Executive perquisites are an integral part of executive compensation. 
Perquisites	cover	a	broad	range	of	benefits,	from	free	lunches	to	the	free	use	of	corporate	jets.	
Table 12-3	lists	common	executive	perks.	Perquisites	serve	two	purposes.	First,	these	benefits	
recognize executives’ attained status. Membership in an exclusive country club reinforces 
executives’ attained social status. Second, executives use perks for personal comfort or as a 
business tool. For example, a company may own a well-appointed cabin in Vail, Colorado. 
Executives may use the cabin for rest and relaxation or as a place to court new clients or 
close a lucrative business deal. Arranging relaxing weekends in Vail benefits executives and 
their families and provides executives opportunities to develop rapport with prospective 
clients. It is possible that companies will provide cash in lieu of perquisites because of 
stricter	 reporting	requirements	by	 the	Securities	and	Exchange	Commission.	Particularly	
after the corporate scandals at Enron and other corporations, company shareholders expect 
management to display greater accountability for the nonbusiness use of such company 
property as corporate jets. Since 2008, companies have had to report perks valued at $10,000 
or more apiece.

A survey of executive compensation practices revealed that fewer companies are offering 
perks to their chief executive officers, down from 89.8 percent in 2009 to 77.6 percent in 2010.15 
The most common perks offered in 2010 were supplemental life insurance (31.7 percent), com-
pany cars (30.7 percent), and country club memberships (26.1 percent). The prevalence of fewer 
perks offerings may be due to greater economic uncertainties and the recent requirement that 
companies report perks valued at $10,000 or more apiece.

prinCiples anD proCesses for setting 
exeCutive Compensation
We discussed the processes compensation professionals use to reward performance (e.g., 
merit pay and alternative incentive pay methods) and acquisition of job-related knowledge 
and skills (e.g., pay-for-knowledge and skilled-based pay) in previous chapters. Although 
 pay-for-performance is the public rationale for setting executive compensation, reality is often 
quite different. Three alternative theories explain the principles and processes for setting execu-
tive compensation: agency theory, tournament theory, and social comparison theory. We will 
begin by discussing the key players in setting executive compensation.

table 12-3 Common executive Perks

•	 Company	cars

•	 Supplemental	life	insurance

•	 Legal	services	(e.g.,	income	tax	preparation)

•	 Recreational	facilities	(e.g.,	country	club	and	athletic	club	memberships)

•	 Travel	perks	(e.g.,	use	of	corporate	jet)
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The Key Players in Setting Executive Compensation
Different	individuals	and	groups	participate	in	setting	executive	compensation.	They	include	
compensation consultants, compensation committees, and boards of directors. Each plays a dif-
ferent role in setting executive compensation.

exeCutiVe ComPenSation ConSultantS Executive compensation consultants usually 
propose several recommendations for alternate pay packages. Executive compensation consultants 
are often employed by large consulting firms that specialize in executive compensation or advise 
company management on a wide variety of business issues. The regulations involving executive 
compensation plans are extremely complex. To understand them fully requires expertise often 
found in leading executive compensation and benefits consulting firms. Some of the leading and 
most well-respected firms in this area include the following:

•	 Aon	(www.aon.com)
•	 Buck	Consultants	(www.buckconsultants.com)
•	 Frederic	W.	Cook	&	Company	(www.fwcook.com)
•	 The	Hay	Associates	(www.haygroup.com)
•	 Pearl	Meyer	&	Partners	(www.pearlmeyer.com)
•	 Towers	Watson	(www.towerswatson.com)
•	 William	M.	Mercer	(www.mercer.com)

You will find useful updates about executive compensation and benefits on these firms’ 
Web sites.

Consultants make recommendations about what and how much to include in execu-
tive compensation packages based on strategic analyses, which entail an examination of a 
 company’s external market context and internal factors. Examples of external market  factors 
include industry profile, information about competitors, and long-term growth prospects. 
Financial condition is the most pertinent internal factor regarding executive compensation. 
Strategic analyses permit compensation consultants to see where their client company stands in 
the market based on external and internal factors. Strong companies should be able to devote 
more financial resources to fund lucrative executive compensation programs than weaker com-
panies. More often than not, executive compensation consultants find themselves in conflict-
of-interest situations:

Ostensibly, compensation consultants were hired by the CEO to perform an objective 
analysis of the company’s executive pay package and to make whatever recommendations 
the consultant felt were appropriate. In reality, if those recommendations did not cause 
the CEO to earn more money than he was earning before the compensation consultant 
appeared on the scene, the latter was rapidly shown the door.16

Executive compensation consultants’ professional survival may depend on recommending 
lucrative compensation packages. Recommending the most lucrative compensation packages 
will quickly promote a favorable impression of the consultant among CEOs, leading to future 
consulting engagements.

Since 2008, the Securities and Exhange Commission rulings require companies to include the 
identity of the consulting firm in public disclosure statements. This ruling has created concerns 
about possible conflicts of interest for consulting firms that also provide consulting services in 
other areas (e.g., performance management and change management) for the same client firms. 
Executive compensation consulting represents just one of many possible areas of management 
consulting. The conflict potentially arises when a consultant intentionally recommends a more- 
lucrative-than-warranted executive compensation package in the hope of gaining management 
favor and additional other management consulting opportunities. Of course, compensation consult-
ing firms are concerned about the public image of possible conflicts of interest and have considered 
a variety of tactics to ensure the integrity of their recommendations to client firms. For example, 
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there has been some speculation that executive consulting practices will be spun off into indepen-
dent  businesses. Many companies are concerned about their own public image and have instituted 
policies to prevent compensation consultants from conducting other work for management.

Board of direCtorS A board of directors represents shareholders’ interests by weighing the 
pros	and	cons	of	top	executives’	decisions.	Boards	of	directors	have	approximately	15	members.	
These members include CEOs and top executives of other successful companies, distinguished 
community leaders, well-regarded professionals (e.g., physicians and attorneys), and possibly a 
few top-level executives of the company.

Boards of directors give final approval of the compensation committee’s recommendation. 
Some critics of executive compensation have argued that CEOs use compensation to co-opt board 
independence.17 CEOs often nominate candidates for board membership, and their nominations 
usually lead to candidates’ placement on the board. Board members receive compensation for 
their	service	to	the	boards.	It’s	not	uncommon	for	a	board	member	to	earn	more	than	$50,000	
per year plus a fee ($10,000 or more) for each board meeting attended. Along with monetary and 
stock compensation, companies are using such benefits as medical insurance, life insurance, and 
retirement programs to attract top-notch individuals to join boards of directors. In general, board 
members’ failure to cooperate with CEOs may lead either to fewer benefits or their removal.

The board determines the pay of the CEO. But who determines the pay of the outside 
directors? Here, a sort of formal Japanese Kabuki has developed. The board of directors 
determines the pay of the CEO, and for all practical purposes, the CEO determines the 
pay of the board of directors. Is it any accident, then, that there is a statistical relationship 
between how highly the CEO is paid and how highly his outside directors are paid?18

As we will discuss shortly, recent changes in Securities and Exchange Commission rulings 
and	the	passage	of	the	Dodd-Frank	Act	have	increased	the	transparency	of	how	executives	are	
compensated as well as board members’ accountability for approving sound executive compen-
sation packages—supportive of shareholders’ best interests.

ComPenSation Committee Board of directors members within and outside the company make 
up a company’s compensation committee. Outside board members serve on compensation 
committees to minimize conflict of interest. Thus, outside directors usually are the committee’s 
membership majority.

Compensation committees perform three duties. First, compensation committees review 
consultants’ alternate recommendations for compensation packages. Second, compensation 
committee members discuss the assets and liabilities of the recommendations. The complex tax 
laws require compensation committees to consult compensation experts, legal counsel, and tax 
advisors. Third, based on these deliberations, the committee recommends the consultant’s best 
proposal to the board of directors for its consideration.

Theoretical Explanations for Setting Executive Compensation
Three prominent theories describe the processes related to setting executive compensation: 
agency theory, tournament theory, and social comparison theory. The following discussion pro-
vides concrete interpretations of these theories. In addition to the works cited throughout this 
chapter, several excellent scholarly journal articles provide full explanations of these theoretical 
frames as applied to executive compensation.19

agenCy theory Ownership is distributed among many thousands of shareholders in such large 
companies as Microsoft, General Electric, General Motors, and IBM. For example, owning at 
least one share of stock in IBM bestows ownership rights in IBM. Each shareholder’s ownership 
is quite small, amounting to less than 1 percent. Inability to communicate frequently or face to 
face to address business concerns is a major disadvantage of thousands of shareholders.

Under agency theory, shareholders delegate control to top executives to represent their own-
ership interests; however, top executives usually do not own majority shares of their companies’ 
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stocks. As a result, executives usually do not share the same interests as the collective sharehold-
ers. These features make it possible for executives to pursue activities that benefit themselves 
rather than the shareholders. The actions of executives on behalf of their own self-interest are 
known as the agency problem.20 Executives may specifically emphasize the attainment of short-
term gains (e.g., increasing market share through lower costs) at the expense of long-term objec-
tives (e.g., product differentiation). Boards of directors may be willing to provide executives 
generous annual bonuses for attaining short-term gains.

Shareholders negotiate executive employment contracts with executives to minimize loss 
of control. Executive employment contracts define terms of employment pertaining to perfor-
mance standards and compensation, specifically current and deferred compensation and benefits. 
The main shareholder objective is to protect the company’s competitive interests. Shareholders 
use compensation to align executives’ interests with shareholders’ interests. As discussed ear-
lier, boards of directors award company stock to align executives’ interests with shareholders’ 
interests.

tournament theory Tournament theory casts lucrative executive compensation as the 
prize in a series of tournaments or contests among middle- and top-level managers who aspire 
to become CEOs.21 Winners of the tournament at one level enter the next tournament level. 
In other words, an employee’s promotion to a higher rank signifies a win, and more lucrative 
compensation (e.g., higher base pay, incentives, enhanced benefits, and perks) represents the 
prize. The ultimate prize is promotion to CEO and a lucrative executive compensation package. 
The chance of winning competitions decreases dramatically as employees rise through the ranks: 
There are fewer positions at higher levels in corporate hierarchical structures. Figure 12-2 depicts 
a visual representation of CEO compensation as a tournament.
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figure 12-2 Ceo Compensation as a tournament
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SoCial ComPariSon theory According to social comparison theory, individuals need to 
evaluate their accomplishments, and they do so by comparing themselves to similar individuals.22 
Demographic	 characteristics	 (e.g.,	 age	 or	 race)	 and	 occupation	 are	 common	 comparative	
bases. Individuals tend to select social comparisons who are slightly better than themselves.23 
Researchers have applied social comparison theory to explain the processes for setting executive 
compensation.24

As we discussed earlier, compensation committees play an important role in setting 
executive compensation, and compensation committees often include CEOs from other 
companies of equal or greater stature. Based on social comparison theory, compensation 
committee members probably rely on their own compensation packages and the compen-
sation packages of CEOs in companies of equal or greater stature to determine executive 
compensation.

exeCutive Compensation DisClosure rules
Companies that sell and exchange securities (e.g., company stocks and bonds) on public stock 
exchanges are required to file a wide variety of information with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC), including executive compensation practices. The SEC is a nonparti-
san, quasi-judicial federal government agency with responsibility for administering federal 
securities laws. The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 applies to the disclosure of execu-
tive  compensation. In 1992 and 1993, the SEC modified its rules pertaining to the disclosure 
of executive pay.25 Table 12-4 lists types of information about executive compensation that 
companies should disclose. The SEC rulings have two objectives. The first is to clarify the 
presentation of the compensation paid to the CEO and the four most highly paid executives. 
The second is to increase the accountability of company boards of directors for executive 
compensation policies and decisions. Companies’ board members may be subject to personal 
liability for paying excessive compensation. Under securities law, publicly held corporations 
are required to disclose detailed information on executive compensation to shareholders and 
the public. Shareholders can bring derivative lawsuits on behalf of a corporation, claiming that 
executive compensation is excessive.

The courts are thus far generally unwilling to substitute their judgment for the business 
judgment of a board of directors or compensation committee. Nevertheless, these SEC rulings 
suggest that directors should exercise more independent judgment in approving executive com-
pensation plans.

The SEC rules are presented in tabular and graphic forms, making information more 
accessible to the public at large than it was prior to the 1992 and 1993 modifications. These 

table 12-4  Securities and exchange Commission disclosure requirements 
for executive Compensation

•	 Stock	option	and	stock	appreciation	right	tables

•	 Long-term	incentive	plan	table

•	 Pension	plan	table

•	 Performance	graph	comparing	the	company’s	stock	price	performance	against	a	market	index	and	a	
peer group

•	 Report	from	the	compensation	committee	of	the	board	of	directors	explaining	compensation	levels	
and policies

•	 Description	of	the	directors’	compensation,	disclosing	all	amounts	paid	or	payable

•	 Disclosure	of	certain	employment	contracts	and	golden	parachutes
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rules indirectly regulate compensation levels through enhanced public access to information 
by discouraging corporations from granting potentially embarrassing executive pay, especially 
when corporate performance is weak. There are several tables, but the most important here is 
the Summary Compensation Table,26 which discloses compensation information for the CEO 
and	the	four	most	highly	paid	executives	over	a	3-year	period.	As	you	can	see	in	Table 12-5,	
the Summary Compensation Table for General Electric covers the compensation paid to the 
named executive officers during the past completed fiscal year and the two preceding fiscal 
years. The table contains two main subheadings: annual compensation and long-term compen-
sation. Annual compensation includes salary (i.e., base pay), bonus, and other annual compen-
sation. Long-term compensation includes restricted stock awards, stock appreciation rights, 
and long-term incentive payouts. The last column, “All Other Compensation ($),” is a catchall 
column to record other forms of compensation. Information in this column must be described 
in a footnote.

In 2008, the SEC unveiled additional rules for disclosing executive compensation. These 
rules require that companies reveal how much executives are paid, making such previously hard-
to-find information as pension and estimated severance package totals transparent. Although the 
new rules represent a substantial improvement in pay disclosure, the SEC made a revision that 
resulted in a less-meaningful disclosure of stock options.

In 2009, the SEC chairperson announced further changes in the disclosure of executive com-
pensation in a company’s Summary Compensation Table. The change pertains to the reported 
value for stock options and stock awards. The SEC disclosure rules show components of com-
pensation previously hidden as well as provide clarity into elements of compensation already 
disclosed. The most significant changes follow:

Total. The Summary Compensation Table of a company’s proxy will now have a column 
that adds up and displays the total compensation an executive received for the previous year. 
In the SEC pay database this year, this is labeled SEC Total.

table 12-5 2008 Summary Compensation table

Keith S. Sherin,  
Vice Chairman and CFO 2008 $1,500,000 $2,550,000 $2,987,493

2007 $1,354,167 $3,000,000 $3,076,095

2006 $1,225,000 $2,550,000 $2,808,919

Michael A. Neal,  
Vice Chairman 2008 $1,650,000 $2,900,000 $3,512,898

2007 $1,550,000 $3,880,000 $4,212,201

2006 $1,400,000 $3,300,000 $3,906,929

John G. Rice,  
Vice Chairman 2008 $1,650,000 $2,700,000 $3,659,090

2007 $1,550,000 $3,000,000 $4,406,900

2006 $1,400,000 $2,550,000 $4,122,437

Brackett B. Denniston,  
Senior	Vice	President,	General	 
Counsel and Secretary 2008 $1,200,000 $1,850,000 $2,284,110

David R. Nissen,  
Former	President	&	CEO,	GE	Money 2008 $1,350,000 $1,310,000 $6,777,594

Robert C. Wright,  
Former Vice Chairman 2008 $916,667 $2,783,000 —

2007 $2,750,000 $7,590,000 $1,943,665

2006 $2,500,000 $6,900,000 $2,516,712
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Change in Pension Value and Nonqualified Deferred Compensation. This column 
in the Summary Compensation Table shows the increase in actuarial value to the execu-
tive  officer of all defined benefit pension plans and earnings on nonqualified deferred 
 compensation plans.

All Other. This column captures compensation that does not fit in any other column 
of the Summary Compensation Table, including perquisites and other personal items 
(e.g., aircraft usage, car service, and club memberships). Each item of compensation 
included in All Other that exceeds $10,000 will now be separately identified and  quantified 
in a footnote.

Pension Benefits. The new rules require companies to disclose the present value of accu-
mulated pension benefits, showing the total lump sum amount of money an executive would 
receive in retirement.

Severance Benefits. Companies must disclose any termination or change-in-control 
 agreements with executives. They must disclose the specific circumstances that will 
 trigger payment and the estimated total payments and benefits provided for each 
circumstance.

The following table describes each component of the All Other Compensation column.

2008�all�other�Compensation�table
We provide our named executives with additional benefits, reflected in the table below for 2008, that we believe are reasonable, 
competitive, and consistent with the company’s overall executive compensation program. The costs of these benefits constitute only 
a small percentage of each named executive’s total compensation.

name�of� 
Executive

other� 
Benefitsa  

($)

tax� 
paymentsb  

($)

value�of� 
supplemental�life� 

insurance�premiumsc  
($)

payments�relating�to� 
employee�savings�pland  

($)
total� 
  ($)

Immelt 212,293 0 152,476 8,050 372,819
Sherin 178,522 14,403 87,743 8,050 288,718
Neal 185,253 0 150,741 8,050 344,044
Rice 130,547 12,915 109,561 8,050 261,073
Denniston 74,943 21,000 146,864 8,050 250,857
Nissen 34,695 4,923 142,758 8,050 190,426

Wright 1,274,024 13,195 784,789 8,050 2,080,058

a see the 2008 Other benefits table below for additional information.
b this column reports amounts reimbursed for the payment of taxes with respect to financial counseling, tax preparation services, and the 
personal use of car service. starting in 2009, the company will no longer reimburse named executives for the payment of these taxes. see the 
2008 Other benefits table below for the incremental costs associated with providing these services.
c this column reports taxable payments made to the named executives to cover premiums for universal life insurance policies owned by 
the executives. these policies include: (1) executive life, which provides universal life insurance policies for the named executives totaling 
$3 million in coverage at the time of enrollment, increased 4 percent annually thereafter, and (2) leadership life, which provides universal 
life insurance policies for the named executives with coverage of two times their salary plus 100 percent of their latest bonus payments. 
the amount for Mr. Wright also includes supplemental life, the predecessor plan to executive life.
d this column reports company matching contributions to the named executives’ 401(k) savings accounts of 3.5 percent of pay up to 
the limitations imposed under Irs rules.

other benefits
The following table describes other benefits and the cost to the company of providing them. The 
total amount of these other benefits is included in the All Other Compensation Table above for 
each named executive.
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say on pay
President	Barack	Obama	signed	the	Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 
2010 to further enhance the transparency of executive compensation practices. Also commonly 
referred to as the Dodd-Frank Act, the act requires the companies that trade stock on public 
exchanges to comply with three major provisions. The first provision requires say on pay. Say 
on pay gives company shareholders the right to vote yes or no on executive compensation pro-
posals, including current and deferred components, including golden parachute agreements, at 
least once every 3 years. Although the say on pay provision guarantees shareholders the right 
to vote on executive compensation proposals, the vote is nonbinding. That is, the outcome of 
shareholders’ voting does not overrule any compensation decision made by the company’s board 
of directors. The nonbinding vote advises the company’s board of directors of possible concerns 
about the structure of executive compensation packages, including excessive perks and the lack 
of clarity between compensation and business results.

The second provision details independence requirements for compensation committee 
members and their advisors such as compensation consultants and legal counsel. Members of 
compensation committees typically receive compensation for their services, and this practice 
is	considered	to	be	acceptable.	However,	possible	violations	of	the	Dodd-Frank	independence	
requirement may arise when at least one committee member also receives compensation as a 
company employee. For example, a compensation committee member who also serves as the 
company’s executive vice president may be considered violating the independence requirement. 
On the other hand, a compensation committee member who does not receive compensation 
from the company as an employee or external consultant would not violate the independence 
requirement.

2008�other�Benefits
The following table describes other benefits and the incremental cost to the company of providing them in 2008. The total amount 
of these other benefits is included in the 2008 All Other Compensation Table above for each named executive.

name�of�
Executive

use�of�aircrafta  
($)

leased�Carsb  
($)

Financial�Counseling� 
and�tax�preparationc 

($)
otherd  

($)
total� 
($)

Immelt 189,449 0 0 22,844 212,293
Sherin 116,673 31,170 20,575 10,104 178,522
Neal 175,060 0 0 10,193 185,253
Rice 69,484 18,534 18,450 24,079 130,547
Denniston 9,713 28,620 30,000 6,610 74,943
Nissen 0 21,040 7,033 6,622 34,695

Wright 244,083 8,832 12,790 1,008,319 1,274,024

a the calculation of incremental cost for personal use of company aircraft includes the variable costs incurred as a result of personal flight 
activity: a portion of ongoing maintenance and repairs, aircraft fuel, satellite communications, and any travel expenses for the flight crew. 
It excludes nonvariable costs, such as exterior paint, interior refurbishment, and regularly scheduled inspections, which would have been 
incurred regardless of whether there was any personal use of aircraft.
b Includes expenses associated with the leased cars program, such as leasing and management fees, administrative costs, and gas allowance.
c Includes expenses associated with the use of advisors for financial, estate, and tax preparation and planning, as well as investment analysis 
and advice.
d this column reports the total amount of other benefits provided, none of which individually exceeded the greater of $25,000 or 10 percent 
of the total amount of these benefits for the named executive. these other benefits included: (1) car service fees, (2) home alarm and 
generator installation, maintenance, and monitoring, (3) costs relating to company-sponsored events at board meetings for the executives’ 
spouses, (4) participation in the executive products and lighting program pursuant to which executives can receive ge appliances or other 
products with incremental cost calculated based on the fair market value of the products received, and (5) an annual physical examination. 
For Mr. Wright, the amount includes contributions aggregating $1 million made by the company to charitable organizations upon 
Mr. Wright’s retirement as a director.
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Similarly,	the	Dodd-Frank	Act	specifies	independence	requirements	for	advisors	to	the	com-
pensation committee such as compensation consultants and legal counsel. A company’s compen-
sation committee must consider whether the fees charged by advisors exceed reasonable limits 
based on the amount of the fees as a percentage of the company’s total revenue. Another consid-
eration is whether an advisor has a business or personal relationship with committee members.

The third provision requires that companies disclose the circumstances under which an exec-
utive would benefit from a golden parachute arrangement. Specifically, disclosure is required of 
all agreements and understandings that the acquiring and target companies have with the execu-
tive officers of both companies.

exeCutive Compensation: are u.s. exeCutives 
paiD too muCh?
Are	U.S.	executives	paid	too	much?	Popular	press	and	newspaper	accounts	generally	suggest	
that executives are overpaid. Of course, you should form your own opinion based on the follow-
ing pertinent information:

•	 Comparison	between	executive	compensation	and	other	worker	groups
•	 Strategic	questions:	Is	pay	for	performance?
•	 Ethical	considerations:	Is	executive	compensation	fair?
•	 International	competitiveness

Comparison between Executive Compensation 
and Compensation for Other Worker Groups
The	median	annual	earnings	for	all	civilian	workers	was	$45,790	in	May	2012.27 Among the 
nonexecutive employees, shampooers earned the least (median annual earnings = $18,600) and 
anesthesiologists earned the most (median annual earnings = $232,830).28 The typical annual 
salary	and	annual	bonus	for	chief	executives	in	2011	was	about	$3.5	million.29

Strategic Questions: Is Pay for Performance?
There are several measures of corporate performance (Table 12-6). Are CEOs compensated com-
mensurately with their companies’ performance? It is difficult to answer just yes or no because 
the evidence is mixed based on decades of academic research and the compensation of executives 
relative to company performance; therefore, a simple statement cannot be made about the rela-
tionship between CEO pay and company performance. Shareholder returns most often describe 
company performance, but there are complex forces beyond the control of CEOs that may influ-
ence shareholder returns. For example, in the pharmaceutical industry, substantial investments 
in research to identify promising medicines require trial and error before a promising outcome 
occurs in the laboratory. Then lengthy clinical trials that span multiple years may show that the 
new medication does not cure an illness for which it was created. Such public failures often 
result in lower confidence in the company, which often translates into lower shareholder returns. 
In the intervening time, the company hires a new CEO who was not involved in the decision to 
pursue the failed initiative, raising the question whether she should receive lower compensation 
following a decline in shareholder returns.

Ethical Considerations: Is Executive Compensation Fair?
Is executive compensation fair? Three considerations drive this question: companies’ abilities 
to attract and retain top executives, income disparities between executives and other employees, 
and layoffs of thousands of nonexecutive employees.

attraCt and retain toP exeCutiVeS Many compensation professionals and board of 
directors members argue that the trends in executive compensation are absolutely necessary for 
attracting and retaining top executives.
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inCome diSParitieS Table 12-7 illustrates the marked income disparity between annual pay for 
various nonexecutive jobs and pay for CEOs. The typical annual earnings for the lowest-paid 
occupation	(shampooers)	amounted	to	a	mere	0.53	percent	(yes,	about	than	one-half	of	1	percent)	of	
the average annual CEO salary and bonus. The ratio of highest-paid occupation (anesthesiologiests) 
to the average annual CEO salary and bonus was not much better (i.e., 6.7 percent). Said differently, 
the typical CEO’s annual salary plus bonus was 178 times greater than the typical shampooer’s 
annual pay and nearly 21 times greater than the typical anesthesiologiest’s annual pay!

layoffS Borne By worKerS But not exeCutiVeS Millions of workers have been laid off since 
1990. Between late 2008 and mid-2009 alone, more than 2 million employees lost their jobs.30 
Top management typically advances several reasons that necessitate these layoffs (e.g., global 
competition, reductions in product demand, technological advances that perform many jobs 
more efficiently than employees, mergers and acquisitions, establishing production operations 
in foreign countries with lower labor costs, and the steep economic downturn following the 
recession). A scant few executives lost their jobs, but millions of workers lost theirs in the years 
following the attacks of September 11.

table 12-6 Corporate Performance measures

size
•	 Sales

•	 Assets

•	 Profits

•	 Market	value

•	 Number	of	employees

growth
•	 Sales

•	 Assets

•	 Profits

•	 Market	value

•	 Number	of	employees

profitability
•	 Profit	margin

•	 Return	on	assets	(ROA)

•	 Return	on	equity	(ROE)

Capital�markets
•	 Dividend	yield

•	 Total	return	to	shareholders

•	 Price–earnings	ratio

•	 Payout

liquidity
•	 Current	ratio

•	 Quick	ratio

•	 Working	capital	from	operations

•	 Cash	flow	from	operations

leverage
•	 Debt-to-equity	ratio

•	 Short-term	vs.	long-term	debt

•	 Cash	flow	vs.	interest	payments
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International Competitiveness
Increased global competition has forced companies in the United States to become more produc-
tive. Excessive expenditures on compensation can threaten competitive advantage. Compensation 
expenditures are excessive when they outpace the quality and quantity of employees’ contri-
butions. In addition, compensation expenditures may be excessive when they are substantially 
higher than competitors’ compensation outlays. Concerns about U.S. companies’ competi-
tiveness in global markets are common because of the vast differences in compensation levels 
between the CEOs of U.S. and foreign companies.

international ComPenSation ComPariSonS The SEC rules require the disclosure of 
executive compensation in U.S. companies; however, comparable rules do not exist in foreign 
countries. As a result, it is difficult to make detailed comparisons between U.S. and foreign 
executive compensation.

undermining u.S. ComPanieS’ aBility to ComPete At present, there is no evidence showing 
that U.S. executive compensation pay practices have undermined U.S. companies’ ability 
to compete with other companies in the global marketplace. Might executive compensation 
practices undermine U.S. companies’ competitiveness in the future?

On one hand, it is reasonable to predict that CEO pay will not undermine U.S. companies’ 
ability to compete because CEO pay increased as company profits increased. On the other hand, 
the current wave of widespread layoffs may hinder U.S. companies’ competitiveness. The U.S. 
companies use layoffs to maintain profits and cut costs, heightening workers’ job insecurities. 
The remaining workers may lose their faith in pay-for-performance systems and their trust in 
their employers as colleagues lose their jobs and CEOs continue to receive higher compensation. 
Workers may not feel that working hard will lead to higher pay or job security; therefore, they 
may choose not to work proficiently. As a result, reduced individual performance and destabi-
lized workforces may make it difficult for U.S. companies to compete against foreign companies.

table 12-7  Selected median annual nonexecutive 
earnings, may 2012

occupation annual�earnings�($)

Anesthesiologists 232,830

Lawyers 130,880

General and operations managers 114,850

Registered nurses 67,930

Construction workers 43,860

Office clerks 29,270

Teacher assistants 25,310

Shampooers 18,600

Source: u.s. bureau of labor statistics. (2013). Occupational Employment 
Wages—May 2012. available: www.bls.gov, accessed april 7, 2013.

ComPenSation in aCtion

executive compensation, long under the watchful eye of the pub-
lic and politicians, has been under a microscopic lens during the 
recent global economic crisis. executive compensation decisions 
are approved in the end by the board of directors (in response 
to recommendations provided to them by the compensation 
committee of the board and external executive compensation 

consultants); however, line managers and hr should seek to 
understand the principles being applied and the compensation 
plans being employed. this knowledge will help as employees 
raise questions about executive compensation, and it will make 
you more aware of practices that are fair and successful versus 
practices that are blatantly contrary to law, thus being able to 
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MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .

enD of Chapter

summary
We reviewed the components and principles of execu-
tive compensation. The components include base pay, 
bonuses, short-term incentives, stock and stock option 
plans, enhanced benefits, and perquisites. Next, we 
examined the principles and processes underlying execu-
tive compensation. Finally, we addressed whether U.S. 
executive compensation is excessive. Although popular 

press accounts suggest that it is, you will have to form 
your own opinion, particularly as you assume compensa-
tion management responsibilities for your employer. As 
a compensation professional, you are likely to face many 
difficult questions from employees regarding the ratio-
nale for and the fairness of lucrative executive compensa-
tion packages.

protect the company and its employees. perhaps if line managers 
and hr managers had been more vigilant about these processes, 
the tragedies at enron and tyco would never have occurred.

Action checklist for line managers  
and HR—assessing executive compensation  
in your company

hr takes the lead
•	 Conduct	an	analysis	of	the	company’s	culture,	ideals,	val-

ues, and history. Does the executive compensation plan 
align with those factors?

•	 Is	the	executive	compensation	plan	balanced	with	regards	
to cash versus equity, reward versus risk, short-term ver-
sus long-term performance? an overemphasis on any 
one side could result in behaviors that help executives but 
hurt the shareholders and the company in the end.

•	 What	severance	plans	are	being	offered?	Do	the	platinum	
parachutes in your company essentially minimize all risks 
for executives? Will the financial windfall be so large that 
an executive has little reason to avoid failure?

•	 If	you	believe	the	practices	of	your	organizations	are	
not in accordance with the disclosure regulations of the 
seC or the requirements outlined explicitly under the 
sarbanes-Oxley act, it may be necessary for you to bring 
this to the attention of line managers. together you can 
take these concerns to the proper people inside or out-
side the company.

line managers take the lead
•	 What	are	the	objectives	by	which	the	executives	in	your	

company are being measured? are these similar to the 
objectives by which you are measured?

•	 What	are	the	long-term	incentives?	Is	this	completely	tied	
to stock price? Ideally, the long-term plan should include 
multiyear stock and a cash plan. With the plan too tied to 
stock price (through stock options), the wrong behaviors 
are encouraged and shareholders suffer in the long term. 
(Note: at the start of 2000, 90 percent of long-term 
incentives were in the form of stock options; now it is 
closer to 50 percent.)

Conduct analysis of
company culture and

history 

Understand objectives
by which executives
are being measured

Confirm whether
the plan is balanced by

long-term and short-term
incentives

Identify the severance
plans that are to be

offered executives who
are forced out

Identify the rewards
that are being offered

to incentivize long-term
goals and results

Report
improprieties to
proper officials
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 Discussion Questions
 12-1. What can be done to make the function of com-

pensation committees consistent with sharehold-
ers’ interests? Explain your answer.

 12-2. Which component of compensation is most 
essential to motivate executives to lead compa-
nies	toward	competitive	advantage?	Discuss	your	
rationale.

 12-3. Why do companies pay exorbitant compensation 
packages to their senior executives even though 

such an approach may not necessarily guarantee 
business success under their leadership?

 12-4. Discuss	the	differences	between	enhanced	benefits	
and perquisites.

 12-5. Consult three recent articles (from newspapers, 
Internet news sources, or business magazines) on 
executive pay. Using these articles, describe the 
main issues and then your opinion about whether 
(or how) executive pay practices should change.

Case
Ceo�pay�in�the�news

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

A recent campaign by organized labor unions has brought the issue of executive compensation into the 
public eye. Media coverage of executive compensation concerns has been extensive over the past few weeks 
with articles in national publications and a featured story on a television special, in addition to stories on 
local news stations. This extensive coverage has highlighted public concerns of the high level of pay that 
top executives receive. The union promotes an executive compensation awareness campaign every year as a 
strategy to build awareness of perceived inequities between the pay of CEOs and frontline employees. Such 
awareness often prompts employees to consider forming a union, resulting in the growth of national unions.

The publicity has caused some turmoil at Oakwood Lawns. For the first time, the company’s CEO pay 
is featured as an example of perceived excess in the executive suite. Several field managers have been in 
touch	with	Don	Henry,	the	director	of	human	resources,	to	report	that	employees	are	outraged	at	the	rate	
of pay of the company CEO and other top executives. In addition to the company’s desire to remain union-
free,	Don	also	knows	that	such	outrage	could	lead	to	low	morale	and	other	problems	at	Oakwood.
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The union targeted Oakwood because it is a big company that has faced some financial challenges. The 
landscaping	company	has	more	than	15,000	employees	in	offices	throughout	the	Midwest,	and	most	of	its	
employees are frontline laborers. The media coverage has been extensive in the area, and many company 
employees who viewed the story were surprised to learn the CEO is among the highest paid in the United 
States. The news was especially difficult to hear as the company recently announced that employees would 
not receive an annual pay increase due to the financial challenges the company is facing.

Oakwood	CEO’s	annual	salary	is	$975,000.	Add	in	a	bonus,	stock	awards,	retirement	benefits,	and	
other benefits, and his total compensation is close to $10 million a year. The average landscaping technician 
is	paid	$28,000	annually.	The	disparity	is	clear,	and	Don	must	now	plan	a	response	to	address	the	employ-
ees’ concerns.

Questions:
 12-6. What	additional	information	about	the	CEO’s	pay	package	should	Don	identify	to	potentially	

share with the employees?
 12-7. How	can	Don	explain	the	pay	disparity	to	the	employees	to	ease	their	concerns	about	the	fairness	

of the CEO’s pay?

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

  12-8. Discuss	the	six	forms	of	deferred	(stock)	compensation.
  12-9.  Briefly discuss the current core compensation and employee benefits of executive 

compensation.
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Learning Objectives

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. List and define each of the four groups of contingent workers and the reasons for U.S. 
employers’ increased reliance on them.

2. Discuss at least one compensation issue and one employee benefits issue for each of 
the four groups of contingent workers.

3. List the four categories of flexible work schedules.

4. Summarize one pay and employee benefits issue for flexible work schedules, 
 compressed workweeks, and telecommuting arrangements.

5. Describe at least three reactions unions have about the use of contingent work and 
flexible work schedule arrangements.

6. Identify two strategic issues and choices companies have regarding the use of 
 contingent workers.

Changing business conditions and personal preferences for flexibility to accommodate non-
work demands have led to an increase in contingent workers and the use of flexible work 

schedules in the United States. Companies employed as many as 5.7 million contingent workers 
in February 2005, representing about 4 percent of total employment.1 Likewise, the complexities 
of employees’ personal lives (e.g., dependent children and elderly relatives, dual career couples, 
and disabilities) make working standard 8-hour days for 5 consecutive days every week difficult. 
About 27 million employees worked flexible work schedules during May 2004.2 Altogether, con-
tingent and flexible-schedule employees represent about 27.5 percent of the U.S. civilian labor 
force. (These statistics represent the most recently available comprehensive data at the time of pub-
lication; data on contingent workers and workers on flexible schedules are collected infrequently.)

This chapter looks at compensation issues for contingent workers and demonstrates that 
compensating contingent workers is a complex proposition. Human resource (HR) and com-
pensation professionals encounter tremendous challenges in managing both the core and contin-
gent workforces. Many companies employ both types of workers, often in the same jobs. To the 
casual onlooker, including coworkers, there are no visible differences between these workers; 
however, HR and compensation professionals must take many factors into consideration.

MyManagementLab®

 Improve Your Grade!
When you see this icon, visit www.mymanagementlab.com for activities that are 
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Compensating the Flexible WorkForCe
Contingent Employees and Flexible Work Schedules13
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The previous chapters addressed compensation issues for core employees. Core employees 
have full-time jobs (i.e., they work at least 35 hours per week), and they generally plan long-term 
or indefinite relationships with their employers. In addition, all core employees were assumed 
to work standard schedules (i.e., fixed 8-hour work shifts, 5 days per week). Compensation 
 practices differ somewhat for the flexible workforce.

the Contingent WorkForCe
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, contingent workers3 are those who do not 
have an implicit or explicit contract for ongoing employment. Persons who do not expect to 
continue in their jobs for such personal reasons as retirement or returning to school are not 
considered contingent workers, provided that they would have the option of continuing in the 
job were it not for these reasons. Figure 13-1 details questions that determine whether workers 
expect their employment to continue, that is, whether their work arrangement is considered to be 
contingent.

The duration of their employment varies according to their convenience and employers’ 
business needs. A slightly larger proportion of contingent workers than noncontingent workers 
were women (49 versus 47 percent). Contingent workers most commonly hold professional (e.g., 
accountant), clerical (e.g., secretary), or laborer (e.g., construction worker) positions; they per-
form jobs in the service and retail trade industries. More and more companies favor contingent 
employment to control staffing levels and costs.

Groups of Contingent Workers
There are four distinct groups of contingent workers:

•	 Part-time	employees
•	 Temporary	and	on-call	employees
•	 Leased	employee	arrangements
•	 Independent	contractors,	freelancers,	and	consultants

Table 13-1 shows the number of contingent workers in categories.

Part-time emPLOyees The Bureau of Labor Statistics distinguishes between two kinds of part-
time employees: voluntary and involuntary. A voluntary part-time employee chooses to work 
fewer than 35 hours per regularly scheduled workweek. In some cases, individuals supplement 
full-time employment with part-time employment to meet financial obligations.

Some workers, including a small but growing number of professionals, elect to work part-
time as a lifestyle choice. These part-timers sacrifice pay, and possibly career advancement, in 
exchange for more free time to devote to family, hobbies, and personal interests. They often have 
working spouses whose benefits, generally including medical and dental insurance, extend cov-
erage to family members.

table 13-1 number of contingent employees, February 2005

Type of Contingent Workers number

Part-time employees 2,294,000

On-call employees 2,500,000

Temporary help agency workers 1,200,000

Leased employees    813,000

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. (2005). Contingent and Alternative 
Employment Arrangements, February 2005. USDL: 05-1433. Available: www.bls 
.gov/ncs/cps/, accessed April 6, 2013.
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Involuntary part-time employees work fewer than 35 hours per week because they are 
unable to find full-time employment. Involuntary part-time work represents the lion’s share of all 
part-time employment. There is a commonly held but inaccurate stereotype of involuntary part-
time workers as being low skilled and uninterested in career advancement. To the contrary, many 
involuntary part-time workers hold entry-level career-track jobs.4 Although we have discussed 

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1. Some people are in temporary
jobs that last only for a limited
time or until the completion of a
project. Is your job temporary?

3. Are you working
only until a specific
project is completed?

4. Were you hired to
temporarily replace
another worker?

5. Were you hired for
a fixed period of time?

6. Is your job a year-round
job or is it only
AVAILABLE during
certain times of the year?

Year-round
or certain times

A year or less and
responded "no" to

More than a year

Employment
expected to continue

Employment NOT
expected to continue

Personal
reason

Economic
reason

Q 3, 4, 5, and
"year round" to Q6

8. What is the
main reason you
expect to stay at
your current job for
less than a year?

9. If it were not for
this reason, could
you have kept
working at the job
you had last week?

A year or less and
responded "yes" to
Q 3, 4, or 5 or
"certain times" to Q6

7. How much longer do you
expect to work in your
current job?

No

No

2. Provided the economy does not
change and your job performance
is adequate, can you continue to
work for your current employer
as long as you wish?

Figure 13-1 Questions that Determine Whether Workers expect  
their employment to continue

Source: Polivka, A. E. (1996). Contingent and alternative work arrangements, defined. Monthly Labor Review, 
119(10), p. 5.
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voluntary and involuntary part-time work as part of the contingent workforce, it is important to 
emphasize that many core workers negotiate part-time schedules with employers.

Table 13-2 lists the specific reasons for part-time work and the number of individuals who 
work part-time, defined as fewer than 35 hours weekly, for each reason. As previously noted, 
some individuals who usually work full-time also hold part-time jobs. Others typically work 
part-time jobs only. Companies may experience advantages and disadvantages from employ-
ing part-time workers. Flexibility is the key advantage. Most companies realize a substantial 
cost savings because they offer few or no discretionary benefits. In addition, companies realize 
cost savings for benefits that are linked to hours worked (e.g., retirement plan contributions). 
Table 13-3 shows employers’ costs for providing various discretionary benefits and legally 
required benefits to full-time and part-time employees. Employers save considerable money in 
the areas of paid leave, insurance, and legally required benefits.

Companies also save on overtime pay expenses. Hiring part-time workers during peak 
business periods minimizes overtime pay costs. As we discussed in Chapter 2, the Fair Labor 
Standards Act of 1938 (FLSA) requires that companies pay nonexempt employees at a rate 
equaling one and one-half times their regular hourly pay rates. Retail businesses save by employ-
ing part-time sales associates during the peak holiday shopping season.

Job sharing is a special kind of part-time employment agreement. Two or more part-time 
employees perform a single full-time job. These employees may perform all job duties or share 
the responsibility for particular tasks. Some job sharers meet regularly to coordinate their efforts. 

table 13-2  reason for Working Less than 35 Hours per Week, 
2012 (numbers in thousands)

reason for Working less  
than 35 hours Total

Usually Work 
Full-Time

Usually Work 
Part-Time

Total, 16 years and over 34,425 9,324 25,101

Economic reasons 8,122 1,828 6,294

Slack work or business conditions 5,255 1,587 3,668

Could only find part-time work 2,541 — 2,541

Seasonal work 212 126 85

Job started or ended during week 114 114 —

Noneconomic reasons 26,303 7,497 18,806

Child-care problems 853 67 786

Other family or personal obligations 4,631 661 3,970

Health or medical limitations 790 — 790

In school or training 5,765 88 5,678

Retired or Social Security limit on  
 earnings

2,313 — 2,313

Vacation or personal day 3,586 3,586 —

Holiday, legal, or religious 530 530 —

Weather-related curtailment 263 263 —

All other reasons 7,571 2,302 5,269

Average hours:

Economic reasons 22.7 23.9 22.4

Other reasons 21.2 24.7 19.9

Note: Dash indicates no data or data that do not meet publication criteria.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. (February 5, 2013). Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population 
Survey. Available: http://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat20.htm, accessed April 6, 2013.
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Job sharing represents a compromise between employees’ needs or desires not to work full-time 
and employers’ needs to staff jobs on a full-time basis. Both employers and employees benefit 
from the use of job sharing. Table 13-4 lists some of the benefits of job sharing to employers and 
employees.

temPOrary anD On-caLL emPLOyees Companies traditionally hire temporary employees for 
two reasons. First, temporary workers fill in for core employees who are on approved leaves 
of absence, including sick leave, vacation, bereavement leave, jury duty, and military leave. 
Second, temporary workers offer extra sets of hands when companies’ business activities peak, 
during such times as the holiday season for retail businesses or summer for amusement parks. 
Temporary employees perform jobs on a short-term basis usually measured in days, weeks, or 
months.

Companies have been hiring temporary workers for three additional reasons. First, tempo-
rary employment arrangements provide employers the opportunity to evaluate whether legiti-
mate needs exist for creating new positions. Second, temporary employment arrangements give 
employers the opportunity to decide whether to retain particular workers on an indefinite basis. 
“The temp job is often what one university placement director calls the ‘3-month interview’—and 

table 13-3  employers’ Hourly costs for Full- and Part-time 
employee benefits, December 2012

benefit Full-Time ($) Part-Time ($)

Paid leave   2.52 0.42

Supplemental pay   1.03 0.19

Insurance   2.92 0.76

Retirement and savings   1.31 0.25

Legally required benefits   2.62 1.65

Total hourly benefits costs 10.41 3.26

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. (2013). Employer Costs for Employee 
Compensation, December 2012. USDL: 13-0421. Washington, DC: U.S. 
Government Printing Office.

table 13-4 benefits of job sharing

Benefits to Employers

•	 Maintenance	of	productivity	because	of	higher	morale	and	maintenance	of	employee	skills

•	 Retention	of	skilled	workers

•	 Reduction	or	elimination	of	the	training	costs	that	result	from	retraining	laid-off	employees

•	 Greater	flexibility	in	deploying	workers	to	keep	operations	going

•	 Minimization	of	postrecession	costs	of	hiring	and	training	new	workers	to	replace	those	who	found	
other jobs during layoff

•	 Strengthening	employees’	loyalty	to	the	company

Benefits to Employees

•	 Continued	employee	benefits	protection

•	 Continued	employment	when	the	likelihood	of	unemployment	is	high

•	 Maintenance	of	family	income

•	 Continued	participation	in	qualified	retirement	programs
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a gateway to a full-time job and perhaps a new career.”5 In effect, the temporary arrangement 
represents a probationary period, when employers observe whether workers are meeting job 
performance standards. As a corollary, such temporary arrangements provide workers the chance 
to decide whether to accept employment on a full-time basis after they have had time to “check 
things out.” Third, employing temporary workers is often less costly than employing core work-
ers because temporary workers are less likely to receive costly discretionary benefits (e.g., medi-
cal insurance coverage).

Companies hire temporary employees from a variety of sources. The most common source is 
a temporary employment agency. In 2005, companies employed approximately 1.2 million tem-
porary workers (most current data available at time of publication).6 Most temporary employment 
agencies traditionally placed clerical and administrative workers. Now, some temporary agencies 
also place workers with specialized skills (e.g., auditors, computer systems analysts, and lawyers). 
These agencies are becoming more common.

Companies generally establish relationships with temporary employment agencies based on 
several factors. First, companies consider agencies’ reputations as an important factor, judging 
reputations by how well agencies’ placements work out. Some agencies place a wide range of 
employees, yet others specialize in one type of placement (e.g., financial services professionals). 
When companies plan to hire a variety of temporary workers, it is often more convenient to work 
with agencies that do not specialize. Companies should ultimately judge these agencies’ place-
ment records for each type of employee.

Second, companies also should consider agencies’ fees. Cost is a paramount consideration 
for companies that are pursuing lowest-cost competitive strategies. Temporary agencies base 
fees as a percentage of their placements’ pay rates. The percentage varies from agency to agency. 
The competition among temporary agencies fortunately keeps these rates in check.

Although temporary employees work in a variety of companies, their legal employers are the 
temporary employment agencies. Temporary employment agencies take full responsibility for 
selecting temporary employee candidates and determine candidates’ qualifications through inter-
views and testing. Many temporary agencies train candidates to use such office equipment as fax 
machines, e-mail, and spreadsheet and word processing software programs, particularly for cleri-
cal and administrative jobs. Temporary employees receive compensation directly from the agency.

Companies may hire temporary employees through other means. For example, some compa-
nies hire individuals directly as temporary workers. Under direct hire arrangements, temporary 
employees typically do not work for more than 1 year. In addition, the hiring companies are the 
temporary workers’ legal employers. Thus, companies take full responsibility for all HR func-
tions that affect temporary employees, including performance evaluation, compensation, and 
training.

On-call arrangements are another method for employing temporary workers. On-call 
employees work sporadically throughout the year when companies require their services. 
Companies can schedule workers for several days or weeks in a row. Some unionized skilled 
trade workers are available as on-call employees when they are unable to secure permanent, 
full-time employment. These employees’ unions maintain rosters of unemployed members who 
are available for work. When employed, on-call workers are employees of the hiring companies. 
Thus, the hiring companies are responsible for managing and implementing HR policies, includ-
ing compensation.

LeaseD emPLOyee arrangements Lease companies employ qualified individuals and place 
them in client companies on a long-term basis. Most leasing companies bill the client for the 
direct costs of employing the workers (e.g., payroll, benefits, and payroll taxes) and then charge 
a fixed fee. Lease companies base these fees on either a fixed percentage of the client’s payroll 
or a fixed fee per employee.

Leasing arrangements are common in the food service industry. ARAMARK Food Services 
is an example of a leasing company that provides cafeteria services to client companies. 
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ARAMARK staffs these companies’ in-house cafeterias with cooks, food preparers, and check-
out clerks. These cafeteria workers are employees of the leasing company, not the client com-
pany. Leasing companies also operate in other industries, including security services, building 
maintenance, and administrative services. Lease companies and temporary employment agencies 
are similar because both manage all HR activities. Thus, lease companies provide both wages 
and benefits to their employees. Lease companies and temporary employment agencies differ 
in an important respect, however. Lease company placements generally remain in effect for the 
duration of the lease company’s contract with the host company.

inDePenDent cOntractOrs, FreeLancers, anD cOnsuLtants Independent contractors, 
freelancers, and consultants (the term independent contractor will be used in this discussion) 
establish working relationships with companies on their own rather than through temporary 
employment agencies or lease companies. Independent contractors typically possess specialized 
skills that are in short supply in the labor market. Companies select independent contractors to 
complete particular projects of short-term duration (i.e., usually a year or less). Adjunct faculty 
members represent a specific example of independent contractors. Colleges and universities hire 
them to cover for permanent faculty members who are on sabbatical leave or until they hire 
tenure-track replacements. In addition, some companies staff segments of their workforces with 
independent contractors to contain discretionary benefits costs.

Reasons for U.S. Employers’ Increased Reliance on Contingent Workers
Structural changes in the U.S. economy have contributed to the rise of contingent employment:

•	 Economic	recessions
•	 International	competition
•	 Shift	from	manufacturing	to	a	service	economy
•	 Rise	in	female	labor	force	participation
•	 Runaway	costs	to	provide	employer-sponsored	health	insurance

ecOnOmic recessiOns Many companies layoff segments of their workforces during economic 
recessions as a cost-control measure. Following economic recessions, some companies restore 
staffing levels with permanent employees. Many companies are increasingly restoring staffing 
levels with contingent workers. Since the early 1970s, the U.S. economy experienced several 
economic recessions. These repeated recessions have shaken employers’ confidence about future 
economic prosperity. Staffing segments of workforces with contingent workers represents a form 
of risk control because employers save on most discretionary benefits costs. In addition, com-
panies can terminate contingent workers’ services more easily: These employment relationships 
are explicitly tentative. Both the host employer and the workers understand that these engage-
ments are of limited duration.

internatiOnaL cOmPetitiOn International competition is another pertinent structural change. 
American companies no longer compete just against each other. Many foreign businesses have 
demonstrated the ability to manufacture goods at lower costs than their American competitors. 
As a result, successful American companies have streamlined operations to control costs. These 
companies are saving costs by reducing the numbers of core employees and using contingent 
workers as an alternative.

tHe sHiFt FrOm manuFacturing tO a service ecOnOmy The service sector refers to six 
broad divisions of industries: transportation, communication, and public utilities; wholesale 
trade; retail trade; finance, insurance, and real estate; services; and government. Manufacturing 
companies’ (e.g., automobile makers and textiles) employment declined substantially during the 
past several years,7 and economic forecasts predict a loss of jobs in the manufacturing and min-
ing sectors through 2018.8 During this period, a steady decrease in employment in manufacturing 
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industries is expected to be offset by a substantial rise in employment in the retail trade and 
 service sectors such as professional and business services as well as health care and social assis-
tance.9 Service sector employment is expected to add nearly 15 million new jobs to the economy 
by 2018.10 In addition, contingent workers typically find employment in service businesses, 
which are more labor intensive than capital intensive (e.g., heavy manufacturing equipment).

A number of trends depict a society that is in some ways increasingly dedicated to future 
investment by means of both capital and increased effort. Business-oriented services—
such as upgrading of software and intelligent machinery, services related to construction, 
and improvement of business processes with the aid of consultants—may all be interpreted 
as present investments for a wealthier future. The extension of business operating hours 
may be interpreted in the same way. Even two rapidly increasing social services, daycare 
and residential care, enable some people to work outside the home instead of caring for 
relatives, and to contribute to economic expansion.11

rise in FemaLe LabOr FOrce ParticiPatiOn The increase in female participation in the 
labor force has promoted growth in the use of contingent workers. One-income families were 
 commonplace until the early 1970s, and males headed these households. Since then, several 
 economic recessions in the United States left large numbers of individuals unemployed.

Many wives entered the labor force temporarily to supplement family income during their 
husbands’ unemployment spells.12 The majority took low-paying jobs as clerical or service 
workers because they did not have sufficient education to attain high-paying jobs. Even educated 
women could not find high-paying jobs because the recessions limited such opportunities. As a 
result, many well-educated women also assumed low-paying clerical or service positions.

A large segment of these women remained in the contingent labor force following the end 
of these economic recessions because their husbands’ salaries did not keep up with inflation. 
Contingent employment enabled women to balance the demands of home and work. Although 
men have been taking greater responsibility for child rearing, women still bear the brunt of these 
duties.13 Thus, contingent employment, compared with core employment, affords women oppor-
tunities to balance the demands of home and work.

The rise in single-parent households also contributed to the rise in contingent employment. 
Many single female parents possess low levels of education, which limits job opportunities. As a 
result, single mothers accept such low-paying contingent jobs as domestic work, retail sales, and 
low-level clerical positions. Apart from low educational attainment, single mothers accept con-
tingent work because it enables them to spend more time with their children. As an aside, these 
women generally cannot afford to pay for regular day care services.

A large segment of well-educated females enter the contingent workforce because of dual-
career pressures. In many areas of the country, employers have the luxury of large pools of edu-
cated, skilled workers who have followed as their spouses pursue job opportunities. These areas 
typically have few large employers such as in Fort Collins, Colorado, and Champaign-Urbana, 
Illinois, where universities are the main employers. Many spouses with professional credentials 
take low-paying, part-time jobs because there are few good job opportunities.

runaWay cOsts tO PrOviDe emPLOyer-sPOnsOreD HeaLtH insurance Both 
 employees and employers place a great deal of significance on company-sponsored health 
insurance benefits. Of course, company-sponsored programs provide employees with the 
means to afford expensive health care services. Companies stand to gain from sponsoring 
these benefits in at least two ways, as we noted in Chapter 10. First, a healthier workforce 
should experience a lower incidence of sickness absenteeism. By keeping absenteeism in 
check, a company’s overall productivity and product or service quality should be higher. 
Second, health insurance offerings should help the recruitment and retention of employees. 
It’s not surprising that a large percentage of companies include health insurance programs 
as a feature of employee benefits programs, extending coverage to substantial numbers of 
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employees and their dependents. At the same time, the rampant rise in health care prices is 
putting substantial pressure on cost-conscious companies.

The most recent comprehensive national data indicate that just more than approximately 
86 percent of all full-time private sector employees had access to employer-sponsored health 
insurance programs in March 2012.14 In contrast, only 24 percent of part-time employees had 
access to such plans. Health insurance premiums are quite high, often amounting to as much as 
one-third of annual benefits costs. Most companies choose not to offer health care benefits to 
part-time workers (and other contingent workers for that matter) because the cost of employ-
ers’ contributions to provide health insurance coverage is about the same for full- and part-time 
employees. Part-time employees work far fewer hours than full-time employees, in effect mak-
ing the hourly cost of benefits substantially higher for part-time employees than for full-time 
employees. For example, in March 2012, employers spent an average $467 per employee per 
month for life, health, and disability insurance.15 The employer’s hourly cost to provide health 
care insurance per full-time employee per hour is approximately $2.92 . For part-time employ-
ees, the amount is $0.76.

Health insurance premiums are likely to increase based on the trend in prices for medical 
services, perhaps increasing the likelihood that companies will rely on contingent employment 
relationships. For example, the prices for medical care services overall have increased nearly 
400 percent since 1982 (compared with about a 200 percent increase for all goods and services 
purchased by consumers during the same period). The substantially higher rate increases for 
medical services may be explained by several factors, including:

•	 Longer	life	expectancies
•	 Aging	baby	boom–era	individuals	who	place	higher	demands	on	health	care
•	 Advances	in	medical	research	that	add	such	diagnostic	tests	and	treatments	as	substantially	

more effective (and expensive) treatments to save low-birth-weight babies
•	 A	general	tendency	for	the	health	profession	and	family	members	to	treat	death	as	unnatu-

ral rather than as a natural ending to life, leading to higher expenditures to prolong the lives 
of the terminally ill

There is no reason to expect that health care costs will decrease in the foreseeable future. 
Continuing medical research, more advanced diagnostic tools, and higher demand due to the 
aging population and for better treatment will contribute to higher costs.

pay and employee beneFits For 
Contingent Workers
Compensation practices for contingent workers vary. We will discuss these practices shortly. 
Nevertheless, all parties involved in employing contingent workers possess liability under federal 
and state laws, including:

•	 Overtime	and	minimum	wages	required	under	the	FLSA
•	 Paying	insurance	premiums	required	under	state	workers’	compensation	laws
•	 Nondiscriminatory	compensation	and	employment	practices	under	the	Employee	

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), 
and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)

Temporary employment agencies and leasing companies that place workers in clients’ firms are 
liable under these laws. In addition, the client company may also be liable. “The fact that a worker 
is somebody else’s employee while he or she is on your premises, or performing services for the 
business, is not necessarily a defense to alleged violations of federal and state labor laws including 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, the Fair Labor Standards Act, and the Americans with Disabilities 
Act.”16 As we discussed in Chapter 2, each of these laws applies to compensation practice.
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Part-Time Employees
Companies that employ part-time workers are the legal employers, as is the case for core employ-
ees. Compensating part-time employees poses the following challenges for employers:

•	 Should	companies	pay	part-time	workers	on	an	hourly	basis	or	a	salary	basis?
•	 Do	equity	problems	arise	between	core	employees	and	part-time	employees?
•	 Do	companies	offer	benefits	to	part-time	workers?

Pay Part-time employees earn less, on average, than core employees. In March 2012, part-time 
workers in private industry earned an average $11.95 per hour, whereas full-time employees 
earned $23.22 per hour.17 Full-time management and professional employees earned $37.05 per 
hour, whereas their part-time counterparts earned $26.70 per hour. Full-time production work-
ers earned substantially more than their part-time counterparts ($17.57 per hour versus $11.09 
per hour). Full-time service employees similarly earned more than part-timers ($12.16 per hour 
versus $9.18 per hour).18

Companies often expect salaried part-time employees to do much more than their fair share 
of the work because the effective hourly pay rate decreases as the number of hours worked 
increases. An explicit agreement pertaining to work-hour limits can minimize this problem. An 
agreement similarly may specify explicit work goals. On the other hand, companies may avoid 
this problem by paying part-time employees on an hourly basis. Part-time and full-time employ-
ees may perceive the situation as inequitable under certain circumstances. For example, equity 
problems may arise when salaried full-time employees and hourly part-time employees work 
together. It is possible that highly skilled full-time employees might effectively be underpaid 
relative to less-skilled part-time employees performing the same work (i.e., full-time employees’ 
“hourly” pay rate will be lower when they perform more and better work in a shorter period than 
less-skilled part-time workers).

emPLOyee beneFits Companies generally do not provide discretionary benefits to part-time 
employees; however, benefits practices for part-time workers vary widely according to com-
pany size as well as between the private and public sectors. In March 2012, approximately 
38 percent of part-time employees had access to retirement benefits compared to 78 percent 
of full-time employees.19 As noted earlier, fewer part-time workers had access to medical care 
benefits.

Employers are not required to offer protective insurance (e.g., medical, dental, vision, 
or life insurance) to part-time employees; however, part-time employees who do receive 
health insurance coverage under employer-sponsored plans are entitled to protection under 
the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA). As discussed in Chapter 2, 
COBRA provides employees the opportunity to continue receiving employer-sponsored health 
care insurance coverage temporarily following termination or layoff. Employees who qual-
ify for COBRA protection receive insurance coverage that matches the coverage level during 
employment.

Employers may be required to provide qualified retirement programs to part-time  employees.20 
Part-time employees who meet the following two criteria are eligible to participate in qualified 
retirement programs:

•	 Minimum	age	of	21	years
•	 Completion	of	at	least	1,000	hours	of	work	in	a	12-month	period	(i.e.,	“year	of	service”)

Special considerations apply to seasonal employees’ eligibilities for qualified retirement 
benefits because most seasonal employees do not meet the annual service pension eligibility 
criterion. Maritime industries such as fishing represent seasonal employment, and fishermen are 
seasonal employees. The Department of Labor defines 125 service days as the “year of service” 
for maritime workers. Part-time and seasonal employees cannot be excluded from pension plans 
if they meet the Department of Labor’s “year of service” criterion.
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Temporary Employees
Temporary employment agencies are the legal employers for temporary employees. Temporary 
employment agencies are therefore responsible for complying with federal employment leg-
islation with one exception (i.e., workers’ compensation), which we will address shortly. 
Compensating temporary employees poses challenges for companies.

•	 Do	equity	problems	arise	between	core	employees	and	temporary	employees?
•	 How	do	the	FLSA	overtime	provisions	affect	temporary	employees?
•	 Do	companies	offer	temporary	workers	benefits?
•	 Who	is	responsible	for	providing	workers’	compensation	protection:	the	temporary	agency	

or	the	client	company?

Pay Temporary workers who worked full-time typically earned $414 per week in February 2005, 
and those working on a part-time basis earned $224 per week (again, the most recently avail-
able information).21 Pay rates varied widely by occupation and workers’ particular qualifications. 
Equity problems may (or may not) arise where core and temporary employees work together. On 
one hand, temporary employees may work diligently because they know that their assignments in 
client companies are explicitly of limited duration. In addition, frequent moves from one company 
to the next may limit workers’ opportunities or desires to build careers with any of these compa-
nies. Furthermore, temporary workers may neither take the time nor have the time to scope out 
pay differences because their engagements are brief (i.e., anywhere from 1 day to a few weeks). 
These temporary employees are therefore not likely to perceive inequitable pay situations.

On the other hand, some temporary employees may not work diligently because they did not 
choose temporary employment arrangements. Individuals who lose their jobs because of a sud-
den layoff and who have few core job alternatives are most susceptible. Pay differences between 
these temporary employees and core employees are likely to intensify perceptions of inequity.

It is important to distinguish between temporary employees and seasonal employees for 
determining eligibility under the FLSA minimum wage and overtime pay provisions. Companies 
hire temporary employees to fill in as needed. This means that companies may hire temporary 
employees at any time throughout a calendar year; however, seasonal employees work during set 
regular periods every year. Lifeguards on New England beaches are seasonal employees because 
they work only during the summer months when people visit beaches to swim. Summer camp 
counselors are also seasonal employees.

The FLSA extends coverage to temporary employees. Temporary employment agencies 
must therefore pay temporary workers at least the federal minimum wage rate. In addition, the 
FLSA requires employers to provide overtime pay at one and one-half times the normal hourly 
rate for each hour worked beyond 40 hours per week. Host companies are responsible for FLSA 
compliance if temporary employment agencies are not involved, as in the case of direct hire or 
on-call arrangements.

Some seasonal employees are exempt from the FLSA’s minimum wage and overtime pay 
provisions.22 The FLSA itself as drafted does not explicitly address minimum wage and overtime 
pay practices for seasonal employees; however, professional legal opinions were added as needed 
to resolve ambiguities and guide practice. The opinions pertain to specific employers’ questions 
about the act’s scope of coverage (e.g., the applicability of FLSA overtime and minimum wage 
provisions to seasonal amusement park workers). Professional opinions do not automatically 
generalize to all seasonal employees. For example, all amusement or recreational establishment 
employees are covered by the FLSA’s minimum wage and overtime pay provisions when the 
establishments operate at least 7 months per year; however, youth counselors employed at sum-
mer camps are generally exempt from the FLSA minimum wage and overtime pay provisions.

emPLOyee beneFits Anecdotal evidence indicates that companies typically do not provide 
 discretionary benefits to temporary employees. This information should not be surprising. As 
we discussed earlier, many companies employ temporary workers to minimize discretionary 
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benefits costs; however, temporary employees (and seasonal workers) are eligible for qualified 
pension benefits if they meet ERISA’s minimum service requirements for seasonal and part-time 
employees, as discussed earlier.

The dual employer common law doctrine establishes temporary workers’ rights to receive 
workers’ compensation.23 According to this doctrine, temporary workers are employees of both 
temporary employment agencies and the client companies. The written contract between the 
employment agency and client company specifies which organization’s workers’ compensation 
policy applies in the event of injuries.

Leased Workers
Designating leased employees’ legal employers is less clear than it is for part-time and tempo-
rary employees. Leasing companies are the legal employers regarding wage issues and legally 
required benefits; however, leasing companies and client companies are the legal employers 
regarding particular discretionary benefits. Compensating leased employees is therefore complex.

•	 Do	leased	employees	receive	discretionary	benefits?
•	 Who	is	responsible	for	providing	discretionary	benefits:	the	leasing	company	or	the	client	

company?

Pay In February 2005, leased employees who worked on a full-time basis typically earned 
$756 per week; part-time leased workers earned $204.24 Detailed systematic compensation data 
for leased employees are currently very limited. It is therefore not possible to compare leased 
employees’ and core employees’ wages and salaries.

emPLOyee beneFits Both pension eligibility and discretionary benefits are key issues. Leased 
employees are generally entitled to participation in the client companies’ qualified retirement pro-
grams; however, the leasing company becomes responsible for leased employees’ retirement benefits 
when the safe harbor rule25 requirements are met. Table 13-5 lists the safe harbor rule requirements.

Another section of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) influences companies’ discretionary 
benefits policies (excluding retirement benefits) for leased employees.26 Under this rule, client 
companies are responsible for providing leased employees with group medical insurance, group 
life insurance, educational assistance programs, and continuation coverage requirements for group 
health plans under COBRA.

Independent Contractors, Freelancers, and Consultants
The Bureau of Labor Statistics does not monitor pay levels for independent contractors. 
Companies are not obligated to pay the following on behalf of independent contractors, freelanc-
ers, and consultants:

•	 Federal	income	tax	withholding.

table 13-5 safe Harbor rule requirements

•	 The	leased	employee	must	be	covered	by	the	leasing	company’s	pension	plan,	which	must	(1)	be	
a money purchase plan with a nonintegrated employer contribution rate for each participant of at 
least 10 percent of compensation, (2) provide for full and immediate vesting, and (3) allow each 
employee of the leasing organization to immediately participate in such a plan; and

•	 Leased	employees	cannot	constitute	more	than	20	percent	of	the	recipient’s	“nonhighly		compensated	
workforce.” Nonhighly compensated workforce means the total number of (1) nonhighly 
 compensated individuals who are employees of the recipient and who have performed services 
for the recipient for at least 1 year or (2) individuals who are leased employees of the recipient 
( determined without regard to the leasing rules).

Source: I.R.C. §414(n)(5).
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•	 Overtime	and	minimum	wages	required	under	the	FLSA;	however,	employers	are	obligated	
to pay financially dependent workers overtime and minimum wages.

•	 Insurance	premiums	required	under	state	workers’	compensation	laws,	except	where	states	
explicitly require that companies maintain workers’ compensation coverage for all workers 
regardless of whether they are independent contractors.

•	 Protection	under	the	Employee	Retirement	Income	Security	Act	of	1974	(ERISA),	the	
Family and Medical Leave Act, the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), Title VII of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

To determine whether employees are financially dependent, employers must first apply the 
economic reality test. Table 13-6 lists the criteria to determine whether workers are financially 
dependent on the employer. For example, are topless nightclub dancers entitled to minimum 
wage	under	FLSA?	A	nightclub’s	owners	claimed	that	the	dancers	were	not	eligible	because	they	
were independent contractors:

•	 The	dancers	could	perform	whenever	and	wherever	they	wanted.
•	 The	club	had	no	control	over	the	manner	of	performance.
•	 The	dancers	must	furnish	their	own	costumes.

A federal district court ruled that the nightclub’s topless dancers were entitled to minimum 
wage because they were economically dependent on the nightclub.27 The dancers were economi-
cally dependent on the nightclub for the following reasons:

•	 The	club	owners	set	hours	in	which	the	dancers	could	perform.
•	 The	club	owners	issued	guidelines	on	dancers’	behavior	at	the	club.
•	 The	club	owners	deducted	20	percent	from	the	credit	card	tips	of	each	dancer	to	cover	

administrative costs.

Again, employers’ obligations under many federal and state employment laws depend on 
whether workers are employees or independent contractors. Companies must use the IRC’s right 
to control test to determine whether such individuals are employees or independent contractors. 
Possessing the right to control work activities classifies individuals as employees rather than 
independent contractors. Table 13-7 lists 20 criteria of the right to control test.

Flexible Work sChedules: Flextime, 
Compressed WorkWeeks, and teleCommuting
Many companies now offer employees flexible work schedules to help them balance work and 
family demands. Flextime and compressed workweek schedules are the most prominent flex-
ible work schedules used in companies. Flexible work schedule practices apply to both core 

table 13-6  economic reality test: six criteria to Determine Whether Workers 
are Financially Dependent on the employer

1. The extent to which the worker has the right to control the result of the work and the manner in 
which the work is performed

2. The degree to which the individual is “economically dependent” on the employer’s business or, in 
other words, the amount of control the employer has over the individual’s opportunity to realize a 
profit or sustain a loss

3. The extent to which the services are an integral part of the employer’s business operations

4. The amount of initiative or level of skill required for the worker to perform the job

5. The permanency, exclusivity, or duration of the relationship between the employer and the worker

6. The extent of the worker’s investment in equipment or materials required for the job
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table 13-7  right to control test: 20 Factors to Determine Whether 
an employer Has the right to control a Worker

 1. Instructions. Requiring a worker to comply with another person’s instructions about when, where, 
and	how	he	or	she	is	to	work	ordinarily	indicates	an	employer–employee	relationship.

 2. Training. Training a worker indicates that the employer wants the services performed in a particular 
manner and demonstrates the employer’s control over the means by which the result is reached.

 3. Integration. Integration of the worker’s services into the business operations and the dependence 
of success or continuation of the business on the worker’s services generally indicate that the 
worker is subject to a certain amount of direction and control by the employer.

 4. Services rendered personally. If the services must be rendered personally, then the employer 
is presumably interested in the methods used to accomplish the work as well as the result, and 
 control is indicated.

 5. Hiring, supervising, and paying assistants. The employer’s hiring, supervising, and paying the 
worker’s assistants generally indicates control over the worker; however, if it is the worker who 
hires, supervises, and pays his or her assistants and is ultimately responsible for their work, then 
the worker has an independent contractor status.

 6. Continuing relationship. A continuing relationship between the worker and the employer 
	indicates	that	an	employer–employee	relationship	exists.

 7. Set hours of work. The establishment of set hours of work by the employer indicates control.

 8. Full-time required. If the worker must devote full-time to the employer’s business, the employer 
has control over the worker’s time. An independent contractor, on the other hand, is free to work 
when and for whom he or she chooses.

 9. Doing work on employer’s premises. If the work is performed on the employer’s premises, control 
is suggested, especially if the work could be performed elsewhere.

 10. Order or sequence set. If a worker must perform services in the order or sequence set by the 
employer, control is indicated because the worker is unable to follow his or her own pattern of work.

 11. Oral or written reports. Requiring the worker to submit regular or written reports to the employer 
suggests control.

 12. Payment by hour, week, or month.	Payment	by	the	hour,	week,	or	month	suggests	an	employer–
employee relationship unless it is just a convenient way of paying a lump sum agreed upon as the 
cost of a job. Payment by the job or on commission generally indicates an independent contractor 
status.

 13. Payment of business or traveling expenses, or both. If the employer ordinarily pays the worker’s 
business or traveling expenses, the worker is an employee.

 14. Furnishing of tools and materials. If the employer furnishes significant tools, materials, and other 
equipment,	an	employer–employee	relationship	usually	exists.

 15. Significant investment by worker. If a worker invests in facilities that he or she uses to perform 
services and that are not typically maintained by an employee (e.g., rental of office space), an 
independent contractor status is usually indicated. Lack of investment in facilities tends to indicate 
that the worker depends on the employer for such facilities.

 16. Realization of profit or loss. A worker who cannot realize a profit or suffers a loss as a result of 
his or her services generally is an employee.

 17. Working for more than one firm at a time. If a worker performs more than de minimis services 
for a multiple of unrelated persons or firms at the same time, independent contractor status is 
 generally indicated.

 18. Making services available to general public. If a worker makes his or her services available to the 
general public on a regular and consistent basis, independent contractor status is indicated.

 19. Right to discharge. The employer’s right to discharge a worker indicates employee status.

 20. Right to terminate. If a worker can terminate his or her relationship with the employer at any time 
without incurring liability, employee status is indicated.

Source: Rev. Rul. 87-41, 1987-1 C.B. 296.
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employees and contingent employees. Research shows that employees highly value flexibility as 
a workplace policy.

Flextime Schedules
Flextime schedules allow employees to modify their work schedules within specified limits set 
by the employer. Employees adjust when they will start work and when they will leave. Flextime, 
however, generally does not lead to reduced work hours. For instance, an employee may choose 
to work between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m., 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., or 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.

All workers must be present during certain workday hours when business activity is reg-
ularly high. This period is known as core hours. The number of core hours may vary from 
company to company, by departments within companies, or by season. Although employees are 
relatively free to choose start and completion times that fall outside core hours, management 
must carefully coordinate these times to avoid understaffing. Some flextime programs incorpo-
rate a banking hours feature that enables employees to vary the number of work hours daily as 
long as they maintain the regular number of work hours on a weekly basis.

Employers can expect three possible benefits from using flextime schedules. First, flextime 
schedules lead to less tardiness and absenteeism. Flexibly defining the workweek better enables 
employees to schedule medical and other appointments outside work hours. As a result, workers 
are less likely to be late or miss work altogether.

Second, flexible work schedules should lead to higher work productivity. Employees have 
more choice about when to work during the day. Individuals who work best during the morning 
hours may schedule morning hours, and individuals who work best during the afternoons or eve-
nings can choose these times. In addition, possessing the flexibility to attend to personal matters 
outside work should help employees focus on doing better jobs.

Third, flexible work schedules benefit employers by creating longer business hours and bet-
ter service. Staggering employees’ schedules should enable businesses to stay open longer hours 
without incurring overtime pay expenses. In addition, customers should perceive better service 
because of expanded business hours. Companies that conduct business by telephone on national 
and international bases are more likely to be open during customers’ normal operating hours in 
other time zones.

Two possible limitations of flexible work schedules are increased overhead costs and coor-
dination problems. Maintaining extended operations leads to higher overhead costs, including 
support staff and utilities. In addition, flexible work schedules may lead to work coordination 
problems when some employees are not present at the same time.

Compressed Workweek Schedules
Compressed workweek schedules enable employees to perform their work in fewer days than 
a regular 5-day workweek. As a result, employees may work four 10-hour days or three 12-hour 
days. These schedules can promote companies’ recruitment and retention successes by:

•	 Reducing	the	number	of	times	employees	must	commute	between	home	and	work
•	 Providing	more	time	together	for	dual-career	couples	who	live	apart

Telecommuting
Telecommuting represents an alternative work arrangement in which employees work at home 
or at some other location besides the office. Telecommuters generally spend part of their time 
working in the office and the other part working at home. This alternative work arrangement is 
appropriate for work that does not require regular direct interpersonal interactions with other 
workers (e.g., accounting, systems analysis, and telephone sales). Telecommuters stay in touch 
with coworkers and superiors through e-mail, telephone, and faxes. Table 13-8 summarizes the 
variety of possible telecommuting arrangements.
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Potential benefits for employers include increased productivity and lower overhead costs 
for office space and supplies. Telecommuting also serves as an effective recruiting and reten-
tion practice for employees who strongly desire to perform their jobs away from the office. 
Employers may also increase the retention of valued employees who choose not to move when 
their companies relocate.

Employees find telecommuting beneficial. Telecommuting enables parents to be near their 
infants or preschool-age children and to be home when older children finish their school days. In 
addition, telecommuting arrangements minimize commuting time and expense, which are excep-
tional in such congested metropolitan areas as Boston, Los Angeles, and New York City. Travel 
time may increase threefold during peak “rush hour” traffic periods. Parking and toll costs can be 
hefty. Monthly parking rates alone often exceed thousands of dollars per car. Finally, employees’ 
involvement in office politics will be reduced, which should promote higher job performance.

Telecommuting programs may also lead to disadvantages for employers and employees. 
Some employers are concerned about not having direct contact with employees, which makes 
conducting performance appraisals more difficult. Employees sometimes feel that work-at-home 
arrangements are disruptive to their personal lives. In addition, some employees feel isolated 
because they do not personally interact as often with coworkers and superiors.

Flexible Work Schedules: Balancing the Demands of Work Life and Home Life
Some U.S. companies use flexible work schedules to help employees balance the demands of 
work life and home life. Flextime, compressed workweeks, and telecommuting should provide 
single parents or dual-career parents the opportunity to spend more time with their children. 
Flextime gives parents the opportunity to schedule work around special events at their children’s 
schools. Compressed workweeks enable parents on limited incomes to save on day care costs by 
reducing the number of days at the office. Parents can benefit from telecommuting in a similar 
fashion. Likewise, dual-career couples living apart also benefit from flexible work schedules. 
Compressed workweeks and telecommuting reduce the time spouses have to spend away from 
each other.

pay and employee beneFits For 
Flexible employees
The key pay issue for flexible work schedules is overtime pay. The main employee benefits 
issues are paid time off benefits and working condition fringe benefits.

table 13-8 alternative telecommuting arrangements

•	 Satellite work center. Employees work from a remote extension of the employer’s office that 
includes a clerical staff and a full-time manager.

•	 Neighborhood work center. Employees work from a satellite office shared by several employers.

•	 Nomadic executive office. Executives who travel extensively maintain control over projects 
through use of telephone, fax, and e-mail.

•	 Employees sometimes work entirely outside the office. Others might work off-site only once a 
month	or	2–3	days	a	week.

•	 Telecommuters can be full- or part-time employees.

•	 Telecommuting arrangements can be temporary or permanent. A temporarily disabled employee 
may work at home until fully recovered. A permanently disabled employee may work at home 
exclusively.

Source: Adapted from Bureau of National Affairs, Telecommuting. (2005). Compensation & Benefits. 
Available: www.bna.com, accessed March 7, 2005.
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Pay
In many cases, “flexible” employees work more than 40 hours during some weeks and fewer 
hours during other weeks. The FLSA requires that companies compensate nonexempt employees 
at an overtime rate equal to one and one-half times the normal hourly rate for each hour worked 
in excess of 40 hours per week. The overtime provisions are based on employees working set 
hours during fixed work periods. How do FLSA overtime provisions apply to flexible work 
schedules?

Let’s assume the following flexible work schedule: An employee works 40 hours during 
the first week, 30 hours during the second week, and 50 hours during the third week. Although 
this employee worked 40 hours per week, on average, for the 3-week period ([40 + 30 + 50 
hours]/ 3 weeks), is that employee entitled to overtime pay for the additional 10 hours worked 
during	the	third	week?

Some employees’ weekly flexible schedules may fluctuate frequently and unpredictably 
according to such nonwork demands as chronically ill family members. Unpredictable flexible 
schedules make overtime pay calculations difficult. It is possible that companies may make inad-
equate or excessive overtime payments. A Supreme Court ruling (Walling v. A. H. Belo Corp.)28 
requires employers to guarantee fixed weekly pay for employees whose work hours vary from 
week to week:

•	 The	employer	typically	cannot	determine	the	number	of	hours	employees	will	work	each	
week.

•	 The	workweek	period	fluctuates	both	greater	and	less	than	40	hours	per	week.

This pay provision guarantees employees fixed weekly pay regardless of how many hours 
they work, and it enables employers to control weekly labor cost expenditures. The use of 
compressed workweek schedules may lead to differences in overtime practices in some states. 
Whereas the federal government bases overtime pay on a weekly basis, some states use other 
time bases to determine overtime pay eligibility. Table 13-9 lists maximum hour provisions for 
select states. As you can see, there is wide variation in daily overtime practices.

Employee Benefits
Flexible workweek schedules have the greatest impact on paid time off benefits. Many compa-
nies determine employees’ sick leave benefits and vacation days based on the number of hours 
they work each month. The determination of paid vacation and sick leave for employees on stan-
dard work schedules is relatively straightforward; however, flexible employees work fewer hours 
some months and more hours during other months. This variability complicates companies’ cal-
culations of paid time off benefits.

Another issue is the treatment of paid time off for holidays. Under standard work schedules, 
the vast majority of employees work five 8-hour days from Monday through Friday. For exam-
ple, all employees take Thanksgiving Day off (a Thursday) with pay. Under flexible schedules, 
some employees may not be scheduled to work on Thursdays. As a result, standard-schedule 
employees receive 1 day off with pay during Thanksgiving week, and some flexible employees 
work their regular schedules, missing a paid day off from work. Companies must establish poli-
cies that provide flexible workers with comparable paid time off benefits or alternative holidays. 
Such policies are necessary to maintain equity among employees; however, scheduling alterna-
tive holidays may lead to coordination problems for small companies: Companies with small 
staffs may not have enough employees to cover for flexible workers during their alternative 
holiday time off work.

An employee benefits issue known as working condition fringe benefits applies to telecom-
muters. Employers are likely to provide telecommuters with the necessary equipment to perform 
their jobs effectively while off-site: computers, modems, printers, photocopy machines, sundry 
office supplies, and Telex machines. In addition, some employers provide similar equipment to 
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employees who wish to work additional hours outside their regular work schedules during the 
evenings or weekends. This arrangement does not qualify as telecommuting.

The IRS treats the home use of office equipment and supplies as employees’ taxable income 
when the use falls outside established telecommuting relationships; however, employees are not 
taxed when the home use of employer-provided equipment falls within established telecommut-
ing relationships. Under this condition, the IRS treats the home use of employer-provided equip-
ment as a working condition fringe benefit.

unions’ reaCtions to Contingent Workers 
and Flexible Work sChedules
Unions generally do not support companies’ use of contingent workers and flexible work sched-
ules. Most union leaders believe that alternative work arrangements threaten members’ job security 
and are prone to unfair and inequitable treatment. The most common concerns include:

•	 Employers	exploit	contingent	workers	by	paying	them	lower	wages	and	benefits	than	core	
employees.

•	 Employers’	efforts	to	get	cheap	labor	will	lead	to	a	poorly	trained	and	less	skilled	work-
force that will hamper competitiveness.

•	 Part-time	employees	are	difficult	to	organize	because	their	interests	are	centered	on	activi-
ties outside the workplace. Part-time workers are therefore probably not good union 
members.

•	 Part-time	employment	erodes	labor	standards:	Part-time	workers	are	often	denied	fringe	
benefits, job security, and promotion opportunities. Increasing part-time employment 
would promote inequitable treatment.

table 13-9 maximum Hours before Overtime for selected states

Alaska

Under a voluntary flexible work hour plan approved by the Alaska Department of Labor, a 10 hour day, 
40 hour workweek may be instituted with premium pay after 10 hours a day instead of after 8 hours.

California

Any work in excess of 8 hours in one workday and any work in excess of 40 hours in one workweek 
and the first 8 hours worked on the seventh day of work in any one workweek shall be at the rate of 
one and one-half times the regular rate of pay. Any work in excess of 12 hours in one day and any 
work in excess of 8 hours on any seventh day of a workweek shall be paid no less than twice the regular 
rate of pay. California Labor Code section 310. Exceptions apply to an employee working pursuant 
to an alternative workweek adopted pursuant to applicable Labor Code sections and for time spent 
 commuting. (See Labor Code sections 510 for exceptions.)

Rhode Island

Time and one-half premium pay for work on Sundays and holidays in retail and certain other busi-
nesses is required under two laws that are separate from the Fair Labor Standards Act minimum wage 
provision.

Oregon

Premium pay required after 10 hours a day in nonfarm canneries, driers, or packing plants and in mills, 
factories, or manufacturing establishments (excluding sawmills, planning mills, shingle mills, and 
 logging camps).

Washington

Premium pay is not applicable to employees who request compensating time off in lieu of premium pay.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor. (2013). Minimum Wage Laws in the States. Available: http://www.dol 
.gov/whd/minwage/america.htm#footnote, accessed June 6, 2013.
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•	 Temporary	employees	generally	have	little	concern	about	improving	the	productivity	of	a	
company for which they will work for only a brief period.

•	 Unions’	bargaining	power	becomes	weak	when	companies	demonstrate	their	ability	to	per-
form effectively with temporaries.

•	 The	long	days	of	compressed	workweeks	or	flextime	could	endanger	workers’	safety	and	
health, even if the workers choose these long days themselves.

•	 Concerns	about	employee	isolation,	uncompensated	overtime,	and	company	monitoring	in	
the home are among the reasons unions have been reluctant to permit telecommuting by 
their members.

Unions’ positions against contingent employment are unlikely to change because this prac-
tice undermines efforts to secure high wages and job security for members; however, some 
unions, particularly in the public sector, have begun to accept the use of flexible work schedules. 
The benefits of these arrangements (e.g., increased productivity, lower absence rates, and tardi-
ness) strengthen unions’ bargaining power.

strategiC issues and ChoiCes in using 
Contingent and Flexible Workers
What role do contingent workers and flexible work schedules play in promoting competitive 
advantage?	These	work	arrangements,	when	properly	applied,	can	ultimately	contribute	to	meet-
ing the goals of cost control and product or service innovation; however, the rationale for the 
appropriateness of contingent employment and flexible work schedules differs according these 
objectives.

A cost control objective requires firms to reduce output costs per employee. Contingent 
employment saves companies considerable amounts of money because they do not give 
these workers most discretionary benefits or provide less generous amounts of such benefits. 
Discretionary benefits represent a significant fiscal cost to companies.

Employers’ use of well-trained contingent workers also contributes through reduced train-
ing costs; however, not all contingent workers know company-specific work practices and pro-
cedures. Company-specific training represents a significant cost to companies. Companies that 
do not employ contingent workers long enough to realize the productivity benefits from train-
ing undermine cost control objectives. Company-sponsored training may seem to contradict the 
lowest-cost imperative in the short term.

The following factors can increase short-term costs:

•	 Costs	of	training	materials	and	instructors’	professional	fees
•	 Downtime	while	employees	are	participating	in	training
•	 Inefficiencies	that	may	result	until	employees	master	new	skills

A longer-term perspective, however, may lead to the conclusion that contingent work 
arrangements support the lowest-cost imperatives. Over time, productivity enhancements and 
increased flexibility should far outweigh the short-run costs if companies establish track records 
of high productivity, quality, and exemplary customer service.

Flexible schedules should also contribute to lowest-cost imperatives. Limited evidence sug-
gests that flexible employees demonstrate lower absenteeism than employees with fixed work 
schedules.

A product and service innovation objective requires creative, open-minded, risk-taking 
employees. Compared with cost control objectives, companies that pursue differentiation strate-
gies must take a longer-term focus to attain their preestablished objectives. Both arrangements 
should contribute to innovation; however, systematic studies that demonstrate these relationships 
are lacking. Contingent employment probably is appropriate because companies will benefit 
from the influx of “new” employees from time to time who bring fresh ideas with them. Over the 
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long run, contingent employment should minimize problems of groupthink, which occurs when 
all group members agree on mistaken solutions because they share the same mind-set and view 
issues through the lens of conformity.29

Flexible work schedules should also promote differentiation strategies for two reasons. 
First, flexible work schedules enable employees to work when they are at their physical or 
mental best. Some individuals are most alert during morning hours, whereas others are most 
alert during afternoon or evening hours because of differences in biorhythms. Second, flexible 
work schedules allow employees to work with fewer distractions and worries about personal 
matters. The inherent flexibility of these schedules allows employees to attend to personal 
matters as needed.

cOmPensatiOn in actiOn

Both companies and people adopt strategies to achieve the 
professional outcomes they desire. As those desired outcomes 
shift, so too do the strategies. The use of a flexible workforce (in 
the form of temporary workers or contractors) is one method 
for companies to deal with the changing needs of the com-
pany. At the individual level, changes in family demands and 
career priorities may prompt employees to seek flexible work 
arrangements that allow them to balance various demands. 
You will likely have the challenge of managing both of these 
scenarios as a line manager or HR professional. There will be 
factors that must be assessed to ensure the company continues 
to operate at a high level, while at the same time providing a 
work arrangement that meets the needs of the people who are 
critical to the company’s success. By understanding the needs 
of the employer and the employee, you will be prepared to 
manage the situation in a way that allows both parties to meet 
their goals.

Action checklist for line managers and HR—
leveraging flexibility to address changing needs

Hr takes the lead
•	 Identify	various	options	(e.g.,	part-time	employees,	tem-

porary workers, and contractors) that may be employed 
to meet the pressing business factors.

•	 Pulse	current	employees	to	gain	insight	on	the	value	
placed on flexible work arrangements. Assess whether 

these types of desired arrangements might support 
the needs of the business and what associated costs 
and cost savings would be with the offering of the 
arrangement.

•	 Ensure	that	compensation	and	benefits	being	
offered to flexible workers are in accordance with 
 provisions outlined by FLSA and other legally mandated 
standards.

Line managers take the lead
•	 Identify	business	factors	that	may	make	the	use	of	flexible	

workers a necessity (e.g., predictable season of increased 
customer demand, layoffs to cut headcount, and desire 
to employ lowest-cost strategy).

•	 Recognize	which	jobs	may	be	carried	out	by	some	type	
of flexible work arrangement (e.g., telecommuter and 
temporary worker) and work with HR to identify which 
arrangement	works	best	for	those	jobs.

•	 After	plan	is	in	place	and	successful	arrangements	have	
been realized, work with HR to create a communica-
tion plan outlining these successes in order to further 
promote the feasibility and validity of these types of 
arrangements. Produce online testimonial videos that 
speak to the value these arrangements offer to the busi-
ness and its people.

Business factors are 
outlined that may 

necessitate flexible 
workers 

Identify various 
arrangements that 

might meet the 
business need  

Identify which types of 
work arrangements are 

best suited for 
employees and business 

Match roles with most 
appropriate types of 

flexible workers 

Ensure compensation 
and benefits in 

compliance with FLSA 
and other laws

Publicize wins and 
promote the credibility

 of program
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summary
This chapter discussed contingent workers and flexible 
work arrangements, reasons companies rely on contingent 
employment arrangements and flexible work schedules, 
special compensation issues, unions’ reactions to contingent 
employment and flexible work schedules, and their fit for 
competitive advantage. Companies that choose to employ 
contingent workers must give serious consideration to the 

possible long-term benefits and consequences. Flexible 
work schedules seem to accommodate the changing work-
ers’	needs	well.	Given	the	possible	limitations	of	contingent	
employment and flexible work schedules, companies should 
strike a balance between the use of core employment and 
contingent employment, as well as a balance between stan-
dard work schedules and flexible work schedules.

MyManagementLab
Go	to	mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .
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 discussion Questions
 13-1. Discuss some of the problems that companies are 

likely to face when both contingent workers and 
core employees work in the same location. Does 
it matter whether contingent workers and core 
employees	are	performing	the	same	jobs?	Explain	
your answer.

 13-2. Companies generally pay temporary employees 
lower wages and offer fewer benefits than they 
extend to their core counterparts. Nevertheless, 
what are some of the possible drawbacks for 
	companies	that	employ	temporary	workers?	
Do you believe that these drawbacks outweigh 
the cost	savings?	Explain	your	reasoning.

 13-3. What arguments can be made in favor of using 
compressed workweek schedules for companies 
that	pursue	lowest-cost	strategies?	What	are	the	
arguments against using compressed workweek 
schedules	in	such	situations?

 13-4. Based on your observation of the market practices 
in your country, describe some of the approaches 
adopted by employers in building a flexible 
workforce.

 13-5. Provide your reactions to the following statement: 
Contingent workers should be compensated on a 
pay-for-knowledge system.
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Case
telecommuting at medex

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

Harry Davis just finished interviewing a candidate to fill another medical billing specialist opening. As the 
human resources manager for MedEx, a medical billing company, Harry is concerned about the high turn-
over rate for the specialists. Turnover is very costly for the company, and Harry is trying to identify ways to 
lower the turnover rate. The candidate he just interviewed asked Harry if any of the specialists worked from 
home. Harry informed him that they do not right now, but telecommuting may be an option in the near future.

MedEx employs more than medical billing specialists in its office located in a busy downtown metro-
politan area. Each specialist works on a group of specific accounts, coding medical records and entering 
them into the computer system. The specialist position requires an intense 3-week training program to learn 
the coding system, but once they are proficient at their work, the specialists work independently on their 
assigned accounts.

In an attempt to identify the cause of the high turnover rate, Harry asked the specialists to complete 
an employee survey that asked about their satisfaction with their pay, benefits, and working conditions. In 
general, the employees indicated satisfaction with pay levels and benefits, but were not satisfied in some 
other areas. In the “comments” section of the survey, several employees noted challenges in getting to work 
each day. Some mentioned heavy traffic that caused long commutes, while others noted the high cost of 
parking downtown. Further, many employees noted high stress levels due to trying to balance their work 
and personal responsibilities.

When asked for specific ideas on how to improve the work environment, more than half of the specialists 
noted the option to telecommute as a desirable benefit. Because the specialists work independently, telecom-
muting is a feasible option. The specialists would need to work in the office at least 1 or 2 days per week in 
order to get updates on their accounts, but it would be possible for the employees to work from home the 
other days. Harry now must carefully consider whether to recommend offering the telecommuting option.

Questions:
 13-6. Would	offering	telecommuting	as	an	option	benefit	MedEx?	How?
 13-7. How	might	telecommuting	be	implemented	as	an	alternative	work	arrangement	in	your	country?
 13-8. What	do	you	recommend	MedEx	do?	Why?

MyManagementLab
Go	to	mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

     13-9.  Explain leased employee arrangements. Discuss employee benefits for leased 
workers.

   13-10.  Discuss flexible work schedules from the perspective of both unions and 
employees.
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When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Summarize the four reasons international activities facilitate the attainment of 
 competitive advantage.

2. describe and explain the four preliminary considerations compensation professionals 
should take under advisement before designing international compensation programs.

3. List the three main components of international compensation programs, and provide 
a specific example of each one.

4. explain the three approaches available to companies for setting expatriate employees’ 
base pay.

5. Summarize the three types of incentive payments that are commonly used in 
 international compensation programs.

6. give a description of two standard employee benefits and two illustrations of 
enhanced benefits for U.S. employees.

7. describe the issue of repatriation.

International compensation programs have strategic value as U.S. businesses continue to 
establish operations in such foreign locales as Pacific Rim countries, Eastern Europe, and 

Mexico. The general trend for expanding operations overseas serves as just one indicator of 
the “ globalization” of the economy. U.S. companies place professional and managerial (U.S. 
citizen) employees overseas to establish and operate satellite plants and offices. Although there 
are many glamorous aspects about working overseas, the glamour comes at the price of personal 
and, sometimes, professional sacrifices. Compensation takes on strategic value by providing 
these employees minimal financial risk associated with working overseas, as well as lifestyles 
for them and their families comparable to their lifestyles in the United States. Multinational 
companies (i.e., companies with operations in more than one country) develop special com-
pensation packages to help compensate for the personal sacrifices international assignees and 
their immediate families make. These sacrifices are associated with cultural variations that affect 
their lifestyle (e.g., dealing with an unfamiliar culture, enhanced responsibilities, and potentially 
higher living expenses).

Compensating expatriates14
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Competitive advantage and How 
international aCtivities Fit in
The presence of U.S. companies in foreign countries is on the rise. You might forget that you are 
in China while taking a taxi ride through the streets of Beijing: Billboards and establishments for 
such U.S. companies as McDonald’s, Pizza Hut, Pepsi, and Coca-Cola are common sights. In 
addition, many large U.S. companies such as Motorola and General Motors have manufacturing 
establishments there.

Several factors have contributed to the expansion of global markets. These include such free 
trade agreements as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the unification of 
the European market, and the gradual weakening of Communist influence in Eastern Europe and 
Asia. Likewise, foreign companies have greater opportunities to invest in the United States.

Lowest-Cost Producers’ Relocations to Cheaper Production Areas
Many U.S. businesses have established manufacturing and production facilities in Asian coun-
tries and in Mexico because labor is significantly less expensive than it is in the United States. 
There are two key reasons for the cost difference. First, labor unions generally do not have much 
bargaining power in developing Asian countries or in Mexico, where the governments possess 
extensive control over workplace affairs. Second, Asian governments historically have not valued 
individual employee rights as much as does the U.S. government. As we discussed in Chapter 2, 
the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (FLSA) provides employees a minimum hourly wage rate, 
limits exploitation of child labor, and mandates overtime pay. The National Labor Relations Act 
of 1935 requires management to bargain with labor unions over terms of employment such as 
wages and some employee benefits.

Differentiation and the Search for New Global Markets
Coca-Cola and Pepsi products are well known worldwide because these companies aggressively 
introduced their soft drink products throughout numerous countries. Coke and Pepsi products 
worldwide could distinguish themselves from competing companies by taking on new business 
initiatives that depart from “business as usual” and meet specific market needs.

For Coke and Pepsi, “business as usual” means marketing soft drink products (i.e., car-
bonated water with artificial colors and flavors). Marketing bottled spring water would clearly 
be a departure from business as usual for them. The People’s Republic of China (PRC) pos-
sesses a definite need for bottled spring water: The Chinese government is unable to provide 
its citizens and visitors with drinkable water because the country does not maintain adequate 
water purification plants. Coke and Pepsi could distinguish themselves from other soft drink 
companies by marketing spring water along with their regular soft drink products. Coke and 
Pepsi would be known as companies that serve necessary (bottled water) and recreational (soft 
drinks) beverage needs.

How Globalization Is Affecting HR Departments
The globalization of business requires that companies send employees overseas to establish 
and operate satellite plants and offices. Companies naturally must invest in the development of 
appropriate human resource (HR) practices. International business operations are destined to fail 
without the “right” people. HR professionals must be certain to identify the selection criteria 
that are most related to successful international work assignments. For example, do candidates 
possess adequate cultural sensitivity? Do they believe that U.S. customs are the only appropriate 
way to approach problems? Are candidates’ families willing to adjust to foreign lifestyles?

Another key HR function is training. Expatriates must understand the cultural values that 
predominate in foreign countries; otherwise, they risk hindering business. For example, one 
of Procter & Gamble’s Camay soap commercials was successful in the United States, but the 
Japanese perceived the very same commercial that aired in Japan to be rude. The commercial 
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depicted a man barging into the bathroom on his wife while she was using Camay soap. Japanese 
cultural values led Japanese viewers to judge this commercial as offensive. The Japanese deemed 
the commercial as acceptable after Procter & Gamble modified the commercial to show a woman 
using Camay soap in privacy.

Companies’ investments in cross-cultural training vary. Some companies provide release time 
from work to take foreign-language courses at local colleges or universities. Highly progressive 
companies (e.g., Motorola) run corporate universities that offer cross-cultural training courses.

The use of international assignments is an important issue addressed by companies located 
in countries across the world. A multitude of large consulting firms (e.g., Mercer, www.mercer.
com) conduct extensive research for client companies to ensure the most effective deployment 
of expatriates worldwide. Such consulting firms focus on pay and benefits issues for expatriates, 
labor law, and useful information to help expatriates select and train local country nationals. For 
example, “The most sophisticated companies are trying to integrate international programs with 
talent management programs,” said ORC Worldwide executive vice president Geoffrey W. Latta: 
“These companies understand the importance of integrating international experience with local 
talent, particularly if the company wants to become a true leader among global organizations.”1

Complexity of International Compensation Programs
The development and implementation of international compensation programs typically pose four 
challenges to companies that U.S. compensation programs do not have to consider. First, suc-
cessful international compensation programs further corporate interests abroad and encourage 
employees to take foreign assignments. Second, well-designed compensation programs minimize 
financial risk to employees and make their and their families’ experiences as pleasant as possible. 
Third, international compensation programs promote a smooth transition back to life in the United 
States upon completion of the international assignment. Repatriation is the process of making 
the transition from an international assignment and living abroad to a domestic assignment and 
living in the home country. Fourth, sound international compensation programs promote U.S. 
businesses’ lowest-cost and differentiation strategies in foreign markets.

preliminary Considerations
We must take some basic issues under advisement before examining the elements of interna-
tional compensation programs. Compensation professionals must distinguish among host 
 country nationals (HCNs), third country nationals (TCNs) (to be discussed next), and expatriates 
as compensation recipients with their own unique issues. In addition, compensation profession-
als should consider such matters as terms of the international assignment, staff mobility, and 
equity because these factors pertain directly to the design elements of international compensa-
tion programs.

Host Country Nationals, Third Country Nationals, and Expatriates: 
Definitions and Relevance for Compensation Issues
There are three kinds of recipients of international compensation:

•	 Host	country	nationals	(HCNs)
•	 Third	country	nationals	(TCNs)
•	 Expatriates

We will define these recipients as employees of U.S. companies doing business in foreign 
countries; however, these definitions also apply to employees of non-U.S. companies doing busi-
ness in foreign countries.

Host country nationals (HCN) are foreign national citizens who work in U.S. companies’ 
branch offices or manufacturing plants in their home countries. Japanese citizens working for 
General Electric in Japan are HCNs.
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Third country nationals (TCN) are foreign national citizens who work in U.S. compa-
nies’ branch offices or manufacturing plants in foreign countries—excluding the United States 
and their own home countries. Australian citizens working for General Motors in the People’s 
Republic of China are TCNs.

Expatriates are U.S. citizens employed in U.S. companies with work assignments 
 outside the United States. U.S. citizens employed in CitiBank’s London, England, office are 
expatriates.

Our primary focus is on compensation for expatriates. Following an extensive discussion of 
expatriate compensation, we will consider some of the challenges compensation professionals 
face when compensating HCNs and TCNs.

As a reminder, our focus is on U.S. companies, and these definitions reflect this focus. Other 
countries can be the focus as well. For example, let’s define HCN, TCN, and expatriate from 
the Australian perspective. BHP, an Australian company, conducts business worldwide in such 
countries as the People’s Republic of China and the United States. A Chinese citizen who works 
for BHP in Shanghai is an HCN. A U.S. citizen who works for BHP in Shanghai is a TCN. An 
Australian citizen who works for BHP in Shanghai is an expatriate.

HR professionals construct international compensation packages on the basis of three main 
factors:

•	 Term	of	international	assignment
•	 Staff	mobility
•	 Equity:	pay	referent	groups

Term of International Assignment
The term of the international assignment is central in determining compensation policy. Short-term 
assignments (i.e., usually less than 1 year in duration) generally do not require substantial modi-
fications to domestic compensation packages; however, extended assignments necessitate features 
that promote a sense of stability and comfort overseas. These features include housing allowances, 
educational expenses for children, and adjustments to protect expatriates from paying “double” 
income taxes (i.e., U.S. federal and state taxes as well as applicable foreign taxes).

Staff Mobility
Companies must also consider whether foreign assignments necessitate employees’ moving 
from one foreign location to another (e.g., from Beijing, China, to the Special Economic Zone 
in China or from England to Brazil). Such moves within and across foreign cultures can disrupt 
expatriates’ and their families’ lives. Staff mobility comes at a price to companies in the form of 
monetary incentives and measures to make employees’ moves as comfortable as possible.

Equity: Pay Referent Groups
Well-designed U.S. compensation programs promote equity among employees: Employees’ pay 
is commensurate with performance or knowledge attainment. Expatriates are likely to evaluate 
compensation, in part, according to equity considerations. Many U.S. companies use domestic 
employees as the pay referent groups when developing international compensation packages 
because virtually all expatriate employees eventually return to the United States.

Some companies use local employees as the pay referent groups for long-term assign-
ments because they wish to facilitate expatriates’ integration into foreign cultures. As we discuss 
later, Mexican managerial employees’ compensation packages include base pay and such cash 
allowances as Christmas bonuses. On the other hand, the main components of U.S. managerial 
employees’ compensation packages include base pay and long-term incentives. U.S. expatriates 
working in Mexico on long-term assignments are likely to have compensation packages that are 
similar to Mexican managerial employees’ compensation packages.
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Components oF international 
Compensation programs
The basic structure of international compensation programs is similar to the structure of domes-
tic compensation programs. The main components include base pay and fringe compensation. 
The inclusion of nonperformance-based incentives and allowances distinguishes international 
compensation packages from domestic compensation packages. Table 14-1 lists the main com-
ponents of international compensation programs.

setting Base pay For U.s. expatriates
U.S. companies must determine the method for setting expatriates’ base pay. Final determina-
tion should come only after companies carefully weigh the strengths and limitations of alter-
native methods. In addition, the purchasing power of base pay is an important consideration. 
Purchasing power affects standard of living. The following quote from a U.S. expatriate sta-
tioned in Italy captures the essence of purchasing power for expatriates: “Does the euro in Italy 
purchase as much macaroni today as it did yesterday?” Two key factors influence purchasing 
power: the stability of local currency and inflation, both of which we discuss shortly.

Methods for Setting Base Pay
U.S. companies use one of three methods to calculate expatriates’ base pay:

•	 Home	country–based	method
•	 Host	country–based	method
•	 Headquarters-based	method

home Country–based method The home country–based pay method compensates expa-
triates the amount they would receive if they were performing similar work in the United States. 
Job evaluation procedures enable employers to determine whether jobs at home are equivalent to 
comparable jobs in foreign locations based on compensable factors. How does location create dif-
ferences in jobs that are otherwise considered equal? One example may be that foreign- language 
skills are probably essential outside English-speaking countries. Adjustments to expatriates’ pay 
should reflect additional skills.

taBle 14-1 u.s. expatriates’ Compensation Package

Core Compensation

 Base pay

 Incentive compensation

 Foreign service premium

 Hardship allowance

 Mobility premium

Employee Benefits

 Standard benefits

 Protection programs

 Paid time off

Enhanced Benefits

 Relocation assistance

 Educational reimbursement for expatriates’ children

 Home leave and travel reimbursement

 Rest and relaxation leave allowance
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The	home	country–based	pay	method	is	often	most	appropriate	for	expatriates.	Equity	prob-
lems are not very likely to arise because expatriates’ assignments are too short to establish local 
national employees as pay referents. Instead, expatriates will base pay comparisons on their 
home	country	standards.	In	general,	the	home	country–based	pay	method	is	most	suitable	when	
expatriate assignments are short in duration and local nationals performing comparable jobs 
receive substantially higher pay. As we discussed earlier, expatriates may rely on local cultural 
norms over extended periods as the standard for judging the equitableness of their compensation.

host Country–based method The host country–based method compensates expatriates 
based on the host countries’ pay scales. Companies use various standards for determining base 
pay, including market pricing, job evaluation techniques, and jobholders’ past relevant work 
experience. Other countries use different standards. For instance, the Japanese emphasize senior-
ity. Expatriates’ base pay will be competitive with other employees’ base pay in the host coun-
tries.	The	host	country–based	method	is	most	suitable	when	assignments	are	of	long	duration.	As	
we noted previously, expatriates are then more likely to judge the adequacy of their pay relative 
to their local coworkers rather than to their counterparts at home.

headquarters-based method The headquarters-based method compensates all employ-
ees according to the pay scales used at the headquarters. Neither the location of the international 
work assignment nor home country influences base pay. This method makes the most sense for 
expatriates who move from one foreign assignment to another and rarely, if ever, work in their 
home countries. This system is administratively simple because it applies the pay standard of one 
country to all employees regardless of the location of their foreign assignment or their country 
of citizenship.

Purchasing Power
Decreases in purchasing power lead to lower standards of living. Expatriates quite simply cannot 
afford to purchase as many goods and services as they could before, or they must settle for lower 
quality. Diminished purchasing power undermines the strategic value of expatriates’ compensa-
tion because top-notch employees are probably not willing to settle for lower standards of living 
while stationed at foreign posts. In addition, changes in the factors that immediately influence 
standard of living (i.e., the stability of currency and inflation) are somewhat unpredictable. This 
unpredictability creates a sense of uncertainty and risk. As we will discuss later in this section, 
most U.S. companies use the balance sheet approach to minimize this risk.

CurrenCy stabilization Most U.S. companies award expatriates’ base pay in U.S. currency, 
not in the local foreign currency; however, foreign countries as a rule do not recognize U.S. 
currency as legal tender. Expatriates must therefore exchange U.S. currency for local foreign 
currency based on daily exchange rates. An exchange rate is the price at which one country’s 
currency can be swapped for another.2 Exchange rates are expressed in terms of foreign currency 
per U.S. dollar or in terms of U.S. dollars per unit of foreign currency. For example, on April 5, 
2013, the exchange rate for the Swedish krona was 6.48 KR for each U.S.$1. It is also possible 
to receive fewer units of foreign currency for each U.S. dollar exchanged. On April 5, 2013, the 
exchange rate was 0.77 euro for each U.S. dollar exchanged.

Government policies and complex market forces cause exchange rates to fluctuate daily. 
Exchange rate fluctuations have direct implications for expatriates’ purchasing power. For exam-
ple, let’s start with the previous exchange rate of 6.48 KR per U.S.$1. In addition, the exchange 
rate was 8.50 KR per U.S.$1 on December 31, 1999. This example illustrates a decline in the 
exchange rate for Swedish money. U.S. expatriates experience lower purchasing power because 
they receive less Swedish KR for every U.S.$1 they exchange.

inflation Inflation is the increase in prices for consumer goods and services. Inflation erodes 
the purchasing power of currency. Let’s assume that ABC Corporation did not award pay 
increases to its expatriates stationed in the United Kingdom during 2011 and 2012. Expatriates’ 
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purchasing power remains unaffected as long as there isn’t any inflation (and reduced exchange 
rate) during the same period. These expatriates, however, had lower purchasing power ever since 
because inflation averaged between 5.2 percent and 3.2 percent, respectively. Table 14-2 shows 
the annual inflation rates for various countries between 2008 and 2012.

inCentive Compensation For U.s. expatriates
In the United States, companies offer incentives to promote higher job performance and to mini-
mize dysfunctional turnover, which results when high performers quit their jobs. International 
compensation plans include a variety of unique incentives to encourage expatriates to accept and 
remain on international assignments. These incentives also compensate expatriates for their will-
ingness to tolerate less desirable living and working conditions. The main incentives are foreign 
services premiums, hardship allowance, and mobility premiums.

Foreign Service Premiums
Foreign service premiums are monetary payments above and beyond regular base pay. 
Companies offer foreign service premiums to encourage employees to accept expatriate assign-
ments. These premiums generally apply to assignments that extend beyond 1 year. The use of 
foreign service premiums is widespread.

Companies calculate foreign service premiums as a percentage of base pay, and these premi-
ums range between 10 and 30 percent of base pay. The percentage amount increases with the length 
of the assignment. Larger amounts are sometimes necessary when there is a shortage of available 
candidates. Companies disburse payment of the foreign service premium over several installments 
to manage costs and to “remind” expatriates about the incentive throughout their assignments.

Employers that use foreign service premiums should consider the possible drawbacks. First, 
employees may misconstrue this premium as a regular permanent increase to base pay, and 
resentment toward the employer may develop following the last installment. Second, foreign 
service premiums may not have incentive value when employers make several small installments 
rather than fewer large installments. Third, employees may feel as if their standard of living has 
declined when they return to the United States because they no longer receive this extra money.

Hardship Allowances
The hardship allowance compensates expatriates for their sacrifices while on assignment. 
Specifically, these allowances are designed to recognize exceptionally hard living and working 
conditions at foreign locations. Employers disburse hardship allowances in small amounts through-
out the duration of expatriates’ assignments. It is easy for expatriates to lose sight of the foreign 
service premiums and hardship allowances because they appear as relatively small increments to 
their paychecks. Companies should take care to communicate the role of these payments.

taBle 14-2 annual inflation rates (%) for selected Countries, 2008–2012 (november)

Period united�states Canada Japan France germany italy sweden switzerland united�Kingdom

2008 3.8 2.3 1.4 2.8 2.6 3.3 3.4 2.4 4.0

2009 –0.4 0.3 –1.4 0.1 0.4 0.8 –0.5 –0.5 –0.5

2010 1.6 1.8 –0.7 1.5 1.1 1.5 1.2 0.7 4.6

2011 3.2 2.9 –0.3 2.1 2.3 2.8 3.0 0.3 5.2

2012 2.1 1.5 0.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 0.9 –0.7 3.2

Note: these percent changes are based on national consumer price indexes as published by each country.
Source: U.S. department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, division of International Labor Comparisons. available: www.bls.gov, 
accessed april 5, 2013.
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Companies offer hardship allowances at exceptionally severe locations only. The U.S. 
Department of State has established a list of hardship posts where the living conditions are con-
sidered unusually harsh. Most multinational companies award hardship allowances to executive, 
managerial, and supervisory employees. Hardship allowances range from 5 percent to 35 percent 
of base pay (i.e., the greater the hardship, the higher the premium). The U.S. Department of State 
uses three criteria to identify hardship locations:

•	 Extraordinarily	difficult	living	conditions	(e.g.,	inadequate	housing,	lack	of	recreational	
facilities, isolation, inadequate transportation facilities, and lack of food or consumer 
services)

•	 Excessive	physical	hardship,	including	severe	climates	or	high	altitudes	and	the	presence	of	
dangerous conditions affecting physical and mental well-being

•	 Notably	unhealthy	conditions	(e.g.,	diseases	and	epidemics,	lack	of	public	sanitation,	and	
inadequate health facilities)

The U.S. Department of State has deemed more than 150 places as hardship locations. 
Table 14-3 lists examples of hardship locations and recommended hardship differentials.

Mobility Premiums
Mobility premiums reward employees for moving from one assignment to another. Companies 
use these premiums to encourage employees to accept, leave, or change assignments—usually 
between foreign posts or between domestic positions to ones in a foreign country. Expatriates 
typically receive mobility premiums as single lump sum payments.

estaBlisHing employee BeneFits 
For U.s. expatriates
Benefits represent an important component of expatriates’ compensation packages. Companies 
design benefits programs to attract and retain the best expatriates. In addition, companies design 
these programs to promote a sense of security for expatriates and their families. Furthermore, 

taBle 14-3  hardship locations, differentials, and danger Pay, 
effective march 24, 2013

Country�name post�name rate�(%)

AFGHANISTAN Kabul 35

CHINA Guangzhou 20

INDIA Mumbai 20

IRAQ Baghdad 25

KENYA Wangige 30

MEXICO Mexico City, D.F. 15

PHILIPPINES Manila 20

RUSSIA Saint Petersburg 15

TAIWAN Taipei   0

VENEZUELA Caracas 20

Source: a complete listing of current locations with hardship differential for federal 
civilian employees can be found in Section 920 of the department of State Standardized 
Regulations (Government Civilians, Foreign Areas), available from the Superintendent 
of documents, U.S. government printing office, Washington, dC 20402. available:  
http://aoprals.state.gov/Web920/hardship.asp, accessed april 5, 2013.
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well-designed programs should help expatriates and their families maintain regular contact with 
other family members and friends in the United States.

Benefits fall into three broad categories: protection programs, paid time off, and services. 
Protection programs provide family benefits, promote health, and guard against income loss caused 
by such catastrophic factors as unemployment, disability, or serious illnesses. Paid time off provides 
employees such paid time off as vacation. Service practices vary widely. Services provide such 
enhancements as tuition reimbursement and day care assistance to employees and their families.

Just like domestic employee benefits packages, international employee benefits plans 
include such protection programs as medical insurance and retirement programs.3 In most cases, 
U.S. citizens working overseas continue to receive medical insurance and participate in their 
retirement programs.

International and domestic plans are also similar in that they offer paid time off; however, 
international packages tend to incorporate more extensive benefits of this kind, which we will 
discuss later. Moreover, international employee benefits differ from domestic compensation with 
regard to the types of allowances and reimbursements. For international assignees, these pay-
ments are designed to compensate for higher costs of living and housing, relocation allowances, 
and education allowances for expatriates’ children.

Employers should take several considerations into account when designing international 
benefits programs, including:4

•	 Total	remuneration:	What	is	included	in	the	total	employee	pay	structure	(e.g.,	cash	wages,	
benefits, mandated social programs, and other perquisites)? How much can the business 
afford?

•	 Benefit	adequacy:	To	what	extent	must	the	employer	enhance	mandated	programs	to	
achieve desired staffing levels? Programs already in place and employees’ utilization of 
them should be critically examined before determining what supplementary programs are 
needed and desirable.

•	 Tax	effectiveness:	What	is	the	tax	deductibility	of	these	programs	for	the	employer	and	
employee in each country, and how does U.S. tax law treat expenditures in this area?

•	 Recognition	of	local	customs	and	practices:	Companies	often	provide	benefits	and	services	
to employees based on those extended by other businesses in the locality, independent of 
their own attitude toward these same benefits and services.

International employee benefits packages contain the same components as domestic fringe com-
pensation packages and enhancements. U.S. expatriates receive many of the same standard bene-
fits as their counterparts working in the United States. Expatriates also receive enhanced benefits 
for taking overseas assignments.

Standard Benefits for U.S. Expatriates
Protection programs and paid time off are the most pertinent standard benefits.

ProteCtion Programs We previously discussed legally required protection programs 
(Chapter 11) and discretionary protection programs (Chapters 9 and 10). Let’s consider the 
application of each kind to the international context.

The key legally required protection programs are mandated by the following laws: the 
Social Security Act of 1935, various state workers’ compensation laws, and the Family and 
Medical Leave Act of 1993. All provide protection programs to employees and their dependents. 
Expatriates continue to participate in the main Social Security programs (i.e., retirement insur-
ance, benefits for dependents, and Medicare). The Family and Medical Leave Act also applies to 
expatriates; however, state workers’ compensation laws generally do not. Instead, U.S. compa-
nies can elect to purchase private insurance that provides equivalent protection.

Discretionary protection programs provide family benefits, promote health, and guard 
against income loss caused by such catastrophic factors as unemployment, disability, or serious 
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illnesses. U.S. companies provide these protection programs to expatriates for the same reasons 
they do in the United States (i.e., as a strategic response to workforce diversity and to retain the 
best-performing employees). Withholding these benefits from expatriates would create a disin-
centive for employees to take international assignments.

Paid time off Standard paid time off benefits include annual vacation, holidays, and emer-
gency leave.

Expatriates typically receive the same annual vacation benefits as do their domestic coun-
terparts. These benefits are particularly common among expatriates with relatively short-term 
assignments. Companies do not provide expatriates extended regular vacation leave because 
expatriates are likely to perceive the removal of these benefits on their return to domestic assign-
ments as punitive; however, U.S. companies must comply with foreign laws that govern the 
amount of vacation awarded.

Expatriates generally receive paid time off for foreign national or local holidays that apply 
to their foreign locations. Foreign holiday schedules may provide fewer or more holidays than 
the United States. In addition, some countries require employers to provide all employees paid 
time off for recognized holidays. In the United States, companies offer paid holidays as a discre-
tionary benefit or as set in collective bargaining agreements.

Paid leave for personal or family emergencies is also a component of most expatriate com-
pensation packages. Such emergencies may include critically ill family members or their deaths 
in the United States or in the foreign posts. Most companies provide paid emergency leave, 
but some companies provide unpaid leaves of absence. In either case, companies cover travel 
expenses between the foreign post and the United States.

Enhanced Benefits for U.S. Expatriates
Enhanced benefits for U.S. expatriates include:

•	 Relocation	assistance
•	 Education	reimbursements	for	expatriates’	children
•	 Home	leave	benefits	and	travel	reimbursements
•	 Rest	and	relaxation	leave	and	allowance

reloCation assistanCe Relocation assistance payments cover expatriates’ expenses to 
relocate to foreign posts. Table 14-4 lists the items most commonly covered under relocation 
assistance programs. Relocation assistance is generally large enough to pay for major expenses. 
Companies usually base these payment amounts on three main factors: distance, length of assign-
ment, and rank in the company.

eduCation reimbursements for exPatriates’ Children Expatriates typically place their 
children in private schools designed for English-speaking students. Tuition in foreign coun-
tries is often more expensive than tuition for private U.S. schools. These companies choose to 

taBle 14-4 relocation assistance Payments

The relocation allowance or reimbursement provides employees with money for:

•	 Temporary	quarters	prior	to	departure	because	the	expatriate’s	house	has	been	sold	or	rented

•	 Transportation	to	the	foreign	post	for	employees	and	their	families

•	 Reasonable	expenses	incurred	by	the	family	during	travel

•	 Temporary	quarters	while	waiting	for	delivery	of	household	goods	or	while	looking	for	
suitable housing

•	 Moving	household	goods	to	the	foreign	post

•	 Storing	household	goods	in	the	United	States
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reimburse expatriate children’s education for two reasons. First, some foreign public schools are 
generally not comparable to U.S. public schools. Some are better, and others are below the U.S. 
standard. Companies make generous educational reimbursements where public school quality 
is low. Second, most U.S. children do not speak foreign languages fluently. Thus, they cannot 
enroll in foreign public schools.

home leaVe benefits and traVel reimbursements Companies offer home leave benefits 
to help expatriates manage the adjustment to foreign cultures and to maintain direct personal 
contact with family and friends. As the name implies, home leave benefits enable expatriates to 
take paid time off in the United States. Home leave benefits vary considerably from company to 
company. The length and frequency of these leaves usually depend on the expected duration of 
expatriates’ assignments (i.e., longer assignments justify longer home leaves). In addition, expa-
triates must serve a minimum period at the foreign post before they are eligible for home leave 
benefits (i.e., anywhere from 6 to 12 months). Companies offer these extended benefits along 
with the standard paid time off benefits.

Companies compensate expatriates while they are away on home leave. In addition, most 
companies reimburse expatriates for expenses associated with travel between the foreign post 
and the United States. These reimbursements apply to expatriates and to family members who 
live with expatriates at foreign posts. Companies typically reimburse the cost of round-trip air-
fare, ground transportation, and accommodations while traveling to and from the foreign post.

rest and relaxation leaVe and alloWanCe Expatriates who work in designated hardship 
foreign locations receive rest and relaxation leave benefits. Rest and relaxation leave represents 
additional paid time off. Progressive employers recognize that expatriates working in hardship 
locations may need extra time away from the unpleasant conditions to “recharge their batter-
ies.” Rest and relaxation leave benefits differ from standard vacation benefits because compa-
nies designate where expatriates may spend their time. For example, many U.S. companies with 
operations in China’s Special Economic Zone designate Hong Kong as an acceptable retreat 
because it is relatively close by and has many amenities not present in the Special Economic 
Zone (e.g., diverse ethnic restaurants and Western-style entertainment).

Rest and relaxation leave programs include allowances to cover travel expenses between the 
foreign post and the retreat location. Companies determine allowance amounts based on such 
factors as the cost of round-trip transportation, food, and lodging associated with the designated 
locations. Allowances usually cover the majority of the costs. The U.S. Department of State 
publishes per diem schedules for various cities. Location and family size determine per diem 
amounts.

BalanCe sHeet approaCH For U.s. expatriates’ 
Compensation paCkages
Most U.S. multinational companies use the balance sheet approach to determine expatriates’ 
compensation packages. The balance sheet approach provides expatriates the standard of living 
they normally enjoy in the United States. Thus, the United States is the standard for all payments.

The balance sheet approach has strategic value to companies for two important reasons. First, 
this approach protects expatriates’ standards of living. Without it, companies would have a dif-
ficult time placing qualified employees in international assignments. Second, the balance sheet 
approach enables companies to control costs because it relies on objective indexes that measure 
cost differences between the U.S. and foreign countries. We will discuss these indexes shortly.

The use of the balance sheet approach is most appropriate when:

•	 The	home	country	is	an	appropriate	reference	point	for	economic	comparisons.
•	 Expatriates	are	likely	to	maintain	psychological	and	cultural	ties	with	the	home	or	base	

country.
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•	 Expatriates	prefer	not	to	assimilate	into	the	local	foreign	culture.
•	 The	assignment	is	of	limited	duration.
•	 The	assignment	following	the	international	assignment	will	be	in	the	home	country.
•	 The	company	promises	employees	that	they	will	not	lose	financially	while	on	foreign	

assignment.

Companies that use the balance sheet approach compare the costs of four major expendi-
tures in the United States and the foreign post:

•	 Housing	and	utilities
•	 Goods	and	services
•	 Discretionary	income
•	 Taxes

Employees receive allowances whenever the costs in the foreign country exceed the costs 
in the United States. Allowance amounts vary according to the lifestyle enjoyed in the United 
States. In general, individuals with higher incomes tend to live in more expensive homes, and 
they are in better positions to enjoy more expensive goods and services (e.g., designer labels 
versus off-brand labels). Higher income also means higher taxes.

Where do U.S. companies obtain pertinent information about costs for foreign countries? 
U.S. companies may rely on three information sources. First, they can rely on expatriates who 
have spent considerable time on assignment or foreign government contacts. Second, private 
consulting companies (e.g., Towers Watson) or research companies (e.g., Bureau of National 
Affairs) can conduct custom surveys. Third, most U.S. companies consult the U.S. Department 
of State Indexes of Living Costs Abroad, Quarters Allowances, and Hardship Differentials, which 
is published quarterly. It is the most cost-effective source because it is available at no charge in 
libraries with government depositories as well as at www.state.gov.

Housing and Utilities
Employers provide expatriate employees with housing and utilities allowances to cover the dif-
ference between housing and utilities costs in the United States and in the foreign post. The U.S. 
Department of State uses the term quarters allowances. Table 14-5 displays pertinent informa-
tion from the U.S. Department of State’s quarters allowances.

taBle 14-5 quarters allowances, 2011

Country�
and City Family�status

rate�($93,177�
and above)

rate�($54,028�
to $93,176)

rate�(less�
than $54,028)

BELGIUM: Family 46,400 43,200 38,900

Brussels Single 43,200 40,700 34,100

CANADA: Family 58,200 49,600 44,600

Montreal Single 51,400 44,600 39,600

CHINA: Family 71,200 65,600 58,200

Beijing Single 65,600 58,200 51,700

MEXICO: Family 47,900 45,000 41,400

Mexico City Single 47,900 45,000 41,400

TAIWAN: Family 23,100 23,100 19,100

Taipei Single 23,100 23,100 19,100

Source: U.S. department of State. (2013). Annual Living Quarters Allowance in U.S. Dollars (Rates Effective: 
03/24/2013). Washington, dC: U.S. government printing office. available: www.state.gov, accessed april 5, 2013.
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The quarters allowances table contains three main sections: the survey date, exchange rate, 
and annual allowance by family status and salary range. The survey date is the month when the 
Office of Allowances received housing expenditure reports.

The exchange rate section includes three pieces of information: effective date, foreign unit, 
and number per U.S. dollar. We reviewed the concept of exchange rate earlier. It is expressed as 
the number of foreign currency units given in exchange for U.S.$1. The U.S. Department of State 
uses the exchange rate to compute the quarters allowances. In Montreal, Canada, expatriates 
receive 6.2 Chinese yuan for every U.S.$1 exchanged (April 5, 2013).

Table 14-5 contains information on family status and salary range. The term single is self-
explanatory. In Beijing, the quarters allowance is $65,600 for single expatriates with annual 
incomes of $93,177 and higher. In Taipei, the allowance is $23,100!

The term family refers to two-or-more-person families. Employees with larger families liv-
ing with them at the foreign posts receive supplements. Families of two to three persons receive 
a 10 percent supplement, families of four or five persons receive a 20 percent supplement, and 
families of six or more persons receive a 30 percent supplement.

Goods and Services
Expatriates receive goods and services allowances when the cost of living is higher in that coun-
try than it is in the United States. Employers base these allowances on indexes of living costs 
abroad, which compare the costs (U.S. dollars) of representative goods and services (excluding 
education) expatriates purchase at the foreign location with the cost of comparable goods and 
services purchased in the Washington, DC, area. The indexes are place-to-place cost compari-
sons at specific times and currency exchange rates.

Discretionary Income
Discretionary income covers a variety of financial obligations in the United States for which 
expatriates remain responsible. These expenditures are usually of a long-term nature. Companies 
typically do not provide allowances because expatriates remain responsible for them despite 
international assignments. Table 14-6 lists examples of discretionary income expenditures.

Tax Considerations
All U.S. citizens working overseas for U.S. corporations are subject to the Federal Unemployment 
Tax Act (FUTA).5 Expatriates continue to pay U.S. income taxes and Social Security taxes 
while on assignment. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) taxes U.S. citizens’ income regard-
less of whether they earn income in the United States or while on foreign assignment.6 
Expatriates must also pay income taxes to local foreign governments based on the applicable 
income tax laws. Paying taxes to both the U.S. government and foreign governments is known 
as “double” taxation.7 The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) includes regulations that address  
taxation issues.

taBle 14-6 discretionary income expenditures

•	 Pension	contributions

•	 Savings	and	investments

•	 Insurance	payments

•	 Equity	portion	of	mortgage	payments

•	 Alimony	payments

•	 Child	support

•	 Student	loan	payments

•	 Car	payments
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emPloyer Considerations: tax ProteCtion and tax equalization Under the balance 
sheet approach, companies choose between two approaches to help address concerns of double 
taxation:

•	 Tax	protection
•	 Tax	equalization

A key element of both tax protection and tax equalization methods is the hypothetical tax. 
Employers calculate the hypothetical tax as the U.S. income tax based on the same salary level, 
excluding all foreign allowances. Under tax protection, employers reimburse expatriates for 
the difference between the actual income tax amount and the hypothetical tax when the actual 
income tax amount—based on tax returns filed with the IRS—is greater. Expatriates simply pay 
the entire income tax bill when the taxes are less than or equal to the hypothetical tax. Expatriates 
realize a tax benefit whenever actual taxes amount to less than the hypothetical tax because they 
will have paid lower income taxes on their overseas assignments than on assignments in the 
United States.

Under tax equalization, employers take the responsibility for paying income taxes to the 
U.S. and foreign governments on behalf of the expatriates. Tax equalization is a process that 
ensures that the tax costs incurred by an expatriate approximate the cost of taxes had he or she 
remained at home. The intent of tax equalization is that the expatriate neither suffers significant 
financial hardship nor realizes a financial windfall from the tax consequences of an interna-
tional assignment. Tax equalization starts with the calculation of the hypothetical tax. Based on 
this hypothetical tax amount, employers deduct income from expatriates’ paychecks that total 
the hypothetical tax amounts at year end. Employers reimburse expatriates for the difference 
between the hypothetical tax and actual income tax whenever the actual income tax amount is 
less. Expatriates reimburse their employers whenever the actual income tax amount exceeds the 
hypothetical income tax amounts.

Tax equalization offers employers two important advantages over tax protection. 
Expatriates receive equitable treatment regardless of their location and do not keep the unex-
pected tax gain from being posted in countries with income tax rates lower than in the United 
States. As a result, employers should have an easier time motivating expatriates to move from 
one foreign post to another. In addition, companies save money by not allowing expatriates to 
keep tax windfalls.

repatriation pay issUes
Special compensation considerations should not end with the completion of international 
 assignments. Effective expatriate compensation programs promote employees’ integration into 
their companies’ domestic workforces. Returnees may initially view their domestic assign-
ments as punishment because their total compensation decreases. Upon return, former expa-
triates forfeit special pay incentives and extended leave allowances. Although most former 
expatriates  understand the purpose of these incentives and allowances, it often takes time for 
them to adjust to “normal” compensation practices. Many expatriates may not adjust very well 
to compensation-as-usual because they feel their international experiences have made them 
substantially more valuable to their employers. Their heightened sense of value may intensify 
when former expatriates compare themselves with colleagues who have never taken interna-
tional  assignments. Two consequences are likely. First, former expatriates may find it diffi-
cult to work collaboratively with colleagues, which can undermine differentiation objectives. 
Second, strong resentments may lead former expatriates to find employment with competitors. 
Adding insult to injury, competitors stand to benefit from former expatriates’ international 
experiences.
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Companies can actively prevent many of these problems by the following two measures. 
First, companies should invest in former expatriates’ career development. Career development 
programs signal that companies value returnees. In addition, former expatriates may view their 
employers’ investments in career development as a form of compensation, reducing the equity 
problems described earlier. Second, companies should capitalize on expatriates’ experiences to 
gain a better understanding of foreign business environments. In addition, former expatriates can 
contribute to the quality of international assignments by conveying what did and did not work 
well during their assignments.

ComPensation in aCtion

International assignments can be one of the most rewarding 
experiences during an employee’s career. however, along with 
the excitement and novelty of living in a different part of the 
world comes the reality of dealing with new customs, living 
in different communities, and arranging lifestyle in a way that 
makes the experience logistically enjoyable. as an hr manager 
or line manager, you will likely deal with expatriate employees 
on a number of occasions. By asking the right questions, estab-
lishing sound and consistent policy, and working to meet the 
requests and needs of the individual employee (within estab-
lished guidelines), you can take steps to maximize the employee 
experience that in the long run could prove to have significant 
value to the company.

Action checklist for line managers and HR—
maximizing the experience of expatriate 
employees

hr takes the lead
•	 Identify	what	type	of	training	or	other	areas	of	prepara-

tion are necessary prior to the employee beginning the 
expatriate assignment.

•	 Sit	down	with	employee	to	discuss	particulars	that	may	
need to be considered prior to the employee beginning 
the assignment (e.g., family needs, pets, and expectations 
of employee).

•	 With	compensation	specialists,	align	the	individual	needs	
of the employee with the policies already in place in the 
company. for example, if the expatriate will be compen-
sated on a home country–based pay method, are foreign 

service premiums necessary to “sweeten the deal”? Is the 
host country an area where hardship allowance will be 
awarded? Will the employee have a spouse or children 
who will need special benefits (e.g., private schooling and 
language lessons)?

line managers take the lead
•	 Establish	a	pipeline	of	talented	employees	who	are	

ready for an international assignment. as these 
 opportunities arise, work with hr to identify which 
of those employees match up best with the specific 
opportunities.

•	 Partner	with	other	line	managers	who	have	had	
 experience working with expats to understand the 
ideal length of time for the assignment, and what 
issues should be considered to guarantee  successful 
 transition into the assignment (this should include 
 discussions with domestic line managers and host country 
managers).

•	 Work	with	HR	to	keep	the	expatriate	employee	
 connected to operations in the United States; prior 
to repatriation establish a plan to keep the employee 
engaged through experiences wherein he or she can 
use the critical skills acquired during the assignment 
(e.g., mentoring an employee preparing for a similar 
experience). accurately communicate changes in com-
pensation and other areas which could be of concern 
to the employee so that appropriate expectations are 
established.

Pipeline of potential 
expatriate employees

 is established

Targeted employees 
are given training 
opportunities to 

prepare 

Understand specific 
needs of employee that 
need to be addressed 

prior to assignment

Understand the 
specifics around 

managing expatriates  

Explore additional benefits
that are necessary
to ensure a positive

employee experience

Establish a
well-thought-out

and individualized 
repatriation plan 
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summary
This chapter provided a discussion of international com-
pensation and its strategic role. The globalization of the 
economy necessitates U.S. companies’ investments over-
seas. Well-designed expatriate compensation programs 
support strategic initiatives by attracting and maintaining 
the best performers. Effective expatriate compensation 

programs reduce risk and promote expatriate families’ com-
fort while they are stationed at foreign posts. The balance 
sheet approach minimizes financial risk to expatriates, and 
various incentives and allowances promote comfort. We also 
discussed that successful expatriate compensation programs 
facilitate returnees’ transition to domestic assignments.

end oF CHapter
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 discussion Questions
 14-1. Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the 

 following methods for establishing base pay 
in	international	contexts:	home	country–based	
pay, headquarters-based	pay,	and	host	country–
based pay.

 14-2. For a country of your choice, conduct research 
into the cultural characteristics that you believe 
should be important considerations in establishing 
a core compensation program for a U.S. company 
that plans to locate there. Discuss these charac-
teristics. Discuss as well whether you feel that 
pay-for-performance programs are compatible. 
If compatible in any way, what course of action 
would you take to promote this compatibility?

 14-3. What are some of the challenges that a multi-
national company would need to anticipate if it 
wants to relocate one of its HCNs and their family 
to work in your country?

 14-4. Allowances and reimbursements for international 
assignments are costly. Should companies avoid 
international business activities? Explain your 
answer. If you answer no, what can companies do 
to minimize costs?

 14-5. Of the many reimbursements and allowances 
that U.S. companies make for employees who 
take  foreign assignments, which one is the most 
 essential? Discuss your reasons.
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Case
Jenkins�goes�abroad

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

Jenkins Consulting is a national firm that helps companies improve their performance and effectiveness by 
advising on all aspects of business management and operations. Companies hire consultants from Jenkins 
Consulting for a variety of projects such as assisting with companywide cost reduction initiatives or rev-
enue growth initiatives, improving supply-chain management, and/or improving individual departments 
such as information technology. Jenkins employs consultants in 200 offices across the United States and 
will soon expand its operations internationally.

A company located in the United Kingdom has hired Jenkins for a major project that will be based at 
the company’s headquarters in London. Jenkins will assist the company with an organization-wide effort to 
restructure and reposition the company to succeed in a more competitive market. To complete this project, 
Jenkins will assign five full-time consultants for a period of approximately 2 years. Because of the signifi-
cant time commitment, Jenkins has decided to relocate the selected consultants to the United Kingdom for 
the duration of the project.

Dale Kugar, the human resource director at Jenkins, must prepare to transition the consultants to the 
new assignment. This is the company’s first exposure to expatriate management, and Dale needs to ensure 
that the consultants who move to the United Kingdom for the project are compensated appropriately. His 
intention is to have the consultants maintain their current benefits, including health care insurance, retire-
ment savings, and paid time off. However, he must make a recommendation on any changes to each con-
sultant’s salary.

Dale has a few concerns as he prepares his recommendation. First, the United Kingdom is currently 
experiencing a high level of inflation. The value of the American dollar compared to the British pound 
is fairly low. That is, the consultant’s U.S. salary will not have the same purchasing power in the United 
Kingdom as it does at home. He is also concerned about the consultants’ interest in taking on the inter-
national assignment. Some of the consultants he spoke to about the assignment are concerned about the 
impact the assignment will have on their career. Because this is Jenkins’ first international experience, the 
consultants are concerned that being out of the country for 2 years may affect their future career opportuni-
ties because they will not have regular interactions with the firm partners who make decisions on promotions. 
These concerns weigh heavily on Dale’s mind as he starts to draft his recommendation.

Questions:
 14-6. How should Dale approach the determination of the consultant’s salaries as expatriates?
 14-7. Should Jenkins offer any incentive compensation or additional benefits to the expatriates? 

Why or why not?

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

 14-8.  Describe the four challenges that companies face in the development and the 
 implementation of international compensation programs. How can a company 
 prevent problems that are driven by repatriation?

 14-9.  Explain the headquarters-based method to calculate expatriates’ base pay. Which 
incentive might work better for this method?
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Learning Objectives

When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Explain the differences between pay and benefits in the United States and in countries 
around the world (included in this chapter).

2. State the total costs of hourly compensation in manufacturing settings around the 
world.

3. List the countries that impose minimum wage rates.

4. Summarize the paid time off benefits in at least two countries.

5. Briefly summarize the protection benefits such as retirement, health care, and social 
security in at least two countries.

The current state of globalization has resulted in a high level of interconnections between the 
economies of various parts of the world. U.S. employers will increasingly conduct business 

with entities in a variety of other countries as former underdeveloped parts of the world experi-
ence tremendous economic, trade, and standard of living growth. In addition, the move from 
traditional manufacturing to knowledge- and service-based employment also means that jobs 
as well as markets are more likely to be dispersed geographically. As the need for employers to 
interact globally increases, HR management professionals are going to have increased oppor-
tunities to develop compensation and benefits programs for U.S. employees in foreign assign-
ments, as well as for indigenous employees in foreign offices of the parent company.

It is essential that compensation professionals know the basic legal employment context and 
the minimum statutory employment standards of the country where they propose to do business, 
just as we’ve discussed throughout this book for U.S. employment (e.g., recall the Fair Labor 
Standards Act of 1938). After that, compensation professionals may consider the norms for com-
petitive pay and benefits needed to attract the desired talent.

In this chapter, we will provide a glimpse of the wide variation in compensation and benefits 
practices across several regions of the world.

We will start off each review with a brief treatment of governmental structure, norms, and 
historical events that helps shed light on pay and benefits. For each country, we will peruse statu-
tory minimum wage rates. Next, we will consider such basic benefits issues as paid time off, 
protection programs (including retirement and health care), and stand-out benefits in particular 

MyManagementLab®

 Improve Your Grade!
When you see this icon, visit www.mymanagementlab.com for activities that are 
applied, personalized, and offer immediate feedback.
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regions. We will note where such protection programs as retirement and health care are required 
by the government or offered at the discretion of the employer.

It is important to note that many other governments do not regularly assess pay levels in 
their economies, which stands in stark contrast to the wealth of data provided regularly on U.S. 
markets by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (Chapter 7). The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
however, regularly compares the hourly compensation costs in several countries. Table 15-1 
shows the costs expressed in U.S. dollars. For example, in 2011, the hourly cost to pay a man-
ufacturing worker employed in the United States, expressed in U.S. dollars, was $35.33. In 
Mexico, the hourly cost per employee was $6.48, and it was $2.01 in the Philippines. The hourly 
cost per employee was significantly higher elsewhere than in the United States. For example, the 
cost was $47.38 in Germany and $64.15 in Norway.

north america
This section takes a brief glance at the employment relationship and employee benefits in Mexico 
and Canada. Both countries and the United States are part of a trade bloc known as NAFTA—
the North American Free Trade Agreement. According to the Office of the United States Trade 
Representative, formed on January 1, 1994, NAFTA called for the elimination of duties and the 
phasing out of tariffs over a period of 14 years.1 Trade restrictions were removed under NAFTA 
from such industries as motor vehicles and automotive parts, computers, textiles, and agriculture. 
In addition, the treaty also delineated the removal of investment restrictions between the three 
countries. As a result of supplemental agreements signed in 1993, worker and environmental 
protection provisions were added.

The labor side of NAFTA is the North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation 
(NAALC). This was created in order to promote cooperation between trade unions and social 
organizations in order to champion improved labor conditions.2 Although there has definitely 
been a convergence of labor standards in North America as a result of NAALC, there has not 
been a convergence in employment, productivity, or salary trends.3 Overall, NAFTA is reported 
as having been good for Mexico, which saw a fall in poverty rates and a rise in real income as 
a result of the trade agreement.4 This section will present a brief overview of the employment 
relationship in Canada and Mexico and some basic employee benefits required by law in these 
countries.

Canada
According to the Central Intelligence Agency’s CIA World Factbook, Canada is a constitutional 
monarchy that is also a parliamentary democracy and a federation consisting of 10 provinces 
and 3 territories.5 With a per capita gross domestic product (GDP) of $41,500 and 18.85 mil-
lion people in the labor force, the Canadian economy is very similar to that of the United States’ 
market-based economy. Even though Canada has enjoyed a trade surplus and balanced budgets 
for many years, concern and debate have recently grown over the increasing cost of the publicly 
funded health care system.

As an important aside, the gross domestic product (GDP) describes the size of a country’s 
economy. Size is expressed as the market value of all final goods and services produced within 
the country over a specified period. The GDP is typically calculated by the country’s national 
statistical agency. GDP per capita generally indicates the standard of living within a country: The 
larger the per capita GDP, presumably the better the standard of living. Table 15-2 lists per capita 
GDP for the countries reviewed in this chapter. These figures are reported at each nation’s GDP 
at purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rates. That is, these figures indicate the sum value of 
all goods and services produced in the country valued at prices prevailing in the United States. 
This is the measure most economists prefer when looking at per capita welfare and when com-
paring living conditions or use of resources across countries.
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taBle 15-1  components of Hourly compensation costs in Manufacturing, 
U.s. Dollars, 2011

Hourly Compensation Costs

direct�pay

Total
social�

insurance(1)
directly�paid�
Benefits(2)

pay�for�time�
Worked(3)

Norway 64.15 10.98 53.18(4)

Switzerland 60.40 9.25 11.24 39.92

Belgium 54.77 17.64 11.05 26.07

Denmark 51.67 4.97 7.54 39.15

Sweden 49.12 16.18 5.13 27.82

Germany 47.38 10.24 9.44 27.70

Australia 46.29 9.25 4.41 32.63

Finland 44.14 9.20 8.51 26.43

Austria 43.16 11.07 9.26 22.82

Netherlands 42.26 8.97 9.01 24.29

France 42.12 12.61 7.80 21.70

Ireland 39.83 6.39 6.00 27.43

Canada 36.56 7.49 3.59 25.48

Italy 36.17 10.47 5.27 20.43

Japan 35.71 6.46 9.02 20.23

United States 35.53 8.65 3.17 23.70

United Kingdom 30.77 4.73 4.05 21.98

Spain 28.44 7.22 5.57 15.65

New Zealand 23.38 0.99 2.69 19.70

Singapore 22.60 3.64 3.95 15.00

Greece 21.78 5.03 4.08 12.66

Israel 21.42 3.49 1.50 16.42

Korea, Republic of 18.91 3.70 15.21(4)

Argentina 15.91 2.77 2.23 10.92

Czech Republic 13.13 3.59 1.77 7.77

Portugal 12.91 2.54 2.49 7.88

Slovakia 11.77 3.19 2.20 6.38

Brazil 11.65 3.72 1.66 6.27

Estonia 10.39 2.69 0.98 6.73

Taiwan 9.34 1.35  8.00(4)

Hungary 9.17 2.16 1.81 5.20

Poland 8.83 1.25 2.23 5.35

Mexico 6.48 1.95  4.53(4)

Philippines 2.01 0.17 0.35 1.49

(1) Social insurance expenditures are legally required, private, and contractual social benefit costs and labor-
related taxes minus subsidies.

(2) Directly paid benefits are primarily pay for leave time, bonuses, and pay in kind.

(3) Pay for time worked is wages and salaries for time actually worked.

(4) Separate measures of directly paid benefits and pay for time worked are not available. Data relate to total 
direct pay.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. (2012, USDL 12-2460). International Comparisons of 
Hourly Compensation Costs in Manufacturing, 2011. Available: http://www.bls.gov, accessed August 31, 2013.
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The United States clearly shows the largest per capita GDP whereas India reports the lowest 
amount. These differences are evident in the extent of government-sponsored benefits offered in 
those countries.

Employment law researchers report that the basic rule of Canadian law holds that labor and 
employment law fall within the exclusive jurisdiction of the provinces.6 Thus, both individual 
and collective employment relationships are controlled at the province level. Federal legislation 
cannot override provincial laws, even when the industry or employer primarily conducts business 
overseas (except in the cases where the industries are expressly assigned to federal jurisdiction). 
The origins of the common law governing individual employment contracts are in the English 
Statute of Labourers of 1562, which established working hours and wages. This statute was 
eventually repealed in the early nineteenth century, but it became part of the English common 
law and later became part of the common law governing all the provinces other than Quebec. 
Quebec has the Civil Code of Quebec, which came into effect in 1866. A modernized version of 
the Civil Code came into effect on January 1, 1994.

Wage anD saLary7 Canada does possess a statutory minimum wage law. At the federal level, 
there is an obligation placed upon provincial governments to establish minimum rates of pay by 
or under an act of the legislature. The jurisdiction defined by province determines the minimum 
hourly rate. In 2012, Alberta currently had the lowest minimum wage rate (i.e., $9.75). The high-
est rate (i.e., $11.00) can be found in Nunavut.

PaiD tiMe Off benefits Canadian employment law holds that employees are entitled to between 
8 and 9 annual paid holidays as well as 2 weeks’ paid vacation time along with a sum of money 
as vacation pay (increasing to 3 weeks after 6 years of employment).8 The amount of vacation 
pay is equal to 2 percent of an employee’s pay for the preceding year per week of vacation. 
There are slight variations from province to province. Maternity and paternity leave provisions 
are coordinated under the Federal Employment Insurance Act. Employees are eligible for a total 
of 17 weeks’ benefits during pregnancy and after childbirth. The Canadian government most 
recently introduced compassionate care leave, which provides 8 weeks of unpaid leave to care 
for a seriously ill family member. For the purposes of this leave, family members include spouse, 
common law partner, children, and parents.9 No laws require the granting of time off for military 
service.

PrOtectiOn benefits 
Pensions and retirement Benefits Canada has two state pension plans: one for Quebec 
residents only and one for the rest of Canada. Both plans are funded by matching contribu-
tions from employers and employees, and both are fully portable upon employment changes, 
much like 401(k) plans in the United States.10 In addition to the public plans, many employers 

taBle 15-2 Per capita expenditures by country, 2012 (estimates)

Country per�Capita�Gdp�($) labor�force�size�(millions)

United States of America 49,800 154.90

Canada 41,500 18.85

Mexico 15,300 50.01

Brazil 12,000 107.10

Germany 39,100 44.01

People’s Republic of China 9,100 795.40

India 3,900 498.40

Source: Central Intelligency Agency. (2013). World Factbook. Available: http://www.cia.gov 
/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html, accessed March 17, 2013.
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provide supplementary pension plans that are regulated by provincial or federal legislation that 
establishes minimum funding standards; specifies the types of investments that the plans may 
make; and deals with such matters as portability, benefit vesting, and locking-in contributions. 
Employers frequently have different plans for executive, managerial, and other employees.

health and disability Benefits Medical and basic hospital care in Canada is paid for by 
provincial medical insurance plans with compulsory coverage for all residents and funding 
revenue derived from both general federal taxation and from provincial taxes.11 Even though 
public health plans normally do not provide employed persons with prescription drugs except 
while they are hospitalized, additional benefits are provided by private supplementary insurance 
through employers, including dental and vision care. Employers also provide long- and short-
term disability benefits for sickness or injury as part of a benefits package.12 Canada’s per capita 
expenditure on health (the sum of Public Health Expenditure and Private Expenditure on Health) 
at the international dollar rates was $4,404 in 2010.13

Mexico
Mexico is a federal republic,14 and Mexican labor law is based on the Constitution of the United 
States of Mexico, adopted in January 1917.15 The CIA World Factbook reports that Mexico’s 
labor force is nearly 19 million people and its per capita GDP is $15,300.16 Its free-market econ-
omy is composed of a mix of new and old industry as well as agriculture, which are both increas-
ingly becoming dominated by the private sector. The “Labor and Social Security” article of the 
constitution is still in effect.17 Employment relationships in Mexico fall under the Federal Labor 
Law, which was last revised in January 1997 and clearly defines the terms worker and employer 
for the purpose of individual employment. Some of the employee benefits ensured under federal 
jurisdiction in Mexico will be discussed shortly.

Wage anD saLary The Mexican government requires that two minimum wage rates be applied. 
The first, general minimum wage, applies to all workers, and the amount depends on the region 
of the country. For instance, the minimum wage in Geographic Area C was 56.70 pesos per day 
in 2011. The rate was only slightly higher in Geographic Areas A and B at 59.80 and 58.13 pesos 
per day, respectively.

The second is the occupational minimum wages that are higher than the general minimum 
wages. Similar to the U.S. General Schedule (Chapter 3), occupations that require greater skill, 
knowledge, and experience are compensated at higher rates.

PaiD tiMe Off benefits Mexican employment laws stipulate certain paid time off benefits 
for all employees, as reported in publications on international employment laws.18 Workers are 
entitled to paid time off during public holidays, and workers required to work during a manda-
tory holiday are entitled to double pay. Female employees are entitled to maternity leave (i.e., 6 
weeks’ leave prior to giving birth and 6 weeks’ leave after birth on full salary). Maternity leave 
can also be extended with half pay for as long as necessary and does not affect seniority rights. 
Employees are entitled to 6 vacation days after being employed for 1 year and to 2 more days 
for each subsequent year, up to a maximum of 12 days. As of the 5th year, the worker is entitled 
to 14 days’ vacation and for each additional group of 5 years 2 more vacation days are added. 
Employers must pay workers a vacation premium equivalent to 25 percent of the salary earned 
during scheduled vacation days; vacations must be taken on the date indicated by the employer, 
within the 6 months following the end of the work year.

PrOtectiOn benefits 
social security Social security programs in Mexico are administered by the Mexican Social 
Security Institute, which protects employees in the matters of occupational accidents and  illnesses, 
maternity, sicknesses, incapacitation, old age, retirement, survivor pensions, day care for children 
of insured workers, and social services.19 The system is financed by contributions from work-
ers, employers, and the government, with contributions based on salary levels, and with workers 
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earning minimum salary exempt from making contributions, whereas employers bear the bulk of 
the contributions to the different insurance funds.20

The benefits for employees are laid out as follows.21 Workers with at least 52 weeks’ worth 
of payments into the system who withdraw are entitled to continue making voluntary payments. 
Should they return to salaried employment again, they may return to the system and maintain all 
benefits, which may be in cash or in kind. Cash benefits take the form of transfer payments in 
the early stages of illness or incapacitation, depending on the medical condition and its effects 
on work and pensions. In-kind benefits take the form of medical attention, including surgery and 
medicines, hospitalization services, and so forth.

Pensions and retirement Benefits The U.S. Social Security Administration (SSA) Office 
of Policy reports that effective July 1, 1997, all workers must join the mandatory individual 
account system, slowly replacing the former social insurance system.22 At retirement, employees 
covered by the social insurance system before 1997 can choose to receive benefits from either 
the social insurance system or from the mandatory individual account system.

health Benefits Medical services are normally provided directly to patients (including old-age 
pensioners covered by the 1997 law) through the health facilities of the Mexican Social Security 
Institute.23 Benefits include general and specialist care, surgery, maternity care, hospitalization 
or care in a convalescent home, medicines, laboratory services, dental care, and appliances; they 
are payable for 52 weeks but may in some cases be extended to 104 weeks.24 In addition, the 
wife of an insured man also receives postnatal benefits in kind, and medical services are pro-
vided for dependent children up to age 16 (age 25 if a student, no limit if disabled).25 Mexico’s 
per capita expenditure on health (sum of Public Health Expenditure and Private Expenditure on 
Health) at the international dollar rate was $959 in 2010.26

other Benefits27 A national system of worker housing exists paid for by employer contribu-
tions in the form of payroll tax fixed at 5 percent and helps workers obtain sufficient credit for 
the acquisition of houses. Workers not employed after age 50 are entitled to receive the full bal-
ance of contributions made in their name to the housing fund.

south america
According to the International Monetary Fund’s World Economic Outlook Database, Brazil, 
Argentina, Colombia, and Chile are the largest economies in South America.28 Venezuela and 
Peru are experiencing economic development as well. On the other hand, Argentina, Chile, and 
Uruguay have the best human development index (HDI—a comparative measure of life expec-
tancy, literacy, and standard of living measured by the United Nations),29 and Venezuela has 
large oil reserves that have turned the nation into an important player in world trade. The  biggest 
trade bloc in South America used to be Mercosur, or the Southern Common Market, which was 
composed of Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Venezuela as the main members and 
Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru as associate states.30 The second-biggest trade 
bloc was the Andean Community of Nations, made up of Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, 
Venezuela, and Chile.31 These two trade blocs merged as of a declaration signed on December 8, 
2004, at the Third South American Summit, and they formed one large trade bloc known as the 
South American Community of Nations, which plans to model itself on the European Union.32 
This section will take a brief look at one of the largest economies in South America, Brazil.

Brazil
The CIA World Factbook reports that Brazil is a federal republic with a workforce of 107.10 mil-
lion and a per capita GDP of $12,000 and that Brazil’s economy is by far the strongest in South 
America.33 This country has a well-developed mining, manufacturing, agricultural, and services 
sector and is increasingly taking on a larger share of global trade and work.34 The Consolidation 
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of Labor Laws (Consolidacao das Leis do Trabalho) accords many employee benefits the status 
of fundamental constitutional rights, and in general the employment relationship in Brazil is 
highly regulated by statute. For example, Brazilian law states that any and all benefits habitually 
granted by the employer, whether expressly or tacitly, are considered part of the employee’s sal-
ary for all legal purposes and cannot be abolished. The status of employment contracts is based 
on the country’s legal principle of continuity. This principle applies to all employment contracts, 
written and oral; however, in practice, employers discharge employees arbitrarily because there 
is a substantial supply of readily available workers who are willing to accept lower pay.35 There 
simply is not enough incentive provided for employers to engage in good faith labor relations. 
Job security is also often lacking for most employees.36

Wage anD saLary Brazil does impose a minimum wage. In accordance with the Federal 
Constitution, the minimum wage rate is nationally uniform and set by law. The minimum wage is 
fixed by a provisional measure, namely an act of the executive having the force of law, in accor-
dance with Article 62 of the Federal Constitution and placed before Congress for conversion into 
law. In 2011, this monthly minimum wage was 545 R$ (Reais).

PrOtectiOn benefits 
social security The social security system that went into effect in 1991 details various benefits 
for workers in Brazil.37 Comprehensive social security benefits are provided by law to all workers 
regarding retirement for illness, old age, or length of service; death benefit pensions; assistance 
during imprisonment of worker; savings fund; social services; professional rehabilitation assis-
tance; work accident payments; maternity leave payments; family salary support; accident insur-
ance; and sick leave benefits.

Pensions The U.S. SSA Office of Policy reports that social insurance in Brazil is provided to 
persons employed in industry, commerce, agriculture, domestic servants, some categories of 
casual workers, elected civil servants, and the self-employed.38 There is also voluntary cover-
age for students, housewives, the unemployed, and other categories, as well as a special system 
for public-sector employees and military personnel. The monthly benefit is equal to 70 percent 
of average earnings plus 1 percent of average earnings for each year of contributions, up to a 
maximum of 100 percent. Employees contribute 8.5 percent of gross earnings, and voluntary 
contributors and members of cooperatives contribute 20 percent of declared earnings. These con-
tributions also finance sickness and maternity benefits and family allowances.

Employers are required to contribute 20 percent of payroll (22.5 percent of payroll for 
employers in the financial sector), 15 percent of earnings for work cooperatives, 12 percent of 
payroll on behalf of domestic workers, and 2.7 percent of earnings for rural employers. There 
are no maximum monthly earnings for contribution purposes. Small-enterprise employers may 
contribute from 1.2 to 4.3 percent of monthly declared earnings, depending on annual earnings 
declared in the last year.

health Benefits In Brazil, medical services are provided directly to patients in rural and 
urban areas through the Unified Health System, and they include such benefits as gen-
eral, specialist, maternity, and dental care; hospitalization; medicines (some cost sharing is 
required); and necessary transportation.39 Brazil’s per capita expenditure on health (sum of 
Public Health Expenditure and Private Expenditure on Health) in 2010 at the international 
dollar rate was $1,028.40

euroPe
The European Union (EU) is a unique international organization that aims at becoming an eco-
nomic superpower, while still retaining such quintessential European practices as high levels 
of employment, social welfare protection, and strong trade unions.41 Even though the EU has 
its own legal powers and performs executive, legislative, and judicial functions like any other 
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governing body, it has limited authority in the area of labor and employment laws. Although the 
EU does not attempt to harmonize the employment laws of member states, under the laws of 
all member states employers must provide employees with a written document about the terms 
of the employment contract. The concept of “employment at will” does not exist in the EU as 
it does in the United States. The EU makes use of Directives and Community Legislations to 
ensure that some minimum standards are adopted by member states. All member states either 
have specific legislation or unfair dismissal or general civil code provisions that apply to termi-
nation of employment contracts. They all provide employers with a substantive basis for chal-
lenging employment dismissal and procedural mechanisms for adjudicating claims.42

The EU Web site reports that community labor law was designed with the aim of ensuring 
that the creation of the single market did not result in a lowering of labor standards or distortions 
in competition.43 It has also been increasingly called upon, however, to play a key role in making 
it easier for the EU to adapt to evolving forms of work organization. On the basis of article 137 
of the treaty, the Community shall support and complement the activities of the member states 
in the area of social policy. In particular, it defines minimum requirements at the EU level in the 
fields of working and employment conditions and with regard to the information and consulta-
tion of workers. Improving living and working conditions in member states depends on national 
legislation, but also to a large extent on agreements concluded by the social partners at all levels 
(i.e., country, sector, and company). This section will briefly present some of the basic employee 
benefits practices in the EU member state of Germany.

Germany
Germany is a federal republic with the fifth largest economy in the world as indicated by a per 
capita GDP of $39,100, according to the CIA World Factbook.44 The German labor force has 
about 44.01 million workers. The integration of the former East German economy is a strain 
on the overall economy of unified Germany, and unemployment rates have been very high. 
Germany has recently been pushing such labor market reforms as increasing the retirement age 
and increasing female workforce participation. There have been increasing concerns about the 
aging workforce and high unemployment bankrupting the social security system, but for now 
Germany has managed to bring the deficit to within the EU debt limit. Germany’s employment 
laws provide considerable voice to labor and job security to employees, and the German Civil 
Code provides numerous statutes that deal with individual employment as well as collective 
agreements.45

Wage anD saLary Minimum wage in Germany is established through the collective bargaining 
process. In Germany, there are two types of collective agreements. First, association agreements 
are made between trade unions and employers’ associations. Second, company agreements are 
made between trade unions and individual employers. An extension of either type of agreement 
to other sectors or employers may be granted upon request of at least one party to the collective 
agreement.

As an example, the agreement for the metalworking industry in Baden-Württemberg has 
been selected because it concluded a new pay framework agreement (ERA-Eckentgelt) in 2003 
and in February 2004 concluded a collective agreement fixing the projected percentage increases 
in the minimum wage for the next 26 months. The German government does not mandate a 
minimum wage, except for construction workers, electrical workers, janitors, roofers, painters, 
and letter carriers, set by collective bargaining agreements in other sectors of the economy and 
enforceable by law.

PaiD tiMe Off benefits46 Employees cannot be required to work on official holidays, which 
range from 10 holidays per year in northern Germany to 13 in southern Germany. The statutory 
minimum vacation has been set at 24 working days (or 4 weeks because Saturdays are counted). 
Younger workers have a right to a vacation of 25–30 working days; disabled workers have an 
additional 5 days of vacation. There is minimum 6-month employment eligibility for vacation. 
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Under the terms of the Maternity Leave Law, time away from work as a result of maternity leave 
or other limits on work by pregnant women and mothers must be counted as time worked for 
the purpose of determining entitlement to vacation time. Employees may take 5 days annually 
or 10 days every 2 years (under individual state level statutes) as paid holidays for continu-
ing education purposes at only state-approved institutions. The employee retains a job if he is 
drafted for military or called for military exercises with a suspended employment relationship. 
The employee should receive regular pay during illness for a period of 6 weeks.

Expectant mothers can take 6 weeks’ leave before the due date and 8 weeks after giving 
birth. During this time the employee must be paid at least average salary or wages calculated on 
the basis of the last 13 weeks before commencement of leave. An employee can request up to 3 
years of child-rearing leave. Employers must guarantee return to the same job following comple-
tion of this leave. Any payments for child-rearing leave are made solely by the national health 
authority.

PrOtectiOn benefits 
Pensions47 Germany has a statutory pension system analogous to the Social Security system 
in the United States. In addition, employers offer the company pension plan and a tax-favored 
investment plan. Employees have three different sources for their pension benefits: statutory pen-
sion insurance, company pension plans, and private life insurance.

health insurance German laws stipulate guidelines for minimal health welfare of worker.48 
For blue-collar workers (and some white-collar workers), mandatory state health insurance pre-
miums are borne 50 percent by the insured and 50 percent by the employer. The employer is 
required to collect the employees’ contributions and to pay the entire amount to the appropriate 
collector. Employees whose income exceeds a certain amount can opt out of the state plan and 
purchase private health insurance. In such cases, employees may request that the employer’s 
health insurance contribution be included in their salary. Germany’s per capita expenditure on 
health (sum of Public Health Expenditure and Private Expenditure on Health) in 2010 at the 
international dollar rate was $4,332.49

asia
In 2013, China was the largest economy in Asia, followed by India and Japan.50 Asia has sev-
eral trade blocs, including Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, Asia-Europe Economic Meeting, 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, and South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation. 
Given the wide variation and diversity in the world’s largest and most populous continent, how-
ever, there is no unifying economic body like the EU or NAFTA that represents all the countries 
of Asia. This section will examine a representative sample of the relatively more developed and 
developing economies in Asia: India and China. A bloc of countries that is not examined here, 
but that nonetheless deserves mention because considerable jobs are being outsourced there, are 
those in southeast Asia: Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, Cambodia, and 
Laos. These economies are seeing a current influx of foreign investment, although they are not 
close to the countries discussed here in terms of annual growth rates.

India
According to the CIA World Factbook, India is a democratic federal republic with a diverse 
economy ranging from traditional farming to high-technology industries.51 India’s labor force 
is quite large with 498.40 million individuals with a per capita GDP of only $3,900. The Indian 
economy, though steadily growing at a close to 2.2 percent annual rate, is plagued with income 
disparity and developmental challenges similar to China. More than half of India’s output is cre-
ated with less than one-quarter of its labor force, and services are the major source of economic 
growth. Strong economic growth combined with easy consumer credit and a real estate boom 
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is fueling inflation concerns, and the huge and growing population poses fundamental social, 
economic, and environmental problems. Basic constitutional legislation governs the employ-
ment relationship for all employees, ensuring equality of opportunity to public employment and 
prohibition of child labor.

The Directive Principle of State Policy has statutes that affect various aspects of the employ-
ment relationship (e.g., working conditions and participation in management).52 Some of the key 
employee benefits provided by employers in India are provident fund, gratuity (bonus), pension 
(i.e., either defined benefit or defined contribution), housing, car, loans, life insurance protection 
for dependents, health and disability benefits, medical benefits for employees and their families, 
and leave encashment.53 The Employees’ Provident Fund Organization is one of the world’s 
largest Social Security programs with more than 35 million members. Gratuities apply to most 
employees in India, and these are funded through employer contributions totaling 4.5 percent of 
payroll.

There are wide variations between the public and private sectors, with the Ministry of 
Labour and labor laws governing employment relationships in the public sector and with more 
employer discretion allowed in the private sector. In addition, all blue-collar employees and fac-
tory workers are governed under existing labor laws.

Wage anD saLary. Minimum wage is fixed by an authority dual system. Minimum wage rates 
are determined by the government for certain sectors, and a collective agreement determines oth-
ers. Minimum wage rates for occupations that are largely nonunionized or have little bargaining 
power may be set in accordance with the Minimum Wages Act, 1948. This act applies through-
out India, including the provinces of Jammu and Kashmir. Schedules 1 and 2 of the act set 
forth the occupations for which applicable central and regional governments may set minimum 
wage rates. The central government sets minimum wages for 45 different occupations, includ-
ing agricultural work, construction, road maintenance work, work in mines, railway work, and 
stone breaking or crushing work. In addition, states have set minimum wages for 1,232 different 
occupations in their respective regions. Minimum wage rates set apply only to those scheduled 
occupations that have more than 1,000 employees working in the applicable state. For example, 
in Delhi, the minimum wage rate ranged between 279 and 339 rupees per day in 2013.54 The 
wage rate varies by the level of job skill and industry.

PaiD tiMe Off benefits55 Leave is usually calculated for each year based on the number of 
days worked in the previous year. If a worker does not take all of the accumulated leave, she or 
he is allowed to roll over to the succeeding calendar year up to a maximum of 30 days. There is 
no statutory provision of paternity leave, but maternity leave is allowed in the form of paid time 
off and possible medical bonus. All employees get paid time off for various public and national 
holidays.

PrOtectiOn benefits 
Pensions56 First and current laws regarding pensions were passed in 1952 (i.e., employees’ 
provident funds), with amendments in 1972 (i.e., payment of gratuity), 1976 (i.e., employees’ 
deposit-linked insurance), 1995 (i.e., employees’ pension scheme), and 1995 (i.e., national 
social assistance program). Pension benefits include provident fund with survivor (i.e., deposit-
linked) insurance and a pension fund, a gratuity scheme for industrial workers, and a social 
assistance system. In 2004, a voluntary old-age, disability, and survivors’ benefits scheme was 
enacted. This program is part of the Unorganized Sector Social Security Scheme for employees 
and self-employed persons ages 36–50 with monthly earnings of 6,500 rupees or less but with-
out mandatory coverage and was introduced as a pilot program in 50 districts. Contributions 
are income related and flat rate. Coverage includes employees, including casual, part-time, 
and daily wage workers and those employed through contractors, with monthly earnings of 
6,500 rupees or less working in establishments with a minimum of 20 employees in one of the 
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182 categories of covered industry (the establishment remains covered even if the number of 
employees falls below 20).

Employees covered by equivalent occupational private plans may contract out. Voluntary 
coverage exists for employees of covered establishments with monthly earnings of more 
than 6,500 rupees, with the agreement of the employer and for establishments with less than 
20 employees if the employer and a majority of the employees agree to contribute. Provident 
fund contributions include 12 percent of basic wages (10 percent of basic wages in five speci-
fied categories of industry) in covered establishments with less than 20 employees and some 
other specific cases. The maximum monthly earnings for contribution purposes are 6,500 rupees 
(1 USD = 50.80 rupees).

health Benefits SSA reports that state governments arrange for the provision of medical care 
on behalf of the Employees’ State Insurance Corporation.57 Services are provided in different 
states through social insurance dispensaries and hospitals, state government services, or private 
doctors under contract. Benefits include outpatient treatment, specialist consultations, hospital-
ization, surgery and obstetric care, imaging and laboratory services, transportation, and the free 
supply of medications, dressings, artificial limbs, aids, and appliances. The duration of benefits 
is from 3 months to 1 year, according to the insured’s contribution record. India’s per capita 
expenditure on health (sum of Public Health Expenditure and Private Expenditure on Health) at 
the international dollar rate was $132 in 2010.58

People’s Republic of China
The People’s Republic of China (PRC), as reported by the CIA World Factbook, is a communist 
state characterized by a fast-growing economy that has shifted over the past couple of decades 
from a centrally planned system to a more market-oriented one.59 With a labor force of 795.40 
million people and a per capita GDP of $9,100, PRC has been experiencing continuously high 
annual GDP growth at around 10 percent. Even though the purchasing power parity of PRC has 
become one of the top in the world, the lower per capita GDP is an indication of income dispar-
ity within various strata of society. One of the key challenges for the government has been to 
sustain adequate job growth for tens of millions of workers laid off from state-owned enterprises, 
migrants, and new entrants to the workforce.

The PRC Labor Law was established in 1995, resulting in a break from the traditional “iron 
rice bowl” system of employment, with a shift from state-owned enterprises to private ones, 
a move that has given rise to new employment relationship issues.60 Under the older welfare 
system, the workforce was considered the property of the state, and such benefits as housing, 
medical, and retirement schemes were payable directly by the state-owned enterprises to the 
employees. Since the introduction of the PRC Labor Law, the employment relationship is now 
defined by individual contracts.61

Wage anD saLary According to China’s Labor Act, 1994, the state possesses the responsi-
bility to implement a system of guaranteed minimum wages. There is no national minimum 
wage rate in China; instead, minimum wage rates are set by region. Separate standards are stipu-
lated by provincial, regional, and municipal peoples’ governments for their respective region 
and reported to the State Council for consent. The provisions concerning minimum wages apply 
to enterprises, private nonenterprise entities, individual industrial and commercial households 
with employees (the employing entities), and the laborers who have formed a labor relationship 
with them. The minimum wage rate varies by region. In 2011, the monthly minimum wage was 
1,300 yuan in Gaunghzho (the highest in China) and 1,120 yuan in Shanghai, and it was lowest 
in Anhui Province and Jiangxi Province at 500 yuan.

PaiD tiMe Off benefits62 The length of an employer-approved medical treatment period gener-
ally depends on employee age and period of service and can range from 3 to 24 months. During 
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this period the salary paid to the employee may not be less than 80 percent of the local minimum 
wage. Employees who have worked for 1 to 10 years are entitled to paid annual leave of 5 days. 
Employees who have worked 10 to 20 years are entitled to paid annual leave of 10 days, and 
those with more than 20 years experience are entitled to 15 days. Employees who have worked 
for more than 1 year are entitled to “home leave” if they do not live in the same place as their 
spouse or parents. Employees earn normal wages during this period, and employers are obligated 
to pay all travel expenses for employees visiting their spouse and for unmarried employees visit-
ing their parents. Women are entitled to no less than 90 days of maternity leave starting 15 days 
prior to birth.

PrOtectiOn benefits 
Pensions The Office of Policy of the SSA reports that there has been a new law to decouple 
the employment relationship from the social insurance system, setting up a unified basic pen-
sion system.63 The system now has social insurance and mandatory individual accounts, and 
provincial and city or county social insurance agencies and employers do adapt central gov-
ernment guidelines to local conditions. Coverage includes employees in urban enterprises and 
urban institutions managed as enterprises and the urban self-employed. In some provinces, cov-
erage for the urban self-employed is voluntary. (Urban enterprises comprise all state-owned 
enterprises, regardless of their location.) Old-age provision in rural areas is based mainly on 
family support and through community and state financial support. Pilot schemes in the form 
of individual accounts, supported at the town and village level and subject to preferential sup-
port by the state, operate in some rural areas. Employees of government and communist party 
organizations, and of cultural, educational, and scientific institutions (except for institutions 
financed off-budget), are covered under a government-funded, employer-administered sys-
tem. Enterprise-based pension systems cover some employees (including the self-employed) 
in cities.

An employee contribution to mandatory individual accounts is 8 percent of gross insured 
earnings. (The contribution rate is higher in some provinces.) The minimum earnings for 
employee contribution and benefit purposes are equal to 60 percent of the local average wage 
for the previous year. The maximum earnings for employee contribution and benefit purposes 
vary, but they may be as much as 300 percent of the local average wage for the previous year. 
Employer contribution to mandatory individual accounts is up to 20 percent of insured pay-
roll based on local regulations The contribution is taken from the total contribution made to 
basic pension insurance. Central and local government subsidies are provided to city and council 
retirement pension pools as needed.

health insurance64 There is a unified medical insurance system with all employers and 
workers participating in this system. Employers contribute 6 percent of payroll to the system, 
whereas employees contribute 2 percent of their salary. Health insurance is based on Basic 
Medical Insurance Fund consisting of a Pooled Fund and Personal Accounts. Employees’ 
contributions go directly to their personal accounts and 30 percent of employer contributions 
are paid into this account. Covered workers receive medical benefits at a chosen accredited 
hospital or clinic on a fee-for-service basis. The individual account is used to finance medi-
cal benefits only, up to a maximum equal to 10 percent of the local average annual wage. 
The social insurance fund reimburses the cost of the medical benefit from 10 up to 400 per-
cent of the local average annual wage, according to the schedule. Medical treatment in high-
grade hospitals results in lower percentage reimbursements, and vice versa. Reimbursement 
for payments beyond 400 percent of the local average annual wage must be covered by private 
insurance or public supplementary schemes. Contract workers receive the same benefits as 
permanent workers. Per capita expenditure on health (per capita amount of the sum of Public 
Health Expenditure and Private Expenditure on Health) at the international dollar rate was 
$379 in 2010.65
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cOMPensatiOn in actiOn

With companies operating seamlessly across borders, employees 
will come to expect you (their line managers and HR managers) 
to respond to their compensation and benefits needs accord-
ingly. You will need to carefully educate managers who have 
supervisory responsibility for employees in other parts of the 
world. Because these two parties operate under different laws 
and norms, the expectations of the employment exchange can 
be radically different. While it isn’t the expectation that manag-
ers know the details of employment law in every country around 
the world, it will be your responsibility to equip them with the 
resources necessary to provide educated answers to questions 
the employees may raise, and to do so with sensitivity to the 
perspective and expectations of those employees who are many 
time zones away.

Action checklist for line managers and 
HR—seamless and sensitive strategies  
for a global workforce

Hr takes the lead
•	 Be	familiar	with	the	laws	and	norms	of	all	countries	

wherein there are client group operations; read reports 
on these countries, deal with employment experts special-
izing in these areas, and talk with other HR professionals 
who are native to the location. Educate line managers 
about the pertinent high-level particulars of these laws.

•	 As	the	company	seeks	to	expand	into	emerging	markets	
wherein minimal business has been conducted in the 
past, proactively seek out information on employment 
laws, events of historical significance, societal values, and 
general employee expectations.

•	 Identify	areas	of	difference	that	could	potentially	cause	
conflict between line mangers in the United States and 
their employees who are natives of the locales in which 
they work (e.g., paid leave in France).

Line managers take the lead
•	 Be	a	visible	presence	in	areas	of	the	world	where	there	

are direct reports (set a predictable schedule that allows 
you to travel to these locations consistently). This 
 presence will ensure better awareness of—and exposure 
to—compensation and benefits laws that may be radically 
different from those in the United States.

•	 Work	with	HR	to	provide	a	packet	of	information	that	
can be shared with other managers. This packet would 
include specifics that should be taken into serious con-
sideration as other line managers work with employees 
in certain countries. HR could elaborate on this packet 
by turning it into various training sessions for managing 
employees across the globe.

Increase familiarity 
with country laws 

where there is 
employee population 

Proactively learn 
about countries where 
the company projects 

growth

Be a visible presence 
in countries where there

 is an employee 
population 

Identify areas that 
have significant 

enough differences for 
conflict to arise   

Share experiences 
with managers so they 

are prepared for 
similar responsibilities 

MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com to complete the problems marked with this icon .

end of chaPter

summary
We reviewed minimum wage and benefits offerings man-
dated by the governments of several countries across the 
world. There is extensive variation in minimum standards. 

A striking difference between the United States and other 
countries is the less generous family leave benefits in the 
United States and the relatively fewer paid days off. The 
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case
north�american�expansion�for�threads�apparel

 An additional Supplemental Case can be found on MyManagementLab.

As Heather Johnson, CEO of Threads Apparel, prepares for the next board of directors meeting, the 
 company’s expansion plans weigh heavily on her mind. Threads Apparel manufactures women’s ready-to-
wear clothing for several large chain department stores. The company has experienced tremendous growth 
over the past 15 years and is now positioned to grow even more as it has just secured a contract with a 
major department store that has locations throughout North America.

Threads’s reputation for producing high-quality clothing is based, in part, on its human resource man-
agement practices. It has a talented staff that is committed to consistently meeting its quality standards. In 
addition to effective management practices, Threads provides competitive compensation and benefits to its 
nearly 1,500 employees, and, as a result, the company experiences a relatively low turnover rate.

In order to meet the increased production requirements of the new contract, Threads will need to open 
a new manufacturing facility. The company currently operates ten manufacturing facilities in seven differ-
ent states. As it considers a location for the new facility, Heather plans to recommend moving beyond the 
borders of the United States to ease the distribution of its products throughout North America. In addition to 
its new contract, NAFTA has allowed it to expand the distribution of its products into Mexico and Canada 
through several smaller stores. Therefore, opening its new facility in Mexico or Canada makes sense due 
to its expanding markets in these countries. It has located property options in both Mexico and Canada and 
must now begin discussions on which country it should select for its first international facility.

The board of directors will be making a decision on where to locate the new plant based on Heather’s 
recommendation. The board is in agreement with Heather on opening its next plant outside of the United 
States. At this point, it is looking for a recommendation from Heather on whether it should expand to 
Mexico or Canada, and it is also looking for data to support her recommendation. In addition to many 
location considerations such as the availability of transportation and local tax laws, Heather must also 
understand the labor markets within Canada and Mexico in order to make her decision. Heather has set up 
a meeting with the director of human resources at Threads to gather information on labor-related consider-
ations for the new facility.

Questions:
 15-3. What are some labor-related factors that Threads should consider when comparing Mexico and 

Canada?
 15-4. What are some labor-related factors that would favor Canada as the location of the new facility? 

Or Mexico, for that matter?

governments in other countries mandate paid time off, 
reflecting the importance of family and religion. Most 
countries offer social security pensions, and, in many 
cases, these benefits are not lucrative. We also noticed that 

health care costs are a concern in all countries. Various 
health care delivery systems—single-payer and multiple-
payer—struggle with rising health care costs and adequate 
coverage.

 discussion Questions
 15-1. Discuss the main differences between the 

 minimum pay regulations in the United States 
(Chapter 2) and one other country’s practices 
 discussed in this chapter. How do these differences 
affect companies’ ability to compete with other 
companies worldwide?

 15-2. Discuss the main differences between retirement 
systems in the United States (taking into account 
legally required and discretionary programs) and 
one other country discussed in this chapter. Does 
it appear that the costs of retirement programs are 
creating burdens for competitive advantage?
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MyManagementLab
Go to mymanagementlab.com for the following Assisted-graded writing questions:

 15-5.  Why is it important for HR and compensation professionals to learn about compensation 
practices in other parts of the world? Discuss.

  15-6.  Briefly compare minimum wage rates and paid time off policies in Canada 
and Mexico.
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When you finish studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. explain the impact of economic recession and underemployment on compensation 
practice.

2. point to the reasons for rising wages in China.

3. Describe the challenges associated with executive compensation.

4. summarize the challenges associated with health care reform.

5. Describe the influence of changing workforce demographics on employee benefits 
practice.

6. summarize the issue of marriage between same-sex individuals and the U.s. supreme 
Court ruling on the Defense of marriage act.

Thus far in Strategic Compensation, we have studied the fundamentals of employee compen-
sation and benefits programs. This approach to studying compensation arms compensation 

professionals with the knowledge to more effectively make compensation decisions that fit with 
companies’ competitive advantages. There is much more to consider besides the fundamentals. 
In this chapter, we will examine seven key issues among many that will shape the work of com-
pensation and benefits professionals in the future:

•	 Fallout	from	the	“Great	Recession”
•	 Underemployment:	Implications	for	compensation
•	 Executive	compensation
•	 Rising	wages	in	China
•	 Challenges	in	health	care	reform
•	 Workforce	demographic	shifts
•	 Marriage	between	same-sex	individuals	and	the	U.S.	Supreme	Court	ruling	on	the	Defense	

of	Marriage	Act

Challenges FaCing Compensation 
proFessionals16
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Fallout From the “great reCession”
The	U.S.	economy	experienced	an	economic	recession	from	December	2007	through	June	2009.	
The	term	“Great	Recession”	is	widely	used	to	describe	the	significance	of	this	recession.	It	was	
the	longest	recession	since	World	War	II,	lasting	19	months.	Although	the	recession	ended	a	
few years ago, its effects still remain evident. In this section, we will review the definition of an 
economic recession and its relevance to employee compensation through two important issues: 
underemployment and the compensation–productivity gap.

What Is an Economic Recession?
The term economic recession	refers	to	a	general	slowdown	in	economic	activity.	As	we	will	see	
shortly,	evidence	of	economic	recessions	includes	reduced	gross	domestic	product	(GDP)	and	
increased	unemployment	rates.	Multiple	complex	factors	lead	to	recessions.	Reduced	consumer	
spending	is	among	the	primary	causes	of	economic	recessions.	Consumers’	demand	for	products	
and	services	such	as	automobiles	declines.	For	example,	automobile	manufacturers,	among	them	
General	Motors	and	Chrysler,	respond	to	lower	consumer	demand	for	their	products	by	cutting	
 production levels in order to avoid excess inventory. Oftentimes, companies respond to lower 
demand	through	significant	layoffs	of	employees.	Among	the	economic	reasons	for	extended	mass	
layoffs,	events	related	to	seasonal	factors	accounted	for	44	percent	of	events	and	39	percent	of	
related	separations	during	the	fourth	quarter	of	the	year	2012.1 Over the year, the largest decrease in 
separations occurred in layoffs due to business demand reasons such as in this example. Table 16-1 
shows	layoff	activity	between	2005	and	2012.	The	number	of	layoff	events	along	with	separations	
and initial claimants rose dramatically during the recession and began decreasing following the 
recession, although the numbers following the recession remain substantially higher than prior to 
the	recession.	The	preliminary	2013	data	show	a	continuation	of	this	trend.2

Reduced	production	adversely	affects	other	companies’	operations.	Automobile	manufac-
turing companies do not produce every component of vehicles. In fact, these companies rely on 
specialty	companies	to	produce	vehicle	components	such	as	windshields	and	bumpers.	Reduced	
consumer demand for automobiles leads to reduced automobile manufacturers’ need for compo-
nents from suppliers. Hundreds of companies alone supply components to automobile makers. 
Layoffs occur in these companies as well as in the automobile manufacturing companies.

table 16-1 selected Measures of layoff activity, 2005–2012

Period layoff�events separations initial�Claimants

2005 4,881 884,661 834,533

2006 4,885 935,969 951,155

2007 5,363 965,935 978,712

2008 8,259 1,516,978 1,670,042

2009 11,824 2,108,202 2,442,000

2010 7,158 1,213,638 1,288,750

2011 6,596 1,112,710 1,289,273

2012 6,051 1,152,258 1,177,143

Note: layoff events refer to the number of company decisions to lay off 
employees. separations refer to the number of employees who lost their jobs 
as a result of the number of layoff events. initial claimants refer to the number 
of unemployed persons from the layoff events who applied for unemployment 
insurance benefits.

Source: U.s. Bureau of labor statistics. (2013). Extended Mass Layoffs—Fourth 
Quarter 2012 (USDL 13-0236). available: www.bls.gov, accessed april 21, 2013.
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Companies	in	other	industries	similarly	experience	adverse	effects.	Reduced	demand	for	
products	and	services	across	industries	contributes	to	economic	recessions.	The	Federal	Reserve	
Bank revealed that approximately 86 percent of industries have cut back production since the 
beginning	of	the	Great	Recession;	this	reduction	is	the	most	widespread	since	1969	when	the	
Federal	Reserve	Bank	began	tracking	this	information.

The impact of widespread cutbacks on various industries’ output becomes evident in a 
declining	GDP.	As	discussed	in	Chapter	15,	GDP	describes	the	size	of	a	country’s	economy.	
GDP	size	is	expressed	as	the	market	value	of	all	final	goods	and	services	produced	within	the	
country	over	a	specified	period.	Figure	16-1	shows	the	change	in	GDP	growth	rates	for	each	
quarterly	period	between	2007	and	2012.	Clearly,	GDP	fell	virtually	each	quarter	during	the	
Great	Recession.	Although	GDP	began	rising	following	the	end	of	the	recession,	it	will	take	
quite	some	time	before	its	size	surpasses	prerecession	levels.

underemployment: impliCations For 
Compensation
Underemployment refers to employees who wish to work full-time, but are forced to work 
part-time for economic reasons, such as poor business conditions or inability to find a job. 
During	October–November	2007,	the	2-month	period	preceding	the	onset	of	this	recession,	the	
number	of	underemployed	workers	in	the	United	States	was	estimated	to	be	slightly	more	than	
4.2 million.3	Following	the	onset	of	the	recession,	the	number	of	underemployed	individuals	
rose	dramatically.	Table	16-2	displays	the	number	of	underemployed	individuals	just	prior	to	the	
beginning	of	the	recession	through	the	end	of	2012.	Since	then,	the	number	of	underemployed	
continued	to	rise;	however,	the	number	is	slowly	declining.	Nevertheless,	the	number	remains	
high.	Compared	to	prerecession	levels,	the	rise	in	the	number	of	employed	through	the	end	of	
2012	equals	93	percent.

Underemployment	 poses	 implications	 for	 employees’	 earnings.	According	 to	 the	U.S.	
Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics,	the	mean	hourly	earnings	of	the	underemployed	were	low	compared	
to those who were not underemployed.4 The mean hourly wages for all underemployed workers 
was	$12.80.	Mean	hourly	wages	were	as	follows	based	on	educational	attainment,	clearly	show-
ing an increase for higher educational attainment:

•	 High	school	dropouts:	$11.23
•	 High	school	graduates:	$11.78
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Figure 16-1 Quarter-to-Quarter growth in real gDp, united states, 2007–2012

Source:	U.S.	Department	of	Commerce,	Bureau	of	Economic	Analysis.	Available:	http://www.bea.gov,	accessed	April	22,	2013.
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•	 Bachelor’s	degree	holders:	$14.35
•	 Master’s	or	higher	degree:	$21.46

In addition, the mean hourly earnings of the underemployed were considerably below those 
of full-time workers, both overall and in each educational group, as shown in Table 16-3. The 
mean	hourly	earnings	for	full-time	wage	and	salary	workers	were	$20.96,	exceeding	those	of	the	
underemployed by $8.16, or 64 percent. In each of the five education groups whose members 
were not enrolled in school, mean hourly earnings of the underemployed were anywhere from 
88	cents	to	$11.82	below	those	of	their	full-time	employed	peers.	Many	of	the	underemployed,	
particularly those with higher educational attainment, were considered to be malemployed. 
Malemployment occurs when job holders possess greater education, skills, or knowledge than 
is required to perform their jobs.5 In sum, underemployment leads to earning losses because the 
underemployed	work	fewer	hours	and	take	jobs	within	lower-paying	occupations.	For	example,	
a person holding a bachelor’s degree in psychology whose job is a part-time grocery store clerk 
is considered to be underemployed and malemployed.

table 16-2 underemployment in the united states, 2007–2012

Period number�underemployed

October–November	2007 4,201,000

October–December	2008 7,217,333

October–December	2009 8,907,333

October–December	2010 8,902,666

October–December	2011 8,443,333

October–December	2012 8,114,000

Absolute	change,	2007–2012 3,913,000

Percent	change,	2007–2012 												93

Sources: sum, a., & Khatiwada, i. (2010). the nation’s Underemployed in the 
“great recession” of 2007–09. Monthly Labor Review, 133(11), pp. 3–15. available: 
http://www.bls.gov, accessed april 1, 2011; U.s. Bureau of labor statistics. 2013 Data 
Retrieval: Labor Force Statistics, Employed Persons by Class of Worker and Part-time 
Status. available: http://www.bls.gov, accessed april 21, 2013.

table 16-3  Mean Hourly Wages of underemployed persons and Full-time 
Wage and salary Workers, 16 Years and older, by Educational 
attainment, october–December 2009

education�group underemployed Full-time�Workers Difference

All	workers $12.80 $20.96 $8.16

High school students 7.07 8.20 1.13

College	students 13.04 12.67 0.37

High school dropouts 11.23 12.11 –0.88

High school graduatesa 11.78 16.67 4.89

1–3 years of collegeb 13.83 18.96 5.13

Bachelor’s degree 14.35 26.17 11.82

Master’s	or	higher	degree 21.46 32.07 10.61

a including those who received a general education Development (geD) certificate.
b including those who received an associate’s degree.

Source: U.s. Bureau of labor statistics.
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Finally,	there	are	longer-term	implications	of	underemployment	besides	current	lower	pay.	
Underemployed	workers	are	likely	to	have	lower	future	earnings	partly	because	employers	pro-
vide	less	or	no	training	to	part-time	workers.	Figure	16-2	shows	the	rate	of	increase	in	pay	levels	
during	and	following	the	Great	Recession,	which	is	lower	than	these	rates	prior	to	this	recession.	
Also,	this	figure	indicates	that	the	rate	of	increase	during	the	Great	Recession	was	much	lower	
than	the	rate	during	the	recession	that	occurred	in	2001.	Data	for	2011	and	2012	(not	shown	in	
Figure	16-2)	show	a	continuation	of	the	trend.	As	a	result,	underemployment	may	slow	down	the	
economic recovery from recession. Lower current pay and anticipated lower future earnings will 
likely reduce the consumption of goods and services, thus holding back increases in spending, 
business production, and employment levels.

The previous figures chronicle pay information for the underemployed. The pay situation 
for those becoming employed full-time following periods of unemployment is less encouraging. 
According	to	the	U.S.	Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics,	approximately	55	percent	are	earning	less,	of	
which	nearly	36	percent	are	earning	at	least	20	percent	less	than	they	were	prior	to	becoming	
unemployed.	In	comparison,	approximately	45	percent	are	earning	more,	of	which	only	25	per-
cent	are	earning	at	least	20	percent	more	than	they	were	prior	to	becoming	unemployed.

The Compensation–Productivity Gap
The gap between real hourly compensation and labor productivity indicates whether workers’ pay is 
keeping up with productivity. Real hourly compensation measures the purchasing power of a dollar 
while nominal hourly compensation is the face value of a dollar. Increases in the costs of goods 
and	services	cause	nominal	pay	to	be	less	than	real	pay.	For	example,	let’s	assume	that	an	employee	
accepted	a	job	at	$10	per	hour.	This	figure—$10	per	hour—represents	nominal	pay.	At	the	same	
time,	$10	also	represents	real	pay.	However,	over	1	year,	let’s	assume	that	the	price	of	goods	and	
services	increased,	on	average,	5	percent.	At	the	end	of	the	year,	nominal	hourly	pay	remains	at	$10.	
Hourly	real	pay,	on	the	other	hand,	declined	by	5	percent,	or	$0.50.	In	other	words,	$10	purchases	
only	$9.50	worth	of	goods	and	services.	In	this	example,	$9.50	represents	hourly	real	pay.

Productivity	growth	promotes	rising	living	standards	in	the	following	manner.	Increases	
in productivity growth indicate companies’ investments in capital equipment and information 
technology.	Examples	of	capital	equipment	include	new	manufacturing	facilities,	research	and	
development	labs,	and	sales	distribution	centers.	Examples	of	information	technology	include	
structured databases containing expert information to help end users make informed decisions in 
complex	situations.	For	instance,	physicians	may	access	databases	to	help	them	diagnose	health	
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conditions	based	on	patients’	symptoms	and	health	histories.	Another	example	occurs	in	the	mar-
keting field where information systems enable companies to identify customers for new products 
and services based on a variety of factors including household income and purchasing history.

Since	the	1970s,	real	hourly	compensation	has	lagged	behind	labor	productivity	growth	as	
shown	in	Figure	16-3.6 The growth of productivity and real hourly compensation in the nonfarm 
business	sector	(which	accounts	for	three-fourths	of	output	and	employment	in	the	total	U.S.	econ-
omy)	was	comparable	until	1973.	The	annual	change	in	productivity	averaged	2.8	percent	and	real	
hourly	compensation	growth	averaged	2.6	percent	during	the	1947–1973	period.	In	1973–1979,	the	
annual	averages	were	at	1.1	and	0.9	percent,	respectively.	Real	hourly	compensation	growth	failed	
to keep pace with accelerating productivity growth over the past three decades, and the gap between 
productivity	growth	and	compensation	growth	widened.	Hence,	during	2000–2011,	average	annual	
growth	in	productivity	and	real	compensation	equaled	2.3 percent	and	0.9	percent,	respectively.

Figure	16-4	shows	the	gains	or	losses	in	hourly	wages	relative	to	the	increases	in	productiv-
ity	for	the	18-month	period	following	each	recession	after	World	War	II.	Companies	experienced	
increases in productivity each time, but the gain in real compensation has been substantially less. 
Most	noteworthy	is	the	difference	between	increases	in	real	compensation	relative	to	increases	
in	productivity	since	the	end	of	the	Great	Recession,	which	is	much	more	substantial	than	in	any	
of the prior recessions.

There	are	 two	reasons	 that	may	explain	 the	compensation–productivity	gap.	First,	high	
unemployment following recessions leaves employees with relatively lower power to bargain for 
higher pay because the supply of individuals seeking work is greater than the company’s demand 
for	new	workers.	Second,	most	companies	experience	profit	losses	during	economic	recessions,	
and,	then,	profits	generally	increase	following	recessions.	Companies	promote	profits,	in	part,	by	
holding down employees’ pay.

In	sum,	we	considered	the	impact	of	the	Great	Recession	on	compensation.	We	described	
an	economic	 recession.	Then	we	examined	 the	underemployment	phenomenon.	Finally,	we	
reviewed problems stemming from the compensation–productivity gap.
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exeCutive Compensation
As	we	learned	in	Chapter	12	about	compensating	executives,	company boards of directors possess 
the	authority	to	set	executive	pay	in	U.S.	companies.	For	at	least	three	decades,	executive	pay	has	
come under scrutiny of many from among the public at large, labor unions, the federal government, 
and even company shareholders because of the extraordinary differences between their pay and that 
of non-executive employees. In addition, criticisms were levied because the executive pay setting 
process lacked transparency and even some of the components of the pay package were not disclosed.

Most	recently	in	the	United	States,	the	Dodd-Frank	Act	requires	greater	transparency	and	
an opportunity for shareholders to cast a vote on their support for proposed executive compensa-
tion	packages	through	a	practice	commonly	known	to	as	“say	on	pay.”	As	we’ve	also	learned,	
however,	the	vote	is	simply	advisory	to	its	company’s	board	of	directors.	Should	the	result	of	the	
shareholder voting process become binding?

Already,	in	the	European	Union,	at	least	four	countries	enacted	laws	that	establish	the	prac-
tice of shareholders casting a binding vote to approve or disapprove proposed executive compen-
sation.	Most	recently,	voters	in	Switzerland	passed	a	law	that	follows	suit.

Within	the	scope	of	this	book, it is difficult to give full treatment to the question of whether 
shareholders	should	play	a	formal	role	in	determining	executive	compensation.	Nevertheless,	it	
is within the scope to pose some questions for consideration to help inform your perspective:

Do	shareholders	have	sufficient	knowledge	about	the	qualifications	of	the	executive	and	
whether the proposed compensation package is fitting?

Do	shareholders	have	sufficient	knowledge	about	the	availability	of	appropriately		qualified	
individuals for the executive position?

Should	all	shareholders	have	an	equal	say	on	pay?	That	is,	would	it	be	appropriate	to	count	
votes in proportion to the number of shares?

Should	we	assume	that	individuals	will	factor	in	executive	compensation	practices	as	part of	
their decision to invest in a company or to divest from it?

rising Wages in China
In	recent	decades,	many	U.S.	companies	relocated	manufacturing	facilities	from	the	United	
States	to	other	countries	such	as	the	People’s	Republic	of	China	because	the	cost	of	labor	was	
substantially	lower	there	than	in	the	United	States.	These	companies’	goal	was	to	lower	the	cost	
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of	production	ultimately	to	maintain	competitive	prices	and	to	preserve	profits.	As	we	will	dis-
cuss	shortly,	the	costs	of	labor	in	China	have	been	increasing	rapidly.	Rising	costs	are	quickly	
reducing	the	competitive	advantage	gained	from	moving	manufacturing	operations	to	China.

Among	developing	Asian	economies,	China’s	average	pay	rate	is	highest	(versus	Indonesia,	
Philippines,	Vietnam,	and	Bangladesh).	In	recent	years,	 the	Chinese	central	government	has	
been substantially raising minimum wage rates, creating pressure throughout the wage struc-
ture.	Minimum	wage	rates	increased	an	average	of	24	percent	across	the	country’s	31	provinces,	
and	the	government	is	planning	an	annual	increase	in	minimum	wages	through	2015.	Average	
monthly	income	for	migrant	workers	increased	13	percent	(approximately	$257).

Chinese	policy	makers	are	supportive	of	increased	wages	for	the	following	reason.	In	recent	
history,	the	growth	in	the	Chinese	economy	was	based	in	large	part	on	its	trade	surplus.	A	trade	
surplus occurs when the value of goods and services being shipped for sale outside the country, 
in	this	case,	China,	exceeds	the	value	of	goods	and	services	shipped	from	other	countries	to	
China.	Encouraging	higher	wages	promotes	domestic	consumption,	that	is,	the	purchase	and	use	
of goods and services within its national borders. Increased domestic consumption will decrease 
the	country’s	reliance	on	exports	to	sustain	growth.	Reduced	reliance	on	exports	is	particularly	
necessary	as	labor	costs	within	China	increase	rapidly.	As	China’s	labor	costs	rise,	so	would	the	
cost of its exports, making the country less competitive in the global economy.

Labor	shortages	have	also	contributed	to	wage	increases	in	China.	These	shortages	are	due,	
in	part,	to	the	rapidly	aging	Chinese	population	after	30	years	of	its	one-child	policy.	This	policy,	
still	 in	effect,	limits	most	couples	to	having	one	child	only.	The	Chinese	government	imple-
mented the policy to curb population growth in large cities.

Economic	growth	 is	creating	 the	need	 for	new	 jobs;	however,	 the	one-child	policy	has	
slowed population growth as intended, vastly reducing the number of young workforce entrants. 
As	a	result,	this	policy	has	inadvertently	contributed	to	an	aging	population.	The	largest	segment	
of	the	Chinese	population	is	currently	in	the	35–44	age	range.

Challenges in health Care reForm
On	March	 23,	 2010,	 President	 Barack	Obama	 signed	 into	 law	 the	 Patient	 Protection	 and	
Affordable	Care	Act	(PPACA).	Shortly	thereafter,	on	March,	30,	2010,	PPACA	was	amended	by	
the	passage	of	the	Health	Care	and	Education	Reconciliation	Act	of	2010.	Together,	these	laws	
provide	the	basis	for	health	care	reform	in	the	United	States.

The	goal	of	health	care	reform	is	to	reduce	the	number	of	uninsured	U.S.	residents	by	32	
million	in	2016.7	The	U.S.	Congressional	Budget	Office	estimates	that	the	cost	of	health	care	
reform	over	the	next	10	years	will	cost	approximately	$971	billion	through	the	year	2019,8 which 
will be paid by individual taxpayers and companies.

The	Health	Care	and	Education	Reconciliation	Act	adds	several	requirements	that	may	be	
broken	down	into	two	categories.	First,	there	are	a	multitude	of	revisions	to	PPACA	such	as	
limiting the penalty, to be discussed shortly, to companies that choose not to offer health insur-
ance.	Second,	this	act	adds	a	variety	of	provisions	that	will	enable	more	students	and	families	to	
qualify	for	financial	aid.	For	example,	this	act	terminates	the	process	of	the	federal	government	
giving subsidies to private banks that offer federally insured loans. Instead, loans will be admin-
istered	directly	by	the	U.S.	Department	of	Education,	which	will	lower	the	fees	students	will	pay	
to get such loans.

Health care reform will substantially influence the way employers provide health care ben-
efits	to	employees.	Prior	to	the	passage	of	PPACA,	companies	generally	chose	whether	to	offer	
health care insurance to employees. The new legislation will require most employers to provide 
health	care	insurance	to	employees;	otherwise,	 they	will	 incur	significant	financial	penalties.	
Beginning	in	2015,	if	the	employers	with	50	or	more	full-time	employees	fail	to	offer	health	insur-
ance	coverage,	they	must	pay	a	penalty	to	the	government	that	equals	$2,000	per	employee.	These	
terms represent the general rule, but there are higher fines for employers that offer unaffordable 
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health insurance. It is possible that employers may lower wages to offset the costs of health insur-
ance,	decrease	the	size	of	their	workforce,	or,	most	unfavorably,	go	out	of	business.

It is expected that the cost of health care insurance will become more expensive to employers 
because of certain new requirements. These changes will include the elimination of the lifetime 
benefits cap. (We	discussed	maximum	benefits	caps	in	Chapter	10.)	Until	this	health	care	reform,	
employers could choose to control costs by imposing lifetime benefit caps, say, at $1 million. 
Also	previously,	employers	chose	longer	waiting	periods	to	limit	the	rising	costs	of	offering	
health	care	coverage.	But	now,	PPACA	will	also	limit	waiting	periods	before	new	employees	
may	receive	health	care	coverage	to	a	maximum	of	90	days.

The	expected	increased	costs	associated	with	PPACA	have	led	many	companies	to	consider	
whether	to	offer	health	insurance	at	all	in	spite	of	the	$2,000	per	employee	penalty	for	not	offer-
ing	health	insurance	coverage.	Moreover,	under	the	act,	companies	will	be	required	to	pay	a	
40 percent	excise	tax,	referred	to	as	the	“Cadillac”	tax,	on	overly	generous	benefit	plans	begin-
ning	in	2018.	The	term	comes	from	the	Cadillac	car	brand,	which	has	signified	American	luxury	
since	its	introduction	in	the	early	twentieth	century.	Most	noteworthy,	generous	plans	contain	
low	deductible	amounts	and	generous	medical	coverage.	Employers	that	offer	overly	generous	
plans will be taxed under the premise that such plans encourage participants to overuse and ulti-
mately	burden	the	U.S.	health	care	system.	(As	a	you	may	recall,	high-deductible plans are often 
characteristic of consumer-driven health care, which	we	reviewed	in	Chapter	10, and those plans 
are	not	subject	to	the	excise	tax	noted	here.)

WorkForCe demographiC shiFts
Labor	force	diversity	is	on	the	rise.	We	expect	that	demographic	diversity	will	influence	employee	
benefits, a key component of total compensation.

Labor Force Diversity
According	to	the	U.S.	Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics,9 labor force diversity will continue to increase 
based on age, gender, race, and ethnicity. This increase is the result of changes both in the com-
position of the population and in labor force participation rates across demographic groups.

The projected growth of the labor force will be affected by the aging of the baby boom 
	generation—persons	born	between	1946	and	1964.	In	2018,	baby	boomers	will	be	54	to	72	years	old.	
The	number	of	workers	in	this	age	group	is	expected	to	increase	significantly	during	the	2008–2018	
decade.	The	labor	force	will	continue	to	age,	with	the	number	of	workers	in	the	55-and-older	group	
projected	to	grow	substantially.	The	labor	force	participation	rate	for	younger	workers	(ages	16–24)	is	
expected	to	decline	during	the	period	2008–2018	from	58.8	to	54.5	percent.	The	participation	rate	for	
older	workers	(ages	55	and	older)	is	expected	to	rise	from	39.4	to	43.5	percent.

The labor force participation rates of women in nearly all age groups are projected to 
increase	slightly.	The	number	of	women	in	the	labor	force	is	projected	to	grow	by	nearly	9	per-
cent,	slightly	faster	than	the	7.5	percent	growth	projected	for	men.	Women’s	share	of	the	labor	
force	is	expected	to	increase	by	less	than	1	percent,	from	46.5	percent	in	2006	to	46.9	percent	by	
2018.	In	contrast,	men’s	share	is	projected	to	decline	by	less	than	1	percent—from	53.5	in	2008	
to	53.1	percent	in	2018.

By	2018,	the	Hispanic	labor	force	is	expected	to	reach	nearly	30	million,	due	to	faster	popula-
tion growth resulting from a younger population, higher fertility rates, and increased immigration 
from	Mexico	to	the	United	States.	Despite	relatively	slow	growth	for	other	ethnic	groups,	white	
non-Hispanics	will	far	outnumber	the	Hispanic	count	(approximately	107	million	versus	approxi-
mately	30	million).

Relevance for Employee Benefits
An	employer-sponsored	benefits	program	is	most	effective	when	the	workforce	is	relatively	
similar	in	terms	of	needs	and	preferences.	For	example,	let’s	assume	a	company’s	workforce	
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is entirely female. On the surface, one could say that this workforce is not very diverse. Below 
the surface, however, it is possible that there will be substantial differences in the needs and 
preferences	for	benefits	among	these	employees.	For	example,	what	if	half	of	the	workforce	has	
young children under the age of six while the other half does not have young children? In this 
scenario,	only	half	of	the	workforce	(i.e.,	those	with	young	children	under	the	age	of	six)	would	
value	extensive	employer-sponsored	day	care	benefits.	As	a	rule,	employees	are	more	likely	to	
endorse employer-sponsored benefits as long as these benefits fulfill their needs and preferences. 
Differences	in	employee	preferences	and	needs	based	on	life	stage	and	life	circumstances	call	for	
flexible benefits offerings.

Benefits professionals may use surveys once every year or two to collect information about 
employee demographics, needs, preferences, recent or anticipated life changes, and the extent to 
which	they	find	particular	benefits	useful.	Statistical	analyses	will	show	whether	there	is	an	asso-
ciation among these factors. Benefits professionals may compare current offerings with survey 
results. Over time, they can check whether changes in age, family status, needs, and preferences 
influence employees’ views of benefits. Offering relevant employee benefits is important to 
companies’ attainment of a positive return on investment in benefits programs. As	we	discussed	
previously	in	this	book	(Chapters	9,	10,	and	11),	the cost of employee benefits is high, and rapid 
increases in the costs make them substantially more expensive every year.

Considerations for Employee Motivation
Companies	expect	that	employee	benefit	offerings	will	motivate	employees	to	perform	their	jobs	
as well as possible. This expectation is based on a scientific assumption that employees have sim-
ilar attitudes toward, and will be motivated similarly by, employee benefits systems.10 However, 
given	changing	demographics	of	the	U.S.	workforce,	the	context	has	changed,	and	many	of	the	
assumptions underlying our reward and motivation theories may not be applicable in all com-
pany contexts.11	For	instance,	due	in	part	to	variation	across	generational	and	regional	norms	
regarding the appropriate age of marriage,12 the age at which an employee becomes concerned 
with	life	insurance	has	likely	increased	over	time	for	some	(older	employees	with	dependents),	
but	not	for	others	(younger	employees	without	dependents).	As	a	consequence,	it	is	possible	that	
employee benefits systems do not effectively motivate all employees equally well.

marriage betWeen same-sex individuals 
and the u.s. supreme Court ruling on 
the deFense oF marriage aCt
Over the past several decades, more companies have offered domestic partner benefits for unmar-
ried	employees	that	are	similar	to	benefits	for	married	employees.	Domestic	partner	benefits	may	
entail as little as extending employee discounts to their partners or as much as having domestic 
partners and children covered under company-sponsored health insurance. Offering domestic 
partner benefits is largely done on a discretionary basis to recruit and retain highly qualified 
applicants and employees, but some states do require that companies offer these benefits. In 
2011,	only	7	percent	of	private	sector	employees	with	same-sex	partners	were	eligible	to	receive	
defined	benefit	retirement	survivor	benefits.	In	the	public	sector,	50	percent	were	eligible.	In	
addition,	29	percent	of	private	sector	workers	with	same-sex	partners	were	eligible	to	receive	
health care benefits. Thirty-three percent were eligible in the public sector.13

For	example,	California	mandates	under	state	law	that	companies	grant	registered	domestic	
partners	of	employees	the	same	rights	and	benefits	extended	to	married	spouses.	New	Jersey	
requires all health insurers to offer domestic partner coverage and prohibits employers from 
discriminating	based	on	domestic	partnership	status.	However,	New	Jersey	does	not	require	
employers to provide domestic partner coverage under employee health plans. If such  coverage 
is	offered,	employers	can	have	employees	pay	part	or	all	of	the	premium.	In	2007,	the	New Jersey	
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attorney general issued an opinion concluding that same-sex marriages and civil unions from 
out-of-state	jurisdictions	will	be	afforded	“all	of	the	rights	and	benefits	of	marriage”	under	New	
Jersey’s	civil	union	law.	Same-sex	civil	unions	recognized	by	Vermont	and	Connecticut	as	well	
as	same-sex	partnerships	under	California	law	will	be	treated	as	equivalents	of	civil	unions	in	
New	Jersey.

Not	all	companies	and	states	define	domestic	partners	similarly.	In	some	cases,	employers	
offer	domestic	partner	benefits	to	unmarried	partners	(in	heterosexual	relationships)	and	children	
of all employees, while others limit this coverage to same-sex couples. In any event, employ-
ers require endorsement of the domestic partnership through proof of shared residence, signed 
statements attesting to a long-term relationship, or other information to show that the domestic 
partnership is not a short-term relationship (e.g., joint bank accounts and being the beneficiary of 
a	partner’s	life	insurance	policy	can	establish	that	a	long-term	relationship	is	in	place).

Limiting domestic partner benefits to same-sex partners has raised substantial criticism from 
unmarried heterosexual couples. This criticism has led to legal challenges that allege discrimi-
nation against unmarried heterosexual couples. Thus far, the courts have disagreed with these 
claims of discrimination because unmarried heterosexual partners would have the same benefits 
if	they	were	to	become	married—currently	not	much	of	an	option	for	same-sex	partners.

The	issue	of	same-sex	benefits	has	become	(and	will	continue	to	be)	more	complex	as	the	
debate	continues	 in	 the	United	States	about	whether	same-sex	partners	may	become	legally	
married.	As	we	will	discuss,	the	Defense	of	Marriage	Act,	passed	in	1996,	does	not	recognize	
marriage	between	same-sex	individuals;	however,	some	states	have	legalized	such	marriages.	
As	of	June	2013,	the	District	of	Columbia	and	13	states—Connecticut,	Delware,	Iowa,	Maine,	
Maryland,	Massachusetts,	Minnesota,	New	Hampshire,	New	York,	Vermont,	Maryland,	Rhode	
Island,	and	Washington—had	laws	permitting	same-sex	marriage.

For	example,	in	2003,	the	Massachusetts	Supreme	Judicial	Court	determined	that	denying	
same-sex couples the right to marry violated the state constitution.14	Then,	in	2006,	the	same	
court ruled that a proposed state constitutional amendment that would ban same-sex marriage 
can be placed on the ballot for voter approval if the amendment is approved by the state legisla-
ture.15	In	2007,	the	Washington	State	House	of	Representatives	approved	a	domestic	partnership	
bill	(SB	5336)	that	grants	same-sex	couples	hospital	visitation	rights,	inheritance	rights	when	
there	is	no	will,	and	the	power	to	authorize	medical	procedures,	such	as	organ	donation	and	
autopsies.	Then,	in	2012,	the	Washington	legislature	passed	legislation	making	same-sex	mar-
riage legal.

Also,	in	2007,	the	Michigan	Court	of	Appeals	ruled	that	an	amendment	to	the	state	constitu-
tion	defining	marriage	as	between	a	man	and	a	woman	also	prohibits	Michigan	public	employ-
ers from offering benefits, such as health insurance, to same-sex partners of gay or lesbian 
 employees.16 The appeals court overturned a lower court decision finding no conflict between 
the	2004	amendment	and	providing	the	benefits.	Employers	and	employee	benefits	profession-
als will be faced with many questions regarding employers’ obligations under employee benefit 
plans, many of which cannot yet be anticipated.

In	2008,	same-sex	marriage	became	legal	in	California	only	to	be	struck	down	by	a	voter	
referendum	known	as	Proposition	8	in	November	of	that	year.	In	2012,	additional	developments	
regarding	California’s	referendum	occurred.	A	federal	appeals	court	decided	that	California’s	
2008	voter-mandated	ban	on	gay	marriages	was	unconstitutional.	Specifically,	the	court	con-
cluded	that	California’s	ban	violated	the	U.S.	Constitution’s	14th	Amendment’s	Equal	Protection	
clause.	In	addition,	the	court	maintained	that	California	voters	used	the	referendum	to	remove	
from	gay	people	constitutional	rights	they	previously	held	under	a	2008	California	Supreme	
Court	ruling	that	the	state’s	equal-protection	clauses	did	not	permit	the	state’s	marriage	laws	to	
discriminate	on	the	basis	of	sexual	orientation.	Supporters	of	Proposition	8	requested	that	the	
U.S.	Supreme	Court	overturn	the	California	Supreme	Court’s	decision;	thus,	prohibiting	mar-
riage	between	same-sex	couples	in	California.	In	June	2013,	the	U.S.	Supreme	Court	rejected	the	
appeal.	The	Court	reasoned	that	supporters	of	this	California	law	did	not	have	the	right	to	appeal	
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the	court	decision	that	ruled	against	it.	As	a	result,	the	ban	on	Proposition	8	remains	in	effect,	and	
marriage	between	two	men	or	two	women	remains	legal	in	California.

While	some	companies	may	choose	to	extend	benefits	such	as	health	insurance	coverage	
to	same-sex	spouses,	Employee	Retirement	Income	Security	Act	(ERISA)	does	not	address	this	
issue.	In	fact,	until	June	2012,	the	Defense	of	Marriage	Act	prohibited	same-sex	spouses	from	
being	recognized	as	beneficiaries	for	federal	benefits.	That	is,	for	example,	federally	mandated	
legally	required	benefits	such	as	Social	Security	or	leave	under	the	Family	and	Medical	Leave	Act	
of	1993	did	not	recognize	same-sex	spouses.	However,	in	June	2012,	the	1st	U.S.	Circuit	Court	of	
Appeals	in	Boston	said	the	1996	law	deprives	gay	couples	of	the	rights	and	privileges	granted	to	
heterosexual	couples,	paving	the	way	for	same-sex	spouses	to	be	recognized	as	beneficiaries	for	
federal	benefits.	There	are	other	provisions	of	the	Defense	of	Marriage	Act	that	were	not	addressed	
by	the	court.	Specifically,	the	court	didn’t	rule	on	the	law’s	more	political	provision	that	states	
without	same-sex	marriage	cannot	be	forced	to	recognize	gay	unions	performed	in	states	where	
it’s	legal.	For	example,	Nevada,	which	doesn’t	have	a	same-sex	marriage	law,	is	not	required	to	
recognize	gay	unions	from	states	where	same-sex	marriage	is	legal	such	as	Connecticut	or	Iowa.	
The court also did not address whether gay couples have a constitutional right to marry.

In	June	2013,	the	U.S.	Supreme	Court	ruled	that	Section	3	of	the	Defense	of	Marriage	Act	
is	unconstitutional.	Specifically,	 the	Court’s	ruling	applies	 to	the	part	of	 the	law,	which	had	
previously denied federal benefits to gay and lesbian couples in states where such unions are 
permitted. The ruling means that same-sex couples lawfully married in their state can receive the 
same federal benefits as heterosexual couples, such as possible tax advantages by filing jointly, 
benefits	for	veterans’	spouses	and	inheritance-tax	exemptions.	The	U.S.	Supreme	Court	main-
tained	that	Section	3	violates	the	U.S.	Constitution’s	guarantee	of	equal	protection	under	the	
law, and treated marriage between same-sex individuals as less worthy than marriage between 
heterosexual couples.
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 discussion Questions
 16-1. This chapter discusses seven important issues 

that will shape compensation professionals’ 
work	for	years	to	come.	Which	one	of	these	
issues stands to create the greatest uncertainty 
for	compensation	professionals?	Explain	your	
answer.

 16-2. Explain	the	factors	that	contributed	to	the	rising	
wage	in	China.

 16-3. Please	identify	one	or	more	issues	besides	the	
ones discussed	in	this	chapter	that	you	feel	
will help	define	the	future	of	compensation	
 professionals’ work.

MyManagementLab
Go	to	mymanagementlab.com	for	the	following	Assisted-graded	writing	questions.

  16-4.  List	the	four	challenges	for	compensation	professionals.	Among	these,	describe	the	
challenges	brought	by	wage	issues	in	China.

  16-5.  Briefly discuss the uncertainties brought by health care reform and changing 
 workforce demographics.
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360-degree performance appraisals incorporate several 
sources of pertinent information to give a more com-
plete (and presumably) less biased assessment of job 
performance. Examples of pertinent sources include 
supervisor, coworkers, and clients.

Aaron v. City of Wichita, Kansas, a court ruling, offered 
several criteria to determine whether City of Wichita 
fire chiefs are exempt employees, including the relative 
importance of management as opposed to other duties, 
frequency with which they exercise discretionary powers, 
relative freedom from supervision, and the relationship 
between their salaries and wages paid to other employees 
for similar nonexempt work.

Abilities are enduring attributes of the individual that 
influence performance.

Ability, based on Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission guidelines, refers to a present competence 
to perform an observable behavior or a behavior that 
results in an observable product.

Accrual rules specify the rate at which participants accu-
mulate (or earn) retirement benefits.

Affirmative action refers to a written document that states 
a company’s goals to recruit and hire underrepresented 
minorities.

Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 
(ADEA) protects older workers age 40 and over from 
illegal discrimination.

Agency problem describes an executive’s behavior that 
promotes his or her self-interests rather than the inter-
ests of the company owners or shareholders.

Agency theory provides an explanation of executive com-
pensation determination based on the relationship between 
company owners (shareholders) and agents (executives).

Alternation ranking, a variation of simple ranking job evalu-
ation plans, orders all jobs from lowest to highest, based on 
alternately identifying the jobs of lowest and highest worth.

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) prohibits 
discrimination against individuals with mental or physi-
cal disabilities within and outside employment settings, 
including public services and transportation, public 
accommodations, and employment.

Annual addition is the annual maximum allowable con-
tribution to a participant’s account in a defined contri-
bution plan, including employer contributions allocated 
to the participant’s account, employee contributions, 
and forfeitures allocated to the participant’s account.

Annuities are a series of payments for the life of the par-
ticipant and beneficiary. Annuity contracts are usually 

Glossary

purchased from insurance companies, which make pay-
ments according to the contract.

Atonio v. Wards Cove Packing Co., a Supreme Court case, 
ruled that plaintiffs (i.e., employees) in employment 
discrimination suits must indicate which employment 
practice created disparate impact and demonstrate how 
the employment practice created disparate impact (inten-
tional discrimination).

Baby boom generation refers to the generation of people 
born between 1946 and 1964.

Balance sheet approach provides expatriates the stan-
dard of living they normally enjoy in the United States.

Banking hours refers to a feature of flextime scheduling 
that allows employees to vary the number of hours they 
work each day as long as they work a set number of 
hours each week.

Base pay represents the monetary compensation employees 
earn on a regular basis for performing their jobs. Hourly 
pay and salary are the main forms of base pay.

Base period is the minimum period of time an individual 
must be employed before becoming eligible to receive 
unemployment insurance under the Social Security Act 
of 1935.

Basic skills information describes developed capacities 
that facilitate learning or the more rapid acquisition of 
knowledge.

Behavioral encouragement plans are individual incen-
tive pay plans that reward employees for specific such 
behavioral accomplishments as good attendance or 
safety records.

Behavioral observation scale (BOS), a specific kind of behav-
ioral system, displays illustrations of positive incidents (or 
behaviors) of job performance for various job dimensions. 
The evaluator rates the employee on each behavior accord-
ing to the extent to which the employee performs in a man-
ner consistent with each behavioral description.

Behavioral systems, a type of performance appraisal 
method, require that raters (e.g., supervisors) judge the 
extent to which employees display successful job per-
formance behaviors.

Behaviorally anchored rating scales (BARS), a specific 
kind of behavioral system, are based on the critical inci-
dent technique (CIT), and these scales are developed in 
the same fashion with one exception. For the CIT, a crit-
ical incident would be written as “the incumbent com-
pleted the task in a timely fashion.” For the BARS for-
mat, this incident would be written as “the incumbent is 
expected to complete the task in a timely fashion.”
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plans. The rate of monetary accumulation slows as the 
employee’s years of service increase.

Central tendency represents the fact that a set of data 
clusters around or centers on a central point. Central 
tendency is a number that represents the typical numeri-
cal value in a data set.

Certification ensures that employees possess at least a 
minimally acceptable level of skill proficiency upon 
completion of a training unit. Certification methods 
can include work samples, oral questioning, and writ-
ten tests.

Civil Rights Act of 1964 is a major piece of federal legis-
lation designed to protect the rights of underrepresented 
minorities.

Civil Rights Act of 1991 shifted the burden of proof of 
disparate impact from employees to employers, over-
turning several 1989 Supreme Court rulings.

Classification plans, particular methods of job evalua-
tion, place jobs into categories based on compensable 
factors.

Clawback provisions are provisions in CEO employment 
contracts that allow boards of directors to take back 
performance-based compensation if they were to subse-
quently learn that performance goals were not actually 
achieved, regardless of whether the CEO was respon-
sible for performance falling short of target levels.

Cliff vesting enables employees to earn 100 percent vesting 
rights after no more than 3 years of service.

Coinsurance refers to the percentage of covered expenses 
paid by the insured. Most commercial plans stipulate 
20 percent coinsurance. This means that the insured 
will pay 20 percent of covered expenses, whereas the 
insurance company pays the remaining 80 percent.

Commission is a form of incentive compensation, based 
on a percentage of the product or service selling price 
and the number of units sold.

Commission-only plans are specific kinds of sales com-
pensation plans. Some salespeople derive their entire 
income through commissions.

Commission-plus-draw plans award sales professionals 
commissions and draws.

Common review date is the designated date when all 
employees receive performance appraisals.

Common review period is the designated period (e.g., 
the month of June) when all employees receive perfor-
mance appraisals.

Company stock represents the total equity or worth of the 
company.

Company stock shares represent equity segments of 
equal value. Equity interest increases with the number 
of stock shares held.

Benchmark jobs, found outside the company, provide ref-
erence points against which the values of jobs within 
the company are judged.

Bennett Amendment allows employees to charge 
employers with Title VII violations regarding pay only 
when the employer has violated the Equal Pay Act of 
1963.

Bias errors happen in the performance evaluation pro-
cess when the rater evaluates the employee based on 
the  rater’s negative or positive opinion of the employee 
rather than on the employee’s actual performance.

Board of directors represents shareholders’ interests by 
weighing the pros and cons of top executives’ deci-
sions. Members include chief executive officers and top 
executives of other successful companies, distinguished 
community leaders, well-regarded professionals (e.g., 
physicians and attorneys), and a few of the company’s 
top-level executives.

Boureslan v. Aramco, a Supreme Court case in which 
the Supreme Court ruled that federal job discrimina-
tion laws do not apply to U.S. citizens working for U.S. 
companies in foreign countries.

Brito v. Zia Company, a Supreme Court ruling, deemed 
that the Zia Company violated Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 when a disproportionate number of 
protected-class individuals were laid off on the basis 
of low performance-appraisal scores. Zia Company’s 
action was a violation of Title VII because the use of the 
performance-appraisal system in determining layoffs 
was indeed an employment test. In addition, the court 
ruled that the Zia Company had not demonstrated that 
its performance appraisal instrument was valid.

Broadbanding is a pay structure form that leads to the 
consolidation of existing pay grades and pay ranges into 
fewer wider pay grades.

Buy-back provision in Improshare plans sets a maximum 
productivity improvement payout level on productivity 
gains. Any bonus money that is generated because of 
improvements above the maximum is placed in a reserve. 
If productivity improves to the point where the maximum 
is repeatedly exceeded, the firm buys back the amount of 
the productivity improvement over the maximum with a 
one-time payment to employees.

Cafeteria plan See flexible benefits plan.

Capital gains are the difference between the company 
stock price at the time of purchase and the lower stock 
price at the time an executive receives the stock options.

Carve-out plans are insurance plans that offer specific 
kinds of benefits such as dental care, vision care, pre-
scription drugs, mental health and substance abuse, and 
maternity care.

Cash balance plans represent a cross between traditional 
defined benefits and defined contributions retirement 
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Consumer Price Index (CPI) indexes monthly price 
changes of goods and services that people buy for day-
to-day living.

Content Model of O*NET lists six categories of job 
and worker information. Job information contains the 
components that relate to the actual work activities of 
a job (i.e., information that HR professionals should 
include in the summary and duties sections of job 
descriptions). Worker information represents charac-
teristics of employees that contribute to successful job 
performance.

Contingent workers engage in explicitly tentative 
employment relationships with companies.

Contrast errors occur when a rater (e.g., a supervisor) 
compares an employee to other employees rather than 
to specific explicit performance standards.

Contributory financing implies that the company and its 
employees share the costs for discretionary benefits.

Copayments represent nominal payments individuals 
make for office visits to their doctors or for prescription 
drugs.

Core compensation describes the monetary rewards 
employees receive. There are seven types of core com-
pensation: two forms of base pay hourly pay (or wage) 
and salary, seniority pay, merit pay, incentive pay, cost-
of-living adjustments (COLAs), and pay-for-knowledge 
and skill-based pay.

Core employees possess full-time jobs, and they gener-
ally plan long-term or indefinite relationships with their 
employers.

Core hours, as applied to flextime schedule, are the hours 
when all workers must be present.

Core plus option plans establish a set of benefits (e.g., 
medical insurance) as mandatory for all employees who 
participate in flexible benefits plans.

Cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) represent peri-
odic base pay increases that are based on changes in 
prices, as indexed by the consumer price index (CPI). 
COLAs enable workers to maintain their purchasing 
power and standard of living by adjusting base pay 
for inflation.

Coverage requirements limit an employer’s freedom to 
exclude employees from qualified plans. Tests to deter-
mine whether coverage requirements are met include 
the ratio percentage test and the average benefit tests.

Critical incident technique (CIT), a specific kind of behav-
ioral system, requires job incumbents and their super-
visors to identify performance incidents—on-the-job 
behaviors and behavioral outcomes—that distinguish 
successful performance from unsuccessful perfor-
mance. The supervisor then observes the employees and 
records their performance on these critical job aspects.

Compa-ratios index the relative competitiveness of inter-
nal pay rates based on pay range midpoints.

Comparison systems, a type of performance-appraisal 
method, require that raters (e.g., supervisors) evalu-
ate a given employee’s performance against other 
employees’ performance attainments. Employees 
are ranked from the best performer to the poorest 
performer.

Compensable factors are job attributes (e.g., skill, effort, 
responsibility, and working conditions) that compensa-
tion professionals use to determine the value of jobs.

Compensation budgets are blueprints that describe the 
allocation of monetary resources to fund pay structures.

Compensation committees contain board of direc-
tors members within and outside a company. 
Compensation committees review executive compen-
sation consultants’ alternate recommendations for 
compensation packages, discuss the assets and liabili-
ties of the recommendations, and recommend the con-
sultant’s best proposal to the board of directors for its 
consideration.

Compensation strategies describe the use of com-
pensation practices that support HR and competitive 
strategies.

Compensation surveys involve the collection and subse-
quent analysis of competitors’ compensation data.

Competency-based pay refers to two specific types of 
pay programs: pay-for-knowledge and skill-based pay.

Competitive advantage describes a company’s success 
based on employees’ efforts to maintain market share 
and profitability over several years.

Competitive strategy refers to the planned use of company 
resources—technology, capital, and human resources—
to promote and sustain competitive advantage.

Compressed workweek schedules enable employees 
to perform their full-time weekly work obligations in 
fewer days than a regular 5-day workweek.

Concessionary bargaining focuses on unions promoting 
job security over large wage increases in negotiations 
with management.

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 
1985 (COBRA) was enacted to provide employees with 
the opportunity to continue receiving their employer-
sponsored medical care insurance temporarily under 
their employer’s plan if their coverage would otherwise 
cease due to termination, layoff, or other change in 
employment status.

Consultants See independent contractors.

Consumer-driven health care refers to employer-
sponsored programs that shift a greater amount of the 
responsibility to employees for selecting health care 
providers.
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design or brand image, technology, features, customer 
service, and price.

Direct hire arrangements refer to companies’ recruit-
ment and selection of temporary workers without assis-
tance from employment agencies.

Discount stock options plans, a kind of executive 
deferred compensation, entitle executives to purchase 
their companies’ stock in the future at a predetermined 
price. Discount stock options are similar to nonstatu-
tory stock options with one exception. Companies grant 
stock options at rates far below the stock’s fair market 
value on the date the option is granted.

Discretionary benefits are benefits that employers offer 
at their own choice. These benefits fall into three broad 
categories: protection programs, pay for time not 
worked, and services.

Discretionary bonuses are awarded to executives on an 
elective basis by boards of directors. Boards of directors 
weigh four factors in determining discretionary bonus 
amounts: company profits, the financial condition of 
the company, business conditions, and prospects for the 
future.

Discretionary income covers a variety of financial obliga-
tions in the United States for which expatriates remain 
responsible.

Disparate impact represents unintentional employment 
discrimination. It occurs whenever an employer applies 
an employment practice to all employees, but the prac-
tice leads to unequal treatment of protected employee 
groups.

Disparate treatment represents intentional employment 
discrimination, occurring whenever employers inten-
tionally treat some workers less favorably than others 
because of their race, color, sex, national origin, or 
religion.

Distribution refers to the payment of vested retirement 
benefits to participants or beneficiaries.

Dodd-Frank Act See Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act of 2010.

Draw is a subsistence pay component (i.e., to cover 
basic living expenses) in sales compensation plans. 
Companies usually charge draws against commissions 
that sales professionals are expected to earn.

Dual capacity is a legal doctrine that applies to the 
relationship between employers and employees. 
Specifically, a company may fulfill a role for employees 
that is completely different from its role as employer.

Dual employer common law doctrine establishes tem-
porary workers’ rights to receive workers’ compensa-
tion. According to this doctrine, temporary workers are 
employees of both temporary employment agencies and 
the client companies. The written contract between the 

Cross-departmental models, a kind of pay-for-knowledge 
program, promote staffing flexibility by training employ-
ees in one department with some of the critical skills they 
would need to perform effectively in other departments.

Cross-functional skills information indicates developed 
capacities that facilitate performance of activities that 
occur across jobs.

Current profit sharing plans award cash to employees, 
typically on a quarterly or annual basis.

Davis–Bacon Act of 1931 established employment stan-
dards for construction contractors holding federal gov-
ernment contracts valued at more than $2,000. Such 
contractors must pay laborers and mechanics at least the 
prevailing wage in their local area.

Day care refers to programs that supervise and care for 
young children and elderly relatives when their regular 
caretakers are at work.

Deductible is the out-of-pocket expense that employees 
must pay before dental, medical, or vision insurance 
benefits become active.

Deferred compensation refers to an agreement between 
an employee and a company to render payments to an 
employee at a future date. Deferred compensation is a 
hallmark of executive compensation packages.

Deferred profit sharing plans place cash awards in trust 
accounts for employees. These trusts are set aside on 
employees’ behalf as a source of retirement income.

Defined benefit plans guarantee retirement benefits 
specified in the plan document. This benefit usually is 
expressed in terms of a monthly sum equal to a per-
centage of a participant’s preretirement pay multiplied 
by the number of years he or she has worked for the 
employer.

Defined contribution plans require that employers and 
employees make annual contributions to separate retire-
ment fund accounts established for each participating 
employee, based on a formula contained in the plan 
document.

Deliberate and knowing torts are a type of tort that 
entails an employer’s deliberate and knowing intent to 
harm at least one employee. See also torts.

Dental insurance provides reimbursement for routine 
dental checkups and particular corrective procedures.

Depth of knowledge refers to the level of specialization, 
based on job-related knowledge, an employee brings to 
a particular job.

Depth of skills refers to the level of specialization, based 
on skills, an employee brings to a particular job.

Differentiation strategies focus on product or service 
development that is unique from those of its competi-
tors. Differentiation can take many forms, including 
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Employee-financed benefits do not require the employer 
to finance discretionary benefits because employees 
bear the entire cost.

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
(ERISA) was established to regulate the establishment 
and implementation of various fringe compensation 
programs. These include medical, life, and disability 
insurance programs, as well as pension programs. The 
essence of ERISA is the protection of employee ben-
efits rights.

Employee stock option plans represent one type of com-
panywide incentives. Companies grant employees the 
right to purchase shares of company stock.

Employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs) may be the 
basis for a company’s Section 401(k) plan, and these 
plans invest in company securities, making them similar 
to profit sharing plans and stock bonus plans, presum-
ably when the value of stock has increased.

Employee’s anniversary date represents the date an 
employee began working for his or her present employer. 
Employees often receive performance appraisals on their 
anniversary dates.

Equal benefit or equal cost principle contained within 
the Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (OWBPA) 
requires employers to offer benefits to older workers of 
equal to or of greater value than the benefits offered to 
younger workers.

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, a fed-
eral government agency, oversees and enforces various 
employment laws that guard against illegal discrimina-
tion including Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Equal Pay Act of 1963 requires that men and women 
should receive equal pay for performing equal work.

Equity theory suggests that an employee must regard his 
or her own ratio of merit increase pay to performance 
as similar to the ratio for other comparably performing 
people in the company.

Errors of central tendency occur when raters (e.g., 
supervisors) judge all employees as average or close to 
average.

Exchange rate is the price at which one country’s cur-
rency can be swapped for another.

Exclusion provisions are the particular conditions that are 
ineligible for coverage. For example, most disability 
insurance plans do not provide coverage for disabilities 
that result from self-inflicted injuries.

Executive branch enforces the laws of various quasi-
legislative and judicial agencies and executive orders.

Executive compensation consultants propose recom-
mendations to chief executive officers and board of 
director members for alternate executive compensation 
packages.

employment agency and the client company specifies 
which organization’s workers’ compensation policy 
applies in the event of injuries.

Early retirement programs contain incentives designed 
to encourage highly paid employees with substan-
tial seniority to retire earlier than they planned. These 
incentives expedite senior employees’ retirement eligi-
bility and increase retirement income. In addition, many 
companies include continuation of medical benefits.

Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 
2001 created tax benefits to individuals and companies 
in various ways (e.g., increasing the amount companies 
and employees can contribute to qualified retirement 
plans on a pretax basis).

Economic reality test helps companies determine whether 
employees are financially dependent on them.

Economic recession refers to a general slowdown in 
economic activity. Evidences of economic recessions 
include reduced gross domestic product (GDP) and 
increased unemployment rates.

Education, based on Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission guidelines, refers to formal training.

EEOC v. Chrysler, a district court ruling, deemed that 
early retirement programs are permissible when com-
panies offer them to employees on a voluntary basis. 
Forcing early retirement upon older workers represents 
age discrimination.

EEOC v. Madison Community Unit School District No. 12,  
a circuit court ruling, sheds light on judging whether 
jobs are equal based on four compensable factors: skill, 
effort, responsibility, and working conditions.

Elimination period refers to the minimum amount of time 
an employee must wait after becoming disabled before 
disability insurance payments begin. Elimination peri-
ods follow the completion of the preeligibility period.

Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 
(EESA) authorized the secretary of the Treasury to estab-
lish the Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP) to 
“purchase, and to make and fund commitments to pur-
chase troubled assets from any financial institution, on 
terms and conditions as are determined by the Secretary.” 
In other words, banks with financial assistance from the 
federal government could deduct only the first $500,000 
annually for an executive’s pay as a business expense.

Employee assistance programs (EAPs) help employees 
cope with personal problems that may impair their job 
performance (e.g., alcohol or drug abuse, domestic vio-
lence, the emotional impact of AIDS and other diseases, 
clinical depression, and eating disorders).

Employee benefits include any variety of programs that 
provide paid time off (e.g., vacation), employee ser-
vices (e.g., transportation services), and protection pro-
grams (e.g., life insurance).
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Federal Employees’ Compensation Act mandates workers’ 
compensation insurance protection for federal civilian 
employees.

Federal government oversees the entire United States 
and its territories. The vast majority of laws that influ-
ence compensation were established at the federal level.

Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) taxes 
employees and employers to finance the Social Security 
Old-Age, Survivor, and Disability Insurance Program 
(OASDI).

Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) mandates 
employer contributions to fund state unemployment 
insurance programs. FUTA also specifies two criteria 
used to determine whether employers must participate 
in state unemployment insurance programs: the 1-in-20 
test and the wage test.

Fee-for-service plans provide protection for three types of 
medical expenses: hospital expenses, surgical expenses, 
and physician’s charges.

Fiduciaries are individuals who manage employee ben-
efits plans and pension plan funds.

First-impression effect occurs when a rater (e.g., a 
supervisor) makes an initial favorable or unfavorable 
judgment about an employee and then ignores or dis-
torts the employee’s actual performance based on this 
impression.

Flexible benefits plan allows employees to choose a por-
tion of their discretionary benefits based on a compa-
ny’s discretionary benefits options.

Flexible scheduling and leave allows employees to take 
time off during work hours to care for relatives or react 
to emergencies.

Flexible spending accounts (FSAs) permit employees to 
pay for certain benefits expenses (e.g., child care) with 
pretax dollars.

Flextime schedules allow employees to modify work 
schedules within specified limits set by the employer.

Forced distribution is a specific kind of comparison per-
formance appraisal system in which raters (e.g., super-
visors) assign employees to groups that represent the 
entire range of performance.

Foreign service premium is a monetary payment awarded 
to expatriates above their regular base pay.

Forfeitures are amounts from the accounts of employees 
who terminated their employment prior to earning vest-
ing rights.

Freelancers See independent contractors.

Free-rider effect occurs when employees of lower ability, 
skill, and effort benefit equally as employees of higher 
ability, skill, and effort in group incentive plans. The 
free-rider effect can lead to resentment and turnover of 

Executive Order 11246 requires companies holding con-
tracts (worth more than $50,000 per year and employ-
ing 50 or more employees) with the federal government 
to develop written affirmative action plans each year.

Executive Order 11478 prohibits employment discrimi-
nation on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national 
origin, handicap, and age (401 FEP Manual 4061).

Executive Order 11935 prohibits employment of nonresi-
dents in U.S. civil service jobs (401 FEP Manual 4121).

Executive orders influence the operation of the federal 
government and companies that are engaged in business 
relationships with the federal government.

Exempt refers to an employee’s status regarding the over-
time pay provision of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 
1938 (FLSA). Administrative, professional, and execu-
tive employees are generally exempt from the FLSA 
overtime and minimum wage provisions.

Expatriates are U.S. citizens employed in U.S. companies 
with work assignments outside the United States.

Experience and training information describes spe-
cific preparation required for entry into a job plus past 
work experience contributing to qualifications for an 
occupation.

Experience rating system establishes higher contribu-
tions to fund unemployment insurance programs for 
employers with higher incidences of unemployment.

Extrinsic compensation includes both monetary and non-
monetary rewards.

Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (FLSA) addresses major 
abuses that intensified during the Great Depression and 
the transition from agricultural to industrial enterprises. 
These include substandard pay, excessive work hours, 
and the employment of children in oppressive working 
conditions.

Fairpay Rules specify the criteria for distinguishing 
between work that is not exempt from the overtime pay 
provision of the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA) requires 
employers to provide employees 12 weeks of unpaid 
leave per year in cases of family or medical emergency.

Family assistance programs help employees provide elder 
care and child care. Elder care provides physical, emo-
tional, or financial assistance for aging parents, spouses, 
or other relatives who are not fully self-sufficient because 
they are too frail or disabled. Child care programs focus 
on supervising preschool-age dependent children whose 
parents work outside the home.

Family coverage offers health insurance benefits to the 
covered employee and his or her family members as 
defined by the plan (usually, spouse and children).

Federal constitution forms the basis for employment 
laws.
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including physical examinations, diagnostic testing 
(X-rays), surgery, and hospitalization. Companies can 
choose from two broad classes of health insurance pro-
grams including fee-for-service plans and managed 
care plans.

Health Maintenance Organization Act of 1973 (HMO 
Act) encouraged the use of HMOs as an alternative 
approach to delivering health care services.

Health maintenance organizations (HMOs) are some-
times described as providing “prepaid medical ser-
vices” because fixed periodic enrollment fees cover 
HMO members for all medically necessary services, as 
long as the services are delivered or approved by the 
HMO. HMOs represent an alternative to commercial 
and self-funded insurance plans.

Health reimbursement accounts (HRAs) are established 
and funded by employers for employees as a source to 
cover eligible health care costs.

Health savings accounts (HSAs) are established by 
employers for employees as a source to cover eligible 
health care costs. Employees, employers, or both may 
make contributions to fund these accounts.

High-deductible health insurance plans require substan-
tial deductibles and low out-of-pocket maximums.

Highly compensated employees are defined by the 
Internal Revenue Service as an officer, a shareholder 
owning more than 5 percent of the voting power or 
value of all classes of stock, an employee who is 
highly compensated based on all facts and circum-
stances, and a spouse or dependent of one of the 
preceding.

Highly compensated individuals are defined by the 
Internal Revenue Service as an officer, a shareholder 
owning more than 5 percent of the voting power or 
value of all classes of stock, an employee who is highly 
compensated based on all facts and circumstances, and 
a spouse or dependent of one of the above.

Home country–based pay method compensates expatri-
ates the amount they would receive if they were per-
forming similar work in the United States.

Home leave benefits enable expatriates to take paid time 
off in the United States.

Horizontal knowledge refers to similar knowledge (e.g., 
record keeping applied to payroll applications and 
record keeping applied to employee benefits).

Horizontal skills refer to similar skills (e.g., assembly 
skills applied to lawn mowers and assembly skills 
applied to snow blowers).

Hospital insurance tax (HI) supports the Medicare Part A 
program. Also known as Medicare tax.

Host country–based methods compensate expatriates 
based on the host countries’ pay scales.

stronger contributors because weaker contributors are 
getting a “free ride.”

Fully insured refers to an employee’s status in the retirement 
income program under the Social Security Act of 1935. 
Forty quarters of coverage lead to fully insured status.

Gain sharing describes group incentive systems that pro-
vide participating employees an incentive payment 
based on improved company performance, whether for 
increased productivity, increased customer satisfaction, 
lower costs, or better safety records.

General Schedule (GS) classifies federal government jobs 
into 15 classifications (GS-1 through GS-15), based on 
such factors as skill, education, and experience levels. 
In addition, jobs that require high levels of specialized 
education (e.g., a physicist), significantly influence 
public policy (e.g., law judges), or require executive 
decision making are classified in three additional cat-
egories: Senior Level (SL), Scientific & Professional 
(SP) positions, and the Senior Executive Service (SES).

Generalized work activities information describes gen-
eral types of job behaviors occurring on multiple jobs.

Golden parachutes, a kind of executive deferred compen-
sation, provide pay and benefits to executives following 
their termination resulting from a change in ownership 
or corporate takeover.

Goods and services allowances compensate expatriates 
for the difference between goods and services costs in 
the United States and in the foreign post.

Government Employee Rights Act of 1991 protects U.S. 
Senate employees from employment discrimination on 
the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, 
age, and disability (401 FEP Manual 851).

Graduated commissions increase percentage pay rates 
for progressively higher sales volume in a given period.

Great Depression refers to the period during the 1930s 
when many businesses failed and many workers became 
chronically unemployed.

Green circle rates represent pay rates for jobs that fall 
below the designated pay minimums.

Group incentive programs reward employees for their 
collective performance, rather than for each employee’s 
individual performance.

Groupthink occurs when all group members agree on 
mistaken solutions because they share the same mind-
set and view issues through the lens of conformity.

Hardship allowance compensates expatriates for their 
sacrifices while on assignment.

Headquarters-based method compensates all employees 
according to the pay scales used at the headquarters.

Health insurance covers the costs of a variety of ser-
vices that promote sound physical and mental health, 
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pay a designated percentage of the costs for health 
insurance procedures and the insured (i.e., recipient 
of the insurance benefit) agrees to pay a designated 
percentage.

Independent contractors are contingent workers who 
typically possess specialized skills that are in short sup-
ply in the labor market. Companies select independent 
contractors to complete particular projects of short-term 
duration—usually a year or less.

Indexes of living costs abroad compare the costs (U.S. 
dollars) of representative goods and services (excluding 
education) expatriates purchase at the foreign location 
and the cost of comparable goods and services pur-
chased in the Washington, DC, area. Companies use 
these indexes to determine appropriate goods and ser-
vice allowances.

Individual incentive plans reward employees for meeting 
work-related performance standards (e.g., quality, pro-
ductivity, customer satisfaction, safety, and attendance). 
Any one or a combination of these standards may be 
used.

Inflation is the increase in prices for consumer goods 
and services. Inflation erodes the purchasing power of 
currency.

Insurance policy refers to a contractual relationship 
between the insurance company and beneficiary. It 
specifies the amount of money that the insurance com-
pany will pay for such particular services as physical 
examinations.

Integrated paid time off policies enable employees to 
schedule time off without justifying the reasons.

Interests represent individuals’ liking or preference for 
performing specific jobs.

Interindustry wage or compensation differentials rep-
resent the pattern of pay and benefits associated with 
characteristics of industries. Interindustry wage differ-
entials can be attributed to a number of factors, includ-
ing the industry’s product market, the degree of capital 
intensity, and the profitability of the industry.

Internal Revenue Code (IRC) is the set of federal govern-
ment regulations pertaining to taxation in the United 
States (e.g., sales tax, individual income tax, corporate 
income tax).

Internally consistent compensation systems clearly 
define the relative value of each job among all jobs 
within a company. This ordered set of jobs represents 
the job structure or hierarchy. Companies rely on a sim-
ple, yet fundamental, principle for building internally 
consistent compensation systems: Jobs that require 
greater qualifications, more responsibilities, and more 
complex duties should be paid more highly than jobs 
that require lesser qualifications, fewer responsibilities, 
and less complex job duties.

Host country nationals (HCNs) are foreign national citi-
zens who work in U.S. companies’ branch offices or 
manufacturing plants in their home countries.

Hourly pay is one type of base pay. Employees earn 
hourly pay for each hour worked.

Housing and utilities allowances compensate expatriates 
for the difference between housing and utilities costs in 
the United States and in the foreign post.

Human capital refers to employees’ knowledge and 
skills, enabling them to be productive. See also human 
capital theory.

Human capital theory states that employees’ knowledge 
and skills generate productive capital known as human 
capital. Employees can develop knowledge and skills 
from formal education or on-the-job experiences.

Human resource strategies specify the particular use 
of HR practices to be consistent with competitive 
strategy.

Hybrid plans are retirement plans that combine features 
of defined benefit and defined contribution plans.

Hypothetical tax is the U.S. income tax based on the 
same salary level, excluding all foreign allowances.

Illegal discriminatory bias occurs when a supervisor 
rates members of his or her race, gender, national-
ity, or religion more favorably than members of other 
classes.

Improshare is a specific kind of gain sharing program 
that rewards employees based on a labor hour ratio for-
mula. A standard is determined by analyzing histori-
cal accounting data to find the number of labor hours 
needed to complete a product. Productivity is then 
measured as a ratio of standard labor hours and actual 
labor hours.

Incentive effect refers to a worker’s willingness to work 
diligently to produce more quality output than simply 
attending work without putting in the effort.

Incentive pay or variable pay is defined as compensa-
tion, other than base wages or salaries, that fluctuates 
according to employees’ attainment of some standard 
(e.g., a preestablished formula, individual or group 
goals, or company earnings).

Incentive stock options entitle executives to purchase 
their companies’ stock in the future at a predetermined 
price. The predetermined price usually equals the stock 
price at the time an executive receives the stock options. 
Incentive stock options entitle executives to favorable 
tax treatment.

Income annuities distribute income to retirees based 
on retirement savings paid to insurance companies in 
exchange for guaranteed monthly checks for life.

Indemnity plans refer to traditional health insurance 
plans in which the insurance company agrees to 
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compensation greater than $160,000 in 2011 (indexed 
for inflation in increments of $5,000 beginning in 
2003), a 5 percent owner of the employer, or a 1 percent 
owner of the employer having an annual compensation 
from the employer of more than $160,000.

Knowledge, based on Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission guidelines, refers to a body of information 
applied directly to the performance of a function.

Labor hour ratio formula, used in determining the pay-
outs in Improshare plans, refers to a standard deter-
mined by analyzing historical accounting data to find 
the number of labor hours needed to complete a prod-
uct. Productivity is then measured as a ratio of standard 
labor hours and actual labor hours.

Lease companies employ qualified individuals and place 
them in client companies on a long-term, presumably 
“permanent” basis. Lease companies place employees 
within client companies in exchange for fees.

Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. a court case 
in which a female employee named Ledbetter sued 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. after she learned that some 
male employees with the same job had been paid sub-
stantially more than her over a period of several years. 
Ledbetter claimed that the statute of limitation period 
began when each discriminatory pay decision was made 
and communicated to her. She argued that multiple pay 
decisions were made over the years each time Goodyear 
endorsed each paycheck, making each paycheck a sepa-
rate act of illegal pay discrimination.

Legally required benefits are protection programs that 
attempt to promote worker safety and health, maintain 
family income streams, and assist families in crisis. The 
key legally required benefits are mandated by the fol-
lowing laws: the Social Security Act of 1935, various 
state workers’ compensation laws, and the Family and 
Medical Leave Act of 1993.

Legislative branch refers to the organization of the fed-
eral government in which Congress passes and enacts 
laws.

Leniency errors occur when raters (e.g., supervisors) 
appraise an employee’s performance more highly than 
it really rates, compared with objective criteria.

Licensing information describes licenses, certificates, or 
registrations that are used to identify levels of skill or 
performance relevant to occupations.

Life insurance protects employees’ families by paying 
a specified amount to employees’ beneficiaries upon 
employees’ deaths. Most policies pay some multiple of 
the employees’ salaries.

Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act enables a female employee to 
file of charge of illegal pay discrimination within 180 
days following receipt of a paycheck in which she feels 
that she may be discriminated against.

Intrinsic compensation reflects employees’ psychologi-
cal mind-sets that result from performing their jobs.

Involuntary part-time employees work fewer than 35 
hours per week because they are unable to find full-time 
employment.

Job analysis is a systematic process for gathering, docu-
menting, and analyzing information in order to describe 
jobs.

Job-based pay compensates employees for jobs they cur-
rently perform.

Job content refers to the actual activities that employees 
must perform in the job. Job content descriptions may 
be broad, general statements of job activities or detailed 
descriptions of duties and tasks performed in the job.

Job-content evaluation, an approach to evaluating job 
worth, takes skill, effort, responsibility, and working 
conditions into account.

Job control unionism refers to a union’s success in nego-
tiating formal contracts with employees and establishing 
quasi-judicial grievance procedures to adjudicate dis-
putes between union members and employers.

Job descriptions summarize a job’s purpose and list its 
tasks, duties, and responsibilities, as well as the skills, 
knowledge, and abilities necessary to perform the job at 
a minimum level.

Job duties, a section in job descriptions, describe the 
major work activities and, if pertinent, supervisory 
responsibilities.

Job evaluation systematically recognizes differences in 
the relative worth among a set of jobs and establishes 
pay differentials accordingly.

Job-point accrual model, a type of pay-for-knowledge 
program, provides employees opportunities to develop 
skills and learn to perform jobs from different job 
families.

Job sharing is a special kind of part-time employment 
agreement. Two or more part-time employees perform 
a single full-time job.

Job summary, a statement contained in job descriptions, 
summarizes the job based on two to four descriptive 
statements.

Job titles, listed in job descriptions, indicate job 
designations.

Judicial branch refers to the organization of the federal 
government that interprets laws.

Just-meaningful pay increase refers to the minimum pay 
increase that employees will see as making a substantial 
change in compensation.

Key employees, as defined by the Internal Revenue 
Service, include any employee who during the cur-
rent year is an officer of the employer having an annual 
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Management by objectives (MBO), a goal-oriented 
performance-appraisal method, requires that supervi-
sors and employees determine objectives for employees 
to meet during the rating period, and then employees 
appraise how well they have achieved their objectives.

Management incentive plans award bonuses to man-
agers who meet or exceed objectives based on sales, 
profit, production, or other measures for their division, 
department, or unit.

Market-based evaluation, an approach to job evaluation, 
uses market data to determine differences in job worth.

Market-competitive pay systems represent companies’ 
compensation policies that fit the imperatives of com-
petitive advantage.

Market lag policy distinguishes companies from the com-
petition by compensating employees less than most com-
petitors. Lagging the market indicates that pay levels fall 
below the market pay line.

Market lead policy distinguishes companies from the 
competition by compensating employees more highly 
than most competitors. Leading the market denotes pay 
levels above the market pay line.

Market match policy most closely follows the typical 
market pay rates because companies pay according to 
the market pay line. Thus, pay rates fall along the mar-
ket pay line.

Market pay line is representative of typical market pay 
rates relative to a company’s job structure.

Maximum benefit limits refer to the maximum amount 
of money an insurance company expressed on a per–
health care procedure basis for a benefits plan year or 
for the lifetime of the insured employee.

Mean is a measure of central tendency calculated as the 
sum of numbers (e.g., annual salaries in the marketing 
department) divided by the number of salaries.

Median is the middle value in an ordered sequence of 
numerical data.

Medical reimbursement plans reimburse employees for 
some or all of the cost of prescription drugs. These 
plans pay benefits after an employee has met an annual 
deductible for the plan.

Medicare Advantage refers to a variety of health insur-
ance coverage options for individuals eligible for 
Medicare protection who choose not to participate in 
Parts A and B. It is informally referred to as Medicare 
Part C.

Medicare Part A refers to compulsory hospitalization 
insurance that covers both inpatient and outpatient hos-
pital care and services.

Medicare Part B is voluntary supplementary medical 
insurance that covers 80 percent of medical services and 
supplies (for example, outpatient care, laboratory tests). 

Line employees are directly involved in producing com-
panies’ goods or service delivery. Assembler, production 
worker, and sales employee are examples of line jobs.

Local governments refer to municipal or county-level 
organizations that provide public services and ensure 
that the rights of citizens and employees are upheld in 
accordance with pertinent laws and regulations.

Longevity pay systems reward with permanent additions 
to base pay those employees who have reached pay 
grade maximums and who are not likely to move into 
higher pay grades.

Longshore and Harborworkers’ Compensation Act man-
dates workers’ compensation insurance protection for 
maritime workers.

Long-term disability initially refers to illnesses or acci-
dents that prevent an employee from performing his or 
her “own occupation” over a designated period. The 
term own occupation applies to employees based on 
education, training, or experience. After the designated 
period elapses, the definition becomes more inclusive 
by adding the phrase “inability to perform any occupa-
tion or to engage in any paid employment.” The second-
stage definition is consistent with the concept of total 
disability in workers’ compensation programs.

Long-term disability insurance provides benefits for 
extended periods of time anywhere between 6 months 
and life.

Lorance v. AT&T Technologies, a Supreme Court case, lim-
ited employees’ rights to challenge the use of seniority 
systems to only 180 days from the system’s implementa-
tion date.

Lowest-cost strategy focuses on gaining competi-
tive advantage by being the lowest-cost producer of a 
good or service within the marketplace, while selling 
the good or service at a price advantage relative to the 
industry average.

Lump sum distributions refer to single payments of 
benefits. In defined contribution plans, lump sum dis-
tributions equal the sum of the vested amount of all 
employee and vested employer contributions and inter-
est on this sum.

Mail order prescription drug programs dispense expen-
sive medications used to treat chronic health conditions.

Major occupational groups refer to the 23 broad classi-
fications of similar jobs in the Standard Occupational 
Classification system.

Malemployment occurs when job holders possess greater 
education, skills, or knowledge than is required to per-
form their jobs.

Managed care plans emphasize cost control by limiting an 
employee’s choice of doctors and hospitals. These plans 
also provide protection against health care expenses in 
the form of prepayment to health care providers.
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Nondiscrimination rules prohibit employers from dis-
criminating in favor of highly compensated employees 
in contributions or benefits, availability of  benefits, 
rights, or plan features. Also, employers may not 
amend pension plans to favor highly compensated 
employees.

Nonexempt refers to an employee’s status regarding the 
overtime pay provision of the Fair Labor Standards Act 
of 1938 (FLSA). Employees whose jobs do not fall into 
particular categories (e.g., administrative, professional, 
and executive employees) are generally covered by 
overtime and minimum wage provisions.

Nonqualified plans are welfare and pension plans that do 
not meet various requirements set forth by the Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), 
disallowing favorable tax treatment for employee and 
employer contributions.

Nonrecoverable draws act as salary because sales 
employees are not obligated to repay the loans if they do 
not sell enough.

Nonrecurring merit increases or merit bonuses are lump 
sum monetary awards based on employees’ past job 
performances. Employees do not continue to receive 
nonrecurring merit increases every year. Employees 
must instead earn them each time.

Nonstatutory stock options, a kind of executive deferred 
compensation, entitle executives to purchase their com-
panies’ stock in the future at a predetermined price. 
The predetermined price usually equals the stock price 
at the time an executive receives the stock options. 
Nonstatutory stock options do not entitle executives to 
favorable tax treatment.

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) became 
effective on January 1, 1994. NAFTA has two main 
goals. First, NAFTA was designed to reduce trade bar-
riers among Mexico, Canada, and the United States. 
Second, NAFTA also set out to remove barriers to 
investment among these three countries.

Occupation requirements in O*NET include informa-
tion about typical activities required across occupations. 
Identifying generalized work activities and detailed 
work activities summarizes the broad and more specific 
types of job behaviors and tasks that may be performed 
within multiple occupations.

Occupational Information Network (O*NET) is a data-
base designed to describe jobs in the relatively new 
service sector of the economy and to more accurately 
describe jobs that evolved as the result of technological 
advances. O*NET replaces the Revised Handbook for 
Analyzing Jobs.

Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 ensures 
safe and healthful working conditions for working men 
and women by authorizing enforcement of the stan-
dards under the act.

Part B also provides ambulance services when other 
modes of transportation may endanger the patient’s life.

Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and 
Modernization Act of 2003 led to changes in the 
Medicare program by adding prescription drug cover-
age and recognizing health savings accounts (HSAs).

Medicare Select plans are Medigap policies that offer 
lower premiums in exchange for limiting the choice of 
health care providers.

Medicare tax See hospital insurance tax (HI).

Medigap insurance supplements Medicare Part A and 
Part B coverage and is available to Medicare recipients 
in most states from private insurance companies for an 
extra fee.

Mental Health Parity Act and Addiction Equity Act of 
2008 is a law that requires that any group health plan 
that includes mental health and substance use disorder 
benefits along with standard medical and surgical cov-
erage must treat them equally in terms of out-of-pocket 
costs, benefit limits, and practices such as prior authori-
zation and utilization review.

Merit pay increase budget limits the amount of pay 
raises that can be awarded to employees for a specified 
time period. A merit pay increase budget is expressed as 
a percentage of the sum of employees’ current base pay.

Merit pay programs reward employees with permanent 
increases to base pay according to differences in job 
performance.

Midpoint pay value is the halfway mark between the 
range minimum and maximum rates. Midpoints rep-
resent the competitive market rate determined by the 
analysis of compensation survey data.

Mobility premiums reward employees for moving from 
one assignment to another.

Multiple-tiered commissions increase percentage pay 
rates for progressively higher sales volume in a given 
period only if sales exceed a predetermined level.

National Compensation Survey (NCS) is a U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics program that comprehensively describes 
pay and benefits information in U.S. companies.

National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (NLRA) estab-
lishes employees’ rights to bargain collectively with 
 employers on such issues as wages, work hours, and 
working conditions.

Negative halo effect occurs when a rater (e.g., a super-
visor) generalizes an employee’s negative behavior on 
one aspect of the job to all aspects of the job.

Nominal hourly compensation is the face value of a 
dollar.

Noncontributory financing implies that the company 
assumes total costs for discretionary benefits.
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since its passage. The implementation of all provisions 
will be complete by 2018.

Pay compression occurs whenever a company’s pay 
spread between newly hired or less qualified employees 
and more qualified job incumbents is small.

Pay grades group jobs for pay policy application. Human 
resource professionals typically group jobs into pay 
grades based on similar compensable factors and value.

Pay ranges represent the span of possible pay rates for 
each pay grade. Pay ranges include midpoint, minimum, 
and maximum pay rates. The minimum and maximum 
values denote the acceptable lower and upper bounds of 
pay for the jobs within particular pay grades.

Pay structures represent pay rate differences for jobs of 
unequal worth and the framework for recognizing dif-
ferences in employee contributions.

Paycheck Fairness Act is a second key initiative in 
 closing the pay gap between men and women. This bill 
strengthens the Equal Pay Act of 1963 by strengthening 
the remedies available to put sex-based pay discrimi-
nation on par with race-based pay discrimination. That 
is, employers are now required to justify unequal pay 
by showing that the pay disparity is not sex based, but, 
rather, job related. This act also prohibits employers 
from retaliating against employees who share salary 
information with their coworkers.

Pay-for-knowledge plans reward managerial, service, or 
professional workers for successfully learning specific 
curricula.

Pension plans provide income to individuals and benefi-
ciaries throughout their retirement. Also called retire-
ment programs.

Pension programs provide income to individuals through-
out their retirement.

Pension Protection Act of 2006 is supposed to help shore up 
the financial solvency of defined benefit plans in private 
sector companies and to automatically enroll employees 
in defined contribution plans (e.g., 401(k) plans).

Percentiles describe dispersion by indicating the percent-
age of figures that fall below certain points. There are 
100 percentiles ranging from the first percentile to the 
100th percentile.

Performance-contingent bonuses, awarded to execu-
tives, are based on the attainment of such specific per-
formance criteria as market share.

Perks See perquisites.

Perquisites are benefits offered exclusively to executives 
(e.g., country club memberships).

Person-focused pay plans generally reward employees 
for acquiring job-related competencies, knowledge, 
or skills rather than for demonstrating successful job 
performances.

Occupation-specific requirements information describes 
the characteristics of a particular occupation. These par-
ticular requirements are occupational skills, knowledge, 
tasks, duties, machines, tools, and equipment.

Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (OWBPA), the 
1990 amendment to the ADEA, indicates that  employers 
can require older employees to pay more than younger 
employees for health care insurance coverage. This 
practice is permissible when older workers collectively 
do not make proportionately larger contributions than 
the younger workers.

On-call arrangements are a method for employing tem-
porary workers.

O*NET database See Occupational Information Network 
(O*NET).

O*NET User’s Guide provides detailed information about 
the O*NET job content model, its applications, and 
how to use it the system.

Organizational context information indicates the charac-
teristics of the organization that influence how people 
do their work.

Out-of-pocket maximum provisions in medical insur-
ance plans limit the total dollar expenditure a benefi-
ciary must pay during any plan year. These provisions 
are most common in commercial medical insurance 
plans.

Outplacement assistance refers to company-sponsored 
technical and emotional support to employees who are 
being laid off or terminated.

Paid time off represents discretionary employee benefits 
(e.g., vacation time) that provide employees time off 
with pay.

Paid time off banks are policies that compensate employ-
ees when they are not performing their primary work 
duties. Companies offer most paid time off as a mat-
ter of custom, particularly paid holidays, vacations, and 
sick leave.

Paired comparison, a variation of simple ranking job 
evaluation plans, orders all jobs from lowest to high-
est based on comparing the worth of each job in all 
possible job pairs. Paired comparison also refers to a 
specific kind of comparison method for appraising job 
performance. Supervisors compare each employee to 
every other employee, identifying the better performer 
in each pair.

Partial disabilities inclusion refers to a provision of 
many company-sponsored long-term disability plans. 
Specifically, this provision offers supplemental benefits 
to cover a portion of income loss associated with part-
time employment.

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 
(PPACA) enacted on March 23, 2010, is a compre-
hensive law that has been in the implementation phase 
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Preexisting condition is a mental or physical disability 
for which medical advice, diagnosis, care, or treat-
ment was received during a designated period pre-
ceding the beginning of disability or health insurance 
coverage.

Preferred provider organizations (PPOs) are select 
groups of health care providers that provide health care 
services to a given population at a higher level of reim-
bursement than under commercial insurance plans.

Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 (PDA) is an 
amendment to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964. The PDA prohibits disparate impact discrimi-
nation against pregnant women for all employment 
practices.

Premium is the amount of money an individual or com-
pany pays to maintain insurance coverage.

Prepaid medical services refer to most benefits offered 
by HMOs because fixed periodic enrollment fees cover 
HMO members for all medically necessary services 
only if the services are delivered or approved by the 
HMO. Also, alternative name for HMOs.

Prescription card programs operate like HMOs by pro-
viding prepaid benefits with nominal copayments for 
prescription drugs.

Prescription drug plans cover the costs of drugs that 
state or federal laws require be dispensed by licensed 
pharmacists.

Primary care physicians are designated by HMOs to 
determine whether patients require the care of a medical 
specialist. This functions to control costs by reducing 
the number of medically unnecessary visits to expen-
sive specialists.

Probationary period is the initial term of employment 
(usually less than 6 months) during which companies 
attempt to ensure that they have made sound hiring 
decisions. Employees are often not entitled to partici-
pate in discretionary benefits programs during their pro-
bationary periods.

Profit sharing plans pay a portion of company profits 
to employees, separate from base pay, cost-of-living 
adjustments, or permanent merit pay increases. Two 
kinds of profit sharing plans are used widely today: cur-
rent profit sharing and deferred profit sharing.

Profit sharing pool is money earmarked for distribution 
to employees who participate in profit sharing plans. 
Companies may choose to fund profit sharing plans 
based on gross sales revenue or some basis other than 
profits.

Protection programs are either legally required or discre-
tionary employee benefits that provide family benefits, 
promote health, and guard against income loss caused by 
such catastrophic factors as unemployment, disability, or 
serious illnesses.

Phantom stock, a type of executive deferred compensa-
tion, is an arrangement whereby boards of directors 
compensate executives with hypothetical company 
stock rather than actual shares of company stock. 
Phantom stock plans are similar to restricted stock 
plans because executives must meet specific conditions 
before they can convert these phantom shares into real 
shares of company stock.

Piecework plan, an individual incentive pay program, 
rewards employees based on their individual hourly 
production against an objective output standard, deter-
mined by the pace at which manufacturing equipment 
operates. For each hour, workers receive piecework 
incentives for every item produced over the  designated 
production standard. Workers also receive a guaranteed 
hourly pay rate regardless of whether they meet the des-
ignated production standard.

Plan termination rules are specifications set forth by the 
Pension Benefit & Guaranty Corporation regarding the 
discontinuation of an employer’s defined benefit pen-
sion plan.

Platinum parachutes are lucrative awards that compen-
sate departing executives with severance pay, continua-
tion of company benefits, and even stock options.

Point method represents a job-content evaluation tech-
nique that uses quantitative methodology. Quantitative 
methods assign numerical values to compensable fac-
tors that describe jobs, and these values are summed as 
an indicator of the overall value for the job.

Point-of-service plans (POSs) combine features of fee-
for-service systems and health maintenance organi-
zations. Employees pay a nominal copayment for 
each visit to a designated network of physicians; 
alternatively, they may receive treatment from pro-
viders outside the network, but they pay more for this 
choice.

Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947 defines the term hours 
worked that appears in the FLSA.

Positive halo effect occurs when a rater (e.g., a supervi-
sor) generalizes employees’ positive behavior on one 
aspect of the job to all aspects of the job.

Preadmission certification is a certification by a medical 
professional of a health insurance company that may 
be necessary before a doctor can authorize hospitaliza-
tion of a policyholder. Failure to ascertain preadmis-
sion certification may lead to denial of hospitalization 
benefits.

Predetermined allocation bonuses, awarded to execu-
tives, are based on a fixed formula. Company profits are 
often the main determinant of the bonus amounts.

Preeligibility period spans from the initial date of hire 
to eligibility for coverage in a disability insurance 
program.
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Repatriation is the process of making the transition from 
an international assignment and living abroad to a 
domestic assignment and living in the home country.

Restricted stock, a type of executive deferred compensa-
tion, requires that executives do not have any ownership 
control over the disposition of the stock for a predeter-
mined period, often 5 to 10 years.

Retirement programs provide income to individuals and 
beneficiaries throughout their retirement. Also called 
pension plans.

Right to control test helps companies determine 
whether their workers are employees or independent 
contractors.

Rucker plan is a particular type of gain sharing program 
that emphasizes employee involvement. Gain sharing 
awards are based on the ratio between value added (less 
the costs of materials, supplies, and services rendered) 
and the total cost of employment.

Sabbatical leaves are paid time off for professional devel-
opment activities such as professional certification, 
conducting research, and curriculum development.

Safe harbors refer to compliance guidelines in a law or 
regulation.

Salary is one type of base pay. Employees earn salaries for 
performing their jobs, regardless of the actual number of 
hours worked. Companies generally measure salary on 
an annual basis.

Salary-only plans are specific types of sales compensa-
tion plans. Sales professionals receive fixed-base com-
pensation, which does not vary with the level of units 
sold, increase in market share, or any other indicator of 
sales performance.

Salary-plus-bonus plans are specific types of sales com-
pensation plans. Sales professionals receive fixed base 
compensation, coupled with a bonus. Bonuses are usu-
ally single payments that reward employees for achieve-
ment of specific, exceptional goals.

Salary-plus-commission plans are particular types of 
sales compensation plans. Sales professionals receive 
fixed base compensation and commission.

Sales value of production (SVOP) is the sum of sales rev-
enue plus the value of goods in inventory. This is part of 
the equation to determine payout amounts in Scanlon 
gain sharing plans.

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 mandated a number of 
reforms to enhance corporate responsibility, enhance 
financial disclosures, and combat corporate and 
accounting fraud in response to corporate accounting 
scandals in Enron, Tyco, and other large U.S. corpora-
tions. The act established Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board (PCAOB) to oversee the activities of 
the auditing profession.

Public Company Accounting Oversight Board 
(PCAOB) See Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.

Qualified plans are welfare and pension plans that 
meet various requirements set forth by the Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974; these plans 
entitle employees and employers to favorable tax treat-
ment by deducting the contributions from taxable 
income. Qualified plans do not disproportionately favor 
highly compensated employees.

Quarters allowance is the U.S. Department of State term 
for housing and utilities allowances.

Quarters of coverage refers to each 3-month period of 
employment during which an employee contributes 
to the retirement income program under the Social 
Security Act of 1935.

Quartiles allow compensation professionals to describe 
the distribution of data, usually annual base pay amount, 
based on four groupings.

Range spread is the difference between the maximum 
and the minimum pay rates of a given pay grade.

Rating errors in performance appraisals reflect differences 
between human judgment processes versus objective, 
accurate assessments uncolored by bias, prejudice, or 
other subjective, extraneous influences.

Real hourly compensation measures the purchasing 
power of a dollar.

Recertification ensures that employees periodically dem-
onstrate mastery of all the jobs they have learned.

Recoverable draws act as company loans to employees 
that are carried forward indefinitely until employees 
sell enough (i.e., earn a sufficient amount in commis-
sions) to repay their draws.

Red circle rates represent pay rates that are higher than 
the designated pay range maximums.

Referral plans are individual incentive pay plans that 
reward employees for referring new customers or 
recruiting successful job applicants.

Regression analysis describes the linear relationship 
between two variables (i.e., simple regression) or 
between the linear composite of multiple variables and 
one other variable (i.e., multiple regression).

Rehabilitation Act mandates that federal government 
agencies take affirmative action in providing jobs for 
individuals with disabilities (401 FEP Manual 325).

Relevant labor markets represent the fields of potentially 
qualified candidates for particular jobs.

Reliable job analysis yields consistent results under simi-
lar conditions.

Relocation assistance payments cover expatriates’ 
expenses to relocate to foreign posts.
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Short-term disability refers to an inability to perform 
the duties of one’s regular job usually for fewer than 6 
months.

Short-term disability insurance provides income benefits 
for limited periods of time, usually less than 6 months.

Similar-to-me effect refers to the tendency on the part of 
raters (e.g., supervisors) to judge employees favorably 
who they perceive as similar to themselves.

Simple ranking plan, a specific method of job evaluation, 
orders all jobs from lowest to highest according to a 
single criterion (e.g., job complexity or the centrality of 
the job to the company’s competitive strategy).

Single coverage extends health insurance benefits only to 
the covered employee.

Six-year graduated schedule allows workers to become 
20 percent vested after 2 years and to vest at a rate of 20 
percent each year thereafter until they are 100 percent 
vested after 6 years of service.

Skill, based on Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
guidelines, refers to an observable competence to perform 
a learned psychomotor act.

Skill-based pay, used mostly for employees who do phys-
ical work, increases these workers’ pay as they master 
new skills.

Skill blocks model, a kind of pay-for-knowledge 
program, applies to jobs from within the same job 
 family. Just as in the stair-step model, employees 
progress to increasingly complex jobs; however, 
skills do not necessarily build on each other in a skill 
blocks program.

Skill (knowledge) blocks are sets of skills (knowledge) 
necessary to perform a specific job (e.g., typing skills 
versus analytical reasoning) or group of similar jobs 
(e.g., junior accounting clerk, intermediate accounting 
clerk, and senior accounting clerk).

Smoking cessation plans are particular types of wellness 
programs that stress the negative aspects of smoking 
and can include intensive programs directed at helping 
individuals to stop smoking.

Social comparison theory provides an explanation for 
executive compensation determination based on the 
tendency for the board of directors to offer executive 
compensation packages that are similar to those in peer 
companies.

Social Security Act of 1935 (Title IX) established three 
main types of legally required benefits: unemployment 
insurance, retirement income and benefits for depen-
dents, and medical insurance (Medicare).

Sorting effect addresses an employee’s choice to stay 
versus leave his or her employer for another job, pre-
sumably one without an incentive pay contingency.

Say on pay gives company shareholders the right to vote 
yes or no on executive compensation proposals, includ-
ing current and deferred components, including golden 
parachute agreements, at least once every 3 years. 
Although the say on pay provision guarantees share-
holders the right to vote on executive compensation 
proposals, the vote is nonbinding.

Scanlon plan is a specific type of gain sharing program 
that emphasizes employee involvement. Gain sharing 
awards are based on the ratio between labor costs and 
sales value of production.

Scientific management practices promote labor cost 
control by replacing inefficient production methods 
with efficient production methods.

Second surgical opinion is a feature of many health 
insurance plans, reducing unnecessary surgical proce-
dures and costs by encouraging an individual to seek an 
independent opinion from another doctor.

Section 401(k) plans are qualified retirement plans named 
after the section of the IRC that created them. These 
plans permit employees to defer part of their compensa-
tion to the trust of a qualified defined contribution plan. 
Only private sector or tax-exempt employers are eligible 
to sponsor 401(k) plans.

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is a non-
partisan, quasi-judicial federal government agency 
with responsibility for administering federal securi-
ties laws.

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 applies to the disclosure 
of executive compensation.

Self-Employment Contributions Act (SECA) requires 
self-employed individuals to contribute to the OASDI 
and Medicare programs but at a higher tax rate than 
required for non-self-employed individuals.

Self-funded plans are similar to commercial insur-
ance plans with one key difference: Companies typi-
cally draw from their own assets to fund claims when 
self-funded.

Self-funding refers to health insurance plans that pay ben-
efits directly from an employer’s assets.

Seniority pay systems reward employees with perma-
nent additions to base pay periodically, according to 
employees’ length of service performing their jobs.

Services represent discretionary employee benefits that 
provide enhancements to employees and their families 
(e.g., tuition reimbursement and day care assistance).

Severance pay usually includes several months of pay 
following involuntary termination and, in some cases, 
continued coverage under the employer’s medical 
insurance plan. Employees often rely on severance 
pay to meet financial obligations while searching for 
employment.
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Supplemental life insurance protection represents 
additional life insurance offered exclusively to exec-
utives. Companies design executives’ supplemental 
life  insurance protection to increase the value of 
executives’ estates, bequeathed to designated benefi-
ciaries (usually family members) upon their death, 
and to provide greater benefits than standard plans 
usually allow.

Supplemental retirement plans, offered to executives, 
are designed to restore benefits restricted under quali-
fied plans.

Tactical decisions support competitive strategy.

Target plan bonuses, awarded to executives, are based 
on executives’ performance. Executives do not receive 
bonuses unless their performance exceeds minimally 
acceptable standards.

Tax equalization is one of two approaches (the other is 
tax protection) to provide expatriates tax allowances. 
Employers take the responsibility for paying income 
taxes to the U.S. and foreign governments on behalf of 
the expatriates.

Tax protection is one of two approaches (the other is tax 
equalization) to provide expatriates tax allowances. 
Employers reimburse expatriates for the difference 
between the actual income tax amount and the hypo-
thetical tax when the actual income tax amount—based 
on tax returns filed with the Internal Revenue Service—
is greater.

Taxable wage base limits the amount of annual wages or 
payroll cost per employee subject to taxation to fund 
OASDI programs.

Team-based or small-group incentive plans a small 
group of employees shares a financial reward when a 
specific objective is met.

Telecommuting represents alternative work arrangements 
in which employees perform work at home or some 
other location besides the office.

Temporary employment agencies place individuals in 
client companies as employees on a temporary basis.

Term life insurance is the most common type of life insur-
ance offered by companies; provides protection to an 
employee’s beneficiaries only during a limited period 
based on a specified number of years or maximum age. 
After that, insurance automatically expires.

Third country nationals (TCNs) are foreign national citi-
zens who work in U.S. companies’ branch offices or 
manufacturing plants in foreign countries—excluding 
the United States and their home countries.

Time-and-motion studies analyzed the time it took 
employees to complete their jobs. Factory owners used 
time-and-motion studies and job analysis to meet this 
objective.

Spillover effect refers to nonunion companies’ offer of 
similar compensation as offered by union companies to 
their employees. The goal is to reduce the likelihood that 
nonunion workforces will seek union representation.

Staff employees support the functions performed by line 
employees. Human resources and accounting are exam-
ples of staff functions.

Stair-step model, a type of pay-for-knowledge pro-
gram, resembles a flight of stairs. The steps represent 
jobs from a particular job family that differ in terms of 
complexity. Skills at higher levels build upon previous 
lower-level skills.

Standard deviation refers to the mean distance of each 
 salary figure from the mean (i.e., how larger observations 
fluctuate above the mean and how small observations 
fluctuate below the mean).

State governments enact and enforce laws that pertain 
exclusively to their respective regions (e.g., Illinois and 
Michigan).

Stock appreciation rights, a type of executive deferred 
compensation, provide executives income at the end of 
a designated period, much like restricted stock options; 
however, executives never have to exercise their stock 
rights to receive income. The company simply awards 
payment to executives based on the difference in stock 
price between the time the company granted the stock 
rights at fair market value to the end of the designated 
period, permitting the executives to keep the stock.

Stock compensation plans are companywide incentive 
plans that grant employees the right to purchase shares 
of company stock.

Stock options describe an employee’s right to purchase 
company stock.

Straight commission is based on a fixed percentage of the 
sales price of the produce or service.

Strategic analysis entails an examination of a company’s 
external market context and internal factors. Examples 
of external market factors include industry profile, 
information about competitors, and long-term growth 
prospects. Internal factors encompass financial condi-
tion and functional capabilities (e.g., marketing and 
human resources).

Strategic decisions support business objectives.

Strategic management entails a series of judgments, under 
uncertainty, that companies direct toward achieving spe-
cific goals.

Stress management is a specific kind of wellness pro-
gram designed to help employees cope with many factors 
inside and outside their work that contribute to stress.

Strictness errors occur when raters (e.g., supervisors) 
judge employee performance to be less than what it is 
when compared against objective criteria.
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insurance and a more flexible savings or cash accumula-
tion plan than is found in whole life insurance plans.

Value-added formula is the difference between the value 
of the sales price of a product and the value of materi-
als purchased to make the product. This is part of the 
equation to determine payout amounts in Rucker gain 
sharing plans.

Variable pay See incentive pay.

Variation represents the amount of spread or dispersion 
in a set of data.

Vertical knowledge refers to knowledge traditionally 
associated with supervisory activities (e.g., perfor-
mance appraisal and grievance review procedures).

Vertical skills are those skills traditionally considered 
supervisory skills (e.g., scheduling, coordinating, train-
ing, and leading others).

Vesting refers to employees’ acquisition of nonforfeitable 
rights to pension benefits.

Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance 
Act applies the principles of the Rehabilitation Act to 
veterans with disabilities and veterans of the Vietnam 
War (401 FEP Manual 379).

Violations of an affirmative duty are violations taking 
place when an employer fails to reveal the exposure of 
one or more workers to harmful substances or when the 
employer does not disclose a medical condition typi-
cally caused by exposure.

Voluntary part-time employees choose to work fewer 
than 35 hours per regularly scheduled workweek.

Volunteerism refers to giving of one’s time to support a 
meaningful cause. More and more companies are pro-
viding employees with paid time off to contribute to 
causes of their choice.

Wage See hourly pay.

Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 
2010 enhances the transparency of executive com-
pensation practices. Also commonly referred to as the 
Dodd-Frank Act.

Walling v. A. H. Belo Corp requires employers to guaran-
tee fixed weekly pay for employees whose work hours 
vary from week to week when certain conditions are 
met.

Walsh–Healey Public Contracts Act of 1936 mandates 
that contractors with federal contracts meet guidelines 
regarding wages and hours, child labor, convict labor, 
and hazardous working conditions. Contractors must 
observe the minimum wage and overtime provisions of 
the FLSA. In addition, this act prohibits the employment 
of individuals younger than 16 and convicted criminals. 
Furthermore, it prohibits contractors from exposing 
workers to any conditions that violate the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act.

Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 
(ADA) requires that employers provide “reasonable 
accommodation” to disabled employees. Reasonable 
accommodation may include such efforts as making 
existing facilities readily accessible, job restructuring, 
and modifying work schedules.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 indicates that 
it shall be an unlawful employment practice for an 
employer to discriminate against any individual with 
respect to compensation, terms, conditions, or privi-
leges of employment because of such individual’s race, 
color, religion, sex, or national origin.

Torts are laws offering remedies to individuals harmed by 
the unreasonable actions of others. Tort claims usually 
involve state law and are based on the legal premise that 
individuals are liable for the consequences of their con-
duct if it results in injury to others. Tort laws involve 
civil suits, which are actions brought to protect an indi-
vidual’s private rights.

Tournament theory provides an explanation for execu-
tive compensation determination based on substantially 
greater competition for high-ranking jobs. Lucrative 
chief executive compensation packages represent the 
prize to those who win the competition by becoming 
chief executives.

Trait system, a type of performance-appraisal method, 
requires raters (e.g., supervisors or customers) to evalu-
ate each employee’s traits or characteristics (e.g., quality 
of work, quantity of work, appearance, dependability, 
cooperation, initiative, judgment, leadership responsibil-
ity, decision-making ability, and creativity).

Transportation services represent energy-efficient ways 
to transport employees to and from the workplace. 
Employers cover part or all of the transportation costs.

Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP) See Emergency 
Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 (EESA)

Tuition reimbursement programs promote employees’ 
education. Under a tuition reimbursement program, an 
employer fully or partially reimburses an employee for 
expenses incurred for education or training.

Two-tier pay structures reward newly hired employees 
less than established employees on either a temporary 
or permanent basis.

Underemployment refers to employees who wish to work 
full-time but are forced to work part-time for economic 
reasons, such as poor business conditions or inability to 
find a job, both of which are common problems during 
economic recessions.

Universal compensable factors, based on the Equal Pay 
Act of 1963, include skill, effort, responsibility, and 
working conditions.

Universal life insurance provides protection to employees’ 
beneficiaries based on the insurance feature of term life 
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Worker requirements represent the minimum qualifica-
tions and skills that people must have to perform a par-
ticular job. Such requirements usually include educa-
tion, experience, licenses, permits, and specific abilities 
such as typing, drafting, or editing.

Worker specifications, a section in job descriptions, lists 
the education, skills, abilities, knowledge, and other 
qualifications individuals must possess to perform the 
job adequately.

Workers’ compensation refers to state-run insurance pro-
grams that are designed to cover medical, rehabilitation, 
and disability income expenses resulting from employees’ 
work-related accidents.

Workforce characteristics refer to variables that define 
and describe the general characteristics of occupations 
that may influence occupational requirements.

Working condition fringe benefits refer to the work 
equipment (e.g., computer) and services (e.g., an addi-
tional telephone line) employers purchase for telecom-
muters’ use at home.

Working conditions are the social context or physical 
environment where work will be performed.

Weight control and nutrition programs, a particu-
lar type of wellness program, are designed to educate 
employees about proper nutrition and weight loss, both 
of which are critical to good health.

Welfare practices were generous endeavors under-
taken by some employers, motivated to minimize 
employees’ desire to seek union representation, to 
promote good management, and to enhance worker 
productivity.

Wellness programs promote employees’ physical and 
psychological health.

Whole life insurance is a type of life insurance that 
provides protection to employees’ beneficiaries dur-
ing employees’ employment and into the retirement 
years.

Work context information describes physical and social 
factors that influence the nature of work.

Work styles are personal characteristics that describe 
important interpersonal and work style requirements in 
jobs and occupations.

Worker characteristics refer to ability, interests, and work 
styles.
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